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Preface

This book is the second in a series of volumes on the history of nuclear .
regulation sponsored by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The first volume, Controlling the Atom: The Beginnings of Nuclear Regulation, 1946-1962, published by the University of California Press in 1984, examined the formative years of the efforts to
promote the safety of the fledging nuclear power industry. This volume picks up the story at about the time that the nuclear industry
experienced an unprecedented and unanticipated boom. The so-called
"great bandwagon market" made an enormous impact on approaches
to nuclear regulation. So too did the growth of environmentalism as a
major public concern and political issue, which occurred at virtUally
the same ti~e as the nuclear boom. This book investigates the interaction between those contemporaneous forces and the development of
policies designed to ensure both the expansion and the safety of nuclear power.
.
Like Controlling the Atom, this sequel focuses on the United States
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), the agency that before its disbandment in 1975 was primarily responsible for nuclear power safety. Regulation was but o~e of the three major statutory functions that the AEC
carried out. It devoted the bulk of its attention and resources to the
other two: development and testing of nuclear weapons and promotion
of the commercial use of nuclear power. This book is an effort to
explain the AEC's regulatory positions and policies. It is not a full
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account of the AEC's activities, though it does attempt to show how the
agency's other responsibilities affected its regulatory programs.
The period that this book covers is necessarily untidy in its boundaries. The end of Glenn T. Seaborg's tenure as chairman of the AEC
was, in many ways, a logical place to end the volume. But some issues of
significance that arose during his chairmanship culminated after he left
the AEC, and they have received limited attention here. Given the length
of this volume, readers might be surprised to learn that major subjects
have not been included, but such are the exigencies of historical scholarship. The most prominent issue that I cover only in passing is radioactive waste disposal. The reason is that the AEC's attempt to settle the
question by building a waste depository in Kansas came to a head only
after the period examined in this book. The entire issue will be covered
in the next volume in a way that will describe the background, outcome,
and aftermath of the Kansas project. So will other matters of interest
and importance that had their origins in the period between 1963 and
1971 but became more prominent later.
Given the complexity of the subject of nuclear regulation and the
imposing amount of documentary material in a variety of collections,
this book is not an exhaustive treatment of the topic it covers. The book
centers on policy-making considerations and decisions at the highest
levels of the AEC and its regulatory staff. It proposes answers to questions that I found to be most interesting and important. What were the
primary concerns of the AEC in framing its regulatory programs? How
did the AEC's statutory conflict of interest between its responsibilities to
encourage the use of nuclear power and to ensure the safety of nuclear
power affect its regulatory positions? What was the AEC's response to a
changing technological and political environment? How was the agency
perceived by outside constituencies, including Congress, the nuclear
industry, and the general public, and how accurate were those perceptions? What influence did both supporters and critics of nuclear power
and the AEC have on regulatory programs? Why did the overwhelming
acceptance of nuclear power in the early 1960s give way to growing
skepticism by the end of the decade? To what extent was the AEC
successful in achieving its goals of promoting nuclear power, governing
nuclear safety, and maintaining public confidence? Scholars with different interests are likely to focus on other questions that can increase our
knowledge of the history of nuclear power regulation. Some might even
(perish the thought!) take exception to my conclusions. But I am convinced that the questions I address are essential for a full understanding
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of the subject of nuclear safety, with all its implications for developments affecting technology and science, politics, public health, and energy supplies.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), which was established
when the AEC was abolished, placed no restrictions, implicitly or explicitly, on me in the course of writing this book. I had complete access to all
relevant documents and complete independence in deciding on the structure, approach, direction, and con~lusions of this volume. Indeed, the
NRC has provided an exceedingly pleasant setting in which to conduct
historical scholarship. It provided the resources I needed but did not
interfere with how I used them. From the highest levels of the agency on
down, I enjoyed consistent support for and appreciation of what I was
doing. I wish to emphasize that this book embodies the results of my
own professional training and judgment, and I, not the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, bear full responsibility for its contents. The book does
not represent an official policy position of the NRC.
I received very able assistance in the preparation of this volume from
people both inside and outside of the NRC. My greatest debt is to my
former colleague and the coauthor of Controlling the Atom, George T.
Mazuzan. Perhaps most importantly, he hired me to be his associate at
the NRC. Before he left "the agency to become the historian of the
National Science Foundation, he drafted three chapters that are a part
of this volume. He wrote chapter four, which remains largely intact
(much of it was previously published as "'Very Risky Business': A
Power Reactor for New York City," Technology and Culture, 27 (April
1986): 262-284). Dr. Mazuzan also drafted chapters' two and three,
and even after substantial revision, he deserves credit (or blame) as a
major contributor. After leaving the NRC, he has remained a source of
advice and encouragement that I always appreciate and sometimes
badly need.
I have benefitted immeasurably from the comments of dozens of
readers who critiqued draft chapters of this book. I am particularly
grateful to those who read the entire manuscript and offered constructive criticism: Roger M. Anders, Joseph J. Fouchard, Victor Gilinsky,
George T. Mazuzan, Leo E. Slaggie, Roger R. Trask, and Allan M.
Winkler. The other scholars, former AEC officials, and NRC employees
who read selected chapters are too numerous to name, but I profited
greatly from their efforts.
A legion of NRC staff members gave me invaluable assistance by
retrieving seemingly ancient records, locating printed materials, obtain-
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ing books and articles on a timely basis, and providing a wide variety of
administrative services. To avoid doubling the size of this book, I cannot name them all. But I do thank them all. A few NRC employees merit
special mention. John H. Austin explained nuclear power technology in
terms that even a lapsed diplomatic historian could understand. Leo E.
Slaggie and Steven F. Crockett performed the same service on an even
more perplexing topic, the legal aspects of nuclear regulation. My
friends and colleagues in the Office of the Secretary of the NRC were
marvelously supportive of my project and tried earnestly, some would
say with mixed success, to help me come up with a title for this book.
I was fortunate to receive the help of three talented young historians
in conducting the research for this volume. Kevin R. Hardwick and
Mark A. Vargas, then graduate students at the University of Maryland,
carried out a variety of research tasks as summer interns with gratifying
efficiency and enthusiasm. They also developed a grasp of the subject of
nuclear regulation so quickly that they challenged my thinking in engaging, if unsettling, ways. Anne L. Foster, then of History Associates, Inc.,
undertook several complex research projects and performed them with
remarkable skill, especially in light of her own primary interest in diplomatic history. The work of all three greatly speeded my progress on this
volume.
I am grateful to the many professional historians and archivists who
provided assistance to me in the course of my research and writing. The
Department of Energy houses many records of vital importance on the
history of nuclear regulation, and its historical office treated me with
courtesy and helpfulness that went far beyond the call of duty. I am
especially indebted to Roger M. Anders, not only for sharing his knowledge of the records but also for sharing insights from his own scholarly
work on nuclear issues. I am also very appreciative of the camaraderie,
cooperation, and professionalism of former chief historian Jack M.
Holl, his successor B. Franklin Cooling, and staff historians Terrence R.
Fehner and Francis G. Gosling.
The staff members of the National Archives with whom I dealt were
nearly all gracious and helpful. I am especially grateful to James Hastings, Lee Johnson, Michael McReynolds, Rodney Ross, Sarah Stone,
and Sharon Thibodeau. For responding to sometimes desperate phone
calls and/or making research productive and enjoyable, I am also indebted to David C. Humphrey of the Lyndon B. Johnson Library;
Dwight M. Miller of the Herbert Hoover Library; Lana Beckett of the
University of Southern California archives; Christopher M. Beam and
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Lois Griffiths of the Edmund S. Muskie Archives at Bates College in
Lewiston, Maine; James E. Carothers and Stephen Wofford of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; and Richard A. Baker and Donald A. Ritchie of the U. S. Senate Historical Office.
Finally, I owe a special word of thanks to Elizabeth Knoll, my editor
at the University of California Press. She mastered the intricacies of the
government contract process, the prelude to the press' own standard
review process, with apparent ease, or at least without complaint. This
in itself sets her apart from most editors, or indeed, from most citizens.
More importantly, she provided constructiveJ thoughtful, and exceedingly useful criticism of my manuscript in a friendly and encouraging
way. She failed only in her persistent efforts to get me to shorten the
manuscript. For the length of the book, as well as for any errors that
remain in spite of the contributions of so many individuals, I take full
responsibility.
·
]. Samuel Wa Iker
Rockville, Maryland
October 21, 1991

CHAPTER I

The Context of Nuclear
Regulation, 1946-1962

During the 1960s, two contradictory assessments of nuclear power technology competed for public attention and support. They reflected the
concurrent growth, on the one hand, of the use of nuclear power for
electrical generation, and, on the other hand, of concern about the
environmental and public health hazards of the technology. Those who
strongly favored the expansion of nuclear power presented a seductive
image of a beneficial technology that satisfied both energy and environmental claims. While acknowledging that nuclear power production
posed a risk to public health, they insisted that the risk was small and
that the advantages of the technology far exceeded its disadvantages.
They argued that nuclear energy, properly channeled, could play a major role in improving standards of living throughout the world. Glenn T.
Seaborg, chairman of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, and William R. Corliss, a free-lance te~hnical writer, articulated the longstanding convictions of nuclear proponents in a book they published in
1971: "Nuclear power will soon be so cheap and so abundant that it
will greatly accelerate the development of the hungry, poor parts of the
world. If energy is cheap and abundant, so will be food, water, clean air,
and all the amenities of what we call civilization." This vision of nuclear
power had first appeared immediately after World War II and prevailed,
at least in popular attitudes, virtually unchallenged into the 1960s. 1
A more alarming view of nuclear power began to appear in the early
1960s and within a short time became increasingly familiar. It depicted
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the technology as a grave danger to public health and a serious threat to
the environment. A growing chorus of critics suggested that the risks of
nuclear power were severe enough to outweigh its benefits. Free-lance
authors Richard Curtis and Elizabeth Hogan expressed the widening
concern in a book they published in 1969. If the "concept of nuclear
plants as clean, safe, reliable 'good neighbors' is a myth," as they argued
in their book, "then a single major accident may cost the lives of tens
and perhaps hundreds of thousands of Americans, affect the health of
millions more, and cause property damage and loss in the billions of
dollars." They added: "Even if such an event is forestalled, the gradual
accumulation of immense stores of radioactive material and the inevitable release of a measure of its radiation represent a long~term threat not
only to the population of our country but to life everywhere on the
planet. " 2
At the center of the emerging controversy over nuclear power stood
the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Although individuals from a
wide variety of fields and institutions, including scientific research centers, engineering firms, law offices, health agencies, manufacturing companies, utilities," government organizations at the local, state, and federal
levels, environmental groups, and both mass and trade media, participated in atomic energy affairs in important ways, the role of the AEC in
nuclear development and safety was singularly vital. In the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Congress assigned the agency responsibility for both
promoting and regulating the nuclear power industry. As a result, the
AEC performed a variety of sometimes conflicting functions; it was at
once a promoter, a subsidizer, a supplier, a publicist, an educator, a
research sponsor, a guarantor of safety, an inspector, an enforcer, and an
arbiter. It was also a target of sharp criticism by both sides of the nuclear
power debate.
The AEC was created by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, which
Congress passed after months of acrimonious debate over the administration and control of the fearful new technology that had destroyed the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The law, passed as postwar
disputes with the Soviet Union were intensifying into the cold war,
emphasized the military applications of atomic energy. The principal
functions it assigned the AEC were the production of "fissionable materials" that fueled nuclear bombs, and the development and testing of
new weapons. It required that the AEC own all fissionable materials
and the plants that made components for atomic bombs. The 1946 act
encouraged the AEC to investigate the civilian uses of nuclear technol-
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ogy, but this clearly was a secondary goal. The preoccupation with the
military applications of the atom and the tight government monopoly of
the technology ensured that progress in exploring the potential of peaceful nuclear energy would be, at best, uncertain.
The 1946 act also established the organizational framework of the
AEC. The agency was headed by five commissioners, appointed by the
president for five-year terms and confirmed by the Senate. Congress
later designated the chairman as the "official spokesman" of the AEC,
but otherwise, the commissioners exercised equal responsibility and
authority. They made formal decisions by a majority vote. The commissioners focused on matters of policy and priorities while another official, the general manager, directed the agency staff and day-to-day operations. The staff communicated with and reported to the Commission
through the general manager.3
In January 1947, when the AEC officially took over the functions of
the Manhattan Project, which had built the first atomic bombs during
World War II, it continued the practice of using contractors to perform
its major tasks. The number of people who worked directly for the AEC
throughout its existence was a small percentage of the number who
worked for contractors that it hired. In 1952, for example, the AEC
employed about 6700 people while its contractors employed about
135,000; by 1969 the figures had changed little, to about 7200 and
125,000 respectively. Contractors operated the many installations that
the AEC owned to tum out materials and components for nuclear weapons and to conduct scientific research on atomic energy. They included
the huge complexes that produced enriched uranium, plutonium, and
tritium for nuclear bombs: the Hanford Works in eastern Washington
(operated by the General Electric Company), Oak Ridge in Tennessee
(operated by the Union Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company), and
Savannah River in South Carolina (operated by the DuPont Company).
Contractors also ran scientific laboratories for the AEC. Two major
facilities operated by the University of California specialized in research
on and design of nuclear weapons: Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in
New Mexico and Livermore (later Lawrence Livermore) Radiation
Laboratory in California. National laboratories at Oak Ridge and Argonne, Illinois, conducted research on both military and civilian uses of
nuclear energy; the AEC established another in Brookhaven, New York
devoted exclusively to peaceful applications. Union Carbide operated
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and consortiums of universities operated the Argonne and Brookhaven centers. In addition, the AEC hired
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contractors to run other installations scattered around the United States
that helped to design, develop, fabricate, and test components for nuclear weapons, and to a lesser extent, carry out research on other aspects of atomic energy. Time magazine vividly described the magnitude
of the AEC's "expanding empire" in January 1952: "The AEC controls
a land area half again as big as Delaware-and is growing more rapidly
than any great U. S. business ever did. Its investment in plant and
equipment •.• makes it bigger than [the] General Motors Corp. " 4
To oversee the AEC's management of its vast operations and grave
responsibilities, the 1946 Atomic Energy Act created a unique and powerful congressional committee, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
The Joint Committee consisted of eighteen members, nine from the
Senate and nine from the House of Representatives. No more than five
of the nine members from each chamber could come from the same
political party. After 1954, the chairmanship of th~ committee alternated between the House and the Senate every session of Congress. The
Joint Committee wielded enormous influence in Congress; it was one of
the few committees established by statute rather than by the rules of the
Senate and the House, and it was the only joint committee authorized to
consider legislation and recommend it to Congress. Both the House and
the Senate referred all proposed legislation on atomic energy to it, and
the law gave it full jurisdiction over "all bills, resolutions, and other
matters" relating to the AEC or atomic energy. Congress generally approved legislation or recommendations it received from the Joint Committee, particularly if the committee itself reached a consensus on an
issue. In the immediate post-World War II period, as two informed
observers put it, "the Joint Committee was Congress as far as atomicenergy matters were concerned." Even after atomic energy became a less
awe-inspiring and esoteric subject than it initially seemed, the Joint
Committee's decisions and judgment usually won the easy, if not automatic, endorsement of Congress.
The Joint Committee's authority over the AEC was at least as imposing as its influence in Congress. Statutory prescriptions and its own selfinterest forced the AEC to foster and maintain the support of the committee. One key provision of the 1946 act instructed the AEC to "keep
the Joint Committee fully and currently informed with respect to the
Commission's activities"; the 1954 act went even further by changing
the last phrase to "all of the Commission's activities." The Joint Committee strictly and aggressively enforced this requirement, sometimes in
the _face of complaints and resistance from the AEC. The provision was
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a potent instrument for airing criticism and influencing the policies of
the AEC.
The Joint Committee's status as the AEC's sole oversight committee
gave it additional leverage. If the committee agreed with the AEC, it had
the power in Congress to be an effective and generally unchallenged
ally. If, on the other hand, fr opposed the AEC's position, the agency
had nowhere else to go. The AEC could not use the time-honored
practices of trying to play one committee against another or one house
of Congress against the other. This was an especially vital consideration
in the Joint Committee's control over the AEC's budget. Although the
committee initially exercised little power over the AEC's funding, it
gradually increased its role so that by the early 1960s it had assumed
responsibility for authorizing the AEC's entire budget.5
The Joint Committee and the AEC shared the objectives of expanding the use of civilian nuclear power while ensuring its safety, but they
did not always concur on the best means to accomplish their goals. The
Joint Committee, for example, frequently grumbled about the AEC's
licensing procedures, regulatory requirements, and other measures that
it viewed as obstacles to the development of nuclear power. The AEC
attempted to meet objections raised by the Joint Committee; only rarely
did it defy the wishes of the committee during the 1960s-and then only
with great reluctance. The agency and the committee existed in a kind of
symbiotic relationship; they depended on one another to fulfill their
ambitions. After the mid-1960s, when public opposition to nuclear
power became more common and more vocal, critics often cited the
lack of careful oversight by the Joint Committee as a major flaw in
atomic energy programs. The effect, ironically, was to draw the committee and the AEC even closer together in defense of their mutual interests.
The most visible and influential members of the Joint Committee
during the 1960s were its alternating chairmen, Congressman Chet
Holifield and Senator John 0. Pastore, and its ranking minority-party
member, Congressman Craig Hosmer. Holifield, who was a charter
member of the Joint Committee, was so active and powerful that he
earned the nickname "Mr. Atomic Energy." Before his election to Congress, he had operated his own menswear shop in suburban Los Angeles; he turned his attention to politics after the great depression of the
1930s hurt his business so badly that he lost his home to foreclosure.
When the economy improved he paid his debts and revived his business,
but he was irreversibly hooked on politics. In 1942, he was elected to
Congress as a Democrat from a newly created district in California.

1. Joint Committee on Atomic Energy hearing, 1965. Committee members seated at table, left to right: Henry M. Jackson, John
0. Pastore, Chet Holifield, Melvin Price, Wayne N. Aspinall, Craig Hosmer, and (around corner) WiIJiam H. Bates. Committee
executive director John T. Conway is seated slightly behind the table between Pastore and Holifield. (National Archives 434-SF-19-

12)
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Holifield never graduated from high school or received formal scientific
training, but he took a keen interest in atomic energy after Hiroshima.
In 1946, he gained a seat on the newly established Joint Committee; he
held it until his retirement from Congress in 1974.
Holifield w_as always a strong advocate of nuclear power development. During the 1960s he emphasized that the technology provided the
means both to meet rapidly rising demands for electricity and to protect
. -the environment from air pollution, an issue of increasing public concern. Nuclear power, he argued, was vital to the production of "abundant, economical, and reliable electric power" in a way that would
"minimize the effects on our environment." For that reason, he was
highly critical of AEC policies or regulatory procedures that he thought
retarded the growth of the industry. He was even more exasperated by
nuclear critics whom he found unreasonable and ill-informed; he denounced their "scare tactics" and "emotionalism." Holifield.was outspoken in urging action to promote the use of the nuclear power, ensure
its safety, and win its public acceptance. He was less inclined to address
questions about setting priorities when those goals conflicted o·r reconciling the contradictions inherent in the promotion and regulation of the
nuclear industry,6
Pastore's views on nuclear issues did not differ in any significant way
from those of Holifield, though his style of leadership was more relaxed
and less confrontational. His approach was partly a function of his
personality and partly a function of the fact that, like most of the
senators on the Joint Committee, he devoted less time than the House
members to its activities. Pastore, who received a law degree from
Northeastern University in 1931, served in several offices in his home
state of Rhode Island, including the governorship, before winning election to the U. S. Senate in 1950. He was appointed to the Joint Committee two years later.7
Both Holifield and Pastore were liberal Democrats and supporters of
the Great Society progra~s of President Lyndon B. Johnson. Craig ·
Hosmer, by contrast, was a conservative Republican from southern
California. When Richard M. Nixon succeeded Johnson in the White
House, Hosmer was the president's congressman; he represented the
district that included Nixon's home in San Clemente. He held a law
degree from the University of Southern California, and following service
in World War II, worked for a short time as a lawyer at the AEC's Los
Alamos laboratory. He won election to Congress in 1952 and became a
member of the Joint Committee six years later. Despite his political
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differences with Holifield and Pastore, Hosmer shared their outlook on
the need for and advantages of nuclear po~er. He and Holifield, in fact,
were fast friends and mutual admirers.
Hosmer expressed his opinions in colorful and often humorous
terms. He lampooned what he viewed as exaggerated fears of nuclear
power, for example, in a speech he gave in 1969: "Not long ago I was
accosted by a man distressed over a nuclear power plant under construction in his locality. He was concerned about being thermally radiated
and atomically irradiated, but he wasn't quite sure which alleged hazard
would do him in first. However, he was certain that both the flora and
the fauna in his area would get it before he did." Hosmer was philosophical about his position as the perpetual ranking minority member
of the Joint Committee. "It gives me some heckling privileges not shared
by others," he remarked, "and a constant opportunity to play Devil's
Advocate." It was a role that Hosmer played skillfully, enabling him to
attract more attention and wield greater influence than his minorityparty status might normally have allowed. 8
The government monopoly over atomic technology that the 1946
Atomic Energy Act established effectively, though not purposefully, discouraged the development of civilian nuclear power. By the early 1950s,
however, the AEC, several utilities, and the Joint Committee were seeking ways to foster the growth of the industry. They were motivated by
several considerations. One was concern for the long-term availability
of energy resources. The President's Materials Policy Commission, for
example, reported in 1952 that shortages of fossil fuel might become
serious as early as 1975 and urged that nuclear power be developed to
help meet future requirements. Of more immediate significance, at least
to government officials, was the fear that if the United States did not
actively promote atomic power it would fall behind other nations. This
would be a major setback to its international prestige and scientific
preeminence in the field of atomic energy. It would also run the risk of
allowing the Soviet Union to score a propaganda and technological
victory in the cold war. The determination to assert American leadership in nuclear power technology was intensified by an impulse to show
that the atom could provide benefits that were as dramatic as its destructive power. President Dwight D. Eisenhower articulated that goal when
he told the United Nations in December 1953 that "this greatest of
destructive forces can be developed into a great boon, for the benefit of
all mankind. " 9
With those considerations in mind, the Joint Committee drafted legis-
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lation to supersede the 1946 act. Congress approved and Ei~enhower
signed the new law in August 1954. It redefined the AEC's atomic
energy program by ending the government's exclusive control of technical information and making the development of a commercial nuclear
industry an urgent national goal. The measure directed the AEC "to
encourage widespread participation in the development and utilization
of atomic energy for peaceful purposes." At the same time, it instructed
the agency to prepare regulations that would protect the public from the
radiation hazards of nuclear power. Thus, the 1954 act broadened the
AEC's mandate to include three major responsibilities: to continue its
production and testing of nuclear weapons, to promote the private use
of atomic energy for peaceful applications, and to ensure the safety of
commercial nuclear power. 10
The AEC promptly took action to carry out the objectives of the
1954 act. To encourage commercial development of nuclear power it
created a "power demonstration reactor program." The agency offered
to perform research and development on power reactors in its national
laboratories, to subsidize additional research undertaken by industry
under fixed-sum contracts, and to waive for seven years the established
fuel-use charges for the loan of fissionable materials (which the government would continue to own). For their part, private utilities and nuclear vendors would supply the capital for design and construction of
plants and pay operating costs other than fuel charges. The purpose of
the demonstration program was to stimulate private participation and
investment in evaluating the technical and economic feasibility of different reactor designs. At that time, no single reactor type had emerged as
the most promising of the several that had been proposed.
The response of private industry to the AEC's inducements was cautious. Although experiments with AEC-owned reactors had shown the
technical feasibility of using nuclear fission to produce electricity, many
scientific and engineering questions remained to be answered. Despite
the subsidies that the AEC offered, the capital and operating costs of
atomic power were certain to be much higher than those of fossil fuel
plants, at least in the early stages of development. The prospects of
realizing short-term profits were dim; an American Management Association symposium concluded in 1957: "The atomic industry has not
been-and is not likely to be for a decade-attractive as far as quick
profits are concerned."
In addition, nuclear power presented unfamiliar and disconcerting
risks. Based on experience with government test reactors, the AEC and
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industrial leaders regarded the chances of a disastrous nuclear accident
· as remote. But they did not dismiss the possibility entirely. As an executive of the General Electric Company told the Joint Committee in 1954:
"No matter how careful anyone in the atomic energy business may try
to be, it is possible that accidents may occur." Many utilities were
interested in exploring the potential of nuclear power, but, mindful of
both its costs and its hazards, few were willing to press ahead until more
information and experience were available. The AEC was gratified, and
rather surprised, that by August 1955 five power companies-either as
individual utilities or as consortiums-announced plans to build nuclear plants. Two decided to proceed without government assistance
and three others submitted proposals for projects under the AEC's
power demonstration program. 11
The Joint Committee was less impressed with the response of private
industry to the 1954 act and the AEC's incentives. The Democratic
majority on the committee favored a larger government role in accelerating nuclear development. This conflicted with the position of the AEC,
which wanted private industry to take the lead in achieving commercially competitive nuclear power. In 1956, Holifield and Senator Albert
Gore introduced legislation that would direct the AEC to construct six
nuclear plants, each of a different design, to "advance the art of generation of electrical energy from nuclear energy at the maximum possible
rate." The Gore-Holifield bill provoked a major clash between Democrats on the Joint Committee, who claimed that it was necessary to
maintain American leadership in the race for nuclear power, and the
AEC, which insisted that private industry. was best able to expedite
progress. AEC chairman Lewis L. Strauss declared that "we have a
civilian power program that is presently accomplishing far more than
we had reason to expect in 1954." The Gore-Holifield bill was narrowly
defeated on the floor of the House by a coalition of Democrats from
coal-producing areas and Republicans. Nevertheless, the views it embodied and the impatience of the Joint Committee for rapid development of
nuclear power placed a great deal of pressure on the AEC to show that
its reactor programs were producing results. 12
In that atmosphere, the AEC set up its regulatory program. The
fundamental goal in drafting regulations was to protect public health
and safety without imposing excessive requirements that would discourage private investment in nuclear technology. Within a short time
after passage of the-1954 act, the AEC organized a small regulatory
staff; its assignment was to prepare rules rigorous enough to assure
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safety but flexible enough to allow for rapid changes in nuclear technology. The staff promptly established procedures for licensing power
reactors and drafted regulations on key issues, including qualifications
for reactor operators and the distribution and safeguarding of fissionable materials. 13
At the same time, the regulatory staff drafted standards for protection against the hazards of radiation, which was of vital importance for
public health and the future of the nuclear industry. The principal danger of nuclear power to the public was that an accident in a plant would
allow the escape of massive amounts of the radioactive materials that
were a product of nuclear fission. This would present a serious threat to
anyone exposed to the air or water they contaminated. The expanding
use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes also underscored an occupational health issue-the level of radiation to which workers could be
exposed in their jobs. Scientists and physicians had long recognized that
, high levels of radiation could cause severe health problems, ranging
from loss of hair arid skin irritations to sterility and cancer; in extreme
cases they could be fatal. But the experts were much less certain about
the consequences of exposure to small amounts of radiation. This was a
question of concern primarily to scientists and health professionals until
the mid-1950s, when the general public became alarmed by the possible
dangers from radiation in "fallout" from nuclear bomb tests.
A spirited debate over the hazards of fallout in the late 1950s and
early 1960s focused on the risks of exposure to low levels of radiation.
It moved the question from the rarified realms of scientific and medical
discourse to the front page, and for the first time, the public became
aware of and worried about the problem. The fallout controversy was a
major influence on the AEC's radiation protection standards. The
agency based its regulations on the judgment of scientific groups that
recommended acceptable exposure limits, called the "maximum permissible dose." As a result of growing public concern as well as the expanding use of atomic energy, those groups sharply reduced their suggested
permissible doses for occupational and public exposure. The AEC
adopted the lower limits as a part of its regulations. 14
The AEC's regulations applied to its licensees but not necessarily to
its own operations or those of its contractors. The 1954 act specifically
excluded the AEC's weapons production facilities from compliance
with the licensing requirements that private companies would be expected to meet. The AEC adopted a policy that declared its intention to
make certain that its "reactor facilities are designed, constructed, oper-
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ated, and maintained in a manner that protects the general public,
government and contractor personnel, and public and private property
against exposure to radiation from reactor operations and other potential health and safety hazards." It also stipulated that the AEC, at its
discretion, might depart from existing standards "when overriding national security considerations dictate." The director of regulatio·n could
provide advice and recommendations but did not exercise jurisdiction
over the safety of AEC-owned reactors. 15
By the time that Eisenhower left office in 1961, the AEC's efforts to
promote commercial nuclear development had shown some encouraging
results. One government-owned and two privately owned reactors were
oper:ating and twelve other units were in various stages of planning or
construction. It was an impressive beginning for an industry that hardly
existed before the 1954 Atomic Energy Act. But neither the AEC nor the
Joint Committee was satisfied. The reactors in operation or on order
were generally small experimental models that were far from being commercially competitive or technologically proven. Interest in further develop~ent among utilities seemed to be flagging and the future of the
industry appeared to be precarious. The Joint Committee blamed the
situation largely on the AEC and hoped that the new administration of
John F. Kennedy and a new AEC chairman would place greater emphasis on and achieve greater success in promoting commercial power.16
Kennedy's selection as chairman of the AEC was Glenn Seaborg,
who was, in many ways, an inspired choice. He was a renowned scientist and an experienced university administrator who had served on
several important AEC and presidential advisory committees since the
end of World War II. Seaborg was a registered Democrat but not active
in partisan politics. He took cautious and noncontroversial positions on
the most divisive nuclear issues of the time-whether a moratorium on
atmospheric testing of nuclear bombs should continue to be observed
and whether the government should assume a greater role in encouraging the commercial development of nuclear power. In Seaborg's confirmation hearings before the Joint Committee, he expressed support for
accelerating the nuclear power program but withheld comment on how
it should be done, and he offered no definite opinions on the issue of
resuming nuclear testing. His nomination easily won the approval of the
Senate and he took office on 1 March 1961.
Seaborg rose-to the high levels of government from humble beginnings. He was born in 1912 in the small mining town of Ishpeming,
Michigan, where his father was a machinist. His family moved to Cali-
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-fornia when he was a boy. He attended the University of California at
Los Angeles, where he majored in chemistry and made Phi Beta Kappa.
He then moved on to the University of California at Berkeley, where he
received his Ph.D. in chemistry. A short time later, in 1940, he made his
mark in scientific circles, along with two of his colleagues, by first
identifying and extracting minute amounts of the element plutonium.
During the war, he headed a group of Manhattan Project scientists who
devised methods to chemically extract plutonium in amounts large
enough to be used in a bomb. The first nuclear weapon ever exploded,
in a test at Alamogordo, New Mexico, and the bomb that destroyed
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Nagasaki were fueled by plutonium. Despite his key role in the construction of atomic bombs, Seaborg expressed reservations about their use
against Japan. He was one of a handful of scientists who signed a
petition to Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson in 1945 that urged that
the bomb be demonstrated to observers at an isolated site. In that way,
Japan might be persuaded to surrender before the bomb was unleashed
on its cities.
After the war, Seaborg returned to Berkeley, where he shared in the
discovery of eight new elements. In 1951, he and his colleague Edwin
M. McMillan received the most coveted of scientific awards, the Nobel
Prize, for their pioneering achievements. Seaborg served for several
years as the director of nuclear chemical research at Berkeley's Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, and in 1958, was named chancellor of the
university. From that position he moved to the AEC.17
Seaborg was calm, deliberate, and thoughtful. He was a conciliator
who sought to find solutions acceptable to opposing sides on an issue;
he had a rare ability to mediate controversial questions without losing
his composure · or making enemies. Seaborg could be aloof and detached; he kept his own counsel and followed his own instincts more
than he relied on the advice of others, an outgrowth, perhaps, of his
long experience with atomic energy issues. This was a source of some _
irritation to the Joint Committee, which sometimes felt that he did not
take its views seriously enough. Sea~org was meticulous to a fault-one
example was the voluminous and detailed diary he kept, with entries
ranging from accounts of meetings he attended to correspondence with
family members. He was the devoted father of six children and participated eagerly and regularly with them in camping, hiking, golf, bowling, school work, and other activities. When the Seab.orgs went on
vacation, he recalled, "we were a pretty sight, the eight of us packed
into our red station wagon with a luggage rack often packed full of
equipment and food."
Seaborg was an avid sports fan who attended many professional and
college events; he invariably recorded the scores of the games he saw in
his diary. He described himself as an "ardent hiker and nature-lover";
one of his innovations as AEC chairman was to request that a modest
hiking trail be carved out of woods around the agency's Germantown,
Maryland headquarters. Inevitably, it came to be called the "Seaborg
Trail." Seaborg was not known for a keen wit, though on occasion he
displayed an engaging sense of humor. In 1970, he and his wife were
awarded "his and her" certificates of appreciation from a nuclear indus-
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try group. The audience expected Seaborg to respond with, in the words
of a trade publication, "one of his famed scholarly lectures." Instead, he
opened with light-hearted remarks about his courtship and marriage,
and then addressed the issue of population control, "about which," he
said, "I am often questioned." He continued: "I can assure you that I
am strongly in favor of population control. My wife, Helen, is strongly
in favor of population control. My son, Peter, is strongly in favor of
population control. My daughter, Lynn, is strongly in favor of population control. My son, David, is strongly in favor of population control.
My sons, Stephen and Eric, and my daughter, Dianne, are all strongly in
favor of population control." 18
Seaborg was not a strong, aggressive, hands-on administrator of the
AEC. He kept informed but was n,ot inclined to get deeply involved in
many of the issues with which the agency dealt. This was especially
true of regulatory matters; he paid little detailed attention to them
until they 'became sources of controversy and criticism of the AEC in
the late 1960s. He was much more interested and active in emphasizing the advantages of nuclear power in speeches, conferences, and
other public appearances. This was a part of his effort to promote the
use of nuclear power, though there was an element of self-aggrandizement in it as well. He traveled so much to make speeches and to receive awards and honorary degrees that Holifield once suggested that
he was neglecting more important duties. Seaborg spent a great deal of
time on international correspondence, visits, and meetings. He participated in those activities not only to build closer ties with nuclear experts in other nations but also to accept the accolades his foreign colleagues showered on him. A staff member of the White House Office
of Science and Technology observed a similar dual purpose in a proposal of Seaborg's to increase go.vernment spending on research for
more new elements. In addition to the scientific merits of the argument, he suspected that "subconsciously, at least, someone would like
to have an element named Seaborgium."
Seaborg displayed a passive style of leadership that sometimes frustrated those who sought a more active response to problems. When two
scientists from Lawrence Livermore Radiation Laboratory began to
sharply attack the AEC for its radiation protection standards in the late
1960s, for example, Seaborg resisted pressure to take punitive action
against them. He argued that once the facts were known, the claims of
the two dissenters would not stand up to scrutiny. In Seaborg's mind,
the key to nuclear growth and acceptance was education, and he did his
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utmost to present the advantages of the technology to a broad segment
of the public. 19
After Seaborg took office, both the AEC and the Joint Committee
remained troubled by the seeming stagnation of the nuclear industry.
The Kennedy administration showed little interest in rapidly expanding
the use of nuclear power; it was much more concerned with the exploration of outer space. Nevertheless, Seaborg, in an attempt to mobilize
support for nuclear power, convinced Kennedy to request a report from
the AEC on the status of and future prospects for the technology. The
agency submitted its findings in November 1962. Not surprisingly, it
claimed that nuclear power was essential to meet the long-term energy
demands of the United States and that the AEC should play a major role
in developing the advanced reactors that would be needed in the future.
More surprisingly, the AEC's report also suggested that existing reactor
models were "on the threshold of being competitive with conventional
power in the highest fuel cost areas." It predicted that nuclear plants
might provide up to 50 percent of the nation's electrical generating
capacity by the year 2000. The document's analysis and projections
were disputable, and indeed, were questioned by critics who doubted
that nuclear power was as far advanced or as crucial for filling future
energy requirements as the AEC maintained. 20
Despite some uncertainty and controversy over the prospects for
nuclear power, the environment in which the industry first emerged in
• the early 1960s was stable and supportive. Politically, public attitudes
toward nuclear power were, by all indications, strongly favorable. Faith
in the ability of science and technology to solve problems and improve
standards of living seemed firmly entrenched. Confidence in the federal
government as the promoter of national interests, guardian of personal
welfare, and sponsor of scientific progress was equally prevalent. The
·United States easily filled its requirements for power with conventional
fuels, and the extent and immediacy of the need for nuclear electricity
were unclear. Nevertheless, the expansion of nuclear technology appeared essential for meeting growing energy demands. In the early
1960s, environmental concerns, which came to play a major role in
public attitudes toward nuclear power, were only beginning to make an
impression on the nation's political consciousness.
The technological as well as the political environment was relatively
tranquil during the early years of nuclear power development. Few
plants were operating or under review for licenses, the size of individual
units was small, and the volume of business that the AEC's regulatory
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staff handled was modest. Interest in nuclear power was largely restricted to a few experts in industry and government. They acknowledged the possibility that a nuclear accident could cause a public health
disaster, but they viewed the chances of such an occurrence as remote
enough to strain credibility. Furthermore, they believed that the potential benefits of nuclear power unquestionably exceeded the risks. Few
observers seriously challenged their assessment. Indeed, nuclear proponents, despite their attentiveness to concerns about safety, were even
more worried about the economic outlook for the technology. They
feared that the promise of nuclear power would be undercut by its high
capital costs, and that if the technology failed in the marketplace it
would never fulfill its potential. The AEC's 1962 report attempted to
address those concerns by asserting, with little supporting evidence, that
nuclear power was on the verge of economic competitiveness. Within a
short time after the report appeared, however, the nuclear industry
experienced a boom that made the AEC's predictions look more prescient and more astute than even the most optimistic observers anticipated in 1962.

CHAPTER II

The Nuclear Industry and
the Bandwagon Market

During the late 1950s and early 1960s the use of nuclear power to generate electricity was a novel and developing technology. Since relatively few
plants were operating, under construction, or on order, the scope of the
AEC's regulatory functions such as reactor siting, licensing, and inspection was still limited. Its regulatory activities focused on writing rules and
establishing procedures for the nuclear power industry to follow. During
the later 1960s, however, the nation's utilities rapidly increased their
orders for nuclear power stations, participating in what Philip Sporn,
past president of the American Electric Power Service Corporation, described in 1967 as the "great bandwagon market." At the same time, the
size of plants being built also grew dramatically. The sudden and unexpected arrival of commercially competitive nuclear power made an enormous impact on the regulatory programs of the AEC, and they, in turn,
greatly influenced the course of nuclear power development.
The nuclear industry included two basic components: vendors that
manufactured reactors and supporting systems, and utilities that purchased reactors and added them to their power supply. In addition, other
industries, such as uranium mining and milling, fuel fabrication, and
waste management, provided services essential to the use and growth of
nuclear power. Four reactor vendors controlled the market during the
1960s: the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the General Electric Company, the Babcock and Wilcox Company, and Combustion Engineering,
Incorporated. Among the four, Westinghouse and General Elect*
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quickly assumed leadership in selling their systems to utilities. Both were
widely diversified multinational corporations that had long dominated
the market for electrical equipment such as turbine-generators, switchgear, and transformers. After gaining experience with nuclear energy
through contracts on government-spc_msored projects in the post-World
War II years, they drew on their imposing financial resources to move
ahead in the development of nuclear power. Combustion Engineering
and Babcock and Wilcox were established suppliers of fossil boilers and
steam generators, but they trailed Westinghouse and General Electric in
winning buyers for nuclear reactors."1
·
Westinghouse's coleadership in the nuclear market resulted to a significant extent from its early involvement in developing a nuclear reactor for
submarine propulsion. In the summer of 1946, the Navy assigned Captain Hyman G. Rickover to study reactor technology for possible use in
submarines. Rickover soon became convinced that "light-water" designs
that researchers were investigating offered important advantages. Lightwater models used ordinary water both as coolant and moderator. As a
coolant the water kept the reactor from overheating; as a moderator it
slowed the speed of the neutrons that caused nuclear "fission." The
fission of the nuclei of elements used for nuclear fuel (uranium-235 in
light-water reactors) generated the heat needed to produce power, and
moderating the speed of neutrons increased the efficiency of the fission
process. Alternate reactor designs used "heavy-water" (rich in deuterium, a heavy isotope of hydrogen), helium gas, or liquid sodium as a
coolant, and heavy-water or graphite as a moderator. 2
Rickover persuaded Gwilym A. Price, the president of Westinghouse,
that his company should move into the field of atomic energy. Aware
that General Electric was already acquiring nuclear experience by operating the AEC's plutonium reactors at the Hanford installation and an
experimental reactor near Schenectady, New York, Price established an
atomic power division to meet the challenge of Westinghouse's chief
rival. By 1948, Westinghouse, with Rickover's backing, was running the
Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, located near the company's corporate
headquarters in Pittsburgh, for the AEC. Closely supervised by Rickover, the Bettis facility worked on the Navy's program to develop a
reactor for use in submarines. Those efforts came to fruition in 1954
when the first nuclear-powered submarine, the USS Nautilus, went to
sea with a Westinghouse reactor. 3
Although Westinghouse, the Navy, and the AEC focused their work
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at Bettis on naval propulsion, company officials recognized that their
experience with naval reactors could eventually be applied to electrical
generation. The Nautilus used a pressurized-light-water reactor that
Westinghouse designed. In this model, water that circulated through the
fuel was kept under pressure to prevent it from boiling. The heat from
the water was transferred to a secondary loop through a steam generator, and the steam in the secondary loop drove tur~ines to create electric
power. In the course of its work on pressurized reactors at Bettis, Westinghouse made a numbe~ of important contributions to nuclear technology, including the improvement of reactor fuels and the development of
specialized equipment for reactors. Largely because of the success of
Westinghouse's submarine program, the AEC selected the company,
again under Rickover's direction, to design the first large-scale civilian
nuclear power reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania. The pioneering
plant used Westinghouse's pressurized-water reactor technology to produce electricity.◄
Building on its experience, Westinghouse took another major step in
the field of nuclear power when it contracted with the Yankee Atomic
Electric Company, a consortium of New England·utilities, to supply the
reactor for the Yankee Nuclear Power Station at Rowe, Massachusetts.
Rated at 140 electrical megawatts, the Yankee plant first began operating in August 1960 and achieved full power in June 1961. The cost of
building the plant turned out to be 20 percent less than originally estimated. In addition, Westinghouse sold pressurized-water reactors for
two larger plants in 1962. By that time, it had clearly established itself
as one of the two foremost manufacturers of nuclear power reactors,
and it could make a strong case for being the industry leader.5
Even before Westinghouse entered the nuclear power field, its primary
competitor, General Electric, had begun to gain first-hand experience
with the technology. In 1946, Harry A. Winne, the company's vicepresident in charge of engineering, became fascinated with the prospects
for the development of a nuclear industry. His interest was triggered by
his membership on a panel of high-ranking government and industry
officials that submitted a widely publicized report to Secretary of State
James F. Byrnes on means to control nuclear weapons and to promote
peaceful applications of atomic energy. When the officer in charge of the
Manhattan Project, General Leslie R. Groves, sought a firm to operate
the plutonium production reactors at Hanford the same year, General
Electric, at Winne's prodding, negotiated a contract to assume the task.
In exchange, the AEC agreed to provide a nuclear development center
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and test reactor that would be operated by the company and built near its
Schenectady headquarters. Located in West Milton, New York, General
Electric named the facility the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory. 6
By the mid-1950s, General Electric had embarked on a major effort to
capitalize on its nuclear experience by pushing hard for the commercial
use of nuclear power. Company chairman Ralph Cordiner emphasized
his commitment to that goal by declaring that "the atom is the power of
the future and power is the gusiness of General Electric." The firm initiated its nuclear power operations in 1953 when it decided to focus on
developing a new type of light-water reactor, the "boiling-water" model.
It featured a completely different design than the pressurized-water reactor. The boiling-water reactor used a single loop, boiled the water that
circulated through the fuel, and sent the steam directly to the turbines.
Just as its basic design for producing steam departed greatly from that of
a pressurized-water reactor, so did its auxiliary and safety systems. General Electric built its own experimental reactor to work on the boilingwater reactor concept, the Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory near Pleasanton, California. In August 1957 the AEC approved an operating
license for the Vallecitos plant; it was the first ever issued to a privately
owned reactor. General Electric, in designing the boiling-water reactor,
drew heavily on research conducted at the AEC's Argonne National
Laboratory, where scientists demonstrated that the single-loop system
could operate without causing serious radioactive contamination of the
steam turbine.7
In 1956, General Electric signed a contract with an old customer, the
Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, to build a boiling-water
reactor at a site near Morris, Illinois.· The 180 electrical megawatt
Dresden plant, completed in 1959, wa~ the first privately owned commercial reactor in the United States to go on line. In addition, General
Electric provided a small reactor (about forty-eight electrical megawatts) for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Humboldt Bay station on the coast of northern California. General Electric rapidly expanded its nuclear operations; by 1959 it had assigned more employees
(14,000) to nuclear projects and committed more money ($20 million)
to nuclear research and development than any other American company. This helped the company to make technical improvements in its
boiling-water design and to challenge Westinghouse for the leadership
of the nuclear manufacturing industry. 8
The only threats to the dominance of Westinghouse and General
Electric were two companies that were longtime vendors of boilers and
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steam generators for conventional power plants, Babcock and Wilcox
and Combustion Engineering. Each managed to gain a small but significant share of the power reactor market. Babcock and Wilcox, which
had provided boilers for electrical generating stations since 1881, acquired its initial nuclear experience as a supplier of components for
naval reactors. It established its Atomic Energy Division in Lynchburg,
Virginia in 1953, and, as its first major commercial project, manufactured the reactor for the Indian Point nuclear plant, which Consolidated
Edison of New York opened in 1962.
Like Babcock and Wilcox, Combustion Engineering began its nuclear operations by furnishing components to the Navy. It moved into
nuclear power after purchasing the General Nuclear Engineering Corporation, a business founded by reactor experts from Argonne National
Laboratory in the mid-1950s. Combustion Engineering made its first
sale of a commercial reactor in 1966 when the Consumers Power Company of Michigan accepted its bid for the Palisades nuclear plant. Both
Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engineering built pressurizedwater reactors, which left General Electric as the sole manufacturer of
boiling-water models. Westinghouse and General Electric, despite inroads made by the other two vendors, continued to dominate the lightwater reactor market. By 1968 they had received 77 percent of the
orders; Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engineering divided the
remainder.9
·
The nuclear components that vendors sold to utilities were the key
parts of a series of interrelated systems in a power plant. In popular
usage, the term "nuclear reactor" sometimes referred to an entire nuclear generating station and sometimes only to the nuclear portion of a
facility. Among specialists, the terms "nuclear steam supply system" or
"primary system" described the reactor and its supporting equipment,
which included the pressure vessel (a huge container that housed the
reactor fuel), pipes, pumps, heat transfer apparatus, and safety and
control systems. Major nuclear vendors provided the primary system to
utilities, including its design. Within the primary system were numerous
components that the vendor purchased from subcontractors. Nevertheless, the vendors were responsible to their customers for the entire primary system. 10
The nuclear steam supply system used fuel made in the first stages of
what was called the "nuclear fuel cycle," including uranium mining and
milling, chemical refining, and fuel fabrication. After the fuel was used
in a power plant, it went through the final stages, often called the "back
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end," of the fuel cycle, including storage, transportation, and reprocessing of irradiated fuel, and management of radioactive wastes. Taken
together, the fuel cycle was a critical consideration in the total operation
and cost of a nuclear plant.
After uranium ore was removed from surface or underground mines,
it was sent to mills that produced "yellowcake," a uranium oxide concentrate chemically extracted in a partially refined form. Many of the
companies that engaged in uranium mining also mined other ores; uranium was only a part of their operations. Some companies mined uranium and left the milling to others, while a few of the largest firms, such
as the Anaconda Company, the United Nuclear Corporation, and the
Kerr-McGee Corporation, integrated mining and milling systems.
The yellowcake from uranium mills was chemically transformed into
gaseous uranium hexafloride, which was sent to gaseous diffusion
plants for further processing. The AEC built and owned the gaseous
· diffusion facilities. Because the plants were so costly, government construction amounted to an indirect subsidy to the nuclear industry. The
AEC contracted with fuel fabricators to feed the uranium hexafloride '
through a series of diffusion stages to enrich its concentration of the
fissionable isotope, uranium-235. Natural uranium contained only
about 0.7 percent of the isotope uranium-235; the enrichment process
increased the percentage to about 3 percent, the.concentration needed
to operate a light-water reactor. The enriched hexafloride gas was then
converted to uranium oxide in the form of pellets. Fuel fabricators
loaded the pellets into tubes, usually made of the metal zirconium, to
form fuel rods for a reactor. The tubes, in turn, were welded and fabricated into dusters known as fuel elements. By 1967, the four steam
supply system vendors had captured virtually all the fuel fabrication
market for commercial reactor orders above 100 electrical megawatts in
size. The United Nuclear Corporation was the only other company to
gain a share of the market. Another half-dozen firms made fuel for
smaller research and development reactors and for reactors other than
light-water designs. 11
\
Because of national security considerations, Congress stipulated in
the 1946 Atomic Energy Att that the AEC would retain title to all
fissionable materials. The less restrictive 1954 law allowed private companies licensed by the AEC to use, but not own, "special nuclear materials" (that is, plutonium, uranium-233, and uranium enriched in the
isotope 233 or the isotope 235 that could serve as fuel for reactors or
atomic bombs). The government retained ownership to guarantee an
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adequate supply of special nuclear materials for defense requirements.
As nuclear power achieved greater commercial acceptance, the AEC
sought to further reduce the role of the government in nuclear development. It proposed to the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy that private
companies be permitted to own special nuclear materials. The committee conducted hearings in the summer of 1963, and, after further deliberation and hearings, an amendment to the 1954 act that carried out the
AEC's recommendation passed in August 1964. There was no strong
opposition to the measure in principle; the issue that caused the greatest
difficulty was ensuring a smooth transition from government to private
ownership. 12
The amendment repealed mandatory government ownership of special nuclear materials, thus placing another key element of the technology in private hands. For an interim period, the AEC could sell or lease
special nuclear materials in its own inventory, but by 30 June 1973, all
previously leased materials would be converted to private ownership.
After 1 January 1969, the AEC could furnish uranium enrichment services to· private industry in installations that the government would
continue to own. Called "toll enrichment," the AEC could deliver to
either domestic or foreign purchasers a quantity of enriched uranium in
· return for a fee. This assured domestic and foreign companies reliable
access to diffusion plants, which was of great importance to American
nuclear vendors who were selling reactors both in the United States and
abroad. The delay in beginning toll enrichment allowed the government
time to reduce its inventory without disrupting the domestic uranium
market. 13
The first stages of the fuel cycle ended when the fuel rods were loaded
into a reactor; the back end of the fuel cycle began when the fuel was
exhausted, or "spent." The disposition of highly radioactive spent-fuel
elements was an unresolved problem. The assumption of the AEC and
other nuclear proponents was that the spent fuel would be chemically
reprocessed to recover fissionable material left in the fuel and convert it to
usable forms. The other radioactive wastes would be isolated fo:: eventual
long-term disposal. This would provide another source of nuclear fuel to
the growing industry and also largely relieve owners of individual power
plants of the burden of storing spent fuel. The first commercial reprocessing plant, located at West Valley, New York, about thirty miles from
Buffalo, received a construction permit from the AEC in 1963 and began
operating in 1966. It was plagued by financial problems and by technical
deficiencies that exposed plant workers to excessive levels of radiation
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and released raaioactive materials to streams that ran through the site. It
shut down for improvements in 1972 but never opened again. Companies that planned other reprocessing facilities during the late 1960s were
unable to complete operational plants. 14
The failure of commercial reprocessing was a major blow to the
AEC's strategy for dealing with radioactive waste from nuclear power
plants. But even if reprocessing had proven to be more successful, disposal of the high-level wastes that remained after recovery of the usable
elements in spent fuel was a problem that still had to be faced. In 1970,
in response to the growth of the industry and increasing expressions of
concern about the lack of a policy on high-level waste disposal from
scientific authorities, members of Congress, and the press, the AEC
announced that it would develop a permanent repository for nuclear
wastes in an abandoned salt mine near Lyons, Kansas. Geologists and
other experts regarded large salt cavities as the most promising geologic
formations in which to place intensely radioactive wastes. The AEC
aired its plans for the Lyons project without conducting thorough geologic and hydrologic investigations, and the suitability of the site was
soon challenged by the state geologist of Kansas and other scientists.
The uncertainties about the site generated a bitter debate between the
AEC on the one side and members of Congress and state officials from
Kansas on the other. It ended in 1972 in great embarrassment for the
AEC when the reservations of those who opposed the Lyons location
proved to be well-founded. The back end of the fuel cycle continued to
resist easy technical solutions, and, as a result of the Lyons debacle and
other problems, began to emerge as a major source of public concem. 15
. The primary system of a power reactor and the various functions
performed in the fuel cycle constituted the uniquely nuclear systems
required for the production of atomic power. A nuclear plant also used
equipment like that in a conventional power station. The nonnuclear
components included the turbine-generator and what was called the
"balance-of-plant." The turbine-generator in a nuclear unit was much
the same as that found in a fossil-fuel plant, although it was not identi. cal. A light-water nuclear facility needed a larger turbine-generator that
ran at a slower speed than one driven by conventional fuel. The turbinegenerator was a massive piece of equipment. In a 1000 megawatt nuclear plant, for example, it weighed about 5000 tons and measured
about 20 feet by 23 feet by 220 feet. By the early 1960s, General Electric
and Westinghouse were the only domestic manufacturers of turbinegenerators. Several foreign suppliers occasionally sold equipment in the
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American market, but not enough to represent a serious challenge to
General Electric and Westinghouse. 16
The term "balance-of-plant" described those elements that were not a
part of the nuclear or turbine-generator systems. They included such
functions as site preparation, structural engineering, licensing administration, and conduct of start-up procedures, and such components as accessory electrical equipment, substation buildings, towers, and communication systems. Those services were delivered by architect-engineering
companies and engineering-construction firms. The architect-engineering
companies provided professional expertise on determining general specifications, conducting bid invitations, and performing balance-of-plant
design. They did not, however, take responsibility for construction of
plants. The "engineer-constructors" managed both architect-engineering
and plant construction functions. The leading architect-engineers and
engineer-constructors for nuclear plants were also among the most prominent firms in performing similar services for fossil-fuel facilities. In several cases in the mid-1960s, General Electric and Westinghouse entered
contracts for nuclear units in which they agreed to provide the balanceof-plant through subcontracting; they assumed the responsibility for
building the entire facility. To encourage utilities to "go nuclear," they
offered so-called "turnkey" plants at attractive prices; the term derived
from the promise that, theoretically, the purchasing utility would only
have to turn a key to place the installation on line. 17
One structure of particular importance in a nuclear plant was the
containment building. Its purpose was to prevent uncontrolled release
of radioactive materials into the environment in the event of an accident. All commercial light-water reactors had containment structures;
steel pressure designs or various types of concrete shells were most
commonly used. The design and construction of the containment building often was subcontracted by the firms that furnished the balance-ofplant equipment and services. Because of the structure's vital role in
the safety of the plant, its designers and builders worked closely with
the manufacturers of the primary system. The Chicago Bridge and Iron
Company was the leading supplier of free-standing steel containment
buildings. Engineering-construction firms generally built concrete containment structures themselves. 18
Nuclear power vendors represented many segments of American industry, but a few companies largely controlled the business. The concentration of services, experience, and expertise in a relatively small number
of firms had long characterized design and construction in the electric-
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power industry. The arrival of nuclear power on a large commercial scale
in the 1960s was a new development in terms of technology but not in
terms of market patterns. The four major vendors of light-water reactors
quite naturally capitalized on the relationship they had already cultivated
with the nation's utilities through years of supplying fossil-fuel plants and
components. Those companies faced a new challenge, however, in trying
to convince utility managers that nuclear ~echnology should join conventional fuels in their mix of energy sources. 19
During the first half of t~e twentieth century, the electric utility
industry in the United States developed in an evolutionary way. The
revolutionary technological breakthrough that paved the way for the
modern power industry took place shortly after the turn of the century
with the introduction of the steam turbine, which was far more efficient
than the reciprocating steam engine it replaced. Over the following
decades, the most significant advances were gradual improvements in
two areas. One was reducing production costs by building larger generating plants; this allowed "economies of scale" by decreasing the number of sites, foundations, control rooms, auxiliary equipment, and other
expenses a utility paid to complete an individual power plant. The
second area of improvement was achieving greater "thermal efficiency"
by applying higher steam temperatures and pressures to convert energy
from fuel into electri~ity; this dramatically lowered the amount of fuel
needed to produce a unit of power. Those refinements provided greater
efficiency and reliability at a decreasing cost per unit for the growing
number of commercial and residential customers.20
The success of evolutionary changes tended to instill a conservative
management mentality in utility executives; they generally exhibited a
strong aversion to risk. They were convinced that cautious business and
engineering practices had supported the remarkable growth of the industry. From the early years of the century, the consumption of electricity
increased by an average of 7 percent annually, which meant that demand roughly double~ every ten years. 21
The electric utility industry in the United States had grown up and
remained decentralized. At the beginning of 1967, more than 800 separate entities were operating. Some 200 investor-owned utilities controlled 75 percent of the nation's generating capacity. Federally owned
facilities, such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Bonneville Power
Administration, and projects run by the Army's Corps of Engineers,
accounted for an additional 13 percent. The other 12 percent was managed by a variety of municipal utilities, cooperatives, and other small
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systems. Only a limited number of all the power companies and agencies
were potential buyers of nuclear power plants. Small utilities, municipal
systems, and cooperatives acting alone lacked access to the capital
needed to build large generating stations. Nevertheless, the post-World
War II growth of "power pools," in which several independent electrical
systems invested jointly in plant construction and shared the power
through interconnections, allowed smaller companies to benefit from
the increasing size of generating stations. The systems that were a part of
a power pool could invest in large plants, whether nuclear- or fossilfueled, in which firms with greater financial resources owned the majority interest. 22
Although pooling arrangements allowed for more widespread participation by smaller companies, the basic decisions on whether or not to
order a nuclear power station still rested with the seventy largest utilities, which had the resources and the market to build giant-sized plants.
In the 1950s, most of them responded cautiously to the AEC's attempt
to promote rapid nuclear development because of the high costs of
nuclear plants and uncertainties about reliability and safety. Many remained hesitant even when light-water technology showed promise of
becoming commercially tenable in the early 1960s. The traditional conservatism of the utility industry made it wary of exercising the nuclear
option. Utility executives did not regard nuclear power, even though it
employed a new type of fuel, as a fundamental change in the methods of
converting steam energy into electricity. This could be done more
cheaply with other time-tested and abundant energy sources. Therefore,
the utilities that responded to the AEC's early push for nuclear power
development in the 1950s-Consolidated Edison, Commonwealth Edison, Detroit Edison, and Pacific Gas and Electric-were exceptions
within the risk-averse industry.i3
•
By the early 1960s, General Electric and Westinghouse, along with
some utilities, had concluded that a second generation of nuclear plants
that applied economies of scale could be competitive with fossil units in
the northeastern states and California where fuel costs were high. Acting on that conviction, Westinghouse persuaded two utilities to build
nuclear facilities that were larger than any ordered to that time. In
December 1962, the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company, a
consortium of utilities, signed a contract with Westinghouse for a 550
electrical megawatt reactor at Haddam Neck. It was more_than twice
the size of any reactor in operation. The following month, Southern
California Edison announced plans to build a 375 electrical megawatt
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Westinghouse reactor on the California coast between Los Angeles and
San Diego. Although neither plant was expected to be cost-competitive
with fossil-fuel units in its region, the two orders helped stimulate
greater interest in nuclear power. 24
When a utility's management decided to purchase new generating
equipment, whether nuclear or fossil, it analyzed a number of variables
and weighed different options relating to its own resources and needs.
One critical consideration that was common to all utilities was the
projected future requirements for power. A company calculated the
minimum demand for its power over a specified period of time, usually
in increments of a year. This was called the "base load." Utilities tried to
meet base-load. requirements with large-capacity units that operated at
full power over long periods of time. New fossil-fuel stations that were
used to satisfy the base load more than doubled in size during the 1950s.
It seemed apparent to vendors and utilities that if nuclear power units
were to compete with conventional plants in filling base-load needs,
they would have to achieve similar economies of scale.25
Utilities also had to prepare for times when demands on their systems
were greater than the base load could handle. The industry called those
periods the "peak load." Peak loads usually were of short duration and
were met by small capacity generating units of twenty-five to fifty electrical megawatts. Those plants also provided standby power to ensure
system reliability. Sometimes, peak load power was purchased from or
exchanged with other utilities on interconnected grids. Between the base
load and the peak load was another range known as the intermediate
load; it covered fluctuations in daily power requirements. Utilities depended on plants operating at less than full capacity to meet intermediate load demands.26
Both suppliers and utilities assumed that nuclear plants would fill
base-load requirements. This meant that a nuclear facility had to compete with fossil-fuel plants that were the most efficient in production
and the least costly per unit of power output. A nuclear plant required
significantly higher capital outlays to build, but it offered the advantage
of lower fuel costs over the life of the facility than those anticipated for
conventional energy sources. In the 1960s, a utility purchasing a new
plant had to make its decision based on a comparison of the long-term
costs of fossil-fuel technology with an extrapolated cost estimate for
nuclear power. Since utility executives could not draw on past experience with large nuclear units, t_hey took an economic risk if they elected
to buy a nuclear plant.27
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Spurred by Westinghouse's sales of large reactors to Connecticut
Yankee and Southern California Edison, General Electric made a daring
move in 1963 to increase its own business and to convince utilities that
nuclear power had arrived as a safe, reliable, and cost-competitive alternative to fossil fuel. The company had not received an order for a
nuclear plant since 1961, and that project, planned for the coast of
northern California at Bodega Bay, was threatened by strong public
opposition. General Electric targeted nuclear power as a potential
growth area that it would aggressively seek to expand, even if it had to
accept considerable risks. It engaged in a bidding war with Westinghouse and with conventional-plant suppliers for a contract to build a
large unit for the Jersey Central Power and Light Company. Time magazine reported in July 1963 that General Electric and Westinghouse were
"knocking heads" over the Jersey Central plant and that the contract
was "almost a must" for General Electric. The company eventually won
the bid by offering the first turnkey contract for the 515 megawatt
facility, named Oyster Creek and located near Toms River, New Jersey.
General Electric agreed to supply the entire plant, even to the extent of
obtaining permits and licenses. It anticipated that it would lose money
on its fixed-price contract of $66 million, but it hoped to show that the
plant would produce electricity more cheaply than a conventional unit
and help to stimulate the market for nuclear power. 28
The Jersey Central contract opened the "turnkey era" of commercial
nuclear power and came to symbolize the competitive debut of the
technology. Albert Tergen, president of General Public Utilities, of
which Jersey Central was a subsidiary, told AEC chairman Seaborg that
General Electric's bid suggested th:it it was "no longer economic to
build fossil fuel plants on the Eastern seaboard." The utility explained
the basis for its decision in a detailed report, published in early 1964,
that analyzed the financial projections for the Oyster Creek plant. It
compared the costs of a nuclear plant with those of a coal-fired plant at
the same site and with a coal-fired plant at a mine-mouth site in western
Pennsylvania; the projections for the annual costs of nuclear-generated
power appeared more favorable than those of either of the coal units.
Oyster Creek, then, was the first case in which the estimated cost of
nuclear power competed successfully with fossil fuel. And it did so
without any direct subsidies from the AEC. Seaborg told President Johnson that Oyster Creek represented an "economic breakthrough" for
nuclear electricity.29
Despite Seaborg's assessment, the extent to which the outcome of the
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Oyster Creek bidding applied to other plants was a matter of uncertainty.
Philip Sporn, who was a keen observer of trends in the utility industry as
well as a former president of one of the nation's largest power companies,
was asked by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy for his evaluation of
the Oyster Creek decision. He concluded that for a number of reasons it
was not a major breakthrough in the economics of nuclear power. The
bid, he argued, reflected conditions that would not always prevail, such
as the intense competition between General Electric and Westinghouse
over Oyster Creek and overly optimistic projections for the costs of
nuclear power over the life of the plant. Sporn pointed out that General
Electric's price for. building the plant was based not on experience but on
extrapolation. He noted, quite accurately, that the company's eagerness
to gain a competitive advantage prompted it to take a considerable finan·
cial risk in the contract it offered.30
Although Oyster Creek foreshaaowed the nuclear power boom,
some time elapsed before orders mushroomed into what Sporn later
called the "great bandwagon market." The coal industry waged an
intense battle with nuclear power in the months following the Oyster
Creek decision. In several cases in which utilities considered building a
nuclear unit, coal companies substantially reduced their fuel charges. In
other cases, coal suppliers made price concessions to existing plants in a
utility's system, which cut the overall cost of power production. This
forced General Electric and Westinghouse to bid not only against each
other for nuclear contracts but also against coal interests that were
deeply troubled by the challenge of nuclear power.31
The competition to sell reactors to the nation's utilities set off a fierce
corporate battle. Westinghouse followed the example of General Electric in offering turnkey contracts, and the two companies sold a total of
twelve plants in the three years after Oyster Creek. In June 1966, General Electric announced that it would end its turnkey program and
revert to selling only nuclear steam supply systems. Westinghouse again
followed its rival's lead. The turnkey _plants were a financial blow for
both of the companies. One General Electric official commented: "It's
going to take a long time to restore to the treasury the demands we put
on it to establish ourselves in the nuclear business." The losses that the
two firms incurred on their turnkey contracts ran into the hundreds of
millions of dollars. But the turnkey offers were instrumental in convinc•
ing several utilities in high fuel-cost areas that nuclear power was a
sound investment.J 2
Other developments within the electric-power industry during the
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mid-1960s also encouraged nuclear power expansion. Since the early
part of the decade utilities had greatly increased their pooling arrangements. This affected their long-range planning because it allowed them
to build bigger f~cilities without fear of over-expansion. Extra or reserve· power produced by large generating units could be sold to other
companies on the interconnection. If utilities needed justification for
building more reserve power, they received dramatic support in November 1965 when a failure in one part of an interconnected system plunged
a large portion of the northeastern United States into darkness. 33
The implications of interconnection worked in favor of nuclear vendors, who cited them as a major selling point for plant designs that
featured economies of scale. By extrapolating on the expenses of and
experience with smaller units, they were able to reduce the estimated
cost in dollars per kilowatt of nuclear plants to a range competitive with
fossil-fuel facilities of a comparable size. This helped overcome a prominent disadvantage that nuclear vendors faced-the heavy capital requirements for building their plants. Designs for nuclear plants leapfrogged from the 500 to the 800 to the 1000 electrical megawatt range
even though operating experience was still limited to units in the range
of 200 electrical megawatts or less. The practice of "design by extrapolation" had been used for fossil-fuel units by Westinghouse, General Electric, and other plant manufacturers since the early 1950s. Scaling up the
size of plant components rather than waiting to learn from operating
experience with smaller facilities allowed vendors to meet escalating
demands for power and for larger generating stations. They took advantage of new and stronger construction materials and computer-assisted
design techniques to increase the size of the plants they sold, and they
built large margins of error into their calculations. In the 1950s and
early 1960s, design by extrapolation appeared to be a successful approach, and it was natural that vendors extended it to nuclear units. 34
In addition to the positive effects of turnkey contracts, system interconnections, and increasing unit size on the attractiveness of nuclear
power, other considerations enhanced its appeal to utilities. One was
growing national attention to air pollution. Passage of the Clean Air Act
in late 1963, providing federal assistance to state and local governments
to conduct research on air pollution, embodied the concern over the
problem. Coal-fired electrical plants were major contributors to air
pollution and were obvious targets for clean-up efforts. As the campaign to improve the environment gained strength, the electric-utility
industry became more mindful of the cost of air-pollution control in
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fossil-fuel plants. They increasingly viewed nuclear power as a desirable
alternative to paying the expenses of pollution abatement in coal-fired
units.35
Even as coal plants were drawing criticism as sources of foul air~ the
costs of coal and the transportation of it slowly began rising. At the
same time, the 1964 law that allowed private ownership of special
nuclear materials lowered the long-range cost estimates for nuclear fuel.
While the government held to a fixed price for enriched uranium of
$8.00 a pound until 1970, utilities and fuel fabricators negotiated prices
for delivery after that time as low as $4.50 a pound.36
By the mid-1960s, a series of economic trends and other developments had presented a favorable climate for the gr~wth of nuclear
power. The outlook was so promising that W. Kenneth Davis, the president of the Atomic Industrial ·Forum, a private o~ganization that promoted industrial applications of nuclear energy, declared in November
1965: "This is now a developed, mature industry." His view seemed to
be confirmed within a short time when the "great bandwagon market"
for nuclear plant orders began to gather momentum. The Tennessee
Valley Authority signaled the coming boom when it announced plans in
1966 to construct twin General Electric reactors at Browns Ferry, Alabama. Since TVA was located in a coal-producing area that could provide exceptionally low prices for coal, its decision made an even greater
impact on the nuclear market than had Oyster Creek. The title of an
article in Fortune magazine summarized the effect of TVA's action: "An
Atomic Bomb in the Land of Coal." The size of the reactors, 1065
electrical megawatts each, was equally stunning. General Electric extrapolated from the size of much smaller operating units _to project
economies of scale that would compensate for the capital cost of the
twin plants. To many.utility analysts, Browns Ferry offered conclusive
evidence that nuclear power had come of age. "Coal and atomic energy
competed head on for the contract, on equal terms," the Fortune article
noted, "and atomic energy won decisively." 37
The boom market reached a peak during 1966 and 1967, exceeding,
in the words of James Young, vice president of General Electric's Nuclear Energy Division, "even the most optimistic estimates." In 1965,
the year before the market accelerated, Westinghouse and General Electric each sold three reactors domestically. One more nuclear unit, a
high-temperature, gas-cooled reactor to be built at Fort St. Vrain, Colorado, was purchased from the General Atomics Division of General
Dynamics. The total capacity of those seven plants was 17 percent of all
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of the facilities ordered during the year. In 1966, by contrast, utilities
bought twenty nuclear units that made up 36 percent of the electric
capacity committed. General Electric captured nine orders and Westinghouse six. Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engineering broke into
the power reactor market with three and two orders respectively. Nuclear vendors fared even better the following year; they sold thirty-one
units that represented 49 percent of the capacity ordered in 1967. Westinghouse led the field with thirteen orders, General Electric received
eight, and Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engineering won five
apiece. In 1968, the number of reactor orders dropped to seventeen,
nine for General Electric, five for Westinghouse, and three for Babcock
and Wilcox. The percentage of the capacity filled with nuclear orders,
however, remained high at 47 percent.38
The bandwagon market orders were large plants that far exceeded
the size of operating reactors. The Oyster Creek reactor, rated at 515
electrical megawatts, was ordered in 1963 and began commercial operation in 1969. During those six years, the AEC issued thirty-eight construction permits for plants that were larger than Oyster Creek, and
twenty-eight of them were in the 800 to 1100 electrical megawatt range.
The degree of extrapolation from small plants to mammoth ones was a
matter of concern even to some strong nuclear advocates. The Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy expressed concern that vendors had made
a "far greater extrapolation in capacity than has ever been made in a
step with conventional energy sources." As the first large units neared
the operating stage, industry officials acknowledged some "openingnight jitters" about their performance. By the late 1960s, it was apparent that design by extrapolation with conventional plants was not as
successful ~s anticipated earlier. "We hoped the new machines would
run just like the old ones we're familiar with," complained a utility
executive about his huge coal-burning stations. "They sure as hell
don't." The AEC's regulatory staff increasingly focused on the safety
problems that unproven designs for large nuclear plants might raise. 39
Nevertheless, the prospects for nuclear power expansion remained
auspicious. The AEC projected in 1967 that by 1980 the nuclear generating capacity of the United States would range from 80,000 to 110,000
electrical megawatts, more than double the estimate it had made for the
same year in 1962. It restated, with less equivocation, its earlier prediction that nuclear plants would provide 50 percent of the nation's electrical power by the year 2000. 40
The AEC's financial support had been a vital element in the initial
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development of nuclear technology. One observer remarked in 1963
that the industry was so dependent on government subsidies that, "every time the AEC burps, the industry excuses itself." The AEC sought to
lessen that dependence during the 1960s, but its programs and policies
continued to provide important financial assistance to the industry.
Although Congress amended the law in 1964 to allow private ownership of special nuclear materials, the government operated all enrichment services and facilities. Although private firms carried out some
radioactive waste management, the AEC performed the principal research and development on waste disposal, particularly on high-level
wastes. The AEC discontinued the programs it had sponsored in the
1950s and early 1960s that provided subsidies for demonstration reactors, but it remained active in reactor research and development. 41
Industry also benefitted from the government indemnity program
embodied in the Price-Anderson Act. This act, passed in 1957, provided
$560 million in liability insurance in the event of a catastrophic nuclear
accident. Although plant owners paid fees for the coverage, the price
and the availability of insurance underwritten by the government was a
bargain. Private insurance companies provided only a small percentage
of the total coverage.42
Utilities were further aided by an anachronistic AEC licensing policy.
Although nuclear power achieved commercial acceptability by the mid1960s, the AEC continued to license reactors as research facilities under
section 104b of the Atomic Energy Act rather than under section 103,
which was designed for commercial reactors. Technically, a reactor
could not be issued a section 103 license until the AEC found that the
technology had developed to the point of "practical value for industrial
or commercial purposes." The agency concluded that it could not make
such a finding without long-term operating experience that would prove
"practical value." This placed the AEC in the awkward, and to some
minds, ridiculous, position of proclaiming the arrival of nuclear power
on the one hand while refusing to subject it to section 103 licensing
requirements on the other.
The use of section 104b benefitted utilities, especially larger ones,
because it exempted them from prelicensing antitrust review that was
mandatory under section 103. It avoided the possibility of disputes over
antitrust rulings that could slow already complicated licensing procedures and extend the already lengthy lead time required to place a
nuclear unit on line. After a campaign to enforce antitrust laws in
nuclear licensing led by Senator George D. Aiken of Vermont, a member
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of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Congress amended the 1954
Atomic Energy Act in December 1970 to require the Justice Department
to review construction permit applications. The effect was to remove
commercial reactors from the jurisdiction of section 104b and place
them under section 103. If the Justice Department found evidence that
antitrust laws might be violated, it would advise the AEC to hold a
hearing on the issue. The new law applied to twenty construction permit
applications under AEC consideration and retroactively to seven others
already under construction.43
The onset of the bandwagon market marked the arrival of competitive commercial nuclear power. The growth of the number of plants
ordered and the increasing size of individual units exceeded the most
optimistic projections of the early 1960s and fulfilled the AEC's objective, as defined in the 1954 act, of encouraging the development of a
nuclear power industry operated by private enterprise. At the same
time, the rapid expansion of plants and the practice of design by extrapolation placed severe burdens on the AEC's regulatory staff. The unexpected emergence of the industry raised unanticipated safety issues
that the AEC sought, with mixed results, to resolve. The growth of the
industry also awakened alarm among the public about the environmental impact and the hazards of nuclear power, and this, too, created
difficult problems for the regulatory side of the agency. The AEC's dual
responsibilities for both promoting and regulating the nuclear industry
created a dichotomy in its response to the reactor boom of the 1960selation over developmental progress and uneasiness about its implications for reactor safety.

CHAPTER III

The Regulatory
Framework

Between 1954 and 1962 the AEC built a regulatory organization and
developed a regulatory process to evaluate safety issues, publish regulations, review license applications, and verify that its rules and license
conditions were .observed. Agency officials hoped that the regulatory
framework they established would be sufficiently rigorous to ensure that
nuclear power was safe, but not so inflexible or stringent that it discouraged the growth of the technology. Striking a balance between those
objectives was always a difficult task, and it became even more formidable after the surge in orders for reactors began in the mid-1960s and the
size of plants under review dramatically increased. The AEC reexamined
and revised its regulatory procedures to meet the new demands on its
resources, and its licensing requirements and structure continued to
evolve. Nevertheless, the regulatory process remained a chronic source
of complaints from both supporters and critics of nuclear power.
Compared with the other major functional units within the AEC, the
regulatory organization was a small component of the agency. Total AEC
employment, excluding contractors, hovered around 7000 throughout
the 1960s. The regulatory staff, despite a rapidly increasing work load,
expanded slowly from 339 in 1964 to 540 in 1971. The size of the
regulatory organization reflected the interests and priorities of the
agency. Chairman Seaborg estimated in 1967 that the Commission spent
only about one-sixth of its time on regulatory affairs, though that percentage probably grew in later years.
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The regulatory staff was physically as well as functionally separated
from the weapons-producing and developmental arms of the AEC. In
1963 it moved from agency headquarters in Germantown, Maryland to
a building eighteen miles south in Bethesda, Maryland. -As a result, the
regulatory staff developed its own administrative system for mail distribution, travel, record-keeping, correspondence, and other chores. The
direct cause of the move to Bethesda was shortage of space in Germantown, but the segregation of the regulatory unit was symbolic of the
AEC's attempt to keep regulatory operations removed from promotional ones. The size and location of the regulatory staff also were
indications of its status within the AEC. Other offices viewed the regulatory function as something of a backwater in comparison with more
glamorous and exciting weapons and reactor development activities.
They recognized the vital importance of reactor safety, but they also
worried that an overzealous regulatory staff could conceivably interfere
with their own programs. For their purposes it seemed advantageous to
keep the regulatory organization isolated, limited in size, and overburdened with work. 1
The head of the regulatory staff was Harold L. Price, who had served
in that capacity since the AEC had established its regulatory organization in 1954. His title was director of regulation. A 'native of Luray,
Virginia, Price received a bachelor of arts degree from the University of
Virginia in 1928 and a law degree from the same school in 1931. He
practiced law in Roanoke, Virginia for several years before taking a job
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture. From there he moved to
progressively more responsible legal positions in other government agencies. In 1947 he joined the Atomic Energy Commission as an assistant
general counsel in the Oak Ridge Operations Office. After transferring
to AEC headquarters in Washington in 1949, he became the agency's
deputy general counsel two years later. When Congress passed the 1954
Atomic Energy Act, the AEC's general manager asked Price to set up the
licensing program for privately owned reactors, and in 1955 named him
the director of the Division of Civilian Application, which carried out
regulatory duties. During subsequent staff reorganizations, he remained
as chief of the regulatory unit. In 1961, in an effort to separate regulatory functions from other AEC activities, the Commission removed
Price and his staff from the supervision of the general manager. After
that time, he reported directly to the commissioners.
Price was an unassuming, cautious, no-nonsense bureaucrat. Although he often presented himself as an unsophisticated country lawyer,
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3. Harold L. Price (Herbert Hoover Library)

he had a sharp intellect and a keen sense of bureaucratic politics. His job
required that he balance the constant and sometimes conflicting demands of AEC commissioners and staff, Congress, the nuclear industry,
and the public to ensure reactor safety without impeding the development of nuclear technology. Price, perhaps by necessity, was a workaholic with few outside interests or activities. He could be brusque and
impatient; Congressman Hosmer, with tongue in cheek, once described
him as "at least as sweet, kind and gentle" as Admiral Rickover, a man
of legendary spleen. But Price earned the loyalty and respect of his staff,
and despite his lack of formal training in science or engineering, he dealt
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knowledgeably with the policy aspects of technical issues. He approached regulatory problems in a business-like way and displayed
what Commissioner James T. Ramey once described, in jest, as "a lot of
common sense for a lawyer." Price was not inclined to undertake bold
initiatives or to promote major policy departures. He believed that his
role was to carry out the wishes of the Commission as efficiently and
promptly as possible. "I work for the Commission and I work under
their policy guidance," he once summarized his position in the agency
during Joint Committee hearings. His ability and savvy enabled him to
retain the confidence of the Commission through seventeen years of
controversy over the AEC's r_egulatory programs and performance. 2
In 1964, in response to a growing regulatory work load, Price reorganized his staff structure by creating five divisions out of the three that
had previously existed. They were: the Division of Reactor Licensing,
which evaluated license applications, judged reactor operators' qualifications, and maintained liaison with other AEC units involved in aspects
o_f reactor safety; the Division of Safety Standards, which developed and
assessed standards for reactor design, siting, construction, and operation, reviewed and recommended changes in radiation protection standards, and participated in safety research programs; the Division of
Material Licensing, which issued licenses for medical, industrial, and
agricultural uses of radioisotopes and other nuclear materials; the Division of State and Licensee Relations, which coordinated contacts with
state governments; an<;l the Division of Compliance, which inspected
licensee activities to ensure that they conformed with AEC regulations.
In 1967, Price again revised the regulatory structure. He divided the
Division of Safety Standards into two new units, the Division of Reactor
Standards and the Division of Radiation Protection Standards. He anticipated a rapidly increasing level of activity in the areas of reactor licensing, standards development, and inspection. 3
The burden of the surge in reactor orders that began in the mid1960s fell first on the Division of Reactor Licensing. The director of the
division, Peter A. Morris, complained in November 1966 that his staff
was already "swamped" and that it was likely to face a growing flood of
applications. Morris, who held a Ph.D. in physics from the University of
Virginia, had recently been appointed the division's director after holding a number of other jobs in the nuclear industry and the AEC. He
believed that his experience enabled him to understand industry's needs
and concerns as well as safety issues, and he emphasized the "impor-
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tance of industry being able to continue to count on efficient and
business-like handling of its license applications. " 4
The AEC handled applications in a process that, despite its goal of
simplicity, had grown more elaborate over the years. The fundamental
regulatory objective of the AEC after passage of the 1954 Atomic Energy Act was to ensure that public health was protected without imposing overly burdensome requirements that would impede industrial development. One commissioner, Willard F. Libby, articulated an opinion
common among AEC officials when he remarked in 1955: "Our great
hazard is that this great benefit to mankind will be killed aborning by
unnecessary regulation." Distinguishing between essential and excessive
regulation was a matter of judgment and experience, and the complexities of nuclear technol,ogy and politics gradually increased the complexity of the licensing process. The 1954 act laid out the basic framework
for licensing plants by outlining a two-step procedure. An applicant that
met the AEC's requirements would first receive a construction permit,
and after the plant was built, an operating license. This arrangement
allowed the construction of reactors to go forward before all the technical questions about their operation had been answered. Within the twostep licensing structure, the AEC established its own requirements and
procedures.
The first phase of the licensing process as it existed in 1964 preceded
the formal filing of an application. When a utility was considering the
construction of a power reactor, it generally met informally with the
regulatory staff to discuss possible sites for the prospective plant. At
that point the staff advised the utility about its siting requirements on
critical matters such as population density, seismology, meteorology,
geology, and hydrology. It also outlined the information that should be
included in a formal application. Once the utility decided to build the
plant at a particular site, it submitted its application for a construction
permit. The staff first conducted a preliminary review of the document
to make certain that it contained the necessary information. If not, it
returned the application for additional work. If so, it formally docketed
the application and the review process officially began.
The major portion of the construction permit application consisted
of the "preliminary hazards summary report." Once it received this
document the staff of the Division of Reactor Licensing undertook a
detailed evaluation. It analyzed the suitability of the site; the soundness of design methods and calculations; the adequacy of the proposed
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plant's containment building and safety systems for preventing the escape of radioactive materials in case of an accident; and plans for providing power to the plant, handling fuel, and disposing of radioactive
wastes. The staff also assessed the technical and financial qualifications of the applicant to build and operate the plant safely. It usually
found that the application was incomplete or unsatisfactory in some
respects. In those cases, it held conferences in which the utility and the

reactor manufacturer could address its questions, propose revisions,
and resolve differences. The AEC did not expect the preliminary hazards summary report to provide complete design details of the plant's
safety systems, but it insisted that the report offer "reasonable assurance" that the reactor could be built and operated without threatening
public health.5
As soon as the Division of Reactor Licensing received an application
for a construction permit, it sent copies to the Advisory Committee on
·Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) for a concurrent and independent evaluation. The ACRS was a body of reactor experts from outside the AEC
who met regularly to review applications and discuss safety issues. It
had initially been formed to advise the AEC on the the design and
construction of government-owned reactors, but after the passage of the
1954 Atomic Energy Act, it played a major role in evaluating the safety
of commercial plants. The ACRS had fifteen members, who usually met
as a full committee once a month for a period of three days. Smaller
groups convened more frequently in subcommittee sessions. The members of the ACRS were appointed by the Commission for four-year
terms; most held full-time positions in universities, national laboratories, or other research institutions. Employees of the nuclear industry
were precluded from membership because of conflict-of-interest considerations, though some retired industry officials served on the committee. The ACRS included well-known and respected authorities from a
variety of technical fields related to nuclear energy. .
In 1957, following a disagreement in which the ACRS took a more
cautious position than the regulatory staff on issuing a construction
permit for a technologically advanced fast-breeder reactor, Congress
made the committee a statutory body, directed that it re"'.iew every plant
application, and required that its licensing recommendations be made
public. The committee's review of construction permit applications proceeded simultaneously with that of the Division of Reactor Licensing,
but it focused on novel features rather than simply duplicating the effort
of the staff. As soon as the ACRS received an application it assigned it to
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a subcommittee for examination. The subcommittee discussed the proposal with the regulatory staff and the applicant to raise questions and
concerns. It submitted its findings and evaluation to the full ACRS,
which also received a safety analysis of the application from the regulatory staff. The entire committee then considered the application, which
often included further meetings with representatives of the utility and
reactor manufacturer and with the regulatory staff. Once the ACRS
reached a consensus on its collective opinion, it sent a letter to the
chairman of the AEC. The letter frequently contained suggestions for
issues that remained to be resolved before the plant received an operating license. On occasion, members of the ACRS added dissenting views
if they strongly disagreed with the position of their colleagues.
The ACRS set its own agenda, elected its own chairman, operated on
its own schedule, and reached its own· conclusions. It was not obligated
to conform with the views of the regulatory staff or the wishes of the
Commission. The members of the ACRS, like their counterparts in the
AEC, supported the use and the growth of nuclear power, but they had
much less of an institutional stake in the rapid expansion of the technology. In the early years of nuclear development, the committee commanded greater prestige than the regulatory staff, but as the staff increased its size and technical capabilities it enhanced its stature within
the nuclear community. Indeed, as the staff gained greater parity with
the ACRS, some nuclear proponents suggested that the role of the committee in the licensing process should be diminished. The regulatory
staff and the ACRS did not always agree on safety questions, and each
sometimes complained about the methods and performance of the
other. The independent role of the ACRS exacted a price by causing
greater complications, more potential for conflicts and delays, and general untidiness in the licensing process, but it provided a different perspective and a second opinion against which to measure the evaluations
of the regulatory staff.6
At the same time that the staff of the Division of Reactor Licensing
reviewed the application and waited for the analysis of the ACRS, it
solicited the advice of other government agencies. As a matter of course,
it sought the comments of the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey on· geological and seismological aspects of
the proposed site, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service on the potential
radiological effects of the plant on marine and animal life, and the U. S.
Weather Bureau on meteorological conditions. The staff also sent copies
of the construction permit application to state and local government
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officials and placed it in the AEC's Public Document Room, where it
was available for public examination.7
Once the regulatory staff completed its review of the application and
received reports from other agencies and the ACRS, it prepared a safety
evaluation for a public hearing before an Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board appointed to consider the proposed reactor. The licensing boards
were a recent innovation that had evolved from the Joint Committee's
requirement, first established in a 1957 law and later revised, that the
AEC hold a public hearing on every construction permit application. For
a time, the AEC had used a single hearing examiner to conduct a hearing.
This practice had created problems that arose principally from the fact
that the hearing examiners were trained in administrative law rather than
in reactor technology. In 1962, at the urging of the Joint Committee, the
AEC established an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board panel. It initially
consisted of eleven part-time members with strong technical qualifications from outside the AEC, three full-time AEC hearing examiners, and
one part-time administrative law expert. In each licensing case, the board
that conducted the public hearing was made up of a hearing examiner,
who served as chairman, and two technical experts drawn from the
panel. The Commission was responsible for selecting the three licensing
board members for an individual proceeding.
The Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards were, to an important extent, another of several measures adopted by the AEC to separate its
promotional and regulatory responsibilities. Within a short time after
the 1954 Atomic Energy Act became law, informed observers expressed
concern about the inherent conflict of interest in the AEC's mandate to
encourage the development of the atomic industry and to regulate its
safety. One possible solution was to create separate agencies, but in
light of the limited knowledge of nuclear technology, the shortage of
qualified nuclear scientists and engineers, and the likelihood of conflict
between different agencies, neither the AEC nor the Joint Committee
favored such an approach. The licensing boards were an effort to address the problem without establishing a separate regulatory agency.
They were designed to help insulate regulatory decisions from undue
influence by other AEC programs and to provide a public evaluation of
the regulatory staff's judgment by board made up of a majority of
outsiders.
To further avoid the appearance or the substance of a conflict of
interest in its licensing deliberations, the AEC also imposed restrictions
on communications between the regulatory staff on the one hand and a
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licensing board and the Commission on the other. The AEC first set up
a "separated staff" requirement, in which members of the regulatory
staff, the general counsel's office, and others who had worked on a
particular licensing case were prohibited from discussing it with the
Commission or the licensing board except on the public record after the
AEC issued a public notice of the hearing. They remained "separated"
until the board's decision. This procedure later became subsumed in a
more general ex parte rule. It prohibited private contacts between the
Commission and a party, including the regulatory staff, involved in a
proceeding; oral or written communications had to be placed in the
public record. 8
The AEC announced a hearing of a licensing board at least thirty
days before it was scheduled to begin. A short time later, within about
twenty days of the hearing, the AEC publish~d the regulatory staff's
evaluation of the proposed plant's safety and the letter report of the
ACRS. They constituted the basic documentary evidence for the proceeding. The hearing could be contested or uncontested. In theory, it
could consider conflicting views between the staff and the applicant
over the merits of the plant proposal, but in fact no applicant went to a
licensing board hearing if the staff opposed issuance of a construction
permit. The staff and the applicant resolved their differences before
reaching the hearing stage. Both, therefore, appeared before the board
in support of the application. Other parties could challenge the application with oral or written testimony, either by participating fully in the
proceedings as intervenors or by making "limited appearances" in
which they simply submitted a statement of their position.
The purpose of the licensing board was to make certain that the staff
and the applicant provided sufficient evidence to justify a construction
permit and to judge the validity of their technical review. The depth of
the review and the approach by which an individual board arrived at its
decision varied according to the nature of the application and the membership of the board. The precise role of the licensing boards remained
an open question: was their function primarily to certify the correctness
of procedures and the completeness of ~pplications or was it to conduct
a de novo technical review to check on the assessments of the staff and
the ACRS?
Once the licensing board handed down a decision, the fate of the
application, at least within the AEC's licensing system, rested with the
Commission. If the commissioners did not formally review the board's
ruling, it became effective on a specified date. If they elected to review it,
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either on their own initiative or on petition from one of the parties in the
proceeding, their decision completed the construction permit application process. On occasion, the Commission modified a licensing board
finding by requesting additional information or ordering further review.
When the commissioners issued or affirmed a favorable decision, the
direct~r of regulation issued the construction permit. Commission decisions could be appealed to federal courts; they were the last resort for
anyone who objected to the AEC's action on an application. 9
The construction permit allowed the applicant to build the plant, but
operating it required another series of safety reviews. As construction of ·
the plant proceeded, the applicant submitted a "final hazards summary
report" that showed the completed design and operating plans. This
document received another comprehensive review from the Division of
Reactor Licensing and the ACRS. After they finished their evaluations,
the applicant might face another public hearing, but, unlike the requirements for a construction permit, a hearing was not mandatory. At its
discretion, the Commission could order a hearing if intervenors requested it or public interest seemed to warrant it. A ruling by a licensing
board was again subject to Commission review; in the absence of a
hearing the approval of the application became effective on a specified
date. In many cases, the AEC granted a. "provisional operating license"
for a period of up to eighteen months that limited the power output of
the reactor until its performance could be further evaluated. 10
The complexity and redundancy that characterized the licensing process by 1964 were a source of concern to the nuclear industry. As one
observer described the situation: "A utility that wants a permit to build
a nuclear plant now is in about the same position as a rider starting a
cross country race on a foggy night without ever having been over the
course before. There is no one who can really give him much jdea of
what he will be up against. About all he can be sure of is that there are
some unpleasant surprises ahead of him." Anticipating an increasing
number of reactor applications in the near future, the AEC wanted to
avoid "unpleasant surprises" and complications that would discourage
the growth of the industry. In January 1965 the Commission decided to
appoint a special panel to study its licensing procedures and recommend
ways in which they might be simplified. 11
The idea for the review originated with Commissioner Ramey, a
veteran participant in atomic energy affairs and a strong advocate of
nuclear power development. A graduate of Amherst College and the
Columbia University School of Law, Ramey had begun a long career in
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government service in 1941 as a staff attorney with the Tennessee Valley Authority. His work impressed the chairman of the TVA, David E.
Lilienthal, and in 1947, when Lilienthal became the first chairman of
the AEC, Ramey also moved to the new agency. As a lawyer with the
Chicago operations office, he drew on his experience in TVA to design
contract arrangements between the AEC and private firms to carry out
particular tasks. He also gained a great deal of knowledge about reactor
development programs.
In 1956, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy appointed Ramey as
its staff director. Like members of the committee, he pushed for more
rapid development of commercial nuclear power and complained that
the AEC was moving too slowly. Ramey won the respect and admiration of members of the Joint Committee, and when a seat on the AEC
opened in 1962 they pushed hard for his appointment to it. The White
House was reluctant to agree because of Ramey's close ties to the Joint
Committee and Commission members harbored similar reservations. In
addition, some senior AEC officials remembered and resented Ramey's
role in bitter clashes between the agency and the Joint Committee. But
the lobbying of the Joint Committee, especially Holifield, secured
Ramey's selection. He was reappointed by President Johnson in 1968,
and when his term expired in 1973, he had served longer, almost eleven
years, than any other member of the Commission.
Ramey's experience with atomic programs, along with his knowledge, energy, and commitment, made him an active and influential
participant in a broad range of AEC activities. From the time he joined
the Commission, he took greater sustained interest in regulatory affairs
than any other commissioner. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, when
opposition to nuclear power was becoming increasingly visible, he did
more than any of his colleagues to reach out to nuclear critics in an
effort to address their concerns and find common ground. His attentiveness to regulatory issues did not mean that he had curbed his enthusiasm for rapid nuclear development; one industry official described him
in 1966 as "industry's best friend on the Commission." Rather, it suggested that he recognized more clearly than his fellow commissioners
the intimate and inseparable relationship between safety questions and
industry growth. He realized that a major nuclear accident would be a
severe setback to nuclear progress, but he also worried that excessive
regulation or public apprehension would have a similar effect. He
guarded against actions that would impose what he viewed as unnecessary burdens on the industry or raise public fears ..
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Ramey was an outgoing personality whose legal and activist orientations occasionally caused conflict~ with the more passive and detached
demeanor of the scientifically minded Seaborg. He sometimes surprised
his colleagues by showing unusual sensitivity to perceived slights; he
once circulated a memorandum rebuking another Commission member
for failing to check with him before deciding "to shoot from the hip" on
regulatory matters at an industry meeting. Despite his prickly side,
Ramey had a genial bearing and a good sense of humor that helped win
many friends among the different groups connected with atomic energy.
An avid golfer, he did not hesitate to sell the advantages of nuclear
power during golf outings with utility executives. By late 1964, he was
concerned that efforts to promote nuclear technology were threatened
by a formidable and unpredictable licensing process. 12
At Ramey's suggestion, the Commission agreed in January 1965 to
form a Regulatory Review Panel to study licensing procedures. It appointed William Mitchell, a former general counsel of the AEC who was
an attorney in private practice in Washington, to chair the committee.
With the exception of Manson Benedict, a professor of nuclear engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the committee members were either high-level employees of or consultants to nuclear utilities or vendors. The seven panelists began their work immediately. Over
a period of five months they met with regulatory staff officials, the
ACRS, licensing board panel members, commissioners, ,and Joint Committee staff representatives to discuss licensing requirements. After gathering information from those groups, the Mitchell panel convened for
four days in Williamsburg, Virginia to draft its report. It submitted its
recommendations to the AEC on 14 July 1965. 13
The Mitchell panel gave a strong endorsement to the work done in
the past by the regulatory staff and the ACRS, praising them both for
"remarkable" performances. It affirmed that it had "every confidence
that the public interest is being protected by the regulatory process as it
now exists." Nevertheless, it emphasized that changes were needed if
reactor orders increased as much as expected. The panel found that a
utility had to plan on at least a year to receive a construction permit
from the time it decided to build a nuclear plant at a particular site. The
length of the licensing process, the panel argued, "penalizes the economic position of nuclear power." It urged a number of revisions in
licensing procedures so that the time required could be reduced to about
six months. This, it contended, "would be an important step in encouraging the growth of the nuclear industry."
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The Mitchell panel's first recommendation was that the AEC emphasize that the regulatory staff offered "the public's primary protection in
reactor safety matters [and] that its review of the safety of a reactor
project is the most complete, thorough, and objective review conducted
during the regulatory process." It argued that the "high caliber of the
regulatory staff" and the nature of its review should be made clear to
the public. Although the ACRS should retain a vital role in evaluating
the work of the staff and in focusing on novel safety designs, it could not
conduct a careful review of each of the increasing number of applications. The panel advised that the statute requiring an ACRS review of
every construction permit and operating license application be modified. It thought that the ACRS should be relieved of the obligation to
examine every plant proposal, and instead, should look at only the ones
of particular interest or concern to it. The committee would decide for
itself which applications it wished to review. This would ease the work
load of the ACRS and allow it to "function as an advisory committee
instead of a second regulatory staff."
The Mitchell panel directed most of its attention to the rules and the
conduct of licensing board-hearings. It urged that the proceedings be
revised by, for example, restricting or excluding discussion of issues
over which the AEC had no statutory jurisdiction, placing a limit on the
time allowed a board to reach a decision, and appointing an alternate
member of a board to step in if one of the original members could not sit
through a prolonged hearing. The Mitchell panel also suggested that ex
parte rules be relaxed so that the Commission could consult with the
regulatory staff, though it stipulated that any facts or opinions presented to the commissioners by the staff should be included in the public
record. The report stressed the panel's strong conviction that the licensing boards should be clearly instructed not to undertake de novo technical reviews of reactor applications. The "growing tertdency" to perform
a third independent evaluation, it argued, "makes no real contribution
to reactor safety." The Mitchell panel contended that the proper functions of the boards were to determine whether the application was
complete and the staff and ACRS had carried out an adequate review of
it, provide a public forum for judging the application, and adjudicate
opposing views in contested cases.
In addition to its recommendations for changes in licensing procedures, the Mitchell panel advised the AEC to take a number of actions
that could alleviate the procedural difficulties facing applicants and
shorten the time needed to obtain a construction permit. They included,
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for example, a more precise definition of what information the AEC
expected in an application and clearer technical guidelines on performance requirements. The panel also called for better coordination between the regulatory staff and other AEC divisions in planning reactor
safety research. 14
The report of the Mitchell panel received warm praise in industry
circles and the AEC acted promptly to consider and implement its recommendations. Moving with what the trade journal Nucleonics Week
called "rare speed" and motivated in part by the panel's conclusions,
the AEC undertook new efforts to clarify the information it sought in
applications and to define licensing requirements. It also drafted new
rules and legislation to carry out many of the panel's proposals to
reform the licensing process. Some of them, such as the addition of an
alternate licensing board member, were straightforward and caused no
division of opinion. Others were less clear-cut. The AEC only partially
followed the recommendation that licensing boards be barred from
conducting a thorough technical evaluation. It made an explicit policy
statement that in the case of an uncontested hearing, the licensing board
would not perform a de novo technical review. But in the case of a
contested hearing, it refrained from such an unambiguous directive. The
regulatory staff expressed misgivings about a strict prohibition on the
grounds that a licensing board should be free to explore any issue on
which it wanted further information or clarification. The Joint Committee, which had pressed the AEC to add technically qualified members to
the boards in 1962, seconded the regulatory staff's position. As a result
of those arguments, the Commission decided to "discourage rather than
prohibit" de novo reviews at the licensing board stage. 15
The Commission also decided not to carry out fully the Mitchell
panel's recommendation on relaxing ex parte rules. Harold Price had
long sought ways to make possible greater communication between his
staff and the Commission because he believed it would enable the commissioners to address safety issues more knowledgeably in their review
of a licensing case. The Mi.tchell panel gave his position additional
support. As a result, the commissioners elected to permit exchanges
between the regulatory staff and themselves, and between the regulatory
staff and the licensing boards, in uncontested hearings.
Contested hearings posed more of a problem. The Mitchell panel had
focused on uncontested proceedings, and in April 1966, the Commission organized another committee, again chaired by William Mitchell,
to investigate the procedural aspects of contested applications. The sec-
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ond Mitchell panel, which was comprised of three members, submitted
its report in June 1967. It concluded that many of the AEC's existing
practices to ensure a fair hearing for all parties were sound, though it
recommended a few minor procedural amendments. On the ex parte
issue, it strongly advised against easing the rule in ways that the first
Mitchell panel had suggested. It argued that neither a licensing board
nor the Commission should communicat~ with the regulatory staff in
contested proceedings, even if they intended to place information about
_the discussions in the public record. The Commission accepted this
recommendation. The findings and proposals of the Mitchell panels
made a major impact on the AEC's licensing procedures by helping to
bring about important changes. But they did not satisfy all the concerns
about the licensing process or end the complaints about its complexity
and uncertainty. t 6
The Mitchell panels focused their attention on ways to streamline the
licensing process and ease the burdens it presented to applica~ts. This
was a major concern to nuclear proponents in both the industry and
government. At the same time, the conflict of interest in the AEC's
authority both to promote and regulate nuclear power remained a lively
issue. Opponents of nuclear plants often cited it and suggested that the
AEC was an unreliable regulator because of its dual responsibilities.
Therefore, agency officials continued to look for ways to counter the
criticism and to show that the regulatory staff did not base its judgments
on promotional considerations .
. One possible solution to the problem that both the AEC and the Joint
Committee occasionally entertained was the creation of separate agencies, but the AEC still thought that such a step would be premature. In
1963, Ramey predicted the establishment of an independent regulatory
agency within a period of ten years. Three years later he thought that a
separation might occur in five to ten years. Other AEC officials gave
similar estimates; Seaborg and Price remarked in a meeting in 1970 that
the AEC had been saying that the creation of a regulatory agency might
be appropriate "in five or ten years" since 1955.17
The question of dividing the functions of the AEC received some
attention when the Joint Committee held extensive hearings on the
regulatory process in 1967. Both AEC and industry officials argued that
experience with nuclear power technology was too limited to create a
regulatory body that was divorced from research and development activities. This reasoning was unconvincing to nuclear critics, one of
whom described the existing arrangement as "schizophrenia which is
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inflicted upon the AEC by law." Some members of the Joint Committee
were also dubious about the position of the AEC and the industry on the
separate agency issue. The most outspoken was Representative John B.
Anderson of Illinois, who told a group of nuclear power professionals in
1968 that "suggestions th.at consideration of this [separation] question
'can be put off for another 5 or 10 years si~ply aren't realistic." He
suggested that new technical information could be communicated to an
independent regulatory agency without undue hardship. Joint Committee staff director John T. Conway stated publicly the same year that the
committee might decide to hold hearings on the subject. 18
In light of the growing interest in the separate agency question, the
AEC undertook a review of it. General counsel Joseph F. Hennessey
told the Commission in October 1968 that the establishment of a new
agency would offer advantages, including "maximum objectivity and
impartiality in reactor safety evaluation." But he indicated that the
disadvantages would be greater, especially the burdens that an independent agency could place on.the AEC's developmental and operational
programs, the duplication of administrative functions, and the "obstacles to informal consultation." The AEC remained opposed to the creation of a separate regulatory agency, at least for the immediate future.
But it recognized that its dual responsibilities undermined its regulatory
credibility. Therefore, in late 1968 it began to look for alternatives that
might ease the conflict-of-interest problem without requiring a complete
separation of the regulatory staff from the AEC. 19
With Ramey providing the impetus, the Commission decided to deal
with the issue by establishing a new panel to rule on appeals of licensing
board decisions. The AEC had considered the idea of an appeal panel
previously, but never found it desirable. In October 1968, with the
separate agency question becoming increasingly prominent, Ramey told
his colleagues that "the time has come when we ought to move on this
matter." The Commission decided to study the concept of an appeal
panel that would assume at least some of its responsibilities for reviewing licensing board actions. The advantages, as outlined by Hennessey,
would include alleviating demands on the Commission's time and, more
importantly, defusing the conflict-of-interest issue by removing the Commission from involvement in the cases it delegated to the appeal panel.
The primary disadvantage was that an independent appeal panel would
diminish the Commission's policy-making authority. If the appeal panel
made the final decision in a licensing case, it could act in ways that were
inconsistent with existing policy or that set policy precedents. If, how-
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ever, the Commission retained final authority, the appeal panel would
simply add another layer to the regulatory process without doing much
to resolve the conflict-of-interest question. 20
After considerable discussion, the Commission decided that the advantages outweighed the disadvantages. In August 1969 it announced
the establishment of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Appeal
Panel. To reduce the possibility that the appeal panel could issue a
decision that undercut its position on general regulatory issues, the
Commission stipulated that, on its own motion, it could review a decision that conflicted with existing policy or dealt with an "important
question of public policy." It did not attempt to define the precise
meaning of this condition. The Commission would, at its discretion,
assign some but not all cases under appeal to the new panel. The appeal
panel would consist of the permanent chairman and vice-chairman of
the licensing board panel and a third ·member chosen by the Commission. The permanent chairman and vice-chairman of the licensing board
panel were positions that the AEC had established in 1966; they were
responsible for appointing board members in individual proceedings
and for performing other administrative duties. 21
The nuclear industry found the creation of the appeal panel·an unwelcome innovation. A committee of the Atomic Industrial Forum complained that "the effect of introducing the Appeal Board will be to add
another level of review, th~s prolonging the time required to complete
licensing proceedings." The AEC, despite its reluctance to further complicate the licensing process, believed that creating the appeal board was
a necessary and useful means to increase the credibility of its regulatory
program. Its action did not, however, end criticism over the agency's
built-in conflict of interest. Harold Price lamented in January 1971 that
"as far as the public is concerned there is no distinction between actions
by the regulatory [staff], [the] ACRS, the Commission or the ASLB's."
All, he added, were "considered a part of the nuclear power promotional effort. " 22
Although the AEC's statutory conflict of interest and the idea of
establishing a separate regulatory agency were recurrent issues throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, they never acquired the urgency of more
pressing concerns. On a day-to-day basis, the primary administrative
problem that faced the regulatory staff was keeping pace with the growing work load that the rapid development of the nuclear industry produced. The flood of reactor orders placed enormous pressure on the
Division of Reactor Licensing to process them promptly. Utilities were
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greatly concerned about delays in licensing that set back their schedules
and threatened their load requirements. They were distressed about
licensing procedures that added to the lead time, about seven years in
1967, that they needed to plan, build, and begin operating a nuclear
plant. One indicator of the trend was that the average time the Division
of Reactor Licensing took to process a construction permit application
had expanded to more than eighteen months by 1970.
The regulatory staff sympathized with the complaints of power companies, but its spokesmen pointed out that applications were not only
more numerous but also more complex than those for smaller plants.
While they regretted the delays that the "avalanche of applications"
caused, they refused to accept the entire blame for the increased average
time for issuing construction permits. Peter Morris told a packed ballroom at the annual meeting of the Atomic Industrial Forum in November 1967 that his staff could grant a construction permit in an uncontested case within seven months if it received a "perfect application."
Unfortunately, he said, the AEC never saw such a proposal; as a rule the
applications as originally submitted were incomplete or technically deficient. The growing frequency of contested applications further extended
the licensing process by lengthening hearings in individual cases and by
generally stretching the resources of the regulatory staff. By the late
1960s, intensified public concerns about the health and environmental.
effects of nuclear power made intervention in licensing proceedings by
nuclear opponents more common.23
While the AEC continued to consider administrative changes to
streamline licensing procedures, it sought to deal directly with the surge
in reactor orders by increasing the size of the regulatory staff. The
growth of the Industry added to the work load of all the regulatory
staff's divisions, but it placed the greatest burden, at least initially, on
the Division of Reactor Licensing. In 1964, the division employed
thirty-two engineers to review applications. The number more than
doubled by the end of 1967, but this was not enough to keep up with
the volume of business. As more plants received construction permits,
the staff of the Division of Compliance also increased substantially in a
vain attempt to stay abreast of the expanding work load. 24
Beginning in 1968, the growth of the regulatory staff slowed to a
virtual standstill. As President Johnson, and following him, President
Nixon, sought to slash government expenditures and imposed ceilings
on hiring, the AEC's budget faced unprecedented restraints. Nttcleonics
Week reported in December 1969 that the agency was "caught up in the
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tightest financial bind in its 23-year history." The budgetary pressures
forced the AEC and its contractors to lay off hundreds of workers in
operational and developmental programs. The regulatory staff avoided
personnel cutbacks, but it was unable to enhance its size as rapidly as
demands on its resources grew. Between 1965 and 1970, while the staff
increased by about 50 percent, its licensing and inspection case load
increased by about 600 percent. The agency requested relief from the
Bureau of the Budget, and in 1969 Seaborg appealed personally to
Nixon for funds 'to hire more regulatory personnel. Those efforts
proved largely futile, however, and the shortage of qualified professionals continued to plague the regulatory staff.25
In 1971, after the AEC undertook a series of efforts, on the one hand,
to streamline licensing procedures, and on the other hand, to deal with
its inherent conflict of interest, the regulatory process remained a source
of acute dissatisfaction to the nuclear industry, the Joint Committee,
and nuclear critics. The agency's attempts to balance its responsibilities
for encouraging the growth of nuclear power and for ensuring nuclear
safety led to a complex regulatory system that generated complaints
from both nuclear advocates and opponents, though for quite different
reasons. Industry representatives objected strongly to what they viewed ,
as unnecessary requirements or undue delays in licensing deliberations.
A. Eugene Schubert, vice-president of the Nuclear Energy Division of
General Electric, told Seaborg in 1968 that the· effect of the AEC's
approach to licensing "on cost and scheduling to both the [applicant]
and the manufacturer was very serious. " 26
Earl Ewald, chairman of the board of the Northern States Power
Company, offered a similar opinion from the perspective of a utility that
was suffering through a lengthy a~d controversial licensing proceeding.
"If the delays encountered in this licensing procedure are duplicated in
connection with the other nuclear power plants scheduled for commercial service in the next few years," he wrote, "it can safely be asserted
that the splendid promise of nuclear power will have had a very short
life." Another utility executive was even more blunt, calling the licensing process "a modern day Spanish Inquisition" carried out by "AEC
engineers, scientists, and consultants [who] have no serious economic
discipline." Industry officials were highly critical of the ACRS for imposing what they viewed as excessive burdens that lengthened the licensing
process. In 1968, Congressman Hosmer proposed in a speech to an
industry group, "half in jest," that the ACRS be abolished. To his
surprise and somewhat to his chagrin, he received a standing ovation.27
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Hosmer and his colleagues on the Joint Committee were careful
observers and frequent critics of the AEC's licensing process and its
impact on the nuclear industry. They regularly held hearings on the
subject and often voiced their displeasure. By the late 1960s, the Joint
Committee was particularly troubled by the growing role of intervenors
in regulatory proceedings and their ability to delay the issuance of licenses. Holifield told AEC officials in 1971 that "this process is running
wild ...• I think you are going a little bit far along the line of permissiveness in the field of intervention. " 28
lntervenors did not share the same view. They emphasized that the
AEC's dual responsibilities prejudiced its licensing process and discouraged discussion of vital issues. One of the most prominent and thoughtful exponents of this position was Harold P. Green, a professor of law at
George Washington University, former AEC attorney, and counsel for
intervenors in several licensing cases. "Despite the statutory provisions
for licensing reactors 'in a goldfish bowl' with public hearings and
public disclosure of safety analyses," he wrote in 1968, "in actual practice the regulatory procedures tend to stifle public awareness and discussion of safety issues." He urged that the licensing process be revised to
provide greater opportunity for the public to receive a clear understanding of the risks of nuclear power. 29
The AEC continued to seek ways to improve the licensing process, but
it obviously could not adopt reforms that would please all of its critics. It
recognized that its efforts to ensure nuclear power safety without placing
undue burdens on the industry would inevitably raise objections from
partisans of one side of a regulatory issue. It was not an "easy task,"
Seaborg declared in reply to Earl Ewald's complaints, "to strike the fine
balance which· properly accommodates the goal of conducting reasonably expeditious hearings and at the same time safeguards the legitimate
interests of the public in participating in the regulatory review process. " 30
The AEC's regulatory process-complex, controversial, and imperfect as
it was-provided the framework in which a variety of siting, safety,
environmental, and public health issues were considered and debated
between 1963 and 1971.

CHAPTER IV

Reactors Downtown?
The Debate over
Metropolitan Siting

From the earliest days of the civilian nuclear power program, the siting
of reactors was a critical issue because of both safety and economic
considerations. The principal hazard of nuclear power production was
public exposure to radiation, and the AEC's siting policies were a key
element in protecting public health from the consequences of an accident that released radioactivity into the environment. The siting of
plants was also a vital factor in evaluating their financial benefits, and
hence, in encouraging the growth of nuclear technology. The projected
capital requirements for any central power station necessarily included
transmission costs. If utilities were going to invest in nuclear power,
they wanted to locate plants as close as possible to the population centers they served. Both nuclear vendors and utilities, therefore, strongly
pushed for what came to be called metropolitan siting. The regulatory
staff resisted the pressure, but its position was contested not only by
the industry but also within the AEC. Eventually, the agency settled on
an informal siting policy that was a compromise between the differing
views.
The earliest government-owned reactors, built in the late 1940s and
early 1950s, had been placed far from population centers. It was not
long, however, before newer facilities were located closer to populated
areas. Argonne National Laboratory built a small research reactor on its
grounds near Chicago and General Electric constructed a "Submarine
Intermediate Reactor" at West Milton, New York, some twenty-five to
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thirty miles from the tri-city area of Schenectady, Troy, and Albany. To
compensate for the risks of siting reactors closer to populated regions,
designers relied on, among other things, ~ containment buildin.g to mitigate the consequences of any projected accidents. The West Milton
reactor, for example, was enclosed in a large steel containment structure
and the Argonne reactor in a gas-tight concrete building. The first commercial reactor at Shippingport, Pen1_1sylvania, completed in 1957, also
featured a containment building. Except for a few experimental reactors
at remote sites, two gas-cooled reactors, and a plutonium-producing
plant at Hanford, all nuclear plants constructed in the United States
after 1957 included containment structures as a compen·sation for closer
proximity to population centers. 1
The AEC, despite painstaking efforts, was unable to delineate the
specific relationship between distance from population centers on the one
hand and containment and additional safety features on the other. In
1959 the regulatory staff drafted a proposal in which siting would be
evaluated by such factors as population density, meteorological and
seismological conditions·, hydrology and geology. Although it disavowed
any intention to commit the agency to an inflexible position, it stressed
distance rather than "engineered safeguards" (the term that was then
commonly used, though it was later superseded by "engineered safety
features"). Both industry officials and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) strongly objected to the staff's recommendations,
arguing that they were too rigid and too heavily weighted toward site
isolation. Eventually, the staff revised its original draft to give greater
emphasis to engineered safeguards. Rather than publishing a formal
regulation, in 1961 the AEC issued less binding "site criteria" for the
interim guidance of industry. After long deliberations to try to devise
generally applicable requirements, judging the suitability of a site remained a case-by-case determination, just as it had been with the first
reactor applications. 2
The regulatory staff's early drafts of its siting criteria contained a
sample calculation for determining acceptable distances from population areas. Industry groups protested strongly that its inclusion would
make the guidelines unduly rigid. The final version of the siting criteria
deleted the calculation, which was then ·published separately as an AEC
"Technical Information Document" titled "Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites" (TID-14844). As a compromise
between the staff's position and industry objections, the siting criteria
referred to but did not include the technical information document,
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which showed the computations used to arrive at an acceptable distance
and provided supplementary explanatory information.3
The 1962 site criteria affirmed that applicants were "free-and indeed encouraged-to demonstrate to the Commission the applicability
and significance of considerations other than those set forth in the
guides." The final document emphasized that it was "intended as an
·interim measure until the state of the art allows more definitive standards to be developed." The criteria, then, reflected the realities imposed by a developing industry and the rapidly changing nature of the
technology. The AEC believed that the guidelines provided an ample
margin of safety while at the same time allowing the industry to build
commercial power reactors reasonably close to populated areas with the
greatest demand for electricity.4
By placing increased confidence in engineered safety features and
continuing to make site evaluations on a case-by-case basis, the AEC
regulatory staff opened the way for utilities to request approval for
plants in urban areas. In several instances, utilities attempted to demonstrate that sites in densely populated locations could be made suitable
for power reactors by installing new engineered safeguards. This generated a great deal of concern, among both the public and the regulatory
staff, and eventually led to an uneasy resolution of the metropolitan
siting issue. The AEC, without formally adopting a rule, acted to prohibit construction of nuclear plants in heavily populated urban sites,
though it did not define precisely where it drew the line of acceptability.
Even before the 1962 site criteria went into effect, the Consolidated
Edison Company of New York (Con Edison) announced plans for. a ·
commercial reactor at a location that did not meet any of the AEC's
distance guidelines. The site, therefore, would have to be judged strictly
on the basis of the proposed plant's engineered safeguards. On 10 December 1962, Con Edison applied to the AEC for a construction permit to
build a 1000 electrical megawatt facility along the East River in Queens,
in the heart of New York City. The proposed Ravenswood nuclear station would sit about one-half mile north of the Queensboro Bridge that
connected Queens with Manhattan. Central Park was approximately a
mile-and-a-half west of the site and the United Nations complex was
about the same distance southwest. The plant would use a Westinghouse
pressurized-water reactor supplemented with two oil-fired superheaters.
The Ravenswood facility would be the largest power reactor in the world.
Nuclear plants then operating in the United States were much smaller;
those with the greatest capacity were Con Edison's Indian Point plant

4. Site of proposed Ravenswood nuclear plant in New York City. The Empire State Building is
at the lower left; the United Nations is in the center along the East River. (AEC Docket 50-204)
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with 275 electrical megawatts (163 from nuclear and 112 from an oilfired superheater) and Commonwealth Edison's Dresden station with
202 electrical megawatts. 5
Con Edison's interest in the Ravenswood site was based mainly on
economic considerations. The company had determined that a 1000megawatt nuclear plant, by taking advantage of economies of scale,
would be competitive with a fossil-fueled facility at the outset and more
economical than a conventional plant over its lifetime. Transmission
costs were particularly vital in the selection of the site. They were expensive under any conditions, but Con Edison incurred much higher-thanusual charges in New York City. The company figured transmission costs
in urban areas at $3 million per mile because it had to place many lines
underground. 6
Concerns over air pollution and availability of fuel also weighed
heavily in Con Edison's decision to build a nuclear plant at the Ravenswood site. Air pollution from an oil-fired plant already under construction at the site would be aggravated by another fossil-fuel burner, but a
nuclear facility would alleviate the problem. Con Edison's other major
consideration was the possible interruption of coal supplies if it built a
coal-fired plant. Strikes by coal miners and carriers had caused critical
difficulties in the past, and cost and space requirements precluded the
storage of large reserves on site. Utility officials saw the nuclear option
at Ravenswood as a way to avoid those pitfalls.7
Con Edison's proposal gave credence to the AEC's report to the
president on civilian nuclear power, issued and widely noted a month
earlier, which argued that commercial light-water reactors were on the
threshold of being competitive with conventional plants. But the Ravenswood site posed a delicate problem for the agency's regulatory staff. It
had to judge the potential hazards of allowing construction of a nuclear
plant in the heart of the nation's largest city against the benefits of the
proposed facility for the AEC's reactor development program. The staff
turned first for guidance to the recently published reactor site criteria.
To aid in evaluating a site, the criteria required applicants for construction permits to make projections about certain factors: the radiation
released from the nuclear core of the reactor during a hypothesized
major accident, the effectiveness of safety features in preventing the
escape of radioactive materials into the environment, and the meteorological and geological conditions pertinent to the site. On the basis of its
assumptions and predictions the utility could then calculate the isolation distances spelled out in the site criteria: the "exclusion zone," "low
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population zone," and "population center distance." The criteria defined the exclusion area as the vicinity surrounding a reactor in which
the licensee had the authority to control all activities. Normally, residence within the exclusion area was prohibited. The criteria provided
that the exclusion area be of such size that an individual located at any
point on its boundary for two hours following a postulated accident
would not be exposed to more than a specified amount of radiation. 8
The low population zone defined an area immediately surrounding
the exclusion area that contained a density and total number of residents who, jn the event of a serious accident, could be given appropriate
protective measures (for example, evacuation). The site criteria did not
specify a permissible population density or a total population for the
zone because the situation could vary from case to case. Instead it
determined that the low population zone should be an area in which an
individual who was exposed to the radioactive cloud resulting from the
postulated release of radioactivity and who was located on the zone's
outer boundary during the entire period of the cloud's passage would
not receive radiation exposure in excess of the same limits that applied
for the exclusion zone. The criteria defined the third element, the population center distance, as the span from the reactor to the nearest boundary of a built-up area "containing more than about 25,000 residents." It
stipulated that this should be at least one and one-third times the distance from the reactor to the outer boundary of the low population
zone. The guidelines also stated that in applications for plants close to
large cities a greater distance might be necessary. The criteria suggested
that the AEC's technical information document (TID-14844), demonstrating the procedural method and sample calculation for a hypothetical reactor, be used as a. beginning point for evaluation of any proposed
site. The calculated distances could then be adjusted upward or downward depending on the physical characteristics of a site and the specific
features of a reactor, such as the leak rate of containment or engineered
safety features. 9
Application of the sample calculation in TID-14844 to a hypothetical reactor with the equivalent power rating of the proposed Con Edison plant produced an exclusion distance of one mile, a low population
zone distance of 16.5 miles and a population center distance of 21.5
miles. Ravenswood's actual proposed exclusion area was 675 by 550
feet. Within a five mile radius, a daytime population of five million
- people lived and worked. At night the number diminished to three
million. Within a half mile radius, Con Edison estimated the population
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to be 28,000 during the day and 18,800 at night. The population statistics obviously precluded application of the calculated low population
zone and population center distance. Engineered safeguards would have
to compensate for proximity to a large population. It fell to the AEC's
regulatory staff and the ACRS to evaluate Con Edison's reactor design _
and determine its suitability for the Ravenswood site. 10
As a pioneering company in the nuclear power field, Con Edison
appeared to be the type of utility that could make the Ravenswood
facility a reality. The company's experience with the Indian Point reactor, its application for Ravenswood declared, had been "invaluable in
aiding our determination to bring the benefits of atomic power to our
customers at the earliest possible time." Harland C. Fo"rbes, who had
become chairman of the board in 1957, was an aggressive engineer who
believed that nuclear energy would be an important part of Con Edison's mixture of fuel sources. Forbes and his senior staff harbored no
apprehensions about the safety of the proposed plant. Shortly after the
Ravenswood announcement, the chairman told a reporter that operating Indian Point had given the company confidence that a nuclear station could.be built at Ravenswood, "or in Times Square for that matter," without hazard to employees or the community. He believed that
the future of nuclear power as a source of electrical energy in large cities
was at stake in the Ravenswood case. Forbes later suggested that Ravenswood raised a key question that the AEC faced in making decisions
about siting: "Either these plants are safe to build or they're not," he
said, "whether it would be 500 people affected or 5,000,000. " 11
Con Edison's plans for Ravenswood soon sparked intense opposition
from local citizens. The utility's announcement of the Ravenswood application in December 1962 came at a time when all the city's newspapers were shut down by a strike. This might have delayed organization
of opposition for a short time, but by January 1963, a group of residents
neighboring the Ravenswood site was seeking more information about
the company's plans. The Astoria-Long Island City Community Council, consisting of nearly all the civic and religious organizations in
Queens, arranged a public information meeting that representatives of
Con Edison, the AEC, the governor of New York, the mayor of the city,
and the president of the borough of Queens planned to attend. 12
Sleet and snow if! New York on the night of 19 February 1963 did not
prevent a crowd of some 250-300 people from filling the auditorium at
St. Rita's Roman Catholic Church in Queens. The three hour session
quickly became as stormy as the weather outside. Politely at first, the
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audience listened to Con Edison spokesmen give details about the pro·
posed plant, including the safety devices designed to ensure that the
reactor posed virtually no danger to public health. Robert Lowenstein,
director of the AEC's Division of Licensing and Regulation, stressed that
he could not discuss the merits of Con Edison's application, but he assured the crowd that the agency would evaluate it carefully. He testified'
that neither the AEC staff nor the ACRS had reached any conclusions
about the proposal. 13
The mood of the meeting changed dramatically after Robert C.
Beardsly, a biology professor at Manhattan College, challenged the
optimistic assessment of the plant's risks that Con Edison presented. He
offered his scientific opinion'that there was no safe dose of radiation
and that there was ample reason to suspect that even the smallest
amounts were harmful. Beardsly was followed by Queens borough president Mario J. Cariello, who minced no words in denouncing the Ravenswood application: "I was opposed to this project, I am opposed, and I
will continue in that stand until convinced otherwise." The audience
roundly applauded. The chairman of the Astoria-Long Island City Community Council, who had called the meeting, later reported that "although there was a difference of opinion between the speakers of the
evening as to the dangerous effects of atomic radiation, the audience
showed no such disagreement, and unanimously applauded all opposition to the building of such a plant in our community." 14
Grassroots feelings against the Ravenswood facility continued to
grow. A trickle of letters to the AEC early in 1963 increased in the spring
and summer. Most of them expressed the opinion that nuclear plants had
no place in a metropolitan area, though few correspondents opposed
nuclear power in other locations. Meanwhile ad hoc committees· and
established groups in the local area rallied against the Ravenswood reactor. The February meeting led to the creation of the hundred-member
Committee Against Nuclear Power Plants in New York City, headed by
Irving Katz, a biochemist who lived in Ravenswood. Beardsly, the Manhattan College professor who had spoken against Con Edison at the
February meeting, helped organize the Scientists' Committee for Radiation Information, which \ssued several reports designed to explain nuclear energy to the public. Although initially the committee was officially
neutral toward the plant, it eventually took a position against the Ravenswood site. By late spring, another ad hoc group, the Committee for a Safe
New York, was urging citizens to tell their representatives in Congress
that the dividends of Con Edison stockholders "should not be raised at
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the expense of the safety of millions of New Yorkers." A political organization that opposed the application, the Queens County New Frontier
Regular Democratic Club, sponsored another community-wide information meeting on 25 April in Forest Hills. Although not as volatile as the
crowd that attended the February meeting, the large gathering displayed
unequivocal opposition to the plant. All the turmoil prompted an inquiry
into the Con Edison project by the New York City Council. The Democratic majority leader, EricJ. Treulich, introduced and called hearings on
a bill prohibiting industrial reactors in the city. 15
Con Edison chairman Forbes was questioned about the expanding
local resistance to Ravenswood when he testified before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy on 3 April 1963. Forbes downplayed the
protests by commenting that there had been little public interest either
in favor or opposition. He told the committee that "there have been a
few community meetings at which one or two people have raised some
question about the genetic effects of radiation and so forth, som~ of
which is rather silly. I think some of that has to be expected." While
admitting that public opposition "could develop," he thought it unlikely. "It seems to me," Forbes declared, "that the public in general has
reached the point where it has accepted nuclear plants as a matter of
course as they would any other plants." 16
The opposition that Forbes deprecated gained some national publicity the following day when David E. Lilienthal, the former chairman of
the AEC (1947-1950), testified before the Joint Committee. He had
been asked to elaborate on and explain a lecture he had given at Princeton University two months earlier. At that time, he had criticized the
AEC's 1962 "Report to the President" for overstating the need for
nuclear power and for understating the fact that, even if it were costcompetitive, it differed significantly from other forms of energy because
of the hazards associated with it. In his testimony before the Joint
Committee, Lilienthal remarked that if he lived in-Queens, he would
consider operation of a reactor at Ravenswood "very risky business."
Recalling that isolation of reactors had been the policy during his tenure
as AEC chairman, Lilienthal questioned whether enough safety features
had been developed in the interim to justify metropolitan siting. He
added that he "would not dream of living in the Borough of Queens if
there were a large atomic power plant in that region." Lilienthal's statements elicited sharp rejoinders from several members of the Joint Committee. Senator Pastore accused him of being "unfair" and "making
these statements rather loosely," and Congressman Holifield suggested
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that he was influenced by oil interests. But Lilienthal's comments and
his stature gave opponents of Ravenswood an unexpected windfall of
prominence and credibility.t7
The increasing discord over Ravenswood became a political issue
when Democratic majority leader Treulich introduced his bill banning
industrial reactors in New York City. As a representa_tive from Queens,
Treulich stated that he would reserve judgment on the wisdom of his
legislation until after hearings were held. But he emphasized that an
inquiry into the matter was needed, and he hoped that his bill would
ensure that the questions surrounding Ravenswood were thoroughly
aired. 18
The City Council hearing on the Treulich bill, held on 14 June 1963,
featured a long list of speakers who expressed their differing opinions
· about Ravenswood. Demonstrators marched and distributed literature
the plaza outside City Hall. Inside the Council chamber, a packed
crowd of 350 people listened as fifty-nine witnesses spoke on the bill
during the seven-and-one-half-hour session. The speakers, including scientists, engineers, lawyers, and concerned citizens, represented the utility, the AEC, civic groups, and parents' organizations. Earl L. Griffith,
senior vice president of Con Edison, outlined the utility's proposal for
Ravenswood, backed by four company scientists and engineers. The
AEC's Robert Lowenstein outlined the regulatory process the Con Edison application would have to pass before the agency granted a permit.
He also read a statement from AEC chairman Glenn T. Seaborg that
raised a serious question about the legality of the proposed city legislation. Seaborg suggested that the 1954 Atomic Energy Act gave the U.S.
government exclusive regulatory authority to decide on the suitability of
the Ravenswood site. State senator Seymour R. Thayler of Queens made
one of the strongest protests against the plant. He told the city legislators that four out of five Queens residents opposed the plant. Despite all
the safety precautions the engineers could build into the reactor, he
argued, "the mind of man has not yet invented an accident-proof piece
of mechanical equipment." 19
Although the hearing was inconclusive, the presentations by Con
Edison and the AEC greatly disturbed a careful observer and strong
proponent of nuclear power. In a rare editorial, the weekly trade journal
Nucleonics Week depicted the New York hearing as a missed opportunity for the industry. Noting that more and more attention would be
focused on siting nuclear plants in urban centers, it argued that many
people were asking intelligent questions that could. not be "brushed
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under the carpet." What was needed at the hearing, the editorial sug•
gested, ·was an authoritative presentation for laymen on the "abc's" of
nuclear power. It criticized the AEC for sending a lawyer (Lowenstein)
instead of a technical expert to testify. Lowenstein had to "duck vital
technical questions" and therefore reinforced doubt in the minds of
some of the listeners. But in the editor's opinion, Con Edison's representatives were even less satisfactory. The paper criticized the utility's cava•
lier assumption that it did not have to "go all out on educating the City
Council and the public" and its failure "to give immediate and full
answers to some good questions. " 20
The New York Times echoed Nttcleonics Week's opinion. In an edito·
rial on 26 August 1963, it complained that Con Edison had not pre·
sented a "compelling reason why the construction of a nuclear reactor
inside the j:ity limits" was necessary. "What is still lacking," the edito•
rial concluded, "is a clear statement of why there is no other place to put
the plant than [in] the heart of the metropolitan area." 21
The issue continued to generate controversy and gain headlines in the
fall of 1963. Lilienthal's earlier questioning of the benefits of nuclear
power had irritated many nuclear proponents. Seaborg, for one, joined
the debate in early November in an address to Sigma Delta Chi, a
national fraternity of journalists. Without mentioning his predecessor
by name, he presented a point-by-point refutation of both Lilienthal's
Joint Committee testimony and his charges in earlier lectures. Seaborg
explained why utilities wanted to locate facilities in metropolitan areas
and pointed out that any application had to pass AEC regulatory re·
view, which, he said, had been "ultra conservative with respect to
safety." He declared, in contrast to Lilienthal: "I would live next door
to the atom. I would not fear having my family residence within the
vicinity of a modern nuclear power plant built and operated under our
regulations and controls. " 21
Seaborg's talk was widely reported in the press and set the stage for
further controversy. At a joint meeting of the American Nuclear Society,
a professional society populated·principally by engineers and physicists
with an interest in nuclear energy, and the Atomic Industrial Forum,
Lilienthal reiterated his criticism of the nuclear establishment. He again
questioned whether enough was known about the hazards to the public
to permit nuclear plants in congested areas. Furthermore, he charged
that Seaborg's recent comments at the Sigma Delta Chi convention had
in effect prejudged the Ravenswood application. Lilienthal's speech
stirred a sharp reaction. AEC commissioner Ramey, Emerson Jones,
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consultant to the managers of the Consumers Power District of Nebraska, Robert E. Ginna,chairman of the Rochester Gas and Electric
Corporation, and Joseph Howland of the University of Rochester decided to meet with the press and rebut his views. They maintained that
Lilienthal's remarks were "entirely uncalled for" and vigorously defended the safety record of the nuclear industry. Later that day,
Lilienthal wrote privately in his journal that he thought the "truth
squad" tactic was a "stupid, reckless stunt." He predicted that the AEC
would hear more misgivings about its role in protecting the public from
the hazards of nuclear power plants.23
In the midst of the year-long public debate over the Ravenswood site,
the AEC regulatory staff and the ACRS quietly worked on their evaluation of the Con Edison application. Following its usual procedures, the
staff reviewed the preliminary hazards summary report on the reactor
that the utility submitted. It also met informally on several occasions
with Con Edison representatives. The ACRS, likewise following its standard format, established a Ravenswood subcommittee that proceeded
independently to evaluate the hazards report. 24
Because of the dense population around the site, the proposed reactor's acceptability would have to be based on the AEC's evaluation of the
reliability of its engineered safeguards. The safety features had to compensate for the fact that the facility could not meet the minimum distance
standards suggested by the AEC's reactor site criteria. Without distance
' to rely on as a safety factor, the staff was forced to consider the reactor
design and to project ways in which the engineered safeguards might fail
to perform properly. This procedure would determine whether the reactor could be constructed at the proposed site.
The most important safety feature in the plant design was the socalled double containment. According to Con Edison's preliminary hazards report, the containment would withstand penetration even in the
worst conceivable accident (instantaneous release of the radioactive primary cooling system from the piping into the containment followed by
100 percent of the nuclear core melting). The structure was a reinforced
concrete "igloo," approximately 150 feet in diameter, 167 feet in
height, and seven feet thick, that rested on a solid concrete pad. The
outer shell consisted of five-and-one-half feet of reinforced concrete.
This provided the bulk of the shielding from radiation inside the reac~or. On the inside of the outer concrete shell was a welded steel vessel or
membrane, fabricated from one-quarter inch carbon steel plate. Within
that shell, the designers placed another one-quarter inch welded steel
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vessel that was separated from the outer one by a distance of two feet.
The space between the two membranes would be filled with low density, pervious concrete. Called the "negative pressure zone," it would be
maintained at a level below atmospheric pressure by means of a pumpback system (another engineered safety feature) that would pump air
from this area into the interior of the containment. Thus any radioactivity that leaked into this space could be discharged back into the inner
vessel. The designers also included in the containment plans a spray
system to reduce pressure that might build up within the containment
structure in the event of an accident.25
The Ravenswood plant would be a pressurized water reactor, with a
basic design similar to other Westinghouse nuclear units. Within the
primary system, the pressure vessel, which housed the core of the reactor, acted as an important safety barrier. Within the core itself, metal
cladding around the fuel served as an additional safety feature. Westinghouse also designed two independent emergency safety injection systems to supply borated water that would maintain neutron-absorbing
coolant to the nuclear core in the event of a major loss-of-coolant
accident. The preliminary hazards report postulated that a major lossof-coolant accident, defined as the complete severance of the largest
pipe in the primary coolant system, was the worst credible accident that
could happen to the plant.26
Con Edison's safety evaluation report emphasized that the integrity
of the double containment structure would not be breached and radioactivity could not escape from the plant, even in case of the worst conceivable accident (meltdown of the core due to a complete loss of primary
coolant, which nuclear experts did not consider credible). As far as Con
Edison was concerned, this safety feature alone would more than offset
the need for the distance factors the site criteria had outlined. Therefore
the AEC's regulatory staff decided to evaluate the design of the containment first. By concentrating their effort on that system, they could make
a preliminary judgment about whether the Ravenswood site would be
suitable. The staff believed that unless the design ,features of containment proved to be sound, it would be premature to analyze the remainder of the proposed plant.27
The preliminary hazards report was Con Edison's initial evaluation of
the proposed plant's safety, and the regulatory staff wanted more technical information before reaching its decision on the site. After several
meetings with Con Edison officials, the staff formally requested additional data on 9 August 1963; Most of the questions the AEC posed in its
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request related to such technical items as how adequate the containment
design was, how to measure radioactive leakage rates in the containment,
how penetrations through the containment could be monitored, and how
filter systems could remove radioactivity from the containment.28
While waiting for Con Edison's reply, the regulatory staff continued
its evaluation of the data on hand. It also conferred with the Ravenswood
subcommittee of the ACRS and with members of the Con Edison staff.
Although it made no formal decisions as a result of the meetings, the AEC
staff suggested both to the ACRS and to Con Edison that the Ravenswood site probably would prove to be unacceptable. For example, in
September 1963, Edson G. Case, assistant director of the Division of
Reactor Licensing and Regulation, reported to the ACRS subcommittee
on a recent computer study that analyzed the available information on
the Ravenswood reactor. Case was an engineer and a veteran of the
nuclear navy whose straightforward style and willingness to articulate his
views fully and frankly commanded the respect of his colleagues, even
those who disagreed with him. The computer study calculated the potential hazards to the public of an accident in which radioactive materials
were released. It considered, among other things, containment spray
rates, leakage from containment, and the efficiency of safety injection
and pump-back systems. Case told the subcommittee that while the study
could not be used to show that the Con Edison application was acceptable, it might well show that reliance on engineered safety features alone
at Ravenswood :would be unacceptable. 29
Subsequent runs of the computer program supported Case's assessment; they indicated that even if all the engineered safety features operated as planned, the facility as designed could not meet the radiation
exposure limits established in the site criteria. Within a short time, the
staff sent a draft report to the ACRS that described its reservations
about the Ravenswood application. It found the proposal to be unacceptable because it was not convinced that in the event of a major.
accident, there would be no release of radiation, or "fission products,"
from containment. The staff's position was "based upon the uncertainties involved in determining the adequacy of the engineered safeguards
in the event of a fission product release .••• The problem of demonstrating a guaranteed essentially zero release of fission products in the event
of such an accident ... appears overwhelming." Other engineering approaches might prove to be workable, but they "would have to be
evaluated on their own merits."Jo
The staff apparently conveyed its conclusion to Con Edison. In No-
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vember, the utility formally responded to the agency's request of 9
August for· supplemental information. •~ addition to submitting the
analyses requested, Con Edison conceded that as a result of its several
meetings with the regulatory staff, various aspects of the design had to
be clarified and amplified. It believed that particular attention had to be
given to "detailed studies of additional engineered safeguards not utilized to date in existing plants" and it planned to file a formal amendment to its preliminary hazards report. The company also hinted that it
had not made a final decision on the Ravenswood plant.31
While the regulatory staff's reaction to the Ravenswood application
was negative, the ACRS initially seemed ambivalent as it undertook its
independent review. Members of the subcommittee assigned to the project approached Con Edison's application with an open mind, agreeing
that its review should be based on a thorough evaluation of the engineered safeguards rather than making an "arbitrary determination that
the plant is located unnecessarily close to a large center of population."
After initial study, however, some members began to question whether
adequate safety features could be built into the facility. In its first meeting with the utility in September 1963, the subcommittee chairman,
Franklin Gifford, director of the Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion
Laboratory at Oak Ridge, commented that the "lousy" site required
undue emphasis on designed safety elements. Committee member William Ergen, a physicist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, suggested
that Con Edison consider alternative sites, but utility officials demurred
because of the high costs of transmission. Subcommittee members later
agreed among themselves that "many paths exist by which the double
containment scheme might be by-passed" and that even a "very small
release [of fission products] may be intolerable at this site." At its
monthly meeting in November 1963, one ACRS member observed that
if Ravenswood was to be rejected "because of the elementary state of
the reactor art," Con Edison should be informed soon to avoid waste of
time and money.Ji
The precise impact on Con Edison of the reservations expressed
informally by the regulatory staff and the ACRS is difficult to assess.
But they undoubtedly played a major, and perhaps a determining, role
in Con Edison's decision, announced on 3 January 1964, to withdraw
the application for Ravenswood. Con Edison chairman Forbes told
Glenn Seaborg that the action was based on the utility's opportunity to
purchase a large block of hydroelectric power from Canada on an "economically advantageous basis." Forbes stressed that his company still
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looked to nuclear energy to "supply the additional thermal power needs
for our system in the years ahead" and that withdrawal of the application did not devalue the "role which nuclear energy will play in our
service area." 33
In 1963, Con Edison had begun negotiations with the British Newfoundland Corporation for the purchase of Canadian electricity. At the
time, utility spokesmen said that if agreement could be reached, Con
Edison would postpone all new plant construction, including Ravenswood. The New York Times reported in January 1964 that the estimated cost of the Canadian power delivered to the edge of Con Edison's
service area in Westchester County varied from five to six mills per
kilowatt hour. This compared favo.rably to Con Edison's projection that
electricity from Ravenswood would run six-and-one-half to seven mills
per kilowatt hour. The Times report did not take into account, however, the high cost of new transmission lines from the edge of the utility's service area into the heart of New York City. At the April 1963
Joint Committee hearing, Forbes had emphasized that particular expense as the main economic attraction for constructing Ravenswood.
Con Edison officials who met with the ACRS had underscored the same
consideration. Those earlier statements were not forgotten by committee members. In a brief discussion of the Ravenswood cancellation at a
January 1964 meeting, one ACRS member remarked that Con Edison's
explanation for abandoning its plans was "in variance with [its earlier]
argument for the need for short transmission lines and hence lower costs
in the New York area."J4
Con Edison's withdrawal of the Ravenswood proposal in the face of
opposition from the AEC regulatory staff left the question of metropolitan siting unresolved. The first time the full ACRS had discussed the
application in October 1963, one member had voiced some doubt that
Con Edison's stated reasons for pursuing the Ravenswood site were its
primary concerns. He conjectured that the proposal "may be more of an
attempt to see if approval for city locations could be obtained." If this
were the case, the result remained inconclusive. The regulatory staff,
unable to satisfy the distance factors suggested in the recently published
reactor site criteria, harbored deep reservations about the Con Edison
application. The questions the staff raised about the proposed engineered safety features indicated its sense, never formally articulated,
that reactor technology was not yet advanced enough to permit metropolitan siting without some degree of isolation. Joseph Lieberman, assistant director of nuclear safety in the Division of Reactor Development,
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told a reporter shortly after Con Edison's retreat that although some
manufacturers believed they could build reactors safe enough to be
located in downtown areas, the regulatory staff "apparently had not
reached the point where it feels they have." 35
The cancellation of the Ravenswood proposal left open the possibility of metropolitan siting in the future, not only for Con Edison but for
other utilities as well. Had Con Edison pursued the application and
been rejected formally by the AEC, it might have settled the issue by
effectively eliminating the chances of locating plants in downtown areas. By abandoning the Ravenswood application, Con Edison postponed a final decision.
The reliability of engineered safety features that might be incorporated
into the design of reactors was a source of continuing concern to the AEC.
Early in 1964, the Commission asked the ACRS to study and report on
the issue. By November, the committee had concluded that properly
engineered safety features permitted the "reduction of distances required
for protection of the public, and that engineered safeguards of a selected
type should make feasible the siting of power reactors at many locations
not otherwise considered as suitable." The committee report discussed
various safety features and offered different evaluations of them. It considered, for example, containment structures and pressure suppression
systems in boiling-water reactors to be effective safety designs. The ACRS
expressed doubts, however, about core sprays (a system that would provide cooling water to the core in a loss-of-coolant accident) and safety
injection systems (separate high- and low-pressure systems that would
inject additional cooling water to the nuclear core in a loss-of-coolant
accident) because they "might not function ... in the event of an accident." The regulatory staff undoubtedly influenced the ACRS report. It
had informed the committee that many engineered safety features had
not been thoroughly tested or proven to be reliable. In its report to the
Commission, the ACRS pointed out that while some safety features were.
based on engineering principles supported by tests, "others require developmental and proof testing." It made no policy recommendations, but its
findings strongly indicated that case-by-case review of proposed sites and
reactors would have to continue.J 6
Meanwhile, several utilities applied for and received approval of
plants that were close to metropolitan areas but met the agency's siting
guidelines with a combination of distance and safety features. For example, the agency granted construction permits to the Southern California
Edison Company for its San Onofre unit (375 megawatts electric) in
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February 1964, to the Connecticut Yankee Power Company for its
Connecticut Yankee reactor (550 megawatts electric) in April 1964, and
to the Jersey Central Power and Light Company for its Oyster Creek
facility (515 megawatts electric) in December 1964.37
A year after the Ravenswood controversy, the metropolitan siting
issue again came to the forefront. On 8 January 1965, representatives of
the Boston Edison Company met with the commissioners and the regulatory staff and discussed several possible sites for the utility's first reactor. The company preferred its Edgar site in Weymouth, Massachusetts,
about nine miles from the center of Boston. It stressed the absence of
zoning and land acquisition problems and the availability of transmission lines as principal reasons for favoring the location. Except for
Ravenswood, the Boston Edgar site was surrounded by the highest
population density of any reactor proposal received by the AEC to that
time. Within one mile of the facility lived 6000 people, within five miles
250,000, and within ten miles a million. The 600 electrical megawatt
power level of the proposed boiling-water reactor placed it in the range
of the largest plants that had received construction permits. The application raised anew the issue of whether such reactors should be located in
populous metropolitan areas. 38
Shortly after the January meeting, Harold Price gained the Commission's agreement that Boston Edison's proposal made it appropriate for
his staff to develop a discussion paper on the broad issue of metropolitan siting. The paper the regulatory staff prepared reemphasized its
cautious position on metropolitan siting. It noted that the 1962 site
criteria had paved the way for metropolitan reactor proposals by encouraging applicants to demonstrate that engineered safety features could be
substituted for distance. Citing the Boston Edison proposal as an example, the staff predicted that the utility would design a containment
structure and associated engineered safety features that would bring
"maximum credible exposures from accidents within the levels speci·fied" in the AEC's regulations. This would raise the question of whether
the AEC was ready to accept sites in heavily populated areas before
acquiring experience with the reliability of advanced engineered safety
features at sites further removed from metropolitan centers. The regulatory staff informed the Commission that it believed that "power reactor
technology and experience with advanced safeguards have not yet
reached the stage where it can be considered prudent from a public
safety viewpoint to permit the construction and operation of nuclear
power plants in densely populated areas of major cities."
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The regulatory staff cited two technical reasons for its view. First,
experience was limited with advanced types of containment structures
and other engineered safety features and their reliability was still uncer- ·
tain. Second, while assuming that the probable consequences of a major reactor accident "would be no greater for a reactor in a city than
for one 20 or 3 0 miles out," the consequences of smaller accidents that
seemed more likely to occur troubled the staff. Its apparent willingness
to approve designs for reactors in nonurban locations that it would
find unacceptable in populated areas did not mean that it was less
concerned about the health and safety of rural residents. Rather, it
reflected the conviction that a reactor accident in a lightly populated
region would be easier to cope with. Harland Forbes's statement that a
reactor was either safe or it was not, no matter how many people it
might affect, ignored the fact that an evacuation in the event of a serious accident would be much more feasible if a population in the hundreds or even in the· thousands rather than in the millions had to be
moved. Further, a small release of radiation could be dispersed and
diluted in the atmosphere in the country without creating the problems
or seriously threatening the population in the way that it would an
urban area.3 9
The staff paper included a suggested draft policy statement on metropolitan siting. It acknowledged the commendable safety record of the
industry and the economic rationale for placing reactors in populated
areas. But it also cited the lack of experience with large reactors, and
concluded that the "public interest can best be served by continuing to
exclude large cities as permissible locations for nuclear power plants." 40
The commissioners discussed the paper on 11 February 1965. Clifford Beck, deputy director of regulation, told them that enormous technical strides were being made in reactor design that, in some instances,
raised complex safety considerations. At the same time, utilities and
vendors were increasing their pressure on the regulatory staff to permit
building reactors in cities. Operating experience with a group of "second generation" reactors such as Oyster Creek and Connecticut Yankee, Beck contended, was necessary to assess several new safety features
in larger reactors. He estimated that adoption of the policy outlined in
the staff paper would delay the location of large reactors in cities at least
until the 1970s. The commissioners questioned the length of time the
staff thought necessary to acquire sufficient experience. Although no
precise period could be determined, the staff believed that about ten
years would be a reasonable estimate. Ramey, however, countered that
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four to five years might provide enough experience and that the AEC
should review the situation in two or three years.41
Sensing the Commission's opposition to the staff's proposed policy
on metropolitan reactors, Harold Price explained that the draft statement was not meant to be definitive. But he insisted that the impending
Boston Edison proposal demanded a clear policy on metropolitan siting
to help the utility determine whether or not to pursue the application.
Because of the lack of experience with engineered safety features, the
staff's detailed technical review could res4lt in rejection of the application. Price was hoping for a categorical policy that would avoid the need
for case-by-case reviews that were so expensive and time-consuming for
both a utility and the regulatory staff. Undoubtedly he remembered that
the Ravenswood controversy had lasted for over a year before concluding. The Commission, however, did not accept Price's appeal. Instead, it
asked him to prepare a detailed technical briefing on safety criteria
related to metropolitan siting. Although discussion of the question continued, the meeting indicated that the AEC wo_uld not soon issue a more
definitive policy on metropolitan siting.◄ 2
The bulk of discussion within the AEC on metropolitan siting took
place between the regulatory staff and the ACRS. The committee had
already scheduled a meeting in March 1965 to discuss the implications
of siting policy for upcoming congressional hearings on extension of the
Price-Anderson Act. Passed in 1957 for a period of ten years, the law
provided government indemnity insurance for nuclear plant owners.
The nuclear liability law did not expire until 1967, but the Joint Committee scheduled hearings far in advance of the deadline to allow ample
time for Congress to act. The metropolitan siting question potentially
posed a dilemma for the AEC, which favored extension of the law. If the
agency determined that reactors were safe enough to be located in cities,
it would appear to obviate the need for Price-Anderson's protection
against claims arising from a nuclear accident. But if the AEC imposed a
ban on metropolitan sites it might hamper industry development by
indicating that power reactors were not demonstrably safe. 43
After discussing· the issue, the ACRS opposed the regulatory staff's
proposal to prohibit metropolitan sites, despite Price's insistence that a
more explicit policy had to be enunciated to answer recent industry
inquiries. The AEC's Division of Reactor Development added its considerable weight to the position of the ACRS by criticizing a ban as "unrealistic." It argued that such a policy would have "an adverse effect on
the over-all public image of the safety of nuclear reactors." The Reactor
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Development staff suggested that improving margins of safety through
research programs and the development of design codes and engineering
standards for plant safety systems would be vastly preferable to a prohibition on urban reactors.
The ACRS decided to send a draft report to the commissioners as a
basis for informal discussion with them. By forwarding a working paper
instead of its customary formal public report, the committee hoped to
keep the siting question an internal matter for the time being. The draft
stressed that a "flexible position" should be maintained on metropolitan siting and applicants "should be encouraged to use imagination and
to employ improved provisions for safety." It also urged the AEC to
provide guidance on what was acceptable for reactor designers and
manufacturers. The committee made its strongest recommendation on
this issue: "It would seem prudent to operate in metropolitan areas only
reactors of a proven type, which do not represent a large extrapolation
in power, involving radical changes in design from reactors already in
service." In other words, metropolitan reactors "should closely duplicate reactors with demonstrable and favorable operating experience. " 44
In a meeting with the committee in May 1965, the commissioners
made clear that they wanted to avoid any definition of metropolitan
siting "which might preclude reactors at such locations." Although they
generally approved the committee's guidelines they wanted to place
them in the most favorable light. Seaborg, for example, commented
specifically on the committee's suggestion that only reactors of proven
design should be located in cities. He hoped that the committee meant
that an applicant could anticipate favorable operating experience from
a reactor at a remote site, which would allow construction of metropolitan facilities to proceed concurrently. The Commission again took no
action on the question of metropolitan siting, and opposed making any
public policy statement at the time. Despite the Commission's rebuff to
his arguments, Price continued to maintain that metropolitan reactors
needed proven engineered safety features and operating experience before being acceptable to the AEC. 45
Meanwhile, Boston Edison officials continued their planning for a
nuclear plant at the Edgar site. The company chose General Electric as
its supplier and conducted an extensive public information program in
the Boston area. The utility president, Charles Avila, reported to
Seaborg that no negative public reaction had been apparent in a series of
public meetings; indeed, a number of persons had urged the utility to
build the reactor in their community. Avila told Seaborg that his com-
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pany was ready to proceed with preliminary technical discussions with
the agency. 46
Boston Edison and General Electric provided technical details about
the facility to the regulatory staff and the ACRS. Both agency groups
viewed the Edgar site in the same terms as Ravenswood, and in a series
of meetings they conveyed their uneasiness to Boston Edison. Finally, in
a January 1966 meeting, Richard Doan, then head of the Division of
Reactor Licensing, bluntly outlined the staff's position to Boston Edison
officials. A retired manager of the Atomic Energy Division of the Phillips Petroleum Company, Doan had joined Harold Price's staff as director of Reactor Licensing in mid-1964. Years of experience with Phillips,
as well as membership on the ACRS, had instilled in him a cautious
position on reactor safety.47
Doan reminded Boston Edison's representatives that when the AEC
had prepared its site criteria in the early 1960s, reactors were still located some distance from cities. The metropolitan sites proposed since
then were difficult to assess because new safety features had to compensate for the lack of isolation. Doan had personally reviewed the technical data on the proposed reactor and found no significant safety advances in its design. Consequently, he informed the utility officials that,
in his opinion, the regulatory staff would not approve the Edgar site
until more operating experience with engineered safety features had
been gained. In passing, Doan noted that no one at the agency wanted
to state officially that large reactors in cities were not acceptable. He
emphasized, however, that the AEC would sanction metropolitan sites
only if the industry made improvements in the design and application of
engineered safety features. 48
Doan's blunt appraisal of the Edgar site came as "a body blow" to
Boston Edison's plans, according to an attending utility official. It undoubtedly figured significantly in Boston Edison's eventual decision to
move its choice of sites to one that would meet the AEC's guidelines.
The warning from Doan placed the utility on notice th.at it would face
formidable obstacles if it submitted a formal application for the Edgar
site. When the company finally made an application, it abandoned Edgar- in favor of a location near Plymouth, Massachusetts that met the
AEC's site criteria.49
Although the AEC had not formally prohibited metropolitan siting,
industry officials chafed at the regulatory staff's unofficial position. At an
American Nuclear Society symposium on metropolitan siting in March
1966, Clifford Beck made the AEC's clearest public statement to date on
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the issue. He announced that there was little chance that the agency
would allow a large reactor in an urban center in the near future. Con
Edison official W. Donham Crawford told the gathering that his company would press for approval of city sites anyway. It must do so, Crawford insisted, because of transmission costs. Joseph C. Rengel, general
manager of Westinghouse's Atomic Power Division, indirectly chided
Beck by complaining that too much emphasis had been placed on engineered safety features for urban sites. He declared that manufacturers
built plants that were safe for any site and affirmed that "safety is no less
important in a remotely located plant than in a city." This symposium
was not the only forum in which industry expressed its concern; both
vendors and utilities continued to criticize the regulatory staff's position
on siting.so
After dropping its plans for a reactor at the Ravenswood site, Con
Edison, in late November 1965, announced that it would construct a
second reactor at its Indian Point site in Buchanan, New York. Indian
Point II, a pressurized-water reactor like the existing plant, would generate 873 electrical megawatts, more than three times the capacity of the
original unit, which came to be called Indian Point I. Although the
earlier reactor had been constructed before the 1962 site guideline was
formally adopted, it still met those criteria because it incorporated additional safety features that offset the high population density around the
site. The AEC never.considered the original Indian Point plant a metro·
politan reactor despite the heavy population in its immediate vicinity
and its proximity (twenty-four miles) t~ New York City. The regulatory
staff informally labeled it a "suburban" facility. Indian Point II, however, had to be judged anew against the site criteria's calculated distances for the exclusion area, low population zone, and population
center distance.st
Another critical issue substantially increased the complexity of the
Indian Point proposal. By the time that they received the application,
ACRS members had begun to raise questions about the integrity of the
containment building in the event of a major accident. They worried
increasingly about two .eventualities that seemed improbable but still
possible: ·a sudden, catastrophic pressure vessel failure or a loss-ofcoolant accident in which emergency cooling systems did not function
properly. As a result, the ACRS recommended to the AEC that "means
be developed to ameliorate the consequences of a major pressure vessel
rupture," and it urged the development of improved emergency cooling
systems. Westinghouse, Con Edison's nuclear steam supply system de-
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signer, responded by adding several engineered safety features to Indian
Point II. It planned, for example, two independent safety injection systems to flood the core with borated water in case of a pipe rupture. As a
passive backup to the emergency cooling systems, Westinghouse also
designed a new and controversial water-cooled stainless steel tank
named the "core catcher." Further, the containment design included a
new internal recirculation spray and an air recirculation system that
would provide long-term cooling during and after an accident. 52
After lengthy deliberations over those new safety features, the AEC
granted a provisional construction permit to Con Edison for Indian
Point II. At the same time, however, the members of the regulatory staff
settled on an informal siting standard. Because of the growing concern
about the possibility of a breach of containment, the staff agreed that it
would oppose construction of any large reactor at a site more populous
than that surrounding Indian Point. Indian Point II, in other words,
became an unofficial standard of size and location against which future
reactor proposals would be judged.53
A related decision came out of the intramural agency discussion over
Indian Point II and metropolitan siting. Throughout 1966, both the regulatory staff and the ACRS intermittently considered a scheme of classifying reactor sites. The categories included metropolitan, suburban, rural,
and remote locations. The classifications were highly subjective; all participants agreed that such categories had to be based on flexible criteria
because of the large number of variables that had to be weighed in any
application. Nevertheless, an informal consensus evolved from their deliberations. It reinforced the regulatory staff's emphasis on closer scrutiny of designs for any reactors that might be proposed for a metropolitan
or suburban site. In effect, it meant that reactors planned for metropolitan sites would not be approved, at least for some time, because of the
extra scrutiny given them. 54
Not long after the regulatory staff finished its evaluation of the application for Indian Point II, it received a new one for another metropolitan site. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, a New Jersey utility,
announced in December 1966 that it planned to construct a 993 electrical megawatt pressurized-water reactor on a 140 acre site at Burlington,
New Jersey. The site was approximately eleven miles southwest of Trenton and seventeen miles northeast of Philadelphia, with a density of
population that was measurably higher than Indian Point.55
The AEC applied its informal decision not to approve a site surrounded by a population higher than that at Indian Point. The regula-
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tory staff bluntly informed Public Service officials that Burlington was a
poor location, and the ACRS unanimously agreed that the site "was
unsuitable for the proposed reactor." To avoid flatly rejecting the application, the ACRS, at the suggestion of Harold Price, told the utility that
it did not see how it could endorse the existing proposal, which left an
opening for Public Service to amend its application with a different site.
Public Service took advantage of this option, and an~ounced in January
1968 that it was now planning to build two large (each 1050 megawatts
electric) reactors in sparsely populated Lower Alloways Creek Township, New Jersey.s6
As the site review for the Burlington facility proceeded, the AEC
received other applications for large power reactors. One application
that bordered between a suburban and a metropolitan site was a proposal by Commonwealth Edison of Chicago to build twin units near
Zion, Illinois. Because the site and reactor size were similar to Indian
Point II, it became important as a benchmark for metropolitan siting.
The AEC added Zion to Indian Point II as an informal standard against
which to judge other urban locations. The two sites also were used by
the ACRS in an attempt to establish formal criteria on metropolitan
siting.
Commonwealth Edison filed its application for the plants in the summer of 1967. The utility planned to construct Westinghouse pressurized. water reactors, each with a net electrical output of 1040 megawatts. The
Zion reactors were the largest proposed to date in a region of relatively
high population density. About half-way between Chicago and Milwaukee, Zion was located on the west shore of Lake Michigan, approximately six miles north of downtown Waukegan, Illinois and eight miles
south of Kenosha, Wisconsin. The community of Zion had a population
of 14,106, Waukegan, 55,719, and Kenosha, 67,899. The site of 250
acres was bordered on the north by open marshland that contained a few
scattered residences and on the south by a state park. Eight-tenths of a
mile to the west, tracks of the Chicago and Northwest Railroad paralleled the site. The land within a four-mile radius was primarily residential
with some light industry. A comparison of population distribution between Zion and Indian Point II showed striking similarities. Using a 1965
census estimate for Zion and a 1960 figure for the New York site, in a
zero to one mile radius Zion had a cumulative population of 1,260,
Indian Point, 1,080; at four miles, Zion had 38,855, Indian Point numbered 38,730; and at ten miles, Zion had 200,000 while Indian Point
numbered 155,510.s7
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The regulatory staff's evaluation highlighted the similarity, not only in
population distribution but also in the engineered safety features in the
design of the Zion reactors. The principal problem that the staff identified was the provision for radioactive iodine removal by chemical containment sprays in the case of a major accident. The Zion design provided
only for a containment spray system that Commonwealth Edison calculated would meet the siting guidelines for iodine exposure to the public.
The regulatory staff, however, projected that if atmospheric conditions
were less favorable than assumed by Commonwealth Edison, the potential iodine exposure might exceed the guidelines. Because of the population density around Zion, it decided to require an additional independent
safety feature in the form of charcoal filters in the containment building
such as the Indian Point II reactor had. Otherwise, the staff approved the
reactor design and the site for the Zion plants, largely on the basis of its
comparability to Indian Point II. The ACRS, however, called for additional safeguards because the size of the Zion units was larger than Indian
Point II. After considerable negotiation, Commonwealth Edison agreed
to conduct research on problems that concerned the ACRS and make
changes if they turned out to be necessary. 58
M_etropolitan siting, an issue that commanded the attention of the
AEC throughout the 1960s, defied easy resolution and persistent attempts to define specific criteria. Although the AEC's 1962 siting guidelines theoretically allowed urban plants, if they included enough engineered safety features to offset the lack of isolation, the regulatory staff
was reluctant to approve metropolitan sites. After the Ravenswood
experience, the staff tried to convince the Commission that a ban on
metropolitan sites should be imposed. The reasons the staff cited-lack
of operating experience with large reactors, paucity of research on relatively limited accidents that might have greater consequences at city
sites than in remote locations, and the expense incurred by utilities.
when the AEC rejected an application-were not enough to convince
the Commission. It wanted to retain as much flexibility as possible on
regulatory issues at a time when applications for nuclear plants were
rapidly increasing.
On this, as on a number of other questions, the regulatory staff
lacked the clout to carry its arguments against considerations that
weighed more heavily with the commissioners. The ACRS, the Division
of Reactor Development, and the commissioners themselves opposed a
strict prohibition on metropolitan siting, largely because of their concern that it would discourage the growth of nuclear power. Conse-
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quently, the regulatory staff had no choice but to use a case-by-case
approach in judging applications. Eventually it developed an informal
standard-the Indian Point and Zion population densities-that it used
in evaluating other cases. This position was a compromise within the
AEC's bureaucracy; it kept the option of metropolitan siting in the
future open while, at least for the time being, establishing a benchmark
that the regulatory staffcould apply in its licensing decisions.
The Indian Point and Zion standard was, in effect, an addendum to
the 1962 siting guidelines. According to those criteria, one of the key
factors to be considered in evaluating sites was that "where unfavorable
·physical characteristics of the site exist, the proposed site may nevertheless be found to be acceptable if the design of the facility includes
appropriate and adequate compensating engineering safeguards. " 59 For
the sites where the population did not exceed the unofficial standard set
by Indian Point and Zion, the regulatory staff was willing to grant
construction permits, assuming that it was satisfied with the other requirements of the application.
.
The AEC applied a flexible approach to metropolitan siting. It attempted to balance the designs of engineered reactor safety features
against population densities and theoretical knowledge about the consequences of possible accidents, while leaving a wide margin for unknown
circumstances. It also stressed the need for more operating experience
before allowing power reactors in what it defined as metropolitan areas.
Several utilities, despite their strong incentives for ·metropolitan reactors, changed sites once they discovered that the regulatory staff placed
limits, however informal and ill-defined, on plants in heavily populated
locations. Although the AEC received a few more applications for metropolitan reactors, by the end of the 1960s, the pressure for siting reactors
close to downtown population centers had greatly eased. Utilities recognized the staff's position and few made further efforts to build nuclear
units in metropolitan areas.

CHAPTER V

Reactors·at Faults
The Controversy over Seismic Siting

At the same time that the AEC was deliberating over the issue of metropolitan siting, it was evaluating another difficult and contentious siting
problem-the safety implications of locating power reactors near earthquake zones. Because of limited knowledge about earthquakes and little
operating experience with nuclear plants, the question was fraught with
scientific uncert;iinties that soon triggered spirited public debates. Like
its consideration of metropolitan siting, the AEC, in making judgments
about approving applications for proposed plants, was torn between its
goal of encouraging utilities to build reactors and its goal of increasing
public confidence in reactor safety and regulatory procedures. On an
issue in which scientific views ~lashed and no definitive answers were
·available, the AEC's assessments, not surprisingly, were also divided
and equivocal. Doubts expressed by some agency officials about the
safety of two proposed plants on the California coast doomed their
applications, while other reactors near fault zones received construction
permits. Eventually, the AEC sought to formalize its policy by publishing a set of guidelines for siting plants in the vicinity of potential seismic
activity.
The debate over nuclear'reactors and seismic hazards first arose after
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) of San Francisco, the
nation's largest privately owned utility, announced plans to build a
plant on the California coast near the tiny town of Bodega Bay. The
fishing village of 350 people, about fifty miles northwest of San Fran-
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cisco, sat on the edge of a scenic harbor formed by a curving, rocky
peninsula, called Bodega Head, that jutted into the sea. Russian sailors
had landed there in 1812, establishing a sealing station and a territorial
claim for the czar. Much later, Bodega Bay had served as an isolated
setting for moviemaker Alfred Hitchcock's film "The Birds." Bodega
Head featured beaches, dunes, and cliffs that endowed it with extraordinary natural beauty and made it, potentially at least, an appealing recreation spot. The state of California and the county of Sonoma had taken
preliminary action to reserve it for a park. In addition, the University of
California had considered establishing a marine laboratory on the bay. 1
Bodega Head also offered many attributes as a site for a power plant.
The population in the area was small, and the surrounding countryside
of rolling hills and dairy farms was well-suited for transmission lines. By
placing the plant near the point of the peninsula, PG&E engineers could
design it to draw cooling water from the calm bay and discharge it into
the ocean. This would not only make it easier to build the cooling intake
but would also allow the heated water from the plant to be cooled by
ocean currents and breezes. The harbor would provide a convenient
water transportation terminal. With those advantages in mind, the utility quietly began making plans to acquire land and construct a power
station at Bodega Head. On 2 September 1958 it announced its intentions, though it had not yet definitely decided whether to place a nuclear
or fossil-fuel plant at the site. 2
PG&E's plans aroused strong protests from some residents of the
area around Bodega Bay. The objections centered on the damage the
proposed plant would inevitably inflict on the scenic beauty of the site,
the harm it might cause the local fishing industry, and the ill-effects it
could have on marine research. The most outspoken and colorful of the
opponents was Rose Gaffney, a seventy-six-year-old grandmother who
owned a large parcel of land adjacent to the proposed site, a part of
which PG&E had condemned under eminent domain. Gaffney, who
had long battled the county government on environmental issues, took
an equally defiant stand against the utility. A power station on Bodega
Head, she declared, would be a "crime against humanity." After PG&E
confirmed rumors that it had decided to build a large nuclear plant (325
electrical megawatts) at the site in June 1961, the protests widened. 3
Opponents of the plant made their case before the California Public
Utilities Commission in hearings convened in May 1962. Over a period
of eight days, highlighted by Rose Gaffney's lengthy slide presentation
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on the history and wildlife of Bodega Head, conservationists delivered
their arguments in a chamber crowded with sympathetic listeners. But
the Public Utilities Commission was unmoved; it dismissed the objections and granted PG&E the land-use permit it sought. This did not end
the protests, but it shifted their focus to the AEC, which received a
formal application for the Bodega plant in December 1962.4
The chief vehicle for the opposition was a group formed the previous
spring, the Northern California Association to Preserve Bodega Head
and Harbor. The membership of the organization was not large-by
December 1963 it was about 800. Its influence, however, extended far
beyond its own membership, largely because of the efforts of its executive secretary, David E. Pesonen. A 1960 graduate in biology from the
University of California at Berkeley, Pesonen was the conservation editor of the Sierra Club and represented it at the hearings of the California
Public Utilities Commission on the Bodega project. Although neither the
Sierra Club nor the Northern California Association to Preserve Bodega
Head and Harbor opposed nuclear power,as a matter of policy, both
objected to PG&E's plans for a reactor, or any other power plant, at
Bodega Head. "We didn't know much about radiation at the beginning," Pesonen later commented. "Our concern was scenery." When
Sierra Club leaders expressed reservations about Pesonen's confrontational tactics, however, he resigned from his position with the organization. He took a part-time job as a laboratory technician while working
indefatigably to win publicity for his cause and to organize protests
against construction of the Bodega plant.5
The Northern California Association continued to submit its complaints to state and local agencies, but it concentrated its efforts on the
licensing process of the AEC. Since the AEC did not weigh aesthetic or
land-use questions in its site evaluation, the association placed a much
greater emphasis on safety matters than it had earlier. And the safety issue
that soon took precedence in the growing controversy over Bodega Head
was whether or not the proposed plant presented seismic hazards that
made it unsuitable for nuclear power. The concern was that an earthquake would cause safety systems to fail and that the damaged plant
would release large amounts of radioactivity into the environment.
Although it did not immediately emerge as the central issue in the
dispute, the seismic question had not been overlooked by either the
utility or its opponents in the initial debates over the Bodega site. The
proposed reactor would stand within a few hundred feet of the western
boundary of the San Andreas fault, the 400-mile long fault zone that
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had been responsible for the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. The fault
zone, about a mile and a half wide at Bodega, ran th~ough the bay
between the headland on which the plant would be built and the shore.
There were two ways that an earthquake could cause the safety systems
of a nuclear plant to fail. It could produce "ground displacement," in
which the earth moved along a fault at the site of the plant. Even in the
absence of a fault at the site, an earthquake that occurred nearby could
damage the plant by generating severe ground shaking.
PG&E hired several prominent authorities to study the site, and their
findings were generally favorable. In the preliminary hazards summary
report that the utility submitted to the AEC in December 1962, Don
Tocher, a University of California at Berkeley seismologist, and William
Quaide, a geologist in private practice, concluded that the site showed
no evidence of major faults, which would have made it unsuitable for
the proposed plant. They saw no indications that existing minor faults
had moved in the preceding few thousand years and suggested that the
quartz-diorite granite that underlay the site was "a much better foundation than any other geologic formation on Bodega Head." The 1906
earthquake had caused substantial ground displacement on Bodega
Head, and although Tocher and Quaide submitted that such massive
tremors were rare, they predicted that one or two earthquakes of a
similar magnitude would occur near the site within a century. Therefore, they recommended that the proposed plant be designed to withstand ground shaking from a nearby earthquake of major proportions.
They also caution~d that their conclusions might be revised 'as further
investigation revealed more information about the site. 6
Another PG&E consultant, George W. Housner, a professor at the
California Institute of Technology who was regarded as one of the
foremost experts in the world on earthquake engineering, reviewed
Tocher's and Quaide's report and endorsed their findings. He emphasized that in the absence of active faults under the proposed reactor, the
critical problem would be to make certain that the plant could survive
, severe ground shaking caused by an earthquake that was centered
nearby. Housner advised that the plant be built to withstand motion
from a tremor of the magnitude of the 1906 earthquake, or 8.2 on the
Richter scale. He expressed confidence that it could be designed to meet
that objective.7
Opponents of the proposed plant took a much less sanguine view of
earthquake risks at Bodega Head. David Pesonen charged in May 1963
that PG&E had misrepresented seismic conditions at the plant site.
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Asserting that PG&E had misstated the distance of the site from the
boundary of the San Andreas fault, he countered the utility's measurements by claiming that the site was only 1000 feet away rather than a
quarter of a mile (1320 feet). The difference was of some importance
because the AEC's siting criteria advised that a reactor should be at least
a quarter of a mile from an active fault. Pesonen further alleged that
PG&E had edited the conclusions of its consultants to make them appear more favorable in its hazards report to the AEC. 8
PG&E dismissed Pesonen's allegations of procedural misdeeds, but
its position faced a more serious challenge from the findings of a scientific expert consulted by the Northern California Association. In late
· 1962 Pesonen sent aerial photographs of the area of the proposed reactor to Pierre Saint-Amand; a seismologist at the U. S. Naval Ordance
Test Station in China Lake, California. In April 1963 Saint-Amand and
a colleague from China Lake went to Bodega Head and conducted a
two-day inspection of the site. By that time PG&E had begun excavation, which it could do without a construction permit from the AEC,
and Saint-Amand had the opportunity to view the open pit. He was very
disturbed by what he saw. For one thing, the foundation in places was
not solid' rock but broken rock or alluvium. He contended that this
would not only provide a poor base for the weight of the plant but also
could exacerbate the effects of an earthquake by moving at a rate different than the bedrock. Saint-Amand was even more distressed by another
observation-on one side of the hole he detected what he described as
"a major fault zone." Although he did not submit his final report to the
Northern California Association for several months, he concluded in a
letter to the office of the U. S. Secretary of the Interior: "This one
feature alone would cause me to recommend against construction of
any major structure in the immediate vicinity." PG&E denied that the
foundations of the site were unstable or that an active fault line ran
through it. 9
_
The burden of judging the conflicting geological claims fell on the
AEC. The agency had included seismic considerations in its siting criteria by stipulating that a nuclear plant should not be built within a
quarter of a mile of an active fault. Earlier drafts had cited the proper
distance as between a quarter mile and a half mile, but to eliminate
ambiguity in favor of easing the siting of plants, the AEC had adopted
the lower figure in the final version of the criteria. The imprecision of
the AEC's guideline, and the rather casual manner by which the regulatory staff arrived at it, reflected the fact that earthquake geology was an
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inexact science. Geologists and structural engineers agreed that buildings should not be located directly over active faults, because there was
no certain way to design a structure to withstand the sudden and unpredictable movement of an earthquake. But other related questions stirred
dissension. There was no consensus, for example, on how close to a
fault it was safe to build, whether a structure could be placed on a fault
line that had apparently not moved for thousands of years, or how the
risk of a "possible" fault should be judged. Geology, at least as far as
understanding earthquakes was concerned, provided only contestable
hypotheses rather than immutable truths. Its practitioners examined the
existing evidence and drew conclusions, but, like historians, they could
offer no assurance that professional colleagues would reach the same
conclusions or that accurately reconstructing the past was an unambiguous guide to future behavior. 10
The AEC was not well-equipped to evaluate the competing positions
on the seismic suitability of the Bodega site. It had no seismologists or
geologists on its staff. To make up for this lack of expertise, the AEC
hired two well-known authorities as consultants to conduct their own
investigation. In addition to its technical deficiency, the AEC's ability to
review PG&E's application impartially was suspect. The Bodega project
came at a time when progress in the agency's reactor development
program was sluggish and future prospects looked problematical. Although several plants were being built, the AEC had received very few
applications for new ones. This was a cause for concern within the AEC
but even more so on the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Committee
members complained bitterly about the "inadequacy" of the AEC's
civilian power program. In response, agency officials argued that their
efforts to encourage the use of nuclear power were beginning to produce
results, and one of the primary examples they cited was the proposed
Bodega plant. 11
·
Opponents of the plant maintained that the AEC's eagerness to see it
operate would preclude an open-minded hearing on licensing it. Pesonen, for example, wrote in 1962: "Obviously the individual citizen
cannot look for protection to the AEC ...• The AEC is firmly committed to construction of the Bodega reactor." That conviction received
some supporting evidence in the spring of 1963, when both the regulatory staff and the ACRS gave preliminary approval to PG&E's application. In both cases, however, the endorsements depended on further
exploration of the seismic hazards. The staff concluded that the difference between a quarter of a mile and the actual distance of the site from
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the boundary of the San Andreas fault zone was of minor significance,
but it added: "Information developed during excavation should be carefully evaluated for evidence of faults, the presence of which would
require a reassessment of the suitability of the location proposed. " 12
Rather than waiting for the AEC's final evaluation, Pesonen's organization and other plant opponents turned to an agency they thought
would be more sympathetic to their appeals, the U.S. Department of the
Interior. They succeeded in winning the notice and support of high-level
officials in the department. Speaking in Sacramento in February 1963,
Undersecretary of the Interior James K. Carr warned against the destruction of California's natural beauty and cited the Bodega project as a
disturbing example. Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall stepped
into the Bodega controversy in an even more direct and visible way.
Udall was at that time writing a book, The Quiet Crisis, that was
published later in 1963 and became a national best-seller. It was an
eloquent appeal for greater attention to and action against environmental depredation. Udall did not take an antinuclear position; to the contrary, he proposed that by "allay[ing] our fears of fuel shortage once
and for all," the work of atomic scientists was "the supreme conservation achievement of this century." But he also· cautioned that "only
prompt action will save prime park, fore~t, and shore line and other
recreation lands before they are preempted for other use~." He viewed
Bodega Head as a place that needed saving from such perils. 13
On 18 February 1963 Udall wrote to Kermit Gordon, director of the
Bureau of the Budget, to ask that procedures be established to allow
Interior to review reactor applications to make certain that they complied with "the conservation efforts of this Department." He mentioned
the Bodega site as one of particular concern. This led to a meeting
between high-level staff members of Interior and the AEC. Representatives of both agencies concurred on the need for consultation and for
strengthening existing lines of communication. The AEC already solicited the advice of the Fish and Wildlife Service, a part of the Department
of the Interior, and its participants agreed that seeking the department's
opinions on other issues would be useful. Harold Price pointed out,
however, that the AEC lacked statutory jurisdiction over some matters
of possible interest to Interior, such as the aesthetic impact of a nuclear
plant. An Interior spokesman offered to draw up a draft memorandum
of understanding that would specify how the coordination on questions
of mutual concern would be carried out. t 4
Without waiting for an interagency agreement to be drafted, Udall
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announced his reservations about PG&E's plans for the Bodega plant.
Like the Northern California Association to Preserve Bodega Head and
Harbor, he focused not on land-use or aesthetic aspects but on the
safety problems that the AEC was considering, particularly the seismic
hazards. In a letter to Seaborg on 20 May 1963 he declared that the
proximity of the reactor site to the San Andreas fault was "reason for
grave concern." Udall suggested that a "very thorough investigation" of
seismic conditions should be conducted, and he offered the services of
experts from the Geological Survey, a part of his department. At the
same time that he sent his letter to Seaborg he issued it to the press. The
AEC was annoyed with Udall's press release, and pointed out in its reply
that it was already consulting with the staff of the Geological Survey in
its evaluation of the Bodega application. But it pledged to undertake
further discussions with the Survey on "what further geological studies
may be appropriate to assure that the geological conditions of the site
are fully understood." Joint Committee member Craig Hosmer was
more outspoken in his reaction to Udall's letter. He called it "specious
and phony" and, noting that Udall aired his concerns about Bodega
shortly after David Lilienthal criticized plans for the Ravenswood plant,
complained that "Lilienthal and Udall are double-teaming nuclear
powe~"U
_
Udall's letter enhanced the credibility and fired the enthusiasm of
opponents of the Bodega station. It received pro~inent attention in northern California newspapers. At the request of the Northern California
Association to Preserve Bodega Head and Harbor, opponents of the plant
sent a flurry of letters to Udall to express support for his action. On
Memorial Day, between 250 and 350 people gathered on Bodega Head
to protest against PG&E's plans. Renowned jazz trumpeter Lu Watters, a
local resident, came out of retirement to play for the rally. The highlight
of the event was the release of 1500 balloons with warnings about radioactive fallout. "This balloon could represent a radioactive molecule of
strontium 90 or iodine 131," each read. "PG&E hopes to build a nuclear
plant at this spot, close to the world's biggest active earthquake fault. Tell
your local newspaper where you found this balloon." 16
As bumper stickers proliferated and raqio stations played anti-PG&E
ditties, a public information assistant in the AEC's San Francisco office
observed that the campaign "by the Pesonen group ... is unprecedented
for its intensity in this area." It was also increasingly effective. The
opponents of the Bodega plant received a boost when both the governor
and the lieutenant governor of California announced support for their
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position. Governor Edmund G. (Pat) Brown told a press conference: "I
don't like to see Bodega Head with a steam plant located out there in
that beautiful place." Lieutenant Governor Glenn M. Anderson, in a
letter to Seaborg, objected to the plant for aesthetic reasons but also
emphasized safety concerns. "Confronted with the mounting conflict of
professional opinion, the question of safety looms very large indeed," he
observed. "I strongly urge that the Atomic Energy Commission withhold issuing a permit for operation of this unit at Bodega Head. " 17
Meanwhile, the AEC was seeking further information on seismic
risks at the Bodega site. The regulatory staff might have hoped for
expert appraisals that were prompt and clear-cut, but instead it got
more delay and ambiguity. The consultants it hired did not agree on the
severity of the earthquake hazards. After reviewing PG&E's reports,
Nathan M. Newmark, a professor of civil engineering at the University
of Illinois, concluded that it was "entirely feasible to design the proposed reactor to resist the maximum credible earthquake shock at the
site." University of Washington seismologist Frank Neumann, however,
contended that the utility was "employing every possible technical device to underestimate probable earthquake forces. " 18
The differing analyses of the AEC's consultants placed even greater
importance on the field inspections carried out by the Geological Survey. But things were not proceeding smoothly on that front either. After
receiving Udall's letter of 20 May, the AEC checked with Survey officials about what the Interior Secretary thought should be done that was
not already under way. They conceded that Udall's letter had been out
of date by the time he sent it and that his suggestion that the AEC
consult the Geological Survey "did not involve anything in addition to
the investigation" previously arranged. The Survey also informed the
AEC that, contrary to its stated intentions, it could not submit its findings within two weeks after Udall's letter. The regulatory staff appealed
to the Survey to conclude its work and internal reviews as soon as
possible, but it took several months to complete even a preliminary
report. 19
The Geological Survey assigned two staff geologists in its Menlo
Park, California office, Manuel Bonilla and Julius Schlocker, to conduct
a detailed study of the site. They scrutinized the rock formations in the
area, particularly those revealed in the ever-deepening hole (eventually
reaching seventy-three feet below ground) that PG&E was digging. By
23 August 1963, Bonilla and Schlocker had found no evidence of recent
faulting and had made no observations that seriously undermined the
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conclusions of PG&E's consultants. In the early stages of their investigation, the Geological Survey decided to send its senior seismologist, Jerry
P. Eaton, to assess the damage that ground shaking from an earthquake
might cause to a reactor at Bodega Head. Eaton made a one-day inspection of the site, but, as the AEC grew increasingly impatient, postponed
writing his analysis of it. 20
While the AEC and PG&E waited for a report from the Geological
Survey, the seismic hazards of the site burst into the headlines. Pierre
Saint-Amand, the seismologist who had inspected the area the previous
April, formally submitted his findings to the Northern California Association to Preserve Bodega Head and Harbor. The organization
promptly called a press conference on 29 August to air his conclusions.
Saint-Amand described the location as "very poor;' and added: "A
worse foundation situation would be difficult to envision." He maintained that "one spectacular fault" was visible in the excavation. SaintAmand's announcement was front-page news in major newspapers in
the San Francisco Bay region and the feature story on television and
radio stations.21
A few days later the AEC received information that gave credence to
Saint-Amand's general conclusions, if not to his specific findings. While
inspecting the wall of the excavation, Julius Schlocker of the Geological
Survey and Don Tocher, PG&E's consultant, discovered what was
clearly a fault line. Upon further examination, they saw that the fault
extended into the bedrock at the site, about forty feet below ground.
This suggested that the fault, at least in a geological time frame, was of
relatively recent origin. It remained open to question, however, whether
the fault should be considered active or inactive. 22
PG&E and its supporters suffered yet another shock less than two
weeks after the detection of the fault line in the hole where the reactor
would be placed. On 25 September 1963 the Department of the Interior
submitted the long-awaited preliminary report of the Geological Survey
to the AEC. Based on the investigation as of 6 June, Schlocker's and
Bonilla's conclusions were generally favorable to construction of the
plant. But those findings, of course, had been superseded by the recent
discovery. To make matters worse from PG&E's perspective, seismologist Eaton took a strongly negative position. Although he had found no
unequivocal evidence that ruled out the site, he argued that existing
uncertainties were enough to disqualify it. "Because we cannot prove
that the worst situation will not prevail at the site," he wrote, "we must
recognize that it might. " 23

5. Excavation for proposed reactor at Bodega Head, California. The harbor is immediately in front of the construction area; the
mainland is in the background. (AEC Docket 50-205)
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The AEC was surprised and PG&E was shaken by Eaton's report.
Because he prepared it hastily after putting it aside throughout the
summer, some of his colleagues in the Geological Survey were skeptical
about it. But it created a sensation when the AEC released it to the press,
along with the news that a fault line had been found in the site excava. tion. Once again seismic conditions at Bodega Head made headlines,
including eight-column banners in some newspapers. PG&E denied that
Eaton's views or the newly discovered fault line necessarily meant that
the site was unsuitable. It described the fault as "a minor offset" that
probably had not moved for tens of thousands of years. 24
The new findings and conflicting expert opinions about the acceptability of the site made the controversy over the Bodega plant even more
acrimonious. Pesonen called on the AEC to save PG&E from its "increasingly embarrassing mistake," and Adolph J. Ackerman, a consulting
engineer from Madison, Wisconsin, wondered how "the management
and directors of a distinguished company [could] justify abandoning
their traditional standards of responsibility?" Supporters of the project
struck back; an extreme example was an article in a Stockton newspaper
that contended that the Northern California Association to Preserve
Bodega Head and Harbor was a communist front organization.
In that atmosphere, the AEC still faced the problem of weighing
divergent views of leading authorities on the seismic risks of the Bodega
site. The situation had become increasingly unsettled. On the one hand,
Saint-Amand and Eaton sharply criticized PG&E's plans, while on the
other hand, the utility strongly reaffirmed its position. The AEC's own
consultants ·were divided, and the extent to which Eaton spoke for the
technical staff of the Geological Survey was unclear. Confronted with
those muddled realities, the AEC did the only thing that seemed
appropriate-it procrastinated and hoped for more certain guidance.
The agency postponed any action until it received another report from
the Geological Survey, and Seaborg announced: "We will take as long
as required to get all the facts. " 25
The AEC received the Geological Survey's report, prepared by
Schlocker and Bonilla, in January 1964. It did not categorically answer
the key questions about the seismic hazards of the site. The two geologists were unable to determine whether the fault in the excavation
should be considered active or inactive, or roughly when its last movement had occurred. They believed it was "an important zone of weakness" but could not be sure that "it would move in preference to other
faults" on the headland. In the event of a major tremor on the San
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Andreas fault, they thought it likely that the granite bedrock would
rupture somewhere on Bodega Head. 26
Schlocker's and Bonilla's findings were inconclusive but hardly reassuring. PG&E responded by insisting that the plant could be designed
and built to operate safely. Its consultants reiterated that the foundations of the site were stable, the faults were minor, and the likelihood of
significant ground movement was remote. The company received some
unexpected and unsolicited support from two prominent geologists
from the University of California at Berkeley, Garniss H. Curtis and
Jack F. Evernden, who undertook their own investigation of the site.
Although they both were initially "emotionally biased against use of the
site," they changed their minds after their field inspection. They concluded: "We can see no reasonable objection to the site...• The evidence in the field makes it clear to us that no major displacement has
ever taken place within the site area and none is to be expected in the
near future. " 27
The new reports did little to ease the AEC's decision on licensing the
Bodega plant. As PG&E grew increasingly disgruntled with the delays in
the review process, the regulatory staff and the ACRS proceeded with
their evaluations. Several staff members met with Schlocker and Bonilla,
who took a somewhat more optimistic view of the hazards at the site than
they had expressed in their written summary. Schlocker indicated that he
thought that the chances of a ground rupture on Bodega Head in the
event of an earthquake were "very low," but that it was a possibility. He
added that he regarded the probability of movement along the fault in the
excavation as even lower. Both Bonilla and Schlocker agreed with most
other experts that an earthquake was most likely to occur near the line of
the 1906 break, but they maintained that a major displacement could
happen elsewhere. In short, they believed that an earthquake that would
strike the proposed plant directly was a slight but nevertheless real peril.
While the regulatory staff prepared its analysis, PG&E worked on design
modifications that would accommodate a large displacement without
impairing the reactor's containment system.28
In March 1964, as the AEC continued its deliberations, the controversy over the Bodega reactor was punctuated by an unexpected and
disquieting event. A massive earthquake devastated southern Alaska; its
magnitude, measuring 8.6 on the Richter scale, was the largest ever recorded on the North American continent. It was so great that it laid waste
to the streets of Anchorage, reshaped the shoreline of several ports, and
created huge tsunamis with enough force to toss fishing vessels inland.
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Opponents of the Bodega plant saw the Alaskan earthquake as a harbinger of what could happen in California. "It is difficult to believe that
PG&E can still seriously insist that 'engineering safeguards' will protect
against earthquake damage," commented Pesonen. "Most of the b11ildings in Anchorage were 'earthquake proof' too." In a poignant scene at
the U. S. Capitol, California Senator Clair Engle rose to introduce a
resolution that urged the AEC to delay licensing the Bodega plant until it
had "reasonable assurance [about] the geologic adequacy and seismic
safety" of the site. He was attempting to make his first speech on the floor
since undergoing brain surgery, but was unable to utter a word. After a
few moments Senator Pat McNamara introduced the measure for him
and aides helped him leave the Senate chamber. 29
The regulatory staff, meanwhile, was preparing its evaluation of
PG&E's application for submission to the ACRS, which was doing its
own independent review. The staff was mindful of the implications of
the Alaskan earthquake but more concerned about the judgments presented by Schlocker and Bonilla for the Geological Survey, particularly
their suggestion that an earthquake could conceivably cause ground
movement of one to three feet at or near the reactor site. After careful
consideration, it concluded that PG&E had not shown that it could
design the plant to withstand ground displacement of the magnitude
that the Survey experts thought possible. Therefore, the staff told the
ACRS: "Despite the fact that the risk of a large differential ground
movement on Bodega Head is low, we do not believe that unproven
design measures should be depended upon to solve this problem." The
staff's opinion remained open to reconsideration, and it requested further information from the utility on a number of matters, including how
vital components in the proposed plant would fare in the event of a
major displacement and what action would be taken to protect against
large tsumamis. PG&E engineers acknowledged that responding to the
staff's questions would require substantial effort.3°
The ACRS was still weighing the evidence and trying to arrive at its
position. It was under no compulsion to agree with the regulatory staff,
although the AEC preferred to speak with a single voice to reduce the
chances of further controversy. The committee met with the staff and
the utility in May 1964 but reached no decision. It took its own tour of
the site the following month and held more meetings with PG&E's
engineers and consultants. Even as the utility grew increasingly exasperated and discouraged, it attempted to answer the questions posed by the
regulatory staff. It came up with a novel design to accommodate up to
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three feet of ground movement in an earthquake. PG&E proposed placing the reactor on a base of special sand and allowing three feet of
clearance between the reactor's walls and the side of the hole in which it
would sit.31
In the end, it convinced only· one of the two groups judging its plans.
The ACRS, based on its own review and the opinions of a structural
engineer it hired as a consultant, endorsed the utility's application in
October 1964. While acknowledging that details of the plant design still
needed to be completed, the committee accepted PG&E's arguments that
it had provided adequately for the consequences of ground displacement
or tsunamis. However, the regulatory staff, to the surprise of the ACRS,
still found PG&E's presentations unpersuasive. Once again, it decided
that the doubts raised by the Geological Survey were more compelling
than the assurances supplied by the utility. Reluctantly, it concluded that
although PG&E's design offered adequate protection from severe ground
shaking caused by a nearby earthquake, it was not convinced that the
plant could survive a sudden displacement of up to three feet in any
direction, which Survey experts thought could happen. The decisive consideration fo~ the staff was that there was no· way to test the design to
support PG&E's claims. "We do not believe," it wrote, "that a large
nuclear power reactor should be the subject of a pioneering construction
effort based on unverified engineering principles." Therefore, in the opinion of the staff, PG&E had not given "reasonable assurance" that the
plant could be operated without undue risk to the public. It regretted its
disagreement with the judgment of the ACRS, but it submitted that in
light of the conflicting views offered by leading authorities, "this is a kind
of case ... on which reasonable men may differ." And in its view,
"Bodega Head is not a suitable location for the proposed nuclear power
plant at the present state of our knowledge. " 32
The breach between the regulatory staff and the ACRS surprised
even AEC insiders who were not directly involved in the regulatory
proceedings. "This is," noted Chairman Seaborg, "going to be a very
difficult decision for the Commissioners.". On 27 October 1964 the
AEC released the text of both reports to the public. Opponents of the
plant were astonished and gratified; they claimed a major victory.
PG&E officials were stunned and company engineers were angry, but
they quickly decided to withdraw their application. One reason was
that Governor Brown delivered what Nucleonics Week called the "coup
de grace" at a press conference. Asked about his response to the AEC's
statement, he declared: "This nuclear danger is so great that you can't
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take any chance whatsoever. And my immediate reaction is to say to
PG&E: 'Let's go someplace else.' "
A second reason for PG&E's retreat was that it avoided the prospect
of facing confrontational public hearings and a licensing board or Commission decision that might well, in light of the regulatory staff's decision, reject the application. On 30 October the company issued a statement that reaffirmed its own confidence in the site but added that it did
not want "to build a plant with any substantial doubt existing as to
public safety." It also emphasized its commitment to building nuclear
plants at other locations. Six years after the initial announcement of its
plans to place a power station <?n Bodega Head and after spending a
total of $4 million on the project, PG&E was left with a great deal of
frustration and a seventy-three-feet-deep hole in the ground. 33
Plant opponents were obviously pleased with the outcome of the
Bodega controversy. Pesonen sent a letter of apology to Harold Price
"for any harsh words in the past." Praising the staff's "careful and
sober assessment," he declared: "The entire performance was in the best
tradition of the public trust." Price, still smarting from Pesonen's past
attacks, replied with a one-sentence acknowledgment of receipt of the
letter. But Pesonen's triumph was marred by uncertainty about the
ultimate disposition of Bodega Head. Even after PG&E offered to lease
its holdings to Sonoma County for recreational purposes, he warned
supporters of his campaign that the utility might try again to build a
reactor at the site after the opposition dispersed. 34
Most proponents of the Bodega project and nuclear power in general
did not view PG&E's abandonment of its plans as a major setback for the
development of the technology. They stressed that the AEC's regulatory
staff had recommended against the proposed plant for reasons that applied specifically to the site and suggested that the long-term prospects for
nuclear power would not be adversely affected. Nucleonics Week went so
far as to argue that the "decision ... on the Bodega plant may prove to be
a boon to the nuclear power industry." It reasoned that the regulatory
staff's willingness to take a position inimical to the industry's wishes
would enhance the agency's credibility and "should give a substantial
boost to AEC's stock in the public mind." Some commentators, however,
were not so optimistic. The harshest criticism came in an editorial in
Electrical World. In contrast to Nucleonics Week, it contended that by
publicizing an internal difference of opinion in "this sorry affair," the
AEC "damaged public confidence in its competence. " 35
The controversy over the Bodega reactor highlighted a number of
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difficulties that the AEC faced in evaluating plant applications. It illustrated the problem of building reactors, especially ones of substantially
larger size than those in operation, with little experience to draw on.
Like the Ravenswood proposal, which the AEC was considering at the
same time, the Bodega application required the staff to assess a controversial site, novel design features, and conflicting expert views. In the
case of Bodega Bay, the burden of judging those issues was compounded
by differing opinions and limited knowledge about earthquake risks.
With those uncertainties, the divergence between the ACRS and the
regulatory staff was understandable, though still something of a shock
both inside and outside the agency. The ACRS found the plans and
prescriptions of PG&E and its consultants, who were among the leading
authorities in the world, convincing; the regulatory staff was more impressed with the reservations voiced by the Geological Survey. Neither
could feel that its position was unassailable. The disagreement increased
the stature of the regulatory staff and gave it greater parity with the
ACRS as an independent review panel. It was viewed with more respect
by Bodega opponents and with more suspicion by utilities and AEC
offices that were pushing for expanded use of nuclear power.
The AEC was caught between its dual objectives of encouraging the
development of nuclear power and ensuring the safety of the technology. In the cases of both Ravenswood and Bodega, it determined that
the risks of the sites outweighed the benefits. But they were not easy
decisions. Critics of the agency were justified in their complaints that it
was incline~ to grant construction permits to applicants. The AEC was
under a great deal of pressure from its patrons in Congress to accelerate
the nuclear power program and its own leadership was strongly committed to promoting the same goal. Yet the critics underestimated the
willingness of the AEC to put developmental objectives aside when the
safety of a proposed plant seemed doubtful. Every plant application
carried an element of uncertainty, but in varying degrees, and Bodega
crossed the nebulous line where the staff's concerns overrode its disposition to issue a construction permit.
Anxious as the AEC was to encourage utilities to build nuclear
plants, it was also eager to win public confidence in its regulatory
procedures. For that reason it took the protests of plant opponents and
the views of the Department of the Interior seriously. Both suggested
that there was not a "reasonable assurance" that the Bodega plant could
operate safely, and the regulatory staff eventually accepted that argument. It was particularly responsive to the findings of the Geological
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Survey; by contrast it found the protests of the Northern California
Association to Preserve Bodega Head and Harbor annoying if not galling. But the one could not be separated from the other; Udall was at
least partly influenced by the appeals of the association, and the Survey
was at least partly influenced by the views of its superior. The regulatory staff was sensitive to public opinion, and on an issue on which the
experts were hopelessly divided, the objections to the plant that opponents marshalled so effectively played an important role in the outcome,
though one that was impossible to measure precisely.
The Bodega case did not resolve the policy questions it raised about
seismic siting. Despite conflicting opinions about how the proceeding
ended, informed observers agreed that placing reactors near fault zones
remained an open and divisive question that seemed likely to elude clear
or prompt resolution. Even as the controversy over the Bodega application played itself out, many of the same issues were being debated over a
proposal for a reactor on the·coastline of southern California.
In December 1962 the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
(LADWP), a public utility, announced that it had decided to build a 490
electrical megawatt nuclear plant near the community of Malibu. The
reactor would be located on a 300-acre tract of land about thirty miles
northwest of downtown Los Angeles and a few miles north of Sunset
Boulevard and Muscle Beach. It would nestle in Corral Canyon beneath
the rising heights of the Santa Monica Mountains. Before making its
plans public, LADWP had requested a preliminary review from the AEC
and the ACRS about the acceptability of the site. Both expressed concern abo~t the population density in the surrounding area; it did not
meet the agency's site criteria guidelines. They also raised questions
about how the proposed plant would deal with the problem of earthquake hazards. But they offered tentative approval of the site, contingent upon the design of suitable engineered safeguards to protect
against the dangers of earthquakes or other forces that might breach
containment and expose the public to radiation injury.3 6
Perhaps mindful of the growing opposition to PG&E's Bodega plant
and impressed with the way another utility, the Consumers Public
Power District of Nebraska, had won support for a municipally owned
reactor, LADWP undertook a major campaign to explain its plans for
Malibu and to allay public fears. High-level utility executives contacted
their counterparts in nearly forty city, county, and state agencies to
inform them about the project. Company officials met with residents of
the area around the proposed plant and commissioned a widely distrib-
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uted pamphlet to provide details about it. LADWP also circulated the
favorable views of prominent authorities. Smith Griswold, chief of the
Los Angeles County Air Pollution Control District, for example, emphasized that the Malibu unit would produce electricity without increasing
air pollution, a consideration that was especially appealing in a region
plagued with smog. George W. Housner of Cal Tech, who had also
consulted for PG&E, pointed out that the Malibu site was forty miles
from the San Andreas fault and maintained that fault zones that were
closer were inactive.37
LADWP's efforts deferred but did not prevent the growth of organized opposition to Malibu. Although at first there was little adverse
reaction to the utility's plans, by August 1963 a group calling itself the
Malibu Citizens for Conservation had formed to lobby against the proposal. The leadership and impetus in the Malibu protests came largely
from property owners who worried not only about safety issues but also
about the effect of the plant on real estate values. Their anxieties intensified when they learned that in the future LADWP might place as many
as four reactors at the Malibu site. At a local planning commission
meeting in November, residents of Malibu turned out in force to air
their complaints. They included attorneys for comedian Bob Hope, who
owned land next to the LADWP tract, singer Frankie Laine, and actress
Angela Lansbury:Lansbury declared that the possibility of a nuclear
plant in the area made her "hair stand on end," and added: "The two
words 'atomic energy' are the most horror-packed words in the English
language. " 38
A short time later, a tragedy in Los Angeles fueled the apprehensions
of Malibu critics. As a result of ground shifting unrelated to seismic
conditions, a reservoir maintained by LADWP burst open, releasing 250
million gallons of water, destroying many homes, and killing five people. One plant opponent expressed a common view when she raised
questions about the utility's application for an AEC construction permit
in a letter to California Senator Thomas H. Kuchel. "May I point out
that this is the same company which stated that the Baldwin Hills
reservoir was perfectly safe in a residential district," she wrote. "Ask
those who lost their homes, and contact the five who were killed about
the reliability of the L.A. DWP engineers." Those kinds of fears were
further heightened by the Alaskan earthquake of April 1964. By then,
the Malibu proposal had become a lively local political issue. In response to the growing protests spearheaded by the Malibu Citizens for
Conservation, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors overruled
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an earlier zoning decision that had allowed LADWP to proceed with its
plans for the Malibu unit. The board's ruling was of dubious legality,
and it was soon contested by the City of Los Angeles. The local disputes
underscored how complicated and controversial the licensing of the
plant had become.J 9
.
In that atmosphere, the seismic conditions at the Malibu site emerged
as a major source of contention. The AEC requested both the Geological Survey and the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, a part of the
Department of Commerce, to examine the geological and seismological
characteristics of the area. The Coast and Geodetic Survey had also
offered its views on Bodega Head, but it had not played a major role in
those proceedings. As the two agencies undertook thei'r studies, two
private geologists who lived near the proposed site reached their own
conclusions. Frank A. Morgan, a resident of Malibu and for many years
the chief petroleum geologist for the Richfield Oil Company, argued
that a "broad zone of extreme faulting" ran through the site. He suggested that the foundations were unstable and that substantial ground
movement had occurred recently. He received support from another
petroleum geologist, Thomas L. Bailey of nearby Ventura, who claimed
that the "Corral Canyon site is extremely unstable and about as unfavorable as can be found in this region. " 40
Other experts, however, took a much more favorable position.
LADWP's consultants conceded that there was a fault zone close to the
plant site, but submitted that it was a minor offset that in the worst of
circumstances would not cause a tremor of more than six on the Richter
scale. They found no evidence of recent activity and contended that
ground displacem~nt would not be a problem at the site. They saw the
primary threat to the reactor as ground shaking, or in their term, acceleration, from a distant earthquake. But they believed that the plant
could be designed to withstand this possibility. Their views won the
general endorsement of the two federal agencies that examined seismic·
conditions at the site. The Coast and Geodetic Survey focused on the
dangers of ground acceleration and tsunamis; it recommended that provisions be made to protect against ground shaking and seismic sea
waves of up to fifty feet above sea level. The Geological Survey investigators, Robert F. Yerkes and Carl M. Wentworth, were unwilling to
describe the Malibu fault as either active or inactive because they
thought that such terminology was meaningless, but they concluded
that "the probability of ground displacement at Corral Canyon in the
next 50 years is very low. " 4 1
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Based on the information the AEC received from other agencies and its
own consultants, the regulatory staff and the ACRS decided in favor of
the Malibu application. Their final appr,;>val depended, however, upon
the completion of a design that they believed would provide adequate
protection against ground acceleration, landslides, and tsunamis, as well
as reactor accidents. They felt comfortable that the containment and
engineered safeguards were suitable only after a series of meetings with
the utility and improvements in the design of the plant. This took until
February 1965, and by that time, the seismic issue had been rekindled. 42
The previous month the attorneys for the Marblehead Land Company
of Malibu had submitted a report to the AEC that sharply challenged the
evaluations of the LADWP and Geological Survey. The author was Ba.relay Kamb, a professor of geology and geophysics at Cal Tech, whom the
land company had asked to perform a detailed study of the site. He
agreed with the data and findings of the Survey investigators, but he
strongly disputed their conclusions. He contended that their assessment
of the chances of ground displacement contradicted the geologic evidence
they presented. Kamb believed that earthquakes that caused major
ground displacement at or near the site were not only possible but likely.
He further dissented from the opinions of the Survey and LADWP by
arguing that a tremor of a magnitude greater than six on the Richter scale
was a "significant probability" in the Malibu fault zone. He also warned
that a large earthquake as far away as the San Andreas fault could produce massive landslides at Malibu. "In relation to the possible range of
exposure to fault hazards in southern Californi~, the Corral Canyon site
ranks among the more hazardous possible," Kamb declared. "It is well to
remember that inattention to geological fact has repeatedly caused serious consequences in the Los Angeles area, of which the recent Baldwin
Hill reservoir disaster is a striking example. " 43
Kamb's report did not reach the AEC in time to influence the regulatory staff's final hazards analysis of the Malibu plant. But it commanded a great deal of attention when the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, in the next step in the licensing process after the favorable recommendations of the ACRS and the regulatory staff, held public hearings
on the Malibu proposal. Four intervenors-the County of Los Angeles,
the Malibu Citizens for Conservation, the Marblehead Land Company,
and Bob Hope-formally opposed the application when the proceedings opened in Santa Monica in March 1965. The licensing panel was
made up of chairman Samuel Jensch, chief hearing examiner of the
AEC, Hood Worthington, a retired scientist and executive from the E. I.
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DuPont Company, and Lawrence Quarles, dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science at the University of Virginia. In a room
packed with an overflow audience, they listened to the supporters and
opponents of the plant present their cases. After six days of testimony,
the board asked LADWP to expand its excavation work in search of
evidence that might resolve the differences between the experts who
offered their views. The hearings would reconvene after the new investigations were completed.44
.
The utility dug a new trench five feet deep and 250 feet long at the
site, but it fed rather than ended the controversy among experts. The
trench revealed a displacement, which plant opponents found ominous
but which LADWP called insignificant. The Geological Survey investigators prepared a lengthy report that reaffirmed their earlier findings.
They continued to assert that the chances of a major earthquake or
ground displacement were remote. When the licensing board hearings
resumed in July 1965, so did the debate over the seismic hazards at
Malibu. The sessions stretched into the fall of 1965 and eventually
consumed forty-one days, a record length for a licensing board proceeding. After listening to more than sixty witnesses during that time, the
board seemed most impressed with the views of Barclay Kamb, who
gave a three-and-a-half hour lecture on earthquake geology, and by
LADWP's admission that the Malibu plant was not specifically designed
to withstand ground displacement. 45
One other issue, involving the Geological Survey's evaluation of the
site, caused a stir during the hearings. When the regulatory staff had
originally received the report of Yerkes and Wentworth, it understood
that the Survey believed the hazards of the Malibu site to be substantially less than those at Bodega Head. But it was concerned that the
language used in both cases was similar, and urged that the Survey
replace the words "very low" with "negligible" to describe the probability of ground displacement at Malibu. Survey officials agreed, though
the investigators themselves had reservations because they did not want
to imply that the possibility should be completely ignored. The first
public report of the Survey employed the term "negligible," while a later
one added that this meant "the sense of very low." Lawyers for the
intervenors grilled the regulatory staff on this matter and later suggested
that the change of wording it prompted was an "act of irresponsibility"
that raised "questions about the competence of the staff, its objectivity,
and the extent to which it is vulnerable to pressures toward promoting
the development of nuclear power. " 46
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During the licensing board's deliberations following the hea"rings, the
issue took on considerable importance. In asking written questions of
the utility the panel seemed to adopt the interpretation that even if the
hazards were "very low," they were not "negligible." One LADWP
official was so disturbed by the board's language that he told members
of the regulatory staff that the application was a "dead duck.~ If the
board required the utility to redesign the plant to accommodate ground
displacement, he thought the project would "go down the drain." The
official's fears proved to be prescient. On 14 July 1966 the licensing
board issued its decision. It denied the assertions of LADWP and the
regulatory staff that the chances of ground displacement from an earthquake were low enough to be disregarded. It found that "the probability
of faulting and permanent ground displacement is high enough so that
we cannot conclude that there is reasonable assurance that no undue
risk is involved." The board ruled in favor of a construction permit, but
only after the utility modified its design to provide adequate protection
against displacement. 47
The licensing board's attempt to strike a balance between the competing claims on the seismic hazards at Malibu was frustrating and disappointing to all the parties involved in the case. One LADWP official ·
groaned, "The agony isn't over yet." But the utility thought it could
"live with" the decision and decided to pursue the application by revising the plant design. The intervenors complained that the board assumed that the plant could be built to ·withstand ground displacement
and called for a flat rejection of the application. The regulatory staff
took sharp exception to the licensing panel's ruling. Citing estimates
that surface displacement had not occurred around the Malibu site for
at least 10,000 years, it declared: "To deny Corral Canyon as a location
for the proposed nuclear power plant . ·.. would, in the judgment of the
regulatory staff, represent an unwarranted, extreme viewpoint which
would not be consistent with the standards applied in other areas of
nuclear power plant design." It reiterated that it found the chances of
ground rupture to be so low that they "could be disregarded," though
this was a more optimistic interpretation of the seismic risks than the
Geological Survey investigators supported. The staff criticized the board
for demanding ~nothing less than absolute assurance that permanent
ground displacement will not occur. " 48
For completely contradictory reasons, both the intervenors and the
regulatory staff appealed the licensing board's action to the Commission. This placed the staff in the extraordinarily awkward position of
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asking the Commission to overrule a decision that LADWP had accepted. In March 1967, the commissioners denied the intervenors' petition and also rejected the staff's assessment of the earthquake hazards at
the site. They based their ruling largely on their _awareness, as Ramey
told the Joint Committee, that earthquake science was "only in the early
stages of its development" and that in geological time, 10,000 years was
"not very long." In addition, the commissioners might have been more
conscious than the staff of the political costs of approving the application. Moreover, since the boom market for reactors was well under
way, they had little reason to be concerned about the effect of their
judgment on the reactor development program. In any event, they upheld the licensing board's ruling and remanded the case to it. They
instructed the board to conduct further proceedings to determine the
suitability of the utility's new designs. LADWP continued work on plant
modifications for three more years, but at a halting pace. The AEC had
begun to prepare seismic site criteria, and the utility elected to wait for
their completion before drawing up final plans. In June 1970, however,
LADWP terminated its contract with Westinghouse and effectively
killed the project.49
,
The Malibu case was in many ways a replay of the Bodega Head
proceedings. Both applications foundered after citizen groups raised
doubts about seismic hazards. Each generated major scientific controversies after experts who shared those reservations challenged the positions
of professional colleagues who found the sites and plant designs suitable. In both cases, the critics cited enough evidence to convince some
AEC officials that a license should not be issued, at least until more
information was available. The regulatory staff relied heavily on the
opinions of the Geological Survey in both proceedings. Although it went
overboard in placing the findings of Yerkes and Wentworth on Malibu
in the most favorable light, it insisted that it supported that site after
rejecting Bodega Head because the Survey found the risks to be much
less severe. And in both cases, the AEC, rather in spite of itself, was
responsible for the termination of the application. The major difference
between the rulings was that the regulatory staff that opposed Bodega
thought the Malibu location to be acceptable, only to be overridden by
the licensing panel and the Commission. Despite its commitment to
rapid development of the nuclear industry, the AEC was not a bureaucratic monolith and its licensing decisions, at least in cases where a part
of the staff had serious misgivings, were not foregone conclusions.
The importance of public objections in promoting debate over the
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seismic risks of proposed plants and influencing the AEC was apparent
from the relative ease with which an application that did not face major
protests received approval. This occurred in the case of the San Onofre
unit, located about forty miles south of Los Angeles and fifty miles
north of San Diego. It was a 375 electrical megawatt facility built jointly
by the Southern California Edison Company, which financed 80 percent
of the costs, and the San Diego Gas and Electric Company, which
financed the o.ther 20 percent. The plant was located on the beach
within the boundaries of the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base,
about two miles from the town of San Clemente.so
The proposed plant aroused virtually no opposition after it was announced in January 1963. Two individuals objected to its construction
during licensing board hearings, but they did not raise the seismic issue.
The U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Geological Survey examined the site and found little evidence of seismic activity. The utilities
agreed to design the plant to withstand ground acceleration greater than
any that had occurred in the past, and the question of surface displacement was not raised by intervenors or the AEC. Descriptions of the
seismic conditions at the site were similar to those at Malibu, and the
San Onofre proceedings had ended by the time that the chances of
ground displacement became a major issue there. The muted· response
to the San Onofre plant was attributable to the fact that it was removed
from residential areas and distant from known major fault zones, and
although it occupied a scenic spot, the Marines had long kept it closed
to the public. At the same time that bitter debates over Bodega Bay and
Malibu were making headlines, San Onofre received a construction
permit with hardly a ripple. st
The controversies over Bodega and particularly over Malibu, highlighting the ambiguities in judging seismic risks and the disagreements
among leading authorities, spurred the AEC to develop seismic siting
criteria. The agency decided to provide direction to utilities on the
safeguards against earthquake hazards that it would expect, though,
like the general siting criteria, it offered flexible guidelines rather than
rigid requirements. As early as February 1964, while both the Bodega
and Malibu battles were still being waged, the Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards expressed concern to the AEC that the seismic issues
that had arisen might cause "more conservatism than is necessary" in
the design of nuclear plants. A year later, in the wake of Bodega's
demise and the opening of licensing board hearings on Malibu, the
ACRS urged that, in light of the lack of consensus among experts on
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seismic siting, the AEC undertake an effort to "provide a basis for
determining earthquake protection requirements in a general way, if
possible." 52
In November 1966 the regulatory staff submitted a preliminary draft
of seismic siting criteria for the consideration of the ACRS. It stated the
AEC's basic policy at the outset: "A reactor should not be located
within an active earthquake zone, nor at distances less than about 1/4
mile of the accepted boundaries of such a fault zone." That much was
clear and undisputed, but on more debatable issues the staff also offer~d
some specific guidelines. It_ conceded that existing knowledge did not
make possible a precise distinction between an active and an inactive
earthquake zone. It declared, however, that for the purposes of reactor
siting, a fault could be viewed as inactive if it had not moved for at least
10,000 years. The same held true for "subsidiary, secondary, or sympathetic faults tributary to active fault zones." The paper further proposed
that a nuclear plant be designed to withstand "without impairment of
function" both ground shaking and displacement from the largest earthquake that could be anticipated in the area. All reactors should be built
so that ground displacement of a few inches would have no effect, and
in cases where displacement of up to five feet could occur, the AEC
would evaluate the adequacy of the design. If more severe displacements
seemed possible, the site would not be appropriate. 53
The regulatory staff's draft was brief and straightforward. It got
longer and more complicated after review by and a series of discussions
with other agencies and the ACRS. In response to comments it received,
the staff expanded and refined the definition of an active fault. A fault
would be considered to be active if it demonstrated one or more of
several conditions, including signs of "historic movement based on instrumental measurements," observations or reports of seismic activity
of a magnitude of 4.0 or greater, indications that it had moved once in
35,000 years or twice or more in 500,000 years, or evidence of having
caused surface rupture. In addition, the new draft listed the minimum
distances that a reactor could be located from a fault zone according to
whether it was designed to withstand ground displacement and according to the magnitude of the largest earthquake that could be expected in
the region. In general, the paper emphasized that the seismicity of the ·
entire vicinity and not just the plant site itself had to be taken into
account. The draft made clear that its guidelines were necessarily imprecise and that although the staff intended them to be conservative, "some
risk, however small, must be implicitly accepted." 54
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As it did in preparing all its regulations, the regulatory staff attempted to provide an ample margin of safety in its seismic criteria
without imposing excessive requirements that would discourage utilities
from building nuclear plants. Its success in achieving that goal was
questioned by the AEC's Division of Reactor Development and Technology, headed by Milton Shaw. Shaw was a hard-driving veteran of Admiral Rickover's staff who was committed to encouraging the rapid
growth of the nuclear industry. Nucleonics Week once described him as
"probably without peer in conv"incing someone that nuclear power is to
be embraced with little or no reservation." Shaw and members of his
division were concerned that the draft seismic criteria would effectively
rule out many sites and place unreasonably costly burdens on utilities. 55
The Division of Reactor Development and Technology. was also uneasy about the potential impact of the guidelines on reactor projects
under consideration, especially a combination power and sea-water desalting plant that the AEC and the Department of the Interior were
interested in supporting. For a time, the Bolsa Island reactor, to be
placed on a man-made island just off the coast near Los Angeles,
aroused great enthusiasm from President Johnson and Secretary Udall
as well as the AEC, and Shaw did not want to see it undermined by the
regulatory staff's seismic criteria. In addition, Pacific Gas and Electric
was planning to build a 1060 electrical megawatt nuclear plant on the
California coast at Diablo Canyon, near the town of San Luis Obispo.
Although the focus of concern about earthquake hazards was on the
west coast, fault zones to which the criteria would apply also existed in
the eastern part of the country. The regulatory staff and the ACRS had
already investigated seismic conditions around the Connecticut Yankee
reactor in Haddam Neck, Connecticut, and fault zones around other
eastern projects seemed likely to raise safety questions. 56 .
After lengthy discussions with the Division of Reactor Development
and Technology, the regulatory staff completed a revised version of the
seismic criteria in January 1969. The new draft was more equivocal in
defining seismic hazards than earlier ones. It introduced a new term to
the consideration of seismic conditions by identifying geologic structures that were "capable" of causing surface displacement. They were
fundamentally the same as those listed as characteristics of active faults
in previous drafts, but the new version added that the existence of one
of them did not necessarily mean that a structure was capable of producing displacement, and therefore, was unacceptable. It also eliminated
the clearest and least controversial policy statement in the previous
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papers, declaring that a plant could not be built over an active fault.
Although the provisions of the new draft made that highly unlikely, it
did not include a specific prohibition. The regulatory staff's revisions
satisfied Shaw's division, but they were greeted cooly by a group of
industry representatives, who complained that the guidelines were too
vaguely worded, too expensive to meet, and too likely to provide opportunities for intervenors. The AEC made further revisions, largely to
clarify definitions and terminology, and issued the guidelines for public
comment in November 1971. With some new sections on designing
· plants to withstand possible ground acceleration and rupture, the seismic criteria were finally added to the regulations in 1973.57
While the AEC was preparing the seismic siting guidelines, it was
evaluating a few applications in which earthquake hazards were an
important consideration. The Bolsa Island project was abandoned as
too expensive, but PG&E's Diablo Canyon application stirred some
opposition over seismic conditions. Inspections of the site revealed no
evidence of major or recent faulting, and the AEC granted a construction permit for one unit in 1968 and a second in 1970. A controversy
over seismic hazards at Diablo Canyon later developed after a fault zone
of substantial proportions was discovered about two miles offshore. A
similar situation occurred at San Onofre, where Southern California
Edison and San Diego Gas and Electric planned to construct two more
reactors of 1100 electrical megawatts each. Following an earthquake in
Los Angeles in 1971, concern arose about a long-dormant fault within a
mile of the site and about newly found faults offshore. The AEC suggested that the utilities design the plants to resist much greater ground
acceleration than the smaller unit already in operation, but they protested, claiming that such a requirement was unnecessary and inordinately expensive. Eventually the utilities and the regulatory staff compromised on this issue, which led intervenors to question the safety of
the design. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ruled that the design
was adequate and the plants received construction permits in 1973. 58
Seismic siting issues throughout the 1960s were complicated and
inevitably controversial. They combined uncertainties about reactor
safety with unknowns about earthquake behavior. The public was faced
with the specter of an earthquake disaster being compounded in unfathomable dimensions by a nuclear plant catastrophe. The AEC attempted
to guard against such an occurrence by imposing what it regarded as
strict standards of siting and design where seismic hazards existed. But
its judgment and the seismic criteria it prepared could offer no absolute
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assurances, given the differing views among leading experts in the fields
of seismology and geology and unresolved questions about reactor
safety and engineering. Despite the AEC's rejection of the applications
for the Bodega Head and Malibu plants, it was willing to grant construction permits in other cases where it found.the hazards less severe. The
AEC was subjected to criticism in either case. On the one hand, plant
opponents insisted that the AEC overemphasized its developmental functions at the expense of its safety responsibilities. On the other hand,
utilities and vendors complained that the AEC tended to be overly
cautious in its evaluations. With the state of scientific knowledge at the
time, there was no sure way to resolve differences of opinion. The
agency attempted to provide guidance to utilities on its position on
seismic siting, but the criteria also generated protests and debate. As
long as·the experts on the probability and risks of seismic siting continued to disagree, the only thing that was certain about locating, or not
locating, nuclear plants in the vicinity of fault zones was that it would
continue to provoke controversy.

CHAPTER VI

Dilemma over Disasters
The Extension of Indemnity Legislation

The growth of the nuclear power industry would have proceeded much
more slowly, if at all, without a government-sponsored indemnity program that insured nuclear plant owners against the consequences of a
severe accident. Nuclear proponents in both industry and government
frequently and publicly acknowledged that a catastrophic accident was
a possibility, no matter what precautions they took or safety systems
they installed. But they insisted that the possibility, though real, was
remote. The problem they faced was that they could not be sure how
remote the chances ·were or how much personal injury and property
damage a plant disaster would cause. The estimates that experts offered
were necessarily imprecise, and efforts to quantify both the probability
and the consequences of an accident foundered because of the lack of
data and experience. Those questions, which had been examined before
Congress passed indemnity legislation in 1957, resurfaced in the mid1960s as it considered extending the existing law.
The original law, sponsored by Senator Clinton P. Anderson and
Representative Melvin Price and passed as amendments to the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, was intended to remove a major impediment to the
development of nuclear power as well as to ensure that victims_ of a
severe accident would receive compensation. Even before Congress
opened nuclear technology to commercial applications by passing the
1954 act, Francis K. McCune, general manager of the Atomic Products
Division of General Electric, had warned that progress in the industrial
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use of atomic energy ~ould require insurance against a nuclear catastrophe underwritten by the government. After the new atomic law went
into effect, other industry representatives presented the same argument.
They pointed out that they could never provide absolute assurances that
a major accident would not occur, and that a nuclear plant disaster
could cause deaths, injuries, and damages that far exceeded the resources available to private insurance companies. Therefore, the growth
of the nuclear industry depended on some kind of government program
to augment the coverage that private underwriters could offer.
The AEC, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, and industry
groups, all committed to the expansion of the use of civilian nuclear
energy, investigated approaches to the insurance problem that might be
adopted. Eventually, after much discussion and deliberation, they decided that the best alternative was. a government indemnity program
that would provide liability insurance to nuclear plant owners. Private
underwriters made available up to $60 million of insurance against
property damage and third-party claims-an amount that far exceeded
previous coverage for any hazard. But it still was not enough to handle
the potential costs of a severe nuclear accident. Therefore, the Joint
Committee drafted legislation that would provide an additional $500
million in indemnity coverage. The dollar amount was a rather arbitrary
figure suggested by James T. Ramey, then staff director of the Joint
Committee, and accepted by Anderson. They sought to strike a balance
between those who urged unlimited liability, including the AEC and
industry representatives, and members of Congress who opposed giving
plant owners a "blank check."
Before taking action on indemnity legislation, the Joint Committee
asked the AEC to estimate the probability and the. consequences of a
major reactor accident. The agency, in turn, requested that scientists at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, a research institution on Long.Island
that specialized in projects related to the peaceful applications of nuclear
energy, conduct the investigation. Brookhaven was run by a consortium
of nine universities (Cornell, Columbia, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, MIT,
Pennsylvania, Princeton, Rochester, and Yale) under contract to the
AEC. After several months of study, Brookhaven submitted its report,
"Theoretical Possibilities and Consequences of Major Accidents in Large
Nuclear Power Plants," to the AEC in March 1957. The document became better known by the shorthand label the AEC assigned to it:
WASH-740.
The most prominent theme that WASH-740 emphasized was uncer-
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tainty. The investigators agreed that the probability of a catastrophic
accident was "exceedingly low," but they added that the lack of operating experience with reactors did not provide a "dependable statistical
basis" to estimate how low. The best they could offer was an educated
guess that the chances of a major accident ranged from one in one
hundred thousand 'to one in a billion per year for each operating reactor. Projecting the consequences of such an accident was equally problematical. The Brookhaven scientists considered three different cases. In
the worst example they cited, they assumed that a large amount of
radioactivity escaped into the environment under highly unfavorable
conditions. In very unlikely but theoretically possible circumstance;,
they speculated t~at an accident 'could cause up to 3400 deaths, 43,000
injuries, and $7 billion in property damage in areas outside the plant.
After receiving the WASH-740 report from Brookhaven, the AEC
submitted it to the Joint Committee, where its impact on the consideration of indemnity legislation was slight. The Price-Anderson amendments, featuring the $500 million government indemnity, passed the
committee and the Congress with little debate. It stipulated that AEC
licensees would be assessed an annual fee to help support the insurance
program. In the event of an accident that caused more damage than the
$560 million provided by the government and private companies, claimants would have to appeal to Congress for additional compensation. 1
Price-Anderson authorized the AEC to provide indemnity protection
to plants it licensed within a period of ten years. Unless Congress extended the law, the AEC could not offer the indemnity program to
owners of reactors licensed after 1 August 1967. As enacted, the measure left some ambiguities about the scope of its coverage. One of them
arose in 1963 when the Jersey Central Power and Light Company asked
how the expiration date of the law would apply to a plant that had
received a construction permit but not an operating license. The utility
was preparing to award a contract for the construction of the Oyster
Creek generating station, and it anticipated that construction would not
be completed until 1968. The company informed the AEC that although
its attorneys believed that Price-Anderson covered a facility that was
granted a construction permit before the termination date, they also
thought that the law could be interpreted to apply only to plants that
had been issued operating licenses by 1 August 1967. Citing "the apparently unanimous agreement" among nuclear vendors that government
indemnity insurance was "indispensable" to any reactor owner, the
utility wanted to make certain that.Oyster Creek would be covered even
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if Congress refused to extend Price-Anderson. It requested that the law
be clarified to include beyond question any projects that received construction permits before the expiration date. 2
In response to Jersey Central's inquiry, the AEC reexamined the
provisions and legislative history of Price-Anderson. General counsel
Joseph F. Hennessey reported that in his opinion the law applied to a
plant that was issued a construction permit before 1 August 1967,
even if it had not yet received an operating license. The Joint Committee reached the same conclusion. But to eliminate the ambiguity that
concerned Jersey Central and other utilities, the AEC suggested legislative action, either in the form of a brief clarifying amendment or an
extension of Price-Anderson beyond 1967. To deal with the immediate
problem, it favored an amendment. At the same time the agency staff
began to study the long-term issues of whether Price-Anderson should
be extended, and if so, what changes should be made in the existing
law. 3
The addition of a clarifying amendment appeared to be a relatively
simple solution to the problem raised by Jersey Central. To the annoyance of the AEC and the Joint Committee, however, it became more
complicated after the intervention of supporters of coal interests. In
response to the declining fortunes of the coal industry, a coalition of
bituminous coal producers, railroads, mining equipment manufacturers, electric utilities, and the United Mine Workers of America had
joined forces to form the National Coal Policy Conference (NCPC) in
1959. The purpose of the new organization was to promote the use of
bituminous coal and the welfare of the industry. One approach it
adopted was to protest what it viewed as favored treatment for competing industries, including nuclear power, by the federal government. 4
In early 1963, the NCPC and other representatives of·coal interests
embarked on what Nttcleonics Week called "no-holds-barred opposition to [the] AEC's civilian nuclear power program." In hearings before
the Joint Committee, they denied that there was any pressing need to
develop atomic power and called for an end to federal subsidies intended to encourage the growth of the nuclear industry. NCPC president Joseph E. Moody accentuated those points a short time later,
declaring that "it is difficult to understand how Congress and the AEC
can continue to try to justify spending hundreds of millions of dollars in
subsidies to force-feed atomic energy power plants which are not
needed." Nuclear spokesmen struck back. Chauncey Starr, president of
Atomics International, for example, cited the hazards of air pollution
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from coal and asserted that an "atomic power plant may be 150,000
times safer than the routine operation of a fossil fuel plant. " 5
As the dispute escalated, the coal lobby added Price-Anderson to its
list of complaints about nuclear power. After the AEC proposed its
amendment to resolve Jersey Central's concerns about the expiration of
the indemnity law, coal interests seized the opportunity to voice their
objections. They argued not only that Price-Anderson was an unwarranted and improper subsidy for the nuclear industry, but also tweaked
nuclear proponents by questioning why it was necessary. In March
1964, Congressman John P. Saylor, who represented bituminous coal
regions in western Pennsylvania, introduced his own amendment to
Price-Anderson. In contrast to the AEC's measure, his bill provided that
a nuclear plant would not be covered by the indemnity law unless it
received an operating license by 1 August 1967. "The atomic energy
industry insists that atomic powerplants are safe and ..• the Atomic
Energy Commission supports this claim," he declared. "Under the circumstances, there is no reason for the tax-paying public ... to be forced
to underwrite insurance for a commercial venture. " 6
Saylor's bill and his arguments nettled both the AEC and the Joint
Committee. Chet Holifield suggested that "the Government would be
reneging on its promises" and that "it would be a definite moral breach
of faith ... if this particular bill were passed." But Holifield, who had
opposecl'the original Price-Anderson legislation, exhibited some lingering doubts about the indemnity program. In a hearing on the AEC's
proposal to clarify the law to cover any plant that was issued a construction permit by 1 August 1967, he sought assurances from Commissioner Ramey that it was still needed to promote nuclear development
and protect the public. Holifield also urged the AEC to review the
question of whether Price-Anderson should be extended so it could be
fully addressed before the 1967 deadline. Then, quite casually, he
asked: "You will make an effort, then, to update the Brookhaven Study
on reactor hazards which was used for the 1957 amendment between
now and the time you come forward asking for any extension?" Ramey
replied: "Yes, sir." The AEC's clarifying amendment to Price-Anderson
received congressional approval within a short time. But the effort to
secure its passage produced some unintended long-term results: tensions
between coal and nuclear interests increased and the AEC committed
itself to an update of the WASH-740 report.7
Shortly after the Joint Committee hearing, the AEC acted on its
pledge to Holifield by making arrangements for a new study of the
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theoretical probability and consequences of a reactor accident. It followed the same procedures it had used in the preparation of the original
WASH-740. Within the AEC, the regulatory staff assumed responsibility for completion of the report, and it, in turn, requested that Brook- ·
haven National Laboratory undertake the technical evaluation and
write a "semi-final draft:" The laboratory .would appoint a staff of
"principal contributors" to conduct the study, and the regulatory staff
. would organize a steering committee of AEC officials to consult with
the Brookhaven scientists. The two groups would then collaborate on
the final version of the report. 8
The agency official who was assigned the leading role in the WASH740 update was Clifford K. Beck, deputy director of regulation. He was
the logical choice for the task, not only because he had chaired the
AEC's steering committee for the original report but als~ because he
was the highest ranking member of the regulatory staff with the necessary technical qualifications. The oldest of eleven children, Beck grew
up in the Piedmont region of North Carolina and worked his way
through tiny Catawba College. He taught school for several years to
help his siblings attend college, and then went to graduate school, earning a Ph.D. in physics from the University of North Carolina in 1942.
He conducted research on the enrichment of uranium isotopes for the
Manhattan Project during World War II, and after the war worked at
the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant on the safe handling and storage
of radioactive materials. In 1949 he moved to North Carolina State
College as head of the department of physics. He persuaded the AEC to
license the construction of the nation's first university research reactor,
and after it began operating in 1953, his department awarded the first
Ph.D.'s in the new discipline of nuclear engineering. Beck's achievements at North Carolina State won him wide recognition, but in 1955
he left to join the AEC's recently established regulatory staff.
Beck was the regulatory division's leader on scientific and technical
issues, both in explaining them to the Commission and the Joint Committee and in serving as a liaison between policymakers and the technical staff. His role complemented that of Harold Price, who regularly
discussed the legal and policy aspects of safety issues with the Commission and the Joint Committee but who generally deferred to Beck on
technical matters. As chair of the steering committee for the WASH740 revision, he brought a solid technical background, wide experience,
and an international reputation as a pioneer in the field of nuclear
engineering. 9
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Clifford K. Beck (National Archives 434-PON-20-1)

In July 1964 Brookhaven agreed to undertake the technical reassessment of WASH-740 and promised to try to complete its report within
three months. Kenneth Downes, a mechanical engineer who had served
as Brookhaven's project director on the 1957 study, received the same
assignment on the update, He enlisted a group of ten scientists to work

on it, while Beck recruited a steering committee of the same size from
various AEC divisions. The organization of the study went smoothly,
but it quickly hit snags over the more troublesome matters of its ground
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rules, assumptions, and purposes. Within a short time, the inherent
difficulties of conducting the review and divergent opinions on how to
resolve them embroiled the Brookhaven and AEC experts in a series of
disagreements. 10
Some of the quandaries and complexities of preparing the report were
apparent to members of the AEC's steering committee when they first
met on 5 August. They agreed that "a maximum degree of objectivity" in
the final report was desirable. They qualified that conclusion, however,
by adding that it "must avoid the twin pitfalls of over-pessimism, which
might produce great difficulties in gaining public acceptance of nuclear
energy, and under-pessimism, which might appear to be a 'white-wash'
of the problem." At the outset, then, the committee was keenly aware of
the political implications of the study, even if it was not certain about
what the findings would be. Some members thought that the revised
WASH-740 would produce less disquieting results than the original.
There appeared to be reason for optimism on this point. Since 1957,
much more knowledge about and experience with reactors had accumulated from both commercial and experimental plants. Further, the development of engineered safety features and improved methods of containment could reduce the consequences of projected accidents. 11
Other changes since 1957, however, could make the effects of an
accident more severe. The most apparent difference was the greater size
of plants. The original WASH-740 had based its estimates on a unit of
500 thermal megawatts, which was the equivalent of 100 to 200 electrical megawatts. Three operating commercial plants already exceeded
that size, and several under construction or being planned were even
larger. For example, Oyster Creek was rated at 515 electrical megawatts, Connecticut Yankee at 550, and San Onofre at 375. Larger
plants would contain a correspondingly larger amount of radioactivity,
the "fission product inventory," that could escape into the environment
in an accident. Thus, the outcome of the revised WASH-740 would
depend heavily on how its authors weighed those countervailing considerations and on how they calculated the probability of an accident. 12
Within a short time after the Brookhaven team began working on the
update, its assumptions and procedures stirred the concern of the AEC's
steering committee. Citing their lack of expertise and the paucity of
reliable data, the Brookhaven scientists declined to make any estimates
of the probability of reactor accidents. They also decided not to consider the mitigating effects of engineered safety features in their study.
As Downes reminded the steering committee, their assignment was,
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among other things, to calculate the consequences of the worst imaginable accident, which he defined as "the most pessimistic ... that cannot
be shown false." He added that strictly following those assumptions
would produce "very horrible results" because of the larger size of
nuclear plants. One such estimate was that an accident could cause as
many as 45,000 deaths, and Brookhaven soon decided not to include
death and injury figures because they were so problematical and certain
to elicit a highly emotional reaction.
AEC officials complained that if Brookhaven refused to estimate
probability or to consider the engineered safety features in newer reactors, there was no point in doing the new report. When they suggested
that a number of recent experimental findings and technical improvements would provide a more optimistic assessment, Downes responded
that the mitigating effects of those factors were either unproven, insignificant, or potentially defective. If containment worked as designed, for
example, radiation would not escape into the environment. But if the
containment shell were breached, which was entirely conceivable, the
results of a major accident could be very serious. Another of the
Brookhaven scientists emphasized that "unless some mechanism can be
found to make their assumptions impossible, the numbers look pretty
bad." When AEC officials probed for ways to get better results, David
Okrent, who represented the ACRS on the steering committee, grumbled that his colleagues seemed "unhappy with the catastrophic results
and •.. secretly hope some other group will supply optimistic probabilities." Beck agreed that "the results of the report could not be ignored
just because they were not pleasant. " 13
Despite Beck's statement, meetings on the WASH-740 update underscored the differences between the Brookhaven scientists, who drew
their conclusions from the available data without regard for policy
implications, and the AEC staff members, who grew increasingly worried about the political impact of the new report. Stanley A. Szawlewicz,
chief of the research and development branch of the AEC's Division of
Reactor Development, expressed grave concern about the impact of
publishing the update if Brookhaven's assumptions were used. His division was primarily responsible for fostering the development of civilian
nuclear power and he feared that the revised WASH-740 would impede
the growth of the nuclear industry. He argued that nuclear opponents
would emphasize the worst-case aspects of the report in ways that
would be difficult to refute. "No matter what statements are made on
the incredibility of the upper limit accidents," Szawlewicz wrote to
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colleagues in his division, "those would be ignored by react~r siting
antagonists, including the coal lobby." He suggested that the ground
rules be changed from a study of the upper limit of damages from a
theoretically possible but unlikely accident to a study of "reasonable
accidents that are still considered incredible by most standards. " 14
Szawlewicz's complaints were echoed by others. William B. Cottrell,
coordinator of the Nuclear Safety Program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, told Downes that he was "singularly dis_appointed" that the
Brookhaven study did not include information from experiments on
reactor safety that he and his colleagues had conducted. He submitted
that Oak Ridge findings on the release of fission products from a reactor
would significantly reduce the consequences of an accident as projected
by Brookhaven. He added his view that "your present study will be
subject to much misunderstanding and misinterpretation and will have
a net result that will be quite detrimental to the exploitation of the
potential benefits of nuclear science." Representatives of the AEC's
Division of Reactor Development and nuclear safety experts from Oak
Ridge and the National Reactor Testing Laboratory in Idaho informally
agreed that their best options for limiting the damage that the Brookhaven report could cause were to persuade the steering committee to
guide the assumptions behind the study in a more "reasonable direction," and to seek additional data that might qualify the severity of
Brookhaven's estimates.ts
It became increasingly obvious that the update of the WASH-740
report, undertaken in response to what seemed to be an offhand question from Chet Holifield, had placed the AEC in an awkward dilemma.
On the one hand, even though Brookhaven decided not to estimate the
number of casualties, its projections of damages from an accident could
provide support to the foes of nuclear power. Controversies over the
licensing of Ravenswood, Bodega Bay, and Malibu had made the AEC
acutely aware of the power and the concerns of an aroused public.
Although opponents of those plants had rarely mentioned the findings
of the original WASH-740, agency officials feared that the new study
would offer compelling and explosive material for antinuclear spokesmen. They were particularly worried that the coal lobby would take
advantage of the update in its campaign against. the growth of the
nuclear industry. The upper-limit projections of damages from an accident that Brookhaven would produce were certain to be alarming, and
the coal lobby could be expected to publicize and emphasize them.
On the other hand, a worst-case estimate, or something like it, was
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required to advance the case for the extension of Price--Anderson. If the
Brookhaven investigators took engineered safety features into account
or allowed for the containment structure functioning as designed, the·
consequences of an accident beyond the boundaries of the plant were
likely to be so low that the need for Price-Anderson would be doubtful.
This·too would lend credence to the position of the coal lobby. In that
way, it could threaten the continued existence of a law that the AEC and
other nuclear proponents regarded as essential for the development and
welfare of the nuclear industry.
The Brookhaven investigators and the AEC's steering committee considered the dilemma raised by the WASH-740 revision at a meeting on
16 December 1964. Kenneth Downes outlined t~e model used for the
worst-case analysis. It assumed that in a 1000 electrical megawatt reactor the core would melt and drop to the bottom of the pressure vessel,
where the temperature would rise to more than 800 degrees centigrade
within three hours. It further assumed that engineered safeguards would
fail to perform and that the containment structure would be breached
by a large hole. Under those conditions, Downes pointed out, an accident could spread radioactivity over an area the size of the state of
Pennsylvania. He knew of no data, including the results of recent experiments, that· substantially reduced the potential consequences. This
voided one of the suggestions of the AEC's Division of Reactor Development for viewing the effects of the upper-limit accident in a more favorable light. The other suggestion-changing the ground rules of the
study by estimating the effects of a somewhat less than worst-case
catastrophe-proved equally unproductive. The idea never received serious consideration by the steering committee or the Brookhaven scientists, perhaps because the concept was inherently contradictory or because it would be an obvious departure from the original WASH-740.
Clifford Beck took the lead in suggesting ways to address the problems created by the WASH-740 revision during the 16 December conference. He told his colleagues that since the damages cited in the original report would be higher in the update and since an estimate of the
effects of a worst-case accident was necess_ary for an extension of PriceAnderson, the key question was how to present the new information.
This was especially important because the Brookhaven experts indicated that the upper-limit consequences would be forty to one hundred
times worse than the 1957 study showed. Beck reemphasized the need
to balance the dreadful effects of a catastrophic accident with the extremely low likelihood of it occurring. He promised to push work on
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accident probabilities, but he also acknowledged that the results would
necessarily be imprecise and ill-suited to countering effectively the damage estimates.
The other option that Beck proposed to mitigate the impact of the
new study was to obscure its findings. He recommended that Brookhaven prepare two reports. The first would be a summary of fifteen to
twenty pages that stated its conclusions in general, qualitative terms,
omitting the numerical estimates of the consequences of the worst-case
accident. It would make clear that the results would be worse than the
original WASH-740 showed without specifying how much worse. It
would also refer to a second study, which would be published several
months later and include detailed data, calculations, and explanations
without relating them to the liability issue. In response to questions,
Beck maintained that since this approach would indicate that the effects
of a major accident would be considerably more serious than those
estimated in the 1957 study, it would not harm the chances that PriceAnderson would be extended. "If it is reported that there is no reason to
lower the consequences indicated by WASH-740," he said, "then PriceAnderson will probably be continued." Beck denied that he wanted to
hide anything; he declared that both reports should be made publicly
available. But his suggestion offered a way out of the WASH-740
dilemma. It could satisfy the Joint Committee and smooth the passage
of an extension of the indemnity law without focusing attention on the
frightening estimates of the potential consequences of a nuclear accident. Although some of the AEC and Brookhaven staff members seemed
uneasy with Beck's proposal, they agreed to pursue it. 16
While Brookhaven worked on a draft report on the consequences of
a major accident to present to the steering committee, Beck received an
analysis of the probability of such an occurrence. He had made arrangements with the Planning Research Corporation, which was developing
methods of judging probability for other AEC projects, to perform the
task. As he had anticipated, the company's conclusions provided little
solace for those who were hoping that the probability estimates would
offset Brookhaven's damage assessments. Basing their analysis on available data from a total of 1500 reactor-years of operation of various
types of nuclear plants in the United States, the firm's experts determined that they were 95 percent certain that the probability of a catastrophe was, at most, one in five hundred per reactor-year of operation.
They believed that the chances of a severe accident were actually
smaller, but the data base was too narrow to offer a more precise or
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reassuring figure. If the probability of an accident were as high as one in
five hundred, they declared, "there would be serious reservations about
the safety of nuclear reactors." Therefore, until more data became available, estimates of probability _would continue to depend upon the judgment of experts. In that regard, the situation had changed little since the
preparation of the original WASH-740.17
After receiving the report from the Planning Research Corporation,
Beck drafted a discussion of accident probability that he planned to
include in the WASH-740 update along with Brookhaven's account of
consequences. He acknowledged that the impressionistic estimates in
the 1957 report could not be reliably quantified in the revision because
of limited data. But he submitted that the chances of a catastrophic
accident had been significantly reduced since that time because of enhanced understanding of reactor behavior, new engineered safeguards,
and greater operating experience. He cited the estimates of the Planning
Research Corporation, and added that its "quasi-probabilities," developed from the "expert judgment of knowledgeable persons," indicated
that the probability of a reactor disaster was perhaps as low as one in a
billion per reactor-year. But Beck also noted that hundreds of minor
incidents had occurred in plants over the previous seven years, and
warned that in several cases cracks and corrosion in pressure vessels,
control rods, pipes, and valves could have led to serious accidents. He
concluded that while "there is basis for confident belief that the likelihood of reactor accidents of sufficient severity to endanger the public is
exceedingly low," there remained "the possibility that such accidents
might occur. " 18
By late January 1965 Brookhaven had completed its draft on the
upper-limit consequences of an accident. It itemized its assumptions and
described the conditions under which a catastrophe could occur, but it
carefully avoided making any numerical estimates of damages, Instead,
it offered a summary statement that was concise, circumspect, and understated to the point of being misleading: "Given the occurrence of a
reactor accident which is at least theoretically possible, we have found
no reason to believe that the extent of damages would be any less than
those estimated in WASH-740; conceivably the damages could be substantially greater." The Brookhaven investigators were more specific in
the estimates that they planned to publish later in a separate document.
They projected that an accident could contaminate with significant levels of radioactivity an area of 10,000 to 100,000 square kilometers and
cause damages of $17 billion. 19
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After the sections on both the probability and the consequences of an
accident had been drafted, Beck sent copies to members of the Atomic
Industrial Forum's Committee on Reactor Safety to review. He did so
largely because Brookhaven and AEC of~cials, particularly in the Division of Reactor Development, wanted to solicit the views of industry
experts, who they hoped might offer some information or perspectives
that would soften the potential impact of the report. The Forum had
already been informed about the plans to update WASH-740; Commissioner John G. Palfrey had mentioned the new study in a speech to the
organization's annual conference in December 1964. Beck discussed the
drafts that he and Brookhaven had prepared at a meeting with the
Forum's reactor safety committee the following month. He asked for
guidance on two fundamental issues: whether the drafts overlooked
important data that might modify their findings, and whether the results
of the update should be published in detail or as "abbreviated summary
statements. " 20
Predictably, the committee members were concerned about the study's
conclusions. They posed questions about the basis for the estimates of
probability and voiced objections to the assumptions used in the assessment of consequences. Beck, Downes, and others involved in the
preparation of the report explained their ground rules and procedures
exhaustively, if not always convincingly, to their audience. Although the
discussion centered on technical ma,tters, some of the Forum representatives focused on the larger issues the new study raised. Committee chairman Harold E. Vann asked, for example, whether one should conclude
from the results that more reactors should not be built. Downes replied
no, that the Brookhaven investigators believed instead that their findings
showed that "complete reliance must be placed on engineered safeguards." Addressing the question of how to present the report to the
public, the Forum committee suggested that the entire study be summarized in a few bland phrases stating that the effects of an accident in which
engineered safety features failed· completely would be "considerably
worse" than the original WASH-740 had hypothesized. Beck did not
think that such an approach was possible because too many people knew
that Brookhaven had undertaken an extensive and detailed review. 21
Industry spokesmen persisted in their appeals that the results of the
study be withheld from the public. Reporting to Beck on the views of his
committee shortly after its meeting on the WASH-740 revision, Vann
recommended that the ground rules, assumptions, calculations, and results of the drafts be evaluated by the ACRS, the AEC regulatory staff,
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or contractors conducting reactor safety programs. "We question what
purpose will be served by the report if the assumptions depart so far
from reality as to make the analytical results meaningless," he wrote.
While the drafts were being reappraised by other authorities, the AEC
could submit a brief statement to the Joint Committee disclosing that
the update of the 1957 study was not yet complete, and perhaps add
that preliminary work indicated that the consequences of a catastrophic
accident "appear to be somewhat greater." Many delegates to a meeting
of the American Nuclear Society in February 1965 expressed even
stronger objections to releasing the WASH-740 revision. They urged,
according to one account, that it "be abandoned and not published, on
the ground that the original report was quoted more often out of context than in, and thus did untold harm. " 22
The complaints of the industry reinforced the reluctance of Brookhaven and the AEC to publish their quantitative estimates of the upperlimit consequences of an accident. On 17 March 1965, with the drafts on
probability and consequences largely completed and the deadline for
submitting the update to the Joint Committee drawing near, Beck outlined the situation to the Commission. This came as unwelcome and
perplexing news to the commissioners, who had not been advised previously about the progress of the revision or the problems it was creating.
They did not want to release Brookhaven's worst-case projections, which
they feared would seriously retard the growth of nuclear power. Yet they
recognized that the WASH-740 update was tied to the extension of
Price-Anderson, the expiration of which could be equally detrimental for
the future of the technology. They also realized that some people outside
the AEC and Brookhaven knew of the existence of the draft reports. With
· those considerations in mind, the Commission was inclined to accept
Vann's suggestion that in place of a detailed report it send a brief letter to
the Joint Committee. Beck prepared a draft letter that the AEC might
submit to Holifield. It emphasized that a severe accident was "highly
improbable" and said little about the potential consequences: "Calculations show that the upper limits in damages from this hypothetical
sequence of circumstances would not be less, and under some circumstances could be substantially more, than the upper limits of the maximum consequence accident reported in the 1957 study. " 23
Although the commissioners seemed favorably disposed to accepting
the suggestion of the Atomic Industrial Forum and limiting their report
of Brookhaven's findings to a short letter, one member, John G. Palfrey,
had second thoughts. After thinking more about the options available to
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the AEC, he decided that he disagreed with Vann. He urged that the
WASH-740 revision.be published. Palfrey, who had joined the Commission in 1962, was a veteran observer of and participant in atomic energy
issues. His experience in the field began shortly after World War II with
two years of research on legal and political aspects of the new technology at Princeton's Institute for Advanced Studies. He worked on the
AEC's legal staff from 1947 to 1950, and then became a member of
Columbia University's law faculty.
Palfrey was well-acquainted with the history and the legal complexities of the Price-Anderson Act. He had served as codirector of a committee that wrote an influential report for the Atomic Industrial Forum in
1956 on the need for a government indemnity program. Nine years
later, he departed from the views of the Forum on the issue of how to
handle the WASH-740 update. Palfrey placed it in the context of contemporaneous deba~es over metropolitan siting and the extension of
Price-Anderson. He told his colleagues on 25 March 1965 that by considering licensing reactors in urban areas, the Commission was assuming that engineered safeguards were reliable. At the same time it was
contending that Price-Anderson was still necessary. "This is tantamount," Palfrey argued, "to saying the risk of catastrophe is small
enough to impose on large populations, but not small enough for the
reactor manufacturers or operators to assume." He added: "If, on top
of that, we defer, recast, or avoid publishing the Brookhaven reports,
we will look still worse." 24
The Commission equ~vocated. On 21 April Beck informed the steering committee that the Commission was weighing two alternatives for
reporting to the Joint Committee. One was a "Short Form," consisting
of a brief letter from Brookhaven to the AEC outlining their findings in
general terms and the letter that Beck had drafted from the AEC to the
Joint Committee. The second option was a "Long Form," which would
include the full text of the reports drafted by Beck on the probability of
accidents and by Brookhaven on the consequences. Neither the "Short
Form" nor the "Long Form," however, would contain Brookhaven's
quantitative projections of the damages from an upper-limit accident. 25
As the Joint Committee's hearings on the extension of Price-Anderson
drew near, the Commission decided against using either the "Short
Form" or the "Long Form." It elected instead to send a two-page letter to
the Joint Committee that provided even less information than the "Short
Form." Before sending the letter, Seaborg discussed its contents with
Holifield and showed him a draft. After receiving Holifield's endorse-
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ment, Seaborg sent a slightly revised version of Beck's proposed letter to
the Joint Committee on 18 June. The AEC chairman stressed the low
probability of a catastrophic accident, but added that "we cannot say .•.
that the likelihood is nonexistent." He affirmed that the consequences of
such an accident could be "substantially more" than the original WASH740 had shown, and concluded: "Thus in our opinion, the answers to
your two questions-that the likelihood of major accidents is still more
remote, but the consequences could be greater-do not decrease but
rather accentuate the need for Price-Anderson extension. " 26
The Commission acted to prevent information about Brookhaven's
and Beck's draft reports from becoming public. Ramey learned that
reporters for Nucleonics "had trapped" Brookhaven scientists into admitting the existence of their study. He called editors at the journal and
persuaded them "not to publish anything regarding the report." The
Commission also agreed to approach industry groups that had asked to
review the completed document and explain to them that no final report
would be published,27
The two main proponents of publishing ;t least the general results of
the WASH-740 revision, Beck and Palfrey, went along with the Commission's decision not to release it or even acknowledge its existence.
The letter that Seaborg sent to the Joint Committee deliberately obscured the work that had gone into preparing the draft reports, but it
accurately, if delicately, summarized the conclusions that the task force
had reached. Brookhaven and the AEC had made a conscientious attempt to improve on the 1957 study, but their effort, like the original
WASH-740, had foundered because of a lack of data and operating
experience. The update used more sophisticated computer analyses that
provided some new perspectives on fission-product release and atmospheric dispersion of radioactivity following an accident, but they did
not substantially change the estimates of the 1957 report. The new
study affirmed the obvious fact that if safety systems failed completely,
the effects of an accident in a large reactor would be more serious than
in a small one. It did not, however, provide any major methodological
or informational breakthroughs. By refusing to release the new report,
the AEC did not deprive scientists or engineers of vital new insights
about reactor safety. Therefore, the benefits of publication seemed small
compared to the costs-handing nuclear critics an issue they would
surely exploit.
In the end, Beck and Palfrey accepted the view that even an abbreviated versio~ of the WASH-740 update should not be released, doubt-
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lessly with some mixed emotions. Once they reached that conclusion, it
was a short and logical step to participating in the effort to obfuscate
the detailed findings and outcome of the study. It would be difficult if
not impossible for the AEC to avoid releasing the findings of the draft
reports if their existence became widely known. Beck explained to members of the steering committee, who had not been involved in the deliberations over what to do with the draft reports, that the "final handling" of them required "a long series of complicated maneuvers and
negotiations ..• to arrive at a final written document which would be
acceptable to all responsible parties." He told them that the update had
"not in fact, been completed," which was technically accurate but less
than a candid and full accounting. 28
Palfrey, who clearly recognized the potential costs of covering up
Brookhaven's worst-case estimates, gave misleading answers to an inquiry about the WASH-740 revision. In August 1965, David Pesonen,
well-known to the AEC for leading the campaign against the Bodega
Bay.plant, asked him for a copy of the report, which Palfrey had said
was under way in his speech to the Atomic Industrial Forum the previous December. Palfrey replied with a copy of Seaborg's 18 June letter to
the Joint Committee, but Pesonen was not satisfied. He reminded Palfrey that in the December address he had mentioned that a new study
was being prepared. Pesonen wondered when it would be available to
the public. He thought that Seaborg's letter to Holifield suggested that
the update had been completed, and he added: "I get the impression
that your letter to me is not entirely responsive to my original request."
Palfrey answered that "there was a review of the 1957 study," but that
"no new report is in existence or contemplated. " 29
Pesonen was not convinced. In October 1965 he published an article
in The Nation that accused the AEC of suppressing the WASH-740
update. He reviewed the findings of the 1957 report and stressed the
objections of industry representatives to publishing the results of the
new one. Pesonon concluded: "For public relations reasons, as well as
for legislative success in extending Price-Anderson, the AEC appears to
have abandoned or suppressed the updated report-a major research
project of potentially widespread public 'importance." The AEC responded to inquiries stirred by the article by rest;iting what Palfrey had
told Pesonen. It did not cite the extent of the Brookhaven investigation
or the findings it produced.3°
The WASH-740 revision began in the summer of 1964 as an effort
to discover or to project the probability and the consequences of a
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severe reactor accident through the best scientific methods available. As
work on the study continued and hopes that it would produce favorable
results vanished, the AEC became progressivelr. less forthright about its
status and conclusions. It ended a year later with a bland and understated report. The AEC's concern about the impact of publishing
Brookhaven's w~>rst-case estimates was understandable and its decision
to suppress them was probably inevitable. But it was also unfortunate.
The AEC had sound reasons for fearing that opponents of nuclear
power would exploit the figures to alarm the public. The agency compounded the problem, however, by consulting with the nuclear industry
while refusing to inform the public fully about the findings of the new
study and by dissembling about its very existence. Representatives of
the nuclear industry and the AEC's Division of Reactor Development
strongly protested plans to publish the WASH-740 revision, even in a
watered-down form. Advocates of a fuller and franker presentation
eventually agreed that the disadvantages of following their recommendations were greater than the possible benefits. As Beck told the steering
committee, the final letter was sent to the Joint Committee because it
was acceptable to all interested parties.
The AEC's decision was inept as well as ill-advised. Beck, Palfrey,
and perhaps others were aware that the effort to revise WASH-740 was
no secret. It was well-known within the nuclear community and by the
nuclear opponents the AEC was so worried about. The AEC might have
considered this problem largely resolved by an informal arrangement it
made with the coal lobby in the spring of 1965. They reached an understanding in which agency representatives would refrain from attacking
coal-fired plants for causing air pollution if coal interests would refrain
from attacking nuclear power on safety issues. The unwritten agreement
reflected a perspective expressed by Palfrey in May 1965: "I think the
interests of no one will be served if coal and atomic energy were to go at
each 'others' throats-one crying pollution of the air, the other government subsidy and risk of atomic catastrophe." Although the coal interests continued to contest Price-Anderson as an unwarranted subsidy to
the nuclear industry, they promised to suspend their objections on the
grounds of safety. Whether the AEC consummated the arrangement
specifically with the WASH-740 revision in mind is unclear. But at the
least, it smoothed the decision not to report Brookhaven's worst-case
projections by removing the AEC's primary concern that the coal lobby
would ask embarrassing questions about the existence and/or the findings of the update.3 1
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Yet by refusing to air the worst-case estimates, the AEC handed other
nuclear opponents an emotional issue by default. The scientific evidence
was necessarily imprecise and inconclusive, and it would have been
difficult for the AEC to explain the deficiencies in its data and the
assumptions used to arrive at its upper-limit accident consequences to
the public. The alternative, however, was that it might be forced to do
so under much more awkward circumstances if the report became public knowledge. It is unclear how extensively such considerations were
weighed as the Commission sought a way out of its dilemma, but it
seems apparent that satisfying short-term needs was the only course of
action that could win a bureaucratic consensus within the AEC. As
happened on other occasions throughout the history of the AEC's civilian nuclear programs, the agency's commitment to nuclear development
compromised the integrity of its regulatory program.
At the same time that the AEC was laboring, and agonizing, over the
WASH-740 update, it was reviewing the question of whether PriceAnderson should be extended beyond its 1967 expiration date. In March
1965 the agency submitted a lengthy report on the subject to the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy. It concluded, not surprisingly, that the
continuation of Price-Anderson coverage was still needed to encourage
industrial participation in atomic energy activities. The AEC advised the
Joint Committee that industry representatives with whom it had consulted unanimously expressed the same judgment. Although it maintained that experience with the act since 1957 had not revealed any major
flaws, it identified a few areas that required clarification or revision.
The most glaring shortcoming involved the procedures that victims
of an accident would have to follow to make claims. Under the PriceAnderson act, claimants would have to use existing state tort laws to
prove negligence or fault before they received compensation. The AEC
suggested that this would place an unwieldy and expensive burden on
accident victims. It would also create confusion, uncertainty, and public
outrage that "would greatly magnify the setback to the Nation's nuclear
power program." The AEC submitted that several methods were available to redress the problem and it urged that "a precise rule of law at the
Federal level be established." It further recommended that other questions, including the application of statutes of limitation to injuries from
nuclear accidents, the "discovery period" in which a person had to
submit a claim for injuries or damages, and liability coverage for accidents occurring in the transportation of nuclear materials, receive due
consideration by the Joint Committee. It did not believe, however, that
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any of those items was so urgent that it had to be addressed before ·
Price-Anderson was extended.3 2
The Joint Committee held three days of h~arings on Price-Anderson
in June 1965. The sessions followed predictable patterns. The AEC
reiterated its appeal for extension of the law and for clarification of the
issues it cited in its report. Representatives of nuclear utilities and vendors unanimously stressed that Price-Anderson was essential for the
continued growth and vitality of the industry. The only major subjects
of dispute were the amount of insurance that private underwriters were
willing to offer and the objections to the law that the coal lobby raised. 33
Both the AEC and the Joint Committee had expressed hope that the
amount of private insurance available to reactor owners could be increased in light of the experience gained and the safety record exhibited
by the nuclear industry since 1957. Holifield was particularly insistent
on this point. In a speech he had delivered several months earlier he had
argued that even though private insurance companies were not yet able
to assume full liability coverage for nuclear power, they should be willing t<? increase their share from $60 million to $100 million, allowing
the government's liability to be reduced by the same amount. "Ultimately," Holifield declared, "I would hope that we could completely
dispense with the need for governmental indemnity and rely entirely
upon the private insurance market." To his disappointment, the two
private nuclear insurance pools reported that they would augment their
coverage by only $14 million. They explained that their reserve fund
was insufficient to handle a higher amount, or in their parlance, to
provide "an adequate spread of risk against possible catastrophic incidents." Holifield grilled insurance pool executives about their policies at
length, and was partly placated only by their pledge to try to reach the
$100 million mark within ten years. 34
The coal lobby generally adhered to its agreement not to attack
nuclear power on safety issues. Representatives of the National Coal
Policy Conference and the other major trade association, the National
Coal Association, mentioned the WASH-740 revision only once in
passing, and other than an occasional query about why Price-Anderson
was necessary if nuclear power were safe, focused their criticism on
two issues. One was that the law provided inadequate protection to
the public because of what they termed its "no-recourse provision."
Brice O'Brien, general counsel of the National Coal Association, contended that Price-Anderson deprived citizens of their right to sue manufacturers and owners of nuclear plants for damages in the event of a
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serious accident, and suggested that, therefore, the law was unconstitutional. He called for the elimination of "no-recourse" by making companies liable for. damages that exceeded the $500 million of government insurance. The AEC responded that in the unlikely event of a
catastrophic accident, victims would have a recourse. The legislative
history of Price-Anderson made clear that they could appeal to Congress for additional funds if necessary. The AEC also argued that the
limitation of liability included
in the Price-Anderson act was entirely
r
constitutional.JS
The other objection that coal representatives emphasized was that
Price-Anderson granted a "massive subsidy" to the nuclear industry.
They complained that even in the absence of a major accident that
would draw funds from the U. S. Treasury, nuclear plant owners received liability insurance from the government that was much less expensive than what private insurance, if available, would cost. NCPC president Joseph Moody urged that the fee that the government collected be
raised substantially, adding that "some system must be devised whereby
the Nation's taxpayers are not held in escrow to nourish the nuclear
power industry."
Joint Committee members did not deny that the relatively small fee
assessed plant owners for Price-Anderson protection was a subsidy, but
they maintained that it was a legitimate and justifiable means to foster
the development of a new source of energy. They pointed out that coal
and other fuel industries also received subsidies from the federal government. Having made their points, the coal spokesmen harbored no illusions that they would carry much weight in the deliberations over extending Price-Anderson. Moody declared, to laughter in the hearing
room, that "appearing before this committee is one of the more enjoyable things that happens to me." He continued, to more laughte~: "I will
say that sometimes I think it is also one of the most ineffective things I
do." The Joint Committee unanimously recommended a ten-year exten-'
sion of Price-Anderson in August 1965 and Congress overwhelmingly
approved the measure a short time later.36
In addition to providing indemnity protection for another ten years,
the new law revised the 1957 version by specifying that the government
share of the $560 million coverage would be reduced by the amount
that private insurance increased. The Joint Committee reiterated its goal
that_ eventually "complete reliance could be placed upon the private
insurance market to provide insurance coverage for [the nuclear] indus-
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try." It took no action on the question of procedures for making claims
in the event of an accident. The committee announced, however, that it
intended to address the issue "as early as practicable" and to make
certain that an accident victim "will not be subjected to a series of
substantive and procedural hurdles which would prevent the speedy
satisfaction of a legitimate claim." In November 1965 it submitted a list
of questions to the AEC regarding the possible legal and procedural
complications of the problem.37
The AEC had been considering for some time different approaches to
ensure that victims of an accident received compensation promptly if an
accident occurred. As written, the Price-Anderson act depended upon
the application of state tort laws to provide compensation to the public
after a nuclear accident. This meant that a claimant might be required
not only to prove damage or injury as a result of the accident but also
negligence on the part of the reactor owner or some other party. Even if
proof of negligence was not necessary, a claimant might have to overcome a number of othedegal arguments that defendants might use. The
result could be to frustrate the purpose of Price-Anderson by denying
damages to accident victims. As David F. Cavers, a professor of law at
Haryard University and a leading authority on the legal aspects of
atomic energy, warned in an article published in 1964: "If, through
failure to prove fault where that is required or through the interposition
of defenses where it is not, no person could be held legally liable for a
nuclear incident, then none of the hundreds of millions of dollars that
the Price-Anderson Act has provided would be available to compensate
the injured public." Even if claimants won their case, they could be
subjected to years of litigation and delay.
Cavers and other experts suggested several ways to deal with the
problem. One was to impose, as a condition of Price-Anderson protection, a requirement of "absolute liability" on plant owners. With
liability assigned to the licensee, a claimant would not have to prove
negligence or fault under state tort laws to recover damages under PriceAnderson. This option cou~d not be carried out, however, without legislative action by the states, and they had shown no interest in adopting
laws on liability for nuclear accid.ents. Another alternative was to pass a
federal tort law that placed absolute liability on plant owners. But this
raised· delicate issues of federal-state relations, especially the power of
the federal government to assume responsibilities normally handled by
states. A third possible approach was to require that nuclear plant
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licensees agree, in order to receive Price-Anderson coverage, to a
"waiver of defenses." This simply bypassed the issue of liability by
stipulating that plant owners would not use proof of negligence or other
defenses available to them under tort law. It would avoid many of the
legal entanglements that could frustrate the intentions of the PriceAnderson law.JS
In a series of meetings of representatives of the AEC, Joint Committee, nuclear industry, and insurance companies, it quickly became apparent that the "waiver of defenses" was the preferred approach to assuring prompt payment to accident victims. It offered a means to settle the
problem without revising or overriding state tort laws. It also skirted the
imposition of liability on plant owners, who were reluctant to accept the
stigma or to endorse the legal precedent of federally mandated absolute
liability. Claimants would not have to show negligence or fault to collect compensation, though they still would have to prove that a nuclear
accident was the cause of the injury or damages for which they sought
payment. The statute of limitations, which generally applied after three
years, could not be used as a defense against claims until ten years after
a nuclear accident.J 9
The major concern of the insurance pools about the waiver-ofdefenses approach was that it would encourage "spurious claims" and
"nuisance suits" from persons who contended that they had suffered
radiation injury from the routine operation of a nuclear p)ant. Insurance
company representatives urged that the AEC make it clear that the
waiver of defenses would apply only to "sudden and identifiable" incidents. After further discussion with nuclear and insurance industry offi.
cials, the AEC developed the term "extraordinary nuclear occurrence"
to indicate a threshold for claims under Price-Anderson. The concept of
an extraordinary nuclear occurrence alleviated the anxieties of the insurance pools, but the definition of it remained an open and elusive
question.
When the Joint Committee held hearings· in July 1966 to consider
amendments to Price-Anderson that would incorporate the waiver-ofdefenses proposal, AEC general counsel Joseph Hennessey outlined
what the AEC thought would constitute an extraordinary nuclear occurrence. It must be, he explained, an "event" in which something "identifiable" happened, which released radioactivity in amounts "substantially
in excess" of AEC regulations, and which caused off-site property damage of more than $5 million. In response to questions, however, he
suggested that even damages of less than $5 million could be classified
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as an extraordinary nuclear occurrence. When Congress passed the
amendments to the indemnity law, it gave the AEC broad discretion to
determine what it meant by an extraordinary occurrence.40
In May 1968, after further discussions with Joint Committee, Department of Justice, nuclear industry, and insurance representatives, the
AEC published for public comment a draft regulation that defined "extraordinary nuclear occurrence." To qualify, and to determine whether
a waiver of defense would take effect, an accident had to meet two
conditions: it had to release a "substantial" amount of radioactivity
"from its intended place of confinement," and it had to cause "substantial damages to persons offsite or property offsite." The AEC went
into detail to explain what it meant. Under the first criterion, it decided that a "substantial" release of radiation had occurred if one or
more persons was exposed to a projected whole body or bone marrow
dose of 20 rem (a unit to measure radiation exposure), a thyroid or
other organ dose of 30 rem, or a skin dose of 60 rem. Alternatively, a
release would be "substantial" if a total of 100 square meters of property had been contaminated at certain specified levels for different
kinds of radioactivity.
Under the second criterion, the AEC defined "substantial" as an
accident that caused, within thirty days, the death or hospitalization of
ten or more people, $2.5 million in damages to a single individual or $5
million in the aggregate, or $5,000 in damages to fifty or more individuals. The AEC emphasized that a determination of an "extraordinary
nuclear occurrence" under its criteria did not 'imply a judgment on
whether a claimant would receive damages; it simply meant that the
waiver of defenses would go into effect. In cases that did not meet the
conditions for an extraordinary occurrence, claimants could still proceed under tort law. After receiving comments on its draft regulation,
the AEC made a few revisions. They included lowering the requirement
in the second criterion for the number of people killed or hospitalized
from ten to five. The new regulation became effective in November
1968.41
The issues of waiver-of-defense and extraordinary nuclear occurrence did not attract much attention. They were approaches to a problem that resisted easy resolution and that would arise only in the event
of an accident that was regarded as highly improbable. They did not
fully satisfy all of those involved in the negotiations and drafting of the
regulations. Some critics thought the damage figures for declaring an
extraordinary occurrence to be too low while others opposed the entire
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concept as burdensome to claimants. But, in response to the concerns of
legal experts and the Joint Committee, the AEC worked out a solution
that most authorities found acceptable and that provided important
protection to the public. Despite any ambiguities in the new regulations,
they were a definite improvement over the uncertainties and potential
injustices that existed before they were formulated.

CHAPTER VII

Reactor Safety
Growing Concern over Larger Reactors

The scientists who worked on the revision of the WASH-740 report in
1964-1965 had considered and debated the probability and theoretical
consequences of a major reactor accident. They conceived a worst-case
accident that could not be dismissed as impossible but that they viewed
as highly unlikely. As nuclear vendors' designed and utilities placed
orders for increasingly larger power reactors, however, safety experts
became increasingly troubled that new problems might arise. The
growth in the size of proposed plants was accompanied by a corresponding growth in concern about the possibility of severe accidents occurring
in ways that the authors of the WASH-740 update had not envisioned.
Although neither the AEC's regulatory staff nor the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards viewed the complications that the new plants
presented as beyond resolution, they found them serious enough to
reexamine their assumptions about reactor safety and to make revisions
in their regulatory requirements.
In judging the safety of proposed nuclear plants, the AEC staff and
the ACRS had traditionally relied on two methods of protecting the
public from the consequences of a reactor accident-remote siting and
engineered safety features. After the early 1960s, remote siting received
less emphasis; utilities campaigned, with some success, to place reactors
near population centers and a few proposed, with less success, to build
them at close-to-downtown urban sites. As the stress on isolated locations diminished, the dependence on properly functioning engineered
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safeguards necessarily grew, and the trend toward larger plants underscored their indispensability. But even as the relative importance of
engineered safety features increased, questions arose about their reliability in preventing a massive release of radioactivity into the environment
as a result of a severe accident. ·
Engineered safety features served two basic purposes: first, to prevent an accident, and second, to limit the damages and the consequences
if a reactor accident did occur. The function of the reactor in a nuclear
plant was to generate heat and produce steam to drive turbines and
create electrical power. The heat in a reactor came from the fission of
the nuclei of uranium atoms. During normal operation, the core of a
light-water reactor, which contained the uranium fuel pellets, was
cooled by the circulation of water. The principal danger involved in the
production of nuclear power was that if the circulation of coolant was
cut off by some malfunction, the reactor could overheat, overwhelm its
safety systems, and release radioactive materials, or "fission products,"
into the environment. This was the problem that occupied the attention
of safety experts by the mid-1960s.
Although the design of and safety features in nuclear plants varied
greatly, they all used a system of control rods to operate the reactor,
manipulate the level of power, and prevent accidents. Control rods
provided the first means of defense against the effects of an "excursion," a term that safety experts often applied to an unplanned increase
in the rate of nuclear fission, and, as a consequence, of heat in the core.
The control rods contained elements, such as boron or cadmium, that
absorbed neutrons, the particles that caused fission by colliding with
atomic nuclei. When the rods were inserted into the core they stopped
the fission process. They automatically shut down, or "scrammed," the
reactor, for example, if the power level rose above the designated settings or if excessive heat or pressure was present in the core. The reactor
could also be scrammed manually by plant operators. The rapid insertion of the control rods in response to an indication of an operational
problem was the primary, but not the only, means of preventing accidents. Nuclear plants also included other systems that were critical to
avoiding the occurrence of accidents, such as sensitive and redundant
instrumentation, emergency electrical power to run the essential plant
equipment if the normal supply was interrupted, and backup equipment
to go into operation in the event of a failure in a basic system.
If, despite all precautions, a reactor accident took place, nuclear
plants were built to limit the consequences, both to the facility and
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ultimately to the population beyond its boundaries. Neither the industry
nor the AEC dismissed the possibility that an accident could occur, and
they sought to make certain that it did not tum into a catastrophe. The
primary source of concern by the mid-1960s was an accident in which
the supply of coolant to the core was lost through a break in the primary
system. Under the worst-case circumstances, the core could overheat in
a matter of seconds. Even the rapid insertion of control rods would not
end the emergency. It would shut down the major source of heat by
halting the fission process, but it would not stop the creation of "decay
heat," which resulted from the spontaneous radioactive decay of fission
products already in the core. Even at its highest point at the time of the
shutdown, the decay heat would only amount to about 7 percent of the
level before shutdown. But without adequate cooling, this would still be
enough to cause serious damage to, and perhaps to melt, the core. If the
core melted, it could set off a series of events that could allow radioactivity to escape into the environment.
In the event of a serious accident, an inherent feature common to all
reactors would reduce the release of radioactive materials. The reactor
fuel pellets and the metal tubes in which they were encased, called
cladding, would retain significant amounts of the fission products created in the core. The extent of the protection the fuel and cladding
would provide was uncertain, but it was, in itself, an insufficient barrier
to the escape of radioactivity. To increase the margin of safety, reactor
designers added a number of systems to guard against the effects of a
loss-of-coolant accident. Those systems varied from plant to plant, but
the decreased reliance on remote siting and the larger size of proposed
power reactors in the early 1960s both magnified the significance and
expanded the number of engineered safety features. The newer plants
featured a series of separate systems to prevent the escape of radioactivity into the environment even after a serious accident. The importance
of ensuring that they worked properly could hardly be overestimated.
Commenting on the relationship between remote siting and engineered
safeguards in 1964, Herbert Kouts, chairman of the ACRS, told Sea~
borg: "The protection of the public ultimately depends on a combination of engineered safeguards and adequate distances. Engineered
safeguards which can justify decrease of the distances must be extraordinarily reliable and consistent with the best engineering practices as used
for applications where failures can be catastrophic."
The engineered safeguards in nuclear plants differed in design and
operation, but they served the same basic functions. A number of sys-
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terns were placed in reactors to remove heat and reduce excessive pressure in the event of an accident. They included, for example, a passive
core flooding system in pressurized-water reactors and core spray systems and a passive pressure suppression pool in boiling-water reactors.
Both types of plants also used "safety injection" systems that would
decrease heat levels quickly in a loss-of-coolant accident by shooting
· large volumes of water into the reactor vessel. Another system of filters,
vents, scrubbers, and air circulators would collect and retain radioactive
gases and particles released by an accident before they escaped from the
plant. Those engineered safeguards, individually or collectively, would
be effective if they worked according to design, but safety experts worried that they might be incapacitated by an insufficient supply of water,
a loss of electrical power, or some other contingency during an a~cident.
The final line of defense was the containment building, an often
dome-shaped structure made of steel and concrete that rose as high as
twenty stories. In some cases it consisted of double steel walls covered
by a massive layer of concrete designed to trap fission products. The
containment building surrounded the reactor and associated steamproducing equipment as well as the safety systems. All comm~rcial lightwater reactors had containment buildings, though their design and complexity varied in different plants. 1
Reactor safety experts were confident that in almost any situation the
engineered safeguards built into a plant would protect the public from
the effects of an accident. But they were troubled by the possibility that
a chain of events could conceivably take place that would bypass or
override all the safety systems. The authors of the WASH-740 update,
for example, projected ways in which a series of safeguards might fail,
and they envisioned a worst-case accident in which large amounts of
radioactivity escaped into the environment because a door in the containment building was left open. The AEC's regulatory staff and the
ACRS, in evaluating reactor applications, acted on their belief that
plants they approved were safe, and that even in a severe accident the
containment structure would almost certainly prevent the dispersion of
harmful concentrations of radiation. But they also recognized that equipment failures and human errors that could lead to a serious accident
could occur. "The fact is, no one is in a position to demonstrate that a
reactor accident with consequent escape of fission products to the environment will never happen," Clifford Beck told the Joint Committee.
"No one really expects such an accident, but no one is in a position to
say with full certainty that it will not occur." The AEC tried to make
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certain that both the chances and the consequences of an accident were
minimized; the conviction that existing plants were safe did not prevent
the agency from striving to make the technology safer by seeking to
learn more about it and to keep abreast of its continual evolution.2 .
The AEC based its decisions on safety issues and designs on operating experience, engineering judgment, and the results of experiments
with test reactors. The experience with the first commercial reactors had
been encouraging; they had inevitably encountered problems of a minor
nature but had suffered no major accidents. Reactor engineers had
learned a great deal from the operation of the early plants. The knowledge gained from experience was valuable, but it was of limited application to newer reactors. The size of approved and proposed plants was
growing significantly and their designs were changing rapidly. The evaluation of applications for the newer reactors, like the older ones, necessarily required the careful exercise of engineering judgment. Some safety
systems and devices simply could not be tested in ways that provided
absolute assurance that they would work as planned. Engineered safety
features that were installed to contain a severe accident, for example,
were difficult and in some cases impossible to test fully or adequately.
Nuclear engineers, therefore, proceeded on the same basis as their professional colleagues who worked on other kinds of structures-by learning as much as possible about plant materials and components, by
building models to run simulated or small-scale experiments, and by
using the information acquired to design a facility according to accepted
engineering principles.
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards emphasjzed the
need for reliance on sound engineering judgment in early 1965 while
expressing irritation with the regulatory staff's opposition to a construction permit for the proposed Bodega Bay plant the previous fall. One
major reason that the regulatory staff disapproved the Bodega application was the lack of a means to test PG&E's design for preventing
earthquake damage. The ACRS argued that since tests could not be
conducted on every new design and safety feature, such as those
planned for the Bodega reactor, "we must place reliance in the laws of
physics and in properly verified engineering principles." 3
Despite their disagreement over the Bodega project, the ACRS and
the regulatory staff agreed that the proper exercise of engineering judgment depended on gaining as much experimental data as possible. This
was especially vital in light of the many questions about reactor behavior that remained unanswered. Consequently, safety research was an
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essential part of the regulatory program. Since the early 1950s, the AEC
had sponsored hundreds of small-scale experiments at the National
Reactor Testing Station near Arco, Idaho and at other sites. One especially important series of tests that had begun in 1955 was known as
SPERT (Special Power Excursion Reactor Tests). It focused on the performance of reactor cores and their components under unstable conditions created by researchers, even to the point of the deliberate destruction of different types of cores. The SPERT program provided valuable
information on reactor kinetics during abnormal situations and showed
that many "inherent mechanisms" controlled the consequences of a
nuclear excursion. But it offered little guidance on key issues of growing
concern to reactor experts in the 1960s, particularly loss-of-coolant
accidents. 4
AEC officials were keenly aware of the problem. Stanley A.
Szawlewicz, chief of the nuclear safety research and development
branch of the agency's Division of Reactor Development, which ran
research programs, declared in 1963: "The design of components for
accident control or countermeasures ... is often performed without full
knowledge of the accident details for which the component is designed." He added that the AEC based its safety research projects on the
conviction that the "causes, consequences and fears associated with
major nuclear accidents can best be resolved by undertaking large-scale
and engineering-type experiments to complement the basic research programs." The agency made plans to build new equipment to conduct
tests on the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident. The most important
project for those purposes would be the construction of the LOFf
(Loss-of-Fluid Tests) reactor. It would be a fifty thermal megawatt
pressurized-water reactor with a containment shell that would be used
to test core spray systems, pressure suppression devices, filtration processes, and other engineered safety features. The culmination of the
LOFT program would be a loss-of-coolant accident in which the core
melted. The AEC hoped that the LOFf facility would be ready by 1965,
and that it, along with other tests on core damage and fission product
activity, would provide data to improve or to confirm the safety of
power reactor designs. 5
The ACRS reviewed the safety research program with careful, and
increasingly disapproving, vigilance. It gradually became more outspo;
ken in complaining that some of the studies undertaken at various
laboratories were inadequate, inappropriate, and/or poorly designed. In
December 1962, ACRS chairman Franklin A. Gifford told AEC general
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manager A. R. Leudecke that a number of findings from the SPERT
series and the proposed loss-of-coolant tests would be useful. He suggested, however, that other experiments that the ACRS wanted performed would be more fruitful than some of those already carried out.
Leudecke responded that some of the recommendations of the ACRS
would be followed, but, in what became a familiar refrain, that budgetary constraints had postponed the pursuit of others. 6
The ACRS remained dissatisfied with the direction and value of cer-.
tain aspects of the AEC's research agenda. One member declared, in
executive session with ACRS colleagues, that he thought that much of
the safety research program was a "~an-sized boondoggle." Others
were less blunt but no less troubled. One source of concern was a series
of tests on fission-product release conducted at Oak Ridge and Brookhaven national laboratories. They were small-scale tests run with fuel
samples of no more than thirty grams that were intended to demonstrate the chemical and physical form that fission products exhibited
and their path, mobility, and deposition when the fuel melted. ACRS
members were not persuaded that the experiments proved anything
significant about what might happen under accident conditions in an
operating reactor. A second source of concern within the ACRS was
that much of the AEC's safety research seemed only marginally applicable to existing needs. One member, Theos Thompson of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, suggested that "the safety research program is approximately ten years behind the times." He urged that the
committee do more to encourage the AEC to focus its research on
potential accidents in the types of reactors that were being built for
commercial operation.7
Thompson's colleagues on the ACRS agreed with his position. In
August and again in November of 1963 committee chairman David B.
Hall addressed letters to general manager Leudecke that were restrained
in their wording but clear in their meaning. Hall emphasized the critical
importance of making certain that engineered safeguards worked properly, particularly at a time when they were "increasingly used to justify ·
sites_ that would otherwise be unacceptable." He called on the AEC to
build equipment and design research projects for a wide variety of tests.
They included investigations of fission-product release under accident
conditions, pressure suppression mechanisms, and containment systems. Hall viewed the LOFf reactor as an essential part of the experiments the ACRS was proposing, especially since it would provide the
means to judge the accuracy, reliability, and completeness of ongoing
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small-scale tests in other facilities. He cautioned that even LOFf would
not be enough in itself to answer all outstanding questions about reactor
safety, but concluded that "the Reactor Safety Research Program promises to be of great significance toward establishing how far engineered
safeguards may be relied on in easing reactor site problems. " 8
The ACRS received a rather defensive response, drafted by the Division of Reactor Development and signed by assistant general manager
Dwight Ink, to its comments on the research program. Ink suggested that
the laboratory scale experiments on fission-product release had been
more useful than the ACRS seemed to allow, but he made clear that the
AEC had decided to expand the scope of its safety research substantially.
He outlined plans for additional research, including the construction of a
"Nuclear Safety Pilot Plant" at O~k Ridge to test fission-product behavior under simulated accident conditions, and "Containment Systems Experiments" at Hanford to study the effectiveness of different engineered
safeguards in a simulated loss-of-coolant accident. The AEC hoped to
start the pilot plant experiments in early 1964 and the containment programs by April 1965.
Ink also called the attention of the ACRS to a new study of piping
designs, materials, and failures, which was undertaken because a large
pipe break could lead to a serious accident. Finally, he cited a series of
experiments on structural materials used to build nuclear plants. They
were designed to test, among other things, how the strength, ductility,
and other properties of metals in a reactor were affected by constant
exposure to high levels of radiation. Ink agreed with the ACRS on the
importance of safety research, but he, and through him, the Division of
Reactor Development, insisted that the research program was making
good progress in carrying out its objectives. 9
Despite its appreciation of the additional effort and resources that
the AEC was devoting to safety research, the ACRS was less certain
about the value of the new projects. Its reactor safety research subcommittee expressed concern that the fission-product release tests in the
nuclear safety pilot plant and the containment experiments would be, at
best, of limited usefulness in understanding the effects of reactor accidents. By October 1964, the pilot plant had run its initial tests on
fission-product behavior, and the subcommittee found the results to be
interesting but ambiguous. Its members agreed that the significance of
the program depended on how well it simulated a real accident, and that
would not be known until LOFf began performing. They were even less
sanguine about the prospects for the contain~ent experiments, which
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were scheduled to begin in May 1965. Since those tests would operate
with only simulated fission products, the subcommittee believed that
they had a "poor capability •.• to serve [their] intended purpose." The
Hanford researchers who would conduct the tests were more optimistic
about obtaining useful data once correlations were drawn between simulated and actual conditions, but the subcommittee was unconvinced.
· The uncertain applicability of the pilot plant and containment systems
tests placed an even greater premium on LOFT. It would be a functional
reactor; experiments with it would demonstrate how actual fission products behaved and plant components worked in a severe accident. But the
ACRS subcommittee on safety research divided in its opinion of how
useful even LOFT would be. Theos Thompson, for one, worried that "a
few LOFT tests would be applied 'across the board' rather than as specific tests under specific sets of conditions!' While the subcommittee
reserved judgment on how helpful LOFT would prove to be, it favored
prompt completion of the facility and conduct of the tests. Despite the
importance of LOFT for enhancing the knowledge of reactor experts on
the distribution of fission products in an accident and the effectiveness of
engineered safeguards, the construction schedule for the plant slipped. In
January 1964, the Division of Reactor Development reported that the
reactor would not be completed until July 1966. After an initial series of
nonnuclear preparatory tests, the culminating loss-of-coolant experiment would be conducted by the winter of 1968. In this test, researchers
would study the results of a large (eighteen inch) pipe break in which they
delayed the insertion of control rods, cut off the normal circulation of
cooling water, and excluded the use of core sprays. 10
The concerns that the ACRS aired about the AEC's research program
were echoed by another of the AEC's outside advisory groups, the
General Advisory Committee (GAC). The GAC had been established by
the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 to provide assistance to the AEC on a
broad range of scientific and technical issues. Its members, who were
appointed by the president, ranked among the best-known scientists
and engineers in the nation. During the early years of the AEC, when the
agency had only a small technical staff, the GAC had exercised great
influence. In later periods the weight of its opinions diminished somewhat, but it continued to command prestige and respect within both the
scientific community and the AEC. The GAC only rarely commented on
regulatory issues, but in March 1965 the Commission asked it to review
the safety research program. In response the GAC established a reactors
subcommittee that included Manson Benedict (chairman), head of the
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nuclear engineering department at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lawrence R. Hafstad, vice-president of the research laboratories of the General Motors Corporation and a former director of the
AEC's Division of Reactor Development, and William Webster,' vicepresident of the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Electric Company. The
subcommittee drew on the services of Herbert Kouts, then chairing the
ACRS reactor safety research subcommittee, as a consultant.
After holding discussions with officials of the Division of Reactor
Development, the regulatory staff, and the ACRS, and visiting the research facilities at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho, the
GAC subcommittee reached conclusions that generally supported the
position of the ACRS. In a July 1965 report to the Commission, it
advised that the reactor safety research program was "useful, necessary,·
and not wasteful of funds or personnel." It added that the tests would
provide some, but not all, of the information needed to evaluate reactor
applications and to judge the operation of engineered safeguards. It
called for the addition of other research projects, some shift of emphasis
in existing ones, and better coordination between various offices within
the AEC. The GAC subcommittee expressed the same reservations
about the pilot plant and containment experiments that the ACRS had
cited, and it cautioned that despite LOFT's promise, the "AEC should
be prepared to resist the temptation to regard a single experiment as if it
answered all questions about fuel meltdown and fission product escape." The subcommittee also voiced acute dissatisfaction with the
schedule for the LOFT program, which had slipped farther. The
meltdown test was not expected to take place until April 1969. The
subcommittee lamented that "this is so late that it cannot be useful in
resolving siting problems of reactors until the early 1970s," and it urged
that "every effort ... be made to accelerate the schedule." 11
Like the ACRS and the GAC reactors subcommittee, the regulatory
staff objected to some aspects of how safety research was handled. Its
complaints centered on organizational rather than technical issues, especially its relationship with the Division of Reactor Development, which
was primarily responsible for directing the AEC's research program.
Although the regulatory staff offered its yiews and received information
on the status of safety research through many informal contacts with
the Division of Reactor Development, it believed that involvement on a
more regular and systematic basis was both desirable and necessary. It
considered the research program to be, in Beck's words, "generally a
good one," but it shared the concerns of the ACRS and the GAC that
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tests to date had not provided information that was directly applicable
·to large reactors.
Beck sought to ensure that the regulatory staff had access to the plans
for and the results of research projects and a prominent role in designing
and setting priorities for safety experiments. He found the existing situation "somewhat unsatisfactory," which he attributed to the physical
separation of the regulatory staff (in Bethesda, Maryland) from the rest of
the AEC, the "sharp expansion" of the research program, and the Division of Reactor Development's failure to appreciate fully the procedures
and requirements of the regulatory staff. For a time, a liaison committee
representing both staffs tried to resolve the problem, but it was unsuccessful, largely because effective coordination appeared to be a "full-time
job." The regulatory staff remained uneasy about its position; it recognized that despite a tradition of informal cooperation with Reactor Development, the priorities of the two groups sometimes differed. As its name
indicated, the main function of the Division of Reactor Development was
to investigate the feasibility of different designs and applications of nuclear reactors, including those for merchant ships, submarines, rocket
propulsion, and other purposes. By 1964, the division was making preliminary plans to accelerate development of fast breeder reactors, which
created "fissile material" that could be used to produce more nuclear fuel
than the reactor consumed. Reactor safety research was an important
part of the Division of Reactor Development's responsibilities, but not its
principal task or its primary concern. 12
The GAC reactors subcommittee was sharply critical of the limited
coordination between the regulatory and reactor development staffs in
its July 1965 report on safety research to the Commission. Citing a
"serious lack of interaction between the organizations responsible for
the conduct of research and the regulatory staff," it declared: "The
regulatory staff should participate more actively in planning the experimental program and should utilize the experimental results more fully
and more promptly than it now does." The subcommittee urged the
creation of a senior level internal group that would meet regularly and
frequently to plan and evaluate the research program. The same month,
the Mitchell panel, which the Commission had established to study
regulatory procedures, included an identical ·appeal among its recommendations for regulatory reform. This was not a coincidence; Manson
Benedict, the chairman of the GAC subcommittee was also a member of
the Mitchell panel. He kept the panel informed about the findings of the
GAC review.ll
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By the summer of 1965, three advisory panels, with the tacit support
of the regulatory staff, were urging the Commission to make changes in
research agendas and procedures. Although they did not convey a sense
· of urgency in their appeals, they were insistent that the AEC act
promptly to meet the problems they identified. In response to the reports of the Mitchell panel and the General Advisory Committee, the
Commission established another internal committee, the Steering Committee on Reactor Safety Research, to coordinate the research program.
It was charged with responsibility for making recommendations to the
general manager on research priorities, evaluating existing and proposed projects, and developing procedures for rapid dissemination of
information obtained from tests both within and outside of the AEC.
The membership of the steering committee included Milton Shaw, who
had recently become director of the Division of Reactor Development,
high-level members of his staff, leading regulatory officials, and representatives of other divisions with an interest in the research program.
The Commission appointed John Swartout, assistant general manager
for reactors, as chairman of the new committee and Clifford Beck as
vice-chairman. 14
The steering committee met fourteen times between August and November of 1965 and conducted broad7ranging discussions of the status
of arid prospects for reactor safety research. Swartout reported that the
commissioners had indicated that their primary concern was to prove
the safety of reactors so that nuclear units could be placed in cities.
Representatives of both the reactor development and regulatory divisions thought this objective to be unattainable in the near term and
misplaced as a rationale for research. Marvin M. Mann, assistant director of regulation, observed that "there is adequate justification for a,
program to increase safety, even if there is no guarantee of achieving
any specific goal." The members of the steering committee agreed on
the need for a wide range of tests, but they were less certain of which
should take priority. This was a question of immediate importance,
because the research budget was insufficient to carry out all of the
recommendations of the ACRS and the GAC. Expenditures for safety
research had steadily grown, from about $24 million in fiscal year 1963
to an estimated $35.4 million in fiscal year 1966. The increased funding
reflected higher allotments for existing projects as well as the addition
of new ones. But it was still not enough to pay for all of the proposed
tests; Shaw remarked that "budget limitations prevent the AEC from
doing everything that appears useful." 15
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The steering committee members agreed that setting priorities for
research projects was essential, but they failed to act on their conclusion. They viewed the LOFf program as particularly important, a position that was consistent with the rise in the LOFf budget from $1.2
million in fiscal year 1964 to an estimated $5.2 million in fiscal year
1966. But they were uncertain about how the tests would be conducted
and what preliminary information was needed to make them as useful
as possible. It was clear that the value of the LOFf results would
depend on running a series of other experiments that would help in the
design and interpretation of the final meltdown test. Those supporting
experiments, which would require another two years, were a part of the
reason that the meltdown test was not expected to take place until early
1969. 16
The discussions among regulatory and reactor development officials
who served on the steering committee revealed no major sources of
disagreement. But they did not confront potentially tough choices and
divisive questions that could have caused conflicts of opinion, such as
the priority of research projects, the allocation of resources, or the
expenditure of funds for safety testing. The steering committee neglected to fulfill two of the key functions it had been established to
perform: determining an order of priorities for research projects and
achieving a working agreement on the relative roles of the regulatory
and reactor development staffs in the_ direction of the research program.
In a progress report sent to the Commission in December 1965,
Swartout promised that the committee would deal with those issues in
the future, but he did not explain why it had not yet done so. Part of the
reason was that the the steering committee and the organizations represented on it did not view the questions that safety researchers would
investigate as urgent matters. Agency officials regarded the research
agenda as important but they did not think ii: was pressing. They were
convinced that operating power reactors were safe and that careful
evaluation of individual applications would ensure that new plants were
equally safe. There were still relatively few applications for construction
permits;_ the bandwagon market had not yet gotten under way. Therefore, the effort to design LOFf properly and to derive the maximum
benefit from the meltdown test took precedence over how soon it was
conducted, and deciding on priorities for other projects unrelated to
LOFf seemed to be something that could wait. 17
The steering committee failed to set priorities for the research program and to settle organizational questions about its direction not only
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because of a lack of urgency but also because of a lack of leadership on
the part of the commissioners. The Commission responded to the concerns of its advisory committees about the research program by forming
the steering committee, but subsequently took little interest in its activities. Like the staff, it did not regard the completion of research projects
as vital to safety in the short run. The commissioners did not insist that
the steering committee promptly perform the tasks that they had assigned, and they seemed to regard safety research more as a means to
encourage urban siting than to discover and apply new information
about reactor design and safety. The budget for safety research was
increasing and important work was being done, but on matters of emphasis, purpose, and timeliness it continued to drift.
At about the same time that the steering committee was reviewing the
status of safety research, the ACRS was raising new questions that cast
doubts on prevailing assumptions about the safety of existing and proposed plants. Its principal concern was that the newer and larger reactors might undergo an accident that set off forces powerful enough to
breach containment and discharge fission products into the environment. Safety experts had always recognized that radioactivity might
escape from the plant through an open door in the containment shell or
some other happenstance, but they had been confident that otherwise
the containment structure would be strong enough to withstand the
effects of any accident. In mid-1965, however, the ACRS began to
waver in that conviction because of its growing uneasiness about what
might happen if components of a plant's reactor pressure vessel failed.
The pressure vessel was a container made of steel, three to ten inches
thick, that held the core of the reactor, including fuel assemblies, control
rods, and related equipment as well as the coolant. It also supported the
pipes that fed water into the core and the mechanisms that drove the
control rods. A major rupture of the pressure vessel could trigger catastrophic consequences by disabling safety systems and by causing a
complete loss of coolant. The question of the integrity of pre3sure vessels in nuclear plants had been raised earlier. In 1955 the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), which had prepared industrial codes on steam boilers and pressure vessels since 1915, established
a special committee to study the problems peculiar to nuclear vessels. In
1963 it published a code on the construction of nuclear vessels that
covered standards and specifications for materials, welding requirements, stress analyses, and inspection. At that time, reactor experts
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regarded a gross failure of a vessel as beyond credibility and therefore,
they did not design safeguards that took it into account. 18 ·
Within a short time after the ASME code appeared, however, some
authorities began to wonder if it was adequate to prevent a pressure
vessel rupture in newer plants. Former ACRS chairman C. Rogers Mc- '
Cullough, speaking to a symposium on nuclear accidents in April 1965,
cautioned that in "the evaluation of safety of reactors our basic understanding of the problems has not kept pace with advances in reactor
design and size." He cited pressure vessel integrity as a matter that
required attention. One reason that the safety record of pressure vessels
had been so good over the previous fifty years, he maintained, was that
they had been inspected on a regular basis and repaired if flaws were
detected. But he was disturbed about potential problems with nuclear
vessels because they had not been subjected to periodic examinations
and because the effects of radiation on the durability of their steel walls
was uncertain. McCullough pointed out that research on the ways in
which radiation could alter the properties of metals had only recently
begun. Some recent tests in the United States and Great Britain had
indicated that under certain conditions pressure vessels might be susceptible to rapid breaks at reactor operating temperatures. 19
The ACRS was also troubled by the possibility of pressure vessel
failure. At about the same time that McCullough aired his views, its
subcommittee on reactor pressure vessels discussed the issue with industry representatives. Although the information the subcommittee received on experience with .pressure vessels was generally encouraging,
some nagging uncertainties about reactor vessels remained. In addition
to the questions that McCullough had raised about regular inspection of
vessels in operating plants and the effects of radiation on steel, members
voiced concern about methods of fabricating pressure vessels and the
safety implications of the thicker walls used for larger reactors. They
projected that a catastrophic vessel failure could occur if the bolts that
anchored the top, or head, of the vessel came loose, perhaps becoming
missiles that could blast through containment or even allowing the head
itself to be hurled through the containment structure. A more plausible
and equally disquieting hazard was that the vessel walls would break,
opening a large fracture and causing a loss of coolant from the core. 20
The reliability of pressure vessels emerged as a major issue when the
Commonwealth Edison Company applied for a construction permit to
build a second unit on the site of its Dresden plant, located in a rural

7. Fabrication of light-water reactor pressure vessel at Babcock and Wilcox plant in Indiana. (National Archives 434-SF-29-20)
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area about fourteen miles from Joliet, Illinois and forty miles from
Chicago. Dresden had been the first privately owned commercial reactor to operate, having received its operating license in 1959 and gone on
line the following year. In early 1965 the utility announced plans to add
the second unit. At 715 electrical megawatts, it would be much larger
than Dresden I; indeed, it would be considerably larger than any other
plant licensed to that time. 21
Even though the Dresden site was distant from major urban areas,
several members of the ACRS regarded it as a possible prototype for
metropolitan plants. Therefore, they focused their attention cin the potential for pressure vessel failure. Committee member David Okrent, a
nuclear physicist at Argonne National Laboratory, took the lead in
pressing the issue. At a meeting with officials from Commonwealth
Edison and General Electric, which would build the reactor, he quizzed
them about the consequences of a pressure vessel rupture. His questions
spurred lengthy discussions about whether or not a vessel failure should
be considered a credible occurrence and if so, what the consequences
might be. One of the General Electric representatives suggested that
although containment could withstand a partial break in the vessel it
could not hold up in the event of "a complete break." If a major fracture
seemed credible, the ramifications were ominous. It would indicate that
under certain conditions the containment structure might not be sufficient to prevent the dispersion of large amounts of radioactivity into the
environment.22
ACRS members divided in their opinions about whether a massive
pressure vessel rupture could take place and about the implications of
the issue for granting a.construction permit to the Dresden II plant and
to future power reactor proposals. After long deliberations the committee decided on a dual approach that was satisfactory to everyone; it
would approve the Dresden II application and also send a letter to the
Commission outlining its concern about accidents arising from pressure
vessel breaks. Although it viewed the likelihood of a massive failure as
remote, it could not dismiss the possibility entirely. The ACRS found
the Dresden II proposal acceptable because the site was removed from
population centers, but it did not want its endorsement of the application to be cited as a precedent for locating similar reactors in populous
areas. Okrent and others insisted that nuclear vendors and utilities be
placed on notice that they should address outstanding questions about
pressure vessel reliability before seeking approval for plants closer to
cities. Even for reactors in remote sites, Nunzio J. Palladino of Pennsyl-
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vania State University argued, much more information about the performance of pressure vessels in larger units was needed if "failures were
deemed credible." 23
On 24 November 1965, ACRS chairman W. D. Manly sent a carefully worded letter on pressure vessels to Seaborg. He acknowledged
that in the committee's view, the probability of a major failure that led
to a breach of containment was "very low." Nevertheless, he told
Seaborg that the ACRS believed that it was both possible and prudent to
take action to ensure greater reliability of vessels and to reduce the
consequences if a rupture occurred. Manly urged that the AEC and the
nuclear industry devote greater attention to improving methods of inspecting vessels during fabrication and during operation. He also called
for increased emphasis on problems such as stress analysis and the
"propagation of flaws" in vessel walls. To keep the effects of a vessel
failure to a minimum, Manly recommended that plants be designed to
prevent an "internally generated missile" from penetrating containment, to ensure adequate core cooling in the event of a vessel break, and
to trap most fission products inside the reactor even if containment was
breached. He stressed that the ACRS did not consider pressure vessel
failure to .present an undue risk to public health and safety in areas that
were not heavily populated, but added that addressing the measures the •
letter cited would be advisable if large reactors were to be located close
to population centers. 24
The ACRS tried to present its views in a way that would not raise
unwarranted alarm, but its letter elicited a sullen response from the
AEC and an openly hostile one from industry spokesmen. The AEC
took the unprecedented step of attaching a statement of its own when it
released the ACRS letter publicly. It emphasized that it was already
committed to an "augmented and accelerated" safety research program
that would consider new developments and promote reactor safety. It
promised that the recommendations of the ACRS on pressure vessels
would receive the "prompt attention" of the Steering Committee on
Reactor Safety Research. While research was conducted on safety issues, the AEC statement declared, "the adequacy of safety provisions in
each reactor will continue to be established by thorough and detailed
analysis and evaluation on a case-by-case basis. " 25
Industry response to the ACRS letter was much less restrained. Several spokesmen complained that the ACRS seemed to be raising theoretical problems that reflected a trend in its evaluations toward academic
questions. "They should have to prove the justification of their ques-
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tion," commented one anonymous industry representative. "We always
have to prove-they can just think, opine." Another added: "Is this just
thinking up things to protect against? If so where is it going to stop?
Why bring it up now? Do they know something we don't know?"
Industry officials acknowledged that a vessel rupture would be disas~
trous, but they denied that it could happen. A spokesman for Babcock
and Wilcox, one of the companies that produced reactor vessels, declared: "I believe the possibility of massive failure of reactor vessels has
been reduced to zero-and the more we build the better they will be." A
number of observers criticized the ACRS for its lack of confidence in
engineering judgment, using arguments similar to those that the ACRS
had advanced itself in chiding the regulatory staff in the wake of the
Bodega Bay controversy. "I think it's wise •.• that the ACRS recognize
its responsibility for safety and not permit anyone to build anything that
isn't safe," one person said. "The question is-you can analyze things
forever and never get anything built •.• I wonder if it isn't coming to .a
ridiculous point. " 2 6
A few weeks after the ACRS sent its letter, the commissioners and
regulatory staff officials discussed the pressure vessel issue with the
committee. Asked about the response of the ACRS to the comments of
industry officials, Manly replied that although some of them were
thoughtful, others demonstrated "a general ignorance of the ACRS procedures and intent." He added that the committee believed that action
to carry out its recommendations was imperative. The ACRS hoped that
· its letter would encourage the industry to pay more attention to quality
assurance in the fabrication of pressure vessels and to improve methods
of inspecting vessels in operating reactors. A longer-term goal was to
catalyze design changes that would provide safeguards against the consequences of a vessel rupture. The ACRS thought that design innovations
were especially important for reactors located in populated areas, but
regulatory staff officials pointed out that distinctions between plants on
safety requirements could not be drawn. Any measures to protect
against pressure vessel failure that were prescribed for a metropolitan
plant would have to apply to all plants.
The commissioners expressed concern about the impact of the
ACRS's views on applications already under consideration and on the
efforts of the nuclear industry to keep the costs of power reactors competitive with coal plants. The ACRS members did not see any need for a
moratorium on licensing; they believed that applications should still be
judged on an individual basis. They recognized that carrying out their
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recommendations on pressure vessels would increase the costs of reactors, but they did not think that the extra expense of improved inspection and surveillance methods would be prohibitive. The costs of developing and implementing new designs ·would remain unknown until
more research was performed.27
The ACRS did not insist that its recommendations on designs be
carried out immediately; in early 1966 it approved of granting construction permits to two plants in relatively isolated locations without requesting new design features. But it pressed for prompt implementation
of improved inspection and surveillance of pressure vessels. When the
ACRS informally urged the nuclear industry to tighten its procedures in
those regards, it received little encouragement, which was hardly surprising in light of the industry's belief that pressure vessel failure was not a
significant problem. The ACRS also approached the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers' committee on nuclear vessels, which agreed to
reexamine its 1963 code. Because of uncertainty about how long it
might take ASME to act and what the results of its study might be, the
ACRS called on the regulatory staff to impose more stringent standards
than those in the existing code for the fabrication of vessels. Finally, it
recommended a requirement that pressure vessels be built so that their
entire surface could be inspected by either visual or ultasonic means
during operation and that examinations be scheduled on a periodic
basis. 28
The regulatory staff followed the advice of the ACRS. It held discussions with industry representatives about the question of inspectability.
Although it ultimately decided not to publish specific criteria on inspec- .
tion of in-service pressure vessels, it placed industry on notice that
applications would be scrutinized to make certain that plants were designed to allow careful examination for cracks and flaws. On the matter
of quality assurance in the construction of vessels, the regulatory staff
took the unusual step of preparing and issuing detailed criteria intended
to upgrade the ASME code. The AEC normally published broad rather
then specific instructions or guidelines and as a general rule deferred to
the judgment of independent groups of outside experts, such as ASME
or the National Committee on Radiation Protection. But in this case the
regulatory staff believed that the AC:RS had identified an issue of vital
importance that demanded prompt attention. 29
Working in conjunction with the ACRS, the Division of Reactor
Development, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the regulatory staff
prepared a new set of criteria to supplement the. ASME code. It provided
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detailed instructions on the design, fabrication, inspection, and testing
of pressure vessels and directed that the reactor owner employ a qualified representative to make certain that the work was performed properly. The AEC emphasized that the new criteria, issued for public com~
ment in August 1967, were guidelines rather than firm requirements.
The nuclear industry greeted the AEC's action with criticism and exasperation. One reason was, as the magazine Nuclear Industry put it:
"Whether the criteria are, at the moment, guidance or requirements, it
seems almost certain that, in one form or another, they will soon become requirements." 30
A group of experts appointed by the Atomic Industrial Forum's Reactor Safety Steering Committee complained that the AEC's criteria were
inappropriate and in some cases impossible to fulfill "on the basis of
current technology." It argued that if the AEC thought the existing code
was inadequate, "it should refer such matters to the appropriate codewriting group wherein the expertise and experience reside." Spokesmen
for ASME made the same point, suggesting that the AEC criteria were
overly detailed and overly prescriptive. One commented that the AEC
had made some constructive recommendations but that they "were not
broad enough to be put into a code." Nevertheless, ASME eventually
adopted a number of the measures included in the AEC's criteria. Meanwhile, the agency used the criteria in judging reactor proposals and
insisted that applicants specify how they would put the guidelines into
practice. 31
By July 1968 the ACRS was satisfied that major advances in the
quality and reliability of pressure vessels had been achieved. This was
apparent in long discussions over approving a construction permit for
Commonwealth Edison's Zion plants. Despite the relatively high population in the area of the proposed reactors, most members of the ACRS
agreed that the utility had adequately addressed the problem of pressure
vessel failure. The committee drafted a letter to Seaborg that affirmed:
"The ACRS is pleased to note that substantial progress has been made
in improving the design, fabrication, and inspection processes for reactor pressure vessels." It added that more research was needed on some
questions, such as finding better methods for remote inspection of vessels, evaluating the possibility of embrittlement of vessel walls from
exposure to radiation, and assessing how increasing the thickness of
vessel walls in larger plants (to ten to fourteen inches) might affect the
properties and behavior of the steel used in them. In each case, the AEC
and/or industry was conducting research.
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The ACRS found less evidence of progress on the other issue that it
had raised in its November 1965 letter to Seaborg-designing safety
features that would protect against a massive pressure vessel failure if it
occurred. The draft letter pointed out that although the ACRS thought
that current designs were acceptable for plants already approved, it
continued to believe that "substantial additional measures must be
taken for sites of substantially higher population densities." The ACRS,
for unex.plained reasons, never sent this letter to Seaborg, but Okrent
underscored,the same point in comments he added to the ACRS's report
on the Zion application. While he did not oppose a construction permit
for Zion and agreed that important steps to resolve questions about
vessel integrity had been taken, he urged that the AEC require "additional conservatism" in the design and construction of the Zion plants.
Okrent reiterated his conviction, which was shared by other ACRS
members, that what was acceptable for rural or even suburban sites was
not suitable for areas that were more densely populated, at least until
adequate means to cope with pressure vessel failure were available.32
Although concern over pressure vessel failure did not disappear
within the AEC and the ACRS, it had eased considerably by the time
that they reviewed the Zion application. The uncertainty about the
reliability of vessels was the first issue in which a breach of containment
from the effects of an accident seemed to be credible to reactor experts.
But it was soon superseded by new misgivings about the performance of
containment under other accident conditions: Instead of focusing on
pressure vessel breaks, the ACRS and the AEC began to devote more
attention to the possible consequences of a core meltdown caused by a
loss-of-coolant accident.
Reactor experts had long recognize~ that a core melt was a plausible,
if unlikely, occurrence. A massive loss of coolant could happen, for
example, if a large pipe that fed cooling water into the core broke. If the
plant's emergency cooling systems also failed, the build-up of decay heat
could cause the core to melt. In older and smaller reactors, the experts
were confident that even under the worst conditions-an accident in
which a loss of coolant melted the core and the mass of fuel, in turn,
melted through the pressure vessel-the containment structure would
prevent a major release of radioactivity into the environment. As proposed plants increased significantly in size, however, they began to
worry that a core melt could lead to a breach of containment. This
became more of a concern not only because of the greater decay heat
that larger plants would produce but also because vendors did not add
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to the size of containment buildings in corresponding proportions to the
size of reactors. The effectiveness of containment in controlling rising
heat and pressure was partly a function of its volume. The margin of
safety in newer plants was reduced when the volume of containment
relative to the power density of the reactor was decreased.
The greatest source of concern about a loss-of-coolant accident in
large reactors was that the molten fuel would melt through not only the
pressure vessel but also through the thick layer of concrete at the foundation of the containment building. The fuel would then continue on its
_downward path into the ground. This scenario became known as the
"China syndrome," because the melted core would presumably be heading through the earth toward China. Other possible dangers of a core
meltdown were that the molten fuel would breach containment by reacting with water to cause a steam explosion or by releasing elements that
could combine to cause a chemical explosion. The precise effects of a
large core melt were uncertain, but it was clear that the results could be
disastrous. The ACRS and the regulatory staff regarded the chances of
, such an accident as low; they believed it would occur only if the emergency core cooling system (ECCS), made up of redundant equipment
that would rapidly feed water into the core, failed to function properly.
But they acknowledged the possibility that the ECCS might not work as
designed. Without containment as a fail-safe final line of defense against
any conceivable accident, they turned their attention to other means of
guarding against the China syndrome. Both groups sought the same
end, but they disagreed sharply on the urgency of the problem and the
best way to resolve it.33
The China syndrome first arose as a critical issue in the deliberations
of the ACRS during the summer of 1966 over applications for construction permits by Commonwealth Edison for a third Dresden reactor and
by Consolidated Edison for a second Indian Point plant. Dresden III
would be identical to the Dresden II unit already under construction,
which led ACRS member Theos Thompson to a prematurely optimistic
conclusion: "It would appear that the Committee, at long last, will
finally have a very easy time with a major power reactor." The prospects for evaluating the Indian Point II proposal did not seem to be as
certain because, at 916 electricaL megawatts, the new plant would be
three times as large as the existing one. But the difficulties of reviewing
the application appeared to be simplified by the fact that it would
occupy a site that the AEC already had found suitable. Both the Dresden
III and the Indian Point II applications proceeded routinely until June
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1966, when representatives of Commonwealth Edison and General Electric n:iet with the ACRS. After committee members raised questions
about the effects of a core melt on the proposed reactor, it soon became
apparent that neither the utility nor the vendor had satisfactory answers. Therefore, the ACRS decided to delay action on both Dresden III
and Indian Point II until it received more information on the ways in
which plant designers would deal with the hazards of core melting.
Despite the AEC's previous approval of a plant identical to Dresden III
and of the site of Indian Point II, concern about the China syndrome
inserted a new and complex problem into the licensing process.34
The ACRS held lengthy sessions with the utilities and vendors for
both proposed plants to address the core melt issue. General Electric
advanced no technical solutions for preventing a meltdown if the core
coolant was lost and the ECCS failed; it placed its reliance on the
effectiveness of emergency cooling. In response to the qualms of the
ACRS, it agreed to improve the ECCS for both Dresden II and Dresden
III by adding a core flooding system to the independent core spray and
injection systems already planned. Westinghouse, the vendor for Indian
Point II, was also unable to suggest any sure way~ to cope with a fuel
meltdown. It proposed to install a water-cooled "core catcher" to intercept and solidify molten fuel that melted through the pressure vessel.
But it did not view the core catcher as a proven or primary safeguard in
the event of a core melt. Like General Electric, the safety of its design
depended not on contending with a core melt once it occurred but in
preventing it from happening in the first place. In the case of Indian
Point II, emergency cooling would be provided by two independent
core-flooding systems.ls
ACRS members divided in their opinions about the degree to which
the revised Dresden III and Indian Point II applications met their concerns about the China syndrome. After lengthy discussions, they agreed
on a course of action similar to that taken the previous year in addressing the pressure vessel issue-they would endorse the construction of
the two plants with improved emergency cooling systems but also send
a letter to the AEC outlining their misgivings about a fuel meltdown. By
mid-August 1966, Okrent, the chairman of the ACRS at the time, Harry
0. Monson, a nuclear engineer at Argonne National Laboratory, and
Palladino had prepared a strongly worded draft for submission to
Seaborg. It acknowledged that the probability of a meltdown and an
ECCS failure was slight, but urged the AEC to take action promptly on
two fronts. One was to seek ways to ensure that a reactor could with-
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stand a core melt even without an effective ECCS and the other was to
improve the reliability of emergency core cooling. It called for "an
evolutionary process of design and a vigorous program of research" so
that "a high state of development" could be achieved within two years.
The draft reiterated the committee's view that existing designs were
adequate for plants in remote locations, but not for units that might be
placed in populous regions. "The Committee believes it prudent to
provide still greater protection of the public," it declared, "particularly
for reactor sites closer to population centers." Although Indian Point
was clearly not a remote site, the ACRS deemed the application for the
second unit to be acceptable if an enhanced ECCS was installed. 36
When the ACRS had sent its letter to Seaborg on pressure vessel
failure in November 1965, the AEC complained that it had received no
prior notification about the committee's concerns. As a result, the AEC
had attached its own statement when it released the ACRS letter. This
time the ACRS decided to show a copy of its draft to Harold Price.
Price, in turn, forwarded it to the Commission. The AEC was cool to the
recommendations of the letter and worried about the impact of publish•
ing them. In a meeting with the ACRS on 8 September 1966 the commis•
sioners requested that the letter be withheld. The AEC did not believe
that the problems cited by the ACRS were urgent; the regulatory staff
had approved the Dresden III and Indian Point II proposals with few
reservations. It thought that an accident in which the core melted and
the ECCS failed was highly unlikely and that the best way to ensure that
it did not occur was to devote greater attention to the reliability of
emergency cooling. Furthermore, it considered the sites of the two
plants to be satisfactory because they met the AEC's siting guidelines
and because reactors were already located on them. The regulatory staff
had concluded that sites closer to metropolitan areas than Indian Point
were unacceptable, at least in the foreseeable future, so the appeals of
the ACRS for additional requirements for plants in more populous areas
seemed moot. Although it ackr:iowledged that the ACRS had posed
legitimate questions about core melting, it did not regard them as issues
that demanded immediate resolution. 37
In their 8 September meeting with the ACRS, the commissioners and
staff representatives emphasized that the agency was already sponsoring
research on the consequences of a core melt. They were deeply con•
cerned that issuing the committee's draft letter "might lead to misunder·
standing by the public." Since some public opposition to Indian Point II
had developed, the ACRS's letter might appear at an especially awk•
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ward time. Seaborg feared that the letter could have a harmful impact
on the industry and suggested that the problems it cited should receive
further study before being aired publicly. He proposed that the AEC
establish a task force to examine the safety implications of core melting
and the adequacy of emergency cooling. He asked that the ACRS delay
sending its letter until after the task force completed its report-3°8
The ACRS agreed to the AEC's request, but not before some of its
members registered vocal protests. The dissenters complained that their
approval of the Indian Point II and Dresden III applications had been
linked to sending a letter to the AEC on core melting. After long deliberation, committee members decided to withhold the letter because they
thought that the task force was a good idea and they hoped that the
draft letter had impressed the AEC with the seriousness of their concern.
They also worried that hasty action might undermine the credibility of
the ACRS with the industry by lending support to critics who charged
that it was capricious, overly cautious, or even antagonistic to reactor
development. Although the ACRS elected not to transmit its detailed
letter on core melting to the AEC, it communicated its general concern
about the issue. In a letter that Okrent addressed to Seaborg in October
1966, the ACRS listed the research projects to which it believed the
AEC should be devoting the greatest attention. The first two items it
mentioned were methods to cope with the effects of a core melt and the
performance of emergency core cooling systems. 39
The ACRS's decision to go along with the AEC's request not to send
the draft letter on core melting neither ended nor concealed some fundamental organizational and philosophical differences between the committee and the regulatory staff. Both the pressure vessel and the core
melt issues highlighted an inherent distinction in their roles in the regulatory process. The ACRS was an advisory body with no formal authority
in the licensing of reactors. Its primary function was not to issue licenses
but to offer its collective opinion on applications and safety matters.
This encouraged it to challenge prevailing assumptions, project plausible accident scenarios, and extrapolate from available data in a rather
free-wheeling manner while deliberating over plant proposals. Indeed,
one of its primary duties was to ask the "academic" questions that so
annoyed the industry on the pressure vessel issue.
The regulatory staff performed a similar function in reviewing applications, but its inquiry was more prone to be tempered by its formal
responsibility for determining whether proposals for construction permits and operating licenses should be approved. The questions that the
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ACRS raised about pressure vessels, core melts, and other complex
problems made the task of the regulatory staff more difficult and
spawned occasional grumbling that the committee was overstepping its
responsibilities by commenting on plant design, inspection, and other
matters. Such issues could delay licensing, fuel public concern, and force
the staff to reexamine issues that it had not fully considered. In some
cases, such as the inspection and surveillance of pressure vessels, the
staff acted promptly on the recommendations of the ACRS. In other
cases, such as design innovations to guard against vessel failure or core
melt, the regulatory staff largely ignored the advice of the ACRS. And in
still other cases, such as the reliability of emergency cooling, it proceeded more deliberately than the ACRS urged.◄ 0
The regulatory staff's inaction or delay in carrying out some of the
recommendations of the ACRS was partly a reflection of the fact that it,
to a much greater extent than the committee, had to balance safety
improvements against the AEC's commitment to developing nuclear
power. It had to weigh carefully not only the views of the ACRS but also
the developmental interests of the AEC. The Commission, the Division
of Reactor Development, and other AEC units were ever wary of what
they regarded as excessive regulatory zeal that might impede progress in
the nuclear field. Although they did not interfere directly in regulatory
proceedings, their position inevitably influenced the thinking of regulatory staff officials, who often found themselves situated uncomfortably
between the questions and notes of caution sounded by the ACRS and
the desire to encourage atomic development on the part of the commissioners and of other staff divisions. Some of the recommendations of the
ACRS, if followed, would add significantly to the costs of nuclear
power, and this could hurt the industry's ability to compete with coal.
They could also cause licensing delays that would undermine the
growth of nuclear power. This was an especially vital issue for the AEC
in 1966, because by that time the boom in reactor orders was well under
way. The AEC feared that the bandwagon market C(?uld be disrupted by
protracted licensing procedures. The surge in reactor orders intensified
the pressure on the regulatory staff to judge applications within a reasonable time, a task that the complex questions of the ACRS encumbered.
Above all, the regulatory staff diverged from the ACRS in its assess~
ment of the urgency of many of the safety issues the committee cited.
This was less a result of organizational functions or promotional concerns than a result of differing emphasis on the relative importance of
_engineering safety features and siting. The ACRS was more flexible than
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the regulatory staff on the question of metropolitan siting. The committee opposed placing reactors with existing safety features in urban areas
but remained open-minded about metropolitan siting in the future. It
drew a distinction between what was required for a plant located in a
relatively remote area and what would be necessary for one located in
or near a city. Therefore, it focused greater attention than the regulatory
staff on the adequacy of engineered safeguards.
The staff, on the other hand, placed greater emphasis on siting. It was
firmer in its opposition to metropolitan siting for the near and perhaps
the distant future. Clifford Beck declared in August of 1966 that he did
not believe that reactors would be suitable for urban sites until questions about pressure vessel failure and core melts had been answered,
codes and standards had been developed, safety systems had been improved, and more operating experience had been gained.◄ 1 Those obviously were long-term objectives. The staff did not accept the position of
the ACRS that stricter safety requirements could be imposed on urban
reactors than on rural ones. It insisted that any safety features that the
AEC prescribed for a metropolitan plant would have to apply to all
units. Therefore, it was reluctant to carry out recommendations that the
ACRS made for urban sites unless they seemed necessary for all locations. In the case of pressure vess·el inspection and surveillance, the staff
agreed that immediate action should be taken; in the other cases it did
not. The extent of its response to the ACRS on core melting and ECCS
would await the outcome of the task force assigned to study the issue.
In October 1966, at about the same time that the ACRS sent its letter
to Seaborg on the need for research on core melting, ECCS, and other
matters, an accident at the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant in Lagoona Beach, Michigan punctuated its concern. Although the accident
did not tum out to be a serious threat to public safety, the fact that it
occurred at all added some substance· to the largely theoretical projections of both the ACRS and the regulatory staff about the possibility
that a loss of coolant could cause a reactor's fuel to melt. The Fermi
reactor had a troubled history spanning more than a decade. In 1956, it
had been the third private commercial reactor to receive a construction
permit from the AEC. The issuance of the permit had generated controversy because of the advanced technology that the plant would use. It
~ould be a fast breeder reactor built by the Power Reactor Development Company, a consortium of utilities led by the Detroit Edison
Company. Fast breeders were significantly more complex than the lightwater reactors that other utilities were constructing. Their great appeal'
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was that they would create, or breed, a larger quantity of "fissile material" that could be used for reactor fuel than the amount of fuel they
consumed. The drawback was that their design and operation required
a higher level of technological sophistication than light-water models.
The Power Reactor Development Company viewed the Fermi plant as a
demonstration reactor that would show the way toward the wide application of breeder technology.
At a time when even light-water technology was in an embryonic
stage, the application to build a breeder reactor stirred considerable uneasiness. The ACRS had expressed grave reservations about approving
the construction of breeder reactors until more experimental evidence on
their design and operation was available. The AEC, however, had issued
the construction permit anyway. This, in tum, prompted a suit by three
labor unions that was not resolved until a ruling by the U. S. Supreme
Court in 1961 upheld the AEC's position .. Meanwhile, construction of
the Fermi plant had continued. It was a small unit with a capacity of
about sixty-five electrical megawatts, and unlike light-water reactors,
would use liquid sodium as a coolant. Liquid sodium had the advantages
) of a high boiling point and excellent heat-transfer properties; its primary
disadvantage was that it could bum or explode if exposed to air or water.
After lengthy construction, design, and testing delays, the Fermi plant
received its operating license in December 1965. It still took time to get
the plant running continuously because of a gradual increase in power
levels and because of various malfunctions and adjustments. Finally, in
August 1966 the plant operated for more than fifty consecutive hours and
for the first time produced electricity that was transmitted over commercial powerlines. Some uncertainties about the performance of the plant
remained, however, and it was shut down for a time to analyze problems
with fuel elements and other equipment.42
On 5 October 1966, as the reactor's power level was slowly being
increased as a part of a test program, the accident occurred. The senior
operator of the reactor first became aware that something was amiss
when he noticed that the control rods were in an incorrect position.
Upon further checking, he found abnormally high temperatures in two
fuel rods. While he was trying to locate the cause of this condition,
radiation alarms sounded in the reactor building. The operator announced a "Class I" radiation emergency, the least serious of four categories of emergency situations at the Fermi plant, and scrammed the
reactor. The cause of the accident was unknown and the extent of the
damage was uncertain. Plant technicians and an AEC inspector quickly
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determined that fuel melting had taken place. This was an unsettling
finding, but it was balanced by evidence that the consequences of the
accident were limited. Higher-than-normal radiation levels were localized and no liquid sodium coolant had leaked. The control rods moved
and functioned properly, indicating that a massive melting of the fuel
had not occurred. Extensive melting would have interfered ·with the
operation of the rods. The liquid sodium coolant was circulating freely,
which would guard against further core melting.
Within a few days, reactor experts concluded that two of the plant's
103 fuel assemblies had partially melted. It took much longer to find out
what had made the fuel elements melt. It was imposs_ible to look at the
damaged core directly, and only after months of probing, inspecting,
and remote viewing did the cause of the accident become known. It
turned out that two pie-shaped pieces of zirconium, which had been
installed to help guard· against the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident
by separating and dispersing molten fuel, had broken loose. They had
blocked the flow of the liquid sodium coolant to the two affected fuel
assemblies, and in that way had triggered the accident. Remote removal
of the zirconium segments took several additional months, and was
finally completed more than two years after the accident. The Fermi
accident was a major embarrassment to the Power Reactor Development Company, especially when it received criticism for failing to show
the zirconium sheets on its construction drawings and for responding
with insufficient attention and promptness to preliminary indications
that something was'wrong with the reactor. 43
The Fermi accident did not have a major impact on the deliberations
of the ACRS and the regulatory staff over the consequences of core
melting. The plant was entirely different in design and much smaller in
size than the large light-water reactors they were considering for construction permits in 1966. The accident, therefore, had limited applicability to the regulatory process. It was, nevertheless, a reminder that
unanticipated flaws in design or operation could cause an accident in
which the flow of coolant was obstructed and that, therefore, the proper
functioning of emergency core cooling was an indispensable part of
ensuring reactor safety. The consequences of a core m'elt and the reliability of ECCS were the focus of concern for both the ACRS and the
regulatory staff by the fall of 1966, and the manner in which they dealt
with those issues awaited the findings of the special task force that the
AEC established.

CHAPTER VIII

Accident Prevention
The Emergency Cooling Imbroglio

By the fall of 1966, the AEC had shifted the focus of its reactor safety
goals from mitigating the effects of accidents to preventing accidents.
The redirection in the emphasis of the regulatory program was evolutionary and incremental; the AEC did not make a formal or abrupt
change of policy. Nevertheless, uncertainties about the integrity of containment during a core-melting accident imposed a modified approach
to reactor safety. Previously, the agency had relied on the containment
building as the final independent line of defense to keep fission products
from escaping into the environment. Even if a serious accident took
place, the damage it caused would be restricted to the plant. The AEC
had always sought to guard against such occurrences, but at the same
time it had recognized that the possibility of a major accident could not
be dismissed.
Once it became apparent that under some circumstances the containment building might not hold, the key to protecting the public from a
large release of radiation was to prevent accidents severe enough to
threaten containment from occurring. Reactor experts thought that a
breach of containment was most likely to happen as a result of a loss-ofcoolant accident, which meant that in the existing state of the technology public safety depended heavily on the proper design and functioning of emergency core cooling systems (ECCS). Their purpose was to
prevent core melting that could lead to the failure of containment. The
problem was that both experimental work and experience with emer-
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gency cooling were very limited. The AEC remained confident that
reactors were safe, but it lacked conclusive evidence to verify its judgment. Therefore, finding a way to test and to provide empirical support
for the reliability of emergency cooling became the central concern of
. the AEC's safety research program.
Representatives of the nuclear industry expressed concern about the
impact of the new emphasis on ECCS. Robert E. Richards of General
Electric told regulatory staff officials in November 1966 that the "recent escalation of safeguard requirements" arising from the Dresden III
application had disturbed the industry because of the possibility of
"contractual confusion, delays, [and] added cost and uncertainties." He
explained that utilities were particularly anxious about slippage in their
construction and licensing schedules while vendors were most troubled
about the increased costs of new equipment. A short time later Richards
complained that rather than designing power plants, nuclear vendors
were being forced to design safety systems. James F. Young, vicepresident and general manager of General Electric's nuclear energy division, made similar points in a letter to Chairman Seaborg. He accepted
the need to improve the ECCS in larger plants, but he also suggested
that the enhanced capacity for preventing accidents might make possible "compensating adjustments" in safety features installed to reduce
the consequences of accidents. 1
Regulatory staff officials understood the concerns voiced by industry
and made it clear that neither they nor the ACRS wanted to halt the
construction of nuclear plants. But other than listening sympathetically,
the staff did not act on industry's complaints. In response to Young's
appeal for relief, Clifford Beck told the Commission that improving
emergency cooling was no reason to downgrade accident mitigation
features. Until the probability of a major accident could be regarded as
negligible, he explained, plants needed both kinds of safeguards. 2
While it awaited data from pending tests on core melting and ECCS,
the regulatory staff believed that its position was sufficiently conservative to continue granting construction permits to plants with emergency
cooling systems comparable to those of Dresden III or Indian Point II.
At the suggestion of ACRS chairman David Okrent, the staff advised
the owners of older operating plants, some of which had "virtually no"
ECCS, "to assign top priority" to analyzing the adequacy of their systems to withstand a loss-of-coolant accident. In addition, owners of
reactors under construction, after discussions with the regulatory staff,
agreed to upgrade the emergency cooling capacities of their plants.3
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Meanwhile, the task force that the AEC had established in October
1966 to study the issue of emergency cooling began its deliberations.
The AEC had requested that the task force consider and make recommendations on several vital subjects: providing "additional assurance"
that emergency cooling systems would effectively prevent substantial
fuel melting, projecting the behavior of a molten mass of fuel and its
interactions with other materials in the containment building, and assessing the prospects for design innovations that could cope with a
major meltdown. Harold Price appointed William K. Ergen, a reactor
safety expert and former ACRS member from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory as chairman of the task force. The rest of the group came
either from industry (six members) or from national laboratories and
nonprofit research institutions funded by the AEC (five members). The
regulatory staff and the Division of Reactor Development and Technology (as it had been renamed) sent representatives to meetings of the task
force. In respo!lse to the appeals of the ACRS for prompt action on the
core melting and ECCS questions, the AEC asked that the Ergen committee complete its review and submit its report within about two months. 4
The task force started on its assignment immediately and held a series
of lengthy meetings. Committee members agreed that in the event of a
loss-of-coolant accident and a failure of ECCS, it was likely that containment would be breached. They still viewed containment as a "substantial safeguards system," but not one that could be regarded as a virtually
inviolable, independent barrier to the escape of radioactivity. The task
force divided over the implications of those conclusions, particularly on
the degree to which existing knowledge established the reliability of
ECCS. The investigation placed the task force in a delicate position
because of the questions its findings inevitably posed about the safety of
operating plants and ~xisting designs. Since empirical information on
the effects of core melting and the functioning of ECCS under accident
conditions was limited, the committee could not reach unambiguous
conclusions. Industry representatives were especially anxious to avoid
casting doubts on the safety of reactors that were on line or approved
for construction.
·
Ergen told the ACRS in December 1966 that the composition of the
task force raised the "possibility that its final report would be too
optimistic." Partly as a result of the complexity of the issues with which
it was dealing and partly as a result of differences within the task force,
the drafting of a report took much longer than the two-month deadline
the AEC had requested. Even after the task f~rce had completed a draft
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report, some members remained dissatisfied. Ergen and a minority of
his colleagues on the committee thought that "the conclusions in many
cases represent judgments rather than solid fact regarding the performance of cores [and] emergency core cooling systems." For a time they
considered issuing a dissenting statement but decided against it after the
other members agreed to make some revisions in the text. 5
The AEC requested further changes in the report. Seaborg noted drily
that the findings of the task force would "cause some excitement."
Commissioner Ramey worried that certain sections of the document, if
read alone, would generate unwarranted alarm. At the urging of the
regulatory staff, the committee placed additional emphasis on informing readers that reactors were carefully designed, that severe accidents
were unlikely, and that discussions of accident scenarios in the report
should not be considered out of context. 6
Even with its caveats, the Ergen report, published in October 1967,
represented a milestone in the evolution of reactor regulation. It was the
first public statement, at least from official sources, that acknowledged
that containment could conceivably be breached following a loss-ofcoolant accident. Although it did not highlight this information, it explained the problem in clear terms: "If emergency core-cooling systems
do not function and meltdown of a substantial part of an irradiated core
occurs, the current state of knowledge regarding the sequence of events
and the cons~quences of the meltdown is insufficient to conclude with
certainty that integrity of containments of present designs, with their
cooling systems, will be maintained." The report included a detailed
description of what might happen if the largest pipe that carried cooling
water to the core completely ruptured. Reactor safety experts regarded
such a "double-ended" break of the largest pipe, in which the coolant
would rapidly gush from the severed pipe, as the worst-case loss-ofcoolant accident. In the absence of an effective ECCS that would cover
the heated core with cooling water, a meltdown of the core seemed
likely to lead to penetration of containment within a time period ranging from a few hours to a few days.
If containment could no longer be viewed as an inviolable barrier to
the escape of radioactivity, the key to public protection from the consequences of an accident was the ECCS. The Ergen report emphasized
that "sufficient reliance" could be placed on existing emergency cooling
systems to prevent a meltdown. It described potential problems with
both core spray and core flooding systems, but concluded that smallscale, laboratory experiments conducted to date showed that, if prop-
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erly designed, both were satisfactory methods of emergency core cooling. It cautioned that the ECCS installed in a particular plant should be
subjected to careful evaluation to make certain that it reflected conservative engineering judgment. Even as it affirmed the soundness of existing
approaches, the report cited the need for further research on the operation of emergency cooling systems to provide "additional assurance"
that they would prevent a meltdown.
The task force urged action on two fronts to improve reactor safety.
One was expanded research, not only on the functioning of ECCS but
also on the behavior of molten fuel if emergency cooling failed. The
Ergen report gave little attention to the· question that the ACRS had
emphasized-whether design improvements could enable a reactor to
withstand a loss-of-coolant accident even without effective emergency
cooling. The task force suggested only a "small-scale, tempered effort"
in this regard, at least until more basic knowledge about the problems of
dealing with a molten core had been acquired. The other recommendation of the Ergen committee for improving reactor safety was that all
components of the primary system, which included the pressure vessel,
pipes, pumps,. valves, and other equipment used to cool the reactor,
should meet standards as high as those of the pressure vessel. It pointed
out that a number of small leaks in the primary systems of operating
plants had occurred because of poor design or faulty welds. The report
suggested that imposing more stringent requirements was "the best way
of providing further assurance on the inherent reliability of the primary
system." Even if its advice were followed, the task force did not claim
that absolute safety could be guaranteed: "We can not prove the impossibility of severe accidents; at best we can try to reduce their credibility
to a very low level. " 7
Despite the Ergen report's affirmation of the safety of existing reactor designs, the information it contained was unavoidably disquieting. It
downplayed the uncertainties about the effectiveness of ECCS, but a
careful reading made clear that research on and knowledge of the functioning of emergency cooling systems were limited. It specifically acknowledged that a breach of containment was possible after a meltdown accident. The analysis it provided of reactor accidents was,more
unsettling than that of the ill-fated WASH-740 update. The drafts of
the WASH-740 revision had used a worst-case scenario in which containment was lost through happenstance, such as an open door, and not
through the forces unleashed by an accident.
In contrast to its treatment of the WASH-740 revision, the AEC
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published the Ergen report. But the agency carefully avoided publicizing
it• .The regulatory staff drafted several different press releases, which
ranged in detail from a sketchy announcement that the AEC had received a report on emergency cooling to a lengthy summary of the
findings of the task force. The Commission decided on the least informative approach. The press release that accompanied the publication of the
Ergen report merely noted that the task force had completed its work
and that its study would be "of great value to the Commission." It gave
no indication of the report's substance. The AEC also withdrew the
"WASH" report number that had been assigned to the report, which
would increase the difficulty, or at least the inconvenience, of obtaining
a copy. 8
The regulatory staff generally agreed with the conclusions of the Ergen
report, but it found that in some respects the task force had been unduly
optimistic. This was particularly apparent in its assessment of the report's
discussion of emergency cooling. The regulatory staff concurred that core
spray and core flooding were "satisfactory approaches" to emergency
cooling. But in light of the vital role of ECCS in leaving "little or no doubt
that these systems will function •.• should a loss-of-coolant accident
occur," the staff took issue with the task force. It declared in a report to
the ACRS: "Existing test data fall short of covering these areas adequately." The staff review of the Ergen report emphasized that the lossof-fluid-tests (LOFf) and supporting experiments should "provide a generally satisfactory approach to the problem of verifying the adequacy of
currently proposed systems. " 9
The ACRS, whose draft letter on core melting and ECCS had
prompted the AEC to form the task force, was more critical than the
regulatory staff of the Ergen report. Some members complained that the
task force had skirted the issues of primary concern to the ACRS. Instead of suggesting ways in which emergency cooling could be improved
and new designs could enable a reactor to cope with a meltdown, it had
emphasized its confidence in the adequacy of existing ECCS designs. In
this manner, it seemed to suggest that "present arrangements are entirely satisfactory," a conclusion that the ACRS disputed. In February
1968 the committee sent its comments on the Ergen report to Seaborg.
After applauding the task force for performing "a valuable service," it
also expressed disappointment that the report had provided little information on "design modifications or new design concepts." The ACRS
acknowledged the "extremely low probability" of a loss-of-coolant accident in which the ECCS failed, but it rei~erated its previous advice that
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the AEC sponsor a "vigorous" research program to gain a better understanding of a large core meltdown and the performance of emergency
cooling systems. 10
At about the same time, the ACRS and the staff were considering
possible causes of a breach of containment to which the Ergen task force
had given little attention. One involved the effects of a loss-of-coolant
accident on zirconium, the metal used to fabricate fuel cladding in most
reactors. If zirconium reacted chemically with steam, which was possible at elevated temperatures during a loss-of-coolant accident, the
"metal-water reaction" would generate additional heat and intensify
the problem of cooling the core. It would also give off hydrogen, which
could burn or explode. Questions about the effects of a metal-water
reaction had arisen as early as 1964; the best solution to the problem
was an effective ECCS. The,Ergen task force had concluded that fuel
melting would not occur at temperatures below the melting point of
zirconium (3600 degrees Fahrenheit), but it had failed to weigh the
consequences of a metal-water reaction, which could occur at much
lower temperatures.
A metal-water reaction was a source of concern not only because of
the heat and hydrogen it produced but also because it could make the
zirconium brittle. This, in turn, could make the fuel cladding shatter and
the core collapse. Such a loss of "core geometry" would greatly diminish or eliminate altogether the possibility of cooling the core sufficiently
to prevent a meltdown. Joseph A. Lieberman, who ran safety research
programs for the Division of Reactor Development and Technology,
told his coileagues in Februa'ry 1968 that the chances of a metal-water
reaction indicated "that the margin of safety for present designs is not
large, at best, inasmuch as present systems are predicated on maintaining a well-defined geometry for post-accident heat removal." 11
Another source of concern to the regulatory staff and the ACRS was
the possibility of "thermal shock" to the pressure vessel following a
loss-of-coolant accident. They were raising questions by mid-1967
about the effects of adding a large volume of cold water from the ECCS
to the pressure vessel after a loss of coolant had heated its walls to
abnormally high levels. Showering hot metal with cold water was likely
to cause cracks in the pressure vessel, but experts differed in their views
of whether or not the cracks would pierce the entire five- to twelve-inch
thickness of the vessel wall. Cracks that completely penetrated the wall
could lead to a disastrous accident by allowing the cooling water from
the ECCS to· flow out of the pressure vessel. 12
·
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Uncertainties about ECCS, metal-water reactions, and thermal shock
underscored the importance of safety research, and the AEC hoped that
its test programs would provide prompt and useful information. Under
the direction of the Division of Reactor Development and Technology,
the agency used contractors, including national laboratories, to carry
out safety research; in 1967, twenty-five contractors were involved in
more than fifty separate projects. Many of them were ongoing experiments, such as work on fission product behavior at Oak Ridge, containment integrity at Hanford, reactor kinetics at the National Reactor
Testing Station in Idaho, and primary system failure at various sites.
Others were newer programs established in response to recently identified safety issues, such as experiments on metal-water reactions at Argonne National Laboratory and on thermal shock at Oak Ridge. 13
The centerpiece of the AEC's research agenda continued to be the
LOFf program, which was conducted by the Phillips Petroleum Company at the National Reactor Testing Station under an AEC contract. A
report on safety research projects that Phillips submitted to the AEC in
January 1967 highlighted the significance of LOFf in achieving a more
complete understanding of reactor behavior under accident conditions,
including core melting in the event of a loss of coolant, metal-water
re.actions, fission-product release and transport, and containment integrity. Researchers in other projects compiled "analytical models" from
their findings, and the calculations and computer codes they developed
were essential prerequisites to designing LOFf. At the sam~ time, LOFf
would furnish the means to verify, refute, or reinterpret the co~clusions
. derived from previous tests and to determine the validity of the analytical models. 14
A short time after receiving the report from Phillips, the AEC, in
response to its recognition of the increased importance of a properly
functioning ECCS in larger reactors, shifted the primary objective of the
LOFf program. Previously, the goal had been to investigate the progression and the effects of an "unperturbed" loss-of-coolant accident. In
light of existing uncertainties about ECCS, the AEC decided to redirect
the focus of LOFf to test the operation of emergency core cooling under
accident conditions. LOFf would be conducted as a series of experiments, starting with small-scale nonnuclear tests and culminating in
tests of how effectively the ECCS in an operating reactor responded to a
loss of coolant. ts
While construction of the LOFf reactor was proceeding, the Phillips
Petroleum Company was conducting preliminary tests. The first phase
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began in 1965 with small-scale experiments to study the effects of a
"blowdown," a term used to describe a rapid loss of coolant from the
primary system. The tests employed a primitive model of the primary
system of a pressurized water reactor with a "core" that was heated
electrically to simulate nuclear decay heat. Researchers referred to them
as the "semiscale blowdown tests." Their purpose was to provide a
better understanding of the forces that a loss-of-coolant accident would
produce and the conditions under which safety systems would have to
perform. In September 1967, Phillips expected to complete this stage of
the LOFf program by February 1969.
The company's researchers planned to move immediately to the next
phase, which would use the same equipment to explore the functioning
of ECCS. Under varying core conditions, they would inject emergency
coolant at different rates and locations. They hoped that this procedure
would expand their empirical knowledge of the ability of the ECCS to
cool a heated core, and conversely, the impact of the forces of a
blowdown on the effectiveness of ECCS. They also anticipated that the
semiscale ECCS tests would yield important data on emergency injection rates, pressure, and timing. Phillips scheduled this stage of the
LOFf program for completion in July 1969.
Once the small-scale experiments were concluded, the LOFf program would proceed to large-scale "integral tests." Phillips's investigators would run them in a fifty thermal megawatt pressurized-water
reactor, and for the first time, would evaluate the performance of ECCS
in an actual loss-of-coolant accident. They planned to conduct the integral tests in three stages. During the first phase, they would carry out
experiments without a nuclear core in order to better assess the results
of the small-scale tests, judge the validity of analytical models for predicting the effects of a loss of coolant, and gain further data on ECCS
operation.
During the second phase of the integral tests, researchers would, for
the first time, test the functioning of ECCS in a nuclear core. After allowing the reactor to run for at least twenty hours, they would cause a pipe to
rupture and activate the ECCS. The purpose was to appraise the effectiveness of ECCS under design conditions in an operating reactor and, once
again, to check the accuracy of analytical models. The final stage of the
LOFf program would test the performance of "degraded" emergency
cooling systems. The objective was to determine how well the ECCS
would work if its "delivery rate" of coolant was slower than projected.
This would not only enable researchers to evaluate existing designs and
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models but could also demonstrate whether a loss-of-coolant accident
might cause "unexpected phenomena." Phillips planned to conduct the
initial nuclear-core tests between May and December of 1971 and the
final phase between January and September of 1972. 16 ·
·
The status of and plans for reactor safety research elicited different
responses from the three groups whose programs or institutional interests were most involved-nuclear vendors, the ACRS, and the regulatory staff. Industry representatives did not believe the research agenda
was particularly worthwhile and questioned whether much of it was
even necessary. When the AEC circulated the January 1967 Phillips
report on reactor safety projects for comment, it received a highly critical appraisal from a task force drawn from the Atomic Industrial Forum's Committee on Reactor Safety. Theodore Rockwell, chairman of
the task force, told Milton Shaw, director of the Division of Reactor
· Development and Technology, that safety research had "not significantly served either the industry or the AEC Regulatory Staff in their
review and evaluation of license applications." He complained that the
research program placed too much emphasis on hypothetical and lowprobability accidents, that it was too slow and too diffuse to be of much
value in designing plants, and that it did not produce results that the
regulatory staff and ACRS found sufficient "to satisfy their concerns."
Rockwell urged that the AEC establish a way to apply the findings of
research projects to the licensing process, to make clear whether existing
data on a given problem were adequate to license a plant, and if not, to
spell out what additional information was needed. Objecting to excessive "research for its own sake," he appea_led for programs that addressed a specific problem within a fixed time frame. And he recommended that more emphasis be placed on tests that would help in the
prevention of "realistic" accidents. "Too much emphasis is currently
being focused," Rockwell wrote, "on studying the cause and course of
accidents which have only a remote probability of occurrence. " 17
Other industry spokesmen echoed the same sentiments. At a meeting
with members of the ACRS and the regulatory staff in February 1968,
representatives of re·actor manufacturers maintained that they had "sufficient information for current designs" and that those designs were
"adequately safe without further major R&D." If the AEC disagreed,
they challenged _it to provide information about precisely what constituted adequate safety. Industry ·officials viewed research as a useful
means of confirming the conservatism of their designs and of increasing
knowledge about reactor technology, but not as essential to the safe
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operation of the existing generation of nuclear plants. A representative
of Combustion Engineering suggested that evidence from tests on core
melting was not needed to place reactors at metropolitan sites and
predicted that plants would be "located in popular areas before any
R&D results [were] available." Theodore Rockwell reiterated his conviction that "many of our problems exist because of the unreal world
we have built." He added: "We can't simulate instantaneous doubleended [pipe] breaks because things don't break that way." 18
The position of the ACRS on safety research sharply contrasted with
that of industry. While acknowledging that a fuel meltdown seemed
unlikely, its members believed that efforts to resolve outstanding issues
promptly were imperative. Although operating experience, experimental data, and analytical models provided a basis for confidence in reactor designs, the ACRS insisted that much remained to be done to confirm the safety of existing plants. It rejected the view that sufficient
information was available to place reactors in metropolitan locations.
As Raymond F. Fraley, executive secretary of the ACRS, pointed out,
reactor safety systems had never been fully tested under the conditions
of a major accident. "It is difficult to say just how much margin, if any,
exists in the safeguards being proposed for today's nuclear plants," he
wrote in March 1967. "Hopefully there is considerable margin but this
has yet to be proven." The ACRS was anxious to ensure that empirical
evidence be developed to demonstra_te the degree of conservatism in the
plants that were being proposed. Rather than criticizing safety research
plans as excessive, ethereal, or largely unnecessary, it called for an
expansion of the program. It sought to obtain more data and greater
assurance about the safety of the designs of plants under construction
before their owners applied for operating licenses. 19
The regulatory staff stood between the positions of the industry and
the ACRS. Like the industry, it was satisfied that designs for the plants
in operation or under construction were fundamentally sound. Peter A.
Morris, director of the Division of Reactor Licensing, declared in 1968:
"The central problem of reactor safety is to define the degree of conservatism necessary for public acceptance of reactor applications." But
regulatory staff officials were more troubled than industry spokesmen
about the possibility that a major accident might occur and the uncertainties of what might happen if it did. _They thought that research
programs were essential to learn more about the technology and to
increase margins of safety. Like the ACRS, they rejected industry's contention that enough information was available to locate plants at metro-
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politan sites. The regulatory staff continued to oppose metropolitan
siting, at least until it had more evidence that the safety systems of
newer reactors were reliable. As Edson G. Case, director of the Division
of Reactor Standards~ observed in 1967: "All of the data· on existing
plants can be extrapolated to the larger plants now being proposed, but
the real question is in the absence of operational or other experience,
how much confidence can one place in these extrapolations." 20
The regulatory staff also took issue with the industry's position on
the usefulness of the AEC's safety research projects. It denied that there
was a meaningful distinction between research that applied to "realistic
situations" and the agenda the AEC was following. Since it could not
rule out the kind of serious accidents being investigated, the staff found
the industry's complaints about overemphasis on hypothetical accidents
unpersuasive. It also disagreed with the charge that the research program had not producec;l results that were helpful in the licensing process.
Case told the Joint Committee in 1967 that experiments on metal-water
reactions, fission-product activity, pipe ruptures, and blowdown forces
had provided valuable information to designers and regulators. He admitted that "it would be advantageous to have the final results of the
LOFf program available now," but he affirmed that "we are profiting
already from the analytical program supporting the LOFf program."
The regulatory staff did not believe that it should hold up construction
permits or operating licenses until outstanding questions were fully addressed; Clifford Beck remarked that the AEC had never "been able to
answer all safety questions," in part because "we have assumed pessimis. tic conditions that we felt would not occur." But, like the ACRS, the
regulatory staff still sought to gain as much information as possible as
quickly as possible. 21
The value and the timeliness of the research program for the regulatory staff depended heavily on the cooperation of the Division of Reactor Development and Technology. Despite informai contacts and the
establishment of the Steering Committee on Reactor Safety Research in
1965, differences over funding, priorities, and communication continued to arise. Like the ACRS, the regulatory staff pressed for a study of
design improvements that could enable a reactor to withstand a fuel
meltdown even if the ECCS did not work effectively. But Shaw and his
staff ignored the appeals for such an investigation. The regulatory staff
also expressed frustration that it did not always receive information
from Reactor Development on the costs of or the schedule for research
projects. Peter Morris expressed his exasperation at one point by protest-
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ing: "We feel an urgent requirement to have [this] information in order
that R&D funds may be allocated with proper attention to priority to
get the most useful results. " 22
George M. Kavanagh, the AEC's assistant general manager for reactors and the man to whom Shaw reported, explained to the Joint Committee in 1967 that the perspectives of the regulatory staff and Reactor
Development were inherently divergent. "The research and development man is characteristically disappointed that the regulatory man still
has questions after complex and costly experimentation and analysis,"
he said. "The regulatory man is characteristically disappointed that the
research and development man does not find an answer that he can
completely accept and that the.research man is so long about the tests
and the experiments that he does do." Nevertheless, Kavanagh'thought
that the AEC's research program was "operating effectively" because
both the regulatory staff and Reactor Development were committed to
ensuring safety.23
Despite Kavanagh's assessment, the differing perspectives and priorities of the two staffs were accentuated by a series of delays in the LOFf
project. All phases of the LOFf program suffered schedule setbacks and
design difficulties, particularly progress in the co.nstruction of the reactor in which the integral tests would be conducted. By early 1970, the
Division of Reactor Development and Technology was estimating that
the culminating nuclear experiments in the LOFf facility would not
begin until late 1974. One important reason for the problems with
LOFf was deficient management on the part of the Phillips Petroleum
Company. Shaw complained in July 1968 that "previously recognized
management and engineering inadequacies of the Phillips's organization" had become "even more serious." He attributed the company's
performance, described in one AEC report as "far short of being adequate," to a general lack of corporate concern about or support for its
contractual obligations for nuclear safety research. As a result, Phillips
failed to recruit the engineering talent it needed or to provide other
resources essential for the success of the LOFf project. Shaw concluded
that "the chances of Phillips's taking effective actions, either to meet
their current commitments or for the long term, are minimal." 24
Phillips responded to the AEC's expressions of dissatisfaction by
promising to reevaluate its performance on the LOFf project, but it
denied that serious problems existed. By December of 1968, Shaw's
prognosis was as gloomy as ever. While acknowledging that the company had increased its corporate involvement to an extent, he was not
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impressed with the results. "The objectives and plans associated with
LOFf," he told his superiors; "are still not being adequately developed
and commitments are not being met in a timely manner." A short time
later, Phillips reached an agreement in which the Idaho Nuclear Corpo-·
ration assumed the major responsibility for LOFf and other research
programs. The managing partner and majority owner of the Idaho Nuclear Corporation was the Aerojet-General Corporation, a subsidiary of
the General Tire and Rubber Company. Phillips became a minority
stockholder in the Idaho Nuclear Corporation. The AEC was encouraged by this development, but lamented the lack of progress on LOFf at
a time when reactor safety research was taking on increasing urgency. 25
Shortcomings in the management of safety research at the Idaho test
site presented serious problems under any circumstances, but they had
been compounded when the AEC shifted the focus of the LOFf program in 1967 from a study of an unimpeded loss-of-coolant accident to
a more complicated investigation of ECCS operation. This required not
only that plans for experiments be reassessed and modified but also that
the test reactor be redesigned. While some of the preparations completed before the redirection of the LOFf program were still useful, the
design of the new equipment virtually halted construction for two years.
Both the regulatory staff and Reactor Development viewed the reorientation of LOFf's objectives as essential, but the change inevitably exacted
a toll in the costs and in the timeliness of the project. 26
Progress on the LOFf project was further retarded by the Division
of Reactor Development and Technology's insistence that ·construction
of the test reactor meet rigorous quality standards. In response to
growing AEC concern about improving the quality of components used
in nuclear plants, the division began to apply more stringent requirements to test reactors. It did so for two basic reasons. One was to
less·en the risk that the results of reactor experiments would be invalidated or obscured by failures of components, materials, or systems that
were not being investigated. Quality assurance increasingly seemed to
be a prerequisite for obtaining clear and usable experimental data. A
second reason that Reactor Development placed greater emphasis on
quality assurance in test reactors was to gather information to help
develop realistic standards. As Shaw pointed out, a nuclear plant
needed to comply with as many as 5,000 separate engineering stan_dards; but professional standards-setting groups had established only
about 100 that applied specifically to reactors.
Scientists and engineers who worked on the LOFf project agreed on
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the importance of quality assurance in commercial reactors, but they
questioned the applicability of stringent standards to the test program.
Phillips· Petroleum argued in June 1968 that LOFf was not being built
for the same purposes as a commercial plant and that imposing the same
quality standards would cause major delays without compensating benefits. The company suggested that strict application of quality standards
would require "extensive redesign" and time-consuming consultations
with the AEC and reactor vendors. But it would provide little information of value for commercial plants because the LOFf reactor by design
would undergo a loss-of-coolant accident. Reactor Development rejected those appeals; Shaw told the ACRS that substandard equipment
should not be allowed to jeopardize the LOFf program. Construction
of the LOFf reactor proceeded according to quality standards prescribed by the Division of Reactor Development and Technology. The
AEC's goal of improving quality assurance was unassailable, but applying it to LOFf levied a price both in further delays and higher costs.27
The effects of the conditions and requirements that held up progress
and raised the costs of the LOFT project-management deficiencies,
program redirection, and increased emphasis on quality assurancewere exacerbated by reduced funding. Beginning in the latter half of the
1960s, when costs for the Vietnam war and Great Society programs
sharply escalated, the Bureau of the Budget searched diligently for ways
to cut government spending in other areas. The drive for budget austerity initiated by Lyndon Johnson continued after Richard Nixon took
office. In 1967, the Johnson administration ordered federal agencies to
slash their expenditures of funds already allocated by ten percent. As a
part of its effort to find other means of saving money, the Bureau of the
Budget asked the AEC to explain its plans to increase spending for
reactor safety research. Why should safety research costs continue to
grow, the bureau wanted to know, when the AEC was issuing "substantial numbers" of licenses for commercial reactors that it had judged to
be safe?28
The AEC vigorously defended the need for safety research on both
existing light-water reactors and on more advanced fast breeder reactors. It pointed out that the construction permits it had granted were not
licenses to operate, and added: "Many safety issues remain to be resolved or to be better understood before a substantial number of these
plants will be able to be licensed for operation." The AEC suggested
that its budget projections were the "minimum required" to obtain the
information it sought on existing reactors, but it also predicted that the
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costs of research on light-water models would rapidly decline within a
few years once LOIT and other ~ajor programs were completed. By
that time, the agency anticipated that the bulk of its research funds
would be devoted to fast breeder technology, and it made the case for
advanced reactors as irresistible as possible. "The successful introduction of these advanced reactors into the utility market," it declared,
"will provide a virtually unlimited supply of low cost energy which can
be used to elevate man's standard of living and, with proper attention,
improve man's environment." 29
The AEC's appeals were only partly successful. The Bureau of the
Budget did not insist on cutting the AEC's safety research budget, but
neither did it allow the significant increases the agency sought. As a
result, the Division of Reactor Development and Technology was forced
to allocate funds that fell far short of what it requested. Both the Commission and the Joint Committee were committed to rapid development
of fast breeder reactors, which gave Shaw the task of balancing the
funding restrictions imposed by the Bureau of the Budget against the
demands of his superiors and the Joint Committee for progress on the
breeder. Since important safety questions about breeders remained to be
addressed, they consumed a growing portion of the AEC's safety research budget. Light-water reactor research suffered accordingly. Between 1968 and 1971 the AEC spent approximately $23 million annually on light-water research, down from the more than $30 million it
had disbursed annually in the mid-1960s. 30
The development of a commercial fast breeder reactor had been a
major goal of the AEC for years. The technology was extremely appealing because it promised the means to create "fissile material," which
could be made into nuclear fuel, in quantities greater than the fuel it
consumed. The breeder converted the most common isotope of uranium, U-238, into a fissile isotope capable of sustaining a chain reaction, plutonium-239. This could be done by placing a "blanket" of
uranium-238 around a core of uranium-235 or plutonium-239 so
that it would absorb free neutrons released from the fuel. By capturing
neutrons, followed by radioactive decay, the uranium-238 could be
transformed into plutonium-239, which could then be extracted and
used to make more fuel. The technology was complex, but if it could be
mastered, it offered the means to produce virtually unlimited supplies of
nuclear fuel from cheap and abundant uranium-238.3 1
The AEC maintained that, over the long term, development of the
breeder reactor was essential to provide adequate electrical power. Fos-
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sil fuels would eventually be depleted, as would the relatively rare
uranium-235 (only 0.7 percent of uranium found in nature) used in
light-water reactors. In the report on atomic power's contributions to
meeting future energy needs that it submitted to President Kennedy in
1962, the AEC emphasized the· crucial role that the breeder would play.
The Division of Reactor Development and Technology was responsible
for the agency's breeder reactor program, and Shaw applied his forceful
manner and formidable energies to pushing it ahead. "We have the
potential," he declared in 1968, "to satisfy the energy needs of mankind
for a very long time by the process of breeding."
Shaw took his cue from both the Commission and the Joint Committee, where support for breeder development was strong and tolerance
for delays was limited. Joint Committee chairman Holifield called the
breeder "indispensable" for meeting energy and environmental demands and expressed impatience with the AEC for n,ot making better
progress on its "highest priority civilian program." In 1970, Seaborg
described development of the breeder as "a priority national goal" that
represented "the most decisive single step that could be taken now
toward assuring an essentially unlimited energy supply, free from problems of fuel resources and atmospheric contamination. " 32 ,
By the late 1960s, plans for a prototype breeder reactor were well
under way, and the need for safety testing of breeder technology was
becoming more urgent. At the same time, the AEC's budget for safety
research was tightening. In order to proceed with the breeder program,
therefore, Shaw elected to reduce funds for light-water research. He
recognized that a number of important questions about light-water
safety remained outstanding, but when forced to allocate the money
available to him, he cut the amounts for light-water research and increased them for breeder safety. In absolute terms, the level of spending
for breeder safety research was still small-$5 .2 million in fiscal year
1969 and $7 million in fiscal 1970. But it represented a significant
percentage of the funds budgeted for all safety research. The extent to
which the regulatory staff objected to Shaw's budget decisions is unclear, but it seems apparent that even strong and vocal protests would
have been futile. Shaw would have reallocated the research budget only
if the Commission had directed him to increase light-water spending,
but it was committed to his campaign to develop the breeder and supported his division of funds. 33
The result of budgetary constraints and the AEC's assignment of top
priority to breeder development was to slow progress on light-water
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safety research. The LOFf reactor received allocations that climbed
gradually, but it also incurred higher construction costs that arose from
the application of strict quality standards and from inflation. Tight
budgets were not the only and perhaps not even the major reason for
delays in the construction of the LOFf reactor, but they were symptomatic of the failure of the Commission to focus on the importance of
obtaining information promptly and to attach a high priority to lightwater safety research. While the regulatory staff was seeking more experimental data on the performance of safety systems, especially ECCS,
for use in its licensing decisions, neither the Commission nor the Division of Reactor Development and Technology viewed the light-water
research program with a sense of urgency. If the impact of budget
shortfalls on LOFf construction was ambiguous, the effect of them on
other research programs was not. A number of tests had to be suspended or terminated, and the Idaho Nuclear Corporation was forced
to lay off researchers. This not only caused further delays in tests to
support LOFf and other studies but also raised questions in the minds
of some researchers about whether sufficient resources were available to
run experiments that were technically sound.34
The budget stringencies facing the AEC's water-reactor research program gave increased impetus to appeals to the nuclear industry to take
over a larger share of the burden. The AEC and the Joint Committee
had long urged the industry to perform more safety research on its own,
and the Bureau of the Budget had requested that the agency find ways to
shift safety programs, and their costs, to nuclear vendors. Reactor manufacturers were not inclined to respond favorably. They were already
spending considerable amounts on designing safety systems for their
plants, including conducting their own investigations of the functioning
of emergency cooling, containment, control rods, and instrumentation.
They were sharing the expenses of other projects, such as studies of
pressure vessel reliability, pipe durability, and fission-product filtration,
with the AEC. They were opposed to taking on further responsibility for
safety research partly because of the additional costs and partly because
they still did not believe it to be necessary. Reactor manufacturers insisted that their designs allowed an ample margin of safety, and they
denied that the AEC programs were essential for safe operation of their
plants. As an ACRS staff member noted after a meeting with representatives of reactor vendors: "It seemed that the vendors believe that, since
the AEC/ACRS raised certain safety questions, the AEC should finance
the effort to find answers to these questions. " 35
.
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Reactor manufacturers made their views clear in a meeting with
regulatory staff and Reactor Development officials in November 1969.
They reiterated their long-standing complaints that· the AEC's research
program produced results too slowly to be of much benefit in the licensing process and that it overemphasized work on accidents that were
highly unlikely. The industry representatives focused on the problems
with LOFf to underscore their points. They were unhappy with the
slippage in the schedule for the integral testing and expressed doubts
that it would yield results in time to be useful. "A substantial segment of
the industry," grumbled one executive, "feels r&d progress is not oriented toward timely resolution of safety problems." Industry officials
also wondered about the applicability of the tests, even when they were
run, to much larger commercial plants, and about the extent to which
LOFf would resolve outstanding safety issues. AEC spokesmen recited
the value of LOFf for increasing general knowledge of the repercussions of a loss-of-coolant accident and the effectiveness of emergency
cooling, but industry representatives remained unconvinced. As one put
it: "There is growing concern that the LOFf program is soaking up
money and manpower and just not getting anywhere." Because of their
reservations about the usefulness of LOFf and their belief that much of
the AEC's safety research was superfluous, reactor vendors resisted
appeals to help the agency carry out its program by increasing their
expenditures on research. 36
The ACRS also complained about the research program in general
and LOFf in particular, but its criticism reflected considerations that
were quite different than those of industry. It regretted that as a result of
budget cuts, "many safety research activities have not been initiated,
have been slowed, or have been terminated." The ACRS chided the
AEC for failing to sponsor a major effort to resolve issues it had cited as
key concerns for years, including the "course of events following partial
or large scale core melting" and design improvements to handle a core
melt without a functional ECCS.
Members of the ACRS divided in their opinions about the usefulness
of LOFf. Some thought it would provide uniquely valuable information
about a loss-of-coolant accident and the performance of ECCS; others
believed its applicability to large reactors was limited. They agreed,
however, that LOFf should not be pursued if it compromised the AEC's
ability to undertake what the ACRS viewed as more pressing experiments. The ACRS concluded that if the AEC found that continuing with
LOFf was useful, it should make "every reasonable effort" to complete
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the program "on an improved time scale." In short, the committee was
disgruntled with the effects of the tightened research budget, the refusal
of the AEC to respond promptly to its recommendations on research
priorities, and long delays in receiving results from safety investigations.
As one unidentified ACRS member told Nttcleonics Week in June 1970:
"Increasingly we will find ourselves having to deal with problems with
less factual information on hand than we would like." He added: "Of
course, we have- had to do that in various areas heretofore-and it
always raises a certain amount of storm and strife outside. " 37
The ACRS member's comments proved to be prescient-within a
short time the lack of conclusive data on the performance of emergency
cooling systems triggered a major controversy and a great deal of
"storm and strife." During the summer of 1970, the findings and analyses of ECCS tests carried out at the Idaho testing site and other locations
had aroused concern among researchers. Some experiments had indicated that in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident, temperatures in the
core could rise higher than previously believed and the coolant from the
ECCS might not reflood the core as rapidly as predicted. While those
problems were being reexamined, a new series of tests on ECCS operation stirred even greater consternation. Run as a part of the small-scale
LOFf supporting experiments, they produced unexpected res·ults that
were the immediate cause of the debate over the effectiveness of ECCS
designs. 38
In November and December of 1970, Idaho Nuclear Corporation
researchers conducted four "semiscale" tests. They were performed
with a core that was nine inches long, compared with a 144-inch core in
a power reactor. Their purpose was to study the effectiveness of ECCS
under accident conditions in a pressurized-water reactor, though their
results were also applicable to some exte~t to boiling-water reactors.
The experiments were run by heating the simulated core electrically,
allowing the cooling water to escape, aQd then injecting the emergency
coolant. To the surprise of the investigators, the high steam pressures
that were created in the vessel by the loss of coolant blocked the flow of
water from the ECCS. Without ever reaching the core, about 90 percent
of the emergency coolant flowed out of the same break that had caused
the loss of coolant in the first place. In February 1971 the Idaho Nuclear
Corporation reported: "Preliminary analysis of these tests indicates little or no cooling by the emergency coolant." 39
In many ways the semiscale tests were not accurate simulations of
designs or conditions in power reactors. Not only the size, scale, and
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design but also the channels that directed the flow of coolant in the test
model were markedly different than those of an actual reactor. Unlike
commercial plants, which had from two to four loops for the flow of
coolant, the test equipment used only a single loop. This increased the
possibility that emergency coolant could bypass the core and flow out
the break in the single loop rather than reaching the core through other
paths. Nevertheless, the results of the tests were disquieting. They introduced a new element of uncertainty into assessing the effectiveness of
ECCS. The outcome of the tests had not been anticipated and called into
question the analytical methods used to predict performance. "Nobody
at this time is able to predict definitely from the models whether this
would or wouldn't happen in a real loss-of-coolant accident," commented one scientist who worked on the experiments. "Although we
feel pretty sure we can flood the core, our difficulty is that we can't
quantify the margin of safety we have." For that reason, the semiscale
tests generated serious concern.40
The results of the experiments caught the regulatory staff unprepared. Harold Price told the ACRS in March 1971 that his staff was
uncertain of where it stood on the issues raised by the tests. Their
outcome created doubts within the staff that it could testify "with reasonable assurance" that the emergency cooling systems were adequate
in several plants under review for construction permits or operating
licenses. In early 1971, Price had established a special task force of
senior regulatory staff members to review outstanding safety questions.
In March, in response to the results of the semiscale experiments, he
directed it to evaluate on a priority basis the methods used to predict the
performance of emergency cooling systems and to draft a "white paper"
within a month. Until he received a report from the task force, Price
wanted to avoid any public discussion of the semiscale experiments and
their ramifications.41
The unexpected uncertainties over the performance of ECCS came at
an exceedingly awkward time for the AEC. The Joint Committee was
rebuking the agency for what it viewed as unwarranted licensing delays
and was planning to hold hearings on the AEC's regulatory proces~.
Complaints from the committee about the length of the licensing process were nothing new, but they took on increased intensity in late 1970
and early 1971 as a growing number of applications clogged the system
and a shortage of electrical generating capacity emerged as a major
concern in some areas. Chairman John Pastore told Seaborg that he and
his colleagues had "long been concerned with the undue delays" that
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were attributable to "certain administrative obstacles." At the same
time, public opposition to nuclear plants was growing and intervenors
were citing misgivings about ECCS in their arguments against the licensing of reactors. If the results of the semiscale experiments became public
knowledge, it would add credibility to tlieir position and probably cause
more delays. The regulatory staff worried not only about the effects of
the tests on five plant applications ready for a decision but about dozens
of others that were further back in the pipeline. The semiscale tests were
hardly conclusive, but they raised important questions that had to be
addressed. 42
Within a short time after µndertaking its investigation of ECCS performance, the task force that Price had established encountered major
complications. Its chairman, Stephen H. Hanauer, a former professor of
nuclear engineering at the University of Tennessee, past chairman of the
ACRS, and since 1970 the technical adviser to the director of regulation, soon discovered bureaucratic and financial problems that made it
more difficult to deal with the technical ones. In a meeting with Andrew
J. Pressesky, assistant director for nuclear safety in the Division of Reactor Technology and Development, Hanauer acknowledged that "we
have some real safety problems." He complained bitterly that he had
learned that because of funding shortages, the Idaho Nuclear Corporation was going to "fire some of [the] good people that can work [on the]
problems." Pressesky confirmed that of the twelve researchers working
on LOIT support at the Idaho site, eight would lose their jobs before
the end of the fiscal year unless more money became available.
To make matters worse, Hanauer learned from Pressesky that the
test model for the recent semiscale experiments had been dismantled in
order to build a more sophisticated version. There was, Pressesky
added, "no money to put [it] back together." An exasperated Hanauer
wondered: "Where else are we in trouble and don't know it?" In response, Pressesky cited as "another problem area~ the latest results of
experiments on the possible effects of a loss-of-coolant accident on fuel
cladding.43
Scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory who had conducted
a series of tests on "fuel-rod failure" reported in early 1971 that previous analyses of how well the cladding would hold up might have been
overly optimistic. The tests had produced two disturbing findings. One
was the amount of swelling that might occur in the fuel cladding after a
loss of coolant. This was an important consideration because if the high
temperatures in the vessel distorted the shape of the cladding, it could
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block the circulation of water and prevent the ECCS from adequately
cooling the core. Industry experiments had indicated that the swelling of
the rods would not exceed 60 percent, but Oak Ridge researchers found
that the extent of the swelling might exceed 100 percent.
The other major question that aroused concern was the temperature
at which the fuel cladding became brittle and susceptible to shattering.
If the cladding fractured and the core collapsed, the water from the
ECCS would be unable to circulate through the molten mass that the
loss of "core geometry" created. It was apparent that this could happen
at temperatures below the melting point of zirconium because of metalwater reactions, but the level at which the fuel cladding would become
brittle was less clear. Nucle;:ir vendors claimed that as long as the temperatures in the core did not exceed 2700 degrees Fahrenheit, the cladding would not fail. But experiments at Oak Ridge yielded more pessimistic results. They indicated that, depending on the length of time that
abnormally high temperatures existed in the core, the cladding could
become brittle at levels considerably lower than 2700 degrees. Tests
showed, for example, that significant embrittlement took place at temperatures of 2500 degrees for two minutes and 1950 degrees for thirtyfive minutes. As long as core temperatures were lowered promptly,
embrittlement of the cladding did not appear to be a major problem.
But the findings of the Oak Ridge scientists added new uncertainties
about the adequacy of existing assumptions and experimental information relating to the consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident.44
While the Hanauer task force was continuing its investigation, the
AEC was attempting to prevent news about the semiscale and fuel
cladding experiments from leaking outside the agency. Rumors about
the semiscale tests had circulated among scientists since mid-February
1971, when a researcher attending a meeting on reactor safety had
informed his colleagues that the budget for the LOFT support program
was facing new reductions and appealed for funds from industry. Nevertheless, the AEC went to extraordinary lengths to keep the evaluation of
the recent tests an internal matter, even to the point of not reporting
information on them to the Joint Committee. The effort was futile.
After two committee members heard about the potential problems with
emergency cooling on a visit to the Idaho test site, Seaborg hastily sent a
letter to Chairman Pastore. He told Pastore that "the results of recent
preliminary safety research experiments have indicated that the predicted margins in ECCS performance may not be as large as those
predicted previously." He disclosed that a "senior task force" was evalu-
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ating the issue and acknowledged that as a resu'lt, the AEC anticipated
"that there will be delays in the licensing of some plants." A short time
later, the AEC provided further information, in executive session, to the
Joint Committee.◄s
The AEC realized that Seaborg's letter to Pastore was likely to stir
press inquiries and that the effort to prevent information about the
experiments on the effectiveness of ECCS from getting out to the public
was doomed. After the Joint Committee released Seaborg's letter, a
number of intervenors and other critics demanded that the AEC supply
complete details about the experiments. Industry representatives also
called for a full report from the agency. "How can we tell the public and
our customers what is going on," complained one official, "if the AEC,
which first identified the engineering problem, has said nothing?" On
26 May 1971 the Washington Post blew the story open with a frontpage account of the semiscale tests. It suggested that the experimental
failures could cause lengthy construction and licensing delays and "trigger a nationwide power shortage." The following day the AEC issued a
press release, emphasizing that a loss-of-coolant accident was highly
unlikely, that ECCS was only one of many safety systems in a power
reactor, and that the semiscale tests did not accurately simulate the
design or operation of an actual plant. It revealed that the regulatory
staff's task force was considering whether improvements were needed in
emergency cooling systems a~d predicted that it would complete its
review within a few weeks. In the meantime, the AEC cautioned that
some licensing delays might be necessary. 46
The press release did not placate the AEC's critics, who assailed it for
refusing to make information about the results of the semiscale tests
public earlier. Some nuclear opponents called for a moratorium on
licenses and the shutdown of the eleven operating nuclear plants until
the ECCS question was resolved. Even friendly observers were troubled
by the AEC's handling of the issue. Edward E. David, President Nixon's
science adviser, told Seaborg: "This case does raise the question of the
adequacy and effectiveness of the Commission's research program on
safety. The safety program should provide us with answers to assure the
public safety." Since the late 1960s, the AEC had tried to answer the
question posed by the overseers of the federal budget: why is safety
research needed if licenses are being issued for nuclear plants? The
ECCS controversy stood that question on its head. It became, in the
minds of a growing number of informed commentators: why is the AEC
granting licenses if it has not fully resolved key safety issues? 47
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In the face of mounting criticism, the AEC attempted to clarify its
position on ECCS and take action that would diminish the embarrassment the issue was causing. For years, despite the urging of the ACRS, the
agency had declined to place a high priority on water-reactor safety
research. The Commission had allowed the program to drift while it
focused on matters it viewed as more pressing. But the ECCS controversy
suddenly enhanced the importance of safety research in the eyes of the
Commission. In an unprecedented step, Seaborg called the Office of
Management and Budget (as the Bureau of the Budget had been renamed)
and appealed for a restoration of funds for water-reactor safety research
that it had cut from the AEC's budget. He cited the need to conduct
research "on a crash basis because we have run into some problems." The
budget office reluctantly offered an additional $2 million. Assistant general manager Kavanagh told the Joint Committee, however, that he
thought the AEC required an extra $30 or $40 million. 48
Meanwhile, the Hanauer task force that Price had formed was pursuing "its study of the methods used to predict the performance of emergency cooling systems. It quickly became obvious that the task force
could not complete a report within a month, as Price had requested.
With the assistance of the Idaho Nuclear Corporation, the task force
closely examined the use of computer programs and calculational techniques in designing and evaluating emergency cooling. The results of the
study were enlightening but not always clear in their implications. Most
members of the task force were satisfied that the work generally confirmed the conservatism of ECCS designs, but some of their colleagues
contended that the computer programs were ambiguous, unproven, and
unreliable on key safety issues. They argued that more empirical research was essential to establish the applicability of existing assumptions and computer programs. The complexity of the ECCS issue and
the differing views within the task force prevented the early submission
of a final technical report.49
·
The Commission did not want to wait for the results of new experiments or the completion of the Hanauer task force's investigation before it took a position on the ECCS question. Once the uncertainties
~ about ECCS became a matter of public debate, it sought to answer the
agency's critics and to reassure the public about reactor safety. The
Commission and staff held a series of meetings in early June 1971 to
. consider their options on the issue. Based on the preliminary findings of
the Hanauer task force, the Commission decided to issue interim criteria
on emergency cooling systems, effective immediately, that plants would
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have to meet. The general requirements for all reactors stipulated that in
the event of a loss-of-coolant accident, the temperature of the fuel cladding could not exceed 2300 degrees, the cladding had to be cooled
before it became brittle, and no more than 1 percent of the cladding
could react chemically with steam or water. Drawing on the results of
the semiscale tests, the criteria specified that manufacturers should assume that coolant from the ECCS would bypass the core during the
blowdown phase of the accident. This would mean that one-fourth to
one-third of the total ECCS coolant would be lost (the remainder would
enter the vessel after the blowdown ended and pressure fell).
In addition, the AEC's statement outlined ways in which reactor
manufacturers could analyze their specific designs to make certain they
complied with the criteria. The agency instructed owners of reactors
licensed to operate before 1968 to analyze the capabilities of their rudimentary emergency cooling systems and make improvements in them
before 1 July 1974. It directed the operators of the newer and larger
plants to submit an analysis of the performance of their emergency
cooling systems within three months. The regulatory staff hoped that
the interim criteria would not only provide guidance to reactor manufacturers but also would impress· the industry with the importance of addressing and resolving the ECCS issue.50
The AEC did not prescribe the methods for meeting the new requirements, but, in effect, it mandated that manufacturers and utiJities place
an upper limit on the amount of heat generated by the reactor. In some
cases, this would force utilities to reduce the peak operating temperatures (and hence, the power) of plants in operation or expected to be
soon, from an estimated 7 or 8 percent at two Turkey Point reactors in
Florida to 2 percent at Indian Point II and the H. B. Robinson unit in
South Carolina. The prospect of "derating" power levels, Nucleonics
Week reported, "sent a shock wave through the industry," which was
"totally opposed to it." The Commission was reluctant to impose
derating on even a few plants, but viewed it as a temporary measure. In
other cases, the ECCS criteria could subject utilities to extra costs by
requiring more frequent refueling.
Despite complaints from Shaw that the criteria were overly conservative, representatives of reactor vendors did not view them as unreasonable. The ACRS expressed general approval of them, but urged the AEC
to make clear that they were "an interim solution only" and that more
research was needed on computer programs for and designs of _emergency cooling systems. The AEC_ announced the ECCS criteria on 19
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June 1971; the same day, Price told a press conference that although the
AEC thought it was impossible "to guarantee absolute safety," he was
"confident that these criteria will assure that the emergency core cooling
systems will perform adequately to protect the temperature of the core
from getting out of hand."S 1
The AEC was anxious to issue the interim criteria without waiting
for the final report of the Hanauer task force or the results of further
tests for a number of reasons. One was that it hoped to minimize
construction and licensing delays in the more than fifty plant applications under review. This was a perpetual source of concern, intensified
by the relentless pressure the AEC received from the Joint Committee
and the industry to judge plant proposals and issue licenses promptly.
But it took on increased urgency in early 1971 because a number of
utilities in differe~t sections of the country were facing shortages of
electrical generating capacity and were worried about the availability of
sufficient power. The twenty-nine members of the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board panel, from which the three-member boards for individual licensing cases were drawn, were meeting in late June 1971. Both the
Commission and the regulatory staff wanted to be able to provide panel
members with guidance and reassurance on ECCS performance because
it was certain to be a prominent issue in licensing proceedings. A major
consideration of the AEC in publishing the interim ECCS criteria was
the realization, in Seaborg's words, "that we have an immediate problem to sol~e with respect to the attitudes of licensing boards. " 52
The AEC had additional reasons for acting immediately to deal with
the ECCS issue. The Joint Committee had scheduled hearings on the
licensing process to open on 22 June 1971, and the AEC was determined to arrive at a position on ECCS before then. This would enable
the commissioners and staff to answer questions about the-ECCS problem and also serve as a counterbalance to the criticisms that nuclear
opponents were sure to air. "We couldn't avoid the issue if we wanted
to," commented one committee staff member. 53
The AEC's push to resolve, or at least to defuse, the ECCS controversy, also reflected its involvement in President Nixon's energy program. In the spring of 1971, Nixon was preparing a major message to
Congress and the nation on his plans to develop sufficient energy supplies while at the same time protecting the environment. He requested
the opinions of Seaborg, who emphasized the energy and environmental
assets of nuclear energy and highlighted the potential advantages of
breeder _reactors. When Seaborg presented his views at a cabinet meet-
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ing on 13 April 1971, the president seemed greatly impressed with the
promise of breeders. Nixon also asked questions about reactor safety;
he disclosed that he had never worried about nuclear hazards until
Southern California Edison · published advertisements with pictures
showing how close the western White House in San Clemente was
located to the _San Onofre nuclear plant. "Then," joked the president, "I
began to worry." Seaborg assured him that the probability of an accident was "so small it's difficult to estimate. " 54 .
Nixon strongly endorsed the development of a breeder reactor,
partly because of the advantages it offered and partly as a means to win
the backing of Chet Holifield for a major government reorganization
that the president was planning. Holifield, in addition to his position on
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, was the chairman of the House
Government Operations Committee. The president hoped that his support for the breeder would make Holifield more receptive to the reorganization proposal. In his energy message of 4 June 1971 the president
cited the breeder reactor as "our best hope today for meeting the Nation's growing demand for economical clean energy." The ECCS controversy posed a serious threat to Nixon's program, however, by raising
questions about reactor safety in general and by undermining the credibility of the AEC. White House officials expressed concern about the
impact of the ECCS debate on the president's energy plan after CBS
News contrasted Nixon's support of the breeder with complaints from
AEC critics about the semiscale experiments. If the breeder reactor was
going to receive the funding and continue to win the presidential patronage that the AEC so eagerly sought, it seemed essential to address questions about ECCS promptly.ss
The AEC had few reservations about pushing ahead with its interim
ECCS criteria because it did not view the technical problems as terribly
serious. Seaborg's statement to Nixon on nuclear safety was one of
many indications that.he was not greatly troubled with the results of the
semiscale or fuel cladding tests, at least as far as their technical aspects
were concerned. He voiced similar opinions publicly. "The commission's regulatory staff is taking a very cautious position on this question," he declared. "This does not mean that there is a serious problem." Milton Shaw discounted the ECCS controversy as an issue blown
out of proportion by "some people who have taken a little bit of data
and made a big thing out of it. "S 6
As Seaborg suggested, the regulatory staff was less inclined to dismiss
the implications of the ECCS question. But it too was convinced that the
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technical issues would be resolved within a fairly short time. The staff
was acutely aware of the uncertainties of the computer programs and
the limitations of the empirical data on which ECCS designs were based.
But it was confident that conservative application of what was known
and compliance with the interim criteria would ensure the safety of
operating plants until more complete information on ECCS operation
was developed. The design of emergency cooling systems had improved
greatly over the previous five years in terms of the ainount and delivery
rate of coolant they could make available, their ability to withstand
damage to the core, and the redundancy of their components. Although
a mock-up ECCS had failed to perform according to expectations in
some experiments, the outcome of others had conformed with predictions. Tests on the performance of core spray systems, heat transfer
from the core to the coolant, and other aspects of fluid and thermal
dynamics, for example, had supported earlier calculations and assumptions (though by the fall of 1971, some regulatory staff experts were
raising questions about the validity of the tests on heat transfer).
The regulatory staff regarded the results of the failed semiscale tests as
serious and it believed that further research was needed to clear up the
uncertainties they highlighted. But it did not view them as indications
that existing designs were fundamentally flawed. It emphasized that its
regulatory requirements reflected conservative engineering judgment,
such as assuming that an accident would be caused by a double-ended
pipe break, that no coolant would reach the core during the blowdown,
and that all the fuel rods would become equally hot. An unidentified
member of the regulatory staff told a Science reporter that until the AEC
completed its water-reactor safety research program, "we are going to
have to use rather more conservative bases for design judgments on
plants, and we are going to have to make decisions with a certain lesser
degree of cheerfulness, or confidence, than if we had the results of this
research." The staff remained committed to resolving the technical uncertainties about ECCS performance before the plants in the licensing pipeline that had received construction permits were ready to apply for operating licenses. In the meantime it was satisfied that the interim criteria
would provide acceptable margins of safety for operating plants and the
four units under consideration for operating licenses.57
The AEC did not, however, issue its interim criteria primarily for
technical reasons; if that had been its foremost concern it could have
waited until more test data were available. It published the criteria so
quickly primarily for political reasons, and in that regard it failed dis-
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mally to achieve its .objectives. The criteria did not tone down the ECCS
controversy or quiet the AEC's critics. In July 1971, the Union of Concerned S~entists (UCS), an organization established in 1969 to challenge the misuse of technology in the Vietnam war and the nuclear arms
race, published a report on the ECCS issue that took sharp exception to
the AEC's position. The UCS had recently turned its attention to environmental issues and had intervened in the licensing board hearings
considering an operating license for the Pilgrim plant near Plymouth,
Massachusetts. The organization's ECCS study concluded that emergency cooling systems were "likely to fail" in the event of a loss-ofcoolant accident, which could cause "a peace-time catastrophe whose
scale ... might well exceed anything the nation has ever known."
The UCS report focused on the failure of the semiscale tests and
stressed the existing uncertainties about ECCS performance. It rebuked
the AEC for its "manifest failure to adhere to the vital and important
procedure of establishing the safety of nuclear power plants before
initiating its full-scale program for nuclear power plant construction."
The UCS called for a moratorium on new operating licenses until the
ECCS issue could be resolved and for an assessment by "a qualified,
independent group" of the hazards posed by operating plants. Its evaluation provided no new information on the ECCS question, but it presented the problem in terms that the public, or at least the news media,
could easily grasp. The UCS report received wide publicity, including
stories on network television' news programs. Three months later the
UCS published a critique of the AEC interim criteria. It alleged that a
maximum core temperature of 2300 degrees was excessive, that the
computer codes used to predict ECCS performance were "highly inadequate," and that the criteria were "operationally vague and meaningless" because they assumed that no appreciable loss of core geometry
would occur in a loss-of-coolant accident. In short, the UCS denied the
AEC's claim that the interim criteria reflected conservative engineering
judgment.58
Without endorsing the alarmist language of the UCS reports, some
scientists in the AEC and national laboratories privately expressed some
of the same reservations about the interim criteria. Questions about the
reliability of computer programs continued to stir dissension within the
Hanauer task force. William B. Cottrell, director of the nuclear safety
program at Oak Ridge, advised the AEC of his staff's doubts regarding
the soundness of the criteria. The Oak Ridge researchers worried that
the 2300 degree temperature limit would not prevent embrittlement of
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the fuel cladding under all conditions and wondered how the criteria
proposed to avoid a·loss of core geometry. Cottrell recognized that "the
wide gaps in our knowledge" precluded the development of definitive
ECCS criteria, but he offered assistance in making necessary improvements in the interim requirements.
The adequacy of the interim criteria aroused misgivings not only
among some scientific authorities but also among members of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board panel. One of the primary objectives
of issuing the criteria was to reassure licensing boards about the reliability of ECCS. In December 1971, the board considering an operating
license for Indian Point II signaled clearly that the criteria had failed to
accomplish this goal. It announced that in view of the uncertainties
about ECCS and the interim criteria, it lacked sufficient information to
gr~nt a license for the Indian Point II plant. This action opened the way
for intervenors in other proceedings to challenge the adequacy of ECCS
regulations and introduced a new phase of the ECCS controversy.59
The realization by 1966 that, in the event of a core-melting accident,
containment might not be sufficient to prevent the dispersion of large
amounts of radioactivity into the environment had changed the emphasis of the AEC's reactor safety program from mitigation to prevention of
accidents. The final line of defense in the worst-case accident shifted
from dependence on containment structures to hold in the inventory of
fission products to reliance on emergency core cooling systems to keep
the core from melting. As the AEC placed the burden of ensuring reactor safety on the effectiveness of emergency cooling, it sought answers
to the many outstanding questions about the performance of ECCS
under accident conditions. It refocused its research on water-reactor
safety to sponsor a variety of tests relating to the operation of ECCS. By
1971, those efforts had helped expand knowledge of the functioning of
ECCS and improve the design of systems installed in nuclear plants.
But many questions remained unanswered in 1971. Despite the importance of ECCS in ensuring reactor safety, a series of delays postponed the completion of key research projects, particularly the LOFT
program. The AEC did not approach water-reactor s~fety research with
a sense of urgency and reduced spending on it in the face of federal
budget stringencies in the late 1960s and early 1970s. It did not place
great emphasis on resolving questions about ECCS performance until
problems arose. After ECCS experiments produced unexpected and unwelcome results that raised questions about the validity of its approach
to reactor safety, the agency panicked. It attempted to keep information
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about the semiscale and fuel-cladding experiments from reaching the
public, and when that failed, hastily issued criteria that it hoped would
contain the growing controversy. For reasons that the commissioners
regarded as matters of priority, the AEC published the criteria even
before its own task force could conclude its evaluation of the ECCS
issue.
The AEC's response to the debate over the uncertainties of ECCS
played into the hands of its critics. By withholding information about
the unfavorable results of important experiments, it undermined its own
credibility and fed suspicions about the adequacy of its regulatory program. The interim criteria that the AEC published, rather than resolving
the ECCS issue, stirred further controversy. The debate over ECCS
focused both on the results of the semiscale and fuel-cladding tests and
the soundness of the interim criteria. Since many of the questions about
them could not be answered with available data, the AEC relied heavily
on public faith in its regulatory integrity and commitment to safety to
win support for and confidence in its position. But that faith had been
eroded by its handling of the ECCS issue.
By highlighting the tests that failed, the AEC's critics placed the
agency on the defensive at the same time that its credibility on reactor
safety was declining. Consequently, the debate over ECCS slighted
many important points that the AEC, with limited success, tried to get
across. It obscured the deficiencies of the semiscale tests as models for
actual reactors, the worst-case assumptions that the AEC used in designing experiments and judging reactor applications, the small likelihood
of a loss-of-coolant accident, the favorable outcome of other experiments on ECCS performance, and impfovements in emergency cooling
systems that had been made since 1966. It also blurred the fact that
outstanding ECCS issues appeared to be, and eventually proved to be,
resolvable, given time, money, and effort.60 If necessary, the AEC always
had· the option of requiring that plants be operated at less than maximum power to reduce the chances that a major accident would cause a
loss of containment.
Nevertheless, the results of the failed ECCS experiments were serious
technical matters that merited prompt attention. The AEC elected to
concentrate on the political rather than the technical aspects of the
problem. By placing undue emphasis on trying to reassure the public
about reactor safety, it took a worrisome technical question and turned
it into a public relations disaster. Instead of frankly acknowledging the
significance of the problem and outlining plans to resolve it, the AEC,
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before fully evaluating the technical uncertainties, attempted to deal
with the implications of the ECCS quandary for winning public confidence in reactor safety. It gave credence to the charges of its critics that
it was so determined to promote nuclear power and develop the breeder
reactor that it was inattentive to safety. By moving so quickly on the
issues raised by the semiscale and fuel-cladding tests, it gained little. But
it paid a heavy cost by impairing its own credibility and fueling doubts
about the safety of nuclear power.

CHAPTER IX

The First Line of
Defense-And Other
Safety Measures

Much of the AEC's regulatory agenda and safety research program
focused on accidents that, although possible, were improbable. The ·
regulatory staff recognized the importance of addressing those kinds of
safety issues and taking steps to resolve them. But it also emphasized
that emergency cooling systems, containment, and other equipment designed to protect the public from the effects of a severe accident were
only a part of a nuclear plant's multiple safeguards. If a power reactor
were properly designed, constructed, maintained, and operated, the
chances of a serious accident and the likelihood of ever needing emergency core cooling systems would be reduced, in theory at least, to the
point of being negligible. The AEC applied the concept of "defense-indepth," which required that nuclear plants include a series of independent, redundant, and diverse safety systems.
The key to safe and reliable plant operation, the AEC believed, was a
strong first line of defense. This depended on strict adherence to conservatism in design and quality assurance in construction. As an internal
committee that the AEC established to study its licensing program declared in 1969: "The greatest emphasis should be placed on the first line
of defense ••. so that [a plant] will perform during normal and abnormal conditions in a reliable and predictable manner. This assurance of
quality is obtained only if safety requirements are clearly and adequately defined, plant designs meet those requirements without exces_sive complexity, construction is in accord with design, and operation
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and maintenance assure continuing conformance with safety criteria. " 1
Promoting safety through careful design and rigorous quality control,
though always a significant consideration, became even more critical
after the size of plants increased in the mid-1960s. As a result, the AEC
prepared regulatory guidelines that sought to· clarify design objectives
and define quality assurance requirements.
In the first decade of commercial nuclear power, the regulatory staff
and the ACRS used a case-by-case approach to evaluate construction
permit applications. Since the technology was still in its early stages and
undergoing continual change, an effort to establish general guidelines
that applicants would be expected to meet seemed pointless and perhaps
counterproductive. By early 1965, however, the need for formal design
criteria to apply in reviewing plant proposals seemed more pressing
because of a number of considerations that converged at about the same
time: a request of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in the Oyster
Creek construction permit proceedings for more detailed technical information, a renewed AEC effort to simplify and accelerate the licensing
process, and a recommendation by the first Regulatory Review (Mitchell) Panel that the agency provide fuller guidance to applicants on what
it expected from them in their plant proposals.
The licensing board for the Oyster Creek construction permit application issued a ruling in December 1964 that called attention to the lack of
general criteria to outline the amount of information and the level of
precision the AEC required of prospective plant owners. The board
granted a construction permit to the Jersey Central Power and Light
Company, but it also attached conditions that, in the view of Nuclear
Industry, promised to become "the regulatory cause celebre of the
year." The board determined that the utility had not submitted sufficient data to show that the plant could be safely operated at the design
'power level of 1600 thermal megawatts (515 electrical megawatts), and
it directed Jersey Central to provide additional supporting evidence
within six months. It allowed site preparation to proceed but withheld
final approval of the application until it received and reviewed the
supplementary information. 2
The board's decision elicited strong protests from the regulatory
staff, the utility, and the designer and builder of the plant, General
Electric. The staff had never required complete information about the
design of a proposed plant at the construction permit stage, and it,
along with the ACRS, had found Jersey Central's application to be
satisfactory. The ruling raised a troubling question about the role of the
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licensing boards in the regulatory process: were they authorized to conduct an independent technical review of applications or was their jurisdiction limited to certifying that the staff had observed correct procedures and to adjudicating opposing positions in a contested hearing?
This issue had been discussed but never clearly resolved when the AEC
had established the licensing boards in 1962. Harold Price told the
Commission that the Oyster Creek board had requested design details
that had "not heretofore been required at the construction permit stage
and some [that had] not been required at any stage." Representatives of
General Electric complained that the decision "changed the existing
ground rules for the scope of applications for provisional construction
permits." 3
The regulatory staff appealed the board's decision to the Commission. With support from Jersey Central and General Electric, it
petitioned the Commission to overrule the board by finding that the
construction permit application included sufficient information. The
commissioners declined; in May 1965 they sustained the licensing
board's ruling and denied that it had overstepped its authority. The
Commission agreed with the regulatory staff that applicants were not
required to supply full details of the design of their proposed plant to
obtain a construction permit, but it also affirmed that licensing boards
should exercise "considerable discretion." It suggested that the jurisdictional problem would be eased by the preparation of "more detailed
guidance" that specified the information that the AEC expected in a
construction permit application. Spurred in part by the disagreement
over the Oyster Creek application, the regulatory staff had begun to
draft criteria to provide such guidance. 4
The AEC's effort to define design criteria also seemed more urgent by
early 1965 because of redoubled interest in streamlining the licensing
process. The regulatory staff anticipated that its licensing workload was
likely to increase, and in light of the Oyster Creek experience, wanted to
draw up general guidelines that it could use to judge applications. It
received strong support and encouragement from Commissioner Ramey,
who regarded the development of design criteria as a necessary step to
accelerate licensing procedures and to make metropolitan siting more
acceptable. Price maintained that criteria would be especially useful to
reactor manufacturers and would mollify their complaints that they did
not have a clear idea of what information the AEC wanted in construction permit proposals. 5
Those views were endorsed by the Mitchell panel report of July
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1965. The regulatory staff started work on design criteria in part because it had advance notice of the panel's conclusions. In recommending
ways to improve the AEC's regulatory process, the Mitchell panel argued that there was an "immediate need for criteria in the various
phases of the licensing procedure," particularly in the construction permit stage. It suggested that the development of guidelines would inform
the industry of the AEC's expectations, ease the AEC's task of evaluating applications, provide "a framework for testimony at •.. public hearings," help in "limiting harassment by intervenors.which is not based on
relevant grounds," and increase public confidence in the licensing system. As a result, "the licensing process could be simplified, shortened,
and made more exact and predictable. " 6
With_ those goals in mind, the regulatory staff drafted a series of
design criteria for the consideration of the Commission and the ACRS.
By May 1965 it had written a total of thirty-three general guidelines.
Applicants for construction permits would have to present their plans
and enough supporting technical data to convince the staff that their
design would meet each of the criteria. The criteria spelled out broad
requirements and left the ·means of achieving them to the discretion of
the reactor manufacturers. The first criterion, for example, directed that
reactor structures and equipment must be able to withstand, "without
impairment of their capability to function, the most severe earthquakes,
flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other natural phenomena anticipated at the proposed site during the lifetime of the proposed plant."
The list of criteria also instructed applicants to submit designs that
would guard against, among other things, metal-water reactions, structural damage from internal missiles released by an accident, power
excursions from excessive reactivity, radiation exposure by workers and
the general public above the AEC's regulatory limits, and a loss of
electrical power that would incapacitate a plant's safety equipment.
Since the criteria were drafted before a core meltdown that breached
containment became the principal regulatory concern, they placed more
emphasis on ensuring containment integrity than on emergency cooling.
They did, however, call for at least two independent cooling systems if
the design of the proposed plant indicated that "engineered safeguards
[would be] needed to prevent containment vessel rupture." 7
The regulatory staff solicited the views of the ACRS on the draft
criteria. Some committee members suggested that the criteria were premature or incomplete; others viewed them as little more than platitudes
that expressed worthy objectives without helping much to achieve them.
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Nevertheless, the ACRS thought that the draft guidelines were "a good
beginning" and worked with the staff to sharpen and clarify their wording. Although committee members believed that the criteria would be of
limited use to vendors and utilities with nuclear experience, most acknowledged that the design guidelines would provide some assistance to
applicants without much background in nuclear technology and would
offer a more clearly defined framework for evaluating applications. 8
In November 1965, after several discussions with the ACRS and
considerable redrafting, consolidating, and clarifying, the regulatory
staff presented a list of twenty-seven design criteria to the Commission
for approval to publish for public comment. It introduced the guidelines
by stating that they did not necessarily apply to all reactor designs,
especially unusual or advanced ones, and that the staff would necessarily continue to exercise engineering judgment in evaluating how well a
plant proposal met the criteria. Price told the Commission that his staff
had gone through a "long and tedious process" of securing the agreement of the ACRS on the criteria. He urged that they be published
promptly to obtain the views of interested members of the public and
the nuclear industry "while the criteria were in the formative stages of .
development." With Commission concurrence, the AEC issued the draft
criteria on 22 November 1965. The accompanying press release pointed
out that the draft guidelines represented a preliminary step and that
"further efforts ..• will be necessary to fully develop these criteria." But
it also suggested that they were "sufficiently advanced" to request public comments and to provide "interim guidance" to reactor vendors and
utilities. 9
One of Seaborg's staff assistants predicted that the nuclear industry
would register strong objections to the proposed criteria on the grounds
that they were "too restrictive and vague." But the response of industry
groups to the draft criteria turned out to be quite favorable. The Atomic
Industrial Forum recommended some changes in wording and organization. Otherwise, there were few complaints. In July 1966 Clifford Beck
reported to the Commission that the "criteria had been well r~ceived by
industry" and that they "were already being used by [the regulatory]
staff on an informal basis in processing applications for construction
permits." 10
Despite industry's generally positive reaction to the proposed criteria, by the summer of 1966 ·the regulatory staff was working on major
revisions. The primary reason was the increased concern over pressure
vessel integrity and loss of containment from a core meltdown that had
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arisen since the earlier draft. After further discussions with the ACRS,
the staff prepared a new version of the criteria. This one was longer; the
number of individual items expanded to seventy, divided into nine
broad categories. Many of the new criteria applied to the need to protect against pressure vessel faiiure or a loss-of-coolant accident. They
placed much more emphasis than the criteria published in 1965 on the
design of emergency core cooling systems (ECCS). 11
Like the original version, the revised criteria listed broad requirements rather than detailed specifications. They told applicants what to
do but not how to do it. One ECCS item, for example, called for two
separate systems, "each with a capability of accomplishing abundant
emergency cooling." The criteria demonstrated the effects of multiple
authorship. The different perspectives and sometimes conflicting views ,
of individual members of the ACRS, the regulatory staff, and other AEC
o_fficials in some cases produced criteria with compromise wording or
shaded meaning. An early draft of the revised guidelines included an
item that the ACRS strongly promoted. It directed applicants for construction permits to design plants so that the containment structure
would prevent a large release of radioactivity even if the ECCS failed
after a loss of coolant. The final version of the criterion, reflecting the
lack of any existing designs for coping with ·a meltdown without an
effective ECCS, was phrased more vaguely and open to greater interpretation. By contrast, the regulatory staff made other changes in the criteria because they were too ambiguous. It removed a criterion that required rapid insertion of control rods under "abnormal conditions," for
example, because its implications were unclear. The staff discovered
that some reactors could not meet the requirement if it were interpreted
to mean that they needed equipment to drive rods, rather then dropping
them, into the core. 12
Despite the difficulties of writing generally applicable guidelines that
satisfied different authors and users, the regulatory staff eventually produced design criteria that won the acceptance, if not the enthusiasm, of
those involved in their preparation. ACRS member Stephen H. Hanauer
described them as "pious platitudes" that would result in "no quantum
jump in safety." But he added: "On the other hand, I see no great harm
in promulgating these criteria." In July 1967 the AEC published for
pu~lic comment the latest version of the design criteria. This time it
received a less favorable response from the nuclear industry. The most
common complaint was that the criteria too frequently used imprecise
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terms, such as "appropriate," "considerable," and "acceptable damage
limits," that were subject to confusion and misinterpretation.
The regulatory staff explained that it deliberately avoided precise and
restrictive terms that could limit flexibility in engineering judgment, but
this did not placate the critics. The Atomic Industrial Forum and Westinghouse each suggested changes in sixty-eight of the seventy criteria;
Commonwealth Edison was close behind with sixty-six. The responses
of industry groups focused on terminology and interpretation rather
than on the substance of the criteria, though some expressed concern
that the new version would impose additional (and in the estimation of
the commenters, unnecessary) requirements. The reaction of industry to
the revised criteria, which was distinctly more antagonistic than its
response to the initial draft two years earlier, reflected the new uncertainties over safety design and the complexities in evaluating reactor
applications that had emerged in that period. Since 1965, questions
about the reliability of pressure vessels, emergency cooling, and containment had made the licensing process more complicated and more problematic, and industry groups· sought to make certain that the design
criteria did not further that trend. 13
In light of the comments it received, the regulatory staff, after consulting again with the ACRS and industry representatives, revised the draft
criteria. It did not make extensive changes, but it clarified terminology
and meaning, combined some items, broadened others, and added a few
new requirements. Two issues generated considerable discussion. One
concerned the supply of electricity from an off-site source if a plant lost
the on-site power that 'was used to run safety systems. The staff thought
that a criterion calling for one off-site transmission line was adequate,
but the ACRS argued that two separate lines would be preferable. After
lengthy review, the staff adopted the position of the ACRS on the need
for two lines, though it also accepted industry's suggestion that two
different sets of towers and rights-of-way for the lines were not essential. A second question that stirred debate was whether the criteria
should direct applicants to protect against industrial sabotage. Industry
officials objected to such a requirement on the grounds "that no one
really knows what is necessary for an adequate design against sabotage," and the staff agreed to remove it from the list. 14
In February 1971, the AEC issued a version of general design criteria
that it intended to add to its regulations as Appendix A, Part 50, Title
10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. This time, there were fifty-five
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criteria divided into six broad categories. Even after six years of work,
many discussions with the ACRS and industry representatives, and numerous drafts, the regulatory staff did not view the published criteria as
final or complete. It emphasized that "certain important safety considerations ••. have not as yet been sufficiently developed and uniformly
applied in the licensing process to warrant their inclusion in the criteria
at this time." Those items included protection against failures that
would disable even redundant systems and safeguards against industrial
sabotage. The staff cautionea applicants that the omission of those and
other safety matters in the criteria did not mean that they could be
ignored in plant designs. 15
The general design criteria that the AEC developed between 1965
and 1971 itemized the broad objectives that applicants should address
in their plant proposals. They did not, however, spell out the nature and
extent of the technical data that the AEC expected applicants to supply.
Over a period of several years, the agency also prepared a list of the
technical specifications, commonly referred to as "tech specs," that it
needed to judge an application. Like the design criteria, tech specs were
intended to inform plant vendors and owners about what data the AEC
expected and to guide them in submitting acceptable proposals. The
agency looked for general technical information and projections in a
construction permit application and detailed tech specs in an operating
license application.
The effort to write tech specs predated the preparation of general
design criteria. In the earliest reactor applications, technical information
about the design was included as a part of the hazards summary report,
which was the primary safety analysis that the applicant submitted to
the AEC. The regulatory staff evaluated the hazards report as a whole.
It soon became apparent that this caused difficulties for both the agency
and the ·reactor owner, because any change, even a minor one, in the
design or operating conditions of the reactor required an extensive review and modification of the entire hazards summary report. In 1962,
therefore, the AEC attempted to ease the burden of making changes in
technical features and operating procedures by specifying those items
that were vital to plant safety and could be altered only with the AEC's
consent. This did not solve the problem, however, because the list of
technical specifications still restricted flexibility by failing to distinguish
clearly between what was essential for safety and what was not. 16
In January 1964 Harold Price appointed a special panel, chaired by
assistant director of regulation for nuclear safety Marvin M. Mann, to
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examine the question of tech specs. After working for eighteen months
as time allowed, the committee prepared draft guidelines for the submission of technical data to the AEC. They not only defined more precisely
what technical information was vital for evaluating the safety of the
reactor but also provided for a range of permissible operating limits. As
long as a plant stayed within those limits, the licensee could modify
equipment or operating conditions without seeking the AEC's approval.
If the limits were exceeded the agency would shut down the reactor until
the problem was corrected.
The Mann task force drew up a sixty-four-page, single-spaced guide
to what technic~I data should appear in the applicant's "safety analysis
report" (as the "hazards summary report" had been renamed). The
applicant was instructed, for example, to specify the "design bases" of
the plant. They included data on "nuclear limits" such as fuel burnup,
reactivity, stability, and power distribution, "reactivity control limits"
such as shutdown margins, rod speeds, and emergency shutdown provisions, "thermal and hydraulic limits" such as fuel and clad temperatures, flow velocities, and hydraulic stability, and "mechanical limits"
such as maximum stresses, fatigue limits, material selection, and shock
loading. After receiving the comments of industry groups, which were
generally favorable and called for relatively. few changes, the AEC
adopted a final version of the tech specs in November 1968. They
became the basis for applicants to provide and the regulatory staff to
judge the technical parameters of a proposed reactor.17
By explicating and codifying the safety information that the AEC
required from applicants, the tech specs, like the general design criteria,
sought to accelerate and· rationalize the licensing process while at the
same time improving safety. They were two of the major, but not the
only, efforts of the AEC to define engineering standards for nuclear
power plants. The regulatory staff worked with professional societies to
establish equipment, fabrication, and inspection codes. It consulted
with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) in preparing guidelines on the reliability and testability of nuclear pressure vessels
and in revising the ASME code. In addition, it applied standards developed by ASME, the United States of America Standards Institute, and
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers for pipes, valves,
pumps, reactor protection systems, and in-service inspection of safety
equipment.IS
After the effectiveness of ECCS emerged as a major concern, the staff
drafted guidelines for emergency cooling systems that elaborated on the
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requirements cited in the general design criteria. On questions for which
data or experience was insufficient to write standards, the AEC, beginning in November 1970, began to issue "safety guides." They lacked the
legal force of regulations, but they served notice on applicants that
consideration of potential problems had to be included in plant proposals. Within a short time, the regulatory staff prepared safety guides on a
wide variety of issues, ranging from thermal shock to protection against
industrial sabotage to assumptions used for estimating the radiological
consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident. All of those standards,
codes, guides, and criteria supplemented existing safety requirements on
siting, radiation protection, and other matters. 19
.
The AEC's design requirements and guidelines differed from one
another in their legal status and level of detail, but they all served the
same general purpose. They were intended to ensure that applicants for
construction permits knew what the AEC wanted from them and that
their proposals met exacting standards. The regulatory staff had no
illusions that plants that conformed with all design guidelines were
guaranteed to be safe or that the fulfillment of the requirements listed
on paper replaced the need for engineering judgment in evaluating applications. But it believed that its guidelines and specifications significantly
reduced the chances of an accident. The AEC hoped that the standards
it adopted and the guides it issued would provide the basis for judging
applications in a more uniform and expeditious manner. It also regarded them as a vital step toward achieving an even more fundamental
objective-solidifying the first line of defense against the occurrence of
an accident that would threaten public safety.
The preparation of plant designs in accordance with the criteria written by the AEC and the standards developed by professional organizations was only the first step in guarding against accidents. The safety of
a plant depended not only upon a suitable design but also upon strict
application of the standards and specifications called for in the plans.
Assuring the necessary quality of reactor components and construction
procedures was a major element of the "defense-in-depth" approach to
nuclear safety, and like so many other issues, it took on greater importance when plant size increased. James T. Ramey, the most outspoken
member of the Commission on the issue of quality assurance, told a
meeting of the American Nuclear Society in November 1966 that the
growing number of reactor orders and the larger size of plants made
improved quality control measures essential. "We have recognized," he
declared, speaking of the AEC, "that the rapid expansion of the nuclear
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power industry has imposed new requirements for a more effective
quality assurance program to permit us to discharge our responsibilities
for public safety."
Milton Shaw, director of the Division of Reactor Development and
Technology, made similar arguments in a speech to the same audience.
His views reflected his experiences in working with Admiral Rickover,
who was even more vocal and uncompromising than usual on the subject of quality assurance. Shaw emphasized that quality control was not
only a "safety imperative" for the nuclear industry but an "important
economic consideration" as well. He pointed out that equipment or
construction failures were extremely costly and could be avoided only
by careful observance of specifications, standards, and procedures. "We
cannot afford to jeopardize a technology effort because we are unable to
procure •.. a good heat exchanger, a good valve, or do a proper welding job," Shaw warned. "None of us can afford to ••. keep paying the
price in time and dollars and technical progress over and over again. " 20
Ramey and Shaw were not addressing abstract concerns or hypothetical problems. Both cited examples of serious lapses in quality control at
commercial plants and AEC test reactors and complained about vendors who had sold components that failed to meet quality requirements.
In a few cases, suppliers had provided reactor vendors with pipes,
valves, heat exchangers, and other equipment that did not conform with
specifications. To make matters worse, quality assurance procedures
had not identified the substandard parts until after they were installed.
Replacing the defective equipment was an expensive operation; it also
caused substantial indirect costs by delaying the completion of the affected plants. The worst problems had occurred in the AEC's Advanced
Test Reactor, a facility for conducting experiments on the behavior of
nuclear fuel that was under construction at the Idaho test site. The
quality of valves and heat exchangers originally furnished for the reactor was so poor that Shaw told the Joint Committee in 1967 that the
situation was "deplorable." He added that the inspectors employed by
the vendor who had checked the quality of the components "must have
been blind." Shaw's experiences with the Advanced Test Reactor were a
major consideration in his insistence on strict quality standards for the
LOFf project.21
Ramey and Shaw told industry representatives that action to improve
quality assurance was vital to the success of commercial nuclear power.
As Shaw put it: "We have no choice but to insist on positive actions to
place adequate emphasis on ••. meaningful engineering and quality
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assurance practices. " 22 Within a short time, those concerns were underlined by serious problems with quality control at the Oyster Creek
plant. The situation at Oyster Creek underscored both the regulatory
pressures and economic penalties that quality assurance deficiencies
could impose on licensees. It also prompted the AEC to draft, for the
first time, quality assurance regulations that would apply to all nuclear
plants. By contributing significantly to the growing attentiveness to
quality control and decisively to the effort to regulate it, Oyster Creek
continued to set precedents for the industry, a tradition that had begun
with its status as the first turnkey plant and carried on with its role in
the development of general design criteria.
In December 1966 construction at the Oyster Creek reactor was
about 55 percent complete and Jersey Central was hoping to operate it
by April of 1968. Progress was delayed, however, by the AEC's insistence that improvements be made in the emergency cooling systems
originally designed for the plant. The utility became increasingly frustrated by slippages in its schedule and alarmed about the possibility of
insufficient generating capacity. It had been forced to curtail supplies to
some industrial customers on occasion the previous summer because of
inadequate capacity. In October 1967 company president William H.
McElwain told Price that Jersey Central faced an "acute power supply
problem." He appealed for expedited review of its application for an
operating license so that power from the Oyster Creek plant would be
available to meet demands for electricity by the summer of 1968. Price
explained that the regulatory staff could not finish its evaluation of the
application until Jersey Central complied with its request for fuller technical information on ECCS and other safety matters. 23
Within a short time, new information about problems at Oyster
Creek vindicated the regulatory staff's refusal to make an early decision
on an operating license. On 29 September 1967, a few days before
McElwain sent his letter to Price, workers at Oyster Creek detected ,a
leak during tests on primary system components in the pressure vessel.
By 25 October, inspections by the AEC's Division of Compliance had
confirmed that the leak was a consequence of deficie·ncies in quality
assurance. The Division of Compliance, a part of the regulatory staff,
wa~ responsible for reviewing and assessing a licensee's quality control
programs during both construction and operation. During construction,
its inspectors periodically witnessed fabrication of key components, surveyed records to make certain that correct procedures were followed
and proper materials used, and observed tests of the quality of systems,
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components, and materials. In early 1967, the division employed a total
of eighty-four professionals, most of whom reviewed medical, industrial, and other uses of radioactive substances under AEC licenses. A
total of twenty-six professionals in the division were reactor specialists.
They generally conducted spot checks on licensees' performance, but
carried out more thorough inspection procedures during a plant's final
construction and early operating stages.24
The problem at Oyster Creek was first detected during hydrostatic
tests of the pressure vessel and connected piping. After further tests,
AEC inspectors determined that the source of the leak was a crack in a
stub tube weld. They also found smaller cracks in 108 of the total of
137 stub tubes that appeared to result from defective welds. The stub
tubes, seven-and-a-half inches in diameter and ranging from a few
inches to forty inches in height, were attached to the pressure vessel and
held the control rod drive housings. The cause and severity of the defects were not immediately apparent, but it was clear that repairs would
be needed and that delays in construction were likely. Evaluating the
nature of the problem and fixing it were made more difficult by the
limited access to the area in which the cracks occurred. Unless the core
support structure was repositioned, a delicate operation that General
Electric hoped to avoid, workers could repair the cracks only by crawling through a pipe twenty-six inches in diameter and climbing a rope
ladder thirty feet high. 25
After further examination, the problem appeared more serious than
initial indications. It turned out that the cracks were not in the welds but
in 123 of the stainless steel stub tubes. In addition, welds joining all of
the 137 stub tubes to the control rod housings were found to be defective. The cause of the cracks remained uncertain, though it seemed to be
exposure to some kind of a corrosive agent; the faulty welds were
attributable to sloppy workmanship. The flaws in the stub tubes and
welds, in themselves, were not safety matters of major consequence.
They required attention, to be sure, but they were minor defects that,
even undetected, were unlikely to have had severe consequences. Careful inspection of the pressure vessel walls, where flaws would have been
much more alarming, revealed no cracks. 26
Nevertheless, the lapse in quality assurance that the cracks and bad
welds disclosed raised issues of fundamental importance for the AEC,
Jersey Central, and General Electric. It underscored the need for rigorous quality control that AEC officials had emphasized while at the same
time casting doubts on the quality assurance procedures that builders
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followed in nuclear plant construction. Assistant director of regulation
Richard L. Doan complained that "the very large number of welding
flaws ••. could readily have been detected early in the welding operation." He added that "if there was any process control, supervision or
inspection at all during the field welding around the stub tube areas in
the bottom head of the Oyster Creek pressure vessel, it was completely
ineffective."
The discovery of the problems at Oyster Creek occurred shortly
before the publication of the Ergen report on emergency cooling, which
cited the importance of quality assurance for reactor safety, and at a
time when the regulatory staff and the ACRS were focusing on the
safety implications of larger power reactors. Oyster Creek was the first
large boiling-water reactor to receive a construction permit, and it became a test case for the AEC's efforts to enforce quality assurance
requirements. The effectiveness of quality control was essential to ensure a reliable first line of defense against accidents, and therefore, to
support the foundations of the regulatory program. For those reasons,
the Division of Compliance conducted inspections at Oyster Creek that
were more extensive than ·usual to make certain that the deficiencies
were corrected.27
The problems at Oyster Creek had far-reaching ramifications for
Jersey Central and for General Electric. The utility's hopes fqr receiving
an operating license in time to meet peak loads in the summer of 1968
were dashed. It planned to avert a critical shortage of generating capacity by buying power from two recently completed conventional plants in
Pennsylvania. The price of doing so was estimated to be twice as much
as the costs of producing power at Oyster Creek, which reduced earnings and triggered shareholder complaints. 28
General Electric also suffered substantial penalties. It had contracted
with Jersey Central to build the Oyster Creek plant at a fixed price, and
it had never expected to make a profit. But the extra costs for labor and
materials to correct the quality control problems helped drive expenses
much higher than predicted. To make matters worse, similar quality
control defects soon showed up at two other General Electric plants
under construction, the Tarapur station in India and the Nine Mile
Point reactor near Oswego, New York. The implications for the future
of the nuclear industry were disturbing. General Electric had decided to
build turnkey plants at a loss to stimulate orders and spur the growth of
the nuclear power industry, but the problems with quality assurance
endangered that objective. Nucleonics Week reported in November
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1967 that industry executives were worried that the "latest Oyster
Creek trouble, in combination with schedule delays of various other
nuclear plants, might have a cooling-off effect on nuclear orders." 29
After the defects in the stub tubes and welds were discovered, Gen-.
era! Electric announced that it would complete repairs within a few
weeks. It replaced all of the faulty welds. It ground out the cracks in the
stub tubes, the precise cause of which remained uncertain, and performed stress analyses on them. It also added metal overlays to the
exposed surfaces of the stub tubes to make them more resistant to
corrosion. The process took longer than anticipated, partly because of
the difficulty of the work and partly because of a labor strike. General
Electric and Jersey Central still hoped that timely completion of the
repairs would persuade the AEC to issue an operating license promptly.
The regulatory staff, however, informed the utility in March 1968 that
it would not even review the application until it received detailed information about the nature and safety implications of the defective components. Peter Morris, director of the Division of Reactor Licensing, reminded Jersey Central that his staff had been waiting for months for
such a report and warned that the repair methods already being performed might be found unacceptable. 30
Before the AEC and Jersey Central could resolve their differences, the
utility discovered more quality assurance deficiencies. They included
stress corrosion, poor welds, missing welds, and misalignment of components on steam separator assemblies and the core shroud support ring
(the core shroud housed the core). Repair of those problems would
require disassembly of the affected parts. Harold Price reported to the
Joint Committee that the defects apparently occurred because of "inadequate quality control" by the subcontractors who provided the components. He also suggested that the failure to find the flaws sooner reflected poorly on quality assurance procedures at Oyster Creek and
perhaps at other reactors as well. While General Electric proceeded with
repairs, including the addition of a redundant shroud support ring, the
AEC conducted several in-depth inspections. Finally, in December
1968, fourteen months after the quality assurance defects were initially
identified, both the ACRS and the regulatory staff announced that they
were satisfied with the repair methods carried out on the reactor. After
further testing and inspection, the AEC issued a license authorizing lowpower operation on 9 April 1969.31
But questions about quality control continued to plague the Oyster
Creek project. In February 1969, a short time before the AEC issued the
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low-power operating license, the Division of Compliance received allegations that substandard pipes and valves had been installed in the plant.
The source of the information was a steel pipe manufacturer in New
Jersey that had not supplied materials to Oyster Creek but claimed to
know of violations of quality control requirements there. Company
officials refused to provide specific details when AEC inspectors contacted them, but reiterated charges that the plant contained some pipes
that failed to meet specifications and some previously used or reconditioned valves that had been falsely certified as new. The reported defects
did not create a risk for low-power testing of the reactor, and the AEC
allowed the utility to begin operation at a maximum power level of five
thermal megawatts while it investigated the latest quality assurance
snag. By late April 1969 the Division of Compliance had concluded that
many of the allegations about substandard materials were true; some
pipes did not comply with ;pecifications and at least some of the valves
were "of questionable ·origin and history. " 32
The new findings came as a major blow to General Electric and Jersey
Central. They claimed that the components in question had passed muster in the preoperational testing and that additional testing or immediate
replacement of parts would be unnecessary and.unreasonable. A utility
official, asked about plans to build a second Oyster Creek unit, responded: "We're not sure we won't consider other means of getting
capacity on the line which don't involve relying upon [the AEC]." Despite
vocal protests from General Electric and Jersey Central, the Commission
voted unanimously to demand, as a prerequisite for a full-power operating license, new tests of the pipes and valves of dubious quality by radiographic or ultrasonic means. Once the Commission made its ruling, the
regulatory staff and General Electric undertook an extraordinary effort
marked by unprecedented cooperation to complete the work as quickly
as possible. The agency made certain that appropriate staff members
were available as needed for consultation and prompt decisions while
General Electric ran ultrasonic tests on piping and replaced all of the
suspect valves. In this way, it managed to complete the work in just three
weeks. The AEC issued an operating license on 1 August 1969 and Oyster
Creek began commercial operation in December.33
The protracted series of problems at Oyster Creek drew increasing
attention to the importance of quality assurance. In speeches and conferences, AEC and industry officials emphasized that quality control was
vital not only for the safety but also for the economic performance of
nuclear plants. Ramey returned to the subject in a speech to the Ameri-
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can Power Conference in April 1968. He told his audience that "considerations of plant performance capabiiity and reliability, as well as
safety, make mandatory the application of sound quality assurance programs to assure the economic success of these plants. "34
Concerns about quality control and references to the deficiencies at
Oyster Creek received prominent mention in the proceedings of licensing boards considering applications for other plants. During hearings
for a construction permit for the proposed Pilgrim reactor in Plymouth,
Massachusetts in June 1968, for example, the board wanted to know
what lessons had been learned from Oyster Creek and how they would
be applied at Pilgrim. The board for the Zion plants postponed a decision on a construction permit in October 1968 until Commonwealth
Edison provided more complete information on its quality control procedures. The board noted that despite the utility's experience with nuclear
power, it was "not convinced that Commonwealth is sufficiently impressed with the necessity for well-defined procedures for inspection,
testing, reporting, and auditing in a rigorous quality assurance program." Science magazine editor Philip H. A~elson told his readers in
July 1968 that Oyster Creek offered a prime example of "a dramatic
confrontation between rosy optimism and harsh reality." He suggested
that nuclear power would overcome its problems and fulfill its promise,
but he added: "How distant that day will be will depend mainly on how
long it takes industry and labor to achieve new and higher standards of
design excellence and quality control." 35
Meanwhile, the AEC was preparing quality assurance criteria intended to provide guidance to the industry and to avoid repeating the
problems that had occurred at Oyster Creek. The regulatory staff had
recognized the need to draw up guidelines on quality control but made
little progress on them until confronted with the series of lapses at
Oyster Creek. In May 1968, the same month that defects in the reactor's
steam separator assemblies and core shroud support ring had been discovered, the staff launched a "crash program" to draft quality assurance criteria. While the draft was under review within the AEC, the
Division of Reactor Licensing required applicants to detail their quality
assurance procedures and the Division of Compliance used the preliminary criteria on an interim basis for its inspections. Clifford Beck told a
meeting of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel that even without formal approval of the criteria, the regulatory staff was "vigorously
emphasizing to applicants their responsibility to set up quality assurance systems and to audit them on a regular basis. " 36
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Existing regulations directed applicants for construction permits and
operating licenses to provide a description of their quality assurance
programs. The regulatory staff's objective in preparing more detailed
criteria was to inform applicants about what information it expected
and what procedures it required. The quality assurance guidelines performed the same purpose as the general design criteria and served as a
supplement to them. In March 1969 the regulatory staff presented proposed criteria to the Commission for its consideration. The draft stipulated that adequate quality control was essential for a wide variety of
safety-related activities, including "designing, purchasing, fabricating,
handling, shipping, storing, cleaning, erecting, installing, inspecting, testing, operating, maintaining, repairing, refueling, and modifying. " 37
The proposed criteria made clear that the applicant exercised primary responsibility for quality assurance. The AEC spelled out the basic
requirements and carried out spot inspections to check on their implementation, but it lacked the means or the motivation to conduct day-today on-site reviews. It assumed that both safety and financial considerations gave the applicant ample incentive to pay careful attention to
quality control. The draft criteria directed that applicants carry out
measures to ensure, among other things, the soundness of plant designs,
the creation and maintenance of records to provide evidence of construction procedures, the control of purchased materials, equipment, and
services, the performance of necessary inspection, tests, and audits, the
calibration of instruments and testing devices, and the proper handling,
storage, and shipping of materials and equipment.
Like the general design ciiteria, the quality assurance guidelines told
applicants what to do but not how to do it. For example, the item on
controlling the quality of purchased goods and services, an issue that
had caused major problems at Oyster Creek, read in part: "Measures
shall be established to assure that all purchased material, equipment,
and services, whether purchased directly or through contractors and
subcontractors, conform to the procurement documents. These measures shall include provisions, as appropriate, for source evaluation and
selection, objective evidence of quality furnished by the contractor or
subcontractor, inspection at the contractor or subcontractor source,
and examination of products upon delivery." 38
After Commission approval, the AEC issued the quality assurance
criteria for public comment in April 1969. The response of industry
groups was generally favorable but not uncritical. They endorsed the
objective of the criteria while also suggesting changes in wording and
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emphasis. The comments were neither uniform nor consistent; some
companies, for example, complained that the criteria were too broad to
be meaningful while others found them too narrow and restrictive.
Despite industry's acknowledgment of ·the importance of quality assurance, it was becoming increasingly concerned about burgeoning regulatory requirements. The agency was receiving reports in early 1969 that a
growing number of utility executives, especially younger managers who
were more likely to be the "impatient type," were convinced that the
AEC was "such a bottleneck that they might as well stay away from
nuclear power."l 9
After receiving and considering the comments on the quality assurance criteria, the regulatory staff made some minor revisions to sharpen
wording and darify meaning. It informed the commissioners that the
proposed criteria, which applicants and the Division of Compliance
were using even before formal adoption, had proven effective "in preventing and in minimizing the impact of unsatisfactory conditions." By
requiring thorough examination of pipes and valves delivered to construction sites, for example, they had led in some cases to the identification of substandard components. The Commission approved the revised
quality assurance criteria with little discussion and they were added to
the AEC's regulations as Appendix B of Part 50 in July 1970.40
The AEC did not view the criteria as enough in themselves to solve
the problem of quality assurance. The regulatory staff believed that an
effective program to meet the provisions of the criteria would avoid the
kind of deficiencies that it had encountered at Oyster Creek and other
plants, but it recognized that issuance of the criteria would not guarantee that they would be followed. It sought to impress upon the nuclear
industry the vital importance of rigorous quality assurance. While cautiously optimistic that industry would get the message, AEC officials
viewed quality control as an ongoing problem that would require sustained attention. "We're receiving strong management support and involvement," Shaw remarked in July 1969. "But we have a long way to
go."4t
At the same time that the regulatory staff was working on its quality
assurance and general design criteria, it was seeking to resolve another
safety issue that involved substantial financia} considerations for the
industry. In a rapidly changing industry, an inevitable source of uncertainty and disagreement was the imposition of safety requirements that
forced modifications in equipment· that had already been installed in
plants under construction or in service. This was known as "backfitting."
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After the AEC determined that improved safety features, particularly
upgraded emergency cooling capabilities, were needed in newer and
larger plants, backfitting became a major concern to industry. A group of
General Electric officials, for example, complained to the commissioners
and Price in April 1968 that their costs on "retrofit" requirements had
totaled $40 million on six plants, including $10 million on ECCS and
other equipment at Oyster Creek. They were worried that they would be
burdened with even more backfitting expenses.42
Backfitting was a difficult issue for the AEC. On the one hand, it was
concerned about the costs of replacing equipment and the effects they
might have on the ability of nuclear power to compete with coal. On the
other hand, it wanted modifications made if information became available indicating that a new system or component could significantly
enhance safety. On some matters the need for backfitting seemed clear.
Despite industry's reservations, the regulatory staff and the ACRS were
convinced by the fall of 1966 that improved emergency cooling systems
were essential on larger plants, including those that already had received
construction permits. -The need for other kinds of equipment was often
more ambiguous and raised questions about whether the gain in safety
margins was commensurate with the expense of backfitting.
The regulatory staff made its judgments on requiring backfitting on a
case-by-case basis, considering both the safety advantages and the difficulties the changes would create. By late 1968, however, it had decided
to make a general statement of its policy on backfitting by amending
Part 50 of the regulations. Price ·proposed to the Commission that
backfitting be required only when it would provide "appreciable, additional protection." The burden of showing that a modification would
meet this standard would fall on the regulatory staff. If an applicant or
licensee wished to make- changes in a plant's safety equipment, it would
have to show that there would be no "significant, adverse effect." Although the amendment would only codify the policy that the regulatory
staff had been following, Price thought it would offer some assurance to
the industry that unreasonable demands would not be imposed. If an
applicant or licensee objected to the staff's decision oil a backfitting
matter, it could appeal to a licensing board, which would make the final
judgment.43 •
The Commission approved the backfitting amendment and after a
public comment period, adopted it virtually unchanged in March 1970.
The most significant revision was·to require that the regulatory staff
find that backfitting would deliver "substantial" rather than "apprecia-
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ble" additional protection. Industry was generally satisfied with the
amendment as a general statement of the AEC's policy. Nucleonics
Week reported, however, that it might "not be the blessing it was first
thought." Industry officials were concerned that as an alternati~e to
backfitting, the regulatory staff would insist on settling unresolved
safety questions at the construction permit stage. In fact, the staff was
asking for more complete and precise information about safety systems
in construction permit application~. This was an important objective of
the general design criteria; conformance with them could reduce the
need for backfitting. But the backfitting amendment was primarily intended to alleviate the anxieties of rather than increase the burdens on
the industry. The ACRS was uneasy about the backfitting amendment
for reasons quite differel)t than industry. It feared that the rule would
inhibit the staff from requiring backfits even when significant safety
issues were involved. The amendment obviously did not resolve the
uncertainty about the circumstances in which the AEC would find
backfitting to be essential. The regulatory staff would continue to exercise its judgment about the need for backfitting, and, as usual, its position stood somewhere between the industry and the ACRS. 44
While the AEC was developing its criteria on design and quality
assurance and its policy on backfitting, it was also considering guidelines on another issue of growing importance-emergency planning. It
hoped, of course, that an accident at a nuclear plant that threatened
public health would never occur. But it acknowledged that the chances
of a major accident could not be completely discounted, and therefore,
that preparing emergency procedures was necessary. In the early days of
nuclear power development, the AEC included in its regulations a broad
requirement that applicants for operating licenses outline a plan for
dealing with radiological emergencies. It offered training to state and
local police, fire, and health departments and circulated a list of recommendations to local officials on how to handle accidents involving radioactive materials. The AEC also joined with other federal agencies to
draft a program, the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan, that
spelled out the role that different departments would play in responding
to a serious nuclear plant accident. The AEC assumed the primary
responsibility for carrying out the plan in cooperation with thirteen
other agencies. The requirements _and arrangements for emergencies
were vague, sketchy, and in keeping with the prevailing belief that even
a severe accident would probably not release radioactivity into the environment, low in priority.45
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After the size of nuclear plants increased and the assumption that
containment would prevent the release of radioactivity in an accident
became problematical, emergency planning took on greater importance.
The ACRS first called attention to possible weaknesses in existing procedures. At a subcommittee meeting in December 1966, members noted
that many applicants and licensees would rely heavily on local authorities to carry out an evacuation, if it should become necessary. But it was
not clear in all cases that state and local governments had the knowledge, resources, or equipment to handle an evacuation during a radiological emergency effectively. Furthermore, there were no guidelines for
judging when an evacuation of regions around a plant would be advisable. The ACRS decided that it should alert the AEC "to a problem area
where little effort is being exerted." In March 1967, ACRS chairman
Nunzio J. Palladino told the commissioners that in light of increasing
plant capacity, the trend toward locating reactors closer to population
centers, and the growing number of multireactor sites, the AEC should
reexamine the question of emergency planning. The Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy expressed similar views a short time later.~ 6
Pressed by the ACRS and the Joint Committee, the AEC undertook a
.study of emergency plans and procedures. In late 1967, the regulatory
staff asked the owners of test reactors and power reactors in operation
or under construction to submit copies of their emergency plans. It also
contacted some state and local agencies that would participate in carrying out the plans in the event of a severe accident. The most glaring
deficiency that the survey revealed was that licensees assumed that state
and local authorities had the capability to perform effectively in a radiological emergency. They made no effort to evaluate the validity of their
assumption.
Drawing on the information it received, the regulatory staff drafted
guidelines that called for more detailed emergency plans from applicants. Although the staff agreed with the ACRS and the Joint Committee that improved emergency planning was needed, it did not view the
issue as a matter of urgency. It was swamped with reactor applications,
the preparation or revision of several regulations, and growing controversy over the environmental impact of nuclear power. Those questions
took precedence over emergency planning, especially since the regulatory staff remained opposed, at least for the foreseeable future, to metropolitan siting. Evacuation of the population living near a nuclear plant
would be a particularly difficult problem in an urban setting.47
In April 1970 the regulatory staff presented its proposals for chang-
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ing emergency planning requirements to the Commission. As a prerequisite for an operating license, it recommended adding a new Appendix E
to Part 50 of the regulations that listed the items that applicants' emergency plans should contain. It stipulated that they should include. for
example, specific·details about who would exercise authority and perform assigned duties during an emergency, information about the
means that would be used to determine the magnitude of the release of
radioactivity, provisions for working with local, state, and federal agencies to notify the public and carry out an evacuation if necessary, and
procedures for training employees and conducting drills to test emergency plans.
As an addendum to the draft regulation, the staff drew up guidelines
to assist applicants in preparing their emergency plans. The guidelines
instructed applicants to provide detailed information in ten different
categories, from organizational responsibilities to medical arrangements. They required plant owners, for example, to make certain that
appropriate state and local officials were informed of their duties in an
emergency so that effective coordination would be achieved. They
sought to ensure that licensees verified the capability of those agencies
to perform necessary functions by calling for advance arrangements, in
the event of an evacuation, for transportation, food, shelter, and sanitary facilities as well as traffic control, fire protection, medical support,
and decontamination. The guidelines also told applicants to postulate
accidents of varying severity and to prepare appropriate responses for
different situations.4 8
Like other regulatory guidelines, the proposed appendix on emergency planning left to the discretion of the applicant the best means to
carry out its provisions, subject to AEC approval. It cited the information that the agency wanted in applications while allowing prospective
owners to tailor their plans to their facility and location. Like the general design and quality assurance criteria, it was intended not only to
enhance public safety but also to ease the licensing process for both
applicants and the regulatory staff. After Commission approval, the
AEC released the emergency planning amendments for public comment
in May 1970. It received only seven letters in response, most of which
applauded the effort to clarify and strengthen previous requirements.
After making a few minor revisions, the AEC adopted the new emergency planning regulation in December 1970.49
Another problem that took on increased importance and received
greater regulatory attention after the mid-1960s was safeguarding nu-
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clear materials. The objective was to prevent fissionable materials from
falling into the wrong hands. Those "special nuclear materials," defined
as plutonium, the isotope uranium-233, or the element uranium enriched in uranium-233 or uranium-235, were used, in different forms
and levels of enrichment, to fuel both nuclear reactors and weapons. If
not properly controlled, they could present a health hazard to workers
and the general public, and, more ominously, could conceivably be surreptitiously obtained in sufficient quantitieno build an atomic bomb.
This was not a question of reactor safety, and unlike most of the profusion of new regulations that the AEC issued in the late 1960s and early
1970s, was not directly related to growing concern about the consequences of an accident in a large reactor. The safeguards issue aroused
intense interest and prompted high-level scrutiny after the discovery of
large discrepancies in inventories of special nuclear materials at an AEClicensed plant exposed the need to strengthen existing requirements.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, while opening nuclear technology
to private industry, stipulated that the government would retain title to
special nuclear materials. The AEC leased special nuclear materials to
licensees for their use in nuclear fuel or in medical and industrial applications. The question of safeguarding the leased materials generated considerable discussion as the AEC prepared its first rules to regulate the
nuclear industry. The regulatory staff eventually decided that rather
than imposing detailed safeguards and accountability procedures, it
could depend on the intrinsic monetary value of special nuclear material
to ensure that licensees would guard it carefully. "It is more valuable
than gold," Harold Price told the ·commissioners at a meeting in 1955.
"Banks know how to protect gold. We think [licensees] know how to
protect this material."
Licensees would be assessed a heavy fee for the loss or damage of the
materials they ]eased from the AEC. They were required to keep records
of their inventory of special nuclear materials, to inform the AEC of any
losses, and to submit semiannual reports on materials received, transferred, and possessed. AEC contractors, who were not subject to financial penalties, had to meet the same record-keeping requirements and
provide guards, surveillance, ·secure areas, and other access restrictions
that we~e not imposed on licensees. Along with the measures that it
directed licensees and contractors to carry out, the AEC felt confident
that severe criminal penalties for attempting to steal special nuclear
material would offer adequate protection against unlawful activities.50
The safeguards requirements that the AEC prepared in the mid-
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1950s remained in effect without drawing much notice for a decade. By
1965, however, the protection of special nuclear materials had stirred
some renewed interest because of two developments. One was the passage of the ame~dment to the 1954 Atomic Energy Act allowing private
ownership of special nuclear materials. Although the implications of
changing the law for enforcing safeguards were not a major consideration during congressional deliberations, they had to be addressed once
the amendment was enacted in 1964. The second development that
called attention to the safeguards issue was the growing concern over.·
the proliferation of nuclear weapons. By the mid-1960s high-level officials in the United States and other nuclear powers were becoming
increasingly anxious about the possibility of more nations obtaining
atomic weapons, particularly after China joined the nuclear club by
testing a surprisingly sophisticated bomb in October 1964. This underscored the importance of adequate safeguards to prevent special nuclear
materials from being diverted to foreign countries. st
Neither the private ownership of special nuclear materials nor the
proliferation question generated a sense of urgency about domestic safeguards. The issue assumed much greater immediacy only after the AEC
discovered that a large amount of enriched uranium was unaccounted
for in a uranium processing and fuel fabrication plant. The plant, located in Apollo, Pennsylvania and owned by the Nuclear Materials and
Equipment Corporation (NUMEC), operated under an AEC license and
also processed fuel as an AEC contractor. During two inspections in
1965, the agency found that the NUMEC facility had experienced unusually high losses of uranium over a. period of eight years. Part of the
missing material disappeared through "known loss mechanisms," such
as adhering to pipes and filters, blowing out of vents, sticking to shoes
of workers, or being buried as scrap. Even after figuring the amount of
material lost in this way, a discrepancy of nearly 100 kilograms (more
than 200 pounds) remained.
The AEC believed that poor accounting practices and careless operating procedures on the part of NUMEC probably explained the discrepancy, and it assessed the company a penalty of over a million dollars.
But it could not dismiss the possibility that the missing material, which
was enough to make six atomic bombs, had been diverted to a foreign
nation. There were suspicions within government and industry circles
that Israel had acquired the uranium from the plant to use in developing
an atomic bomb, though they could not be proven. The AEC conducted
extraordinarily meticulous inspections without finding any indications
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of diversion. Its position was that while it "had no evidence that diversion had occurred, neither could [it] say unequivocally that the material
had not been diverted."S 2
Whatever the reasons for the discrepancies at the NUMEC plant, it
was clear that a reexamination of the AEC's safeguards procedures and
requirements was essential. As assistant general manager Howard
Brown told the Commission in February 1966, the NUMEC situation
"convincingly demonstrated that fulfillment of a financial responsibility
requirement might not really satisfy the AEC's interest in special nuclear
materials unaccounted for." Depending on financial accountability
alone to ensure that special nuclear materials would be protected no
longer seemed sufficient, but determining a suitable course of action
was a daunting task. The Commission initially took several steps to deal
with the problem. It extended the controls that applied to leased special
nuclear materials to those that were privately owned. At the same time
it added requirements for improved bookkeeping and inventory procedures. They were intended to show that the AEC would place greater
emphasis on preventing losses rather than simply assessing monetary
penalties for them. The Commission decided not to impose physical
security measures on licensees, such as the employment of guards and
other access controls, without further study, but it instructed its inspectors to pay close attention to the need for tighter access restrictions
while carrying out their regular surveys.53
In addition, the Commission decided to establish an independent
panel of outside experts to review safeguards policies and _procedures
and to submit findings and recommendations. It did so not only because
of its own questions about the soundness of its program but also because of reservations voiced by the Joint .Committee. John T. Conway,
the committee's executive director, first mentioned the NUMEC. losses
publicly, without nam1ng the company, in a 1966 speech appealing for
improvements in managing nuclear materials. Referring to the original
AEC regulations on safeguards, he declared: "Looking back at that
1956 decision, applicable to privately owned plants, one can justifiably
question its validity." To investigate the concerns of both the AEC and
the Joint Committee, the review panel, officially known as the Advisory
Panel on Safeguarding Special Nuclear Material, began its work in July
1966. Its chairman was Ralph F. Lumb, director of the Western New
York Nuclear Research Center in Buffalo. Like Lumb, the other six
panel members, who came from the nuclear industry, legal and account-
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ing firms, and an AEC contractor, were recognized authorities on the
subject of safeguards.54
The Lumb committee submitted its final report to the AEC in March
1967. It cited the rapid growth in the number of nuclear power plants
ordered during the previous two years as a compelling reason for urging
that "an effective world-wide international safeguards system be established quickly." It pointed out that, according to projections, by 1980
nuclear units throughout the world would produce plutonium as a byproduct at a rate of 100 kilograms a day. Therefore, both international
and domestic safeguards programs were essential. The panel acknowledged that safeguards alone could not thwart proliferation of nuclear
weapons and that "no fool-proof system [could] be devised to prevent
diversion." Nevertheless, it affirmed the importance of doing everything
possible to discourage diversion. The committee concluded that the
AEC had performed creditably in protecting special nuclear materials.
However, without mentioning or even alluding to NUMEC, it complained that safeguards procedures had "not always received adequate
attention at senior management levels within the AEC and within contractor and licensee organizations."
The Lumb panel offered a series· of recommendations to improve
existing safeguards programs and procedures. Some of them applied
specifically to international efforts to detect and prevent diversion, such
as intensifying efforts "to establish an effective universal safeguards
system under the International Atomic Energy Agency" and the creation
of an "International School of Safeguards." Several of the panel's recommendations focused on measures that the AEC should introduce to
provide better domestic safeguards. They included a call for more emphasis on physical security in facilities that handled special nuclear
materials, such as fences, locks, vaults, guards, and other means to limit
access. Even without a formal requirement, many plants provided physical protection comparable to what the AEC imposed on contractors,
but the Lumb committee advised that minimum standards be developed
for all licensees. It also urged that the AEC prepare criteria, on an
expedited basis, to guide licensees on the security and record-keeping
procedures that were necessary for an adequate safeguards program.
Advancing an idea that had been floated by the Joint Committee, it
argued that stationing resident inspectors, who would be permanently
assigned to a particular facility, could "make a contribution to safeguarding special nuclear materials."
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The Lumb panel suggested a number of other actions that would
enhance both international and domestic safegqards programs. It pressed
for organizational changes within the AEC so that a single high-level
office would formulate policy, coordinate the safeguards activities of
different divisions, and serve as a liaison with other agencies. It called for
stiffer criminal penalties for those involved in diversion or other illegal
acts and for offers of rewards for persons who helped apprehend them.
Finally, it recommended that the AEC expand research to develop new
techniques and procedures for protecting special nuclear materials. It
hoped that additional research efforts would find new ways to improve
the effectiveness of safeguards programs.55
The AEC acted promptly to carry out or explore the feasibility of the
Lumb committee's recommendations. Even before the panel submitted
its final report, the agency made organizational changes intended to
focus attention on and facilitate coordination of safeguards programs. It
created an Office of Safeguards and Materials Management, directly
responsible to the Commission, that would develop and evaluate policies, procedures, and standards for the AEC's international and domestic safeguards activities. In addition, the AEC established a new organization within the regulatory staff, the Division of Nuclear Materials
Safeguards. It administered the safeguards program for AEC licensees,
and reported to the director of regulation. At the same time it worked
with the Office of Safeguards and Materials Management in the development of safeguards policies.5 6
While the Office of Safeguards and Materials Management and other
AEC divisions focused on the international aspects of safeguards, the
regulatory staff acted to implement the Lumb panel's suggestions on the
domestic program. As a priority task, the Division of Nuclear Materials
Safeguards drafted a guide that outlined the controls and procedures the
AEC wanted licensees to provide. Like other AEC criteria, it cited in
broad terms the information that the agency expected without specifying how the program should be carried out. Its purpose was to assist
licensees in understanding what constituted adequate safeguards and in
complying with AEC requirements. The· guidelin.es did not cover the
subject of physical protection of special nuclear material, but the AEC
issued a separate regulation that directed licensees holding more than a
specified amount of special nuclear material to restrict access to areas
containing it and equip those areas with locks, alarms, safes, and other
barriers.57
Beginning in July 1967, the AEC also established, on a one-year trial
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basis, a resident inspector program at three fuel fabrication facilities and
the West Valley, New York fuel reprocessing plant. Of all AEC licensees, those units held and worked with the greatest quantities of special
nuclear materials. The resident inspector program offered the advantages of on-site experts to observe safeguards procedures and verify
measurements of inventories, but it also was costly at a time when the
AEC faced severe staff shortages in its regulatory functions. Eventually,
the agency kept the resident inspectors only at West Valley; it believed
that an increased number of inspections and the new safeguards regulations would provide sufficient protection at other facilities. To further
strengthen safeguards, the AEC recommended, and Congress agreed,
that the criminal penalties for unlawful diversion of special nuclear
materials be toughened. Finally, the AEC rapidly increased the amount
it was spending on safeguards research to, in Seaborg's words, "help
bridge the gaps between existing knowledge and the technology required for adequate control in the future." Between 1966 and 1967 it
quadrupled its expenditures, from two hundred and thirty thousand
dollars to about one million dollars. 58
The new requirements that the AEC developed in response to the
Lumb panel report substantially strengthened the safeguards program.
They were not, however, a solution to the problem in themselves; their
effectiveness depended on how well they were carried out. As an editorial in Nuclear News in late 1969 commented: "Nuclear materials safeguards are a serious matter-involving every man, woman, and child on
this planet...• There is no denying that safeguards is a tremendously
complex matter. But there is no choice; we must have a practical, reliable system soon." In June 1971, Charles Thorton, director of the
AEC's Division of Nuclear Materials Safeguards, told a group of professionals in the field that the nuclear industry was not doing enough to
protect against misuse of special nuclear materials. Charging the industry with "ineptitude" and a "lackadaisical" attitude, he complained that
the cost of special nuclear material had fallen so low that plant managers and owners were satisfied with losing one to two percent of it rather
than pay the costs of finding it. And this, he emphasized, could open the
way for diversion or for the acquisition of "highly toxic materials" by
"technically trained aberrant individuals." 59
Between 1965 and 1971, in response to the growing number of
reactor applications, the expanding size of proposed plants, and the
discovery of serious problems at Oyster Creek, NUMEC, and elsewhere, the AEC issued a series of new regulations and guidelines. While
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it recognized that those measures did not assure that the issues they
addressed would be fully resolved or replace the need for engineering
judgment, it viewed them as necessary and useful means to promote
safety. At the same time, the AEC sought to ease the licensing process by
informing applicants and licensees of what it expected of them in their
designs, quality assurance programs, emergency planning, and safeguards procedures.
The nuclear industry approved of the AEC's efforts in principle,
though it sometimes vocally protested the application of them. The AEC
was mindful of the costs its requirements imposed on the industry and
concerned about the impact they might have on the competitive position
of nuclear power. But it yielded little in disagreements over design and
quality assurance because it regarded them as vital both to safety and
the long-term economic welfare of the nuclear industry. It insisted that
maintaining a solid first line of defense against a major nuclear accident
was essential to protect the health of the public and the future of the
industry. Although experience with power reactors was still too limited
to prepare definitive regulations on many subjects, the AEC hoped that
the guidelines it issued would advance both objectives.

CHAPTER X

Regulating Mines
and Mills
Health, Environmental, and Bureaucratic
Hazards

The central focus of the AEC's regulatory program during the 1960s
was reactor safety; siting and engineering questions relating to the prevention and mitigation of accidents occupied the time, attention, and
expertise of the staff. But by the middle of the decade, other problems
relating to the public health and environmental impact of the normal
operation of nuclear power plants began to take on greater importance.
As public interest in and concern over potentially harmful effects from
routine, accident-free use of nuclear power increased, the AEC's performance on health and environmental issues became the target of growing
criticism. In the long run, the attacks on the AEC-some justified, some
exaggerated, and some groundless-fueled the emerging debate over
nuclear power and greatly influenced public attitudes toward the technology. Among the earliest of several issues that aroused major controversies over the health and environmental consequences of the use of
nuclear power was the role of the AEC and other government agencies
in regulating the hazards of the "front end" of the nuclear fuel cyclethe mining and milling of uranium ore.
The radiation hazards of uranium mining had been a source of concern, but little effective regulatory action, during the 1950s. In the early
post-World War II period, all of the uranium that the AEC used in its
weapons programs came from abroad, a condition that caused considerable uneasiness as cold war tensions grew. To stimulate exploration for
domestic ore, the agency announced in 1948 that it would pay a guaran-
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teed minimum price for high-grade uranium-bearing ore and a bonus
for discoveries of rich ore deposits. At first, the chances of finding
substantial uranium ore deposits in the United States appeared slight,
but in 1952 an independent prospector and geologist named Charles
Steen struck a rich vein near Moab, Utah. Steen made a fortune on his
discovery and inspired a feverish search for new deposits. The uranium
rush eliminated the AEC's fears of insufficient supplies; it produced so
much ore that the agency decided in 1957 to limit its purchases, causing
consternation in the industry and ending the boom. Most of the uranium ore was found on the Colorado Plateau, an area that included
sections of Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona; smaller deposits
occurred in other /itates as well. Some of the ore was close enough to the
surface to be tapped by open-pit mining, but most of it could only be
reached in underground mines.
Underground uranium mining posed serious risks from exposure to
radioactivity. Radioactive decay of uranium yields, among other elements, radium-226, which, in turn, produces radon-222. Radon is a
radioactive gas ,that is undetectable to the human senses and can be a
health hazard if inhaled. An even greater danger comes from four
"daughter products" that radon gives off-polonium-218, lead-214,
bismuth-214, and polonium-214. The radon daughters readily cling to
particles in the air and can easily be taken into the respiratory tract by
breathing mine air. Once inside the body, the two polonium isotopes are
especially hazardous because they lodge in lung tissue and emit alpha
particles that can cause cancer. Uranium miners who worked in enclosed underground areas with limited air circulation were particularly
susceptible if they were exposed to high concentrations of radon over an
extended period of time.
By the early 1950s, health authorities had clearly recognized the dangers that high levels of radon and its daughters presented. But that in itself
was not enough to ensure the adoption and enforcement of regulatory
measures to protect miners by reducing radon concentrations. The primary responsibility for mine safety rested with state governments, which
acted slowly .and reluctantly to impose requirements on the uranium
industry. A number of federal agencies also took an interest in mine
conditions, but none had clear regulatory jurisdiction to enforce safety
standards. The AEC, which was, by law, the sole purchaser of uranium
ore, was not granted authority to regulate privately owned mines. Congress gave the agency jurisdiction over "source material" only after its
removal "from its place of deposit in nature." In the Atomic Energy Act
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of 1946 it allowed title to unmined uranium ore to stay in private hands
to encourage prospecting for new resources. Ore located on federal land
was an exception; it remained government property.
Other federal agencies that were involved in the activities of mining
industries or concerned with mine working conditions also lacked clear
authority to enforce safety measures in privately owned uranium mines.
The Bureau of Mines, a part of the U. S. Department of the Interior, was
responsible for inspecting mines on Indian reservations and federal lands
and was available for advice and technical assistance to federal and state
agencies, the mining industry, and labor organizations. The U.S. Department of Labor administered the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act,
which stipulated that federal contractors, could not permit "working
conditions which are unsanitary or hazardous or dangerous to the health
and safety of employees." The applicability of Walsh-Healy to privately
owned uranium mines was questionable, however, because even though
the AEC was the sole purchaser of uranium ore, the mines did not operate
under federal contracts. The U. S. Public Health Service, a part of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), offered assistance and expertise in studying, identifying, evaluating, and correcting
health hazards but exercised no regulatory authority.
In 1949, Colorado, which took the lead among uranium-mining
states on safety issues, asked the U. S. Public Health Service to conduct a
study of the health effects of uranium mining. There was no firm standard for allowable concentrations of radon in mines at the time, but the
Public Health Service had concluded that 100 micromicrocuries of radon per liter of air was an acceptable level. A curie is a unit that
measures the rate of emission of subatomic particles from radioactive
nuclei. The number of curies does not in itself tell how hazardous a
radioactive substance is to human health because it does not indicate the
nature of the radioactive emission. One curie of a certain substance,
therefore, can be more or less dangerous than one curie of another. A
micromicrocurie, later referred to as a picocurie, is one millionth of one
millionth of a curie. In light of the limited scientific data, the Public
Health Service's standard of 100 micromicrocuries of radon per liter of
air was rather arbitrary and subject to change. It reflected the best
available information and the judgment of agency experts about what
was feasible and what seemed likely to provide adequate protection to
miners.
The Public Health Service's surveys of mine conditions revealed radon concentrations far above the standard. In one study, it found that in
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48 mines the median level of radon per liter of air was 3100 micromicrocuries and in 18 mines the median level of radon daughters was 4000
micromicrocuries. Another investigation showed that 77 percent of 157
mines had concentrations of radon greater than 100 micromicrocuries
per liter of air. The Public Health Service recommended that the high
concentrations of radon and its daughters be reduced by forced ventilation of uncontaminated air in the mines.
The findings of the Public Health Service generated concern among
health officials in uranium-mining states, and in February 1955, delegates from seven states, mining companies, the AEC, the Public Health
Service, and the U. S. Bureau of Mines met in Salt Lake City to discuss
the problem. Industry representatives expressed doubt that forced ventilation could diminish radon to the levels sought by the Public Health
Service and warned that strict application of the 100 micromicrocurie
standard would cause many mines to close. Nevertheless, by the end of
the meeting, the conferees agreed on a permissible "working level" in
the mines of 100 micromicrocuries of radon and, in equilibrium with
that level of radon, 300 micromicrocuries of radon daughter products.
They viewed those values as target figures rather than inviolable requirements, but the working level became the basis for judging conditions in
uranium mines.
Despite the concern about the health effects of radon that delegates
to the Salt Lake City meeting expressed, conditions in the mines showed
little or no improvement over the following five years. The Public
Health Service's surveys showed that in many mines radon concentrations remained far above the working level and in some cases had gotten
worse between 1955 and 1959. The states failed to take effective regulatory action. G. A. Franz, the deputy commissioner of mines in Colorado, admitted in May 1960 that up to 98 percent of the state's uranium
mines would have to suspend work if forced to abide by the workinglevel standard, and added: "Our business is to keep the mines open."
Even more ominous than the radon levels in the mines were early indications that miners were dying in disproportionately high numbers from
lung cancer. The Public Health Service was studying the pathological
effects of uranium mining, and although its sampling was too small to
draw definite conclusions, the signs were deeply troubling.
Based on the preliminary .findings of the Public Health Service, HEW
secretary Arthur S. Flemming, with the concurrence of the AEC, the
Department of Labor, and the Department of the Interior, called a
meeting with the governors of uranium-mining states. The conference,
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held in December 1960, offered a forum that highlighted the health
problems of uranium mining. A Public Health Service official reported
that among a group of 907 miners who had worked underground for
more than three years, five of forty-four mortalities had been caused by
lung cancer. This was almost five times as high as the mortality rate for
lung cancer among the general male population in Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado. The governors. who attended the meeting,
though initially dubious about the severity of the dangers, became convinced that the situation was serious and required prompt corrective
measures. They rejected the suggestion of Colorado governor Steve
McNichols that the AEC should regulate the mines and resolved to
improve state programs to deal with the problem.
After the 1960 conference, the uranium-mining states expanded their
efforts to control radon levels, inspect the mines regularly, and close
"high-hazard areas." Even as the states improved their regulatory performance, however, the Public Health Service published new statistics
that further confirmed the susceptibility of uranium miners who worked
underground for long periods to lung cancer. In August 1963, its findings showed that of 768 miners who had worked underground for 5
years or more through the end of 1962, 11 had died from lung cancer.
This was "10 times the number expected on the basis of death rates for
all white males of comparable age living in the states included in the
study." Those figures suggested that an unusually high percentage of
underground uranium miners would continue to die of lung cancer
caused by exposure to excessive levels of radon. 1
In 1963, then, the protection of uranium miners from radioactivity
remained an unresolved problem. The mortality trends seemed clear but
the allocation of responsibility for correcting the regulatory failures of
the previous decade was still uncertain. The uranium-mining states enforced the working-level· standard more rigorously, but limited resources hampered their programs. Furthermore, workers' compensation
coverage and death benefits for dependents varied widely from state to
state, raising questions, on the one hand, about the adequacy of protection for miners and their families and, on the other hand, about the
sufficiency of state funds to pay claims. The role of federal agencies in
regulating the mines remained ill-defined. Scientific data on the level of
radon that presented significant hazards and the most effective means to
protect miners was weak and imprecise. The working level that had
been adopted in 1955 had little grounding in scientific evidence and was
more an informal accord on what seemed reasonable than a well-
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defined level of safety. Although there was general agreement among
interested state and federal agencies that action was needed to improve
mine conditions, there was much less agreement about what should be
done and who should take responsibility. Differing perspectives on how
to approach the problem eventually led to public controversies and
acrimonious interagency disputes. 2
The Public Health Service's newest findings on lung cancer mortality
rates among uranium miners, announced in 1963 and published in
professional journals in 1964, intensified concern and prodded action
on the federal level. The initial responses came from the Select Subcommittee on Labor of the U. S. House of Representatives' Committee on
Education and Labor and from the Federal Radiation Council. For
several years, the Select Subcommittee on Labor had been sponsoring
legislation to improve safety in mines of all types. Representative James
G. O'Hara introduced legislation in 1965 directing the secretary of the
interior to develop safety standards in both metal and nonmetallic
mines. During hearings on the bill, O'Hara and his colleagues made it
clear that they were disturbed by the Public Health Service's statistics on
mortality among uranium miners. Congress approved a revised version
of the measure, the Metal and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act, in 1966.
For the first time, the U. S. Bureau of Mines assumed responsibility for
setting safety standards in privately owned uranium mines and, if necessary, closing those that failed to comply.3
At the same time the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) was attempting
to establish suitable limits for radon levels in uranium mines. President
Eisenhower had created the FRC as a part of the White House staff in
1959 to advise the president on radiation safety. He acted largely because
of a public outcry over radioactive fallout from nuclear bomb testing in
the atmosphere and declining public confidence in the evaluation of fallout hazards by federal agencies, especially the AEC. The statutory members of the FRC were the secretaries of defense, commerce, labor, agriculture, and HEW, and the chairman of the AEC. The secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare was designated as chairman of the FRC and a
small permanent staff offered logistical and technical support to its members. Paul C. Tompkins, a veteran of the Manhattan Project and formerly
a radiation protection specialist with the U. S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory, the Public Health Service, and the AEC, served as the
council's executive director. The purpose of the FRC was to provide
"general standards and guidance" that would help protect public health
from radiation hazards, but differing views among its members and its
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lack of binding authority over federal agencies severely limited its effectiveness on controversial issues. 4
The FRC had begun a study of radiation risks in uranium mining in
early 1961, a short time after the meeting between federal agencies and
uranium-mining state governors. Progress on it had been stalled, however, by more pressing projects that the council undertook as a result of
renewed controversy over fallout from atmospheric weapons testing. The
reports of the Public Health Service on mortality rates among miners and
congressional interest in improving mine safety prompted the FRC to
return to its study of radon hazards. Its objective was to develop a standard for permissible exposure by uranium miners. In order to take advantage of the experience and expertise of the Bureau of Mines, the council
invited the secretary of the interior to participate in its deliberations.S
It was apparent that the FRC's study would only be the first step in
providing adequate protection to uranium miners. Deciding on a standard of exposure that would be satisfactory to the different agencies
represented on the council as well as to the mining industry and labor
unions who spoke for the miners was a daunting task, especially in light
of the dearth of scientific data. Once the FRC settled on a standard, the
question of enforcement would remain. The resources available to state
and federal agencies to inspect the mines and en~ure compliance with
exposure standards were a continuing concern. Even with adequate
resources, enforcement presented a formidable challenge. One reason
was that controlling radon concentrations was often difficult. Ventilation was useful but not always effective in reducing radon to the desired
levels. In some cases, it could not deliver enough uncontaminated air to
-all areas of a mine to assure that radon concentrations would not exceed
the working level. Moreover, radon levels in one place could vary
greatly from season to season, month to month, or even day to day. This
meant that a mine or section of a mine that met the standards at one
time might not do so at another time. Partly for those reasons, the radon
levels in many mines, despite the redoubled efforts of state regulators
and mine operators to control them, remained above the working level.
Although conditions in the mines had greatly improved since 1961, an
FRC committee estimated in 1966 that only about half of the· underground uranium mines maintained an average concentration of one
working level or less; the other half measured in the average range of
two to three working levels (or 200-300 micromicrocuries). 6
The attitudes and actions of miners often compounded the difficulties of protecting them frc;,m the effects of radon. Under the best condi-
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tions mining was a risky occupation, and the miners were inclined to
dismiss hazards from a gas they could not see, taste, or smell. They were
paid by the amount of ore they dug and resisted any requirements or
equipment that slowed their pace of work and reduced their paychecks.
For that reason, they generally refused to wear cumbersome respirators
that would significantly decrease their inhalation of radon daughters. In
cold weather, many miners objected to the introduction of fresh air for
ventilation; the immediate dangers of circulating frigid currents of air
seemed more serious than the long-term risks of radon exposure. Finally, there was strong, though not conclusive, evidence that smoking
cigarettes greatly increased the perils of working in underground uranium mines. A large percentage of the miners who had died from lung
cancer had been smokers, leading health experts to speculate that smoking and radon exposure might have a synergistic effect that magnified
the risks of developing lung cancer. Given the difficulties of enforcement, deciding on a standard for permissible radon levels was only the
first step in ensuring adequate protection to uranium miners. But it was
a vital first step that aroused sharp differences of opinion.7
By December 1966, the FRC staff, after consultation with an interagency working group and other experts inside and outside the government, had comple'ted a draft paper on uranium mine radiation hazards. It circulated the draft for the consideration of FRC members. Once
they agreed on a position, they would send their recommendations to
the president for approval. The draft proposed that the FRC adopt a
standard of one working level as the permissible limit in uranium mines.
It argued that the one working-level standard represented "a reasonable
risk" and, based on available evidence, seemed "compatible with other
hazards incident to underground mining." The staff paper acknowledged that a lower level might be desirable, but cautioned that it was
probably not technologically possible and that no evidence existed to
show the extent to which a more restrictive standard would reduce risk.
The standard of one working level would not provide an absolute guarantee of protection from radiation hazards, but the FRC staff thought it
struck "a reasonable balance between biological risk and impact on
uranium mining. " 8
While the FRC staff circulated its proposal to member agencies for
comments, it encouraged them to reach a decision in a timely manner.
For several reasons, prompt action by the FRC seemed important. One
was that, according to the Metal and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act that
Congress had passed in September 1966, the Bureau of Mines was
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required to issue safety standards for mines, including uranium mines.
Paul Tompkins wanted the FRC to agree on its position "in time to be
of assistance _to the Department of the Interior." Another reason was
that a new uranium boom seemed imminent. The industry had suffered
a major downturn after the AEC cut back on its purchases, but the
unexpectedly rapid expansion of nuclear power promised escalating
demand for uranium. Some observers predicted that the coming uranium rush would even exceed the frenetic pace of prospecting and mining during the 1950s. The likelihood that the uranium industry would
revive and that a growing number of miners would be working underground made the effort to set and enforce safety standards more urgent. 9
The primary reason that a prompt FRC decision seemed necessary
was that, for the first time, uranium mine safety became a headline issue
beyond the Colorado Plateau. The Washington Post took the lead in
publicizing the problem; it ran a series of prominent articles and hardhitting editorials that focused on the failure of federal agencies, especially the AEC, to regulate the mines effectively. J. V. Reistrup, a young
Post reporter, researched and wrote several news articles, and Leo Goodman, a veteran union official and long-time critic of the AEC, provided
additional information to the newspaper's editorial writers. The first of
Reistrup's stories told the sad tale of a veteran of underground uranium
mining who was dying of lung cancer. The next day Reistrup reported
.that the FRC intended to adopt a "relatively strict" standard of one
working level for permissible radon concentrations in uranium mines. 10
The articles in the Post won high-level attention in the agencies interested in uranium mine safety. HEW secretary (an_d FRC chairman) John
W. Gardner instructed the FRC staff to make certain that the recommended permissible levels were as sound and defensible as possible. The
Department of Labor reexamined its role in enforcing mine safety standards under the Walsh-Healy Act. When Reistrup asked Secretary of
Labor W. Willard Wirtz whether the act gave the department authority
over the mines, Wirtz replied that he did not know and suggested that
the reporter contact the solicitor of the Department of Labor. Charles
Donahue, the solicitor, told Reistrup that the department did have
power over the mines under its Walsh-Healy jurisdiction. As early as
1960 the department had concluded that Walsh-Healy applied to at
least some uranium mines. In 1965, it affirmed and extended that opinion; it told the Select Subcommittee on Labor that the provisions of
Walsh-Healy covered uranium mines that delivered ore to mills with
which the AEC had a contract to purchase processed uranium. After
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Donahue informed Reistrup of the department's legal opinion, the newsman passed it along to Wirtz. A short time later the Post published an
article that revealed Wirtz's uncertainty about the applicability of
Walsh-Healy to uranium mines and credited an unnamed reporter with
alerting the secretary to his authority. 11
Reistrup's articles contributed substantially to an emerging debate
over uranium mine safety by spurring the Department of Labor to
undertake a careful review of the problem. Assistant Secretary of Labor
Esther Peterson, a native of Utah who had visited uranium mines to
observe conditions first-hand and grown increasingly frustrated with
the slowness of the· FRC's procedures, told Wirtz that "none of the
involved agencies has clean hands." She regretted that the "Department
of Labor clearly was negligent in failing to exercise its jurisdiction."
Citing the department's lack of technical expertise to inspect and evaluate mine conditions, she urged Wirtz to approach other federal agencies,
starting with the Bureau of Mines, about working together "to remedy a
bad situation." Wirtz took her advice, and a short time after he proposed to Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall that they enter a
cooperative arrangement in which the Bureau of Mines would supply
inspectors to help enforce Walsh-Healy, the two agencies reached an
agreement. It was apparent, however, that enforcement of the act could
not be carried out until a standard for permissible levels of radon in the
mines was issued. 12
While the FRC was waiting for agency appr~val of its one workinglevel recommendation, labor organizations and some public health authorities began supporting a much stricter permissible level. Labor
unions urged that in order to provide miners with an extra margin of
safety, a 0.3 working-level (WL) standard should be adopted. They
argued that this level was feasible if the industry was willing to spend
"several million dollars," an amount that "the larger mines are well able
to afford." The Public Health Service, to the surprise of other agencies,
also advocated a standard of 0.3 WL. Its position was based on new
calculations and projections that suggested that adopting a 0.3 WL limit
would reduce the incidence of lung cancer among uranium miners to
that of the general male population. 13
As controversy over the standard for uranium mines was brewing,
Reistrup stirred it with an article that appeared on the front page of the
Washington Post on 14 April 1967. It cited a "highly restricted" estimate that 1150 uranium miners would die from lung cancer by 1985,
the "great majority" from exposure to radon (the figure came from a
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draft report that the FRC was circulating). The story was critical of
federal agencies, particularly the AEC, for not taking effective regulatory action, and noted that the secretary of labor had not even been
aware of his authority to set safety standards. The article infuriated and
embarrassed· Wirtz, but it also reinforced his determination to impose
strict limits on radon levels. A few days later, the Post followed up on
Reistrup's article with an editorial that blasted the AEC. Titled "AEC
Death Mines," it declared: "A death warrant for perhaps 1150 uranium
miners has in effect been signed by the Atomic Energy Commission, the
sole purchaser of uranium in this country." It maintained that the standards being considered by the FRC "are widely regarded as inadequate,
even in the unlikely event that they were to be enforced." The Post
blamed not only the AEC, but also the Departments of Labor, Interior,
and HEW, and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy for using the
"flimsiest pretexts of jurisdiction, cost, and security to avoid their responsibilities to the miners. " 14
The AEC was disturbed by the Post's attack; Seaborg commented
that it was an "unjustifiably critical editorial." The Post ignored the
constructive contributions that the AEC had made to mine safety during
the 1950s and early 1960s. It had given financial assistance to the
studies of mine conditions conducted by the Public Health Service, demonstrated that ventilation was an effective way to reduce radon levels by
imposing stringent requirements on mines located on federal lands that
were clearly within its jurisdiction, and encouraged the states to carry
out the regulatory authority that they claimed. But the fact remained
that the mines had been poorly regulated, and the AEC sought to do its
part to improve conditions and set suitable standards. The Commission
decided to approach the other agencies involved in mine safety to try to
agree on a joint program. 15
The chances for a cooperative arrangement were thwarted, however,
by growing interagency dissension over mine standards. The FRC staff
continued to favor a basic standard of 1 WL; it argued that a 0.3 WL
limit was probably not achievable with existing technology. The Departments of Labor and Interior, however, lined up with the Public Health
Service in support of a 0.3 WL standard. High-level meetings among
agency officials failed to resolve their differences. Meanwhile, the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy announced that it would hold hearings
on the radiation exposure of uranium miners. This gave additional
incentive to reach an interagency accord to present when the hearings
convened. The FRC met on 4 May 1967, five days before the Joint
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Committee hearings were scheduled to open. The agencies on the council· failed to compromise their differences. The Departments of Labor,
Interior, and HEW voted in favor of a 0.3 WL standard while the
Departments of Defense and Agriculture and the AEC voted in favor of
1 WL. The deadlocked council postponed further consideration of the
issue. 16
The following day, Wirtz announced that under the Department of
Labor's Walsh-Healy authority he was imposing a radon standard in
uranium mines of 0.3 WL, expressed as 3.6 "working-level months"
(WLM) per year. A working-level month was the amount of radiation
to which a miner was exposed in a month of full-time work. A standard
of 1 WL, for example, would give an annual exposure of 12 WLM.
Wirtz added that at his discretion, he might allow a grace period of
eighteen months in which 12 WLM would be acceptable. His action,
which would become effective after thirty days, set off a public interagency dispute over mine standards. Seaborg called him immediately
to protest that "this was done too hastily and without consultation. " 17
The Joint Committee provided the forum to air the differing opinions
on mine standards. The hearings opened on 9 May 1967 with committee members responding angrily to an editorial in that morning's Washington Post. The Post leveled another blast at the AEC and other agencies for their lack of action to protect uranium miners and accused the
Joint Committee of being "marvelously unconcerned." Holifield complained that "this type of editorial is not responsible nor is it factual."
He stacked volumes "a foot high" of hearings the committee had held
on radiation hazards over the years to accentuate his point. His colleagues also bitterly attacked the Post's statements. Having begun on a
sour note, the hearings continued in a similar vein. Secretary Wirtz was
subjected to sharp and skeptical questioning._ He explained that he issued his standard because he thought that federal agencies, including his
own, had delayed taking action to protect miners long enough'. Wirtz
argued that the "basic issue here is very clear." While he and others
supporting a 3.6 WLM standard were concerned only with the health
and safety of miners, the "argument for the higher standard includes
considerations of feasibility, considerations of enterprise, considerations of time and profit which I rule out, whether rightly or wrongly. " 18
Joint Committee members quizzed Wirtz closely on the scientific
basis for the standard he supported. He credited the Public Health
Service with supplying data showing that a standard of 3.6 WLM would
reduce the incidence of lung cancer among miners to that of the general
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male population. The head of the Public Health Service, acting surgeongeneral Leo J. Gehrig, however, did little to help Wirtz's case. He failed
to provide a clear explanation of the Public Health Service's conclusions
and, a short time later, backed away from them completely. He informed the Joint Committee that a group of epidemiologists and statisticians in his agency had determined that there were "serious limitations
in the construction of the mathematical model which preclude its being
used at this time to predict the outcome of past and future experience. " 19
The AEC, in its testimony before the Joint Committee, cited its objections to the standard issued by the Department of Labor. In the absence
of conclusive scientific data that could distinguish the effects of exposure to 1 WL from 0.3 WL, the disagreement centered on the implications of the standard for the mining industry and, ultimately, for supplies of uranium. The fundamental difference between Labor and the
AEC was that Wirtz did not need to worry about the economic consequences of the standard he imposed, at least as far as the functions of his
department were concerned. The AEC, on the other hand, necessarily
considered the long-range impact of Labor's requirements on the mining industry and the growth of nuclear power. It was committed to
promoting mine safety and improving conditions, but it opposed a stan-.
dard that might force the closing of a large number of mines. Even when
the uranium-mining states had enforced a standard of 3 or more WL
after 1961, they had closed many mines, 'either temporarily or permanently. Colorado shut down 137 mines temporarily and 18 permanently
between 1961 and 1966, and New Mexico closed 11 large mines in
1966 alone.
Although the AEC supported Labor's standard as a long-term objective, it point~d out that there were no reliable instruments for accurately
measuring exposure as low as 0.3 WL and that ventilation was still an
uncertain means of controlling radon levels throughout all sections of
uranium mines. Ramey told the Joint Committee that even the 1 WL
standard would be difficult to meet in many mines. He suggested that
federal agencies should act jointly and promptly to further reduce radon
levels and to provide adequate medical care and workers' compensation
for those miners who developed lung cancer from earlier exposure to
high levels of radon. But he insisted that, at least for the present, Labor's
standard was unattainable. 20
The other witnesses in the hearings divided along the same lines as
the Department of Labor and the AEC. Labor union representatives
strongly supported Wirtz's standard. State mining officials and mine
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industry spokesmen complained that a 3.6 WLM limit was impossible
to meet with existing technology and would force many mines to close.
Colorado's deputy commissioner of mines, G. A. Franz, estimated that
Wirtz's standard would "certainly close 95 percent of the underground
mines in the State." He added that this would "eliminate the means of
making a living for most of the miners." The mining industry thought
that even the 12 WLM limit was too restrictive and that a 36 WLM (3
WL) standard would be more realistic. Two months earlier it had protested against a 12 WLM limit on the grounds that it would cause many
mine closures. 21
The Joint Committee hearings did not resolve the interagency differences but they did force Wirtz to reconsider the standard he had issued.
He was in an awkward position; he had argued eloquently that the 3.6
WLM limit was essential to save the lives of many miners, only to be
undercut by the Public Health Service's retreat from the data on which
he had relied. But after weighing the testimony in the Joint Committee
hearings, he revised his stance only slightly. Wirtz reaffirmed his commitment to the 3.6 WLM standard, calling it "the right standard from
the health standpoint." He acknowledged the difficulties of complying
. with it, and in the major departure from his previous policy, offered a
blanket (rather than discretionary) allowance of an eighteen-month
grace period. He insisted that mine operators abide by the 12 WLM
limit and make progress toward the 3.6 WLM standard during the
interim period. Wirtz's statement was greeted cooly by the Joint Committee. Congressmen Holifield and Melvin Price responded that the
recent hearings had revealed "that there is virtually no factual basis for
a standard as low as [3.6 WLM]. " 22
Although Wirtz continued to favor the 3.6 WLM standard, his allies
on the Federal Radiation Council changed their positions to support the
12 WLM limit. The FRC, which was still considering the issue after its
deadlocked meeting on 4 May 1967, sought to reach unanimous agreement on a permissible level. After extensive discussion, .it settled on a
compromise. Wirtz went along with the standard of 12 WLM that the
other members backed, but he won their endorsement to review the
standard again after one year (instead of the five years that had been
planned). The council voted unanimously for this arrangement. The
FRC's action was consistent with Wirtz's recent announcement that he
would wait eighteen months before enforcing a stricter standard. President Johnson approved the council's recommendations on 27 July
1967. The FRC's decision was a milestone in the effort to provide
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adequate protection to uranium miners. For the first time the federal
agencies involved in the problem agreed on a standard for permissible
limits of radon in the mines and formally adopted the working level that
had been accepted as a target figure twelve years earlier. But the com pro~
mise between the agencies represented on the FRC was a temporary
accommodation that did not settle their differences or end the controversy over mine safety.21 .
The FRC's decision triggered sharp attacks from its critics. The Washington Post editorialized that the "FRC has demonstrated, beyond all
but a bombmaker's doubt, its disinterest in the public health." Reistrup
coauthored an article in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists charging
that the FRC "voted to give the mine owners, not the miners, the benefit
of the doubt," an action that would require miners to "continue their
deadly love affair with the daughters of radon." W. A. (T~ny) Boyle,
president of the United Mineworkers of America, declared that the
deaths of uranium miners from lung cancer "underscores once again the
brutal cost that this nation has paid to develop the atomic industry."
The miners themselves were more ambivalent about the impact of mine
regulation. While concerned about the risks of lung cancer, they were
also worried that stringent standards could close mines and cost them
their jobs. An article in the Wall Street Journal posed the question that
the miners faced: "Would you gamble your life for a good salary, low
taxes, and cheap housing?" On the Colorado Plateau, it found, "the
answer is yes." One miner commented that "if I'm going to get cancer,
I'm going to get it," and another suggested that "those fellows who died
with cancer probably had.weak lungs and shouldn't have been in the
mines in the first place." 24
Even before the FRC agreed on the 1 WL standard, federal agencies
had stepped up their efforts to promote mine safety. Following up on the
suggestions that Ramey outlined in the Joint Committee hearings, the
AEC urged the secretaries of Labor, Interior, and HEW to join with it in a
cooperative program. They were receptive, and in a meeting attended by
Gardner, Wirtz, and other high-level officials, Seaborg stressed that effective action to protect uranium miners depended on interdepartmental
coordination. The areas that appeared to be most important were: continuing to improve conditions in the mines, conducting research on instruments to measure radon levels more accurately and on the medical
implications of radon hazards, and providing adequate workers' compensation for miners. There was no disagreement cin the need for the interested agencies to combine their resources and expertise, but the Depart-
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ment of Labor was suspicious that the AEC intended to undermine the
enforcement of its standard. Esther Peterson told Wirtz that the AEC had
given her "a clear impression of wanting to.'move in' and control all that
happens from here on out. " 25
The first step in the federal effort to improve mine conditions was to
inspect the mines and take corrective measures where necessary. Although the uranium-mining states had improved their regulatory performance since 1961, their activities were still limited. Colorado, which
had the largest number of mines and employed five inspectors, had the
most aggressive program; using a 3 WL limit, it closed 8 mines and
removed miners from areas of 35 more in 1967. The other states had, at
best, only one person surveying their uranium mines. Under an arrangement between the Departments of Labor and Interior, the Bureau of
Mines, which employed sixteen qualified inspectors, also evaluated uranium mine conditions to enforce the Walsh-Healy Act. In 171 mines
that it inspected in 1967 it found that over 60 percent had radon concentrations of 1 WL or less, and the number of miners exposed to more
than 3 WL had decreased by nearly two-thirds. An AEC survey produced equally promising results. The Department of Labor contacted
the owners of mines subject to Walsh-Healy that exceeded the 1 WL
standard and directed them to reduce radon levels. It reported that "not
a single mine has failed to indicate some plan for corrective action." The
surveys of uranium mines did not mean that the problem of radon had i
been solved but they did indicate encouraging progress. 26
In the other areas requiring attention by the agencies involved in the
mine problem, there was less progress. An interdepartmental committee
formed to work on mine safety agreed that research was needed to
provide additional information on medical and epidemiological issues
and on controlling radon levels. The Public Health Service sought better
data on a variety of questions, such as the relationship between the
levels of radon to which a miner was exposed and the dose he actually
received, the effects of smoking on mortality trends for miners, and the .
development of tests to enable early diagnosis of lung cancer. It hoped
that new data would offer a clearer basis for determining radon standards in the mines. The Bureau of Mines planned a series of research
projects on the effectiveness of ventilation in controlling radon levels,
methods of designing mines and sealing off unoccupied areas to improve protection, and filtering mine air to remove radioactive contaminants. The AEC sponsored projects to design better instruments for
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9. Scientists testing face mask filters in a uranium mine in New Mexico.
(National Archives 434-SF-63 -10)

detecting and measuring radon in mines and improved dosimeters for
showing the exposure of individual miners. 27
There was no dispute among the interested agencies about the desirability of those research programs, but there were questions about how
they would be funded. The AEC, the Public Health Service, and the
Bureau of Mines requested that Congress provide money to raise the
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total amount spent on research by all three agencies from $1,720,000 to
$3,627,000 in fiscal year 1968. The AEC offered to transfer $500,000
from its budget to assist the Bureau of Mines in its research. This
proposal was rejected by Michael J. Kirwan, chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Works of the House Committee on Appropriations,
who suggested that if the Department of the Interior needed the funds it
should ask for them through normal channels. Funds for research on
uranium mine safety were further curbed by federal budget stringencies.
Despit~ the appeals of the AEC and the protests of the Joint Committee,
the money allocated to the Public Health Service and the Bureau of
Mines by their departments was reduced sharply. The FRC reported in
January 1968 that because of "fiscal restraints," important research
projects had been "seriously curtailed and indefinitely postponed. " 28
Federal efforts on the third problem of concern to the interdepartmental committee-workers' compensation for uranium miners-were
even less fruitful. The provision of workers' compensation and death
benefits was normally an obligation assumed by individual states, but
coverage for uranium miners ranged from uncertain to inadequate.
Workers' compensation for all persons exposed to radiation in their
jobs had been a subject of concern for years, but it remained an unresolved issue. The greatest hardship in claiming compensation was proving that injury or death was the result of occupational exposure to
radiation rather than other factors. This was especially difficult for
diseases that were "nonspecific" in origin, such as cancer or leukemia.
Furthermore, many states imposed time limitations for making claims,
which could preclude benefits for radiation-induced illnesses with a
long latent period.
·
The states on the Colorado Plateau offered limited coverage to radiation workers, including uranium miners. The Department of Labor's
Esther Peterson told Wirtz that "compensation laws in the uraniumproducing States are woefully inadequate in terms of level of benefits."
Only one state, Colorado, paid compensation to families of miners
whose deaths seemed clearly linked to exposure to radiation. Utah rejected a claim by the widow of a miner in August 1967 and no applications for benefits had been filed in other states. In light of the prospects
for an increasing number of claims, Colorado was deeply concerned
about the solvency of its cotppensation insurance fund. It appealed for
assistance from the federal government. 29
Proposals for federal subsidies to the states received sympathetic
consideration from the agencies involved in the uranium mining prob-
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lem. Ramey believed that the federal government had "a moral if not a
legal responsibility" to the miners, and the interdepartmental committee
suggested that it owed them "an unusual social and financial responsibility." After consultation with the AEC and the Departments of HEW
and Interior, the Department of Labor drafted legislation to supplement
state compensation programs. It was one of several different bills introduced in Congress in 1968 offering federal funds to ensure that uranium
miners afflicted with lung cancer received adequate compensation. The
insurance industry led the opposition to the proposals. Its objections '
centered on questions about administration of federal compensation,
the ill effects of federal assistance on persuading states to improve their
coverage, the advisability of singling out one group for benefits, and the
fear that congressional approval of legislation would set a precedent for
federal intrusion in a function t~aditionally carried out by the states.
The Select Committee on Labor took no action on the bills to increase
compensation for uranium miners. The failure of federal legislation
meant that the only available alternative for interested federal agencies
was to encourage the uranium-mining states to extend their coverage.
Federal officials were not optimistic about the prospects for influencing
the states to improve their compensation programs. 30
Meanwhile, the FRC, in preparation for the new review of mine
standards on which its members had agreed in July 1967, was seeking
new data and soliciting fresh appraisals of the problem from outside
experts. The council had decided to reexamine the subject after an
interval of one year, and it became increasingly apparent that the controversy would resume. None of the member agencies had modified its
position, and officials in the Bureau of the Budget worried that the
battle would be waged "with perhaps even greater intensity than last
year." They reported that at least two members of the Joint Committee
feared that the issue "might explode" during the election campaign of
1968.31
The FRC's efforts to inform the debate and find grounds for agreement met only limited success. Tompkins asked the National Academy
of Sciences, a prestigious independent body of scientific authorities that
was chartered by Congress, to evaluate the existing data on radon hazards. The National Academy appointed a special committee to consider
the evidence, and, not surprisingly, it reached no unequivocal or incontestable conclusions. It found that miners who were exposed to a total
of 100 to 400 WLM during their lifetimes (this would be equivalent to
exposure of approximately 0.3 to 1 WL over a period of thirty years)
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showed a slightly higher than normal risk of lung cancer. The National
Academy committee attributed this statistical increase at least partly to
radiation in the mines but also submitted that other factors might "account for all or part of the increase." It emphasized the dangers of
smoking, noting that the data suggested "that cigarette smokers among
the uranium miners are particularly susceptible to lung cancer." The
report, though a useful summary of the issues, made no distinction
between the risks of 0.3 WL (3.6 WLM) and 1. WL (12 WLM), and
therefore, did little to resolve outstanding interagency differences. 32
The FRC also commissioned a study of another issue that caused
divisions among its members-the economic impact of tightening standards. It hired a contractor, the Resource Management Corporation, to
investigate the question. The company's report largely supported the
arguments of the AEC and other advocates of a 12 WLM standard. It
concluded that a 3.6 WLM standard did not "appear technically feasible at this time," but it suggested that incremental improvements over
time could approach that level "without impairing the economic health
of the industry." lnd_ustry representatives were not convinced. An official of Union Carbide, which produced about 10 percent of the uranium
that came from underground mines and employed about 19 percent of
the miners, declared: "We do not believe it will ever be possible to
continually control all mine areas below the 1 W-L [limit]." Mine operators continued to make good progress in lowering radon concentrations; by May 1968, 85 to 90 percent of 120 mines surveyed were
meeting the FRC's standard. But owners insisted that reducing the limit
further would force mines to close. 33
By the early fall of 1968 the FRC was making plans for a meeting at
which the existing standard would either be reaffirmed or changed. In
deference to the Joint Committee, the meeting was delayed until after
the fall elections. The committee staff worried that if the FRC failed to
reach a unanimous decision, the controversy could become an issue in
the reelection campaigns of some members. Once the election was over,
prompt action by the FRC was needed. The grace period that Wirtz had
allowed uranium mine operators when he announced his radon standards under Walsh-Healy would end on 1 January 1969. Moreover,
Udall wanted to issue Interior Department regulations under the Metal
and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act by early January.34
While waiting for a meeting to be scheduled, the FRC staff and
member agencies sought to achieve another compromise agreement.
With the exception of HEW, which had decided to support Labor's
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position,· the division of views had not shifted since July 1967. Labor
and HEW called for an immediate 3.6 WLM standard and the other
agencies favored retaining the 12 WLM limit until an unspecified future
date. Rather than face an impasse, FRC members hoped to reach an
accommodation. The Department of Labor recognized that its leverage
was diminishing. In 1970 all government contracts to purchase uranium
would expire, which would deprive the department of enforcement
power under the Walsh-Healy Act. In order to exert what influence it
could, it wanted to persuade the Department of the Interior to adopt
strict standards under the Metal and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act. But
this required compromising its position because the staff at Interior
backed the 12 WLM limit. The AEC was willing to compromise to
avoid the immediate imposition by Labor of a 3.6 WLM standard,
which it contended would "cause unwarranted hardship on both the
uranium miner and the industry without commensurate benefit to the
health of the miner." 35
After much negotiation, the FRC failed to find a compromise that
was acceptable to all members. At a meeting on 29 November 1968, the
Labor Department proposed a slightly revised standard of 4 WLM,
effective on 1 January 1969. It was defeated by a vote of five to two,
with only HEW supporting Labor. By another vote of five to two, the
recommendation of the FRC staff carried. It provided for retaining the
12 WLM limit for the time being and set goals of reaching 8 WLM by 1
January 1971 and 4 WLM by 1 July 1974. The reduced levels would not
automatically go into effect; the FRC would reconsider epidemiological
data, exposure records, costs, and feasibility before making a final determination. The FRC's decision included another new feature. Stressing
. the possible synergistic rel_ationship between radon exposure and smok·ing, it urged that a "concerted effort be made by all concerned to
discourage cigarette smoking among underground uranium miners. " 36
The FRC's action did not end the controversy. Wilbur J. Cohen,
HEW secretary and FRC chairman, still sought to reach a unanimous
accord that was closer to his own position. Without consulting the
AEC, he offered a new agreement to the other members of the FRC. It
would make the 4 WLM standard effective on 1 January 1971. Cohen
also took.his proposal to the president, who sent it along to the Bureau
of the Budget. The bureau, in turn, contacted FRC members to lobby
for a unanimous agreement. The AEC reluctantly acquiesced because of
its understanding that all the other member agencies had accepted Cohen's proposal. To its dismay, it soon learned that the Department of
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Labor had refused to go along with Cohen because the 4 WLM limit
would still not be "iron-dad." Wirtz issued the department's regulation
on 28 December 1968, calling for an immediate limit of 4 WLM but,
until 1 January 1971, allowing for variances up to 12 WLM on a caseby-case basis. President Johnson signed the FR C's new recommendation
on 11 January 1969 and the Bureau of Mines published its standards a
few days later.> The three measures were similar in the levels they
permitted-12 WLM until 1 Jan.uary 1971 and 4 WLM thereafter. The
Labor Department's standards were more binding and less negotiable
than those of the FRC and Interior but would lose much of their impact
when the AEC's uranium purchase contracts expired.37
The outcome of the latest effort to agree on mine standards left the
agencies most involved in the issue frustrated and disgruntled. The Labor Department was isolated in its position and losing its influence. The
AEC had been outflanked and misled into accepting a standard it did
not support, at least for the short term. The FRC staff had been bypassed by Cohen in his negotiations and made to look weak, laggard,
and superfluous. Joint Committee members assailed both the Labor
Department and the FRC, the one for its impertinen.ce and the other for
its impotence. Holifield accused Wirtz of acting out of "personal feelings and emotion," and Congressman Wayne Aspinall complained that
"the FRC could not-or would not-live up to its obligations." 38
When the :Nixon administration entered office in January 1969, the
question of mine standards remained unsettled. The AEC hoped that the
departure of Wirtz and Cohen would open the way for a reconsideration of the position they had advanced. There were early indications
that the new administration would be less inclined to enforce the regulations that Wirtz had issued; a Labor Department official announced .
that his agency was "not going to close any mines." Neither· the new
secretary of labor, George P. Shultz, nor the new secretary of HEW,
Robert H. Finch, was ready to take prompt action on uranium mines,
however, and during the two years before the 4 WLM standard was
scheduled to take effect, familiar patterns on the mine safety issue repeated themselves.' Finch established a new interagency committee to
study the problem and report to the FRC. The Joint Committee held
hearings that attempted, with limited success, to clear up the confusion
caused by the differences in the reguiations of various agencies. Committee members aired their reservations about the advisability of the 4
WLM standard and criticized Wirtz and Cohen for pushing it. 39
Spokesmen for the uranium mining industry continued to insist that
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a 4 WLM standard was impossible to achieve with existing technology.
They argued that the progress they had made in meeting the 12 WLM
limit, which nearly 90 percent of the mines were doing, did not mean
that with greater effort the mine operators could reduce levels to 4
WLM. For over half of the mines, a mining company official told the
Joint Committee, this "presents difficulties not yet solved." The results
of the Bureau of Mines' inspections supported the industry's claims.
Although mine conditions showed dramatic improvement after 1967,
,the pace of progress had slackened considerably by the end of 1969. For
its part, the AEC continued to worry that strict enforcement of 4 WLM
would force mine closures and undermine the growth of nuclear power.
"Present indications are that existing underground uranium mines are
reaching a point of diminishing returns in the use of ventilation to
control radon," Rafford L. Faulkner, director of the Division of Raw
Materials, told the Commission in February 1969. This raised the possibility that "nuclear power growth may be seriously affected by the
' economic results of overly stringent regulation." The Commission decided to work for a change in the FRC standard unless new evidence
showed it to be "clearly necessary to protect the miners' health."◄ 0
The FRC, once again, tried to resolve outstanding issues before deciding whether to recommend that the 4 WLM limit go into effect on 1
January 1971. As that date approached, however, it had to postpone the
deadline for six months while it waited for the results of new studies on
epidemiological trends and the economic impact of tightening standards. As with earlier reviews of those subjects, the new submissions
were useful but not definitive. The epidemiological report prepared by
the Public Health Service echoed the conclusions of the National Academy of Sciences in 1968. It found that miners exposed to a total of 120
to 360 WLM in their lifetimes faced an increased risk of cancer. The
results of the new study on the economic impact of a 4 WLM limit were
more surprising. Prepared by the Arthur D. Little company, it con._
tended that the economic consequences of the stricter standard would
be limited. It maintained that operators could meet a 4 WLM standard
without undue difficulty, though it acknowledged that they would need
about two years to do so. The report further suggested that enforcing
the standard would have little adverse effect on the cost of or demand
for uranium.41
By the time that the new reports were completed, the FRC had been
abolished. Its functions were transferred to the newly created Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA administrator William D. Ruck-
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elshaus weighed the views of different agencies in determining whether
to affirm the previously established standard (4 WLM as of 1 July 1971)
or to make a different recommendation to the president. There was no
consensus among the agencies; HEW wanted to retain the immediately
effective 4 WLM while the other former members of the FRC called for
8 WLM as of 1 July 1972. Three departments, Labor, Interior, and
Agriculture, supported making the 4 WLM limit effective 1 July 1973,
but the AEC refused to commit itself to a firm date for the implementation of that standard. It was still concerned about the impact of 4 WLM
on the economic well-being of the industry and thought the Little report
was overly optimistic. Ruckelshaus eventually settled on a compromise.
He found the evidence of the Public Health Service and the analysis of
the Little report convincing and, 'therefore, elected to stick with the 4
WLM standard. But in recognition of the difficulties of immediate compliance, he proposed that the Bureau of Mines, which would enforce the
standard, postpone taking action against violators for an unspecified
time after the regulation took effect on 1 July 1971.42
Ruckelshaus's decision elicited predictable protests from the mining
industry, the AEC, and the Joint Committee. Of greater potential consequence were reservations expressed by the Bureau of Mines, which had
opposed immediate imposition of the 4 WLM standard. It announced
that it lacked authority to allow exceptions or variances to the standard,
and therefore, that it had to enforce it immediately. This position sent
"a shock wave" through the industry. Eventually, the bureau modified
· its regulations to allow mine operators six months, with the possibility
of further extension, to comply with the 4 WLM standard.43
The actions of Ruckelshaus and the Bureau of Mines finally ended
the lengthy, controversial, and tortuous quest to establish a permissible
standard for radon exposure in uranium mines. After years of bureaucratic dissension, the ·standard that went into effect was very close to
what Willard Wirtz and his allies had advocated since 1967, though the
deadline for compliance remained indefinite. Wirtz deserved much
credit for taking steps that greatly improved conditions in the mines.
Once he became aware of the problem of excessive radon concentrations, largely as a result of stories in the Washington Post, he acted
promptly to force mine operators to reduce radon levels. At his initiative, the federal government for the first time enforced standards in the
mines. As a result, radon levels were reduced sharply; the threat of
federal regulation seemed to make a greater impact on mine owners
than the efforts of the states alone. Although m~ne conditions had im-
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proved after the states began to enforce standards, progress was more
rapid and more impressive after the federal government stepped in.
The adoption of a standard close to what Wirtz favored was a tribute
to his department's persistence in the face of strong opposition. It also
obscured the fact that Wirtz's 3.6 or 4 WLM limit was an arbitrary
requirement that had little basis in scientific evidence. No one disputed
the desirability of achieving the standard established by the Labor Department, but the feasibility of doing so in the time frame it imposed was less
clear. Wirtz dismissed the objections of the.industry, the AEC, and others
by asserting that they valued the lives of miners less than he did. One
Department of Labor press release began with a lead-in that defined the
issue in stark terms: "Wirtz Puts Human Life Above Economic Values. " 44
This approach won Wirtz plaudits from the Washington Post and labor
unions, but it did little to solve the practical problems of reducing radon
levels.
Other agencies and the mining industry faced the more taxing challenge of improving health conditions without closing a large number of
mines. The standard that the AEC and several other agencies supported
as an immediate requirement, though less stringent than the limit that
Wirtz favored, was a major improvement in reducing allowable radon
levels in the mines, and one that the industry strenuously protested. The
standard they advanced was an attempt to strike a balance between
protecting the health of miners while also protecting the jobs of miners.
This was an inherently difficult task that was further burdened by the
suggestions that those who opposed the Labor Department's position
placed economic considerations above the welfare of the miners. The
issue was not that simple, and the controversy between agencies over
uranium mine standards would have been less acrimonious in the absence of such posturing.
Nevertheless, the existence of bureaucratic strife was an indication of
the increased level of concern and commitment to regulatory action on
the part of the federal government. Mine conditions became much safer
as a result of federal involvement. Ironically, however, the federal government failed to do much to help those miners who had worked during
the 1950s and earlier, when radon levels were extremely high and regulatory responses were inadequate. One measure that would have offered a
modicum of assistance to those who would suffer from lung cancer
caused by exposure to radon was financial support for state workers'
compensation programs. But proposals to subsidize state payments to
miners died in Congress.
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Although the radioactive hazards of uranium mines presented the
most acute health problem arising from the front end of the nuclear fuel
cycle, dangers caus~d by the processing of ore in uranium mills also
generated concern and controversy. The mills crushed and ground uranium ore, chemically extracted the uranium, and produced a partially
refined concentrate called yellow cake. The ore residues that were_ left
after the separation of uranium were finely ground, sand-like materials
called tailings, which were stored in huge piles at mill sites. The tailings
still contained traces of uranium and thorium that gave off small
amounts of radium and radon. To prevent the slightly radioactive tailings and the radon gas they emitted from escaping off-site, the piles
were controlled by covering or wetting them.
The AEC licensed uranium mills and exercised regulatory authority
over them. It required mill operators to comply with its regulations on
permissible exposure to radiation by workers and by the general public.
A short time after the agency issued its first radiation-protection regulations in 1957, it conducted inspections of several mills and found that in
many cases they had "not exerted sufficient effort to comply." The AEC
directed the mills to correct their deficiencies, and by May of 1960 was
persuaded that they were making satisfactory progress toward improving health and safety conditions. 45 ·
The AEC regulated mills as long as they were operating, but it disclaimed responsibility for tailings piles once a mill closed. This emerged
as a problem after the uranium boom ended and about half of the
twenty-five licensed mills were shut. The AEC's statutory authority
extended only to source materials that could be used to make special
nuclear materials; the agency defined source materials as ores that contained by weight more than one-twentieth of 1 percent (0.05 percent) of
uranium, thorium, or a combination of the two. That definition generally did not apply to mill tailings. The AEC regulated tailings piles as
long as a mill remained in business, since they were "an integral part of
the milling operations." Once a mill closed, however, the AEC considered its authority over materials with a concentration of less than 0.05
percent uranium and/or thorium to be terminated. The radium that the
tailings contained fell outside the AEC's regulatory jurisdiction because
the 1954 Atomic Energy Act did not apply to naturally occurring radioactive materials, including radium. Therefore, the AEC's legal staff concluded that the agency lacked any authority to enforce its regulatory
requirements in abandoned mills. 46
Despite the low levels of radioactivity in mill tailings and its denial of
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authority over them in closed mills, the AEC, along with the U. S. Public
Health Service, sought more conclusive information than what was
available about the potential hazards that tailings posed. Public Health
Service officials were disturbed by reports that tailings were being used
in construction materials, land fills, sand traps on golf courses, and even
children's sand boxes. A greater source of concern, at least initially, was
that tailings piles would no longer be controlled in abandoned mills,
allowing radioactive particles to be carried by winds into surrounding
areas or to contaminate adjacent bodies of water. Moreover, the piles
were unsightly. This was an especially important consideration for sites
located near cities and towns; one mill, for e~ample, sat on the outskirts
of Salt Lake City and another on the edge of Durango, Colorado.47
The AEC undertook a study of the possible dangers of airborne
radioactive tailings carried off piles by the wind, and the Public Health
Service conducted a survey of the effects of tailings on rivers and
streams near mills. After weighing the information it collected and the
data that the Public Health Service provided, the AEC determined that
the tailings at abandoned mills did "not constitute an unreasonable risk
to health and ;afety of the public," and that "controls over such tailings
for radiological safety purposes are unnecessary." The AEC based its
position on data indicating that if tailings were swept off piles or
leached into waterways, their concentrations of radioactivity would
remain far below permissible limits. Even if a pile collapsed and slid into
an adjacent stream or river, it found that radiation exposure standards
would not be exceeded. In addition, the legal staff reaffirmed its opinion
that the AEC lacked regulatory jurisdiction over tailings at closed mills
that contained less than 0.05 percent uranium and thorium. In short,
after conducting its investigation, the AEC concluded that tailings did
not pose a radiological hazard and that control of their use or disposition rested with state governments. 48
The Public Health Service, using the same data, reached different
conclusions in a report it drafted. It agreed with the AEC that radiation
from tailings presented "no significant immediate hazard." But it expressed much greater concern about long-term effects of the tailings and
called for "caution and a conservative approach to the problem of
disposition and control of [them]." It urged that action be taken
promptly to prevent "the erosion and spread" of tailings and that arrangements be made to ensure permanent maintenance of tailings piles.
The Public Health Service not only was more troubled than the AEC
about erosion but also about the possibility that a restraining dike could
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break or a pile could collapse, dumping tens of thousands of tons of
tailings into an adjacent waterway. The AEC thought that the Public
Health Service overstated the radiological hazards of tailings and the
need for control of the piles, but it sought to avoid a public confrontation over the issue. It approached Public Health Service officials about
meeting to discuss and perhaps resolve their differences and it pledged
to press mill owners informally to take further steps to stabilize tailings
piles. Before representatives of the two agencies could discuss their
viewpoints privately, however, the Public Health Service aired its position at a conference on water pollution in Grand Junction, Colorado in
December 1965. The local press headlined the problem of radioactive
contamination of the Colorado River that the Public Health Service had
emphasized.49
Within a short time, the issue received national attention. In March
~ 1966 the New Republic ran an unsigned article that accused the AEC of
trying to prevent public release of the Public Health Service's report
because of fears that it would create "public hysteria." The article also
depicted mill tailings as a serious radiological hazard. The AEC was
dismayed by the New Republic piece, partly because the charge of
attempting to suppress the Public Health Service's report was groundless and partly because the description of the tailings problem was
distorted and exaggerated. The AEC was even more disgruntled when
the article was used as a basis for other stories on the subject. The
Federation of American Scientists published an excerpt in its newsletter,
and CBS News ran stories on both radio and television. Correspondent
Terry Drinkwater told television viewers that if the tailings were not
covered or removed, "another generation may well look at these radioactive man-made mountains as monuments to the carelessness of ...
the early years of the Nuclear Age." 50
The publicity about mill tailings and the release of the final version of
the Public Health Service's report stirred the interest of Senator Edmund
S. Muskie of Maine, chairman of the Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public Works and a prominent
advocate of rigorous antipollution laws. Muskie called a hearing on
water pollution from mill tailings, and quizzed representatives from the
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration (a part of HEW), the
Public Health Service, and the AEC. The HEW representatives reiterated their contention that tailings were not an immediate threat but
could become one over time. The AEC restated its opinion that they did
not present a long-term hazard and that it lacked regulatory authority
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over them, views that Muskie challenged but did not shake. The Muskie
hearings generated additional news stories about the problem of mill
tailings.st
The flurry of publicity in the spring of 1966 and the differing positions of the AEC and the Public Health Service aroused concern among
state health authorities. Several of them expressed reservations about
the AEC's assessment of the radiological hazards of mill tailings and
urged the agency to take action to make certain that the piles were
properly controlled. The AEC responded that although it recognized
that tailings piles were unsightly and disagreeable nuisances, it lacked
authority to require that they be stabilized. It pledged to continue to
encourage mill owners to do so voluntarily and it advised state governments to enact regulations requiring the stabilization of tailings piles.
Colorado became the first state to take action by adopting regulations
that directed mill owners to maintain control of the piles and most other
states with uranium mills followed suit. In December 1966, the Federal
Water Pollution Control Administration, the Public Health Service, and
the AEC agreed on a joint statement that compromised their differences.
It acknowledged that inactive tailings piles "should be stabilized and
contained to prevent water and wind erosion" while placing responsibility for doing so on mill owners and the states.52
Just when it appeared that the questions of what should be done
about mill tailings and who should do it were largely resolved, a new
concern arose. Health authorities had considered the primary hazard of
the tailings to be radium, but the Public Health Service in late 1966
began to express uneasiness about the dangers of radon emitted from
the tailings. It worried that even if the piles were stabilized, radon
released into the air around them would cause a health risk. This occurred at about the same time that radon hazards in uranium mines
emerged as a topic of growing attention and debate. At the prodding of
Congressman Aspinall, the AEC and the Public Health Service undertook a joint study of radon that tailings piles emitted. Over a period of a
year they took samples of air around the piles at three mills to check
radon levels under different conditions. They concluded in a March
1969 report that "no significant radiation exposure to the public" resulted from the radon released by mill tailings. The findings of the joint
study on radon were reassuring, and, in general, control of the piles had
greatly improved by the late 1960s. Still, some piles resisted efforts to
stabilize them, the question of dike breaks or collapsing piles remained
unresolved, and the potential health and environmental hazards of tail.
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ings piles continued to be a matter of some concern to public health
officials.53
One way to reduce the size of the piles was to find useful applications
for the tailings. As concern about the problems created by the piles
diminished, however, anxiety about the consequences of distributing
tailings for constructive purposes increased. This issue emerged in 1966
when the Colorado Department of Health, checking the performance of
new instruments developed to monitor radon gas in uranium mines,
detected the presence of radon in newly constructed buildings in Grand
Junction, Colorado, a city of about 20,000 on the Colorado Plateau.
Several newspapers ran stories reporting that cinder blocks containing
mill tailings were used in building a high school and a sporting goods
store. One article cited the dangers of radon escaping from the blocks
and quoted an unnamed U. S. Public Health Service official as saying
that "living in a building made of these cinder blocks would be like
living in a poorly ventilated uranium mine." The AEC found that tailings had in fact been used as land fill in the construction of the store and
the school, but not in cinder blocks. In both cases, the tailings had been
covered with other materials. The AEC also learned from the Public
Health Service that a reporter had misinterpreted the statements of its
representatives.
The AEC was concerned about the reports but did not view the
problem they cited as a matter under its jurisdiction. It had informed the
states in 1961 that it would exercise no authority over the use of mill
tailings, adding that "the radium content of these tailings may be such
as to warrant control by appropriate state authorities." It had on occasion reaffirmed its position in response to requests from state officials
about the advisability of using mill tailings in road beds and basement
fills for buildings. The AEC regarded such applications of tailings as
generally acceptable and, if done properly, unlikely to pose an appreciable risk to public health. But it told state health authorities that they
must determi_ne whether they would allow the use of taHings in specific
cases. In response to the situation in Grand Junction, the Colorado
Departme~t of Health in 1966 prohibited any further use of mill tailings
in construction.54
The following year, the Colorado Department of Health undertook a
survey of radon levels in buildings in Grand Junction where mill tailings
had been used for foundation fill. By 1969 it had found about sixty homes
where indoor radon concentrations in spots exceeded 0.01 WL. A reading of 0.01 WL was regarded as acceptable because it was close to the
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natural background level of radon that was present in Grand Junction.
Basements in a few of the affected homes showed radon levels that were
above the standard the FRC had i:ecently set for uranium mines. A Colorado health official announced that "there is no reason for panic and no
immediate danger," and promised that the state would conduct further
studies to learn more about the magnitude of the problem.55
The news about Grand Junction was featured in newspaper, magazine, and TV accounts, many of which portrayed the hazards as more
alarming than Colorado health officials had indicated. There was no
evidence to confirm the particularly unsettling reports that tailings had
been used in children's sandboxes, or as New York Times columnist
Tom Wicker put it, that the AEC "gave away the substance" for such a
pu·rpose. But information about the use of mill tailings in construction
was accurate, and it attracted more press attention than it might otherwise have done because of its relationship to other well-publicized stories. It drew comparisons with the controversy over radon hazards in
and standards for uranium mines. It also occurred at about the same
time as a major fire at the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons production site
near Denver and the detonation of a nuclear blast used to tap natural
gas resources in the Rocky Mountains. Furthermore, by late 1969 a new
debate had arisen ·over the adequacy of the AEC's radiation standards
for protecting public health from nuclear hazards. The AEC was the
object of sharp attacks on all of those issues; one Colorado School of
Mines professor charged that the AEC was running "the risk of exterminating the human race." In that atmosphere, the agency was further
assailed for not preventing the use of mill tailings for construction purposes. The most prominent critic was H. Peter Metzger, a biochemist
and chairman of the Colorado Committee for Environmental Information. He accused the AEC of "dereliction of duty" and called its assessment of radiation hazards "a calculated risk-the AEC does the calcula. tion and the public gets stuck with the risk." 56
Much of the criticism of the AEC focused on its denial of authority to
regulate the use of mill tailings. Colorado health officials informed the
state Board of Health that they did not realize until 1966 that the AEC
assumed no responsibility for evaluating the safety of mill tailings in
construction projects. Paul W. Jacoe, director of the health department's
Division of Air, Occupational, and Radiation Hygiene, declared: "We
should have gotten into it sooner. We thought the AEC had jurisdiction
but they decided they didn't." In response to queries, the AEC told reporters that Harold Price had sent a form letter in March 1961 to notify states
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with uranium mills that it exercised no authority over the transfer of
tailings and that regulation of their use was a state responsibility.57
Metzger called the AEC's explanation "an outright lie." He acknowledged that "if this letter had been sent, it would go a long way to
vindicate the A.E.C. for their many years of inattention and inactivity."
He contacted the state health departments to whom the AEC had sent
the letter, and all responded that they could not locate it in their files.
Metzger charged that "somebody at A.E.C. is making an attempt to
rewrite the history books so as to evade ultimate responsibility." The
regulatory staff undertook a rather frantic search for the letter. Staff
members located a copy in the proper place in the AEC's files, but could
not be positive that it was ever sent out. State officials confirmed that
they did not have the letter in their files, though one remembered having
seen it.
The AEC found that the Atomic Energy Clearing House, a compilation of legal public documents published by a private company, included the Price letter in an issue of 20 March 1961. This supported the
AEC's argument that it had made its position on regulating mill tailings
known in 1961. The AEC also pointed out that subsequently, in response to requests for its views on the use of tailings, it had sent letters
to individual states reiterating its stand. The reasons that the states did
not have copies of the March 1961 letter remained unclear. The AEC
speculated that it could have been lost, misplaced, or disregarded by
state health departments, especially since it was a form letter. In any
event, the missing letter was an embarrassment to the AEC. It fueled
allegations that the AEC had failed in its responsibilities and then made
a clumsy attempt to cover its tracks. 58
Meanwhile, the AEC, the U. S. Public Health Service, and the state of
Colorado were trying to find ways to deal with the problem of tailings
in Grand Junction. The state health department continued its survey of
radon levels in buildings in the city, progressing at a pace of about 170
locations per year. By August 1970 it ha4 checked 534 buildings, finding that 65 exceeded 0.05 WL and 30 exceeded 0.1 WL. The Public
Health Service had recently recommended that "remedial action" be
taken where readings were higher than 0.05 WL, that it might be needed
at levels between 0.01 and 0.05 WL, and that it was not required at
levels below 0.01 WL. But the questions of what remedial action to take
and who would pay for it remained to be addressed. The surest solution
was to remove the tailings from under and around buildings regardless
of radon levels, but the costs of such an undertaking were estimated to
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be very high. They would far exceed the resources of the state and
federal agencies involved in correcting the problem.59
The AEC did not view the health risks of the tailings as cause for
serious concern and continued to insist that it lacked jurisdiction over
th~ use of them in construction. It recognized, however, that its position
would not placate its critics or end the controversy over radon in Grand
Junction. As one staff member noted, this was especially true in light of
"the current problems that AEC has in every field involving radiation
and the public." By 1971, the agency had concluded that even in the
absence of legal liability it had a moral responsibility to assist property
owners "because the tailings were generated ... to fulfill a Government
defense need." The AEC provided funds for a feasibility study of how
best to remove the tailings and technical assistance to the survey of
radon levels. It also urged the Office of Management and Budget to
allocate federal funds for a clean-up program in Grand Junction. 60
As the proper course of action in Grand Junction continued to be
studied and debated in interagency meetings, congressional hearings,
and the press, two main questions caused controversy. One was
whether virtually all of the tailings in the city should be removed or only
those around buildings with radon levels in the range at which the
Public Health Service had recommended remedial action. The other
question was who would pay for any corrective measures that might be
taken. Roy L. Cleere, executive director of the Colorado Department of
Health, stated bluntly that the problem at Grand Junction was the "full
and complete responsibility of the AEC" and argued that it "should pay
for the cost of the removal of the tailings." James R. Schlesinger, who
replaced Seaborg as AEC chairman in August 1971, offered a different
opinion. While he affirmed that the tailings presented "no immediate
danger" he acknowledged that in some locations radiation levels were
"higher than we would prefer." This, he said, was a "moral responsibility" of the AEC and the federal government. But he also asserted that
there had been "no shortage of mistakes on the part of all parties,"
including the state, the mill owners, and the contractors who used the
tailings. Eventually, Congress enacted legislation that reflected the
AEC's view. A law passed in June 1972 authorized the AEC to enter an
agreement with Colorado to pay 75 percent of the costs of remedial
action, the need for which would be based on the guidelines of the
Public Health Service. 6 t
In the cases of both abandoned mill tailings and uranium mines, the
AEC claimed no jurisdiction to regulate conditions or impose safety
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requirements. In both instances it adhered to its legal stance but eventually acknowledged that corrective action was required. It suffered blistering attacks for its positions on both mine safety and control of tailings,
from an accusation of creating "dea"th mines" to an allegation of" dereliction of duty" in the distribution of tailings. Those charges were exaggerated and one-sided; the AEC's performance was hardly above reproach
but that of other federal and state agencies was similarly flawed. Still, the
critics of the AEC made some telling points that helped move the agency
to action. The AEC, after determining that the regulation of the mines
and mill tailings was not its responsibility, had left the task to state
governments that lacked the money, resources, and/or the interest to
carry it out. Only after the problems worsened and press assaults intensified did the AEC look beyond its statutory restraints for solutions.
As the agency primarily responsible for the development and regulation of atomic energy applications, the focus of criticism fell on the
AEC. The AEC's disavowal of regulatory authority over uranium mines
and mill tailings, however sound legally, made it appear indifferent to
their hazards. Most commentators drew no distinctions between the
AEC's limited jurisdiction in those matters and its generally prevalent
role in atomic energy programs. The charges that the AEC refused to
carry out its responsibility for regulating the health hazards of uranium
mining and milling contributed to an increasingly common view that
the AEC declined to deal fully and forthrightly with the health and
environmental problems created by the use of nuclear power. This image of the AEC became further entrenched during debates over the
environmental effects of nuclear power generation that emerged after
the mid-1960s.

CHAPTER XI

TheAECand
the Environment
The Thermal Pollution Controversy

The decade of the 1960s witnessed rapidly intensifying public concern
over the ravages of industrial pollution and steadily increasing political
activity to protect America's environment. Events ranging from the publication of Rachel Carson's expose of the dangers of pesticides in her
book Silent Spring in 1962 to the widespread observance of Earth Day
in 1970 demonstrated that the condition of the nation's environment
had taken on growing urgency as a public policy issue. A series of
controversies over the effects of substances such as DDT, mercury, and
phosphates, ecological _disasters such as a huge oil spill off the coast of
California and the death of.Lake Erie from pollution, and easily visible
evidence of foul air and dirty water fueled public alarm about the degenerating quality of the environment. They also prompted legislative measures to deal with the threat. Congress enacted or tightened a number of
laws designed to preserve areas of exceptional natural beauty and to
combat air and water pollution during the 1960s, culminating in the
National Environmental Policy Act, which gave federal agencies a
broad mandate to protect against environmental abuses. 1
At the same time that the environmental crisis commanded increasing attention, questions about the availability of electrical power triggered deepening concern. Since the early twentieth century, the use of
electricity in the United States had expanded by an average of 7 percent
per year, but in some years during the 1950s and 1960s it grew even
faster. During 1955, for example, sales of electricity increased by an
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astonishing 17 percent, and during the late 1960s by about 9 percent
annually. Utility and government planners anticipated that the pace of
growth would continue at 7 percent or higher in the near future. A
report prepared by the White House Office of Science and Technology
in 1968 predicted that the nation would need about 250 "mammoth-.
sized" new power plants by 1990. Long-term requirements were an
ever-present worry, but short-term problems were even more pressing.
Although there was no lack of electrical generating capacity on a national scale, some utilities and local areas faced potentially serious shortages during times of peak load. Power blackouts and brownouts in
which utilities turned down their voltage and asked consumers to switch
off appliances became increasingly commonplace in the latter half of the
1960s, graphically illustrating the discomfort and inconvenience caused
by inadequate electrical supplies. 2
The commitment of utilities to provide electricity to their customers
was inseparably linked to environmental issues because generating stations were major polluters. Fossil fuel plants provided over 85 percent
of the nation's electricity in the 1960s, and in the process spewed millions of tons of noxious chemicals into the atmosphere annually. Coal,
by far the most commonly used fuel for producing electricity, also
placed a far greater burden on the environment than other fossil fuels.
The sulfur dioxide that coal plants released formed sulfuric acid mists
that posed a serious threat to the welfare of humans, vegetation, and
property, and nitrogen oxides they emitted were a major ingredient in
smog. Although carbon dioxide was not in itself a harmful pollutant, its
growing presence in the atmosphere from the combustion of coal raised
the possibility of harmful climatic changes· over a long period of time.
Oil-fired plants also contributed to atmospheric degradation, though
their effects were substantially less damaging than those of coal facilities. The environmental impact of natural gas, the other fossil fuel used
to generate electricity, was so limited that, at least in comparison to coal
and oil, it was regarded as practically benign. 3
The air pollution problems caused by burning fossil fuels defied easy
solutions. Expansion in the use of natural gas was environmentally
advantageous, but it was limited by increasingly tight supplies. After
1967, gas was consumed faster than new reserves were opened. Oil with
a low sulfur content was an attractive alternative, but its availability to
meet growing demand was, at best, uncertain. Low-sulfur coal was
much less harmful to the environment than coal with a high sulfur
content, but most low-sulfur coal reserves were in the western part of
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the United States, and transportation to load centers in the East was
expensive. Further, the efficiency of plants designed to burn high-sulfur
coal suffered significantly if they used low-sulfur coal instead. Efforts to
design equipment that would remove sulfur from coal plant effluents
were progressing, but the costs and effectiveness of desulfurizing devices
remained questionable.◄
The growing public and political concern with environmental quality
and the continually increasing demand for electricity placed utilities in a
quandary. It was, as a report of the Conservation Foundation phrased
it, "a most vexing dilemma: How do we protect' the environment from
further destruction and, at the same time, have the electricity we want at
the flick of a switch?" An article in Fortune magazine depicted the same
problem in even starker terms: "Americans do not seem willing to let
the utilities continue devouring .•• ever increasing quantities of water,
air, and land. And yet clearly they also are not willing to contemplate
doing without all the electricity they want. These two wishes are incompatible. That is the dilemma faced by the utilities. " 5
After the mid-1960s, utilities increasingly viewed nuclear power as
the answer to that dilemma. While conforming with their plans ~o meet
demand by achieving "economies of scale," it promised the means to
produce sufficient electricity without fouling the air. Environmental
concerns were a major spur to the growth of the "great bandwagon
market,,,· and industry voices emphasized the environmental benefits of
nuclear generation. In a rare editorial, titled "Let the Public Choose the
Air It Breathes," Nttcleonics Week concluded in 1965 that in comparison with coal, "the one issue on which nuclear power can make an
invincible case is the air pollution issue." In a memorandum to senior
staff members, public information officials of the nuclear vendor Atomics International itemized environmental assets of nuclear power. Describing it as "safe, clean, quiet, and odorless," they observed that a
nuclear plant did "not release harmful amounts of pollutants to the
atmosphere ..• [or] to water." Other nuclear vendors also stressed the
cleanliness of atomic power; it was an important selling point in their
effort to expand their markets. 6
As the buyers of generating facilities, many utilities found the case for
the environmental advantages of nuclear power compelling. Sherman R.
Knapp, chairman of the board of Connecticut Light and Power, told an
American Nuclear Society meeting in February 1965: "Atomic power is
bound to be increasingly attractive to communities as concern over air
pollution intensifies." Other utility executives echoed the same senti-
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ments, and took actions that proved the accuracy of Knapp's prediction.
Northern States Power of Minneapolis, for example, decided in 1967 to
build a 550 megawatt nuclear unit because of environmental considerations, even though the estimated costs were higher than for a comparable fossil fuel plant. Richard D. Furber, vice president of the utility,
explained that Northern States had just suffered through a lengthy controversy over the construction of a coal plant and added: "Many times
during this three-year controversy the opposition indicated they would
lay off if we would convert this plant to a nuclear plant. " 7
This was not an isolated case in which environmentalists declared
their preference for nuclear power, though they clearly were less enthusiastic about the technology than were industry representatives. While
acknowledging the advantages of nuclear power in combating air pollution, some environmentalists cautioned that radioactive effluents could
also pose a serious problem. Malcolm L. Peterson, a spokesman for the
Greater St. Louis Committee for Nuclear Information, declared in 1965:
"Because nuclear power plants do not pollute the air with smoke, not
produce any of the ingredients of photochemical smog, they are regarded
as 'clean,' but it should not be forgotten that radioactivity, though invisible, is also a contaminant." Another prominent environmental organization, the Sierra Club, was ambivalent in its position on nuclear power; as
a policy matter it neither endorsed nor opposed the construction of nuclear plants. The attitudes of environmental groups was perhaps best
summarized in the equivocal assessment of Thomas E. Dustin, president
of the Izaak Walton League of America, in 1967: "I think most conservationists may welcome the oncoming of nuclear plants, though we are sure
they have their own parameters of difficulty. " 8
The attitudes of the general public about the environmental effects of
nuclear power were seldom evaluated. One poll published in early 1966
suggested that many members of the public lacked strong views or
informed opinions about the subject. The survey, conducted with residents of Buchanan, New York (site of the Indian Point nuclear plant),
Philadelphia, and Atlanta, asked, among other questions, ~How 'clean'
are nuclear plants in operation?" In each location, from 40 to 50 percent of the respondents had .no answer. Those who did respond, however, overwhelmingly expressed a favorable outlook on the cleanliness
of nuclear power. 9
Officials of the Atomic Energy Commission· actively promoted the
idea that nuclear power provided the answe~ to both the environmental
crisis and the energy crisis. Seaborg told the National Conference on Air
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Pollution"in 1966 that in light of expanding demand for electricity and
deteriorating air quality, "we can be grateful that, historically speaking,
nuclear energy arrived on the scene when it did." Although he acknowledged that nuclear power had some adverse impact on the environment, .
he insisted that its effects were much less harmful than those of fossil
fuels. In comparison with coal, he once declared, "there can be no doubt
that nuclear power comes out looking like Mr. Clean." Other AEC
officials expressed the same sentiments. Ramey, for example, emphasized the environmental virtues of nuclear power on numerous occasions. "It is needed," he told a meeting of the International Atomic
Energy Agency in 1970, "and, in environmental as well as economic
and resource terms, it is the best hope for the world's power needs. " 10
Other than radiation protection, the AEC did not view environmental issues as a central part of its responsibilities, at least until the early
1970s, when congressional and public pressure forced it to broaden the
scope of its activities. Although it expressed concern about environmental matters in general, it insisted that its statutory mandate for regulating its licensees did not extend beyond radiation hazards. The agency
conducted numerous research projects around its own installations to
seek information about the impact of nuclear weapons tests, underground explosions, and reactor wastes on the natural environment and
animal life. In nearly every case, the projects focused on the effects of
radiation; the major exception was a series of studies done on heated
water in the Columbia River from the reactors on the Hanford reservation, which.had been carried out since 1946. 11
The AEC cooperated on an informal basis with other government
agencies in assessing the environmental aspects of reactor licensing and
operation, particularly the U. S. Public Health Service, a part of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Fish and Wildlife Service, a part of the Department of the Interior. Under a 1961
interagency agreement, the AEC provided the Public Health Service
with copies of applications for power reactor construction permits so it
could evaluate the possible effects of radiation releases on the environment of areas surrounding the proposed plants. The Public Health Service advised the AEC of its opinion, but the principal use of its report
was to offer information and guidance to state health officials. In addition, the Public Health Service conducted a number of studies of operating plants to measure the. kinds and amounts of radioactive isotopes
that they discharged into the atmosphere and to estimate their impact
on the environment. 12
-
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The AEC shared similar arrangements with the Fish and Wildlife
Service. Beginning in 1961, it furnished copies of reactor applications to
the Fish and Wildlife Service, which reviewed each of them to evaluate
the potential radiological effects of the proposed plant on the animal
and marine environment. It sent copies of its report to the fish and game
department of the state in which the reactor would be built, and to the
AEC, which considered Fish and Wildlife's findings as a part of the
licensing process. Those procedures were incorporated in a memorandum of understanding that the AEC and the Department of.the Interior
signed in March 1964, providing for consultation between. the two
agencies on reactor applications. 13
The views of the Fish and Wildlife Service and the AEC did not clash
over the radiological impact of proposed nuclear facilities, but sharp
differences arose between them over other issues. The Fish and Wildlife
Service began to suggest in the mid-1960s that the AEC should take
nonradiological environmental effects into account in licensing cases,
especially the consequences of discharging large quantities of heated
water for aquatic life. The AEC responded that it lacked authority to set
requirements for any nonradiological impact that a nuclear plant might
have on the environment. What began as a dispute between the AEC
and the Fish and Wildlife Service soon flared into a major public debate
over "thermal pollution." The controversy not only embroiled the AEC
in a conflict with Interior but also antagonized some prominent members of Congress, generated unfavorable publicity, and raised questions
about the extent to which nuclear power was environmentally superior
to fossil fuels. As a result of the thermal pollution issue, nuclear power,
rather than being seen as the answer to environmental degradation from
electrical production, appeared to a growing number of observers to be
a part of the problem.1 4
Thermal pollution resulted from cooling the steam that drove the
turbines to produce electricity in a fossil foe! or nuclear plant. The steam
was condensed by the circulation of large amounts of water, and in the
process the cooling water was heated, usually by ten to twenty degrees
Fahrenheit, before being returned to the body of water from which it
came. This problem was not unique to nuclear power plants; fossil fuel
plants also discharged waste heat from their condensers. It was more
acute in nuclear plants, however, for two reasons. Fossil fuel plants,
unlike nuclear ones, dispelled some of their heat into the atmosphere
through smokestacks. More importantly, fossil plants used steam heat
more efficiently than nuclear ones, meaning that nuclear plants gener-
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ated 40 to 50 percent more waste heat than did comparably sized fossil
plants. The cooling water that nuclear power stations released was not
radioactive; it circulated in a separate loop from the water used to cool
the reactor core. 15
The problem of thermal pollution was not new in the mid-1960s, but
it created more anxiety at that time because of the growing number of
power plants being constructed, the greater size of those plants, and the
increasing inclination of utilities to order nuclear units. Those trends
combined to amplify concern about the effects of waste heat on the
environment. Although the precise impact of thermal pollution was
uncertain, there appeared to be ample cause to be disturbed about its
implications. Some scientists suggested that waste heat deposited in
lakes and rivers from steam-power plants posed a grave threat both to
fish and to other forms of aquatic life. 16
The effects of thermal discharges on fish _were worrisome because
many species were highly sensitive to changes in temperature. A rise in
water temperature could alter their reproductive cycles, respiratory
rates, metabolism, and other vital functions. A drastic or a sudden shift
in temperature could be lethal. Between 1962 and 1967, the Federal
Water Pollution Control Administration found at least ten ·cases in
which fish were killed by waste heat from fossil fuel power stations. The
most serious incident occurred in the Sandusky River in Ohio, where
over 300,000 fish died in January 1967; the others were much less
severe. It was more common for fish to be killed indirectly by heat
discharges. In the Hudson River around the Indian Point nuclear power
station, for example, tens of thousands of striped bass died in 1963 after
being attracted during cold weather to the warm currents coming from
the plant. As nearly as experts could determine, the fish got caught in
the water intake system of the plant and died from exhaustion or from
contact with pumps or other equipment. Large fish kills attracted a
great deal of attention, but the more subtle threats to the marine environment were at least as troubling. As one writer argued: "In the long run
temperature levels that adversely affect the animals' metabolism, feeding, growth, reproduction and other vital functions may be as harmful
to the fish population as outright heat death." 17
The concern about thermal pollution extended not only to its hazards for fish but also to other potential consequences. It could disrupt
the ecological balance by killing certain kinds of plant life while causing
other kinds to flourish. Water warmed by thermal discharges, for example, contained relatively greater quantities of blue-green algae than of
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other species, and an excess of blue-green algae made water look, taste,
and smell unpleasant. Rising temperatures also reduced the capacity of
water to retain dissolved oxygen, which was needed to chemically convert waste matter into innocuous forms. As the amount of oxygen in the
water diminished, the amount of undesirable wastes and pollutants
increased. 18
The nature and severity of the environmental damage attributable to
waste heat depended on variables that differed widely from place to
place, including the size _and efficiency of the power plant, the type and
adaptability of the fish and plant life in the affected body of water, the
rate and volume of water flow, and the natural thermal characteristics
of the water. While many question~ about thermal pollution ~emained
unanswered, the prospect that scores of new power plants, over half of
them nuclear, would be built within two decades generated substantial
alarm about its long-term effects. An article on the subject in Scientist
and Citizen, the publication of the Committee for Environmental Information (the successor to the Committee for Nuclear Information) declared in 1968: "We cannot continue to expand our production of
electric power with present generating methods without causing a major
ecological crisis." Television newsman Edwin Newman informed his
viewers of an even drearier prognosis. "The gloomiest forecast we know
of about the future of our water resources is that by the end of the
decade our rivers may have reached the boiling point," he reported in
1970. "Three decades more and they may evaporate." Newman added:
"This vision of an ultimate cataclysm is based on the assumption that
we will continue to discharge heat into our rivers at the rate at which
we're doing it now." Most warnings about thermal pollution were far
less apocalyptic than the one that Newman cited, but anxiety about the
dangers of waste heat from power plants was widespread among both
experts and laymen. 19
Some observers, however, found less cause for concern. Although
they acknowledged that thermal pollution was a problem~ they also
argued that its threat to the en~ironment had been exaggerated. Scientists who took this point of view noted that laboratory experiments
demonstrating serious effects of waste heat sometimes conflicted with
actual field experience. They also showed that, contrary to the impression that newspaper and magazine articles often gave, only a small
percentage of fish kills were caused by heated water from power plants.
In addition, some scientists argued that heated water from generating
stations could be beneficial. While certain kinds_ of fish were adversely
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affected, others thrived in warmer water. The Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, citing studies by the California Department of Fish and
Game, asserted in 1970: "Fishermen rarely criticize utility companies
for the warmer temperature of water near power plants. That's where
the fishing is likely to be best." Heated water offered other potential
advantages. Glenn Seaborg, for example, suggested that waste heat
could be put to work irrigating fields to extend the growing season and
reduce frost damage. In this regard, he and others maintained that the
p~oper term for waste heat was not "thermal pollution" but "thermal
enrichment. " 20
Even those who were most sanguine about the implications of waste
heat recognized that its harmful effects could not be ignored. The disagreement of opinion arose over the severity of the problem, not the
existence of one. In order to find out more about the consequences of
thermal pollution and ways to control it, several government agencies
and a number of utilities sponsored research programs. _But most utilities could not wait for research to produce conclusive results about
waste heat; they needed to build plants immediately to meet anticipated
demand for electricity. Public concern about thermal pollution and
newly established state water quality standards made it imperative for
many of them to act promptly to curb thermal discharges. 21
Technical solutions were available to deal with the problem of waste
heat, but they required extra expenses in the construction and operation
of steam-electric plants. Gradually and often reluctantly, a growing
number of utiiities decided to pay the costs of mitigating the effects of
thermal pollution. To do so, they built systems to· replace their traditional, and preferred, practice of "once-through cooling," in which water was drawn into the plant, used to cool steam in the condenser, and
then directly returned to its source. Utilities generally elected to use
alternatives to once-through cooling because the volume and flow of the
water available for cooling was insufficient, environmental groups
raised vocal protests, and/or limits set by state agencies required them to
reduce the temperature of waste heat discharges. The federal Water
Quality Act of 1965 encouraged states to establish water quality standards for interstate streams and coastal waterways, and they moved
promptly to control water temperatures. The increasing concern about
environmental quality, the imposition of state standards, the growing
number and size of power stations, and the paucity of good sites for
plants accelerated the trend away from once-through cooling, though
utilities still employed it where they could.22 ·
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Utilities could choose from several options to reduce the effects of
waste heat. The cheapest and easiest approach was to limit the environmental impact of heated water without building a separate system. This
could be done, for example, by pumping more water through the condenser, which raised its temperature less, or by providing a long channel
to discharge the heated water into different sections of the source body
of water. In many cases, however, a more elaborate system was essential. The available alternatives offered the means to resolve or greatly
alleviate the problem of waste heat, but also exacted significant costs.
One method was to dig a cooling pond, where contact with air would
cool the heated water on the surface. The primary disadvantage of a
cooling pond was that it required a sizable area of land. A large plant
would need a pond of several hundred acres (the rule of thumb was two
acres for every megawatt), and except in rural regions, the cost of that
much land was prohibitive."
Utilities generally found it more economical to build cooling towers.
Several different designs were available, but the most commonly used
were natural draft or mechanical draft towers. Either type of tower
dumped waste heat into the atmosphere as warm vapor or warmed air.
A natural draft tower could rise as high as a thirty-story building. It
worked like a chimney, drawing air warmed by contact with heated
water upward and out the top of the tower. This process cooled the
water, some of which evaporated and the rest of which either was
recirculated in the condenser or returned to its source. The principal
drawback to a natural draft tower was its cost, estimated in 1967 to be
four thousand to ten thousand dollars per megawatt. Mechanical draft
towers used fans to circulate air and cool the water from the condenser.
They were less expensive to build than natural draft towers because they
did not need to be nearly as high, but they were more expensive to
operate. In addition to their costs, cooling towers posed other problems.
They reduced the generating capacity of the plant by a small, but not
negligible, amount. The water that cooling towers added to the atmosphere raised concern that they would cause localized fog and icing
conditions, though there was little evidence that this was a common
occurrence. Finally, natural draft towers were aesthetically objectionable to those who disliked the way they dominated the skyline for miles
around. 24
The problem of cooling waste heat discharges was not peculiar to
nuclear plants, but it was particularly troublesome in them. A utility
that considered building a nuclear unit in the late 1960s inevitably

10. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station on the Connecticut River at Vernon, Vermont. At right
center are two mechanical draft cooling towers. (National Archives 434-SF-39-41)

11. The Trojan Nuclear Power Plant, located on the Columbia River near Prescott, Oregon,
under construction. The plant's natural draft cooling tower (foreground) rises above the domeshaped reactor building (center). (National Archives 434-SF-39-25; courtesy of Portland General
Electric Company)
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confronted the issue of thermal pollution. In 1967, only a handful of
power companies 'planned to use cooling towers, but by early 1970,
over half of the eighty-five plants on order or under construction were
designed with cooling systems. Most of those without cooling apparatus
were located on oceans, bays, or the Great Lakes, where the threat of
waste heat seemed less acute. Although the trend was clear, it did not
emerge without major controversies over the effects of thermal pollution and the role of the AEC in regulating them. 25
Control over thermal pollution was, in the phrase of a writer for the
trade journal Nttclear lndttstry, "a jurisdictional 'no man's land.' "The
Department of the Interior, including both the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration and the Fish and Wildlife Service, took particular interest in the problem, but its statutory power extended only to
advising other federal agencies and state governments on the protection
of aquatic life. Enforcement of water standards remained a function of
the states, but their regulations were not always adequate or uniform.
Some members of Congress and officials of the Fish and Wildlife Service
suggested that the AEC should assume greater responsibility over thermal discharges from nuclear plants, but it denied that it had the statutory authority to do so. 26
The AEC's refusal to .regulate thermal effects stirred private expressions of concern, and later, unusually blunt protests from the Fish and
Wildlife Service. The differing views of the two agencies emerged
clearly, and publicly, in a disagreement over an application for a construction permit for the Millstone Nuclear Power Station in Waterford,
Connecticut. In November 1965, the AEC, as a part of its customary
procedures, sent a copy of the Millstone application to the Fish and
Wildlife Service for comment. It, in turn, forwarded the document to
one of its subdivisions, the Radiqbiological Laboratory of the Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries. Theodore R. Rice, director of the laboratory,
prepared an evaluation of the possible effects of the proposed plant on
fish in the vicinity. He concluded that the reactor could be operated
without radiological injury to fish. Rice appended a section cautioning
that thermal discharges from the plant might have adverse consequences, but he accepted the AEC's view that its jurisdiction was "limited to matters pertaining to radiological safety. " 27
To that point, the comments of the Fish and Wildlife Service had
followed well-established patterns. Clarence F. Pautzke, head of the
Service, made a major departure from routine procedures, however,
when he sent Rice's report to the AEC in March 1966. Pautzke an-
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nounced that even though his agency had in the past submitted comments similar to Rice's, it had changed its position because of growing
federal concern for environmental quality. "We wish to make clear that
Dr. Rice's statements ... concerning the jurisdiction and responsibility
of the Atomic Energy Commission in regard to thermal pollution," he
declared, "[do] not represent the policy of the Fish and Wildlife Service." Pautzke asserted that the AEC's regulatory authority covered
thermal pollution and suggested that it ask the Department of Justice to
review the question. If Justice supported the AEC, he thought that
"legislation to provide this necessary authority should be sought by the
Commission. " 28
Pautzke's letter caught the AEC by surprise. Harold Price complained that the Fish and Wildlife Service had not only sent it to several
state agencies but also had "openly and publicly challenge[d] the position of the Commission with respect to authority over thermal effects."
The Joint Committee was equally startled by the implied effrontery and
concerned about the possible effect of Pautzke's arguments. It had recently heard similar criticism from Representative John D. Dingell,
chairman of the House Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation, who suggested that the AEC was evading the provisions and the
intentions of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. "The effect of this
has been," he charged, "that they have proceeded without due care for
either the enhancement or the preservation of fish and wildlife values."
In response to a request from Chet Holifield and for its own information, the AEC reviewed its legal stance on regulating against thermal
pollution and applying the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act to its
activities. 29
Howard K. Shapar, who as assistant general counsel for licensing
and regulation was the AEC staff's authority on the legal aspects of
regulatory issues, reaffirmed the agency's position in a lengthy analysis.
He argued that the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and its subsequent
amendments restricted the AEC's regulatory power to hazard:; peculiar
_to nuclear facilities, and that therefore, its statutory mandate extended
only to radiological health and safety.
Shapar further contended that the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act, which Congress had passed in 1934 and strengthened in 1958, did
not apply to AEC licensees. The act required federal agencies to consult
with the Fish and Wildlife Service "with a view to the conservation of
wildlife resources" if they undertook or licensed activities in which
water would be "impounded, diverted, .•. controlled or modified."
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Shapar submitted that nuclear plants simply circulated and returned
water to its source "essentially unchanged." They did not impound,
divert, control, or modify it in the way that dredging, irrigation, or
flood control projects did. Shapar acknowledged that a nuclear facility
would raise the temperature of the water it used, but he did not view
that as sufficient grounds to require AEC compliance with the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act. Moreover, the act did not expand the regulatory authority of the AEC or any other federal agency. Consequently,
even if the AEC were to agree that the law was binding, it would apply ·
"only with respect to the radiological effects of licensed activities." 30
Shapar's brief demons.trated that the AEC could make a strong legal
case for not regulating thermal pollution. But the problem remained,
and the AEC offered no alternative approaches for dealing with waste
' heat. When several members of Congress introduced legislation to resolve the issue by explicitly subjecting the AEC to the provisions of the
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, it objected. One reason was that
the bills did not grant the AEC any new regulatory authority, so that, in
its view, its jurisdiction would still be limited to radiological hazards. A
more important consideration was that the agency feared that the proposals, if enacted, would discriminate against nuclear power. Since fossil fu~I plants were not licensed by federal agencies, they would no.t be
required to meet the same conditions as nuclear plants to control thermal discharges.l 1
In hearings held on 13 May 1966, Representative Dingell grilled
AEC officials about their views on thermal pollution. He opened the
hearings by lamenting the "grossly inadequate protection now being
afforded fish and wildlife resources," and the AEC's explanation of its
position did not mitigate his anxiety. Harold Price told him that the
AEC was "very much in sympathy" with programs intended to protect
fish and wildlife, but stressed that it opposed measures that would affect
nuclear but not fossil fuel plants in doing so. When Dingell asked
whether the agency assumed any responsibility for or took any interest
in nonradiological environmental problems, Price replied that its authority was restricted to radiation hazards but that it was "very much interested in" preserving fish and wildlife resources. Dingell wondered if the
AEC had proposed any legislative solutions to vest "in your agency
power to correct the hazard that is clearly apparent?" Price said no, that
he believed the problem was "not peculiar to atomic energy plants, an·d
it ought to be attacked more broadly." Dingell inquired about what the
AEC would do if a proposed plant would obviously heat a river enough
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to,be "enormously destructive." Price responded that "we would be
very unhappy," but that the AEC "could not, under the law, deny the
license on that ground." Although Dingell was unfailingly polite to
Price and other AEC representatives, he did not conceal his annoyance
that their expressions of concern about thermal pollution did not convey a willingness to suggest anything they might do about it.3 2
The AEC was aware of the problem but uncertain of how to handle
it. Agency officials agreed that thermal pollution required regulatory
action, but they opposed any solution that would place nuclear power
at a competitive disadvantage with fossil fuel plants. None of the several
legislative measures proposed between· 1966 and 1969 ·resolved that
dilemma. The AEC did not want to exercise authority over thermal
effects of nuclear plants unless f~ssil facilities had to meet the same
conditions. It also objected to granting the secretary of the interior '
regulatory jurisdiction over thermal discharges from atomic power stations. As an alternative, it continued to consult with the Fish and Wildlife Service, which, for its part, stopped insisting that the AEC already
had the necessary authority to regulate waste heat from nuclear plants.
It asked that the AEC urge applicants to take action to control thermal
discharges and to cooperate with interested state agencies. The AEC
passed on the views of the Fish and Wildlife Service, and through it, the
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration, to nuclear plant applicants as a normal part of the licensing process. But the recommendations· were strictly advisory; compliance with them was not mandatory
for receiving a construction permit.33
Meanwhile, public and congressional concern about thermal pollu:
tion continued to grow. The focal point of the enlarging controversy
was the proposed Vermont Yankee Generating Station. In November
1966, the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, a consortium
of ten utilities, applied for a construction permit for a 514 electrical
megawatt plant on the Connecticut River at Vernon, Vermont. The
situation in Vermont with regard to energy needs and environmental
concerns reflected the national outlook in particularly sharp relief. The
state had so little generating capacity ofits own that it imported about
80 percent of its power, and its out-of-state suppliers were unable to
provide for Vermont's rapidly increasing demand. At the same time,
residents and state officials were committed to protecting Vermont's
environmental resources from the threats posed by industrial develop-·
ment and population growth. The Vermont Yankee plant was intended
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to serve both energy and environmental requirements, but 'it soon
aroused a sharp debate over the issue of thermal pollution.34
Officials in Vermont and adjacent states were gravely concerned
about the threat of thermal pollution. James B. Oakes, attorney general
of Vermont, insisted that the plant would need cooling towers to prevent ecological damage from waste heat. New Hampshire, across the
Connecticut River from the proposed plant, and Massachusetts, five
miles south of the site, expressed equally deep apprehensions about the
environmental impact of Vermont Yankee. Elliot L. Richardson, attorney general of Massachusetts, complained: "Vermont will receive a
million-dollar injection into its economy. Massachusetts will receive hot
water." All three states protested the AEC's refusal to regulate thermal
effects as a part of its licensing process.35
The Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation initially rebuffed
suggestions that it add cooling towers to its plant by maintaining that
they were unnecessary and too costly. Within a short time, however, the
utility relented in the face of determined opposition from Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. The company's concession was
not enough to end the controversy. It made plans to use "open cycle"
towers, in which the water from the condenser would circulate through
the cooling system and then be returned to the river. This would enable
the plant to meet Vermont's water standards by raising the temperature
of a "mixing zone" in the river by a maximum of four degrees. But this
was not sufficient to conform with the water standards of New Hampshire and Massachusetts, which required that even at the point of discharge the plant could not heat the river water at all. This could be done
only by building a "closed cycle" system, in which the condensate water
returned to the condenser after running through the cooling towers. The
drawbacks of the closed cycle system were not only that it would be
more expensive to build but also that it would reduce plant efficiency
substantially. The issue was still unresolved in December 1967 when the
AEC granted Vermont Yankee a construction permit, once again disclaiming responsibility for regulating thermal pollution.36
Edmund S. Muskie, chairman of the Subcommittee on Air and Water
Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public Works and a leading advocate of measures to improve environmental protection, observed the
Vermont Yankee proceedings with growing impatience at the AEC's
position. On 20 September 1967, he wrote to Seaborg, questioning the
legal basis for the AEC's refusal to consider thermal effects in its licens-
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ing actions. Muskie asserted that an executive order of July 1966, implementing sections of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1965,
had instructed all agency heads to combat water pollution from federal
government activities. He wondered how the AEC could justify its denial of authority. Harold Price replied to Muskie, pointing out that the
executive order did not expand the AEC's regulatory jurisdiction. He
contended that it applied only to installations operated by federal agencies and not to licensees of the AEC. 37
Muskie was visibly irritated by Price's letter; one of his staff members
commented that the senator thought that the AEC was "thumbing its
nose at the intent of Congress." He fired off another letter to Seaborg,
reasserting his contention that the executive order and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act required the AEC to regulate thermal pollution. He also noted that his concern over the issue had been further
piqued by the application of the Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company to build a plant in his home state. On 4 November, ten days after
Muskie's letter, Seaborg responded. He reiterated the AEC's standard
arguments on why it believed that its authority did not extend to thermal discharges, but he promised that the. agency would seek the opinion
of the Justice Department about the legal soundness of its position. In
the meantime, Muskie had announced that he would hold hearings to
investigate the AEC's practice of granting licenses "without giving due
consideration to the effect of waste heat." 38
In hearings he conducted in Montpelier, Vermont on 14 February
1968, Muskie heard representatives of Vermont, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts denounce the AEC for its refusal to exercise jurisdiction
over thermal poll~tion. The governor of Vermont, Philip H. Hoff, after
declaring that his state was "blessed with a matchless environment,"
went on to attack the AEC's position. -"We were dismayed during the
Vermont Yankee hearings when the AEC decided that thermal pollution
was none of its concern," he said. "When it ignored the issue of thermal
pollution •.. I think it declared itself to be a promotional agency-in
effect, a publicly financed lobby." Officials of the other two states
expressed similar opinions in language that was only slightly less blunt.
The consensus clearly favored regulatory action by the AEC or some
other federal agency. Muskie agreed, observing at one point that the
AEC was "about as arbitrary in rejection of responsibility [as] I can
recall in [my] experience with federal agencies. " 39
Despite the vocal objections to its denial of authority, the AEC received support for its legal stance from two important sources. The first
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came from the Justice Department, which the AEC had asked, in response to Muskie's queries, to review the question of whether or not it
had statutory jurisdiction over thermal discharges. In April 1968 the
Justice Department reported that it concurred with the AEC's view.
After examining the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act, the Federal
Water Pollution Co~trol Act, and the executive order implementing
sections of that act, Justice Department attorneys concluded that the
AEC did not have authority to regulate against thermal pollution.40
The AEC's legal claims also received support from the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit in Boston, which sustained the agency's
position but viewed its policy implications with an obvious lack of ·
enthusiasm. After the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board granted a
construction permit for the Vermont Yankee plant, the state of New
Hampshire filed an appeal for a rehearing, which was turned down by
the Commission. New Hampshire then took its case to court, arguing,
in terms similar to those of Senator Muskie, that the AEC had the
statutory obligation to consider thermal pollution in its decision to issue
the permit to Vermont Yankee. The court of appeals deriied that assertion in a ruling of .13 January 1969. It agreed with the AEC and the
Department of Justice that existing legislation did not assign authority
to regulate the thermal effects of licensed plants. But the court also
declared: "We confront a serious gap between the dangers of modem
technology and the protections afforded by law as the Commission
interprets it. We have the utmost sympathy with the appellant and with
the sister states of Massachusetts and Vermont." The court expressed its
regret that Congress had not resolved the issue by "requiring timely and
comprehensive consideration of non-radiological pollution effects."
New Hampshire appealed the decision to the U. S. Supreme Court,
which' allowed the lower court ruling to stand by refusing to hear the
case. 41
Although the AEC won its battle in court, it was left in an uncomfortable position. It had clear judicial support for its argument that it lacked
jurisdiction over thermal pollution, but it was under attack from critics
who accused it of indifference to the environment. The once widely held
assumption that nuclear power would provide both electricity and environmental protection was being questioned because of the emerging
debate over thermal pollution. From the AEC's perspective, the best
way out of this predicament was to support legislation that would
clarify the roles of federal agencies in regulating waste heat discharges.
But the agency favored legislation only if it did not discriminate against
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nuclear power or give the Interior Department final authority to decide
thermal issues for nuclear plants. None of the several bills that were
introduced during 1968, some granting the AEC and some the Interior
Department responsibility over thermal pollution, won enough backing
in Congress for passage, and the impasse continued.◄ 2
.
While the issue remained unresolved, criticism of the AEC became
increasingly more pointed and more frequent. For a time, the attacks
were sporadic and localized, largely limited to several members of Congress, a handful of environmentalists, and critics in the specific areas of
a few proposed nuclear plants. But the problem of thermal pollution
and the AEC's position on it captured expanding national attention
after the publication of an article in the high-circulation Sports Illustrated in January 1969. The article was written by Robert H. Boyle, a
senior editor for the magazine, devout fisherman, conservationist, and
author of a book on the natural history and resources of the Hudson
River. One year earlier, Boyle had coauthored another article in Sports
Illttstrated that included a passage charging the AEC and the nuclear
industry with a lack of concern for thermal pollution. It supported that
allegation by quoting Harold Price's remarks in his testimony before
. Congressman Dingell's subcommittee in 1966. Price at that time had
attempted to explain the legal bases for the AEC's denial of jurisdiction
over waste heat, but the article, by tailoring his comments, made the
AEC look totally insensitive to the problem. Price's protests received
little sympathy from the magazine's outdoors editor, Arthur Brawley,
who asserted that if the AEC was really concerned about thermal pollution, it should ask Congress for the authority to prevent its occurrence.43
Boyle's 1969 article, titled "The Nukes Are in Hot Water," was even
more disparaging of the AEC than the previous report. "What literally
may become the 'hottest' conservation fight in the history of the U. S.
has begun," it opened. "The opponents are the Atomic Energy Commission and utilities versus aroused fishermen, sailors, swimmers, homeowners, and a growing number of scientists." Boyle went on to describe
the threat of thermal pollution to aquatic life and to water quality. He
assailed the AEC for refusing to take responsibility for the problem,
attributing its inaction to a fear of the "financial investment that power
companies would have to make ... to stop nuclear plants from frying
fish or cooking waterways wholesale." He jibed at Seaborg, suggesting
that even though the AEC chairman had won a Nobel prize for finding
plutonium, he had "yet to discover hot water." Boyle predicted that
since "more than 100 nuclear plants are on the drawing boards, ...
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almost every major lake and river and stretches of Atlantic, Gulf and
Pacific coasts are likely to become battlegrounds." The article was in
many ways distorted and unfair; it misrepresented the AEC's position to
the point of caricature. Boyle obviously had no intention of writing a
balanced scholarly treatise, and his tone of indignation and incredulity
was an effective way to advance his own point of view.44
Although the precise impact of Boyle's article was impossible to define, it clearly broadened and called attention to the thermal pollution
controversy more than any previous discussion had done. Debate over
the issue was well under way before the article appeared, but after its
publication, and to an appreciable degree because of its publication, ·
thermal pollution became the subject of elevated interest and heightened
concern on a national scale. One indication was the reaction and commentary that the article stirred. For three consecutive weeks Sports Jlli,strated
ran letters to the editor that both commended and criticized the article.
Representative Tim Lee Carter of Kentucky inserted it into the Congressional Record, hoping that it would "begin a rational discussion of what
might be a tremendous problem in the future." Chet Holifield, worried
that some of his colleagues "may have taken Mr. Boyle's utterances at
face value," countered the assertions presented in "that esteemed technical journal, Sports Illustrated." He defended the AEC from the charge
that it did not care about the effects of waste heat and maintained that
nuclear power was essential for achieving the twin goals of producing
sufficient electrical power and preserving the environment. 45
Some industry spokesmen reaffirmed the same view, but the article
dismayed many of their colleagues. According to one knowledgeable
observer, the story "shocked many in the industry," especially since
"many utilities had in fact chosen nuclear power largely because of
environmental advantages." The AEC's director of public information
concluded in March 1969 that although "public acceptance of nuclear
power remains at a high level," the "biggest problem today is the question of thermal effects." He added that "until some positive action is
taken to place responsibility for thermal effects this question will continue to give us trouble." One major source of concern was that even if
the environmental impact of a single nuclear plant was relatively inoffensive, the consequences of placing several plants that discharged waste
heat into the same body of water might be ruinous. This was a point
that Boyle highlighted, and the projections for the rapid growth of
nuclear power fed those fears. 46
The spreading alarm about thermal pollution was evident in protests
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against a number of proposed nuclear plants. Although the specifics
varied widely from place to place, the general patterns of the debate
followed similar lines. Like the controversy over the Vermont Yankee
reactor, they usually started when state officials or conservationists
raised questions about the thermal effects of a plant, became matters of
dispute when a utility refused to build cooling towers or take other
action to mitigate waste heat discharges, and ended only after considerable acrimony and/or concessions by the power company. In several
cases, what began as local issues received widespread attention as a part
of growing national concern over environmental quality in general and
thermal pollution in particular.
One of the first examples of this pattern was a dispute over a reactor
that the New York State Electric and Gas Corporation proposed to
build on Cayuga Lake, the second largest of the celebrated Finger Lakes.
The site for the projected plant, named the Bell Power Station, was
sixteen miles north of Ithaca, home of Cornell University. When the
utility first announced its plans in June 1967, it received little adverse
reaction. A few months later, a group of Cornell faculty members, most
of them aquatic and fishery biologists, issued a pamphlet suggesting that
thermal discharges from the plant could cause severe and irreversible
ecological damage to the lake. They urged the utility to construct cooling towers or a cooling pond to reduce the harmful effects. New York
State Electric and Gas declined, however, citing the high cost of towers,
which _it estimated at $2l.3 ·million, as well as the possibility of increased fogging and icing and undesirable aesthetic consequences. The
critics replied that the company's cost projections seemed too high
(those at Vermont Yankee were about $6.5 million), and that even in
the worst case, the average rate increase to consumers would only be
five or six dollars a year. The disagreement gradually hardened into a
contentious controversy. It ended in April 1969, when the utility decided to postpone work on the plant indefinitely to study the economic
and environmental impact of cooling systems.47
Thermal discharges also emerged as a major issue in the construction
of nuclear plants on Florida's Biscayne Bay. When the Florida Power
and Light Company announced plans to build two nuclear facilities at
Turkey Point, twenty-five miles south of Miami, to go along with two
oil-burning plants already operating there, state officials got worried.
They expressed their concern to the AEC, which, as always, denied any
authority over thermal pollution. It did provide funding to the University of ~iami to study the effects of power plant effluents, both nuclear
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and fossil, on marine organisms. The Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration assumed a more active role, reporting that waste heat
from the oil plant~ had definitely caused environmental damage and
recommending that action be taken to limit the upper levels of water
temperatures in the bay. The utility agreed that thermal pollution was a
problem at the site, and proposed to solve it by digging a canal that
would send the heated water into nearby Card Sound. This was unacceptable to both the water pollution control administration and the
state government, who argued that the canal would not lower temperatures sufficiently and that it would pollute the sound. After a series of
meetings, hearings, court rulings, and negotiations between the utility
and environmental groups over a period of two years, Florida Power
and Light agreed to build a 4000 acre closed-cycle cooling canal system
at a cost it had initially deemed to be excessive. 48
The thermal pollution question generated even more controversy
over plans to place several nuclear plants on Lake Michigan. The primary source of concern was the effect that waste heat from the ten
plants operating, under construction, or on order would have on the
ecology of the lake. There were two catalysts instrumental in stirring
this debate. One was the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago, a Cook County agency that sued to stop construction of Commonwealth Edison's Zion units. The other was a proposal of Murray
Stein, the chief enforcement officer of the Federal Water Quality Administration (as the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration had
been renamed). At a meeting in May 1970 with representatives of the
four states that bordered on Lake Michigan, Stein urged that they adopt
standards that would prohibit a rise in water temperature of more than
one degree at the point of discharge. Both actions underscored the
divisions over thermal issues. Commonwealth Edison responded to the
Metropolitan Sanitary District by pointing out that its plans for releasing heated water into the lake had been approved by federal and state
agencies, and it successfully resisted efforts by the county, environmentalists, and even some of its own stockholders to force it to add cooling
towers to the Zion plants. Utilities greeted Stein's recommendation by
describing it as "arbitrary," "ill-advised," and "ridiculous." The water
quality administration soon retreated from Stein's proposal, but it continued to press for strict water quality regulations. 49
Of all the nuclear units sited on Lake Michigan, the one that aroused
the strongest opposition was the Palisades plant, thirty-five miles west
of Kalamazoo, Michigan. A group of intervenors appealed to the

12. Researchers from Argonne National Laboratory take measurements of the thermal discharge
plume from the Big Rock Nuclear Power Plant on Lake Michigan. (National Archives 434-SF-11-94)
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in June 1970 to deny the application
of Consumers Power Company for a low-power operating license. They
charged that the plant provided insufficient protection against thermal
pollution and radiation. The attorney for the intervenors, Myron M.
Cherry, argued that the AEC was obligated to regulate waste heat discharges, regardless of the Vermont Yankee decision, and that its radiation regulations were outmoded and inadequate. With construction of .
the plant complete, Consumers was anxious to secure its operating
license, but it resisted making concessions to the intervenors. Finally, in
March 1971, after numerous delays, several hearings, and sharp exchanges between the attorneys for both sides, the utility decided that it
preferred a settlement with its opponents· to the prospect of further
costly delays. It agreed to build cooling towers and to virtually eliminate
the discharge of liquid radioactive wastes into the lake. In return, the
intervenors dropped their action against the plant and opened the way
for its full-P,ower operation.50
There were exceptions to the general pattern of the debates over
thermal pollution. Commonwealth Edison prevailed over the objections
to building the Zion units without cooling systems; other utilities
elected to forestall criticism by including towers or ponds in their plans
for new plants. Whatever the variations in the tone, process, or outcome
of the controversy in individual cases, the issue had assumed vital importance as a focus of public concern. The AEC continued to take a fundamentally passive position by disclaiming any statutory responsibility for
thermal pollution, but it also responded to growing distress over the
problem in more positive ways. Agency officials believed that the thermal pollution question had obscured the environmental advantages of
nuclear power, and they decided to be more aggressive in pointing out
those benefits and in rebutting critics. To achieve its goals, the AEC
undertook a number of initiatives, which included appearances at public meetings, speeches by Seaborg and other commissioners, and pamphlets and films on nuclear power and the environment. In their determi- .
nation to highlight the assets of nuclear technology compared to fossil
fuels, agency officials sometimes accentuated cosmetic over substantive
issues. Seaborg, for example, repeatedly insisted that "thermal pollution" was an inaccurate term and should be replaced by "thermal effects," a distinction that not only understated the potential blight of
waste heat but also offered support for the suspicions that the AEC was
indifferent to the problem.51
'
While the AEC was redoubling its efforts to explain the environmen-
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tal benefits of nuclear power, it was sponsoring research to enhance
scientific understanding of the ecological consequences of waste heat.
Much of the debate over the issue was based on limited knowledge;
even the experts were uncertain of the magnitude of the threat posed by
thermal .discharges. The AEC supported- ecological studies not only at
Biscayne Bay but also at plant sites at rivers in Illinois, Massachusetts,
and Maryland to assess the impact of waste heat. In keeping with the
growth in concern about the problem, the AEC doubled its expenditures
on research between 1969 and 1970. Investigations funded by the AEC,
the Department of the Interior, and several utilities promised to provide
a dearer picture of the effects of thermal pollution, but the wide variations in the environments s·urrounding different plants made unequivocal or universal conclusions an impossibility, at least in the short term. 52
Even in the absence of definitive scientific findings, however, the
controversy over thermal pollution largely died out by the early 1970s.
The defusion of the issue occurred for a number of reasons. One was
that the results of the first meticulous studies of thermal effects, though
far from conclusive, were encouraging. An investigation of the Connecticut River in the vicinity of the Connecticut Yankee nuclear plant, which
opened in 1967 and did not have cooling towers, demonstrated "no
significant deleterious effect on the biology of the river," according to
an article published in 1970. Scientists who traced the consequences of
thermal discharges from the AEC's plutonium reactors at the Hanford
reservation on the Columbia River made a similar assessment, finding
"no demonstrable effect" on the salmon or trout in the river. Neither
study claimed to evaluate the long-term effects of waste heat or the
implications of placing many plants on a single body of water. Their
findings, therefore, played only a limited role in alleviating concern over
thermal pollution. 53
A more important influence was that after years of fruitless efforts,
Congress passed legislation that assigned federal agencies a clearly defined role in regulating water quality. Since much of the thermal pollution controversy had centered on the AEC's denial of statutory authority, congressional action removed one of the leading sources of dispute.
In January 1969 Senator Muskie introduced a bill requiring applicants
for AEC construction permits or other federal licenses to present certifi-.
cation from appropriate state or interstate agencies that the plant could
meet the water quality standards of their jurisdiction. Members of the
House proposed similar legislation. Although the measures did not extend the direct authority of the AEC, they required that it formally
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consider thermal effects as a part of its licensing process. The legislation
applied to any activity that could lower water quality; it did not aim
specifically at nuclear power or thermal pollution.54
On 3 March 1969, Commissioner Ramey announced that the AEC
supported the Muskie bill, a position he reaffirmed three days later
when testifying on similar House proposals. He explained that although
the AEC had objected to earlier measures on the grounds that they
discriminated against nuclear power, it believed that Muskie's bill addressed the problem satisfactorily if not completely. The agency had
discovered that fossil fuel plants that were at least partially constructed
on navigable waters required a permit from the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and therefore, came under the provisions of the bill. In 1967,
two-thirds of the large fossil plants licensed would have been included
in this category.
There were other reasons that the AEC found Muskie's proposed
legislation attractive. Compared to previous bills, it diminished the role
of the Department of the Interior, which allayed the AEC's concern that
Interior would exert undue influence in its licensing actions. Most importantly, the AEC was anxious to see a law governing thermal effects
passed, because even though the new proposals were not drastically
different than earlier ones, the political atmosphere was. As Nuclear
News pointed out: "For the AEC, the sooner adequate and appropriate
legislative control can be established over thermal effects the better...•
The rash of adverse public opinion stirred up recently by the national
news media (and by the Muskie hearings themselves) has made early
and appropriate control mandatory." The AEC's endorsement of the
Muskie bill was not enough in itself to ensure its enactment, but it also
won the backing of key members of the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy and others who had opposed previous measures. In March
1970, after clarifying amen~ments and after more than five months of
discussion in conference committee, Congress passed the final version of
the bill as the Water Quality Improvement Act. A broader measure, the
National Environmental Policy Act, signed into law on 1 January 1970,
provided further assurance that federal agencies would treat the problem of thermal pollution. 55
The most important reason that thermal pollution ceased to be a
major focus of environmental concern was that utilities increasingly
took action to curb its consequences. Most nuclear plants being built on
or planned for inland waterways by 1971 included cooling systems.
Although power companies initially resisted the calls for cooling equip-
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ment, they soon found that the costs of responding to litigation, enduring postponements in construction or operation of new plants, or suffering loss of public esteem were less tolerable than those of building
towers or ponds. Even though a cooling system added substantially to
the expense of a plant, it was still usually a small percentage of the total
cost of the facility. Utilities increasingly saw it as a part of the price they
had to pay to fulfill their primary objective, which was to meet the
growing demand for electricity. Once they reached that conclusion and
began to act on it, the issue of thermal pollution lost much of its potency
and immediacy.
Even after the thermal pollution controversy largely faded from view,
its legacy lingered on. The most important effect of the debate from the
perspective of the AEC and the nuclear industry was that the image of
nuclear power as the antidote for the environmental hazards of electrical production was irreversibly tarnished. Thermal pollution was the
first issue to raise widespread skepticism about the environmental benefits of nuclear power, and it laid the foundations for subsequent controversies over the dangers of the technology. It played a vital role in
transforming the ambivalence that environmentalists had demonstrated
toward nuclear power into strong and vocal opposition. By the end of
the 1960s environmental groups spearheaded protests against plans for
many nuclear plants, and thermal pollution was a key ele~ent in their
arguments.
In a similar manner, the issue wakened doubts among the general
public about the environmental impact of nuclear power. Before thermal pollution was featured in a plethora of news stories, public attitudes
seemed to be at worst uninformed and ill-defined and at best highly
favorable. As the public became increasingly concerned about environmental problems, however, it increasingly viewed nuclear power as one
more threat to environmental integrity. Although no opinion polls on
the subject were published in the late 1960s or early 1970s, a survey
conducted in 1975, several years after thermal pollution had ceased to
be a headline topic, indicated that 47 percent of the public thought that
"the discharge of warm water into lakes and rivers" from nuclear plants
was a "major problem"; another 28 percent thought it was a "minor
problem." 56
The AEC was convinced that nuclear power offered the means to
provide both ample electricity and environmental protection, and it was
slow to respond to those who questioned this view. The agency came
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under increasing attack for failing to weigh the effects of thermal pollution in its licensing procedures, and its protestations that it lacked authority sounded like insensitivity to the environment to its growing
legion of critics. In fact, the AEC was concerned with environmental
quality, but it was even more concerned with ensuring that atomic
power was available to meet the nation's escalating energy requirements. It feared that the outcry over thermal pollution and the demands
for cooling systems would undercut that goal. As a matter of priorities,
the AEC gave greater attention to the need for power than to the problem of thermal pollution, partly because it believed that the possibility
of a shortage of power was a more acute danger and partly because it
had long been inclined to emphasize the development over the regulation of nuclear electricity.
Despite its commitment to environmental quality, the AEC did not
act aggressively to combat thermal pollution. It did not oppose regulating against the effects of waste heat, but it insisted that the same standards must apply to fossil plants. Its argument that imposing regulations only on nuclear plants would imperil the technology's growing use
was more of an intuitive assumption than a result of studied analysis.
When quizzed about the impact of adding cooling towers on the relative
economic advantages of fossil and nuclear plants, Ramey acknowledged
in 1968: "I don't know that this would be a significant difference in
[their] competitiveness. " 57 The AEC made a strong legal case that it
lacked the statutory jurisdiction to force licensees to observe water
quality standards, but a growing number of observers wondered why
the AEC was so passive in its approach to the thermal pollution problem. The answer was that the agency.feared that taking forceful action
would discourage the growth of nuclear power. Ironically, in its view,
this would lead to greater use of fossil fuels and harm the environment
by causing more air pollution. In the thinking of the AEC, it was providing an important benefit to the environment by licensing new plants.
The AEC's reasoning was not clear or convincing to those whose
priorities were different. Critics portrayed it as apathetic to· environmental needs and therefore, loath to force its licensees to comply with
water standards. The complaints were on solid ground in pointing out
that the AEC's primary interest was not environmental protection,
though they were often oversimplified and sometimes overwrought.
Still, they sounded persuasive to many people in a time of growing
concern over environmental quality and growing outrage aga~nst those
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who abused it. As a result of the thermal pollution controversy, the
AEC and the nuclear industry frequently found themselves included
among the ranks of the enemies of the environment. In a period of a
few years, the image of nuclear power changed from being the solution
to the dilemma of producing ·electricity without ravaging the environment to being a significant menace to the environment, a perception
that endured long after the debate over thermal pollution ended.

CHAPTER XII

Radiation Standards
Debate Within and Challenges
from Without

The most serious environmental and health hazard that nuclear power
presented, and the one on which the AEC focused its regulatory efforts,
was radiation. The primary purpose of the agency's siting policies and
safety requirements was to guard against radiological contamination
that could threaten public health. Unlike the regulation of uranium
mines or thermal pollution, th·e AEC's responsibility to protect the public and plant workers from excessive exposure to radiation from nuclear
power was unambiguous. What was less clear, even after years of controversy and scientific scrutiny, was the level of radiation that posed a
significant danger. The AEC's radiation protection standards were designed to provide an ample margin of safety that would prevent injury
to \\'.orkers or harm to the public. But the adequacy of the AEC's regulations remained a source of concern both inside and outside the agency,
and by the latter part of the 1960s had become the subject of a major
national controversy.
Scientists learned about the risks of exposure to radiation within a
short time after the discovery of x-rays and natural radioactivity in the
1890s. They concluded that heavy doses could not only cause obvious
effects, such as loss of hair, skin irritations, and severe burns, but also
much more insidious consequences, such as sterility and cancer. In response, radiologists, physicians, and equipment manufacturers formed
organizations and issued guidelines intended to offer safeguards against
harmful amounts of radiation from x-rays or the highly radioactive
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element radium. Those efforts culminated in the establishment of the
International X-Ray and Radium Protection Committee in 1928 and an
American counterpart, the Advisory Committee on X-Ray and Radium
Protection, the following year. In 1934, both groups took an unprece-.
dented step by recommending a quantitative "tolerance dose" of radiation. Although the recommendations of the two organizations were
based on incomplete data and flawed research, they were an important
milestone in the theory and practice of radiation protection.
The success of the· Manhattan Project in splitting the atom during
World War II made radiation safety a vastly more complex task. One
reason was that nuclear fission created many radioactive elements and
isotopes that did not exist in nature. Instead of dealing only with x-rays
and radium, health physicists, as professionals in the field of radiation
protection called themselves, had to consider the potential hazards of
new radioactive substances about which even less was known. Furthermore, the number of people exposed to radiation from the development
of military and civilian uses of atomic energy was certain to grow dramatically, which meant that scientists had to think in terms of large
groups instead of the relatively few individuals who had worked with xrays and radium before the war.
Under the radically altered circumstances, both the American and the
international radiation-protection committees lowered their suggested
exposure limits. The American body, renamed the National Committee
on Radiation Protection (NCRP), reduced its recommendations on allowable levels by a factor of two for those who worked with radiation.
It also adopted new terminology, replacing "tolerance dose" with
"maximum permissible dose." It defined the permissible dose as that
which, "in light of present knowledge, is not expected to cause appreciable bodily injury to a person at any time during his lifetime." The NCRP
acknowledged, however, that in some cases individuals could suffer
harm from radiation even in amounts below the permissible limit. The
international group, renamed the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), took action similar to that of the NCRP.
The exposure limits that the NCRP and the ICRP recommended
applied to radiation workers and not to the general population. After
the mid-1950s, however, the question of how low levels of radiation
could affect the public-at-large became a subject of great concern and
heated debate. It arose because atmospheric testing of hydrogen bombs
by the United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain produced
radioactive fallout that spread to populated areas far from the sites of
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the explosions. Scientists disagreed sharply about how serious a risk
fallout posed for the population. The controversy greatly increased pub 7
lie consciousness of the potential hazards of low levels of radiation. It
also prompted both the NCRP and the ICRP to further reduce their
suggested exposure limits for radiation workers and to recommend for
the first time an allowable dose for the public. Scientists never fully
resolved the dispute over the consequences of fallout, though it largely
faded from public view after the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963
prohibited atmospheric testing. The fallout debate left a legacy of ongoing scientific inquiry and latent public anxiety about the health effects of
low-level radiation. 1
Although the hazards of low-level radiation remained arguable, by
the early 1960s scientists had greatly expanded their knowledge of the
• ways in which radioactivity jeopardized human health. They had determined that harmful consequences arose from the ionizing effect of radiation on human cell structure. Radiation has high levels of energy,
whether in the form of x-rays from machines or in the form of alpha
particles, beta particles, or gamma rays, which are emitted as the atomic
nuclei of radioactive elements undergo spontaneous disintegration. The
products of this radioactive decay differ from one another in mass,
electrical charge, and power of penetration. When radiation passes
through matter it deposits energy in that matter, which can alter the
structure of atoms by stripping electrons from them. If this occurs, the
total negative electrical charge of the electrons no longer balances the
total positive charge of the protons in the atom's nucleus and the atom
is left with an electrical charge. Such charged atomic fragments are
called ions. Those changes in the composition of a cell's atoms can lead
to mutations and ultimately to serious biological injury. The damage
caused by ionizing radiation clearly depends on the dose received, but
· scientists also identified other factors that could affect the severity of the
injury, including the sensitivity of different body organs and the form of
radiation absorbed.
Gamma rays from natural radioactive decay and x-rays from manmade machines-both energetic forms of light-can penetrate far inside the body from external sources. The more massive beta particles
and the much heavier alpha particles, by contrast, transfer their energy
before penetrating deeply from outside. But if an element that emits
alpha or beta particles is breathed or swallowed and lodges in internal
organs, it poses a serious biological risk. Health physicists, therefore,
had to consider the potential hazards of both external and internal
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radiation. Using a number of different devices, it is relatively simple to
measure external radiation; the exposure to the body is the dose that
shows on the instruments. It is much more difficult to determine the
exposure from "internal emitters" that enter the body. Since this exposure could not be precisely measured, radiation-protection organizations sought to control the risks it presented by limiting the concentrations of radioactive 'isotopes in air and water as well as the internal
"body burden" of radioactivity. Scientists were particularly concerned
about the dangers of internal emitters because once they get into the
body they are often difficult to eliminate, they irradiate the organs in
which they settle continuously, and they remain in close proximity to
affected body tissue.2
Radiation experts took into account not only the effects of various
forms of radiation but also the different sensitivities of body organs.
They were concerned with both genetic consequences, which would
affect future generations, and somatic injury, which would affect only
the individual exposed. As early as the 1920s, experiments performed
with fruit flies by geneticist Hermann J. Muller indicated that reproductive cells are highly susceptible to damage from even small amounts of
radiation and that mutant genes could be inherited from a parent with
no obvious radiation-induced ailment. Muller's research persuaded scientists that, at least for genetic effects, there was no threshold below
which exposure to radiation was biologically innocuous. The genetic
implications of radiation were particularly troubling because if the use
of atomic energy were not carefully controlled, over time a significant
portion of the population could undergq harmful mutations that would
enter the genetic pool and afflict untold numbers of unborn children.
The maximum permissible doses recommended by the NCRP and the
ICRP were designed not only to protect the general population from
genetic trauma but also· individuals from somatic injury. The most serious long-term somatic effects of radiation that scientists had identified
included leukemia, bone, lung, and other forms of cancer, cataracts, and
possibly premature aging. Radiation protection guidelines sought to
curb the chances of those diseases occurring by setting limits for
"whole-body" exposure to external sources. This was measured by the
exposure of the "most critical" tissue in the blood-forming organs, head
and trunk, and gonads. Higher limits applied for less sensitive areas of
the body. Internal emitters pose especially severe hazards once they
enter the body because certain isotopes tend to concentrate in specific
organs. For example, strontium-90, a common ingredient in radioac-
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tive fallout from nuclear bombs, lodges in bone tissue, and iodine-131,
another by-product of nuclear fission, collects in the thyroid. The goal
of the NCRP and ICRP, therefore, was to set permissible concentrations
in air and water that would minimize the risk to anyone exposed.3
Scientists developed several units to measure levels and amounts of
radiation. Radioactive elements continuously and spontaneously "decay" at a rate characteristic for each element. This is expressed as the time
required for a radioactive substance to lose 50 percent of its radioactivity
through decay. The half-lives of elements range from a few seconds to
billions of years. To ~ndicate the amount of radiation delivered to human
tissue, a unit called a "rad" is employed. A rad_ measures the "absorbed
dose" of radiation as defined by the amount of ionization it causes under
prescribed conditions. Another unit, the "rem," indicates the comparative effectiveness of different kinds of radiation in producing biological
injury. It applies to chronic low-level exposures and is a factor by which
the dose in rads is multiplied to take into account the "relative biological
effectiveness" of different kinds of radiation. 4
Despite the knowledge they had acquired about radiation over the
years, scientists remained uncertain about many aspects of the effects
and risks of low-level exposure. In the absence of a universally accepted
value for "low-level" radiation, they applied the term during the 1950s
and 1960s to doses of less than 50 rads because they found no observable short-term effects below that level. They agreed that acute doses of
more than 50 rads were progressively more injurious and that acute
exposure to between 600 and 1000 rads would be lethal to nearly
everyone receiving it. The biological impact of low-level radiation was
more difficult to assess. Information on which to base scientific judgments came from a limited number of sources: the survivors of the
atomic bombings of the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki;
Marshall Islanders accidentally exposed to fallout from bomb testing;
patients irradiated with heavy doses of x-rays to treat cancer or other
diseases; workers exposed to acute radiation in accidents on the job;
and research on animals. The evidence from those sources was often
ambiguous or unreliable. Experiments with animals, while useful, could
not be easily applied to humans, and extrapolating from the effects of
radiation on those who had received heavy doses was of dubious value
in understanding low-level hazards.
A number of important questions about the effects of low-level radiation evaded sure answers and stirred debate among scientists. One was
whether a threshold existed for somatic radiation injury. If so, it indi-
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cated that there was a level at which exposure to radiation was safe, at
least for somatic effects. If not, it implied that exposure to radiation in
any amount increased the chances that a person would develop leukemia, cancer, or other radiation-induced illness, proportional to the dose
received. Experts were also uncertain about the impact of the length of
time over which a dose was absorbed (the "dose rate") on human cell
structure. Research on the subject suggested but did not unambiguously
show that the same amount of radiation caused less harm if delivered
over a long period of time. Scientists tried to determine the ability of
both somatic and germ _cells to repair damage caused by radiation, but
again, their findings were inconclusive. Those and other unanswered
questions underscored the limitations of scientific knowledge about the
risks of radiation exposure.5
In preparing their recommendations for maximum permissible doses,
both the NCRP and the ICRP took a conservative approach. They
assumed that there was no threshold for somatic effects and that no
amount of radiation was certifiably safe. They based their recommendations on the belief that even though it was possible to suffer injury from
exposure below the allowable levels, in the words of the NCRP, "the
probability of the occurrence of such injuries must be so low that the
risk would be readily acceptable to the average individual." The fundamental limit on which scientific authorities agreed by the late 1950s was
whole-body exposure to external radiation of an average of 5 rem per
year for radiation workers. Using this value as the starting point, they
also offered guidance for other kinds of exposure. For internal emitters,
they calculated the concentrations in air and water that seemed likely to
meet the 5 rem limit if inhaled or ingested. For the general public (as
opposed to radiation workers), they rather arbitrarily reduced the permissible limit for individuals to one-tenth of the occupational levels for
external and internal exposure. In addition, they recommended an average limit of 5 rem over thirty years (0.17 rem per year) to large population groups in an effort to curtail genetic consequences. This was done
so that even if some individuals received more than the allowable dose,
the genetic peril to the larger population would be mitigated. The per, missible doses that radiation experts suggested did not include "background radiation," which is a small (estimated at about 0.15 rem annually in the early 1960s)-but unavoidable part of environmental exposure
that arises from cosmic rays, radioactive elements in rocks and soil, and
other natural sources.6
The fundamental objective of the NCRP and the ICRP in establishing
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permissible doses was to keep the probability of radiation injury .to a
minimum without inhibiting the constructive use of radiation sources.
Neither group viewed its exposure limits as final or definitive. Both
stressed that the numerical values they proposed should not be regarded
as absolute or inviolable; a person who received more than the allowable dose would not necessarily suffer any harm while a person exposed ·
to less than the limit could.incur radiation injury. But the NCRP and the
ICRP believed that the permissible doses were conservative enough to
make the chances of serious consequences statistically slight. They
sought to balance the benefits and the risks of machines that produced
radiation by recommending exposure levels that seemed· generally safe
without being impractical.
The exposure limits applied not only to nuclear power but also to the
many industrial uses of radioactive isotopes, such as measuring the
thickness of sheet metal, rubber, and plastics and studying the wear
qualities of gears, dyes, and tires. The allowable doses also provided
guidance to protect medical technicians from overexposure, though
they were not applicable to patients who required heavy doses to combat disease. "The goal of the health physicist is to keep exposure levels
as low as practical and still obtain the benefits from the use of ionizing
radiation," wrote Karl Z. Morgan, director of the Health Physics Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory and a member of both the
NCRP and the ICRP, in 1963. "His guiding principle is that any unnecessary man-made exposure is .too much exposure ... but he believes
that constant vigilance and intelligent planning can reduce radiation
damage so that the evident advantages of the proper use of nuclear
energy and other sources of ionizing radiation may be obtained. " 7
By the early 1960s, several organizations and government agencies
were actively involved in radiation protection. The NCRP and the ICRP
remained enormously influential. Both included leading experts in the
field of radiation protection and their authority derived from the respect
that their members commanded. They were relatively small, informal,
and unaffiliated organizations that were determined to maintain their
independence from government agencies. Their recommendations carried no statutory authority, but they were adopted by government bodies throughout the world.
The AEC incorporated the NCRP's recommendations for maximum
permissible doses into its radiation protection regulations. They were
intended to provide safeguards against excessive exposure from installations licensed by the AEC to both radiation workers and the public.
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13. Two workers being monitored for radiological contamination at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho. (National Archives 434-SF-12-72)

They employed the 5 rem-per-year average as the basic value for workers and one-tenth of that level for individuals outside the boundaries of
the plant. Like the NCRP, the AEC believed that the exposure limits
provided ample protection for most individuals, though it did not guarantee "that a particular individual may not be harmed by exposure to
radiation below the limits established in the regulation." While _it could
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not offer absolute assurances about the safety of its regulations, its
experience with its own facilities at least provided encouraging evidence
that the limits could be met by its licensees. Statistics compiled for over
150,000 employees of AEC contractors during 1959 and 1960 showed
that 94.5 percent received doses of less than 1 rem per year and 99.9
percent less than 5 rem per year.
The NCRP's recommendations were also applied by other federal
agencies with responsibilities for radiation protection. In addition to
their importance to the AEC, they were particularly critical to the Federal Radiation Council (FRC), which was established as a part of .the
White House staff in 1959. The function of the FRC was to offer expert
advice on radiation safety to the president and to supply "general standards and guidance" to federal agencies. The practical effect of the
creation of the FRC on federal agencies was limited, in part because it
had no legally binding authority over them and in part because it also
relied on the levels proposed by the NCRP. There were no fundamental
discrepancies between the exposure limits adopted by the FRC and
those used by the AEC. Other agencies involved with radiation protection, though in less central ways than the FRC and AEC, also drew on
the numerical recommendations and general guidance offered by the
NCRP. 8
In an effort to learn more about the effects of radiation on human
cells, the AEC sponsored a variety of research projects. During the latter
half of the 1960s it spent over $90 million per year on biomedical
research, and in 1969, for example, it supported about 90 percent of the
total national outlay for investigations of the health and environmental
hazards of radiation. The major projects it funded included experiments
with beagles on the long-term somatic effects of low-level radiation,
studies of ecological responses to radiation by analyzing rodent and
reptile populations near the Nevada bomb testing site, work with monkeys on the cancer-inducing properties of radiation, and investigations
of the genetic consequences of radiation in mammals through elaborate
experiments with hundreds of thousands of mice. Those and other research projects provided the basis for much of what scientists knew
about the hazards of radiation, though they left many questions unresolved and subject to further study. 9
The effort to increase understanding of radiation effects spawned
some projects whose scientific value or ethical foundations were more
ambiguous than the major programs the AEC sponsored. This was
• especially true of research on human subjects. During the 1960s and
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early 1970s, the agency provided funding for several experiments in
which a small number of volunteers swallowed, inhaled, or received
injections of radioactive isotopes. The purpose was to trace the human
body's absorption, retention, and excretion of radioactive substances.
Another series of experiments sought information on how radiation
affected the functioning and fertility of human testes. Over a period of
eight years, sixty-seven inmates at the Oregon State Prison and sixtyfour at the Washington State Prison voluntarily submitted to irradiation
of the testes in doses ranging from 8 to 600 rads. The AEC spent a total
of about $1.6 million on the two projects. The experiments with human
subjects during this period were restricted to volunteers, small in scale,
and openly reported in scientific literature. The scientific results they
produced were modest. As the investigators were acutely aware, the
ethical questions they raised, especially in the prison studies of testicular
functions, were sensitive and potentially controversial. The doses given
to some of the prisoners were extremely high, and although all of them
agreed to vasectomies to prevent genetic effects, the chances that they
would suffer somatic injury troubled some observers. The University of
Washington withdrew support from the· project in its state in 1969
because it concluded that the benefits to science did not justify the risks
to the participating inmates. The experiments in Oregon ended after the
principal investigator suffered a debilitating illness and the state discontinued research projects in its penitentiaries. 10
During the middle and late 1960s, after the Test Ban Treaty of 1963,
the effects of radiation were matters of concern mostly to scientists and
health professionals. Once the fallout issue faded from view, radiation
was no longer a source of national controversy or widespread public
anxiety. It did, however, occasionally reappear as a part of public policy
and health debates in local areas. Fear of radiation was a key element,
for example, in the protests against the proposed Ravenswood and
Bodega Bay nuclear plants. It also emerged as a prominent issue in
sections of Utah and Nevada situated in the path of fallout from the
nearby atmospheric testing of atomic bombs. For a time in the mid1960s, the AEC and the U.S. Public Health Service engaged in a sharp
dispute over radioactive contamination of the Columbia River by the
reactors located on the AEC's Hanford reservation. It finally ended after
the U. S. Geological Survey, at the request of the AEC, conducted a _
study and found that levels in the river had "always been well within the
established standards. " 11
The radiation issue that attracted the most attention between 1963 ·
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and 1969 was entirely removed from the jurisdiction of the AEC, but
more than anything else in this period it fueled public anxieties about
the risks of exposure. In May 1967 the General Electric Company announced a recall of about 100,000 color television sets that had inadequate shielding against the emission of x~rays. The vacuum tube in most
television receivers was a potential source of x-rays, and the more powerful tubes in color sets presented more serious hazards than black-andwhite models. Color televisions came into wide use in the United States
for the first time in the mid-1960s and by early 1967 about fifteen
million had been sold.
General Electric denied that the defective sets created a significant
risk to the public, but the problem caused a public uproar. One result
was that other manufacturers' televisions were checked and in some
cases found to have similar flaws. Another was that Congress passed the
Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968, which instruc(ed
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to set limits for
radiation from televisions. In late 1971, the department announced that
radiation fro·m new sets did not pose a major health hazard. This highly
publicized episode was a reminder to the public of the dangers of radiation, though it did not cause enough alarm to slow the rapidly expanding sales of color televisions. 12
While radiation was making occa~ional appearances as a public issue, the AEC quietly considered changes in its radiation protection
regulations, which were published as Part 20 of Title 10 of the Code of
Federal Regulations. The AEC's standards for licensees, originally implemented in 1957 and revised in 1959, embodied the numerical limits
recommended by the NCRP. The permissible dose for a worker in a
plant licensed by the AEC was 5 rem per year, which could be extended
to a maximum of 12 rem in a single year if the person's lifetime total
beyond the age of eighteen did not exceed an average of 5 rem annually.
The allowable individual dose for those who did not work at the plant
but could be exposed to radiation from it was one-tenth of the basic
level, 0.5 rem (or 500 millirem) per year. 13
In establishing the limit for routine releases of radiation outside a
nuclear facility, the AEC measured the exposure of the public to external radiation by assuming that a person stood outdoors at the boundary
of the plant for twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year. To restrict
public exposure to internal emitters, the agency used similar assumptions. The amount of radiation that a plant added to cooling water, for
example, had to be low enough before being diluted by the body of .
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water into which it was discharged to allow a person to drink it for a
lifetime without exceeding the permissible limits for individuals. To
calculate the release rate for iodine-131, the AEC assumed that a person received his or her entire supply of fresh milk, the most likely source
of exposure, from cows continuously grazing near the area around the
plant where radiation levels were highest. The conditions and assumptions that the AEC imposed on licensees in computing allowable releases of radiation from a plant were very conservative, but operating
experience during the late 1960s l!howed that most licensees met them
easily. In 1968, for example, only one of eleven operating power reactors exceeded 20 percent of the permissible levels of radioactivity in
liquid effluents, and seven measured less than 3 percent. In the case of
gaseous effluents, one plant released 57 percent of the limit, but all the
others measured less than 3.4 percent and nine of those less than 1
percent. 14
·
Despite the commendable performance of operating reactors in limiting their releases, the regulatory staff of the AEC sought to tighten the
standards for public exposure to radiation from nuclear plants. It did so
partly to comply more fully with the recommendations of the Federal ·
Radiation Council. The AEC's regulations had been prepared before the
creation of the FRC, and although the basic levels used by the two
agencies conformed, there were some discrepancies. One was that the
FRC's radiation protection guidelines recommended that the average
dose for population groups be restricted to 0.17 rem (170 millirem) per
year. AEC regulations included a similar requirement, but it was less
specific and mentioned only exposure to internal emitters. Another was
that the FRC urged that federal agencies attempt to keep radiation doses
as far below its guidelines "as practicable." The AEC standards did not
contain such a provision, and regulatory officials thought that adding it
might discourage licensees from assuming that approaching the permissible limits as a matter of course rather than trying to keep levels to a
minimum was acceptable.
Emphasizing the need to minimize radiation releases seemed particularly vital in light of the expanding use of radiation sources, which
was the primary reason that the regulatory staff considered amending
the AEC's regulations. The public, potentially at least, received everincreasing exposure from colo·r televisions and other consumer goods,
more frequent air travel, the possible application of nuclear explosions
for peaceful purposes, and the growing number of nuclear power plants.
The staff wanted to make certain that releases from nuclear plants did
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not, when combined with radiation from other .sources, push public
exposure to undesirable and perhaps hazardous levels. 15
In July 1968, Forrest Western, director of the Division of Radiation
Protection Standards and a leading advocate of revising the regulations,
drafted a proposal for changes that he and other members of the regulatory staff had discussed for some time. Western held a Ph.D. in physics
and had worked as a physicist in industry and at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory before joining the AEC in 1951; he was well-known among
professionals in the field of radiation protection for his work with the
NCRP, ICRP, and FRC. He urged that the FRC limit of 170 millirem
for "a suitable sample of the most highly exposed population group" be
added to the AEC's regulations. This would broaden, to include external radiation, an existing stipulation restricting exposure of population
groups to internal radiation to one-third of that for individual members
of the public. Western also suggested that the AEC "put the nuclear
industry on notice" that it was contemplating revisions in the regulations that would weigh exposure to radiation from all possible sources
and that would specify that doses from power plants "be kept as low as
practicable." Citing the potential sources of public exposure to radiation, he commented: "Such activities can continue to develop without
undue exposure of the public to radiation only if technological advances
in activities producing sources of radiation continue to be accompanied
by the development of appropriate measures to control exposures of the
public to radiation."t6
Western proposed only modest changes in the existing regulations.
Applying the 170 millirem average population limit to external and
internal radiation would be more a clarification of the AEC's standards
than a major revision, and introducing a requirement that exposures be
held as low as practicable would be a codification of unstated AEC
assumptions rather than a new departure. Other divisions of the regulatory staff generally agreed with Western's recommendations, though
some argued that the existing standards already served the same purposes. At least one influential official outside the regulatory staff expressed skepticism about the changes. Milton Shaw, director of the
Division of Reactor Development and Technology and a potent voice
within the AEC, did not openly oppose Western's proposals, but he
urged that any action be delayed until a "thorough assessment of the
need" for tightening the regulations could be conducted. He intimated
that the need was not apparent.17
While the regulatory staff was circulating its proposals internally,
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some observers outside the agency were raising more fundamental issues. A number of critics suggested that the AEC's regulations were
insufficiently rigorous and that they should be substantially revised. The
growing controversy centered around the Monticello N~clear Generating Plant, under construction on the Mississippi River about thirty-five
miles northwest of Minneapolis. Northern States Power Company, the
utility building the 545 electrical megawatt plant, received a construction permit from the AEC in June 1967. A short time later, it applied for
a permit from the recently established Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency (MPCA) to discharge radioactive wastes into the Mississippi
River. The company affirmed that it would comply with AEC regulations in releasing effluents from the plant. 18
The utility's application elicited a number of protests that soon grew
into a major public debate. At a public hearing in February 1968, a
spokesman for Minneapolis Mayor Arthur Naftalin urged the MPCA to
refuse a permit because radiation in river water would pose "a serious
threat to the health of the people of the Twin Cities." Two University of
Minnesota scientists offered similar views, charging that AEC standards
offered inadequate protection and calling for further study of the possible effects of the proposed plant. One of them, Dean E. Abrahamson, a
professor of anatomy in the university's medical school, assumed a
leading role in raising questions about the safety of nuclear power in
general and the Monticello facility in particular. Abrahamson, who held
both a doctorate in science and a medical degree, argued that much
remained to be learned about nuclear reactors and radiation hazards,
and he was not satisfied with the assurances provided by Northern
States and the AEC. "I am not against nuclear power reactors," he once
declared. "I simply don't have enough answers to, be for or against
them. But I insist that these answers be supplied and weighed before we
go on." 19
_
Northern States strongly denied the allegations that radiation from
the Monticello unit would threaten public health, and a spokesman for
General Electric, which was building the plant, told the MPCA that the
·levels of radiation that the plant would add to the Mississippi were
lower than found naturally in comparable quantities of beer, ocean
water, or salad oil. The conflicting arguments placed the pollution
agency in an awkward position. It had no way to resolve the issue and
its legal authority even to consider radiation dangers was dubious; the
utility and the AEC contended that the states had no jurisdiction over
radiological matters involving nuclear power facilities. Meanwhile, the
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MPCA came under attack in the local press; the St. Paul Pioneer Press
complained that it did not seem to "know what is going on" and urged
it to "call on every scientific resource available for help in making its
decision." The MPCA decided to defer a ruling on Northern States'
permit application until it received a report on radiation hazards from
an expert consultant. After a long search it hired Ernest C. Tsivoglou, a
former U. S. Public Health Service official who had challenged the
AEC's position in the recent interagency disagreement over the safety of
radiation levels in the Columbia River. ·Tsivoglou had left the Public
Health Service to become a professor of sanitary engineering at the
Georgia Institute of Technology. 20
Tsivoglou submitted his report to the MPCA in January 1969. In
some ways his analysis was reassuring. He conceded that "responsible
national and international agencies have adopted a quite cautious policy
with regard to radioactive pollution control." He found a tendency in
Minnesota and elsewhere to "lose perspective" about radiation and to
exaggerate its dangers compared to other pollutants. Tsivoglou suggested that the nuclear industry contributed many social benefits along
with "some small potential risk." Nevertheless, he emphasized that it
was essential to keep the risk to a minimum. He re~ommended a number of ways in which he thought this could be done without placing·
unreasonable demands on the nuclear industry. As a general proposition applicable to all reactors, he urged the MPCA to eliminate the
distinction between individual dose and population dose that the Federal Radiation Council made and to require nuclear plants to meet the
stricter standard (170 millirem per year). Tsivoglou also made a series
of recommendations that applied specifically to Monticello. He advised
the MPCA to lower the permissible concentrations of radiation in plant
effluents from the levels approved by the AEC. The effect of his proposals would be to reduce the allowable doses to an estimated 2 or 3
percent of the AEC's regulatory limits. 21
Tsivoglou's report commanded a great deal of attention and intensified the controversy in Min.nesota. Critics of plans for the Monticello
plant who favored a requirement of zero release of radiation found his
recommendations difappointing. Northern States, by contrast, called
Tsivoglou's proposals "unnecessarily strict." It pointed out that the plant
would normally stay within 1 percent of the AEC's limits, but added that
during periods of low river flow, the concentration of radiation would
increase. The company worried that at those times the plant could exceed
the levels that Tsivoglou recommended, forcing it to shut down. One
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company official commented: "We think it is improper to set up an
absolute legal limit so different from the Atomic Energy Commission
standards that we could conceivably be forced to cease operations." 22
Tsivoglou's report not only rekindled debate in Minnesota but also
raised issues that extended far beyond the Monticello case. One was the
challenge to the radiation standards of the AEC; as an article in Science
noted, it "cast doubt on the adequacy of existing AEC regulations to
cope with radioactive effluent from the expected proliferation of new
reactors." This was a scientific problem of continuing importance, but it
was soon overshadowed by a legal question: did the state of Minnesota
have the authority to impose standards stricter than those of the AEC? 23
During the 1950s the role of the states in nuclear regulation had
emerged as a major controversy. The AEC claimed exclusive jurisdiction while the states insisted that they should play a part in regulating
the health and safety aspects of nuclear power. The AEC resisted the
states' appeals principally because it feared that they would pass a
perplexing maze of different requirements that would seriously impede
the growth of the nuclear industry. In 1959, Congress enacted an amendment to the 1954 Atomic Energy Act that granted the states an opportunity to participate in a limited way in nuclear regulation but left control
over power reactors solely in the hands of the AEC. The amendment
clarified federal and state jurisdiction and, in the opinion of the AEC
and Northern States, precluded any attempt by a state to employ regulations different than those of the AEC. Even the attorney for the MPCA
expressed doubt that it could depart from federal radiation standards.
But some legal experts suggested that even though the law unambiguously prohibited states from adopting limits that were less restrictive
than those of the AEC, it did not clearly prevent a state from requiring
levels that were more restrictive. 24
On 12 May 1969 the MPCA granted Northern States a waste discharge permit on the condition that it comply with the effluent limits
that Tsivoglou had recommended. Despite its rejection of the legal argument that it lacked jurisdiction and the stringent requirements it imposed on Northern States, the pollution agency's action was greeted by
angry cries from an audience of about two hundred. _The one board
member who voted against the permit received a standing ovation when
he urged that a decision be postponed until "all doubts are erased"
about the health effects of radiation. The utility declined to comment on
the ruling until it could determine whether it would accept the MPCA's
requirements or seek legal recourse. 2s
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,The AEC, unlike Northern States, did not hesitate to make its position clear. It viewed the MPCA's ruling as an unwarranted intrusion on
its exclusive authority to set radiation standards for nuclear power
plants. Minnesota governor Harold LeVander, who had told Seaborg a
year earlier that he had "complete confidence" in the AEC, now asked
the support of the agency for the MPCA's decision. Seaborg replied in a
letter that was worded much more sharply than his usual matter-of-fact
tone. He rejected LeVander's request, not only citing legal arguments
but also questioning Minnesota's ability to monitor its own require-·
ments. He further suggested that the state's regulations "could be unduly burdensome without making a meaningful contribution to the
public health and safety." The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy was
equally incensed by Minnesota's action. Holifield had told the MPCA
before its decision that it lacked legal authority to set radiation limits.
He insisted that the federal government properly exercised sole jurisdiction because the AEC commanded greater expertise than individual
states and because of the need for uniformity in regulations. After the
MPCA's ruling, Holifield urged the AEC to consider contesting it in
federal court.26
The AEC weighed the possibility of taking legal action; the likeliest
tactic was to join Northern States if the utility elected to challenge the
MPCA's decision in court. But the AEC refrained from making a commitment before consulting the White House and the Justice Department. It received very little support for the idea from the White House
Office of Science and Technology. S. David Freeman, director of the
Energy Policy Staff, told Lee A. DuBridge, head of the Office of Science
and Technology and presidential science adviser, that he found the
AEC's case unsound. Freeman thought that as a policy matter it was
unwise to deny the right of the states to place tighter restrictions on
nuclear plants. "It is my feeling that, while the AEC may be correct as a
technical legal matter," he wrote, "they are taking on a fight that in the
end they cannot win and perhaps should not." DuBridge agreed, and
informed Seaborg that he believed that "if a State wishes to impose
more severe regulations than the Federal Government, the State should
have the right to do so." The AEC protested that a failure to oppose
Minnesota's requirements would encourage other states to take similar
action, with the result that "the nuclear power program will be stopped,
or greatly curtailed." The Office of Science and Technology remained
uncon_vinced, a position that was consistent with the Nixon administration's effort to increase the responsibilities of the states relative to the
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federal government. For its part, the Justice Department deferred taking
a formal stand on the question until Northern States decided whether or
not it would bring suit.27
The issue came to a head in August 1969, when Northern States
announced that it was taking its case to court. The utility was, in the
words of one report, an "unwilling gladiato~." It feared that a court
battle would further damage its public image, which was already blemished by the attacks of Monticello opponents. In an effort to explain its
position to its customers, the company bought newspaper advertising in
which it called the MPCA's regulations "arbitrarily restrictive" and
argued that it could not "serve two masters" in carrying out safety
requirements.2 8
The AEC strongly endorsed the utility's decision and promptly requested that the Justice Department intervene on its behalf in support of
Northern States. Justice demurred, partly because of its own reservations about the policy implications of the AEC's position but largely
because the White House did not want the federal government to join a
suit against the right of a state to set its own standards. To make matters
worse from the AEC's perspective, Electrical World magazine reported
that Assistant Attorney General William D. Ruckelshaus had suggested
that Justice might decide to intervene on the side of Minnesota. This
story triggered angry queries from Congressmen Holifield and Hosmer,
both of whom affirmed their belief in the legal and policy merits of the
AEC's position. Ruckelshaus responded that his views had been misrepresented and told Holifield that he thought that the chances that Northern States would win its case were "about eighty per cent certain." But
the Justice Department, caught between the administration's philosophical commitment to states' rights and its legal interpretation of the
strength of the argument for exclusive federal jurisdiction, took no
action to intervene.29
Although the AEC was unable to join the suit in support of Northern
States, it took an active interest in the case. Indeed, it was more adamant
in pressing for an affirmation of its exclusive authority to regulate radiation emissions than was the utility. When Northern States informed the
AEC that it was trying to arrange a compromise settlement with the
MPCA, the agency protested. Ramey, in a letter approved by the entire
-Commission, told Northern States Chairman Earl Ewald that he believed that a ruling from the court and a clear resolution of the debate
was essential. A compromise that left the legal question unresolved, he
maintained, "could certainly make AEC's position in relation to other
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States, and the position of the nuclear industry much more difficult."
Since the AEC could not present its own case in court, it had to depend
on the utility to do it. Northern States, however, was even more concerned with getting the Monticello plant on line. In the fall of 1969 the
unit was nearing completion, and the company was becoming increasingly anxious to reach an accord with the MPCA. But negotiations
proved fruitless. Finally, in February 1970, the company agreed to comply with the radiation limits set by the MPCA, but it also proceeded
with its litigation denying the authority of the state to impose those
standards.30
I
The dispute over the Monticello reactor drew national attention and
sparked a great deal of criticism of the AEC. The National Governors'
Conference of 1969 unanimously adopted a resolution introduced by
Minnesota's LeVander asserting the right of states to set radiation standards. LeVander told his colleagues that before the AEC tried to prevent
state action on the issue, it "should attempt to repair its own house as a
first measure of business." The National Association of Attorneys General passed a similar measure in support of Minnesota. Many news-.
papers and magazines published stories about the controversy. The
New York Times, for one, endorsed Minnesota's position in an editorial, commenting that the "standards set by Federal agencies, the A.E.C.
included, too often have proved inadequate." Several members of Congress took the same view; Congressman Jonathan Bingham of New
York sponsored a bill that would authorize the states to set radiation
limits stricter than those of the AEC. 31
At a widely reported conference on "nuclear power and the public,"
held at the University of Minnesota in October 1969, Washington University biologist and environmentalist leader Barry Commoner stated
bluntly: "I would hope ••• that the AEC will itself take immediate steps
to relinquish its control over standards of radiation contamination." At
the same meeting, George Washington University law professor Harold
P. Green, declared: "~!though the atomic energy establishment is prone
to dismiss those who are concerned about the health and safety implications of nuclear power plants as ignorant of the facts, overly fearful, or
. in cahoots with the coal interests, the fact of the matter is that there is a
legitimate basis for apprehension .••. There is no assurance that [radioactive effluents] will not result in harm." Conveying the same view with
a lighter touch, a satirical singing group in Minnesota called the HillDillies recorded a number titled "Atomic Power, Monticello-Style" that
sold briskly. Despite the group's breezy tone, its message was somber. It
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warned of the "insidious poison" of radioactivity and compared the
construction of the Monticello plant with the atomic bombing of
Japan. 32
Meanwhile, the suit filed by Northern States against the MPCA was
slowly approaching a decision by the United States District Court for
the District of Minnesota. The utility contended that the federal government had preempted regulatory authority over radiation standards,
while the state, supported by briefs from seven other states, argued that
it retained the power under the tenth amendment to the Constitution to
protect public health by imposing stricter requirements. In a decision
handed down on 22 December 1970, Judge Edward J. Devitt ruled in
favor of Northern States. Making clear that he was not weighing the
merits of the differing federal and state standards, he determined that on
the basis of the relevant statutes, particularly the 1959 amendment to
the Atomic Energy Act, "the State of Minnesota is witho~t authority to
regulate the release of radioactive discharges from plaintiff's Monticello
Nuclear Power Plant." The state took its case to the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, which upheld the District Court in a 2-1
decision. Minnesota 'then appealed 'to the U. S. Supreme Court, which
refused to review the case and summarily affirmed the lower court's
ruling.3 3
The federal court rulings settled the legal arguments and jurisdictional claims advanced in the Monticello case, but the technical issue
that had started the debate-the adequacy of the AEC's regulationsremained a subject of dispute. In addition to divergent opinions on
radiation limits, the controversy highlighted a number of related questions that AEC critics were raising. One was how AEC regulations
applied when two 'or more reactors were located at the same site. The
agency responded to this concern by explaining that the same limits
applied to a site no matter how many reactors were placed on it. The
total effluents from multiple plants had to stay within the same--.:permissible levels as a single plant. A related question was how the AEC dealt
with many reactors situated on the same body of water but at different
sites. In this case, the regulations stipulated that the AEC reserved the
right to tighten the standards if required. Harold Price told the Joint
Committee in October 1969 that the agency could enforce the provision
"if we faced the problem of 25 reactors up and down a river," but that it
had not been necessary to that time. 34
Some observers, including staff members of the Fish and Wildlife
Service, expressed concern that some fish and animals might be espe-
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cially sensitive to radiation, and that even if the AEC regulations provided ample protection for humans they might not do so for wildlife.
The AEC's answer was that it assumed that if the amount of radiation
found in fish and wildlife was low enough that they could be used as a
source of food without exceeding permissible human intake levels, it
was also low enough not to cause them harm. This raised the issue of
'"reconcentration," in which some radioactive isotopes became concentrated in certain living organisms as they moved through the food chain.
The effect of reconcentration had received a great deal of publicity as a
result of an uproar over the use of the pesticide DDT, which fed anxiety
that levels of radiation could become increasingly hazardous in fish and
animals before being consumed by humans. The AEC pointed out that
only a few isotopes posed such a threat and that its regulations took this
into account. The allowable releases of iodine-131, for example, which
concentr~ted in cow's milk, were reduced by a factor of 700. The AEC
recognized that several other isotopes concentrated in fish but did not
make special provisions· for them because they were not major ingredients in discharges from nuclear power reactors. 3S
While the AEC was answering questions and offering assurances
about the adequacy of its radiation standards, the regulatory staff was
continuing its efforts to tighten them. Forrest Western of the Division of
Radiation Protection Standards had drafted proposals on this matter in
July 1968, but before the AEC took any action, the Monticello controversy infused the question with greater urgency. Apparently, it also
prompted the regulatory staff to present more drastic revisions. In
March 1969, a few weeks after Tsivoglou submitted his report to the
MPCA urging the adoption of radiation limits far below the AEC's,
Western, with the assistance of his deputy Lester R. Rogers, prepared a
new proposal to amend the AEC's regulations. It called for a reduction
of concentrations of radioactivity in effluent water from power reactors
to 1 percent of existing permissible levels. A week later, another draft
added a provision cutting the allowable exposure of an individual to
radiation in gaseous effluents to 170 millirem a year, which decreased
the limits by two-thirds and conformed with Tsivoglou's recommendation that the distinction between individual and population limits be
eliminated. Together, the proposals of the regulatory staff reduced the
permissible releases from power reactors even further than Tsivoglou
was urging for the Monticello plant. A later draft lowered the allowable
concentrations of gaseous- effluents outside the plant boundaries still
further, to 10 percent of existing levels. 36
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14. An ecologist at Oak Ridge National Laboratory uses a radiation-detecting
instrument to measure radioactivity in the body of a live fish. (National Archives 434-SF-51-57)

The reasons that Western and other regulatory officials cited for
recommending the revisions in the regulations were the same as those
given in the initial proposals in 1968: to follow the Federal Radiation
Council's advice to reduce radiation levels as much as practicable and to
make certain that the population did not receive an undue portion of its
exposure from nuclear plants. Operating experience with reactors indicated that they could meet the revised standards without great difficulty
or expense, and making the changes would avoid the "undesirable position" of approving releases of radiation far larger than were necessary.
The timing and the substance of the regulatory staff's new proposals
suggested that an unstated motivation was the growing controversy
with Minnesota. Tightening the regulations could answer the increasingly frequent questions about the adequacy of the AEC's standards and
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perhaps silence the critics by demonstrating the agency's commitment to
safeguarding public health.3 7
The outcome of the regulatory staff's proposals depended on the
receptiveness of the commissioners, and their views were, for a time,
uncertain. They listened without much comment to a staff briefing on
revising the regulations, and at their first meeting on the subject they ·
failed to come to any conclusions. One member of the Commission,
however, made his opinions unmistakably clear; Theos J. (Tommy)
Thompson argued forcefully and repeatedly against adopting major
changes in the radiation standards. Thompson was the newest member
of the Commission, having joined it in June 1969. But he had worked in
the field of nuclear energy for nearly two decades and was a well-known
and well-respected member of the nuclear community. He had received
his bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of Nebraska,
where he also played quarterback on the football team and made an
appearance against Stanford in the 1941 Rose Bowl. Thompson earned
a Ph.D. in nuclear physics from the University of California at Berkeley,
where he kn~w Glenn Seaborg, and worked for a time on reactor design
at Los Alamos. He joined the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1955 and became a professor of nuclear engineering
three years later. He served on the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards from 1959 to 1965.38
Thompson's appointment to the AEC was greeted warmly by the
nuclear industry, but he did not hesitate to criticize the performance of
the industry if he believed that it failed to meet high standards. "It is
important that each of the corporations who are responsible for major
nuclear reactor design and for the construction and operation of those
facilities recognize that it, as a whole, has a corporate engineering social responsibility," he once declared. He also described himself as "an
ardent conservationist," an outlook that grew from his love of camping and fishing. While a member of the Commission, he was also a
member of the Appalachian Mountain Club. He was convinced that
nuclear power was an asset to the environment. As an engineer,
Thompson exhibited a deep first-hand knowledge of reactor systems
and safety. As a former professor, he was curious and inquisitive, and,
in the thinking of some acquaintances, "a trifle pedantic." As a former
quarterback, he showed a take-charge attitude that contrasted with
Seaborg's passive leadership style. As a commissioner, he was unusually outspoken, frequently argumentative, and sometimes impatient
with what he viewed as overly zealous regulation. One of those in-
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stances was his reaction to the proposals of the regulatory staff to
tighten radiation standards.J 9
In September 1969, Harold Price outlined two approaches that the
AEC could take in revising the regulations. One would be to adopt the
staff's latest draft by requiring a sharp reduction of permissible exposures. This would limit water effluents to 1 percent and gaseous effluents to 10 percent of existing levels. An altem"ative would be to make
minor changes similar to the original staff proposals. This would include specifying that the average exposure of population groups to any
form of radiation could not exceed one-third of the limit for individuals
(170 millirem) and stating as a matter of principle that releases of
radiation should be kept "as low as practicable." Thompson led the
way in registering strong opposition to the first approach. He acknowledged that the AEC standards were under increasing attack and that if
the AEC did not lower its limits, other states were likely to follow the
example of Minnesota. He also agreed that some changes in the regulations might be necessary to make certain that several reactors located
near one another did not exceed the permissible levels and to ensure that
the growing number of reactors in operation across the country did not
appreciably rafse the average exposure of the entire population. But
Thompson argued that deliberations on such measures could be carried
out in a "careful and judicious manner." He denied that any "clear and
present danger" kxisted that required prompt action by the AEC. 40
Not only did Thompson believe that reducing the permissible limits
was unnecessary, he suggested that in several ways it would be foolish.
He pointed out that the standards reflected the results of many years of
research and discussion by the world's foremost experts on radiation
protection, and that no ill-effects had been demonstrated at the levels of
exposure in the existing regulations. He maintained that the regulatory
staff's proposals would threaten electrical supplies by removing the
margin of error that allowed a plant to keep operating even if it experienced a problem that temporarily increased the radioactive content of
its releases. Thompson questioned the need for reducing the limits to a
level too low to be measured, making it "difficult, if not impossible, to
carry out •.. effective enforcement."
Thompson warned that although the staff recommendations applied
only to power reactors, they would inevitably be adopted, at least informally, for other radiation sources as well. This would cause problems
and additional costs in uranium mines, power plants, research reactors,
and reprocessing facilities. Moreover, it would create serious difficulties
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for other AEC programs. Thompson was particularly concerned about
the consequences for· the AEC's plans for peaceful nuclear explosions,
called the Plowshare program. Plowshare projects that were contemplated included large-scale excavations for canals and harbors and setting off nuclear blasts to free reserves of natural gas that could not be
tapped by conventional means. The AEC attached great importance to
Plowshare, and Thompson feared that reducing permissible radiation
levels would curtail it. 41
Thompson's arguments received powerful support from staff offices
in the AEC other than Regulation. They agreed that even though the
revised regulations would apply only to nuclear power plants, "there
probably would be strong pressure to apply any new limits to all nuclear
operations." The Division of Production, which was responsible for
running the reactors that made plutonium and tritium for weapons at
Hanford and Savannah River, complained that the changes would result
in major expenses for the AEC "without any corresponding increase in
safety." The Division of Peaceful Nuclear Explosions feared that tighter
radiation restrictions would threaten the existence of the Plowshare
program. Rickover's Division of Naval Reactors "emphatic~lly" opposed changes in the AEC's standards. Other operational units within
the AEC were equally adamant. They insisted that there was "no valid
health and safety reaso·n for reducing the limits at the present time" and
suggested that amending the existing limits would be, "in effect, an
assertion that these limits are hazardous." They urged that if the regulatory staff thought it necessary to revise its standards, it do Jo on an ad
hoc basis that would apply to individual cases rather than to all reactors. In short, the regulatory staff's proposals met strong and vocal
opposition not only from Commissioner Thompson but also from the
most influential staff offices in the AEC. 42
Thompson's colleagues on the Commission endorsed his view that the
AEC's radiation limits should not be sharply reduced. At the same time
they sought a way to blunt the attacks of critics of the standards. At a
meeting on 23 October 1969 the commissioners unanimously decided
"in principle" that the best approach was to accept the second 'alternative
that Harold Price had outlined the p~eviotis month-stipulating that,
licensees must keep the levels of radiation released from plants "as low as'
practicable." At that point, the recommendations of the regulatory staff
for major revisions in the regulations seemed to be dead. The commissioners saw no compelling benefits in drastically decreasing allowable releases and, as itemized by Thompson and several staff divisions, many
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disadvantages in doing so. They wanted to make certain they agreed on
their position before they appeared at hearings on the environmental
effects of producing electricity that the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy was convening the following week. 43
,
The Joint Committee had been planning the hearings for several
months. On 3 June 1969, a short time after the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency had required that Northern States Power comply with
the radiation standards proposed by Ernest Tsivoglou, Seaborg and
Ramey met with Holifield to discuss scheduling hearings on radiation
safety. Seaborg thought that hearings could put the problem, "which is
now the subject of so much emotional attack in the press," in proper
perspective. Holifield agreed, and the committee proceeded with preparations for the hearings. They had, as one committee staff member noted,
"both announced and un-announced objectives." Th~ announced goal
was to provide a forum for an informed review of the environmental
impact of generating electricity with fossil as well as nuclear fuel. The
unannounced purposes included demonstrating "that the responsible
Federal agencies are regulating the civilian nuclear power industry in a
conservative manner." The committee viewed the hearings as an opportunity to respond to critics of the AEC and t_o show that the agency was
scrupulously fulfilling its regulatory responsibilities. 44
The hearings, beginning on 28 October 1969, attracted more attention than any held by the Joint Committee since its widely publicized
sessions on fallout during the 1950s and drew overflow audiences for
each of their first three days. The first phase of the hearings featured
officials from federal agencies, though the Joint Committee made it
clear that it would invite representatives of private organizations and
the public to appear in the second phase. Spokesmen for the AEC got a
· warm reception from the committee. Seaborg led off by calling opponents of nuclear power development "irrational" and adding: "In the
years ahead, today's outcries about the environment will be nothing
compared to cries of angry citizens who find that power failures •..
have plunged them into prolonged blackouts." The other members of
the Commission testified in detail about the AEC's regulatory procedures and its radiation standards. They made no mention of their recent
decision to amend the regulations, but they emphasized that the permissible limits provided a large margin of safety for the public. Congressman Hosmer pursued that point, asking Thompson why the AEC could
not tighten the standards if the "cushion" was so large. Despite the
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attempts of Thompson, Ramey, and Milton Shaw, Hosmer did not
receive a satisfactory response and finally gave up trying.
As the committee intended, the first phase of the hearings provided a
great deal of information on the environmental impact of electrical
production. The extent to which they carried out the committee's goal
of enhancing the credibility of the government's, and especially the
AEC's, efforts to protect public health was less clear. Members were
unfailingly friendly and at times deferential to AEC officials, as Hosmer's reluctance to press hard for an answer on reducing permissible
limits illustrated. One committee aide complained that the hearings had
turned out to be "a whitewash for AEC. " 45
·
As the AEC was explaining the background of and the rationale for ·
its radiation standards before the Joint Committee, it continued to consider amending them. The Commission decision to make no substantive
changes other than formally requiring that licensees keep releases "as
low as practicable" did not end the debate within the AEC. The Environmental Subcommittee of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards questioned the value of the proposed revision. It suggested that it
be redrafted to clarify what "as low as practicable" meant and that a
thorough study of the regulations be undertaken immediately. Joseph
M. Hendrie, acting chairman of the ACRS, added that he thought the
existing limits were "too high to be justified." Those comments helped
persuade Seaborg that doing more to tighten the regulations was necessary, though his colleagues on the Commission remained opposed to the
idea. 46
With the comments of the ACRS in mind, the regulatory staff drafted
a new proposal for revising the regulations. It tried to define more
clearly how it would implement the "as low as practicable" principle.
One way would be to establish design criteria specifying that plants
should contain filters, traps, hold-up systems, and water treatment
equipment that would reduce the radioactive content of effluents to a
minimum. The staff also reinserted numerical limits that licensees
would be expected to meet, though they were cited as objectives rather
than absolute requirements. The exposures for an individual were the
same as previous proposals for water _effluents (1 percent of existing
levels), and even tougher than previous proposals for gaseous effluents
(3 percent of existing levels).
The regulatory staff's draft emphasized that the regulations must
allow for flexibility, because "as low as practicable" did not necessarily
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mean "as low as possible." They would not, for example, require that a
plant separate tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydrogen, from ordinary
hydrogen in effluent water because it would take heroic efforts without
clear gains in protecting public health. In addition, reactors might on
occasion discharge levels of radiation above the design objectives. This
would be acceptable as long as the higher-than-normal emissions were a
transient condition and remained well within the maximum limits
(which were fifty to one hundred times greater than the proposed design
objectives). It was apparent that the enforcement of "as low as practicable" would depend on the judgment of the staff. Finally, the paper
reiterated that the basic purpose of revising the regulations was to help
ensure that the likelihood of growing public exposure from nuclear
plants and other sources of radiation did not become a public health
problem. This was the only major feature that the latest draft had in
common with the original regulatory staff proposals of sixteen months
earlier. 47
The recommendations of the regulatory staff won limited support
from the commissioners. Amid growing criticism of the AEC's radiation
standards, Seaborg became convinced that more stringent requirements
were needed to earn public confidence. Ramey seemed to agree, but
Thompson vehemently differed and Commissioners Clarence E. Larson
and Wilfrid E. Johnson leaned the same way. Larson was a former president of the Nuclear Division of the Union Carbide Company, and before
joining the company, had served as director of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. A Ph.D. in biochemistry, he became a commissioner in September 1969. Johnson was a former general manager of the Hanford
Works for General Electric; he had started as a design engineer in the
household refrigerator department of the company and risen through the
ranks to his position at Hanford. He was appointed as an AEC commissioner 'in 1966, a short time after he retired from General Electric.
Seaborg hoped that the Commission could reach a compromise on
the issue of revising radiation standards. The difficulty was ·that the
dissenting commissioners opposed any numerical limits, even as design
objectives, because they feared that those values would be viewed as
inviolable canons. "The general public will not look upon them as
expressing what it is possible for the industry to do," admonished Johnson, "but rather as levels which cannot be exceeded without undue risks
to public health and safety. " 48
In an attempt to find grounds for an agreement among the commissioners, the regulatory staff prepared yet another draft. The major
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change was that in the place of citing fixed limits as design objectives it
offered a range of values that plants would be expected to meet under
normal operating conditions. The levels were still a small percentage of
the maximum permissible limits for an individual member of the general
public-ranging from 1 to 2 percent for water effluents and 3 to 6
percent for gaseous effluents. But they underscored the point that the
new numbers were goals and not inflexible limits. The regulatory staff's
latest draft won the support of Larson and Johnson. On 20 February
1970, with only Thompson dissenting, the Commission decided to accept the recommendations of the regulatory staff and tighten its radiation standards.
It was a remarkable turn-around. Just four months earlier the same
commissioners had voted against reducing the numerical limits in the
regulations. The reversal came as a result of the protests of the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards, the arguments of the regulatory staff
and Seaborg (once he changed his mind), and above all, the perception
that the AEC must respond affirmatively to the crescendo of criticism of
its radiation-protection regulations. An extreme but not isolated example of the attacks was a flyer that named nuclear power plants as "the
greatest threat to the environment of metropolitan New York, New
England, and the Northeast" because the "reckless promotion of the
AEC and the electric utilities ... threatens to increase cancer, leukemia,
and defective births." The AEC took its action despite the complaints of
industry representatives, who argued that revising the standards would
not only be unjustified and unnecessary but would impose costly maintenance procedures on nuclear plant owners. 49
After the decision to revise the regulations, Seaborg wrote in his diary
that the AEC would inform the Joint Committee, "and it is expected that
we will meet some opposition there." This proved to be a monumental
understatement. Commissioners Ramey, Larson, and Johnson and Harold Price met with Holifield and Hosmer the day after the Commission
vote, and came away with the impression that the two congressmen
would go along with the revisions. But when the committee staff saw the
changes the. AEC planned to make, it strongly objected, largely on the
same grounds that the Commission had been reluctant to approve the
reduced limits. One staff member complained that the design objectives
would become frozen in place as requirements: "The history of AEC
regulations will show that ... new regulations which are imposed for
future use can never be made less conservative once they are put out for
public comment." Committee aides convinced Holifield and Hosmer to

15. The commissioners of the AEC in 1970. Left to right: Theos J. Thompson, Wilfrid E. Johnson,
Glenn T. Seaborg, Clarence E. Larson, and James T. Ramey. (National Archives 434-SF-19-11)
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oppose the inclusion of any numerical values in the revised standards,
whether they were objectives or firm requirements.
On 26 February, Seaborg and Ramey explained the AEC's reasons
for proposing the amendments, but both congressmen were unconvinced. Holifield responded that the AEC "would be letting the Joint
Committee down after all the effort they had expended in defending the
AEC and its standards." He ended the meeting with an emotional statement that if the AEC made the changes, it "would so undercut his
effectiveness that he would no longer be [the AEC's] supporter in Congress on any other matter that required his help." At that point, the
regulatory staff's effort to tighten its radiation standards by cutting the
permissible limits, even as flexible objectives, was defeated. It had overcome the vocal opposition of other AEC divisions and the reluctance of
the commissioners only to sink under the weight of the hostility of the
Joint Committee.50
Unable· to win the endorsement of the Joint Committee for any numerical tightening of its radiation standards, the AEC elected to add an
"as low as practicable" provision to the regulations and to require
applicants for licenses to describe precisely how they would accomplish
that end. Those changes were not inconsequential, but they were far less
ambitious than the Commission had approved before the intervention
of the Joint Committee. Indeed, by removing any reference to numerical
. objectives for radiation releases, they were, at least in a formal sense,
less rigorous than the modest proposals Forrest Western had originally
made in July 1968.
Ramey announced the revisions at a crowded_press conference on 27
· March 1970. He pointed out that an individual living near a nuclear
plant could expect to receive an exposure of only a few millirem per
year, compared to more than 100 millirem the same person received
from natural background radiation. He denied that the AEC had acted
in response to its critics, an assertion that met with obvious skepticism
from reporters. Both Ramey and Harold Price insisted, in response to
questions, that the changes were more than "just cosmetic." Price argued that the regulations would now ensure that licensees would install
the equipment needed to keep releases as low as practicable. He also
maintained that another addition to the regulations, a requirement that
licensees submit a semiannual report on their effluent releases, would
allow the AEC to monitor plants more precisely and spot problems
more easily. Despite the AEC's protestations, it was apparent that its
opponents on the issue of radiation standards were unimpressed. One
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dismissed the revisions as "changing a comma in the rules," and Minnesota governor'LeVander commented that "this appears an admission
that the AEC regulations have not been realistic." 51
In contrast to the critics of the AEC's action, the nuclear industry did
not voice objections, perhaps because plants were easily meeting emission standards and the new requirements would not change the numerical limits. Within a short time after the AEC revised its regulation,
Westinghouse announced that it would offer a plant design that featured an "essentially zero release" of radioactivity during normal operation. Utilities showed little interest. A survey conducted in late 1970
disclosed that only about one-quarter of the power companies building
nuclear units were considering "minimum release" designs. They were
allocating much more money to thermal pollution and aesthetic considerations than to equipment that would reduce radiation emissions further than the existing designs. 52
The changes in the regulations that the AEC intended to make, pending final action after a public comment period, were limited in scope
and impact. Still, despite the many revisions they underwent after Westem's initial proposals, they fulfilled the objectives he had outlined. They
provided a measure of additional protection to prevent the public from
receiving an undue portion of its total radiation exposure from nuclear
plants. They also brought the AEC's regulations closer to conformity
wi~h the Federal Radiation Council's guidelines. In the atmosphere in
which Western had drafted his recommendations, those goals seemed
sufficient and appropriate. The effluents from reactors in operation
were well within the AEC's limits, and on its own initiative the regulatory staff took steps to keep them from rising to higher levels as more
plants went on line.
The atmosphere soon changed, however, largely because of the controversy over the Monticello plant. As a result of the challenge to its
standards, the regulatory staff drafted new proposals that were considerably more rigorous. But they encountered stern opposition from other
AEC divisions and from the commissioners. Only after the level and the
intensity of the attacks increased did the commissioners recognize that
the issue had become more a matter of public perception than of scientific merit, and only then did they decide to amend the regulations. The
passionate arguments of Theos Thompson and others that there was ·no
scientific basis or technical justification for tightening the AEC's numerical standards were largely beside the point. As public anxiety about the
effects of radiation and the adequacy of the AEC's standards increased,
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the agency needed not only to provide ample protection but also to
demonstrate its commitment to doing so to the public. This was underscored in the disptite with Minnesota, where the AEC won its jurisdictional battle but was markedly unsuccessful in inspiring confidence in
its regulatory performance.
During the Monticello debate and the growing controversy over radiation hazards, it was clear that the assumptions of earlier periods were
no longer persuasive to many observers. Throughout the 1950s and
most of the 1960s, the AEC and other organizations responsible for
radiation protection had acknowledged that even low exposure involved some risk, albeit a very small one. But they also submitted that
the benefits of the many uses of radiation more than compensated for
the risks. By the late 1960s, however, an increasing number of people
wondered whether the benefits of radiation were worth the risks. As
public concern about environmental and health issues intensified and
faith in the performance and good-will of the federal government diminished, confidence in the adequacy of federal radiation standards visibly
declined.
Radiation experts had long affirmed the safety of the existing permissible limits by pointing out that there was no evidence that anyone had
ever been harmed by exposure at the established levels. But some critics
turned that argument on its head by suggesting that there was no evidence that receiving a permissible dose of radiation was innocuous. As
Ernest Tsivoglou told the Joint Committee in January 1970: "In essence, we do not appear to have positive evidence that any specific level
of radiation exposure is completely harmless, though there may be presumptive evidence that currently recommended limits should be inherently safe." 53
In this changing atmosphere the AEC's standards and performance
became a natural target. Not only were the number of nuclear plants
increasing rapidly but the thermal pollution issue had stigmatized the
AEC as unsympathetic to environmental concerns. If the AEC had acted
promptly to revise its regulations, it might have arrested the rising level
of criticism. But it moved slowly and grudgingly. After it finally did
resolve to make major changes, the Joint Committee overruled the Commission's decision. The irony was that the committee, the increasingly
uncritical defender of the AEC, did the agency a grave disservice. The
proposed amendments that the AEC planned to make might not have
won a warmer reception from critics. But it was apparent that the
revised regulations the AEC did announce, even if they improved plant
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performance in important ways, did little or nothing to enhance its
credibility. The same was true for the Joint Committee's environmental
hearings, which were designed to highlight the AEC's commitment to
public health and safety. Thus, major efforts by both the AEC and the
Joint Committee to win public confidence were largely fruitless. By the
time the AEC announced its revisions, the radiation controversy had
become more bitter and more polarized over new charges that the AEC
was failing its regulatory responsibilities and that nuclear power was a
growing peril that threatened to take a heavy toll in human health and
life.

CHAPTER XIII

Fallout over Radiation

As the controversy over the adequacy of the AEC's radiation standards
developed, debate over a related question intensified the growing concern about radiation exposure. The dispute over radiation standards .
initially treated the potential consequences of exposure in general terms.
In the absence of definitive scientific evidence on the effects of low-level
radioactivity, those who discussed the issue made no effort to specify
what the health implications of lowering, or not lowering, permissible
limits might be. Beginning in 1969, however, several scientists suggested
that the hazards were far more severe than the AEC and other government agencies had assumed in setting standards for radiation pro~ection. They argued that exposures to low levels of radioactivity had
caused tens of thousands of deaths and that the growth of the nuclear
industry would lead to many more unless corrective measures were
taken. Those assertions triggered a bitter and acrimonious exchange of
views. The debate produced more angry allegations than scientific evidence, but it received a great deal of attention, raised new anxieties
about the effects of low-level radiation, and eventually lielped prod ~he
AEC to further tighten its regulatory standards.
The controversy over the effects of low-level radiation resurfaced in
the late 1960s, like a major public debat~ on the issue a decade earlier,
as a result of concern over radioactive fallout. It revived because of the
claims of Ernest J. Sternglass, a professor of radiation physics at the
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, that fallout from the atmo-
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spheric testing of nuclear weapons in the 1950s and early 1960s had
caused the deaths of staggering numbers of unborn and infant children
in the United States. He had begun to worry about the health effects of
radiation in 1947, when his infant son became critically ill. The baby
died at age two from a genetically-induced disease, and Sternglass was
troubled by the nagging thought that his father's heavy use of x-rays in
his-medical practice might have caused the genetic defect that led to the
tragedy. After receiving a doctorate in engineering physics from Cornell
University in 1952, Sternglass worked for fifteen years for Westinghouse Research_ Laboratories ·before moving to the University of Pittsburgh. The fallout debate of the 1950s heightened his concern about the
health implications of low-level radiation and spurred him to investigate
its effects.I
Sternglass's interest quickened after he read articles suggesting that
low-level exposure had caused a significant increase in cancer mortality
among children. In articles published in 1956 and 1958, Alice Stewart
of Oxford University and colleagues maintained that children of mothers who had received diagnostic x-rays during pregnancy had a mortality rate from leukemia and other forms of cancer that was roughly twice
as high as normal. To test Stewart's findings, which evoked criticism on
methodological grounds, Brian MacMahon of Harvard University undertook a massive survey of hospital and physicians' records of x-rays
administered to pregnant women. In 1962, he corroborated Stewart's
thesis that x-rays received by children in utero greatly increased the risk
of cancer. He disagreed with Stewart, however, on the degree of the
additional risk; he estimated the incidence to be 40 percent rather than
two times higher than normal. Another article published a short time
after MacMahon's also caught Sternglass's attention. Ralph E. Lapp, a
well-known physicist, writer, and expert on fallout, suggested that unusual weather conditions had deposited radioactive debris from a 1953
bomb test in Nevada in heavy concentrations around the cities of Troy
and Albany, New York, and that the health effects in that region should
be carefully studied. 2
'.Drawing on the evidence presented by Stewart, MacMahon, and
Lapp, Sternglass proposed a new view of the consequences of exposure
to radioactive fallout. He submitted that the incidence of childhood
cancer reported by Stewart and MacMahon indicated that comparable
levels of fallout would produce similar effects. He estimated that the
recent atmospheric testing conducted by the United States and the Soviet Union would cause an increase in mortality from cancer, especially
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leukemia, among children of between 2.5 and 10 percent. Sternglass
further suggested that risks would be higher in areas that had received
heavy local fallout, such as the Troy-Albany region.3
Those findings, published in the prestigious journal Science, aroused
considerable criticism. The New York State Department of Health declared that its data did not show an elevated incidence of leukemia
among children born in 1953 in the Troy-Albany area. An official of the
U. S. Public Health Service thought that Sternglass's argument was, at
best, overstated, and, at worst, "baseless." The AEC complained that
Sternglass ignored evidence that conflicted with his claims and that his
use of data in calculating the doses that fetuses might have received was
flawed. Brian MacMahon told the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy:
"The position that Dr. Sternglass took may or may not turn out to be
the correct one. However, his substantiation of the position was, in my
view, very weak." Sternglass's critics, despite their reservations about
his evidence and objections to his conclusions, agreed with him that
more research was needed. 4
Sternglass continued his own efforts to resolve unanswered questions about the effects of low-level radiation. He caused a new stir
with a paper he delivered before the Health Physics Society in Denver
in June 1968. Building on his Science article, he contended that heavy
fallout in the Troy-Albany area in 1953 had doubled the number of
leukemia cases among children. The trend had been obscured, he argued, because the fallout not only affected children in utero but also
the reproductive cells of the parents of children born many years later.
Thus, without knowing of the genetic damage from fallout, parents
passed on defects that made their offspring more likely to develop leukemia. Sternglass's presentation, like his earlier article, was greeted
with skepticism. The New York State Department of Health again denied an increase in the rate of childhood leukemia in the Troy-Albany
vicinity. The AEC suggested that Sternglass had "misconstrued or misinterpreted the data to the point that his entire proposition becomes
invalid." It dismissed his thesis that tiny amounts of radiation, far
smaller than those cited by Stewart and MacMahon in their studies of
x-rays, had doubled the incidence of leukemia. Expert readers who
evaluated the paper for Science found it unpersuasive and the journal
rejected it for publication. 5
Sternglass, convinced that he had made a discovery of major importance, pursued the subject in an attempt to answer his critics. While
examining a volume of vital statistics he came across what he later
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described as "incredible findings." He noticed that the rate of fetal
mortality"in the United States, which had steadily declined after 1941,
leveled off after 1952. The rate did not increase but it stopped falling as
rapidly as it had during the 1940s. Because data fo,r fetal mortality was
of questionable reliability, Sternglass checked the statistics for the mortality rates of infants less than a year old. He found the same pattern;
the decline in the frequency of infant mortality had leveled off in 1950.
Sternglass contended that there was a close correlation between nuclear
testing and the slowing in the reduction of fetal and infant death rates,
and he concluded that the logical causative agent was radioactive fallout. In October 1968 he announced that between 1951 and 1966 fallout was responsible for the deaths of 375,000 children in the United
States who would have lived if the decline in infant mortality had continued at the rate that prevailed between 1935 and 1950. 6
Sternglass elaborated his thesis in an article that the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists published in April 1969. He suggested that the
375,000 "excess infant deaths" demonstrated not only the special sensitivity of fetuses and young children to radiation but also the genetic
damage caused by fallout. In this article and in two papers he delivered
a short time later at professional meetings, he cited the findings of
Swedish scientist K. G. Luning, who had conducted experiments with
mice on the effects of strontium-90 on reproductive cells, to support his
case. Sternglass argued that "the human ova, sperm and fetus may be
considerably more sensitive to internal radiation from certain radioisotopes than had been expected." He maintained that the result of the
genetic injury to parents was that children were more susceptible to
fatal illness.7
Sternglass's findings were alarming and sensational enough to command attention under any circumstances. But they probably received
even more notice than they otherwise would have because of their implications for a public debate over building an antiballistic missile system
(ABM). It was intended to defend the United States from attack by
blasting hostile missiles out of the air. Since the early 1960s supporters
and critics of the ABM had battled fiercely over its cost, technical feasibility, and repercussions for national security and the nuclear arms race.
The issue became more divisive and contentious as Congress deliberated
over funding the ABM in 1968 and 1969. Sternglass, who had argued in
his April Bulletin article that his fin~ings made the cessation of all
nuclear testing imperative, a short time later issued dire warnings about
the ABM. In a June 1969 letter to the editor of the New York Times, he
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announced that the effect of the ABM, by escalating the arms race,
"would be to seal the biol_ogical doom of mankind. " 8
An editor for Esquire magazine noticed Sternglass's letter and asked
him to convert it into an article. Less than three weeks later, the fastest
the magazine had ever gotten a manuscript into print, Esquire promoted
Sternglass's article in full-page advertisements in major newspapers and
rushed it to members of Congress. The article, added to the magazine as
an insert, was titled "The Death of All Children." Sternglass repeated
his claims that fallout had caused an increased incidence of childhood
leukemia, uncounted numbers of fetal deaths, and some 375,000 infant
fatalities. The meaning of this, he emphasized, was that a full-scale
nuclear war, which the ABM would encourage, "would most likely be
sufficient to insure that few if any children anywhere in the world would
grow to maturity. "9
Sternglass's article had no apparent impact on the ABM vote, but
along with his other statements, it made him a celebrity and his views on
the effects of low-level radioactivity a focus of concern. A Toronto
newspaper ran a story about Sternglass under the banner "It's Megadeath Time for the Kiddies," and the New York Post headlined "1 AAttack Fatal to Man: Expert's View." Sternglass explained his thesis on
NBC's "Huntley-Brinkley Report," the CBS "Morni_ng News," the "Today Show," a series of local television shows, and programs in Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand. He was featured on the front page of the
London Observer and wrote articles for a variety of popular and technical publications. 10
Sternglass's views provoked sharp dissent. The least surprising sources
of criticism were government agencies and private organizations whose
activities or programs were directly involved in evaluating the risks of
low-level radiation. The AEC found his data weak, his reasoning imprecise, and his conclusions unconvincing. Although at first it refrained from
initiating public comments on Sternglass's suggestion that fallout had
kil_led 375,000 infants, internal staff reviews took issue with his findings.
John B. Storer, deputy director of the Division of Biology and Medicine,
for example, thought that the most serioudlaw in his Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists article was "the assumption that because two phenomena can be superficially associated there is necessarily a cause and effect
relationship." Sternglass's statistics, he asserted, were no more meaningful than the fact that "the average hair length of males under 30 in the
United States has increased at about the same rate as the use of communications satellites." 11
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After Sternglass's theories received headline treatment, the AEC, at
the urging of the Joint Committee, moved more aggressively to counter
his statements. It contacted several reponers to challenge Sternglass's
arguments and arranged for Storer and Leonard A. Sagan, a former
AEC staff member who was the associate director of the Department of
Environmental Health at the Palo Alto, California Medical Clinic, to
appear on the "Today Show" to dispute his position. The AEC and
those who agreed with its views objected to Sternglass's conclusions on
a number of grounds. In addition to Starer's criticism of his use of
statistics, they rejected his claim that leukemia rates had risen as a result
of fallout. If one accepted St~rnglass's correlations for the Troy-Albany
area, it seemed impossible to explain why leukemia had not risen in
other places hit with fallout. The AEC also denied that fallout was the
probable cause for the leveling off of the decline in fetal and infant
mortality. It submitted that the decrease between 1935 and 1950 occurred because of major advances in medical care, such as sulpha drugs
and antibiotics, and that there was no reason to view the decline in that
period as the norm. It contended that Sternglass's computation of "excess infant deaths" based on the assumption that the same rate of decline should have continued indefinitely was invalid. 12
Other organizations involved in radiation protection took a similar
position. The Public Health Service undertook a formal examination of
Sternglass's arguments after he urged the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to develop chemical processes to remove strontium-90
from milk. It found them unpersuasive. One staff member asserted: "The
simplistic approach that infant and fetal mortality rates in the United
States will behave in a purely mathematical fashion over a period of 33
years, independent of epidemics, advancement in medicine, changes in
socio-economic levels, war, depressions, birth ~ate patterns and other
such controlling factors is scientifically untenable." An ad hoc committee
· of the New York chapter of the Health Physics Society, after stating that
its members opposed the ABM, declared: "Dr. Sternglass has ignored,
misinterpreted .•• and misused available data and principles of scientific
research .••. Cenainly he has not proved his hypothesis." 13
Some of the most damaging assessments of Sternglass's findings came
not from government agencies and health physicists, whose antipathy
was predictable, but from scientists who might have been expected to
sympathize with his theories. Although Sternglass implied that those
who disagreed with him were merely reciting an official line, in many
cases this clearly was not true. Writing in Environment magazine, fre-
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quently a source of harsh criticism of the AEC, two members of the
Scientific Division of the Committee for Environmental Information
concluded that although Sternglass had raised important questions,
"the balance of evidence, at this time, would appear not to support [h,is]
thesis." Patricia J. Lindop and Joseph Rotblat, prominent British scientists whose views on nuclear issues generally conflicted with the AEC,
worried that if Sternglass's claims were taken seriously and later discredited, it "could easily lead to a relaxation of the rules governi_ng radiatibn
protection." Asserting that his thesis had "no scientific justification,"
they pointed out that if one took Sternglass's assumption about infant
mortality rates and extrapolated backwards, "we find that less than 100
years ago the infant mortality in the United States was 100 per cent!" 14
Scientists whom Sternglass cited to support his arguments also expressed grave reservations about his conclusions. Alice Stewart commented: "This is not the first time that a reputable scientist has fallen
into the trap of over-confident extrapolation, or asked his readers to
believe in an implausible situation." K. G. Luning, the Swedish expert
upon whom Sternglass relied for his claims about the genetic effects of
strontium-90, dissented even more sharply. Declaring that he agreed
with the criticism aired by the AEC, he added: "We have surely found
small genetic damage after radiation of mice with strontium. But the
effects are very small, and the doses given the mice were at least 1000
times stronger than the doses a human can obtain after a nuclear test." 15
Despite the prevailing skepticism about Sternglass's theories, a number of prominent scientists, including some who rejected his specific',
arguments, thought that the questions he posed deserved serious attention. "The evidence is not ·sufficient to prove that Sternglass is right," _
observed Nobel laureate Freeman J. Dyson in June 1969. "The essential'
point is that Sternglass may be right." The American Journal of Public
Health offered a similar opinion in an editorial: "Stripped of the emotional and political arguments utilized by Professor Sternglass to focus
attention on his hypothesis, the facts appear to present a case for further
investigation." The ne~d for research on the risks of fallout and other
low-level radiation was not disputed; the AEC and other government
agencies agreed that more work on the subject was essential. The AEC,
in fact, had been sponsoring a full-scale investigation of the health
effects of fallout for a number of years, and after Sternglass raised the
issue to new levels of concern, it hoped that its project would provide
evidence to refute his findings. Instead, those conducting the research,
while rejecting most of _Sternglass's arguments, submitted that parts of
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his analysis might have some validity. 'This precipitated a new and even
more acrimonious controversy over the consequences of releasing radioactive effluents from nuclear power plants. 16
The investigation of radiation risks that set off a new phase of the
debate was based at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Livermore,
California, a facility run by the University of California and funded by
the AEC. Located about fifty miles east of San Francisco, the Livermore
Laboratory was one of two AEC-supported research centers (the other
was on the campus of the University of California at Berkeley) named
for Ernest 0. Lawrence, a pioneering nuclear physicist at Berkeley.
Livermore had been established in 1952 primarily. to accelerate work on
the hydrogen bomb and other nuclear weapons. It also took the lead in
conducting research on Project Plowshare, the use of nuclear explosions
for peaceful purposes.1 7
In 1963, the laboratory assumed responsibility for a new program.
The atmospheric nuclear testing conducted by the Soviet Union and the
United States in 1961 and 1962 had revived public and congressional
concern about fallout, and had underscored the many unanswered questions about the severity of the health risks it presented. The AEC acted
to augment its existing research programs by establishing a new one at
Livermore. Its primary purposes were to study the effects of fallout and
other radiation releases on the natural and human environment and, if
possible, to develop methods for "minimizing the impact of radiation
and radioactivity release on man." The AEC realized that the mandate
that it gave the laboratory was imprecise, but it hoped that the program
would introduce novel approaches and new data. It was especially interested in analyses of short-lived radioactive elements (such -as iodine131) released by nuclear explosions and in the "early fallout" that
followed a detonation within hours or days. Although the AEC's Division of Biology and Medicine retained the overall responsibility for
fallout studies, the agency believed that Livermore could make important contributions to understanding the ways in which radioactivity
jeopardized human health. It anticipated that within five years the program would cost more than $10 million annually and employ 300 to
400 people, particularly professionals in biomedical fields. 18
.
To head the biomedical program, Livermore recruited John W.
Gofman, who held both a doctorate in chemistry and a medical degree
from the University of California. He had studied for his Ph.D. with
Glenn Seaborg at Berkeley, where he had codiscovered the artificially
produced radioactive element uranium-233. Seaborg described him as
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"one of his most brilliant students." After working for a time on the
Manhattan Project, Gofman entered medical school. A short time after
he completed his internship in internal medicine, he joined the faculty at
Berkeley as a professor of medical physics. During the late 1940s and
1950s he conducted_ research on cholesterol, arteriosclerosis, and heart
disease that won wide recognition. The AEC staff thought that he was
"an excellent choice" to direct Livermore's new biomedical division. 19
As the program developed, it undertook research on a wide variety of
problems, principally involving the dispersion and distribution of radioactive isotopes from the use of nuclear energy in the environment. Livermore scientists also studied the biological impact of low-level human
exposure to those isotopes, though this question was, in the words of
Michael M. May, director of the laboratory, "one of the most difficult
in biology." Gofman told a conference on the Plowshare program in
1964 that gathering sufficient data on the effects of low-level radiation
would require a survey of one to twenty million people around the
world for at least ten years. While acknowledging the Herculean diffi.
culty of such an undertaking, he cautioned that that "radiation guides,
or standards, •.. are painfully uncertain ..•. We have no direct valid
information on the subject of injury to be anticipated in humans either
for the generation receiving such radiation or for their descendants." 20
The arguments advanced by Ernest Sternglass in the spring and summer of 1969, focusing on the general subject that Livermore had investigated for several years, aroused interest and skepticism among laboratory scientists. Shortly after reviewing Sternglass's theories on fetal and
infant mortality, Arthur R. Tamplin, a group leader in the biomedical
division, undertook an evaluation of and response to them. Tamplin
had earned a doctorate in biophysics at Berkeley, where he studied
under Gofman. After working for the Rand Corporation and the
Thiokol Chemical Corporation, he joined the Livermore program in
1963. His major research projects included estimating the doses of
iodine-131 that children had received from nuclear testing and the
amounts of radioactivity released by Plowshare explosions. 21
In April 1969 Tamplin delivered a paper assessing Sternglass's thesis
at an informal seminar for Livermore employees. Like other critics, he
charged Sternglass with misusing or manipulating data to suit his conclusions. Tamplin contended tha~ the two major influences on fetal and
infant mortality rates were socioeconomic conditions and the introduction of antibiotics. He pointed out that middle-class Americans had the
lowest infant and fetal mortality rates in the world while the poor
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suffered from disproportionately high rates. The most effective way to
reduce the fr~quency of mortality among unborn and young children, he
suggested, was to improve living standards for the poor. But Tamplin
did not entirely dismiss fallout as a contributing cause, albeit a tertiary
one, to fetal and infant death rates in the United States. He argued that
Sternglass had overstated the effect of fallout by a factor of at least one
hundred. But this still meant that fallout was responsible for "a not
negligible number of fetal and infant deaths." According to Tamplin's
calculations, fallout could be held accountable for as many as 8000 fetal
and 4000 infant deaths.22
In response to requests for copies of Tamplin's paper, Livermore
Laboratory printed 750 copies for distribution. Tamplin also sent it to
Environment magazine, whose editor, Sheldon Novick, promptly agreed
to publish it in revised form. Novick told Tamplin that Environment had
rejected the article that Sternglass had later published in the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists, but he believed that the issues Sternglass raised still
deserved serious attention. A short time later, in response to an announcement that Tamplin submitted on the availability of his seminar paper, the
editor of the Bulletin, Richard S. Lewis, offered to publish an abbreviated version of his critique. 23
Although many observers found Tamplin's assessment of Sternglass
to be an effective and persuasive rebuttal, staff members of the AEC's
Division of Biology and Medicine were disturbed by his estimates of the
number of fetal and infant fatalities caused by fallout. On 13 August,
division director John R. Totter expressed his reservations in a telephone conversation with Tamplin and Gofman, who was Tamplin's
boss at Livermore. Totter contended that Tamplin's critique of Sternglass's theories was a valuable contribution, but that his calculations of
mortality rates were unproven and disputable. He heartily approved of
Tamplin's intention to publish his evaluation of Sternglass in Environment. But Totter suggested that Tamplin separate the section of his
paper explaining his own estimates of fetal and infant mortality and
submit it to a more technical journal, such as Health Physics, that used
expert referees to review manuscripts for publication. Tamplin rejected
that idea, arguing that Environment was "a far better journal than
Health Physics."24
Totter and -;,embers of his staff were concerned that Tamplin's analysis of the ,,, i, ::ts of fallout, though far less shocking than that of
Sternglasf, .v-,.~ still alarming enough to heighten public concern about
low-level r:::.:;,.• ·,)n. Although Tamplin largely discredited Sternglass's
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specific findings, he supported his general thesis that fallout, and by
implication, other sources of low-level radioactivity, were serious public
health problems. For that reason, Totter objected to publication of
Tamplin's estimates in quasi-popular journals such as Environment and
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, at least until more supporting
evidence was available. He insisted that Tamplin made unwarranted
assumptions about the causes of fetal and infant mortality and failed to
_account for experiments with mice and dogs that seemed to refute the
magnitude of the mortality rates from fallout that he proposed. Tamplin
replied that his estimates were upper limits that, even though necessarily
imprecise, were within the realm of possibility. Totter remained unconvinced. "My contention is that .•. your estimates are not upper limits,"
he wrote to Tamplin. "They are simply incorrect. " 25
The disagreement between Totter and Tamplin produced sharp exchanges but no revisions in their views. Tamplin went ahead with his
plans to publish his critique of Sternglass and his own estimates of fetal
and infant mortality in Environment and the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists. The AEC, despite reservations about the scientific merits of
Tamplin's article and concern about its impact on the radiation debate,
made no effort to prevent him from doing so. Ironically, Environment
decided not to publish Tamplin's article after it found that the Bulletin
had scheduled it "before we could possibl[y] be in print." The article
appeared in the Bulletin's December 1969 issue. It focused on Sternglass's thesis and the effects of fallout, but it also suggested that radiation from other sources could cause "considerable human tragedy." 26
By the time that the Bulletin article was published, Tamplin had
turned his attention to the potential health effects of nuclear power. He
made explicit what to that point had only been an implicit question
raised by Sternglass's theory: if the low level of radioactivity in fallout
could cause the damage that Sternglass, or Tamplin, believ·ed, were not
radioactive effluents from nuclear plants a major peril to public health?
In the fall of 1969, Tamplin, joined by Gofman, answered that question
in an alarming affirmative; they maintained that the growth of nuclear
power could result in the deaths of thousands of Americans every year
from cancer. Their analysis, coming at the same time that the controversy over the Monticello plant was attracting notice, added a new
dimension to the debate over radiation.
At about the same time that he was skirmishing with Totter about his
work on the consequences of fallout, Ta~plin was asked to speak at
two public meetings on nuclear power. The person who arranged the
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invitations was Dean Abrahamson, who was spearheading the effort to
force the Monticello plant to comply with the radiation standards of the
state of Minnesota. Both Tamplin and Gofman had met Abrahamson a
few months earlier, and the Minnesota professor had impressed them
with the importance of carefully examining the health hazards of nuclear plants and the adequacy of existing radiation protection regulations. At a conference at the University of Vermont in September 1969,
Tamplin challenged the statement of AEC officials that the health effects of radioactivity from nuclear units were statistically too small to be
d.etectable. He was more outspoken at a symposium on "nuclear power
and the public" at the University of Minnesota the following month. In
a paper that made Commissioner Thompson "quite upset," Tamplin
disclosed that he viewed the growth of the nuclear industry "with a
great deal of anxiety." He argued that the health of a person who
received the maximum permis~ible concentrations of certain radioactive
isotopes could be seriously imperiled, and therefore, "plants should be
designed so as to approach absolute containment of the radioactivity. " 27
Tamplin's remarks in Minnesota previewed even more disquieting
conclusions that he and Gofman presented less than three weeks later.
In a paper delivered at a nuclear science symposium in San Francisco
sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, they
contended that if the entire population of the United States received the
permissible dose of 0.17 rads per year throughout their lifetimes, the
result would be 17,000 additional cases of cancer annually. Basing their
figure on extrapolations from the effects of high doses of radiation, they
suggested that the risks of low-level radioactivity had been badly underestimated. Tamplin and Gofman admitted that "the population has not
received anywhere near 0.17 Rads per year from atomic energy activities thus far," and they hoped that their calculations overstated the
hazards of low-level exposure. But they insisted that in the absence of
definitive knowledge about the consequences of exposure and the prospective growth of the nuclear industry, per~issible levels should be
made more conservative. While affirming their support for nuclear
power, they urged that the Federal Radiation Council, and by implication, all federal agencies, lower allowable doses by "at least a factor of
ten." An account of the paper appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle,
which also quoted Gofman as saying that "to continue the present
[exposure] guidelines is absolute folly. " 28
Senator Edmund S. Muskie provided Gofman and Tamplin with a
more prominent platform a short time later by asking them to testify
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16. John W. Gofman (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

before his subcommittee on air and water pollution. The Livermore
scientists repeated the arguments they made in San Francisco, arguing
that they were presenting "hard evidence" that permissible doses of
radioactivity would greatly increase the risk of leukemia and lung, thy- ,
roid, and breast cancer. Muskie thanked them warmly for a "very lucid
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17. Arthur R. Tamplin (Lawrence Livermore National Labo~atory)

and helpful statement" that "even a layman like myself understands."
Gofman and Tamplin won a less cordial .reception from members and
staff of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, who asked to see them
while they were in Washington for the Muskie hearings. Holifield wondered why they were speaking in public forums rather than taking their
views first to other experts. Gofman replied that he and Tamplin had to
go public because the AEC refused to take their position seriously. One
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witness reported that Holifield "gave Gofman a hard time," but that
Gofman "wasn't all that cowed by it." 29
Gofman did take pains, however, to explain his position to Glenn
Seaborg, his former mentor at Berkeley. He submitted that the AEC
chairman had been "dangerously misled" by his staff. He complained
about Totter's "humiliating" effort to convince Tamplin to "whitewash" his estimates of fetal and infant mortality, about other AEC staff
criticism of his and Tamplin's findings, and about the Joint Committee's
"insult, veiled and unveiled intimidation, ridicule, sarcasm, and jokes."
Gofman pointed out that he and Tamplin had refrained from attacking
the AEC at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers symposium, though with "great forbearance and with much conciliation." He
denied that they sought to undermine atomic energy. "Hell, Glenn, I
know we need electric power," he wrote. "I am only asking for responsible action to achieve this." Gofman reiterated that he was convinced
that the effects of low-level radioactivity would prove to be much more
serious than the AEC acknowledged. "I believe that false efforts to
provide you with 'pleasing' information is going to be a hell of a boomerang," he argued. "I suggest you look inward to the AEC staff for some
objectivity so we can all work together to resolve this thorny problem in
a healthy fashion. " 30
AEC staff members found Gofman's and Tamplin's analysis unpersuasive on a number of grounds. One was their use of extrapolations
from high doses of radiation to estimate the hazards of low-level exposure. This assumed that small doses of radiation delivered over a long
period _of time caused as much damage as an acute dose. Although the
evidence was not definitive, there were strong indications that low doses
over an extended period were less harmful than heavy doses in a short
span of time. The AEC staff also noted that other experts had considered the same data as Gofman and Tamplin and judged the risks to be
much lower. The Livermore scientists' conclusions were not derived
from new findings or original research. The difference lay not in the
"hard evidence" that they claimed to have but in the interpretation of
existing data. The AEC denied that Gofman and Tamplin had proven
that their ~nterpretation was more compelling than that of other radiation experts. It saw no way, for example, that the entire population of
the country could be exposed to radiation in amounts close to the
permissible limits, which applied at the boundaries of a plant. For those
'and other reasons, the staff found that the "opinions and scientifically
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questionable derivations of Gofman and Tamplin do not make a case
for revision of radiation protection standards." 31
Despite the objections that the AEC presented, Gofman's and Tamplin's recommendations were similar to the proposals for reducing the
permissible limits that the AEC's regulatory staff was advancing. Indeed, the regulatory staff called for revisions that were more radical
than the reduction, by a factor of ten, that Gofman and Tamplin urged.
The staff members who criticized Gofman and Tamplin seemed unaware of the regulatory staff's position, and they addressed the technical merits rather than the policy implications of the Livermore scientists'
views. The regulatory staff's proposals had met strong opposition
within the AEC and it was far from clear at that juncture that they
would receive the approval of the commissioners. Yet the irony remains
that, at least for a time, Gofman and Tamplin and the AEC regulatory
staff, though coming from different starting points, agreed that the
regulations should be revised to provide an extra measure of protection
for the public. Eventually, the Commission voted in favor of the regulatory staff's recommendations, but by then the questions raised by
Gofman and Tamplin had launched a bitter, angry, and highly visible
dispute.
At first, both sides in the growing rift between Gofman and Tamplin
and the AEC kept their differences on a plane of professionaf disagreement; their debate was sharp but civil. But it soon deteriorated into an
unbecoming quarrel in which Gofman and Tamplin, feeling that they had
been mistreated, heaped ad hominem abuse on those who took issue with
them. The breach began to widen irrevers~bly after Roger E. Batzel,
associate director of Livermore, pressed Tamplin to make changes in a
paper he was preparing for a meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Batzel's action ran counter to the wishes of the
AEC commissioners. In a discussion of Gofman's and Tamplin's public
statements, the Commission had considered restricting them and other
employees of AEC laboratories to publishing in scientific journals or, if
they chose to air their views to the general public, to clear them with the
AEC. Seaborg and Clarence Larson argued vehemently against such a
requirement. Eventually the commissioners "agreed that the. best solution to the problem was to have individuals ••• criticized by their peers
rather than restricted by the supporting agency. " 32
Batzel either was unaware of the commissioners' decision or elected
to ignore it, which he could do because of the semiautonomous status of
the Livermore Laboratory. He was concerned that Tamplin's analysis
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~ould appear to be an official position of the laboratory and/or the
AEC. He was especially worried about a section in the paper dealing
with reactor safety and calling for a moratorium on construction of new
nuclear plants. Gofman and Tamplin later charged that Batzel threatened to withdraw funding for Tamplin's trip to the meeting in Boston
unless he revised the paper, though at the time Tamplin told Nt1cleonics
Week that laboratory managers had only asked him "to cool it or say
things in a different way." He and Gofman also later claimed that the
"Batzel-censored manuscript was returned to Tamplin with little left in
it but the prepositions and conjunctions." That was an exaggeration;
the paper that Tamplin delivered was a forceful reiteration of the points
he had stressed in earlier appearances. It also repeated two fundamental
errors that Tamplin had made in discussing federal radiation standards;
he contended inaccurately that existing regulations assumed a threshold
below which radiation exposure was safe and that they failed to account
for concentration of the radioactivity of certain isotopes in the food
chain. But Batzel's action, no matter how much he objected to Tamplin's arguments, was clumsy and counterproductive. His censorship of
a well-regarded scientist was not only indefensible on its merits but also
needlessly intensified an increasingly acrimonious dispute. 33
Although the AEC had decided as· a matter of policy not to place
restrictions on Gofman and Tamplin, it was determined that their position should not go unchallenged. It countered Tamplin's presentation at
the conference of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science by distributing copies of staff comments on the Gofman-Tamplin
position. The staff had prepared its evaluation at the request of both
Muskie and the Joint Committee. It denied that the Livermore scientists
had proven their case for an immediate tenfold reduction of permissible
limits. A summary of the AEC's rebuttal went out on the Associated Press
wire service and appeared in many newspapers. A short time later, John
Totter declared in a feature article on Gofman and Tamplin in the Los
Angeles Times: "l don't think they can raise any new questions because
they themselves have not conducted any experiments ..• which have
made any contribution to radiobiology •..• They've been using other
peoples' data almost exclusively." 34
Since Gofman and Tamplin had chosen to report their views in public forums, publication of the AEC's response in itself was unexceptionable. But coming in the wake of Batzel's enforced manuscript revisions,
it seemed to incense Gofman and Tamplin. They became noticeably
more strident and self-righteous in their arguments, even to the point of
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intolerance for anyone who disagreed with them. Gofman complained
to Commissioners Thompson and Larson that "the blatantly stupid
'refutations' of our work emanating from the DBM [Division of Biology
and Medicine] Staff of AEC were doing incalculably more harin to the
cause of peaceful atomic energy than our criticism of FRC standards."
Without specifying who accepted a threshold theory as a basis for radiation protection standards, Gofman told Newsweek: "The statement
that there's some number that's safe is an absolute, unmitigated lie." In
response to University of Utah nuclear physicist Charles W. Mays, a
sharp critic of the AEC's statements on fallout who strongly contested
his and Tamplin's analyses, Gofman declared: "I am really inclined to
tell you how idiotic you truly must be to write the brash, insulting letter
you have written. "JS
·
· When Lauriston S. Taylor, president of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP), advised Senator Muskie that
Gofman and Tamplin had "presented no new data, new ideas, or new
information" that "highly experienced" experts had not already considered, the two Livermore scientists denounced "this fraudulent, hypocritical, and incompetent document," and added: "Incompetence in the
extreme is our only possible evaluation of Lauriston Taylor and his cohorts." And in another shot at the AEC, Gofman informed a special committee on environmental protection of the City Council of New York on
4 March 1970 that "the difference between us and the AEC is that we are
not willing to play Russian roulette with human lives." He elaborated at a
luncheon of the National Committee to Stop Pollution the following day,
predicting that the AEC would soon relax its radiation standards and the
result would be a 30 percent increase in cancer. "There is no morality,"
· he said of agency officials, "and there is not a shred of honesty in any one
of them." This statement came about a week after the AEC's behind-thescenes effort to tighten its permissible limits had been squelched by the
Joint Committee.36
Gofman and Tamplin received a great deal of popular and professional attention that was mixed in its reaction to their conclusions.
Many scientists were skeptical. "An analysis of their work reveals that
most of the assumptions they use in making predictions can be neither
proved nor disproved," reported an article in Science in February 1970.
"But the consensus of their peers is that at least some of their assumptions are wrong." A group of twenty-nine recognized radiation experts,
most of them based at universities and national laboratories, sent a
petition to Holifield, declaring that existing standards reflected the
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"great competence" and "concern for public health" of the organizations that formulated them. The petitioners complained that "a tiny
minority of experts" was causing unwarranted public alarm and that an
"adequate rebuttal" required a "lengthy and technical reply unsuitable
for publication in the press." An editorial in Physics Today lamented
that Gofman and Tamplin failed "to place their points of disagreement
in proper perspective before the public" or to compare the risks of
nuclear power with the hazards of air pollution from fossil fuel plants.37
Gofman's and Tamplin's arguments made a much greater impact in
other circles. This was apparent, for example, in the second phase of the
Joint Committee's hearings on the environmental effects of producing
electrical power in January 1970. Several witnesses, including Minnesota governor Harold LeVander and Vermont attorney general James
M. Jeffords cited the Livermore scientists to support their own objections to AEC policies. Other opponents of planned nuclear stations also
drew on the Gofman-Tamplin analysis to substantiate their views. A
Maryland state senator, concerned about the effects of the proposed
twin Calvert Cliffs plants on the Chesapeake Bay, asserted that Gofman's and Tamplin's findings confirmed that "the State of Maryland is
being lead down the primrose path." The Livermore scientists received
sympathetic treatment in many newspaper articles and television interviews. Nucleonics Week, which was not inclined to accept Gofman's
and Tamplin's views, acknowledged that despite reservations about
them· among scientists, "no one doubts that they have scored verbal
points." 38
Gofman's and Tamplin's challenge to the AEC and other bodies
responsible for radiation protection was formidable, and to many observers, persuasive, for a number of reasons. For one thing, they both
had excellent professional qualifications. Although the AEC and others
occasionally pointed out that their position was not grounded in original research on radiation effects and that they were relative newcomers
to the field, this hardly detracted from the strength of their credentials,
especially in the eyes of nonscientists. Indeed, it sounded rather like
cranky nitpicking on the part of their critics. Gofman's and Tamplin's
credibility was further enhanced by their positions as AEC insiders. This
appeared to give them special knowledge and insight; the fact that they
were taking on their employers made their views more credible, particularly to those who harbored their own doubts about the adequacy of
existing regulations. When their ideas were questioned, by the AEC or
censored by Livermore, it enabled Gofman and Tamplin to claim perse-
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cution. This charge had some foundation, and although they greatly
embellished it, they sounded very convincing as martyrs.
Both Gofman and Tamplin were aniculate, confident, and impressive in outlining their opinions in personal appearances. Gofman, who
gradually supplanted Tamplin as the more outspoken and visible of the
two dissenters, could be counted on for a command performance when
he spoke before groups-cocksure and compelling in presenting his
own views and witty and sarcastic in attacking his opponents. Even
Holifield commented favorably on Gofman's demeanor before the Joint
Committee: "The conviction with which you express yourself and the
dynamic way in which you present your ideas are very impressive. " 39
The attention and regard that Gofman and Tamplin commanded
was a product of more than just their personal and professional ·attributes. Their arguments were tailor-made headline material; their general assenions were easy to understand and certain to arouse public
interest. They were also difficult to refute, panly because the precise
effects of low-level radiation exposure were still an open scientific question and partly because there was no simple way to explain the basis
for existing radiation standards. Gofman's and Tamplin's projections
were based on mathematical calculations of presumed conditions and
consequences, and although nobody disputed the accuracy of their
computations, most radiation experts rejected their assumptions. But
Gofman and Tamplin insisted that the only responsible course of
action was to take the most conservative possible position on permissible li_mits and that to do anything less was gambling in serious ways
with public health. The AEC, the NCRP, and other organizations responded that their standards were already extremely conservative and
were providing more than adequate protection, but their explanations
were usually too technical and always less dramatic than Gofman's
and Tamplin's allegations.
The political atmosphere of the times worked to the advantage of
Gofman and Tamplin and to the disadvantage of the AEC and other
agencies. The Livermore scientists' rise to prominence came at about the
same time that a number of events were aggravating public concern
about the impact of technology on the environment and on public
health. A huge oil spill off the coast of Santa Barbara, California, public
hearings about the risks of the insecticide DDT, a ban on the anificial
sweetener cyclamate, and passage of the National Environmental Policy
Act all occurred during 1969. They focused attention on environmental
hazards~ and Gofman and Tamplin seemed to be highlighting yet an-
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other peril that had profound implications for public welfare. At the
same time, the credibility of the statements and the performance of
federal agencies in general and the AEC in particular was declining. On
environmental questions, the AEC's assurances that it was carefully
safeguarding public health were increasingly suspect, and the doubts
had been intensified by the thermal pollution and Monticello controversies. In less turbulent times, Gofman's and Tamplin's harsh rhetoric
might have undermined their own position, but in 1970 fierce attacks
on government agencies and officials were something of a norm and
hardly a cause for a loss of faith among those who endorsed the Livermore scientists' views. Gofman and Tamplin launched a frontal assault
on the established assumption that the benefits of nuclear power were
well worth the risks, and they won support from.growing numbers of
state and local officials, environmentalists, and other citizens who wprried that the hazards of radiation were much greater than they had ever
been told.
The impact of Gofman's and Tamplin's conclusions on the debate
over radiation hazards became apparent early in 1970. On 23 January,
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Robert H. Finch, acting in
his capacity as chairman of the Federal Radiation Council, told Senator
Muskie that in response to the questions raised by Gofman and Tamplin,
the FRC would undertake "a careful review and evaluation" of the risks
of low-level radioactivity. Finch made clear that "we do not agree with all
the premises, conditions and extrapolations used by Gofman and
Tamplin," but he suggested that it was appropriate f~r the FRC to examine developments over the decade since its establishment. The FRC
promptly made arrangements for the National Academy of Sciences to
conduct a study that would reassess the scientific basis for radiation
standards and estimate the risks they presented. The study was expected
to take two years. Although one of Finch's aides insisted that the new
survey was "not intended to cast doubts or darkness on present standards," Gofman and Tamplin seized on it as vindication for their arguments. "The A.E.C. says our work has no merit," declared Tamplin, "but
Robert Finch has overruled it and ordered a sweeping review of their
standards." Nucleonics Week commented: "The planned FRC study represents a triumph for Gofman and Tamplin." 40
The impact of Gofman and Tamplin on the radiation debate was also
evident when the AEC announced on 27 March that it was revising its
radiation standards. The growing criticism of the AEC's regulations had
prompted the Commission to approve lower numerical limits as design
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objectives, but the opposition of the Joint Committee had overturned
that decision. As an alternative, the AEC proposed to add the "as low as
practicable" provision to its regulations. In explaining the draft revisions to a crowded press conference, Ramey emphasized that the "existing standards provide a high degree of protection to the public." In light
of the increasing use of nuclear power, however, the AEC wanted to
ensure an extra measure of protection. Ramey asserted that attacks on
the AEC's standards "are not justified and many of them are irresponsible." The AEC's proposed revisions were too limited in scope and too
late in publication to achieve any perceptible increase in public confidence. Critics dismissed them and the controversy over radiation continued unabated.4 '
The rift between Gofman and Tamplin and the AEC became increasingly bitter and unbridgeable. The Livermore sci~ntists began to assert
that their estimates of the increase in the incidence of cancer from
nuclear plant emissions had been too low; they revised the figure from
17,000 to 32,000 cases every year if the entire population received the
permissible dose. They also suggested that "all of the major forms of
cancer and leukemia are induced by radiation." Based on those determinations, they urged not that allowable limits be reduced by a factor of
ten but that they be lowered to zero. Complaining that they had tried
unsuccessfully to present their findings "in a polite, scientific way," they
condemned the AEC in a series of appearances for complacency, inaction, and indifference. "The issue is simple," Tamplin declared at a
meeting of the American Cancer Society. "The AEC wants to release
more radioactivity into the environment than is safe." 42
The AEC continued to contest the validity of Gofman's and Tamplin's claims. Commissioner Thompson faulted them in speeches and
interviews for. failing to compare the hazards of nuclear stations with
those of fossil plants and for misrepresenting the AEC's radiation regulations. He estimated that the radiation released by nuclear plants in
operation, under construction, or planned would cause, statistically,
less than one extra case of cancer or leukemia a year, or one fiftythousandth of what Gofman and Tamplin alleged. Victor Bond, associate director of Brookhaven National Laboratory, submitted that the
Livermore scientists based their conclusions on a "fictitious dose" delivered to a "fictitious population," because it was inconceivable that the
entire population could be exposed to the maximum permissible dose.
When the Atomic Industrial Forum printed one of Bond's critiques,
Gofman fired off an angry letter to the organization. "The AIF, the
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AEC, and Dr. Bond all seem to believe that a stupid set of lies will
enable them to ram ill-considered atomic programs down the throats of
the American public," he declared. "The more you all lie, hide the facts,
and deliberately and unashamedly distort every responsible criticism,
the earlier will be the celebrated demise of your outrageous activities." 43
This letter so troubled Livermore director Michael May that he told
Gofman to either stop sending "such libelous letters" or leave the laboratory.. He also wrote to Paul Turner, public affairs manager of the
Atomic Industrial Forum, to express regret for the "personal attacks
made by Dr. Gofman" and released a letter he had sent Seaborg two
months earlier emphasizing that Gofman and Tamplin did not speak for
Livermore Laboratory in publicizing their hypothesis. At about the
same time, the AEC, convinced that Gofman and Tamplin were wrong
and concerned about their impact on public views of nuclear power,
considered what might be done to curb or halt their attacks. The staff
prepared a paper outlining the advantages and disadvantages of taking
"definitive action with respect to Gofman and Tamplin." The benefits
of removing their status as "AEC scientists" and perhaps diminishing
their appeal were balanced against the drawbacks of congressional and
press criticism and loss of credibility in the scientific and academic
communities. Seaborg reemphasized his opinion, as voiced to May, that
it "would be very counterproductive to fire them, and the only real
solution lies in the area of answering their accusations, no matter how
intemperate, in the open field of public debate." Despite Seaborg's admonition, AEC and/or Livermore authorities apparently concluded that
something must be done to undermine Gofman and Tamplin. 44
On 5 July 1970 the Washington Post reported that the AEC was
retaliating against Gofman's and Tamplin's dissent, most seriously by
slashing their budgets and staffs. Gofman lost two of his twelve staff
members, which he did not consider a reprisal because other offices had
been cut as much or more. But eleven of the twelve people on Tamplin's
staff were transferred, leaving him "with the lonely feeling that he was
no longer wanted at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory." Tamplin told
the Post: "I used to be a group leader with 12 people and a budget of
more than $300,000 a year. But I guess you.can't be a group leader if
you don't have a group." Other newspapers quickly picked up the story,
and consumer advocate Ralph Nader asked Muskie to investigate the
situation that the Post described. "The available indications are that
Gofman and Tamplin have been accused of heresy," he wrote, "by an
agency so committed to the promotion of atomic energy that it has
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insisted that radiation risks be treated more as articles of faith to be
intoned than propositions to be examined continually." 45
Both the AEC and Livermore issued public statements denying that
they were penalizing Gofman and Tamplin for their statements about
radiation standards. Speaking for the laboratory, Roger Batzel disputed
the claim that Gofman and Tamplin had been mistreated. He pointed
out that the budget of the entire laboratory had been cut, and he contended that seven of Tamplin's staff members had been transferre<;l by
mutual agreement. Three others had been reassigned when it became
"clear that support for [their] work was not warranted in the light of
budget and scientific priorities." Batzel further argued that Livermore's
insistence that Gofman stop making personal attacks or leave the laboratory was justified. "We do not believe that this kind of attack by Dr.
Gofman on the character and motives of those who disagree with him,"
he asserted, "is in the interest of science, the Laboratory, or enlightened
public debate." In its statement, the AEC also emphasized that all its
national laboratories had undergone "substantial budget cuts" and that
the reduction in Tamplin's staff reflected Livermore's "judgment of
relative program priorities." It denied that Gofman's and Tamplin's
freedom to express their views on radiation hazards had been curtailed,
noting dryly: "There is no indication that Drs. Gofman and Tamplin
have been inhibited in their public criticisms. " 46
At Holifield's request, the AEC also hastily prepared a lengthy response to Gofman's and Tamplin's charges that their opinions were being
suppressed. It admitted that the transfer of Tamplin's staff to other projects might look like reprisal. But elaborating on the points in its earlier
statement, the report insisted that the reassignments took place because
of "budgetary reductions, allocation of resources to programs of higher
priority, and a judgment of relative scientific productivity." Furthermore, it stressed that the shifts in staffing had little impact on Gofman's
and Tamplin's work on radiation standards, which drew upon published
literature rather than experimental research. The AEC's explanation was
greeted with skepticism by agency critics. Gofman called it a "shallow,
glib, obviously false effort by AEC Staff to whitewash one of the greatest
scandals in American Science." Tamplin made a similar observation in
more subdued terms: "I am proud to be on the side of a rational approach
to public health and at odds with the AEC." Muskie complained to
Seaborg that the AEC's account did "not appear to be an unbiased review
of the allegation made by Drs. Gofman and Tamplin." He asked the
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American Association for the Advancement of Science to investigate the
charges and report its findings to his subcommittee.47
The AEC's protestations of innocence of Gofman's and and Tamplin's allegations were not entirely convincing. Although it is unclear
whether the Commission voted formally or some AEC and Livermore
officials decided informally to take action, it seems apparent that the
reduction of Tamplin's staff was retaliatory in intent and effect. Although it was certainly true, as the AEC emphasized, that the budget of
all the national laboratories and other programs at Livermore also suffered cuts, the impact on Tamplin was disproportionately great. The
explanation that his program had a lower priority reflected the AEC's
disgruntlement with Tamplin, and that had begun after he started to air
his views on the hazards of nuclear power. If the AEC had a case that his
.work was suddenly unworthy of support it did not make it, or even try
very hard to do so. The denials that the removal of Tamplin's staff was
related to his attacks on the AEC strained the agency's credibility. They
fed suspicions that it was not only trying to silence debate but also
refusing to admit it.
Gofman's and Tamplin's outspoken dissent placed the AEC in an
extremely awkward position. Agency officials feared that attempting to
curtail the Livermore scientists' freedom of expression would backfire
by greatly increasing the difficulty of recruiting and retaining the scientific talent the AEC needed. As Seaborg told Muskie: "The national
nuclear energy program depends upon the technical and moral support
of the entire scientific community." Yet the AEC strongly objected to
the manner in which Gofman and Tamplin advanced their ideas. What
they claimed were incontrovertible facts were actually arguable opinions, based on questionable assumptions and inaccurate assertions
about existing radiation standards. And their angry attacks on their
critics, apparently arising from what Gofman described as their "emotional outrage," indicated that they were more intolerant of opposing
points of view than was the AEC. This violated what Seaborg called
scientists' "special responsibility for careful, reasoned, and accurate accountings to the public of their findings." Faced with distasteful options
no matter what it did, the AEC elected to try to discourage Gofman's
and Tamplin's activities without being flagrantly heavy handed. Inevitably, perhaps, it failed to achieve its objectives. Instead, the reduction of
Tamplin's staff offered support for his and Gofman's allegations and
enhanced their own credibility at_ the expense of the AEC's.48
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Gofman's and Tamplin's dispute with the AEC over staff reductions
increased their already considerable visibility in the growing controversy over the environmental effects of nuclear power. They received
prominent and sympathetic coverage on radio and television as well as
in newspapers and magazines. They achieved a milestone rare for reputable scientists in reaching a popular audience when their claims were
featured in a story in the National Enquirer. The Livermore scientists
were less successful in winning the acceptance of other scientists for
their views. The harshness of their attacks seemed to diminish their
impact on their professional colleagues, perhaps more than with nonscientists. Philip M. Boffey, in an article in Science that .treated Gofman's and Tamplin's position respectfully, nevertheless suggested that
they damaged their case "by indulging in verbal overkill that alienates
their peers and undermines their credibility." Although some authorities
agreed that a reduction in permissible limits was advisable, they denied
that the consequences of maintaining the existing standards would be
nearly as severe as Gofman and Tamplin contended. Most radiation
experts, however, saw no need, or at least no urgency, to revise the
standards.49
The two scientific bodies most responsible for radiation protection
standards, the International Commission on Radiological Protection
and the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,
did not consider major changes in their recommendations to be required. Gofman' and Tamplin, in contrast to their denunciations of the
NCRP, warmly praised the ICRP, which was curious in light of the fact
that both groups took positions on radiation hazards that were virtually
the same. When questioned about the ICRP's assessment of Gofman's
and Tamplin's hypothesis, the chairman of the organization was noncommittal. He commented only that the ICRP would continue to review
the scientific bases for its recommendations, adding that it did not
"make pronouncements except in the fullness of time. " 50
For its part, the NCRP announced in January 1971 that after a tenyear study it had determined that its recommendations for basic exposure levels-500 millirem a year for individual members of the public
and 170 millirem for population groups-were sound. Lauriston Taylor denied that the NCRP's conclusions were a response to Gofman and
Tamplin, noting that the council had reached its conclusions before the
Livermore scientists had launched their attacks. He affirmed that the
NCRP had then examined their arguments but found them unpersuasive. The most important revision in the NCRP's report, in response to
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studies of fetal sensitivity to radiation, was to lower permissible doses
for pregnant women. The council reemphasized that radiation levels
should be kept "as low as practicable." The director of the study,
former Hanford manager Herbert M. Parker, told a press conference: "I
think we all agree that the best exposure level is zero. It is idealistic,
however, to expect zero release .... So the best realistic level is the
lowest practicable level for each particular set of circumstances." st
While the debate over radiation standards attracted increasing attention, the AEC was reviewing public comments on changes it planned to
make in its regulations. The revisions, announced in March 1970, proposed to add a requirement that licensees keep radioactive releases "as
low as practicable." The regulatory staff received eighty responses to
_ the publication of its draft, most of which supported tightening the
regulations. A few environmental groups urged the AEC to reduce radioactive emissions to zero, but the most common complaint was that the
meaning of "as low as practicable" was too vague. Twenty-five comments, including nineteen from nuclear utilities and vendors, advised
the AEC to specify numerical limits as design objectives. The problems
that the proposed wording could cause were itemized in the Westinghouse Corporation's statement: "Interpretation difficulties due to the
present vague wording will lead to uncertainties for the systems designer; major disagreements between applicants and regulatory personnel, hearing boards and parties to hearings; increased intervention;
lengthening of the licensing processes; and uncertainties in reporting
requirements." The AEC had included quantitative design objectives in
an earlier draft of its revisions, only to remove them at the insistence of
the Joint Committee. After the public comments offered such a clear
message, the regulatory staff again suggested that it develop "definitive
criteria on design objectives." The Commission agreed; it made the
proposed regulation effective 2 January 1971, with the provision that
the regulatory staff would immediately take action to define "as low as
practicable. " 52
The staff promptly arranged meetings with industry representatives
and environmentalists to explain the revised rules and to solicit advice
in setting numerical exposure limits as design objectives. It also consulted with Joshua Lederberg, a Nobel prize-winning geneticist at Stanford University, who had published a number of newspaper articles on
the radiation controversy. Lederberg suggested that for genetic reasons
the AEC restrict exposure of individual members of the public to less
than 10 millirem per year. Seaborg and other AEC officials responded
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favorably to this proposal and sought ways to incorporate it into the
new revisions. 53
On 30 March 1971 the regulatory staff sent a series of recommendations to the Commission. It suggested that a licensee would meet design
criteria if effluents from its plant were less than 5 percent of natural
background radiation. This was about 1 percent of the regulatory limit
of a maximum exposure of 500 millirem by an individual member of the
public, a level that remained in effect. Although the AEC's new numerical guidelines, if implemented, would not be inflexible requirements, the
staff made clear that it would expect plants to comply with design
objectives under normal operating conditions and would take enforcement action against those that did not. As an alternative to the 5 percent
of background exposure, the regulatory staff proposed that a licensee
would meet design objectives if it ensured that an individual living at the
boundary of a plant did not receive more than 5 millirem per year. And
to provide additional protection for population groups, the staff introduced a new concept (though one that was widely used in Europe) for
measuring exposure, the "man-rem." It submitted that a plant would
conform with design objectives if the exposure of the population within
a fifty-mile radius did not exceed 100 man-rem per year for each 1000
megawatts of nuclear capacity. The man-rem, rather than assuming a
uniform dose for an entire population group (as the existing standard
did), estim.ated the exposure to those who lived within different concentric areas from a plant. It was computed by multiplying the average dose
received by members of a large group by the number of people in that
group. If members of a population group of 100,000, for example, were
exposed to 5 millirem apiece, the total would be 500 man-rem. This
method of measurement not only provided additional assurance that
population exposure would remain very low but also undercut Gofman's and Tamplin's calculations, which were based on the assumption
that every person in the United States received the allowable population
exposure limit of 170 millirem. 54
Seaborg thought that the staff recommendations "would be a tremendous .step" if the Commission accepted them. Ramey and Larson
were hesitant, but the commissioners soon ·agreed on the proposals.
The Joint Committee, on the other hand, was still strongly opposed.
Holifield had an "extremely adverse emotional reaction" and threatened, as he had done a year earlier when the· AEC informed him of its
plan to set numerical guidelines, to withdraw his support from the
agency. Other committee members also protested, though more mildly
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than Holifield. Although major vendors supported, or at least tolerated, the AEC's proposals, other industry representatives expressed
keen disapproval. Several utility executives complained that the AEC
had "capitulated to the demands of Gofman and Tamplin." The
agency made some changes in its draft, revising, for example, the 100
man-rem goal to 400 man-rem. But in contrast to its previous submission to Joint Committee pressure, it kept the basic proposals for numerical design objectives intact. "The force of the argument is so
great," noted Seaborg, "that the Commission feels it simply must go
ahead and make this improvement. "SS
A number of considerations made the "force of the argument" seem
so great. One was the commitment of the AEC to provide a wide margin
of safety from the hazards of civilian nuclear plants. The objectives it
prepared were intended to reduce the possibility of injury to the public
to a minimum without forcing overly stringent requirements on the
nuclear industry. The limits the AEC proposed, despite some industry
objections, were technically achievable and were generally being met by
· operating plants. Harold Price told a press conference that there were
two reasons for the AEC's new proposals: "We think it's right and we
think it's technologically and economically feasible." But the AEC was
also influenced and motivated by its critics. Price denied that the AEC
was acting in response to Gofman and Tamplin, but it was unlikely that
the agency would have disregarded the opposition of the Joint Committee and leading industry representatives if it had not felt pressed to
demonstrate the adequacy of its regulations. The design objectives it
published for public comment in June 1971 would effectively cut permissible limits for the public by a factor of one hundred, which was much
more conservative than Gofman's and Tamplin's original call for a
reduction by a factor of ten. The AEC's credibility had suffered as a
result of its dispute with Gofman and Tamplin and it hoped to recover
some lost ground by amending its radiation regulations. Finally, the
AEC wanted to tighten its standards because it feared encroachment on
its authority by another federal body, the recently established Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).56
In July 1970 President Nixon had announced that he was establishing the EPA to consolidate many federal pollution control programs.
Divisions of the Departments of Health, Education, and Welfare, Agriculture, Interior, and other agencies that had performed environmental
functions were transferred to the EPA. In the area of radiation standards, the new agency took over the responsibilities of the Federal
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Radiation Council and the role of the AEC in determining exposure
limits for the general population. The EPA assumed authority for radiation standards outside the boundaries of nuclear plants, but the precise
division of duties between the EPA and the AEC remained ill-defined.
The AEC continued to set occupational standards and to regulate radioactive effluents, and the ambiguity of where its responsibilities ended
and the EPA's began soon led to dissension. The AEC had already
clashed with the EPA over thermal pollution and uranium mine safety
standards, and it was concerned that the new agency planned to announce a reduction in exposure limits before the AEC could publish the
proposed revisions in its regulations.57
At a luncheon meeting with the head of the EPA, former assistant
attorney general William D. Ruckelshaus, Seaborg argued that the AEC
should announce its proposed revisions because it had been working on
them before the EPA had even been established. He contended that if
the AEC "deferred to EPA, it would have an adverse effect on AEC."
Ruckelshaus disagreed on the grounds that the "EPA, as the standards
setting agency, should do it first in order to establish credibility with the
public." Eventually the staffs of the agencies worked out compromise
wording that emphasized that the AEC was acting under its authority to
regulate plant effluents. This was a satisfactory solution for .both the
AEC and the EPA, but it obscured the fact that one consideration of the
AEC in amending its standards was the fear that if it did not take
decisive action it would surrender stature, jurisdiction, and an opportunity to improve its public image to the EPA. 58
The AEC's announcement of its proposed revisions in June 1971
elicited a generally, but not unanimously, favorable reaction: A number
of prominent environmental leaders applauded the AEC's action, and
even Tamplin conceded that it was "a step in the right direction." But
critics of the agency remained skeptical of its motives for and commitment to the proposed regulations. Some were concerned that they only
applied to light-water power reactors rather than to emissions from any
kind of nuclear facility. More commonly, critics expressed doubt that
the AEC would enforce the design objectives, especially since the agency
had issued them as guidelines that did not replace the old standards. The
changes failed to "alter the picture of concern over nuclear power at
all," declared Gofman·. "As long as the numbers are still on the books
there is no doubt that they will go ahead with a melange of stupid and
sensible nuclear power programs that will eventually add up to 170
mrem." Some scientists objected to the AEC's proposals from a diametri-
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cally opposite perspective. The Standards Committee of the Health Physics Society, for example, found them to be "unnecessary and unwise."
In its view, "to formally incorporate these extremely restrictive design
criteria into the AEC Rules will tend to create a psychology of disbelief
in the adequacy of any other higher stated exposure criteria. " 59
The AEC's intention to make sharp reductions in its exposure guidelines neither impressed its harshest critics nor ended the controversy
over radiation hazards. Although it planned to ensure that the radioactivity in plant effluents was kept at lev_els even lower than its most
outspoken opponents had urged, it received less credit for its radiation
regulations than it deserved. As AEC officials frequently pointed out,
the agency had taken the initiative to tighten its standards before the
public controversy had begun. The revisions it considered at that time
had been modest, but the AEC had reacted positively to responsible
criticism by taking steps to cut exposure levels, effectively if not officially, by significant margins. By the middle of 1971, those facts had
largely been obscured by the bitterness and doubt that prevailed in
assessing the AEC's performance in safeguarding the public from radioactivity. The AEC's credibility on radiation protection was undercut by
a number of other issues and events that were occurring at about the
same time that it was revising its regulations. The agency's reluctance to
take an exp~nsive view of its environmental responsibilities under the
National Environmental Policy Act, its denial of authority to combat
thermal pollution, growing opposition to nuclear plants, and a series of
highly critical books and articles all laid fertile ground for Gofman's
and Tamplin's charges by casting suspicions on the commitment of the
agency to public health and safety. The doubts about radiation standards seemed likely to linger at least until the National Academy of
, Sciences and the Environmental Protection Agency completed their reviews of the subject.
Gofman's and Tamplin's contribution to the debate over radiation
was more rhetorical than substantive. Their arguments and the attention they commanded helped prod reluctant commissioners to lower
numerical design objectives for effluent releases in early 1970, and even
more clearly, to override the Joint Committee's objections to the AEC's
proposed amendments a year later. But it was the Livermore scientists'
fervent blasts against the AEC that received the most notice and made
the greatest impact on the public. While Gofman and Tamplin succeeded in helping prompt the AEC to tighten its regulations, they also
needlessly alarmed the public with their implausible estimates of cancer
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potentially caused by nuclear power and their allegations that the AEC
was indifferent to the hazards of radioactivity.,They did not offer their
views as constructive criticism but as immutable and incontestable
truth. Gofman and Tamplin had some valid complaints about their
treatment by the AEC, or more specifically, by the Livermore Laboratory, but this hardly seemed to justify the self-righteous, uncharitable,
and often inaccurate allegations they leveled at the AEC and others who
questioned their positions. Rather than enlightening the public or clarifying the complexities of radiation protection, they simplified and polarized an issue that even under the best of circumstances was difficult to
understand and impossible to evaluate with certainty.

CHAPTER XIV

Environmental Law
and Litigation
From NEPA to the Calvert Cliffs Decision

At the same time that the AEC was embroiled in contentious debates
over thermal pollution, low-level radiation, and other environmental
issues, it was establishing procedures to carry out the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which Congress passed
in December 1969 and President Nixon signed into law with much
fanfare on 1 January 1970. In its response to NEPA, the AEC attempted
to strike a balance between the mandate for environmental protection
embodied in the new law and its determination to avoid excessive delays
and disruptions in the licensing process. As a result, it advanced a
narrow interpretation of its responsibilities under NEPA, which aroused
the protests of environmentalists and prompted legal action by them. In
a suit over the AEC's environmental rules as they applied to the Calvert
Cliffs nuclear power plants, under construction on the Chesapeake Bay
in rural Maryland, environmentalists won a stunning and decisive victory. Ironically, the Calvert Cliffs ruling, by leading to a lengthy suspension of plant licensing, caused precisely what the AEC had tried to
prevent when formulating its environmental regulations.
The National Environmental Policy Act was the culmination of
months of legislative drafting, negotiation, and revision in Congress.
The original bills that evolved into NEPA were introduced by Henry M.
Jackson in the S~nate and John D. Dingell in the House. Other members
of Congress, especially Edmund S. Muskie, played a key role in shaping
the final version of the act. Remarkably, the most comprehensive and
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far-reaching environmental measure that Congress had ever enacted
became law with a minimum of hearings, lobbying, floor debate, or
controversy. It vividly testified to the growing concern in Congress and
the entire nation with the quality of the environment. It also reflected
the recognition that the projects of federal agencies were contributing to
environmental deterioration. In a rush of business before adjourning for
the Christmas holidays in 1969, most members of Congress, anxious to
pass legislation to protect the environment, did not pay close attention
to the implications of the bill for which they were voting. Both houses
approved NEPA overwhelmingly; the Senate did so without even a roll
call vote. 1
The basic purpose of NEPA was to require federal agencies to consider the environmental effects of their activities and to administer their
policies and regulations in accordance with its provisions "to the fullest
extent possible." The text of the law began by declaring "a national
policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment." NEPA instructed federal agencies to
prepare a "detailed statement" for "major Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment." The law stipulated
that the statements assess: the "environmental impact" of the proposed
project; any adverse but unavoidable environmental effects of undertaking the proposed project; possible alternatives to the proposed project;
the relationship between local, short-term advantages of the project and
"the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity"; and
finally, "any irreversible commitments of resources which would be
involved in the proposed action." NEPA also created a statutory Council on Environmental Quality in the executive office of the president to
evaluate the efforts of federal agencies to comply with the law. 2
The act was a clear and concise statement of national policy, but it
left unanswered a large number of questions about how its provisions
would be implemented. It gave federal agencies broad discretion in
deciding how to carry out their environmental mandate, and the boundaries of their new authority were vague and confusing. George F. Trowbridge, a prominent attorney in nuclear licensin'g cases, described it, in
terms of legislative drafting, as "an atrocious piece of legislation" that
was "poorly thought out and ambiguous at all the crucial points." He
added that "the final product is an invitation to litigation for the next
decade. " 3
Uncertainty about the meaning and the implications of NEPA extended to the Atomic Energy Commission. The AEC had monitored the
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progress of the environmental law through Congress with sentiments
ranging from uneasiness to foreboding. The AEC's objections to the
pending legislation were much the same as its concerns about proposals
to give it authority over thermal pollution-agency officials feared that
the measure would discriminate against nuclear power and delay licensing procedures. Commissioner Ramey discussed the AEC's position
with Senator Jackson and members of his staff, and for a time Ramey
thought that he had succeeded in exempting nuclear plant licensing
proceedings from having to consider environmental impact statements.
But other members of Congress, especially Muskie, were determined ·
that the law would apply fully to the AEC's licensing process. Referring
to the AEC and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers by name in a speech
to the Senate, Muskie complained that "these agencies have always
emphasized their primary responsibility making environmental considerations secondary." In a compromise he reached with Jackson over jurisdictional and other issues, both senat?rs agreed to language designed to
subject the AEC to the legislation's requirements. "It is time," commented Jackson, "that [the] AEC be given a larger mandate against
which to weigh the environmental impact of its planned and proposed
activities. " 4
Despite the statements and the intentions of two of the leading proponents of the environmental bill, the AEC remained uncertain that the
measure would apply to its licensing procedures. The general counsel of
the agency, Joseph F. Hennessey, suggested that the language of the
proposed legislation did not enlarge the AEC's regulatory authority
beyond radiological effects or empower it to deny licenses on other
environmental grounds. He told the staff director of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, which Jackson chaired, that the AEC
~pposed legislation that would force compliance by nuclear plants but
not by fossil facilities. Such a law, he said, "might well distort utility
judgments in selection of plant types and delay the early utilization of
nuclear power." Hennessey urged that the bill be amended to postpone
its applicability to licensing actions for two years, or to state categorically that it would not expand the regulatory jurisdiction of federal
agencies. Congress ignored those recommendations, but even after final
passage of the bill, the AEC continued to express the opinion that NEPA
did not necessarily affect its licensing or rulemaking functions. 5
The AEC's narrow interpretation of its responsibilities under NEPA
was an initial and instinctive reaction that was hardly definitive. Like
- many other federal agencies, it undertook a careful examination of the
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measure's provisions to try to determine precisely what their impact
would be on its programs. While the subject was under review, the AEC
simply avoided making any statements about its authority on nonradiological environmental issues. In response to a congressional inquiry
about thermal pollution, for example, Harold Price neither affirmed nor
denied the AEC's jurisdiction, but blandly recited the obvious fact that
NEPA had recently become law. 6
'
The AEC's uncertainty about the regulatory implications of NEPA as
well as its hope that the law's impact would be slight were apparent in
an analysis that the general counsel's office presented to the commissioners in February 1970. In a summary of the issues that prefaced the
paper, Howard K. Shapar, the assistant general counsel for licensing
and regulation, concluded that NEPA required that the AEC perform at
least two tasks: preparation of a detailed statement on the environmental impact-of major regulatory actions, including granting construction
permits or operating licenses and adopting new or revised rules; and
review of the existing regulatory authority of the agency to determine
whether it needed to be amended to enable full compliance with the new
law. Other than those two items, Shapar found the mandate that NEPA
provided the AEC to be ambiguous. It was uncertain, he maintained,
whether or not the act expanded the regulatory jurisdiction of the AEC
so that it would have to consider the environmental impact statements
as a part of its licensing or rulemaking decisions. While arguing that
"there is reasonable support on both sides of the question in the legislative history and in the statute itself," he believed that if taken to court,
"it is probable that the question would be resolved in the affirmative. " 7
Even if the AEC anticipated such a court ruling by assuming that
NEPA expanded its regulatory authority, Shapar pointed out, vital questions about the extent of its jurisdiction remained to be answered. The
law stated that federal agencies should carry out its purposes "to the
fullest extent possible," an ill-defined phrase that gave them broad discretion. Shapar contended that at least for the immediate future, an
AEC decision not to deny or to place conditions on license applications
on the basis of nonradiological environmental effects would be "reasonable and defensible·." But he also argued that the AEC's legal position
and its public image would be strengthened if it did more than simply
file a statement on the environmental impact of the proposed facility.
He suggested that the AEC require that licensees observe federal and
state standards for environmental protection. This offered the advantage of taking action beyond the minimum to comply with NEPA but
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without imposing an "undue burden" on applicants. The chief disadvantage was that if licensees violated existing laws and regulations, the AEC
could be expected to enforce the standards developed by other federal
and state agencies. 8
At a meeting on 20 February, the commissioners discussed the points
that Shapar raised in his paper. Seaborg agreed with the recommendation that the AEC should direct licensees to abide by relevant federal
and state environmental regulations. He argued that the agency should
adopt this policy partly because "it is the right thing to do" and partly
because "if we do not take such initiative, I feel it is inevitable that such
action will be forced upon us." The other commissioners concurred. In
early April, the AEC announced its plan to implement NEPA, at least on
an interim basis. It proposed to add an appendix to P.art 50 of Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations, which governed the licensing of
power plants, fuel reprocessing facilities, and other nuclear installations. The amendment soon became known inside and outside the AEC
by the shorthand term "Appendix D." 9
Appendix D spelled out the procedures the AEC would follow in
evaluating environmental issues. It would send copies of applications
for construction permits or operating licenses for power reactors and
reprocessing plants to other agencies with environmental expertise for
comment. Drawing _on their views as well as its own assessment of
radiological effects, the regulatory staff would prepare a detailed environmental impact statement. The statement would become a part of the
public record of the licensing review process. Appendix D also specified
that the AEC would require that licensees observe federal and state
environmental standards. It made clear, however, that the AEC did not
intend to make independent judgments about the validity of those standards or the ways in which applicants for licenses proposed to meet
them. As outlined in Appendix D, NEPA's impact on licensing procedures would be limited. "We are simply going to get the recommendations from these various agencies, which is pretty much what we've been
doing," one AEC official explained, "and require-instead of just
suggesting-that the applicants comply with whatever requirements
those agencies impose. " 10
_The AEC's first effort to clarify and codify its responsi~ilities under
NEPA produced as many questions as it answered. The largest unresolved issue was how the AEC would weigh the environmental statements; it was unclear how the reports of other federal and state agencies
would affect the deliberations of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
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Boards. If the views of two agencies clashed in a licensing case, for
example, how would the board handle the dispute? Would nonradiological environmental matters even be admissible, given the fact that the
boards had traditionally refused to consider issues outside the AEC's
statutory jurisdiction? Since the· AEC insisted that NEPA had not substantially enlarged its authority and that it would not exercise independent judgment on nonradiological questions, Appendix D caused a
great deal of confusion. "We're scratching our heads over what the hell
they said," grumbled a Department of the Interior attorney. In a meeting with members of the regulatory staff, industry representatives expressed uncertainty not only about those points but about others as
well. They sought guidance, for example, on whether or not license
applicants were ~xpected to prepare their own environmental impact
statements and on the extent to which the AEC planned to enforce the
federal and state standards it instructed licensees to observe. 11
The prevailing confusion was compounded by passage of the Water
Quality Improvement Act, signed into law on 3 April 1970. It required
that applicants for federal licenses present certification from appropriate state or interstate agencies (or in the absence of. adequate state
regulations, the secretary of the interior) that the proposed facility could
meet water quality standards. The measure allowed a grace period of up
to three years for compliance by plants already under construction. Its
enactment raised the question of how its provisions affected the broader
environmental mandate that NEPA assigned. 12
In May 1970 the AEC's regulatory staff revised the version of Appendix D it had published the previous month. It sought to clarify some of
the points that had caused· confusion, to declare its position on the
implications of the water quality act, and to incorporate guidelines
recently issued by the Council on Environmental Quality on the preparation of environmental statements. The updated Appendix D answered
some procedural questions by directing applicants for construction permits to submit their own statement on the environmental consequences
of the proposed plant to the AEC. The AEC, in turn, would send copies
of the applicant's report to federal agencies designated by the Council
on Environmental Quality and to state officials. It would also publish a
notice of the availability of the report in the Federal Register. Federal
agencies would have thirty days and state or local bodies sixty days to
return their comments to the AEC. The regulatory staff would then
draw up the detailed environmental statement required by NEPA. At
the operating license stage, applicants would not need to submit another
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full environmental statement but discuss only the items that departed
significantly from the original report. The revised Appendix D also
declared that the Water Quality Improvement Act superseded NEPA on
the issues it covered. With respect to water quality, including thermal
pollution, applicants would be expected only to show that they had
secured certification of compliance with applicable standards. 13
The AEC's new statement, issued on 3 June 1970 for public comment
as a step toward a final rule, addressed some of the sources of confusion
about its environmental policy but left the major ones unresolved. It
was notable, one observer remarked, "for what it didn't say rather than
what it did say." It did not make dear the AEC's view of the extent of its
jurisdiction on environmental matters. Although it cited the Council on
Environmental Quality's guidelines on procedural issues, it pointedly
ignored the Council's declaration that the only limitation on the authority of federal agencies to implement NEPA was an express prohibition
in existing law. The role of the environmental impact statements in the
licensing process remained undefined, as· did the steps the AEC would
take to enforce the standards of other governmental units, whether
federal, state, or local. As Nttcleonics Week commented: "The precise
AEC stance on the environmental issue remains fuzzy. " 14
The AEC's vagueness about its position on implementing NEPA was
partly intentional. It wanted to avoid adopting a definitive policy that
could limit its options in the future. Until it decided on a course of
action or was forced to extend its jurisdiction, it preferred to maintain
as much flexibility as possible in its approach to environmental issues.
But the agency's lack of clarity was more a result of its own uncertainty
about how to carry out NEPA. The AEC, one unnamed observer remarked, "doesn't have the slightest idea yet on how they're going."
Although it was more prompt than other federal agencies in drafting its
response to NEPA, it was also more cautious and restrictive in defining
its responsibilities. IS
There were a number of reasons that the AEC did not take a bolder
and more expansive view of its environmental mandate under NEPA.
One was its conviction that the routine operation of nuclear plants was
not a serious threat to the environment. AEC officials acted on their
deep-seated belief that nuclear power, compared to burning fossil fuel
to produce electricity, was beneficial to the environment. Further, regulatiori of the two major products of nuclear power that affected the
environment, radiation releases and thermal discharges, were covered
by other legislation. Therefore, NEPA, while expressing admirable ob-
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jectives, seemed to be of rather peripheral importance to the AEC. In
fact, aggressive implementation of the law could undercut other goals
that the AEC deemed more pressing, especially evaluating the safety of
reactors and issuing licenses for them. "So much emphasis has shifted to
public and official concern about pollution and the environment, that
the proportion of attention ... to safety matters has greatly decreased,"
Clifford Beck told a congressional briefing on nuclear power in June
1970. "One major ... reason the AEC was set up in the first place was
to assure the safety of the public from the real hazard of major dimensions that could arise from accidents in nuclear reactors. This wasbefore pollution, is now, and will continue to be the objective on which
a major portion of our regulatory effort is expended." 16
Beck's statement reflected the AEC's concern that NEPA would divert limited human resources from tasks that were more central to the
agency's mission. Even before the law was passed, the regulatory staff
was "all but overwhelmed" by its workload in processing the unprecedented number of applications for construction permits and operating
licenses it had received. Although the size of the.regulatory division had
grown by about 50 percent between 1965 and 1970, it could not keep
pace with increasing demands. In April 1970, the AEC was reviewing
twenty-seven applications for construction permits and twenty-two
more for operating licenses. At the same time, it faced expanding obligations in its quality assurance programs. The Nixon administration, however, was trying to cut back on the size of the federal bureaucracy and
was not sympathetic to appeals for the creation of new positions. In this
situation, the prospect of having to devote considerable staff time to
environmental reviews, monitoring, and liaison with other agencies was
distressing to the AEC.17
· The training and expertise of the regulatory staff focused on reactor
science and engineering rather than the general range of environmental
problems that NEPA encompassed. To the AEC, it made sense to rely
on the technical judgment of federal and state agencies with knowledge
and experience in fields other than nuclear safety. The AEC did establish a small Office of Environmental Affairs, reporting to the general
manager, in June 1970. Its function was to coordinate and monitor
agency activities, not to perform the wide variety of the AEC's expanded environmental responsibilities. In light of its personnel shortages and limited experience, the AEC w:mted to keep its environmental
tasks within confines as narrow as possible. 18
The AEC's view of environmental problems and its staff limitations,
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both qualitative and quantitative, were important considerations in its ·
response to NEPA, but they were not the controlling ones. The decisive
factor was the agency's fear that the ultimate result of weighing environmental issues would be unwarranted delays in licensing plants. The
extra workload on the regulatory staff and the additional time it would
take to evaluate safety issues could extend the already increasing
amount of time that applicants had to wait for an AEC review. By
placing time limitations on the comments of other agencies and by
restricting its own role, the AEC hoped to prevent maj~r new disruptions in the licensing pipeline. As it was, the average time required for
the review of an application for a construction permit had increased
from about ten months in 1967 to about eighteen months in 1970. The
AEC worried that NEPA would cause what Ramey called a "quantum
leap" in the length of the process. The agency's draft rules on implementing NEPA were an effort to strike a balance between environmental
concerns and energy needs. In the AEC's view, meeting the demand for
electricity was a more important and immediate problem than carrying
out all the conceivable ramifications of NEPA.1 9
The AEC's proposed rule elicited objections from critics whose priorities and perspectives were different. Several environmental groups contended thatthe regulation did not adequately account for the environmental impact of nuclear plants under construction. They petitioned the AEC
to demand that utilities file an environmental report as soon as possible
and to order that backfitting be carried out if it would provide additional
environmental protection. Other observers faulted the agency for refusing to undertake an independent evaluation of the possible effects of
plant construction and operation. The primary, though not the only,
concern in this regard was the AEC's interpretation of its responsibilities
under the Water Quality Improvement Act. Its argument that applicants
for construction permits need only submit certification from an appropriate agency to fulfill the requirements of both the water quality act and
NEPA aroused sharp condemnation.20
Congressman Joseph Karth of Minnesota, a prominent participant in
the controversy over the Monticello plant, complained that "the AEC
seems to be demonstrating a rather unique arrogance" that "raises the
question whether the AEC considers itself above the law of the land." The
New York Times protested in an editorial that the AEC "has the notion
that in licensing nuclear plants it has no authority even to consider a
threat of thermal pollution." It suggested that "the AEC should be made
accountable for its decisions affecting the environment before scores of
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nuclear plants further endanger the life of the nation's waters." Senator
Philip A. Hart of Michigan also objected to the AEC's reliance on the
water quality act because it included a three-year grace period for compliance. He was particularly worried about the impact of the Palisades plant
on Lake Michigan, and expressed his dismay with the prospect that
during that time the objectives of NEPA would be disregarded. 21
The AEC attempted to alleviate the confusion over its environmental
policies and to address at least some of the criticism of them as it
prepared the final version of its regulation on implementing NEPA. A
paper from the regulatory staff and the general counsel's office informed the commissioners that public comments on the policy statement published in June were sharply divided. Utilities and reactor vendors argued that the AEC had gone too far to comply with NEPA and
that the result would be licensing delays. Environmentalists, in contrast,
suggested that the AEC's proposed position was an inadequate response
to the mandate provided by NEPA. It remained uncertain if the AEC's
position would survive a legal challenge, but general counsel Hennessey
suggested that in light of several recent decisions on the scope of the
law, "it is likely that a reviewing court would hold that our proposed
policy statement does not go far enough in carrying out the directive of
NEPA." 22
The staff paper proposed four alternative courses of action that the
Commission could elect to follow in its final policy statement. The first
was to adopt the rule largely as originally published. The major change
would be to state explicitly that environmental impact statements
would not be considered at Atomic Safety and Licensing Board hearings
on applications for construction permits or operating licenses. The primary advantage of this option would be to limit the opportunities for
delay of the licensing process and to ease the burden on the staff. The
principal disadvantages would be the likelihood of losing a battle in
court over NEPA and aggravating the already unfavorable public image
that the proposed Appendix D had given the AEC. The second alternative was the same as the first except that it would require applicants and
the staff to discuss water quality in- their environmental statements.
Even if the AEC took no action on water quality, including it in the
reports "might serve to alleviate or diminish the criticism of AEC that
otherwise may be expected."
The third alternative that the staff outlined would broaden the AEC's
consideration of nonradiological environmental issues. Any party in a
licensing proceeding would be permitted to raise questions about
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whether or not there was "reasonable assurance" that an applicant
would comply with federal and state standards. In this case, the board
would weigh any adverse effect on the environment that seemed likely
against the benefits of the proposed plant, "including the need for an
adequate supply of electric power." Under this option, the AEC would
not evaluate water quality issues but would rely entirely on state certification. The main advantage of this option, the staff argued, was that it
would "reflect a higher degree of responsiveness to the requirements of
NEPA," and in that way, reduce the chances of an adverse court decision. It could also "contribute favorably to AEC's public image by
providing a more open forum for the airing and resolution of environmental matters." The disadvantages were the increased potential for
retarding the licensing process and more work for the staff. The fourth
alternative was the same as the third with the addition of considering
water quality a part of the AEC's responsibilities under NEPA. 23 ·
The commissioners discussed the four alternatives at a meeting on 14
October. They agreed that the third alternative was the best course to
follow, assuming that the Department of Justice supported the AEC's
view of i~s authority (or lack of it) under the water quality act. They
asked ·the staff to prepare yet another paper on the subject before they
adopted it as the final version of Appendix D. Seaborg thought that the
Commission had interpreted its responsibilities on environmental matters "rather broadly." For the first time it had unequivocally included
nonradiological environmental issues within the AEC's jurisdiction. But
the option that the commissioners favored still fell short of what AEC
critics were urging, and it did not envision a decisive role for NEPA in
the licensing process. 24
In response to the Commission's request, the staff submitted a paper
detailing the new procedures. It made clear that nonradiological environmental matters could be raised during licensing proceedings. The AEC
would not submit its own assessment of the validity of an applicant's
assurances that a proposed plant could meet federal or state standards,
but if disputes arose, they would be resolved by the licensing board.
Water quality issues would be discussed in the environmental impact
statements of the applicant and the regulatory staff, though they would
not be considered during licensing hearings. The AEC would reject
appeals that work on plants under construction be suspended until an
environmental statement had been approved and that plants under construction or in operation be required to backfit equipment for environmental purposes. 25
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The latest attempt to delineate the AEC's treatment of environmental
issues generated considerable debate among the commissioners. Ramey
was concerned about the impact of the proposed rules on plants being
built. Theos Thompson was adamantly opposed to requirements that
would further encumber the licensing process. He was particularly apprehensive about the effects of considering subjective matters such as noise
or aesthetic qualities. He asked at one meeting what the AEC would do in
the hypothetical case of an elderly lady who objected to the hum of
electrical transformers or complained that a nuclear plant looked like "a
huge phallic symbol." His examples were meant to be humorous but his
point was not. The commissioners and senior staff decided to meet
Thompson's objections by tightening the language in the draft to lessen
the possibility of subjective issues arising in board hearings. They realized, however, that this remained a murky problem that would have to be
dealt with on a case-by-case basis. To curb Ramey's uneasiness about the
effect of the new Appendix D on plants under construction, they extended the grace period before environmental issues could be raised in
licensing hearings. With those changes, Thompson and Ramey reluctantly agreed to vote for the proposed environmental policy. 26
After months of confusion, criticism, and controversy, the AEC published its revised version of Appendix D on 4 December 1970. Agency
officials hoped that it would meet the requirements of NEPA and win
the endorsement of reviewing courts without adding major obstacles to
the licensing process. The AEC's "main concern," the statement declared, "has been to find out and strike a reasonable balance" between
the demands for electricity and environmental protection. Appendix D
reiterated that the AEC would rely on federal and state agencies to
evaluate the environmental impact of a proposed plant. It expressed the
AEC's view that the two principal effects of nuclear power generation,
radiation and thermal discharges, lay outside the jurisdiction of NEPA.
It also specified that environmental issues under NEPA could only be
raised in licensing proceedings for which a notice of hearing was published after 4 March 1971. This was done "in order to provide an
orderly period of transition" and "to avoid unreasonable delays in the
construction and operation of nuclear power plants," Within those constraints, the new Appendix D imposed several requirements on applicants for permits or licenses. They had to file a detailed environmental
impact statement, which could be challenged in a licensing board hearing if a party to the proceeding thought it misrepresented the conse-,
quences of building the plant. The board would resolve any disputes
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between parties, and could grant, deny, or place conditions on a permit
or license on the basis' of environmental considerations. Owners of
plants already under construction should file an impact statement "as
soon ·as practicable" if they had not already submitted one.27
The AEC's policy statement received strong support from a number of
interested observers; others were less enthusiastic. The Joint Committee
and the Justice Department expressed approval of the purposes of the
regulation and the AEC's interpretation of its legal authority. Timothy
Atkeson, general counsel of the Council on Environmental Quality, said
he was "delighted" with the new Appendix D and conveyed the Council's
opinion that "the revised AEC statement was by far the best policy statement that any Agency had issued." Industry representatives, by contrast,
voiced misgivings about the new rule because of its potential for lengthening the licensing process. Environmentalists were pleased that it included
some of the provisions they had sought, but they also concluded that it
did not go far enough in fulfilling the objectives of NEPA. 28
The reservations of environmentalists about the AEC's policy were
apparent in hearings that one of their leading spokesmen in Congress,
John Dingell, held on the implementation of NEPA. Dingell told Ramey
that he was disturbed that the AEC planned to rely on the judgment of
other agencies on the environmental impact of proposed plants. "If this
is the only thing that AEC is going to [do]," he declared, "then let me
assure you that AEC is in great trouble." Ramey responded that it was a
practical way for the AEC, lacking adequate staff and expertise, to carry
out NEPA, but Dingell was unconvinced. The AEC fielded the.same
question in a meeting it held for representatives of twelve prominent
conservation organizations in January 1971. The session was cordial
and constructive, but left no doubt that environmentalists remained
skeptical of the AEC's approach to NEPA. 29
One leading environmental group, the Natural Resources Defense
Council, spelled out other concerns in detailed comments on Appendix
D. It faulted the AEC for several aspects of its plans to gather information about and admit public comments on the environmental effects of a
proposed plant. The organization criticized, for example, the limited
number of federal and state agencies from whom the AEC would seek
advice, the failure to publish a list of the agencies the AEC would
consult on a given licensing case, the assumption that an agency supported the issuing. of a permit or license if the AEC did not receive
comments from it, and the lack of a provision for public hearings on the
environmental impact of plants under construction. The complaints of
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the Natural Resources Defense Council centered not on those procedural matters, however, but on the AEC's lack of attention in Appendix
D to enforcement of NEPA requirements. This applied to the AEC's
plan to accept the standards of federal and state agencies without attempting to evaluate their adequacy or completeness, and to the lack of
a mechanism to ensure compliance by nuclear plants with environmental regulations. "The AEC should include ••. specific provisions which
describe in detail the methods by which it will monitor and secure
compliance with the permit and license conditions for environmental
protection.", The comments of the Natural Resources Defense Council,
like those of environmentalists generally, demonstrated how little confidence they had in the AEC. Appendix D required a measure of faith that
the AEC would carry out its responsibilities under NEPA, but most
environmentalists lacked such faith. They suspected the AEC's intentions and disagreed with its priorities, and therefore, wanted Appendix
D to spell out issues clearly to minimize the discretion it would allow the
AEC. 30
The differences between the AEC and environmentalists over NEPA
inevitably led to court. The specific case on which the controversy focused involved the twin Calvert Cliff plants being built by the Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company (BG&E) on the Chesapeake Bay. The site
was about forty-five miles southeast of Washington, D. C. in a sparsely
populated area near the hamlet of Lusby, Maryland. When complete,
the 880 megawatt units would stand at a point where the bay was six
miles wide and a maximum of 110 feet deep. By any standard, the tract
was a scene of exceptional natural beauty. 31
At first, BG&E's plans for the Calvert Cliffs plants attracted little
interest or opposition. A prominent environmental group, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, even offered to cooperate with the company to
provide the public with objective information about the facilities. By
early 1969, however, when BG&E was applying to the AEC for a
construction permit, the foundation had joined with other environmentalists in raising questions about the possible impact of the Calvert Cliffs
plants. They based their objections on what by that time were increasingly familiar considerations. They suggested that AEC regulations did
not necessarily afford adequate protection against radiation hazards
and that thermal pollution posed an undefinable but serious ecological
threat to the bay. A group of seven Johns Hopkins University scientists
spearheaded the opposition, urging that the AEC defer issuing a con-
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struction permit until more information about the effects of the plants
on the bay was available. 32
The AEC did not address the questions about thermal pollution because at that point it still considered them to be outside its statutory
jurisdiction, and it denied that radiation from the plants presented a
public health or environmental danger. In testimony before the licensing
board for the plants and in subsequent statements, the Johns Hopkins
scientists had stressed the hazards of tritium, a radioactive isotope of
hydrogen. They asserted that tritium was particularly worrisome because as it moved through the food chain its concentrations in living
organisms would increase. The ultimate result would be that people
who ate seafood from the Chesapeake could ingest a much higher level
of tritium than would seem possible from a simple calculation of the
amounts that the power stations would release into the bay. After investigating this argument, the AEC found no evidence that tritium became
concentrated in living organisms; it insisted that the levels of the isotope
from the Calvert Cliffs units would remain only a few millionths of
what radiation experts considered acceptable. The licensing board
found the position of the intervenors unconvincing, and on 30 June
1969 it authorized the issuance of the construction permits for the
plants. 33
The licensing board's action only intensified the controversy over the '
plants' effects on the bay; many Marylanders agreed with Edward P.
Radford, one ·of the Johns Hopkins scientists, that the Calvert Cliffs
hearing had been "pure window-dressing." A few days after BG&E received its permit, the governor of Maryland, Marvin Mandel, announced
the appointment of a seventeen-member commission to study the impact
of nuclear power plants on the environment. Chaired by William W.
Eaton, a prominent industrial consultant and nuclear physicist, the commission included academic scientists and administrators, state and federal officials, and businessmen. In its report, published in December
1969, it sharply criticized procedures that allowed the utility to begin
work on the plants before receiving all the required state and federal
authorizations. But the commission concluded that the operation of the
plants would not "seriously impair the quality of the Chesapeake Bay
environment." It argued that the consequences of thermal pollution
would be "very small," and it agreed with the AEC that tritium and other
radioactive isotopes presented no major health hazards.3 4
At the same time that the governor's task force was preparing its
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report, the Maryland Academy of Sciences was conducting a study on
the same general topic. It reached a similar conclusion, submitting that
"in all probability, the plant will not of itself.represent a major environmental threat." It expressed uneasiness, however, about the future use
of the bay as a site for power stations, and it urged a moratorium on
the construction of any other plants until appropriate environmental
studies could be carried out and evaluated. The academy's report, published in January 1970, also advised that the state restrict radiation
emissions from the Calvert Cliffs facilities to one-tenth of the AEC's
permissible levels. Those recommendations reflected the widespread
concern that even if one nuclear plant on the bay was not a problem, a
proliferation of them would be. The Maryland Department of Water
Resources, in granting BG&E a water use permit, went even further
than the Academy of Sciences suggested in seeking to reduce the impact
of the plants on the bay. It set allowable radiation releases at 1 percent
of the AEC's standards, though the state's legal authority to do so was
dubious. It further stipulated that the utility would have to meet temperature limits for waste heat at the point of discharge without using a
mixing zone.ls
The reassuring expert assessments of the probable environmental
impact of the Calvert Cliffs plants and the stringent regulatory requirements imposed by .the state might have been enough to allay public
concern and end the controversy. But the enactment of NEPA and the
AEC's response to it kept Calvert Cliffs in the center of the debate over
nuclear power and the environment. In June 1970, less than four
weeks after the AEC issued its draft of Appendix D for public comment, three environmental organizations joined in an appeal to the
AEC to force BG&E to comply immediately with NEPA. The petitioners included two nationally recognized and long-est~blished groups,
the National Wildlife Federation and the Sierra Club, and the recently
founded Calvert 'cliffs Coordinating Committee, a coalition of individuals and conservationist organizations "specifically concerned with
the environmental effects of the proposed Calvert Cliffs plant." The
environmental groups had initially planned to sue the AEC and other
agencies over the thermal pollution that the plants would cause in the
bay. They hired Anthony-z. Reisman, a thirty-two year old Harvard
Law School graduate who along with two other young lawyers had set
up a public interest legal firm the previous year. Roisman, who at that
time had only limited experience in environmental law, pointed out
that a major suit could be extremely costly and recommended, as a
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18. University of Maryland researchers check the size, number, and sex of crabs
captured in the Chesapeake Bay to gather data for assessing the environmental
impact of the Calvert Cliffs nuclear plants. (National Archives 434-SF-11 -83)

first step, submitting a rule-making petition to the AEC based on the
requirements of NEPA'.J6
The petition requested that the AEC apply NEPA to plants under
construction, require back.fitting if necessary on those plants, and order
BG&E to show cause why its construction permit should not be sus-
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pended until the the environmental impact of Calvert Cliffs could be fully
investigated. Roisman argued that NEPA obligated the AEC to assess the
environmental impact of plants under construction. As written, Appendix D required consideration of the environmental effects of those facilities only when their owners applied for an operating license. Roisman
contended that to wait that long violated NEPA because it required that
"the consideration of environmental factors is no longer to be postponed
until irreparable harm results or economic pressures preclude a full evaluation of alternatives." Suggesting that the "one inescapable conclusion ... is that virtually nothing is known about the environmental impact of the proposed Calvert Cliffs plant," he called on the AEC to direct
BG&E to show cause why construction should not be suspended. Once
the issue was decided, "as we are sure it will be," in favor of halting
construction, the AEC could undertake a detailed study of environmental
issues, hold public hearings, instruct the utility to prepare an environmental statement, and, if necessary, order modifications in or relocation of
the plants. The AEC denied the petition on the grounds that it was in the
process of drawing up its rules on implementing NEPA. Aithough it
pledged to consider the points raised by the petitioners as a part of its
·rule-making proceedings, it deferred any action on their request until
after the final regulations had been published.37
In late November 1970, the Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee,
the National Wildlife Federation, and the Sierra Club requested that the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit review the
AEC's refusal of their appeal for environmental action on Calvert Cliffs.
Two weeks later, a few days after the AEC issued its final version of
Appendix D, the three organizations challenged the agency's rules in a
suit filed in the same court. The two suits, which the court combined into
a single case, not only reiterated the earlier arguments for immediate
consideration of the environmental effects of the Calvert Cliffs plants but
also disputed the AEC's entire approach to carrying out NEPA. The
questions they raised, noted Nuclear Industry, were "fraught with farreaching consequences for nuclear power plant licensing." 38
The petitioners' brief, written by Roisman, elaborated on previous
environmentalist complaints with the AEC's response to NEPA. It emphasized that the AEC had failed to fulfill the purposes of the act
because it planned to rely on the standards of other agencies in evaluat- .
ing environmental issues. Roisman jabbed the AEC for its willingness to
accept the judgment of the states on environmental matters after fighting so hard against the efforts of Minnesota to set its own radiation
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standards. A vital question that the AEC left unanswered, he suggested,
was whether state or local "standards and requirements by their very
existence will totally foreclose any examination of adverse environmental effects which will occur even when the standards and requirements
are met." The petitioners also objected to 'the AEC's refusal to require
backfitting on plants under construction for equipment or design
changes that would improve environmental protection and its provision
that environmental issues under NEPA could only be raised in licensing
cases where a notice of hearing was published after 4 March 1971. In
short, they argued that Appendix D fell far short of full compliance with
NEPA. 39
In its brief, the AEC, as it had done in publishing the final version of
Appendix D, stressed that it was seeking to take a "balanced approach"
between environmental and energy needs. It argued that the nation
faced a serious shortage of electrical power that necessarily entered into
its policy deliberations. Since NEPA specified that environmental goals
should be pursued in a way that was "consistent with other considerations of national policy," the AEC was following the dictates of the
law. The AEC once again pointed out that the major environmental
effects of nuclear plants were covered by sta'tutes other than NEPA. It
dismissed the allegations of the petitioners that it was doing nothing
about environmental problems as unsubstantiated "hyperbole." The
brief further contended that the AEC's plan to utilize the evaluations of
other federal and state agencies on environmental issues was "wholly
reasonable," especially since its own expertise focused heavily on radiological health and safety. Anyone who wished to challenge the standards or recommendations of those agencies had the opportunity to do
so in the licensing hearings. On another matter raised by the petitioners,
the AEC declared that backfitting for environmental purposes, if found
necessary, was covered by regulations other than Appendix D. Finally,
it insisted that deferral of formal consideration of environmental issues
other than radiation and water quality was necessary to avoid power
shortages. 40
The AEC's brief made the strongest possible case for its plans to
implement NEPA. The general counsel's office had pointed out from the
beginning of the AEC's deliberations over NEPA that it might lose a
court challenge, but senior agency officials hoped that they had broadened Appendix D sufficiently to win the case. They were particularly
encouraged by the Council on Environmental Quality's warm reception
of the final version of the rule. Staff lawyers, however, feared that the
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AEC's arguments would not fare well in court because the brief emphasized policy considerations rather than legal precedents. The concerns
arising from the frailty of the AEC's legal position were heightened by
the composition of the panel of judges selected to decide the case. The
judges, J. Skelly Wright, Edward A. Tamm, and Spottswood W. Robinson Ill, seemed likely to give the environmentalists a sympathetic hearing. "The luck of the draw was with us," Roisman commented later.
"We got just a super panel. " 41
The AEC's presentation during the oral arguments before the panel,
held on 16 April 1971, did not improve its chances of winning the case.
Marcus A. Rowden, who as AEC solicitor made the oral argument,
heavily emphasized the need for power and the importance of avoiding
delays in licensing plants, at least partly to compensate for the weakness
of the AEC's legal stance. Judge Wright became visibly annoyed when
Rowden suggested that the AEC was specifically prohibited from imposing water standards stricter than those approved by the Federal Water
Quality Administration, but failed to cite any statutory language that
would support such a conclusion. Although the oral arguments were
probably not decisive in the outcome of the suit, they clearly did not
enhance the AEC's case. Within a short time, Nttcleonics Week reported
that lawyers following the case thought it likely that the AEC would
lose. In that event, the impact of the decision would depend on whether
the court accepted any of the agency's major arguments and "on the
way in which the court couches its ruling." 42
The court's decision, handed down on 23 July 1971, was a crushing
defeat for the AEC. Not only did the ruling categorically reject the
agency's arguments, but it did so in language that was extraordinarily
harsh. Judge Wright, who wrote the opinion, opened by declaring that
the court's duty was to make ce_rtain that "important legislative purposes, heralded in the halls of Congress, are not lost or misdirected in
the vast hallways of the federal bureaucracy." Suggesting that the AEC's
policies undermined the objectives of NEPA, he stated the court's position: "We conclude that the Commission's procedural rules do not
comply with the congressional policy."
Wright explained why the court found each of the AEC's arguments
unconvincing. In his most widely quoted phrase, he faulted the agency
for requiring environmental statements but not necessarily considering
them during the licensing process: "We believe that the Commission's
crabbed interpretation of NEPA makes a mockery of the Act." The law,
he wrote, required that the AEC take the initiative to conduct indepen-
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dent evaluations of the environmental effects of proposed plants. "Its
responsibility is not simply- to sit back, like an umpire, and resolve
adversary contentions at the hearing stage." Wright's opinion applied
the same reasoning to the AEC's reliance ~n the environmental standards of other agencies. He agreed that their views should be solicited,
but he denied that NEPA authorized a "total abdication to those agencies." Wright rejected the AEC's contention that certification from appropriate federal or state officials carried out the intentions ·of NEPA on
water quality issues, and he affirmed that nothing precluded the AEC
from setting standards that were stricter than those of the certifying
agencies. He stressed that NEPA obligated the AEC to weigh the benefits of a proposed plant against the environmental costs of building it.
By "abdicating entirely to other agencies' certifications," the AEC "neglects the mandated balancing analysis."
Judge Wright sternly reproached the AEC for its refusal to consider
nonradiological environmeni:al issues in proceedings for which a. notice
of hearing was published before 4 March 1971. "Such a time lag," he
said, "is shocking." While some delay in implementing NEPA regulations was justifiable, it was clear that the period of transition "must
proceed at a pace faster than a funeral procession." Wright did not
think that the AEC's emphasis on the need for power was a defensible
basis for deferring NEPA requirements. "Whether or not the spectre of
a national power crisis is as real as the Commission apparently believes,
it must not be used to create a blackout of environmental consideration
in the agency review process." In the specific case of the Calvert Cliffs
plants, Wright also found the AEC's environmental actions deficient.
He saw no reason to wait until the operating license stage to weigh
environmental issues, and suggested that the AEC "consider very seriously the requirement of a temporary halt in construction ..• and the
'backfitting' of technological innovations." Although this would cause
delay, it would carry out more promptly and more completely the purposes of NEPA. Thus, the court's decision and Wright's opinion rejected
not only the AEC's legal arguments but questioned its efforts to balance
environmental and energy needs as well. 43
The court's ruling did not come as a surprise to those who had
followed the case, but the tone of Wright's language and the totality of
the AEC's defeat were unexpected. The decision was, reported Nucleonics Week in a comment representative of the general reaction, "a stunning body blow." Once the initial shock wore off, the primary question
facing the AEC was how to respond. There were four different courses
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of action it could follow, none of which was very appealing. It could
seek review of the case by the Supreme Court or ask for a rehearing en
bane by the full Court of .Appeals. But the chances of a reversal of the
decision seemed remote, and in the period that an appeal was in process,
construction of nuclear plants would be plagued with uncertainty and
challenged in litigation. Another alternative was to seek a legislative
remedy by amending NEPA, but the prospects for success did not appear hopeful. 44
The remaining choice was to comply with the ruling, which the Joint
Committee, the Council on Environmental Quality, and eventually the
AEC viewed as the best way to proceed. The AEC delayed taking action,
partly because it wanted to weigh its alternatives carefully but mostly
because of the appointment of a new chairman and commissioner. Two
days before the court decision, President Nixon had disclosed that
James R. Schlesinger, assistant director of the Office of Management
and Budget, would replace Seaborg, and that William 0. Doub, chairman of the Maryland Public Service Commission, would fill a vacant
seat on the Commission. Both Schlesinger and Doub were determined to
make the AEC more responsive to environmental concerns and to improve its public image. As a part of those efforts, the AEC announced on
26 August 1971 that it would not appeal the Calvert Cliffs decision. 45
Arriving at that conclusion was easier than carrying out its ramifications. The environmental requirements that Calvert Cliffs imposed on
the AEC placed an enormous burden on the regulatory staff. It was
obvious that rewriting Appendix D, reviewing license applications, revising environmental impact statements, holding additional hearings, and
training new staff members would cause major delays in the regulatory
process. Shortly after the court decision, Harold Price told the Commission that it would affect sixty reactor cases involving eighty-three units.
He hoped that if he added sixty technically qualified people to his staff
he could hold the delays to six months. Less optimistic predictions from
the staff and from industry envisioned a de facto licensing moratorium
of up to a year. 46
The first priority was to revise Appendix D in accordance with the
directives of the court. Within six weeks after the decision, the AEC
published a new version of the rules. It delineated the procedures that
applicants for new construction permits would be expected to follow to
carry out NEPA. One new feature that the AEC required in an applicant's environmental impact statement was an analysis of the consequences of several categories of postulated nuclear accidents. The regula-
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tory staff ranked accidents according to severity in nine classifications.
They ranged from trivial occurrences (class one) to hypothetical accidents that exceeded the design bases for the plant (class nine). The AEC
concluded that the consequences of a class one accident were too slight
to affect the environment and that a class nine accident was so improbable that applicants did not have to discuss its potential impact. The AEC
requested an evaluation of the probability and the environmental consequences of all the other classes of postulated accidents. The agency also
instructed applicants to draw up a detailed comparison of the environmental costs and benefits of building proposed plants. It recognized that
estimating the environmental effects ·of projected accidents and balancing costs and benefits of new facilities would be unavoidably imprecise
and speculative, but it decided that such calculations were necessary to
comply fully with NEPA.
In assessing an applicant's impact statement, the licensing staff
would independently consider every possible environmental effect of the
proposed plant and prepare its own cost-benefit analysis. It would give
its opinion to the licensing board about whether the application should
be issued, denied, or revised on environmental grounds. The new Appendix D required additional NEPA reviews for plants under construction
and allowed for new hearings in those cases. It also instructed affected
permit holders or licensees to show cause why construction or operation
of their facility should not be suspended until completion of the NEPA
evaluation.47
On 27 August 1971, the AEC held a meeting with officials of industry, government agencies, and environmental groups to explain and
solicit comments on a draft of Appendix D. The majority of those
attending represented the nuclear industry, and they were, according to
one report, "as enthusiastic about the task ahead as patients awaiting
major surgery." They were particularly concerned that the new rules
would cause major delays in plants that were nearly ready for operation. John T. Conway, executive assistant to the chairman of the board
of Consolidated Edison, complained that new environmental reviews
and hearings would postpone the start-up of the almost-completed Indian Point II reactor. This, he said, would jeopardize the well-being of
eight million New Yorkers who needed electricity from the plant, and,
ironically, force the company to use older equipment that was much
more damaging to the environment. He and others at the meeting urged
the AEC to issue operating licenses to plants in the position of Indian
Point II while the environmental reviews were proceeding. Anthony
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Roisman responded to this suggestion by declaring that environmental
organizations would strongly oppose any such action. The tone and the
substance of the meeting made clear that while the Calvert Cliffs decision marked the beginning of a new phase in the regulatory process, it
did not signal an end to the controversy over nuclear power and the
environment. 48
In retrospect, the AEC committed a major blunder by not taking a
broader view of its environmental responsibilities at the time that NEPA
became law. Other agencies did so; the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
for example, whose developmental functions were even more unambiguous than those of the AEC, responded much more willingly and expansively to the law. 49 The AEC's narrow interpretation of its duties under
NEPA not only aroused the opposition of environmentalists but also
undermined its own objectives. It sought above all to prevent the law
from impeding the licensing process, but the Calvert Cliffs decision led
to delays that were more disruptive and disorganized than would have
been likely if the agency had immediately complied fully with NEPA. In
the end, the harvest of its reluctance to fulfill the requirements of NEPA
was a great deal of ill-will, further suspicion that it was indifferent to
environmental quality, an embarrassingly one-sided setback in federal
court, and an involuntary licensing moratorium.
A shock as unsettling as the Calvert Cliffs decision was probably
necessary to shake the AEC out of its complacency toward environmental issues. Contrary to popular perceptions, the AEC was not insensitive
to environmental needs, but it was convinced that it was doing its part
to protect the environment. In its view, NEPA was at best a nuisance
and at worst a threat to other goals that it deemed more pressing. The
AEC had compelling reasons for not proceeding more aggressively to
carry out NEPA. Its staff shortages were an ever-present problem and
power supplies were increasingly problematical in some areas. The principal effect of Calvert Cliffs on the AEC was to force it to seek ways to
deal comprehensively with environmental questions at the same time
that it was striving to issue licenses promptly. In a time of growing
public concern about the environment, the AEC could no longer confine
its regulatory reviews to radiation protection without eliciting sharp
criticism. NEPA and Calvert Cliffs thrust the AEC, gradually and grudgingly, into an era of environmental awareness and anxiety in which full
consideration of the impact of power plants on their natural surroundings was a strict imperative.

CHAPTER XV

The Public and Nuclear
Power

The AEC and the nuclear industry devoted careful attention and considerable resources to winning public support for the use of nuclear power.
When the technology was still new and few plants were operating, the
prospects for securing widespread public approval were auspicious; the
introduction of nuclear power occurred with little protest and with
overwhelmingly favorable press notice. As the number of nuclear plants
that were planned, under construction, or operating expanded during
the 1960s, however, public attitudes toward the technology became
more ambivalent. Although opinion polls continued to show strong
backing for nuclear power, a growing legion of critics and a profusion
of books, articles, speeches, and demonstrations voiced questions about
the safety of the technology and the regulatory performance of the AEC.
The AEC and industry representatives countered by intensifying their
efforts to persuade the public of the advantages of nuclear power. But to
their dismay and frustration, they found that their campaigns achieved
limited results and that the arguments of their opponents were eroding
the public support that they viewed as essential to the future of the
technology.
In the early days of nuclear power development, public attitudes
toward the technology were highly favorable, as the few opinion polls
published on the subject showed. In a February 1956 survey, 69 percent
of those questioned had "no fear" of having a nuclear plant located in
their community, while only 20 percent expressed apprehension. In the
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spring of 1960 a national telephone survey asked for responses to the
proposition that "atomic power should be used to produce electricity."
Sixty-four percent of those questioned gave positive responses and only
6 percent were negative. At about the same time, Consolidated Edison
commissioned a sampling of public opinion in the region of its first
Indian Point reactor, then under construction. It found that 63 percent
of the respondents thought that the plant was a "good idea" and only
12 percent "felt any reservations."
Press coverage of nuclear power, though not as naively exuberant as
reports of the prospective applications of the peaceful atom that appeared immediately after Hiroshima, continued to emphasize the benefits it would offer. This was evident, for example, in Walt Disney's
widely viewed 1956 film, "Our Friend the Atom." A lengthy and lavishly illustrat.ed article in National Geographic two years later acknowledged that the use of nuclear energy was costly and potentially hazardous but conveyed little doubt that those problems would be overcome.
It concluded that "abundant energy released from the hearts of atoms
promises a vastly different and better tomorrow for all mankind." The
journal Nucleonics later observed that the indications of strong support
or, at worst, widespread indifference, fed a prevailing conviction within
the nuclear industry "that public acceptance of nuclear power would
not be a significant problem. " 1
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, however, as a result of the controversy ·over fallout from the atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons, the
American public became increasingly troubled about the risks of exposure to radioactivity. The possibility that radiation from bomb tests
could cause birth defects, cancer, and other diseases called attention to
and raised misgivings about the use of all sources of radiation. Consequently, plans for the construction of nuclear power plants began to
arouse greater skepticism in the areas in which they would be located.
The opponents of the proposed Ravenswood and Bodega Bay plants,
who were vocal, determined, visible, and ultimately successful, highlighted comparisons between the· hazards of radioactive fallout and
those of nuclear power. So did critics of other reactor projects in the
early 1960s. The growing public awareness of radiation dangers that
developed during the fallout debate fueled the first grass-roots protests
against nuclear power and introduced a new ambivalence in public
attitudes toward the technology.
Most critics did not object to nuclear power in general; rath~r they
attacked plans to build reactors at specific sites. Their campaigns re-
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mafned localized and focused on conditions of particular concern in
their own areas, such as the density of the population around Ravenswood and the threat of an earthquake at Bodega Head or Malibu. The
opposition to nuclear plants, even if it applied only to conditions at an
individual site, caught nuclear proponents by surprise and shook their
confidence that the public would accept the technology with equanimity. In June 1963, in the middle of the controversies over Ravenswood
and Bodega, Nucleonics Week urged the nuclear industry and the government to deal with public concern about the technology "fully and
forthrightly." It argued that although many of the claims of the critics
had been "based on extreme misunderstanding and distortion of the
facts," including misleading comparisons of nuclear plants with bombs
and fallout, their objections had to be taken seriously and their questions answered thoroughly." The journal's editors expressed a widely
held view by suggesting that the future of nuclear power depended on
how well the ind~stry and the government satisfied public concerns. "If
the public does not accept nuclear power," they concluded, "there will
be no nuclear power." 2
The key to ensuring public support for nuclear power, in the minds of
officials in both industry and the AEC, was to educate the public and
improve its understanding of the technology. In that way, they reasoned,
it would not be susceptible to inaccurate information advanced by poorly
informed or dishonest critics. The Atomic Industrial Forum established a
Public Understanding Committee in April 1963, and it focused its efforts
on drafting a booklet on nuclear safety that was aimed at "reasonable,
intelligent, interested laymen." It also worked, in cooperation with the
AEC, on preparing a film titled "Atomic Power Today: Safety and Service." While nuclear advocates supported those efforts, some insisted
that more shoulq be done. Westinghouse vice-president John W. Simpson
warned in November 1963 that a "continued barrage of ill-informed,
emotional or highly motivated attacks can exert such pressure on legislators, administrators and utility companies that they will be reluctant to
support atomic power developments ...• Our whole industry is being
attacked; the whole industry should answer." 3
.
William E. Shoup, in a speech he delivered as president of the American Nuclear Society in 1965, submitted that a major part of the problem
facing the nuclear community arose from its terminology. By overusing
"exotic vocabulary" and technical jargon in addressing the public, he
argued, "too often we either scare them or bore them to death." He
maintained that when the public heard phrases like "maximum credible
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accident," "~adioactive vapor container," "going critical," or "scram,"
its "primitive fears" of a "mysterious, invisible danger" were aroused.
Shoup urged that the nuclear industry stop discussing its safety procedures before the general public because the mere mention of safety concerns unsettled those unfamiliar with the technology. Instead, he recommended that it adopt a symbol to "help the layman readily identify the
everyday clean, safe, and reliable use of nuclear energy." Shoup suggested
a symbol called "Able Atom," the appearance of which would be determined by a national contest for high school students. This, he said, would
not only "enhance the empathy of the younger generations for nuclear
energy" but also would "be an improvement over the iron cross radiation
danger sign we now use." Although Shoup's appeal did not inspire a
campaign to conceptualize and popularize "Able Atom," the importance
that he attached to public acceptance of nuclear technology and the
frustration he expressed with what he regarded as unwarranted public
anxiety were widely shared by his colleagues. 4
The AEC harbored the same concerns about public attitudes toward
nuclear technology and fully subscribed to efforts to enhance public
understanding of it. The agency conducted its own programs to familiarize the public with nuclear power and regulatory procedures, including
b~oklets, films, exhibits, and school lectures and demonstrations. At the
same time, to avoid undercutting its regulatory position, it sought to
restrict its role to providing educational material and information. Duncan Clark, director of the AEC's Division of Public Information, summarized the agency's dilemma in July 1963. "To do nothing in the way of
public education .•. would cause us to lose much ground and thus
seriously retard the much needed public acceptance of reactors in populated areas," he wrote. "However, it would be at least equally disadvantageous to take action which could be used by critics to support charges
that the Commission does not take its regulatory responsibilities as
seriously as its developmental ones. " 5
The AEC sought to preserve a fine distinction between education and
promotion in its public affairs activities. The purpose of its programs
was more to inform than to persuade, which contrasted with the extensive advertising campaigns and lavish publications that reactor vendors
and utilities sponsored. The AEC was more subdued than industry in
"selling" the atom. Nevertheless, its public information programs,
while acknowledging nuclear power hazards, emphasized the advantages of the technology. By presenting a view of nuclear power that
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invariably tilted to the favorable side, the agency crossed the line that
divided education from promotion.
The AEC responded to the complaints of industry about the problem
of public misunderstanding and to the protests against nuclear power by
expanding its publications, speaking appearances, and exhibits in order
to reach a wider audience. It also changed some of its regulatory terminology to sound more innocuous; for example, the "hazards summary
report" that applicants submitted became the "safety analysis report,"
the "maximum credible accident" became the "design basis accident,"
and "engineered safeguards" became "engineered safety features."
Some AEC and nuclear industry officials thought that the agency should
take more aggressive action to convince the public of the safety of the
technology, but most industry leaders believed that it was their own
responsibility to "sell the public on nuclear power." 6
. The AEC and the industry were encouraged by signs that their new
efforts to win public support were paying dividends. Articles favorable
to nuclear power appeared in the Atlantic Monthly and The Nation in
early 1964; in both cases the authors had attended a news briefing on
reactor safety that the AEC had sponsored. Reader's Digest, with a
worldwide circulation of about twenty-six million, ran an article in late
1965 that emphasized the advantages and the safety of nuclear power
and suggested that the technology had "gone through its gawky, troubled youth and entered a promising young adulthood." 7
The results of an opinion poll conducted in 1965 that compared
public views of nuclear power in three different areas were equally
gratifying. One of the locations, Buchanan, New York, was the site of
an operating nuclear plant (Indian Point). The second, Philadelphia, had
received some public information programs because it seemed likely
that a plant would be built in the region. The third, Atlanta, had no
experience with nuclear power or exposure to special educational efforts. In all three places, participants in the poll had highly favorable
views of nuclear power, but the residents of Buchanan were slightly
more positive in their responses than their counterparts in Philadelphia
and much more so than those in Atlanta. In Buchanan, 60.5 percent
were favorable (compared with 3 percent negative), in Philadelphia, 60
percent were favorable (compared to 4.5 percent negative), and in Atlanta, 45.3 percent were favorable (compared to 7.7 percent negative).
The survey indicated not only that the public was generally welldisposed toward nuclear power but also that educational programs
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were worthwhile. It offered evidence that, as Nuclear News put it,
"familiarity breeds confidence. " 8
Nuclear advocates remained disturbed, however, by continuing attacks on nuclear power. Utilities ordered few reactors between 1963
and 1966, and none aroused the intense opposition that the Ravenswood, Bodega Bay, ·and Malibu proposals encountered. Nevertheless,
objections to Oyster Creek raised by a group called the New Jersey
Scientists Committee for Public Information and scattered challenges to
the safety of nuclear power suggested that controversies over plant
siting could recur in the future. For that reason, the AEC and the industry were angered and exasperated by publications that undercut their
public information programs. An article titled "Is Atomic Industry Risking Your Life?" in the June 1965 issue of Popular Science was especially
distressing. After discussing radiation hazards and "minor operating
problems" in nuclear plants, it concluded that "the ac~ident record of
the industry has been good so far." But it added: "The growth of the
industry, and the continuing pressure for power reactors in populated
areas, increase the likelihood of more and bigger accidents. It's also
possible to question whether the industry is adequately regulated. " 9
The article elicited strong protests from the AEC, industry officials,
and radiation-protection specialists, who found it an inaccurate and
misleading "scare" story. The article was exceptional in its criticism of
nuclear power, however, and, in gene_ral, opposition to the technology
remained sporadic and localized. Nevertheless, it deeply worried the
nuclear community. Chauncey Starr, president of the Atomics International Division of North American Aviation and a leading spokesman
for the nuclear industry, declared in January 1966: "It is a matter of
dismay to the atomic power industry to find the issue of public acceptance such a major obstacle."JO
The obstacle became more formidable after the surge of orders for
power reactors began in 1966. As the nuclear power industry expanded,
so too did opposition to the construction of new plants. This was partly
a result of objections to plans for specific sites, but it also was a result of
concerns over the implications of building large numbers of reactors.
The growth in antinuclear activism went hand in hand with the growth
of the industry. There was no organized movement against nuclear
power or a uniform set of goals among the protesters and intervenors.
They were largely local residents who focused on issues of concern in
their own communities. But the cumulative effect of their activities
called attention to and increased the impact of challenges to nuclear
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projects beyond local areas. With varying degrees of intensity between
1966 and 1968, individuals and groups expressed well-publicized misgivings bver the proposals for Indian Point II and III, Shoreham, and
Bell Station in New York, Monticello in Minnesota, Calvert Cliffs in
Maryland, Turkey Point in Florida, and Vermont Yankee. 11
The most prominent leaders of the protests against reactor projects in
this period reflected a wide variety of backgrounds and motivations.
Some were AEC critics of long standing. Perhaps the most dogmatic was
Leo Goodman, who had held various labor union posts and who was
described by Nucleonics Week as "an elfish little man who usually has a
smile on his face and one thought on his mind: to torment the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission." Goodman had first battled with the AEC
in 1949 over housing for workers at Oak Ridge, and after that time had
clashed repeatedly both with the AEC and the Joint Committee over the
adequacy and application of radiation standards. The Greater St. Louis
Committee for Nuclear Information and its succeeding organizations,
founded by Washington University biologist Barry Commoner and colleagues during the fallout controversy of the 1950s, regularly questioned the benefits of nuclear power. Nuclear advocates and opponents
alike took its views seriously, partly because its tone was restrained but
mostly because it included respected scientists and physicians among its
ranks.
Other critics emerged in the mid-1960s to protest the growing use of.
nuclear power. Larry Bogart, a former advertising and public relations
executive, established the Anti-Pollution League and helped run a number of similarly named organizations from his home in New Jersey.
Although he initially favored nuclear power as an antidote to air pollution, he became convinced that the technology was expanding too rapidly
and recklessly. "We're going to have a catastrophic accident," he
warned. "We'll be living in a wasteland." Bogart edited a newsletter,
lobbied Congress, and spoke frequently to civic groups throughout the
Northeast. Adolph J. Ackerman, an electrical and civil engineer in private
practice in Madison, Wisconsin, undertook similar activities, though he
directed his efforts more at professional engineers. He expressed opposition to specific reactor projects. but focused his attacks on the PriceAnderson Act. Malcolm Kildale, an advertising and public relations
professional, established Fact Finders, Inc. and issued a series of press
releases denouncing nuclear power. He organized a protest against plans
for the Shoreham plant on Long Island in which a group of women
picketed AEC headquarters and the White House. The demonstrators led
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a gaggle of white ducks to convey their message that the AEC was
"ducking" safety issues. The protesters were purportedly Long Island
housewives, but at least some were models hired by Kildale. The source of
funding for the antinuclear activists remained unclear; they denied nuclear industry and AEC suspicions that they were primarily supported by
the coal lobby.12
In other cases, attacks on nuclear power unquestionably came from
coal interests. A short time after being elected chairman of the National
Coal Policy Conference, W. A. (Tony) Boyle, president of the United
Mine Workers of America, launched a series of blistering assaults on
nuclear power. To the embarrassment of other officials in coal lobbying
organizations, he broke the informal truce in which coal had agreed not
to attack the nuclear industry on safety issues and nuclear spokesmen
had agreed not to attack coal for causing air pollution. Boyle assailed
the "atomic energy monsters in Washington" for promoting "a type of
powerplant whose safety is open to serious question" and that was
"capable of filling both atmosphere and water with deadly radioactivity." He hailed the women who had led the ducks in demonstrating
against Shoreham and expressed hope that President Johnson had
heeded their message because, Boyle said, "I'm sure he doesn't want his
grandchildren to be radioactive." 13
Boyle's offensive won support in Congress from representatives of
coal-producing areas, some of whom sponsored legislation to create a
blue-ribbon panel to investigate the role of the federal government in
atomic power programs. But reservations in Congress about the rapid
growth of nuclear power were not limited to members from coal regions. A subcommittee of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics was mildly critical of nuclear power in a 1966 report on energy
sources, focusing on the failure to find a way to dispose of nuclear
wastes. In April 19~8, Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts
introduced a bill that would impose a two-year moratorium on granting
construction permits for nuclear plants. 14
The protests against nuclear power gained momentum between 1966
and 1968, though their impact was, at best, problematical. In 1969 the
antinuclear campaign gathered new strength, gained unprecedented national attention, and threatened to fulfill the worst apprehensions of
nuclear proponents. In January, Sports Illustrated published Robert H.
Boyle's unrelenting denunciation of the AEC and the nuclear industry
for neglecting the problem of thermal pollution. The article increased
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concern about the environmental effects of nuclear plants while discreditirig the AEC and the industry in ways that they found impossible to
rebut effectively. John A. Harris, who had taken over as director of the
AEC's Division of Public Information, advised the Commission to send
a letter to the magazine explaining its position but admitted tha·t this
"would not offset the damage already done by the story." 15
Within a month after the appearance of Boyle's broadside, nuclear
proponents suffered another blow that was delivered by a book titled
The Careless Atom. The author was Sheldon Novick, who for years had
been associated with the St. Louis Committee for Nuclear Information
and its successor, the Committee for Environmental Information. He
was soon to assume the editorship of the organization's journal, newly
named Environment. Novick insisted that he did not oppose nuclear
power in principle, but his book was a disturbing account of the hazards
of the technology and uncertainties a bout its safety. He highlighted the
1966 accident at the Fermi plant in Michigan, the controversy over
Bodega Bay and seismic siting, the worst-case casualty and damage
estimates of the original WASH-740 report and the inadequacy of the
Price-Anderson Act to cover them, and the public health risks that
radiation from reactors presented. Novick lamented the lack of public
awareness of and debate over the dangers of nuclear power, and concluded: "Only a very much broadened base of discussion will allow us
to judge wisely whether in the reactor program, as it now stands, the
benefits outweigh the hazards." 16
Despite its alarming message, the tone of Novick's book and its
criticism of the AEC and the Joint Committee were muted. The appeals
that the publisher, Houghton Mifflin Company, used to promote the
volume were much less so. One advertisement headlined: "The Hiroshima bomb is alive-and ticking-in Indian Point." To accentuate the
point, it added: "Atoms for peace can blow us to pieces!" Those assertions were misleading ballyhoo apparently written by the publisher;
they did not appear in Novick's book. Such sensational statements
helped The Careless Atom receive a great deal of notice. Supporters of
nuclear power were troubled both by the arguments in the book and by
the attention it commanded. They complained, in some cases bitterly,
that Novick disregarded the safety record of the industry and the AEC's
elaborate regulatory requirements, exaggerate'd the hazards of the technology, ignored its environmental benefits, and repeatedly took quotations out of context to advance his views. Yet several pronuclear review-
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ers, even as they took issue with many of Novick's points, conceded that
he raised some valid questions and agreed that the public should learn
more about nuclear power and its impact on the environment.17
Novick's book was followed within a short time by a much more
doctrinaire antinuclear tract. Unlike Novick, the authors, Richard Curtis and Elizabeth Hogan, took an unequivocal position that the risks of
nuclear power far exceeded the benefits. Hogan was a resident of New
York City who had first become alarmed about atomic power after
reading David Lilienthal's criticisms in a 1963 article in McCall's magazine during the Ravenswood controversy. She began to collect materials
on the subject and became a determined foe of nuclear power. She
appeared at a public hearing in 1966 to oppose a construction permit
for Indian Point II and reiterated her opinions before the Joint Committee the following year. She also contacted publishers to ask if they
would find a professional writer to work 'with her on a book. Two
publishers called Curtis, a free-lance author of about 100 sports, mystery, and science fiction stories and a dozen books. He had no training
or experience in science _and was initially dubious about collaborating
with Hogan. After examining the materials she had assembled, however, he was so astonished by what he viewed as a lack of attention to
nuclear hazards that he decided to join her in writing a book. 18
Curtis and Hogan previewed their book in an article titled "The
Myth of the Peaceful Atom" that appeared in the March 1969 issue of
Natural History, a magazine published by the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. They suggested that nuclear plants were
so "saturated with hazards and unknowns" that they presented the
"gravest pollution threat yet to our environment." The authors emphasized that the hazards of nuclear power were twofold; not only could
they be the source of a catastrophic accident but even the small amou_nts
of radiation they released routinely were a major menace to public
health. Citing the growing number of nuclear plants, the efforts to place
them close to populated areas, the unsolved problem of nuclear wastes,
and the laxness of the AEC's regulatory practices, Curtis and Hogan
concluded that "the entire national community stand~ to benefit" if
nuclear power were abandoned. In their view, it seemed "to be leading
us toward both environmental and economic disaster." In July 1969,
Curtis's and Hogan's book, Perils of the Peaceful Atom, which extended and elaborated on· the arguments in their article, was published
by Doubleday and Company. The jacket of the book set the tone by
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warning that "our atomic energy program involves nothing less than
tampering with elemental fire." The publisher's advertisements were as
sensational ·as those for Novick's volume. One showed a mushroom
cloud under a statement in large, bold letters: "The 'peaceful uses' of
atomic energy can kill you just as dead." 19
Curtis's and Hogan's article and book polarized the debate over
nuclear power more than any previous discussion of the subject. They
incensed nuclear proponents, including those who had seen some merit
in Novick's arguments. Supporters of nuclear power complained that
Curtis and Hogan demonstrated a lack of understanding of nuclear
technology and made many glaring errors in evaluating its hazards.
They were even more outraged by the authors' apocalyptic tone and
exaggerated depictions of nuclear risks. Perils of the Peaceful Atom, for
example, featured· chapter titles such as "Nuclear Roulette" (on the
· chances of a major accident) and "The Waters Ignited" (on thermal
pollution). Even some friendly reviewers of the book faulted Curtis and
Hogan for their shrillness and technical misconstructions. To make
matters worse from the perspective of nuclear advocates, the book received wide and respectful press attention. Some newspapers ran excerpts from it and others gave it prominent reviews. Perils of the Peaceful Atom sold well, as did Novick's The Careless Atom. By January
1970 Novick's book had gone into its fourth printing and Doubleday
reported that the Curtis-Hogan volume had done "quite well." Both
were issued in popular-market paperback editions a short time later. 20
Despite differences in tone and emphasis, opponents of nuclear
power cited many of the same basic issues in marshalling their objections to the technology. They frequently drew comparisons between the·
hazards of nuclear power and nuclear weapons. The most flagrant examples were the advertisements that the publishers of the Novick and
Curtis-Hogan books ran, even though the authors themselves acknowledged that a light-water reactor could not explode like an atomic bomb.
It was more common to link reactors and bombs in subtler ways, such
as relating the radioactivity contained in a power plant to that released
by setting off a nuclear weapon. The effect was to reinforce the popular
misconception that a reactor could blow up with the explosive force of
an atomic bomb. Among the other events and issues that nuclear power
critics emphasized were the 1966 accident at the Fermi plant, invariably
described as a harrowing near-miss, and the worst-case accident consequences outlined in the 1957 WASH-740 study. They increasingly fo-
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cused on thermal pollution and disposal of nuclear wastes as problems
created by nuclear power generation that the AEC and the industry
were neglecting.
Nuclear opponents devoted much attention to radiation hazards,
which had first become a source of public concern during the fallout
debate of the 1950s and early 1960s. They discussed the possibility of a
catastrophic accident, stressing that it could happen, and rebuked the
nuclear industry for pushing to build reactors in heavily populated areas. In addition, they pointed to the dangers of low levels of radioactivity that reactors released during normal operation. Curtis's and Hogan's
descriptions were particularly lurid on this point; they warned at length
about the "slow, but deadly, seepage of harmful products into the environment." Other critics viewed the hazards of low-level radiation as less
alarming in the short-term but likely to become a more serious threat as
a growing number of plants went into operation. Finally, antinuclear
observers attacked the AEC, the Joint Committee, and the industry for
insufficient efforts to ensure safety and undue enthusiasm for promoting
nuclear technology. They emphasized the AEC's conflict of interest between its developmental and regulatory responsibilities. While faulting
the agency for making promotion of the technology its first priority,
they understated or ignored the role of the AEC in aborting proposals
for Ravenswood, Bodega Head, and other reactor projects. 21
The wave of attacks on nuclear power and indications that they were
reaching a large audience spurred the AEC to again expand its efforts to
explain its programs and counteract its critics. By the spring of 1969 it
had concluded that despite the information it had provided to the public
over the years through booklets, reports, films, speeches, ·and press
conferences, "apparently the message has not penetrated to the man in
the street." It continued to believe that "much of the public criticism of
nuclear power has stemmed from ignorance, misinformation, or unfounded fears." John Harris, director of the _Division of Public Information, advised the Commission on 17 March that although public acceptance of the technology remained "at a high level," more aggressive
steps were needed to offset the recent attacks. He regarded the thermal
pollution issue as the AEC's "biggest problem." He recognized, however, that other questions cited by critics were also of concern to the
public and predicted that "organized attacks are likely to continue for
an indefinite period." 22
With those considerations in mind, the Commission agreed to broaden
the scope of its public information programs and undertake new initia-
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tives to answer its critics. To accomplish its goal of improved public
understanding of its positions and acceptance of nuclear power, it expanded many of its existing activities. The AEC hoped, for example, to
double the number of viewers of its motion pictures by making films that
appealed not only to high-school and college students, its traditional
audience, but also to a popular audience. It produced a film on atomic
developments during 1968 that was designed for television use. The AEC
also made a series of prerecorded radio programs that it offered to 6500
stations; nearly 1200 accepted. Further, it wrote regular news features
that were intended for use by daily and weekly newspapers. 23
In addition to extending existing programs, the AEC sought to win
greater support from the news media by giving the commissioners more
public exposure, by arranging appearances for them on news programs,
and by setting up small-group sessions with officials of leading newspapers and magazines. The AEC also· decided to participate more actively in meetings in the local vicinity of a reactor project. Although the
agency had sent representatives to explain the AEC's regulatory procedures regarding a proposed plant on occasion in the past, it now
adopted a policy of using staff experts to outline its position "in areas
where problems arise." To coordinate appearances and other public
relations efforts, the Commission_ established a task force made up of
staff members from different divisions. Its mandate was to ensure "a
deliberate, cohesive, and knowledgeable technical approach to the problem of public acceptance." Without creating a formal organizational
unit or calling attention to its purpose, the Commission directed that the
task force pursue its "public understanding activities on a priority basis." The AEC remained concerned about the impact of its public information programs on the separation of its regulatory and promotional
duties. Although it insisted that it maintained a proper balance, the new
initiatives further blurred the line. The irony was that the AEC stepped
up its efforts to reach the public in response to the allegations of its
critics, but in so doing it enhanced the credibility of charges about the
conflict of interest in its dual responsibilities. 24
One result of the AEC's decision to contest its opponents more aggressively was a series of pointed attacks on them by high-level officials.
Nucleonics Week noted in May 1969 that the commissioners "were
taking off the gloves as they jab back at critics of nuclear power."
Seaborg, for example, blasted those who published one-sided accounts.
"Specifically, every fact and every statement in such a story may be
true," he declared, "while the article as a whole, and the conclusions it
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draws, may be invalid and misleading." He told the Edison Electric
Institute in June 1969 that the benefits of nuclear power for the economy and the environment were too important "to allow its progress to
be eroded ... by misinformation, half-truths, and hearsay." Ramey
warned against the influence of "professional stirrer-uppers" who confronted nuclear power supporters with a "stacked deck" of information
that made it difficult to present a full or balanced picture to the public. 25
At the same time that the AEC was attempting to counter the attacks
on nuclear power more effectively, the Joint Committee and the nuclear
industry undertook similar efforts. Holifield, who worried that "loud
opposition of the kooks" prejudiced public attitudes, delivered a series
of addresses that emphasized the environmental benefits of nuclear
power relative to fossil-fuel technology. In June 1969 he began making
plans for hearings on the environmental effects of electrical production,
which got under way in October. His colleague Craig Hosmer gave a
tongue-in-cheek speech to the National Coal Association the same
month that poked fun at many of the objections to nuclear power. He
asked his audience to imagine that the positions of the coal and nuclear
industries were reversed, with coal as the new source of energy and
nuclear as the established one. He detailed the problems and opportunities that might arise from the "dawn of the Coal Age." He warned that
the "path to coal glory will not be ·easy" because the "atomic-energy
people will fight back in many crafty, subtle ways." Hosmer fantasized
that enemies of the new technology would "flail the industry with such
terror-invoking phrases as carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide" and
that books such as "Careless Coal" would arouse public fears. In the
end, he predicted that public protests would paralyze both the atomic
and coal industries, that no power plants would be built, and that the
nation would "plunge into darkness" for lack of electricity. The best
way to avoid this disaster, he suggested, was for coal and nuclear interests to refrain from acrimonious exchanges and work together to ensure
adequate supplies of energy. 26
Like the AEC and the Joint Committee, the nuclear industry concluded that the recent attacks on nuclear power were serious enough to
warrant a clearly articulated response. Both vendors and utilities feared
that nuclear critics would delay the construction and operation of plants
already under way and, in the long run, could threaten the development
of nuclear power. General Electric, which had followed a policy of
ignoring antinuclear groups, decided that it should adopt a more active
program, including conducting seminars for utility officials and sponsor-
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ing television and radio commercials. Westinghouse took a similar view.
James H. Wright, its leading spokesman on the environmental effects of
nuclear power, warned in May 1969 that the spate of attacks on the
technology presented a formidable threat. They not only interfered with
the decision-making process of power companies but also could "create
an untenable climate in state politics" by using "the big lie and fear
tactics. " 27
Utility officials were equally concerned about the impact of antinuclear activists and sought ways to limit their appeal. In June 1969,
Thomas G. Ayers, president of the Commonwealth Edison Company of
Chicago, organized an ad hoc committee of industry representatives to
discuss the problem of public acceptance and recommend action by
various segments of the nuclear community. It urged that utilities, vendors, the Atomic Industrial Forum, and the AEC expand existing educational programs to inform the news media and the public about nuclear
technology and to combat the arguments of nuclear critics. The burden
f~r much of the effort would fall on individual utilities, who appeared to
be in the best position to counter opposition because they could tailor
their campaigns to the local population. They could make their case
through advertisements, lectures, tours, exhibits, and contacts with editors, ·local government officials, and universities. Although the suggested activities were hardly novel, they had clearly taken on greater
importance and urgency. One example of the redoubled effort on the
part of utilities to win public support was an advertising campaign that
Baltimore Gas and Electric, which was encountering protests against its
Calvert Cliffs plants, sponsored between August and October of 1969.
It ran a series of advertisements in local newspapers that attempted to
explain nuclear power in lay terms and soothe public fears about radiation releases, thermal pollution, and damage to the Chesapeake Bay.
One of the ads emphasized that nuclear power was so safe that President Nixon had recently purchased a home in California that was located less than three miles from the San Onofre reactor. 28
The impact of the efforts of the AEC, the Joint Committee, and the
industry to contest the arguments of their opponents and to meet a
challenge of unprecedented proportions was unclear. The views of nuclear power that reports in the summer and fall of 1969 advanced were
decidedly mixed. Favorable commentaries on nuclear power appeared
in some prominent publications. The Washington Star, for example,
editorialized in July 1969 that "nuclear power must be developed" and
assured its readers that "the development can take place, as it surely
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will, without creating any serious environmental menace." The Seattle
Post-Intelligencer ran a five-part series that presented nuclear power
proponents as committed to safety and environmental protection. One
of the stories in the series, headlined "Do Fission and Fishin' Mix?"
found that Robert H. Boyle had exaggerated the threat of thermal pollution from nuclear plants in his Sports Illustrated article. Another story
that placed nuclear power in a positive light came out in Popular Science in September 1969; it hailed the "new boom for A-power" and
emphasized that an "A-power plant is attractive, silent, and clean." The
AEC had provided information to the author, and it was particularly
gratified that the article contrasted sharply with the critical piece the
same magazine had published in 1965.29
The AEC's attempts to encourage the publication of favorable news
stories were not always so successful. It was particularly disappointed
by an article that appeared in Life magazine in September 1969. A Life
reporter, Susannah McBee, had talked at length with Seaborg and other
AEC officials in gathering material for the story, and they had anticipated that it would provide a positive view of the agency and of nuclear
power. Instead, the article opened with a headline stating that the
"promise of nuclear energy is dimmed by growing fear of contamination." It went on to declare that the industry had "skidded to an uncertain slowdown" and that the "principal villain, in many eyes, is the
Atomic Energy Commission.". The problem with the AEC, the story
explained, was its status as the "sole nuclear regulating agency" as well
as the "vigorous promoter and generous subsidizer of the peaceful
atom." Although the article was more a description of the controversy
over n~clear power than an attack on the technology, its tone and
sympathetic treatment of antinuclear arguments came as an unpleasant
surprise to the AEC. McBee called Joseph J. Fouchard, assistant director
of the AEC's Division of Public Information, to tell him that she had
"lost control of the story" and that the editors of the magazine had
"butchered" it. The article as printed was a major setback to the AEC's
efforts to gain greater public confidence. 30
The AEC suffered other unhappy experiences in its campaign to
counter nuclear critics._ It had decided to depart from its previous practices and meet opponents of specific plants f;ce-to-face in public forums, but its first appearances did not go well. In a meeting on Oyster
Creek in June 1969, Andrew J. Pressesky of the AEC's Division of
Reactor Development and Technology and a representative of General
Electric participated on a panel that included Leo Goodman and Larry
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Bogart. Faced with a hostile crowd that warmed to Goodman's and
Bogart's assertions about the health hazards of nuclear power, the
pronuclear spokesmen were so battered that Nucleonics Week called
the outcome a "technical knockout."lt
In September, the AEC stumbled again in a highly publicized conference at the University of Vermont in Burlington. Agency representatives
went to Vermont at the urging of Senator George D. Aiken, a member of
the Joint Committee who thought that the AEC had shown "shocking"
disregard for public apprehension over the construction of the Vermont
Yankee reactor. In August 1969, Aiken, joined by Vermont Governor
Deane C. Davis, invited the AEC to explain nuclear technology and
address citizen concerns at a public meeting. The AEC welcomed the
opportunity to carry out its recent decision to increase its visibility and
take its message to areas where controversies over plants had arisen. It
accepted the invitation immediately and made plans for a day-long educational session that would feature appearances by Seaborg, Commissioners Ramey and Thompson, senior staff members, and well-known
scientists from national laboratories. The AEC was somewhat unsettled
when Governor Davis changed the original format of the meeting to add
a panel that would include both AEC officials and prominent nuclear
critics. But it was undeterred; it viewed the program as an important
chance to educate the public and to answer its opponents. 32
The meeting was the first occasion that AEC commissioners had
sallied forth to face nuclear power critics in a public forum. It was billed
as a historic confrontation, or in the words of the University of Vermont
Alumni Magazine, "the heavyweight championship bout in the ecological world." Although the AEC did not suffer another knockout, by most
accounts it did not win many points. The AEC brought a new pamphlet
on "Nuclear Power and the Environment" to hand out, but its effectiveness was at least partly undercut by the antinuclear protesters who
distributed copies of-the recent Life magazine article. In accordance
with its initial planning for the conference, four AEC representatives,
including Ramey and Thompson, delivered prepared remarks ·to an
audience of over 1000. They tended to be too long and too technical,
and the crowd grew visibly restless. The main event pitted Ramey,
Thompson, and two Oak Ridge radiation experts against Clarence A.
Carlson of Cornell University (a leader of the fight against the proposed
Bell Station), and Dean Abrahamson, Ernest "Tsivoglou, and Arthur
Tamplin, all of whom had questioned the adequacy of the AEC's radiation protection standards. The debate was low-key, inconclusive, and in
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some minds, dull and tedious. The best moment in the day's activities
for the AEC came when Seaborg ended the program with a speech on
the environmental benefits of nuclear power that was clear, balanced,
and well-received.33
The AEC's performance in Burlington elicited mostly negative reviews. Commissioner Thompson thought the meeting was an "utter
disaster." An unidentified AEC official concluded that in its first faceoff with its critics, the agency "came off second best." Nttcleonics
Week, which published a special thirteen-page report on the conference,
described the "general feeling" of those who attended: "It wasn't that
the critics came off so well, it was just that the AEC did not." Others
were more charitable in their assessments. Aiken was pleased with the
AEC's appearance, Holifield was impressed with the AEC's responses to
questions, and Ramey was satisfied that he and his colleagues had given
creditable presentations.J4
Despite differing views on the outcome of the Vermont meeting, AEC
officials agreed that there was ample room for improvement. Assistant
general manager Howard C. Brown, Jr., who coordinated the AEC's
new public information program, believed that the Vermont meeting
had produced "some modest gains," particularly by showing that the
AEC was willing to debate its critics publicly and by demonstrating that
it was concerned about preserving environmental quality. He cautioned,
however, that the conference also suggested that "we need to develop
effective ways of bringing facts to the public in terms they can understand." A member of Seaborg's personal staff, Stanley D. Schneider,
was more blunt. He contended that the Vermont meeting indicated that
"the AEC is in deep trouble with the public." Schneider argued that
nuclear opponents should be challenged frequently and persistently
when they aired inaccurate statistics and questionable assertions. He
urged that the AEC adopt a more confrontational approach by forcing
antinuclear spokesmen to spell out the costs of accepting their positions
and to propose practical alternatives for producing clean electricity without nuclear power. "We are going to be fighting an uphill battle,"
Schneider concluded, "but let's fight it with some intelligence, verve,
and imagination." 35
The AEC continued to participate in meetings with its critics and,
drawing on the lessons of its initial appearances, improved its performance. At their best, its spokesmen were knowledgeable and forceful in
challenging their adversaries. Even then, they had no illusions that their
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arguments would win many converts, especially in cases where the audience was clearly hostile. Although both AEC and industry leaders
thought that their new campaigns to reach the public had been useful,
they also recognized that popular attitudes toward nuclear power remained a major problem. Despite hundreds of speeches, appearances at
numerous meetings and seminars, sponsorship of exhibits and films,
and other presentations by nuclear proponents, the impact of their mes_sage, focusing on the environmental advantages of and the need for
nuclear power, was limited. By early 1970, the efforts of nuclear opponents were productive enough to win the notice of prominent publications. Time magazine, for example, commented that the "vision of
clean, cheap electricity and smog-free air" from nuclear power was
under attack, and it added: "The critics are vocal and active-and they.
are getting results.". The Chicago Tribune echoed the same view: "The
peaceful atom, heralded for a decade and a half as_ mankind's greatest
hope for virtually unlimited power, has recently taken such a public
relations beating that many experts fear America may be headed for an
energy crisis." J6
The attacks on the AEC and on nuclear power increased in frequency
and intensity during 1970 and 1971. By the early part of 1970, Gofman
and Tamplin were commanding a great deal of attention for their allegations that nuclear plant emissions would cause thousands of cancer
deaths every year and for their denunciations of the AEC. Their charges
received respectful discussion in a wide range of publications and inevitably amplified public fears of nuclear power. Articles that were critical
of the AEC or gave antinuclear arguments sympathetic treatment appeared in many prominent newspapers and popular magazines, including the New York Times, the Wall Street ]ottrnal, the Washington Post,
the Washington Star, the Philadelphia Inquirer, Esquire, Newsweek,
McCall's, the New Republic, Look, and Playboy. The impressions they
conveyed were reinforced by television reports. The CBS Morning News
ran a five-part series in August 1970 that focused on radiation dangers
and featured Gofman and Tamplin. Correspondent Joseph Benti informed his viewers that the AEC underregulated and understated the
risks of "deadly radiation." He ended with a question: "Can we control
our seemingly insatiable demand for electrical power long enough to
determine beyond a doubt that we truly have safely harnessed the
atom?" A Los Angeles station aired a documentary in May 1971 that·
was even less equivocal. The narrator, actor Jack Lemmon, suggested
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that nuclear critics had a point when they argued that "nuclear power is
not only dirty and undependable •.. it's about as safe as a closetful of
cobras." 37
The basic issues that nuclear opponents cited remained the same as
earlier, but between 1969 and 1971 the emphasis they placed on different problems shifted. For a time the question of primary concern was
thermal pollution. It became a major source of criticism of the AEC and
the industry by 1969, highlighted by Robert H. Boyle's blistering indictment in Sports Illustrated. By the time that the thermal pollution issue
had been defused, the health effects of low-level radiation and the adequacy of existing standards had supplanted it as the foremost tause of
public misgivings. The thermal pollution controversy laid the foundations for the debate over radiation standards by raising doubts about
the benefits of nuclear power and about the AEC's commitment to
environmental protection. Questions about radiation ·safety had first
produced a public controversy when the state of Minnesota challenged
the AEC's regulatio'ns during licensing proceedings for the Monticello
plant. The risks of low-level radiation became an acute source of anxiety after the outspoken views of Gofman and Tamplin won wide attention. Their use of seemingly pre~ise (though ever-changing) mortality
statistics and claims of scientific certainty about their findings provided
tangible support for the vague uneasiness that others had voiced about
the health effects of nuclear plants.
The hazards of radiation released by nuclear units remained a lively
issue, even after the AEC tightened its regulations. But by 1971 concern
over the radiation emissions of normally operating plants had lost its
primacy to even more potent apprehensions about the consequences of
a major reactor accident. Seaborg noted in February 1971 that "the
anti-nuclear power forces seemed to be shifting from low level radiation
dangers to reactor safety." This was not a new question, but it took on
increasing importance, largely as a result of uncertainties over emergency core cooling. Nuclear critics had long pointed to the WASH-740
report and the Fermi accident to support their assertions about the
hazards of nuclear power. The ECCS controversy gave greater credence
to those arguments and moved reactor safety to the center of the nuclear
power debate. 38
At the same time that doubts about nuclear safety were becoming a
major public issue, an emerging debate over another difficult problemdisposal of high-level radioactive wastes from reactor operations-won
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headlines and further undercut the AEC's regulatory credibility. The
focus of concern was the AEC's plan to build a permanent repository
· for high-level waste in an abandoned salt mine near Lyons, Kansas. The
proposal prompted queries about the safety of the site from Congressman Joe Skubitz, a Kansas Republican whose district was located about
200 miles from Lyons. Skubitz grew increasingly disgruntled with the
AEC's assurances that it would not proceed with building the repository
unless it was convinced of the suitability of the site. He told the Joint
Committee that the Lyons facility would serve as a dump for the "most
dangerous garbage in the knowledge of mankind." Eventually, Skubitz
gained the support of scientists, public officials, and newspapers in
Kansas, and by early 1971 the issue had attracted national attention.
The controversy, as the Washington Post observed, reflected not only
·the "general fear that most people have of radioactivity" but also "a
basic distrust of the AEC."39
The suspicions and objections that each of those issues-thermal
pollution, radiation standards, reactor safety, and waste disposalgenerated were intensified by other problems that made headlines in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. Some of them were regulatory matters, such
as environmental protection and the use of mill tailings for construction
purposes. Others were outgrowths of the military and promotional functions of the AEC, such as a fire at the Rocky Flats plant (which produced plutonium triggers for bombs) that released detectable amounts
of plutonium to the environment, the use of nuclear blasts to free natural gas reserves, and underground weapons testing. Finally, the AEC's
responsibility for both promoting and regulating nuclear power remained a frequently cited and powerful issue that antinuclear activists
exploited. It was, said one, "like letting the fox guard the hen house. " 40
While most of the early critics of nuclear power remained active, they
were joined, and in some cases overshadowed, by a newer group of
activists who represented varying constituencies and perspectives. Some
continued to be local citizens who protested the location of a nuclear
plant in their communities. Others were environmentalists who faulted
the AEC and the nuclear industry for failing to provide sufficient attention to protecting the environment from the effects of nuclear power
generation. Some of the most active and articulate critics were practicing attorneys, such as Anthony Z. Roisman and Myron M. Cherry, who
worked on behalf of intervenors in several licensing cases. Yet others
were academics who contested the AEC's positions. They included
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Dean Abrahamson of the University of Minnesota, Harold P. Green of
George Washington University, Edward F. Radford of Johns Hopkins
University, and members of the Union of Concerned Scientists.
Nuclear advocates worried more about the newer group of critics
than about their predecessors. James H. Wright of Westinghouse, for
example, found the newer activists to "present far more formidable
opposition than the old crowd," whom he disparaged as "incompetents." The AEC's Stanley Schneider described the newer antinuclear
leaders as "a group of articulate, vigorous, personable and, to a great
extent, young people who have enough knowledge and a facility to use
it to be extremely dangerous." Nuclear opponents, even though they
recited many of the same arguments, remained largely fragmented and
localized; there was no integrated antinuclear movement. The first national antinuclear group, the ,Committee for Nuclear Responsibility,
was established in May 1971..Chaired by Gofman, writer Lenore Marshall, and former U. S. Senator Charles E. Goodell, it called for a moratorium on the construction of additional nuclear plants. 41
The impact of nuclear critics on public opinion and on the development of nuclear power was ambiguous. In some respects, support for
the technology and the prospects for its continued growth were strong.
Utilities demonstrated confidence in the future of nuclear power in 1971
by announcing plans to build twenty-eight nuclear units, a number that
approached the record year of 1967 and represented a considerable
increase over the previous two years. Opinion polls still indicated that
the public favored nuclear electricity by substantial margins. In one
1969 survey, 50 percent of the respondents favored nuclear power in
their local areas while 27 percent opposed them. Another poll in the
state of Washington in May 1970 showed that 70 percent of those
questioned were "not opposed" to nuclear power and only 6 percent
were "strongly opposed." By contrast, 22 percent were ''not opposed"
to fo_ssil-fuel plants and 38 percent were "strongly opposed." In a national survey published in early 1971, 44 percent of the participants said
they would support the construction of a nuclear plant in their area and
30 percent said they would object. 42
While those signs were encouraging for nuclear proponents, they
were counterbalanced by other more disquieting indications. The results
of the 1971 opinion poll, although still favorable, showed a growing
level of opposition to nuclear power. In a similar survey in 1967, 62
percent of the respondents had expressed support for a nuclear plant in
their area. Despite the large number of nuclear power reactors for which
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utilities announced plans in 1971, som; companies decided to buy conventional units because of their fear of public protests and licensing
delays if they ordered nuclear stations.43
The prospects of licensing difficulties that would undermine their
schedules for power availability and threaten their supplies troubled utility planners. Nuclear plants had suffered from a series of schedule slippages by 1970 that caused bitter complaints from the affected utilities.
Relatively few of the delays to that time were primarily the result of
public opposition. A study of the reasons for them cited construction and
labor problems, backlogs in the licensing process, and the failure of
pressure vessel manufacturers to keep up with demand as more decisive
than public protests. During 1970 and 1971, however, intervenors increasingly contested plant applications. Several well-publicized cases
where intervenors held up the issuance of construction permits or operating licenses, such as Palisades, Monticello, Calvert Cliffs, and Shoreham,
provided alarming signals to utilities. In hopes of avoiding timeconsuming clashes with antinuclear groups, the nuclear industry attempted to meet their objections. Utilities increasingly agreed to build
cooling towers to ease concerns over thermal pollution, for example, and
. reactor vendors designed new measures to reduce plant effluents. The
AEC tightened some of its regulations in part to placate its critics and to
reassure the public about its commitment to health, safety, and environmental protection.44
There was additional evidence of the impact of antinuclear activities.
Several members of Congress became outspoken critics. Some did not
take specifically antinuclear positions but sharply questioned the AEC
and the industry on particular issues of concern to them. Others proposed
legislation to slow the growth of nuclear power and/or weaken the AEC's
authority. Congressman Jonathan Bingham of New York sponsored a
bill in October 1969 to strip the AEC of its regulatory responsibilities and
assign them to the Public Health Service. Senator Mike Gravel of Alaska,
who described radioactivity as "the worst conceivable pollutant and
threat to life," introduced a measure in February 1971 to impose a moratorium on the construction of nuclear plants. Seven senators and two
congressmen introd~ced new bills in May 1971 to scrutinize the government's nuclear programs. None of those proposals advanced very far, but
they suggested that the Joint Committee was no longer the unchallenged
guardian of atomic energy affairs in Congress.45
In addition to the bills introduced in Congress, elected officials and
antinuclear groups in several states worked for nuclear moratoriums.
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19. Demonstrators protest against Monticello nuclear plant at headquarters of Northern States
Power in Minneapolis, 1971. (© 1971 Star Tribune, Minneapolis-St. Paul)
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They were unsuccessful in campaigns in New York, California, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Oregon, but their efforts attracted enough attention to arouse the concern of nuclear advocates. One locality, the city of
Eugene, Oregon, did vote in favor of a moratorium. In November 1968
the electorate of Eugene had overwhelmingly approved a measure that
allowed its municipal utility to float bonds to build a nuclear plant.
Subsequently, some citizens, impressed with the Novick and CurtisHogan books and other antinuclear literature, challenged the utility and
urged that it suspend its plans until more information became available.
In May 1970, by a narrow vote, the people of Eugene reversed themselves and supported a four-year moratorium. 46
The decision in Eugene, like other indications of growing reservations about nuclear power, was disturbing to nuclear supporters less for
what it achieved than for what it symbolized: the difficulty of winning
public acceptance of the technology. The problem was made even more
formidable by declining confidence in the AEC and the nuclear industry,
which, in the minds of nuclear proponents, was the most serious consequence of antinuclear activism. Craig Hosmer spoke for many who
shared his views when he complained in February 1971: "The scientific
and political headline-seekers, the public name-callings, the anti-nuclear
horror books, the sensationalized media coverage-all of these have
eroded the well-earned public confidence which the outstanding safety
record of nuclear power had built over the past 20 years. Until that trust
is re-kindled, we can expect more legal and economic penalties which
will make the job of building reactors and providing kilowatts very
difficult, discouraging and costly." 47
It was apparent that the efforts of the AEC and the nuclear industry
to neutralize the impact of their critics had achieved, at best, limited
success. As William C. Parler, special counsel of the Joint Committee,
observed in March 1971: "It would be interesting to know (if there
were a way to determine) the number of members of the public who
have actually been reached since the speech, article, meeting, etc. campaigns began. My impression is that the number reached would be
small." He added: "The critics, however, have no problem in reaching
and influencing the public." 48
There were several reasons that antinuclear activists were able to
make a major, though not overriding, impact on public opinion and to
cause great distress among nuclear supporters. One was the general
disillusionment with the government, established institutions, and science that prevailed by the late 1960s, largely as a result of the Vietnam
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war. The AEC and the nuclear industry suffered the consequences of
social trends that rejected, or at least questioned, much of what they
represented. As Louis H. Roddis, Jr., president of Consolidated Edison,
pointed out in early 1970: "Skepticism is endemic. And with some
cause•... People are less ready to believe what politicians tell them.
That isn't new. But they don't believe scientists either-particularly
government scientists." Citing concerns over nerve gas, DDT, and xrays from color television that turned out to be more serious than the
government first indicated, he went on: "So when we wave nuclear
power's fine report ·card in the public's face, can we reasonably expect it
to be believed?" A student from Windham College in Brattleboro, Vermont put it more succinctly after listening to a debate over radiation
standards between Victor Bond of Brookhaven National Laboratory
and Leo Goodman: "Dr. Bond sounds good but we can't believe him.
He.works for the government."◄ 9
A second reason for the success of nuclear critics in undermining
support for nuclear power was that it was easier to win the public's
attention by stressing dramatic dangers than by explaining safeguards.
This was a problem that nuclear advocates found particularly trying.
Headline writers were especially prone to spreading alarm. Some of the
most dramatic headlines announced, for example, "The Price of Nuclear Power is Death," "Invisible Death: Pollution of the Atomic Age,"
and "Atomic Death Factories in Your Backyard." One-sided and exaggerated depictions of the hazards of nuclear power were a staple of
antinuclear literature and common in many news articles. Attempts by
nuclear proponents to correct a plethora of misleading and inaccurate
stories, advertisements, speeches, and other presentations inevitably
failed to gain as much notice or produce the same effect. The AEC and
the nuclear industry recognized that they were burdened with a severe
disadvantage in trying to educate the public about a complex technology, especially one that could never be free of some risks. They found,
to their dismay, that the public was usually more impressed with the
risks than with their assurances about the improbability of a major
accident, the slight hazards of radiation emissions from normally operating nuclear plants, and other sources of concern.so
A third reason that antinuclear appeals gained ground in the late
1960s and early 1970s was the cumulative effect of several related
issues. The AEC and other nuclear proponents might have been less
vulnerable to the arguments of their critics if a series of important
controversies had not arisen within such a short time. The combination
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of growing concerns over thermal pollution, low-level radiation, reactor
accidents, waste di'sposal, and a variety of other matters contributed to
visibly increasing uneasiness about the technology. The cumulative effect of all those issues damaged the stature and credibility of the AEC
and made effective responses to its opponents difficult. Because the
technology was complex and innately frightening to many people and
because uncertainties about important questions remained to be resolved, the credibility of the AEC's regulatory positions depended heavily on faith ·in its judgment and its commitment to safety. By 1971, the
arguments of antinuclear leaders had severely undermined that faith. 51
The AEC sabotaged its own credibility and enhanced that of its
critics by consistently emphasizing the development of the nuclear industry rather than the prompt resolution of regulatory issues. Its reluctance
to regulate against thermal pollution, resistance to carrying out the
provisions of NEPA to the fullest extent, refusal to allow states to set
radiation standards stricter than its own, and hasty publication of the
ECCS interim criteria made its commitment to public health and environmental values highly suspect. The reservations that nuclear power
opponents expressed were especially persuasive in an age of acute environmental awareness. Nuclear advocates acknowledged that the technology exacted some environmental costs and imposed some safety
hazards, but they continued to insist that the benefits of the technology
far exceeded the risks, both because of its environmental advantages
and its promise of providing the means to meet growing demand for
electricity. Critics offered a contrasting view that gained increasing
prominence and acceptance. Faced with the prospect of scores of nuclear plants and skeptical of the AEC's ability to regulate them carefully,
they expressed grave doubts that the benefits of the technology were
worth the risks it involved.
The increasing strength of antinuclear sentiment was enormously
frustrating to the AEC. Despite efforts to educate the public and counter
the arguments of its opponents, it continued to be plagued by widely
circulated reports that presented one side of nuclear issues (often in
exaggerated terms), misunderstood nuclear technology, and distorted
the AEC's positions. The AEC recognized that most of its critics were
not irresponsible scare-mongers; it thought that they were generally illinformed about the hazards of nuclear power and its actions to control
them. For that reason, it attempted to establish reasoned discourse
with its critics, advance its own position by providing facts and correcting inaccuracies, and isolate the most frenetic and unreasonable of its
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opponents (the ones Ramey described as "stirrer-uppers"). It hoped to
"build bridges" with tho~e who it believed had something constructive
to contribute by arranging meetings with them. The meetings that were
held were cordial and mutually beneficial; they helped to ease ill-will
and lack of communication between the agency and some of its ·most
thoughtful adversaries. But they did not resolve outstanding differences
or end the controversies over nuclear power.52
By the middle of 1971, the ambivalence that had long characterized
public attitudes toward nuclear power continued to prevail. In some
ways, support remained strong and the future appeared promising. For
the most part, even nuclear critics did not call for an end to nuclear
power or, despite the reservations they expressed, oppose it as a matter
of principle. Yet there was no doubt that public confidence in the technology and its proponents had diminished since the early 1960s. The
ambivalence that prevailed was increasingly weighted in the direction of
an antinuclear position. This caused grave concern to supporters of
nuclear power expansion. They still believed that public acceptance of
the technology was vital to its long-term success."But it was apparent
that winning public support had become much more uncertain. "Eventually, the fate of nuclear power will be decided by the public, and it is up
to us to try to get the true facts brought to the public notice," wrote
Walter H. Jordan, former assistant director of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, in October 1971. "Thus far we have not been very successful, and I see no immediate solution to this urgent need to educate as
wide a sector of the public as possible. " 53 Jordan's analysis of the need
for public acceptance was the same as that of the editors of Nucleonics
Week eight years earlier, but his assessment of the chances of success
was considerably more pessimistic.

CHAPTER XVI

The End of an Era

On 21 July 1971, Glenn Seaborg announced tnat he was resigning as
chairman of the AEC and returning to the University of California.
When President Nixon had taken office in January 1969 he had asked
Seaborg to continue in the AEC post, and in June 1970 he had reappointed him to a new five-year term. By mutual agreement, however,
White House officials and Seaborg decided that he would stay for only
about a year and then leave the Commission. The White House wanted
time to find a suitable replacement and Seaborg thought that after nine
years "the time had come .•. to leave." By the spring of 1971, the
Nixon administration was actively searching for a new chairman and
seeking to ensure a smooth and harmonious transition. After it settled
on James Schlesinger, Seaborg asked that his tenure be extended by six
months. He wanted to lead the American delegation on a long-planned
official trip to Geneva for an international conference on the peaceful
uses of atomic energy and to the Soviet Union for a tour of its nuclear
facilities. He also hoped for additional time to relocate his family. The
White House refused; it wanted Schlesinger to take over as AEC chairman without a long delay. It agreed to allow Seaborg to head the U. S.
delegations to Geneva and the Soviet Union, but it insisted that he do so
in a capacity as the former chairman of the AEC. 1
During his tenure of more than a decade as AEC chairman, Seaborg
presided over the tremendous growth of the nuclear power industry,
which experienced a boom that exceeded the most optimistic expecta-
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tions of the early 1960s. He also presided over the simultaneous growth
of opposition to nuclear power, which threatened to fulfill the worst
apprehensions of the early 1960s. Seaborg did not record his own feelings
about departing from the AEC; he graciously welcomed his successor and
quietly moved on. Despite the controversy that surrounded the AEC, he
received an outpouring of acclaim after he announced his resignation.
Nixon hailed his contributions "to far greater understanding and application of the miracles of the atom" and remarked that for a period of ten
years, three presidents "had the benefit of [his] wisdom and counsel in
making decisions which, increasingly, affect the daily lives and well-being
of our fellow citizens." The New York Times editorialized that Seaborg
deserved the "high praise President Nixon voiced." Newsweek reported
that Seaborg was "justifiably proud of his stewardship." It cited, among
his main accomplishments, the arrival of nuclear power plants as "a
reality" and the beginning of "full-scale development of the nuclear
breeder-reactor." Nuclear News expressed "congratulations and thanks
for his great service in bringing to fruition so many of the objectives
explicit and implicit in the Atomic Energy Act. " 2
The praise for Seaborg did not extend to the AEC's regulatory policies, and, in keeping with his focus as chairman, the favorable farewell
notices made little mention of safety problems. But regulatory issues
were a major concern of Schlesinger and his new colleague William
Doub, who were convinced that ·the program was in disarray and in
need of new leadership. Schlesinger quickly decided to remove Harold
Price as director of regulation; at the chairman's request, Price submitted his resignation. The sixty-five-year-old Price i:net with his staff on 14
October 1971 to announce his departure. "Well folks, this is a once in a
lifetime occasion," he said, "and you know what? I'll probably blow
it." He confided that he had been thinking about retiring for a year or
so, but the revision of the AEC's radiation protection regulations, the
emergency core cooling issue, and the Calvert Cliffs ruling had caused
him to postpone his plans. "At times," he remarked, "it seems like I
have been in this job forever .... The job's a whole lot tougher than it
used to be-the problems are bigger." He added that a colleague had
urged him to find an easier job, "something like Director of Weather!"
The AEC presented Price's resignation as a voluntary decision, but it
was apparent that both Schlesinger and Doub wanted to replace him. As
Nttcleonics Week reported: "Price was firmly associated with the 'old'
AEC which ignored the environmental effects of nuclear power, and ...
he does not fit into the 'new' commission." 3
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The AEC that Seaborg and Price left was an embattled agency. During the spring and summer of 1971, a number of vital and long-standing
issues burst into headlines, aroused a new intensity of criticism, and
placed enormous pressure on the AEC. The uncertainties over emergency core cooling moved reactor safety to the center of the controversy
over nuclear power and made it a more tangible and plausible concern
than it had been previously. The AEC's attempts to resolve the technical
questions about ECCS performance, reassure the public about reactor
safety, and avoid licensing delays by publishing the interim acceptance
criteria in June 1971 failed on every count. The following month, the
Calvert Cliffs decision sternly reproached the AEC for its circumscribed
efforts to comply with NEPA. By forcing the AEC to rewrite its environmental regulations, the court's ruling effectively imposed a licensing
moratorium and, ironically, caused the kind of delays that the AEC had
hoped to avert when it issued the ECCS criteria.
The emergency cooling debate and the Calvert Cliffs decision were
major issues in themselves that required the attention of and focused
public scrutiny on the regulatory program. But they did not stand alone;
a variety of other questions demanded consideration and triggered criticism at about the same time. In June 1971, the AEC published for public
comment its new design objectives for emissions of radioactive materials from nuclear plants. They received a generally favorable response,
but they also drew complaints from critics, some of whom argued that
the revisions were excessive and some of whom found them inadequate.
In either event, the new proposals failed to end the bitter controversy
over radiation standards that had embroiled the AEC for over three
years. By the summer of 1971 the use of mill tailings as foundation fill in
Grand Junction, Colorado and the plans to bury high-level radioactive
waste in Lyons, Kansas were sources of angry attacks on the AEC.
There were, in addition, contested hearings over several nuclear power
plants, which fueled chronic protests from both nuclear supporters and
opponents about the AEC's licensing process. To deal with those matters, the AEC relied on an overburdened regulatory staff that was facing
the prospect of a heavily increased workload as a result of the Calvert
Cliffs decision. In that situation, Schlesinger's commitment to a new
approach to regulation and greater emphasis on environmental protection was, in the words of one AEC official, "like General Patton assuming command of a beaten army." 4
The complaints about the AEC's regulatory policies and procedures
came from both sides of the debate over nuclear power. Opponents
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argued that the AEC failed to provide sufficient protection against radiation hazards, environmental abuse, and severe reactor accidents. They
showed little confidence in the AEC's ability or willingness to regulate
the nuclear industry adequately, especially in light of the agency's statutory obligation and long-standing commitment to promote the use of
nuclear power. The nuclear industry, by contrast, grumbled that the
AEC often was overzealous in its. regulatory performance, imposing
unnecessary and sometimes unreasonable demands. It was concerned
that the costs of equipment to combat thermal pollution, improve
ECCS, and reduce radiation emissions would undermine the competitive position of nuclear power. The capital costs of a nuclear power
plant already far exceeded those of a fossil-fuel facility, and licensing
delays added to the expense of construction and uncertainties about the
availability of generating capacity. Regulatory require~ents were not
the only or even the primary source of the economic p~oblems confronting the nuclear industry by the late 1960s. But they were a contributing
cause to what Philip Sporn, in a 1970 report to the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, called "a remarkable and ominous retrogression in the
economics of our nuclear power technology." 5
The assertions of both critics and supporters of nuclear power were
frequently exaggerated and self-serving, but ef1ch side in the debate
advanced arguments that contained important elements of truth. Industry representatives were correct in pointing out that the AEC's regulatory decisions and requirements conflicted, in many cases, with the
views of nuclear vendors and utilities. The siting policies of the AEC
were a source of chronic and bitter complaints, especially from utilities
that wanted to locate close to their load centers. The AEC's ban on
metropolitan siting and its actions on seismic siting, particularly in
aborting the Bodega Bay and Malibu projects, generated a great deal of
consternation and criticism. G. 0. Wessenauer, the retired Manager of
Power for TVA, approached the issue in humorous terms in a talk to an
industry group in 1970, but his comments were a biting rebuke of the
AEC's position on siting. "An ideal site for a nuclear plant," he declared, "is one for which there is no evidence of any seismic activity over
the past millennia; is not subject to hurricanes, tornadoes, or floods. It
should be in the midst of an endless expanse of unpopulated desert with
an abundant supply of very cold water flowing nowhere and containing
no aquatic life. Most important, it should be adjacent to a major load
center." 6
There were other instances in which the regulatory staff defied the
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wishes and ignored the protests of the nuclear industry. Industry representatives strongly opposed or expressed serious reservations about, for
example, the more demanding requirements for pressure vessels that the
staff put into effect, the emphasis on worst-case accidents in evaluating
reactor safety, the focus of the AEC's research program, the more rigorous design objectives added to the radiation protection regulations, the
terminology and possible impact of at least some of the general design
criteria, and the creation of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Appeal Panel. In each of those cases, the AEC found the objections of
industry unpersuasive and took action that it believed was vital to carrying out its regulatory objectives, even if its decision added to the costs of
nuclear power production. The agency always weighed the impact of
regulatory changes on nuclear development, but it did not always follow the recommendations or bow to the pressure of the industry. Contrary to the suggestions of antinuclear activists, the AEC did not operate
in meek and heedless complicity with the interests and preferences of the
industry.
Nevertheless, the critics we~e justified in emphasizing that the inherent conflict of interest in the AEC's dual responsibilities for promoting
and regulating the nuclear industry predisposed it to treat industry concerns sympathetically. The AEC was vitally concerned with encouraging
the growth of nuclear power. The government-business partnership that
agency officials had long regarded as the best way to establish the
nuclear industry made them acutely sensitive to actions that could discourage private development of the technology. This commitment influenced the agency's regulatory programs in many important ways. Although the regulatory staff followed an informal siting standard that
prohibited the location of nuclear plants in metropolitan areas, the
Commission refused to adopt the same position as official policy. Despite the regulatory staff's ban on what it defined as metropolitan siting,
it approved some applications for "suburban" plants that were located
reasonably close to populated areas and the load centers of utilities.
The AEC went along with the requests and shared the perspectives of
the nuclear industry in other ways. It decided not to publish and then to
deny the existence of the WASH-740 update because it feared that the
results of the study would generate antinuclear sentiment and threaten
support for nuclear development. The AEC, in a series of disputes with
other federal agencies over allowable levels of radon in uranium mines,
sought to make certain that the limits were not so strict that they would
cause the closing of large numbers of mines and risk a shortage of fuel
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for the nuclear industry. The agency rushed to issue the ECCS interim
acceptance criter_ia in large part to avoid consequences of the increasing
uncertainties about emergency cooling that could discourage industrial
growth. It moved slowly and grudgingly to regulate against environmental damage from nuclear plants for the same reason. Its position on
thermal pollution reflected its fear that forcing nuclear plants to reduce
their waste heat discharges would hurt their competitiveness with conventional sources of power. The AEC was reluctant to take an expansive view of its responsibilities under NEPA in large part because of the
new delays and complications it would add to the licensing process.
In determining its regulatory policies, the AEC tried to strike a balance between necessary and excessive requirements. This was an unavoidably subjective evaluation that could not, and did not, satisfy
differing opinions in an increasingly spirited controversy. The AEC was
generally, though not invariably, receptive to the views of the nuclear
industry because it shared the industry's conviction that the foremost
problem facing the nation relating to the production of power was a
shortage of electrical capacity. Like a growing number of utilities, the
Joint Committee, and other nuclear proponents, the AEC believed that
nuclear plants provided the best means to meet existing and future
demand for power without aggravating air pollution. The agency was
keenly aware of the uncertainties about the design, performance, and
radiation emissions of nuclear plants, but it was confident that the
technology was safe and, in comparison with other sources of power,
beneficial to the environment.
Furthermore, in the AEC's estimation, nuclear power presented only
a slight hazard to public health. Agency spokesmen acknowledged the
possibility of a catastrophic nuclear accident, but insisted that its conservative assumptions and multiple lines of defense made the chances acceptably (and exceedingly) small. Its perspective on the advantages of
nuclear power was in large part an outgrowth of its statutory mandate
to promote the technology, the views of its leading officials, and the
pressure of the Joint Committee. But its position was also a result of
experience, investigation, and deliberation. In the collective judgment of
the AEC, the benefits of nuclear power far surpassed the risks.
By the late 1960s, a growing legion of critics offered a contrasting
assessment. They marshalled questions about reactor safety, many of
which had first arisen within the AEC, and suggested that the risks of
nuclear power exceeded its benefits. 7 The AEC and the nuclear industry
took sharp exception, but they could not show empirically or demon-
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strate convincingly that low-level radiation em1ss1ons from nuclear
plants would not cause the cancer deaths that Gofman and Tamplin
claimed, that ECCS would work as designed, or that the technology was
as benign as they believed. In the absence of conclusive evidence, nuclear proponents, in effect, asked the public to trust their judgment. But
a growing segment of the public demurred.
The difficulties that the AEC faced and the criticism it endured reflected drastic changes in the regulatory environment that took place
between 1962 and 1971. The agency actively promoted the expanding
use of nuclear power, only to find that the sudden growth of the industry created complex regulatory problems and spurred increasing public
opposition. The agency recognized that nuclear development depended
upon safe reactors and wide public support, but the shif~ing technological and political environment made the achievement of those goals more
formidable and more uncertain. Technologically, the rapid expansion of
the nuclear industry during the 1960s, both in the number and the size
of plants ordered, placed enormous pressure on the AEC's regulatory
staff. Keeping up with the flood of applications was, in itself, a hardship
for a staff that lacked the resources and personnel it needed. The technical p~oblems were even more trying. The three- and four-fold increase in
the size of nuclear plants raised vital new safety questions, including the
potential loss of pressure vessel integrity, the effects of a core meltdown,
and the performance of emergency cooling systems, that the regulatory
staff had to weigh in evaluating applications. Those and other serious
safety issues that accompanied the growth of nuclear units through
"design by extrapolation" ·had not arisen in the much smaller and simpler plants that the AEC had licensed by 1962.
The dramatic transformation in the political environment immeasurably compounded the problems confronting the AEC. By the late 1960s,
nu"clear regulation was no longer an issue of concern only to a small
number of experts, as a multiplicity of critical books, articles, interventions, and demonstrations made abundantly clear. The emergence of
environmentalism as a visible and vigorous force in American politics
after the mid-1960s raised questions about and generated opposition to
nuclear power and the priorities of the AEC. The faith in government
and confidence in the ability of science to improve standards of living
that prevailed in the early 1960s fell victim to the upheavals that protests against the Vietnam war and other social movements spawned.
The mounting evidence that, among other things, the government had
misled the American people about the war and other issues, the height-
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ened realization that scientific and technological developments could
threaten or destroy life as well as improve it, and the growing conviction
that the motives and activities of established institutions required continual scrutiny made a major impact on public attitudes toward the AEC
and nuclear technology. Austin E. Penn, chairman of the board of Baltimore Gas and Electric, unhappily acknowledged the new political atmosphere in 1969. Defending his company's use of full-page newspaper
advertisements that dismissed fears of nuclear powe_r, he insisted that
they were necessary "because this is an age of protest against all kinds of
established institutions. " 8
A vivid example of the extent of the change in the AEC's operating
environment occurred at the annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in December 1970. Protesters accused Glenn Seaborg, whose appointment as chairman of the AEC in
1961 had received universal acclaim, of "the crime of science against the
American people." Seaborg, recently elected president of the association, was prepared to deliver a paper titled "New Frontiers of the
Mind" that stressed the need for cooperation between science and government. A group of about forty radical scientists had informed the
press of their plans to disrupt .the meeting, and at the first sign of
trouble, Seaborg left the platform. A member of the dissident group
then read a statement that indicted Seaborg for a litany of offenses.
Among them was his leadership of the AEC, "where megadeath development and radiation pollution development are directed." The incident
received wide publicity in the national press and prompted a sympathetic call to Seaborg from Nixon. The president remarked that "treating a scientist and former chancellor of a university in this fashion
shows these people to be purely destroyers. " 9
In some ways, the AEC suffered consequences from events and
forces over which it had little control. The disillusionment with the
federal government and with science was fed by a variety of sources,
most of which were divorced from the programs of the AEC. As the
protest against Seaborg testified, however, dissenters denounced the
AEC as a part of the military-industrial complex and viewed all of its •
programs with suspicion and hostility. Like the growing antipathy
toward science and technology, even fear of nuclear energy was not
entirely within the boundaries managed by the AEC. As Spencer R.
Weart has shown, nuclear fears predated the use of the atomic bomb
and the establishment of the AEC. Such anxieties were often not attrib-
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utable to the agency's policies and were frequently impervious to the
AEC's efforts at mollification. 10
Some issues cited by critics that related more specifically to nuclear
power and regulation were also beyond the AEC's direct control. The
dual responsibilities for both promoting and regulating the nuclear industry was a part of the agency's statutory mandate, and while it tried
to avoid a conflict of interest as best it could, it was committed by law
and by political realities to carrying out both functions. Although the
AEC welcomed the rapid development of the nuclear industry during
the 1960s, it had only limited authority over the pace of growth, the
design of reactors, or the size of plants. As long as the construction and
operation of nuclear plants remained in the hands of private utilities, the
role of the AEC in nuclear development was responsive to and dependent on decisions made by nuclear vendors and utilities-particularly
since it sought to avoid taking regulatory actions that might discourage
industrial growth. The federal budget stringencies of the late 1960s and
early 1970s created hardships for many agencies, but they came at a
particularly bad time for the AEC. They prevented the AEC from expanding its regulatory staff and from carrying out important research
projects when both were urgently needed.
Yet the AEC was not merely a passive victim of forces beyond its
control. Within the constraints imposed by law and by social conditions,
it made judgments and reached decisions that fueled distrust of government and science, intensified concern about nuclear power, and undercut
its own regulatory position. All too often it played into the hands of its
critics by failing to recognize or to deal astutely with its changing environment. As a matter of emphasis, if not commitment, the AEC focused on
the promotion rather than the regulation of nuclear power. This ·gave rise
to and enhanced the credibility of charges that it was so intent on industrial developmentthat it was incapable of effective regulation and indifferent to environmental protection. The AEC acted slowly and reluctantly
to address questions about the environmental impact of nuclear power
and to carry out the requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act. This not only cost it political support but also obscured the environmental advantages of nuclear technology.
The AEC refused to give light-water safety research the resources and
the attention it required in the late 1960s. Although the amount of
funding that the agency received was largely determined by the Bureau
of the Budget, the AEC had much greater control ·over the allocation of
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its budget. By denying sufficient funds to light-water safety research, it
forfeited its best opportunity to find answers to, or at least gather more
complete information about, critical questions regarding reactor safety.
The most visible result was the emergency core cooling controversy,
which greatly increased already rising levels of concern about reactor
safety. The AEC hoped to arrest growing opposition to nuclear power
by educating the public, but its leaders did not seem to recognize the
extent to which their own policies and priorities counteracted those
efforts. Although nuclear fears had existed long before the controversy
over nuclear power began, the AEC took actions that intensified those
apprehensions. And, as Weart noted, nuclear fears "took a special
place" in galvanizing the environmental movement. 11
Both because of the changed environment in which it functioned and
its own assignments of resources and priorities, the AEC's nuclear
power programs were the target of sharp attacks by the late 1960s. By
the summer of 1971, the criticisms had won wide attention and provoked a major debate over nuclear power. As a result, the efforts of the
AEC to balance its developmental and regulatory responsibilities and
the extent to which it contravened the wishes of the nuclear industry
were often overlooked or discounted. The growing distrust of the AEC's
reactor programs obscured the attention that the regulatory staff devoted to safety, both in writing regulations and in judging applications,
and the benefits of nuclear power technology. Increasingly. prevalent
reservations about the AEC's performance on reactor safety issues undermined not only its regulatory credibility but its promotional objectives as well.
When Schlesinger and Doub joined the AEC, they sought to narrow
the division between nuclear proponents and critics by placing greater
emphasis on the AEC's regulatory commitment. Schlesinger articulated
his philosophy and his intentions in a speech on 20 October 1971 to a
meeting of the Atomic Industrial Forum and the American Nuclear
Society in Bal Harbour, Florida. He told his listeners that although it
"should be difficult to be other than bullish" about the long-term prospects for rluclear power, the pace of development would depend on two
variables: "first, the provision of a safe, reliable product; second,
achievement of public confidence in that product." He suggested that
carrying out those objectives would be "a demanding task," but he felt
confident that it could be done.
Schlesinger emphasized that fulfilling the promise of nuclear power
required a major ~hange in the role of the AEC. "From its inception the
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Atomic Energy Commission has fostered and protected the nuclear industry," he declared. "Looking back one can, I think, say that this was
the right policy for that historical epoch." But, he continued, the AEC,
in recognition that the nuclear industry was "rapidly approaching mature growth," would redefine its responsibilities. "You should not expect the AEC," Schlesinger announced, "to fight the industry's political,
social, and commercial battles." Rather, he added, the AEC's role was
"primarily to perform as a referee serving the public interest."
Schlesinger made it clear that the AEC was committed to carrying
out the Calvert Cliffs decision, despite the problems it created for the
agency and the industry. "We sympathize with the difficulties that you
are facing," he declared, "but we have no intention of evading our
responsibilities under the law." He went on to affirm that even though a
number of environmentalists had displayed "bad manners," they also
had "raised many legitimate questions" that deserved careful consideration. Schlesinger concluded: "Let me reiterate: the Atomic Energy
Commission, like any government agency, exists to serve the public
interest. The public interest may overlap, but it is not coincident with
private interests.... The role of a government agency, designed to
achieve and enforce public goals, is distinct." 12 The message of Schlesinger's speech was unprecedented; he proclaimed a sharp break with
the AEC's history and outlined a new direction in the agency's approach
to and attitude toward its regulatory responsibilities.
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Appendix 1: Glossary of
Acronyms

ACRS

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

AEC

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

ASME

A'merican Society of Mechanical Engineers

BG&E

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company

ECCS

Emergency Core Cooling System

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

FRC

Federal Radiation Council ·

GAC

General Advisory Committee of AEC

HEW

U. S. Department of J:lealth, Education, and Welfare

ICRP

International Commission on Radiological Protection

LADWP

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

LOFf

Loss-of-Fluid Tests

MPCA

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

NCPC

National Coal Policy Conference

NCRP

National Committee on Radiation Protection

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

NUMEC Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation
PG&E

Pacific Gas and Electric Company

SPERT

Special Power Excursion Reactor Tests
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TVA

Tennessee Valley Authority

ucs

Union of Concerned Scientists

WL

Working Level (of radon)

WLM

Working Level Month

Appendix 2: Chronology
of Regulatory History

Date

Event

1 June 1962

AEC published reactor site criteria.

20 November 1962

AEC issued "Civilian Nuclear Power-A Report to the
President."
·

4 December 1962

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power announced
plans to build Malibu plant.

10 December 1962

Consolidated Edison filed for a construction permit for
the Ravenswood plant.

28 December 1962

Pacific Gas and Electric filed for a construction permit for
the Bodega Bay plant.

19 February 1963

Public meeting aired opposition to Ravenswood.

20 May 1963

Secretary of the Interior Udall told AEC that Bodega Bay
site was "reason for grave concern."

26 August 1963

U. S. Public Health Service announced new findings on
mortality rates from l~ng cancer among uranium miners.

12 December 1963

Jersey Central Power and Light announced plans to build
Oyster Creek plant..

3 January 1964

Consolidated Edison announced its withdrawal of Ravenswood application.

30 October 1964

Pacific Gas and Electric announced its withdrawal of
Bodega Bay application.
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23 March 1965

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board hearings on Malibu
application opened.

18 June 1965

Chairman Seaborg sent letter to Joint Committee on probability and consequences of a major reactor accident.

14 July 1965

First Mitchell Panel report submitted.

30 July 1965

AEC's General Advisory Committee submitted its "Review of Reactor Safety Research Program."

22 November 1965

Draft general design criteria issued for public comment.

24 November 1965

ACRS sent letter expressing concern about pressure vessel reliability.

6 May 1966

Senator Muskie presided over hearing on water pollution
from uranium mill tailings.

17 June 1966

TVA announced plans to build Browns Ferry plants.

5 October 1966

Accident occurred at Fermi plant.

10 March 1967

Report of the Lumb Panel on safeguarding special nuclear material submitted.

27 March 1967

Commission upheld Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
decision on Malibu.

30 June 1967

Second Mitchel! Panel report submitted.

27 July 1967

FRC issued a standard of 12 WLM for permissible levels
of radon in uranium mines, subject to further review.

29 September 1967

Leaks revealing quality assurance problems detected at
Oyster Creek.

23 October 1967

AEC released Ergen Report on emergency core cooling.

4 November 1968

AEC adopted technical specifications.

13 January 1969

U. S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit sustained AEC
position on regulating against thermal pollution.

20 January 1969

Article in Sports Illustrated by Robert H. Boyle criticized
AEC's position on thermal pollution.

March 1969

U. S. Public Health Service published report, "Evaluation
of Radon 222 Near Uranium Tailings Piles;"

12 May 1969

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency required radiation
limits stricter than those of the AEC in granting a waste
discharge permit to Monticello plant.

18 August 1969

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Appeal Panel established.
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11 September 1969

Commissioners faced nuclear critics in a public forum for
the first time at a conference on nuclear power held at the
University of Vermont.

28 October 1969

Joint Committee hearings on the environmental effects of
electrical production opened.

29 October 1969

Gofman and Tamplin delivered a paper arguing that radiation from nuclear plants could cause 17,000 cancer
deaths annually.

1 January 1970

National Environmental Policy Act signed into law.

28 March 1970

AEC issued revised radiation-protection regulations.

31 March 1970

Backfitting regulation adopted.

2 April 1970

AEC announced plan (Appendix D) to implement NEPA.

3 April 1970

Water Quality Improvement Act signed into law.

3 June 1970

Revised Appendix D published for public comment.

17 June 1970

AEC announced plans to develop a repository for highlevel nuclear wastes at a Lyons, Kansas site.

26 June 1970

Quality assurance criteria adopted.

4 December 1970

AEC published another revised version of Appendix D.

22 December 1970

United States District Court for the District of Minnesota
ruled that the federal government had exclusive authority
to set radiation standards.

24 December 1970

Regulation on emergency planning adopted.

19 February 1971

General design criteria adopted.

25 May 1971

EPA issued compromise ruling on radon limits in uranium mines.

4 June 1971

President Nixon delivered message on energy production
and environmental protection.

7 June 1971

AEC issued revised radiation-protection regulations, including numerical design objectives, for public comment.

19 June 1971

AEC issued ECCS interim acceptance criteria.

21 July 1971

Seaborg announced resignation as chairman of AEC;
Nixon announced appointments of Schlesinger and
Doub.

23 July 1971

U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit rebuked the AEC in Calvert Cliffs decision.

17 August 1971

Schlesinger sworn in as chairman of the AEC and Doub
sworn in as a commissioner.
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26 August 1971

AEC announced that it would not appeal the Calvert
Cliffs decision.

14 October 1971

AEC announced resignation of Harold L. Price as director of regulation.

20 October 1971

Schlesinger announced new AEC approach to regulation
in speech to nuclear industry groups at Bal Harbour, Florida.
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Essay on Sources

The basic documentary sources for this book are the records of the
Atomic Energy Commission. When the AEC was abolished in 1975, its
records were divided along functional lines ,between the agencies that
succeeded it, the Energy Research and Development Administration,
which later became a part of the Department of Energy, and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Files that clearly related to the AEC's regulatory programs went to the NRC; the remainder went to ERDA, and
then DOE. AEC records at both agencies contain important materials
on the history of regulatory policies and actions. The records at the
NRC cited in the notes (as AEC/NRC) are available for research at the
NRC's Public Document Room, 2120 "L" Street NW, Washington,
D. C. For information about the documents at DOE cited in the notes
(as AEC/DOE), researchers should contact the DOE History Division.
Detailed information about the nature of AEC records is provided in
George T. Mazuzan and J. Samuel Walker, Controlling the Atom: The
Beginnings of Nuclear Regulation, 1946-1962 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1984), pp. 499-501, and Richard
G. Hewlett and Jack M. Holl, Atoms for Peace and War, 1953-1961:
Eisenhower and the Atomic Energy Commission (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 1989), pp. 660-661.
Other collections of government records and perso_nal papers also
provide valuable information. The papers of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, included in Record Group 128 (Records of the Joint
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Committees of Congress) at the National Archives in Washington,
D. C., are a rich source. They are especially useful in documenting the
Joint Committee's role in regulatory issues, but shed light on other
matters as well. Joint Committee records become available for research
according to a twenty-year rule established by the U. S. Senate.Several other collections at the National Archives contain important
materials. The papers of the Federal Radiation Council, a part of Record Group 412 (Records of the Environmental Protection Agency), are
helpful in understanding a number of issues in which the agency was
involved. For the purposes of this volume, they were particularly valuable on the radiation controversy and on radon standards for uranium
mines. The records of the Office of the Secretary of Labor-W. Willard
Wirtz, a part of Record Group 174 (General Records of the Department
of Labor), are equally in'dispensable on the controversy surrounding
uranium mine safety. The records of the Office of Science and Technology (Record ,Group 359) and the records of the Bureau of the Budget
(Record Group 51) include a few significant items relating to nuclear
regulation.
The Division of Radiological Health of the U. S. Public Health Service is a key source of documents relating to radiation protection and
safety. The records are available for research on microfilm at the division's library in Rockville, Maryland.
In addition to the records of government agencies, several collections
of personal papers contain documents of vital and singular importance.
The presidential papers of Richard M. Nixon, housed under the custody
of the National Archives in the Richard M. Nixon Presidential Materials Project in Alexandria, Virginia, include some interesting correspondence, especially on the Monticello and emergency core cooling issues.
The papers of Lyndon B. Johnson at the Lyndon B. Johnson Library in
Austin, Texas, are less helpful but have a few noteworthy items. The
papers of Harold L. Price, the AEC's director of regulation, have been
accessioned by the Herbert Hoover Library in West Branch, Iowa. Although the· volume of the collection is not large, it contains important
documents relating to a wide range of regulatory issues, especially in the .
late 1960s and early 1970s.
The papers of several members of the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy include useful materials. The papers of Chet Holifield and Craig
Hosmer, both at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles,
are rich collections that feature documents on a wide variety of subjects
over a long period of time. Both should be consulted by any researcher
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interested in the history of nuclear energy. Other members of the Joint
Committee left papers that include useful materials. The papers of Clinton P. Anderson at the Library of Congress in Washington, D. C. are
better for earlier years but still have some helpful materials for the
1963-.1971 period. The George D. Aiken papers at the· University of
Vermont in Burlington are especially valuable on issues in which Aiken
took a deep personal interest-the controversy over Vermont Yankee
and the antitrust aspects of nuclear licensing. The John 0. Pastore
papers at Providence College in Providence, Rhode Island are generally
not as rich as the Holifield or Hosmer collections but still contain many
useful documents from his tenure on the Joint Committee.
Manuscript collections that document the activities and views of
nuclear critics are rare and frequently nonexiste1;1t. There are a few
sources, however, that were useful for this volume. The Edmund S.
Muskie papers, housed in the Edmund S. Muskie Archives at Bates
College in Lewiston, Maine, contain a fair amount of material relating
to nuclear power and regulation. In addition, there are items of interest
in the Barry Commoner papers at the Library of Congress, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation papers at the University of Maryland, College
Park, and Sierra Club records in San Francisco.
A source of unique and extraordinary importance for any scholar
working on nuclear energy issues during the 1960s and early 1970s is
the Journal of Glenn T. Seaborg. The Journal for the years of Seaborg's .
chairmanship of the AEC runs twenty-five volumes; it was published by
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the University of California in 1989
(PUB-625). The Journal includes Seaborg's meticulous notes on each
day's activities, ranging from accounts of meetings and phone conversations to the results of baseball games. It also includes many documents
relating to the events described in the daily notes. In all cases, the
Journal is an invaluable source; in some cases, such as the AEC's deliberations over tightening radiation standards, it provides information
and insight that is unavailable elsewhere. Seaborg gave copies of his
Journal to several archives and manuscript libraries, where it is open for
research. He donated complete copies to the libraries of three University
of California campuses-Berkeley, Santa Barbara, and UCLA. In addition, Seaborg sent portions of the Journal covering the administrations
of the three presidents under whom he served to the appropriate presidential library: volumes 1-6 to the John F. Kennedy Library, Boston,
Massachusetts, volumes 7-17 to the Lyndon B. Johnson Library, and
volumes 18-25 to the Richard M. Nixon Presidential Materials Project.
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The Library of Congress has accessioned Seaborg's personal papers for
the years 1931-1988; when they are opened for research they will
include a copy of the complete Journal.
This book also drew on many published primary sources, such as
government reports and congressional· hearings, and a wide variety of
newspaper and magazine stories. Nuclear industry trade journals·, especially Nucleonics Week, are an indispensable source for studying any
topic relating to the history of nuclear power. They followed industry
developments and regulatory policies with scrupulous care and generally reported them with accuracy and frankness.
The secondary literature on nuclear power and regulation has traditionally been dominated by partisan accounts. In recent years, however,
a few books and art!cles have taken a scholarly approach and provided
a balanced treatment of a complex topic. Those that I have found most
useful are cited in the notes. Much work remains to be done to gain a
full understanding of the history of nuclear regulation. Indeed, I think
that practically every reactor built and many that were not built are
worthy of careful study; each reflects important trends in political,
technological, scientific, environmental, and business history, and in the
areas in which plants were built or planned, local and social history.
I am grateful to many participants in the events recounted in this
book who shared their experiences and views with me (or in a few cases,
with my predecessors at the NRC). They provided important perspectives and information that was not always available from documentary
sources. I benefited from the contributions of: Edson G. Case, Robert
Colmar, Joseph J. Fouchard, Stephen H. Hanauer, Christopher L. Hen·derson, Albert P. Kenneke, Ralph E. Lapp, Norman Lauben, Morton
W. Libarkin, Martin G. Malsch, Woodford B.. McCool, Peter A. Morris, David Okrent, William C. Parler, Harold L. Price, James T. Ramey,
Anthony Z. Roisman, Marcus A. Rowden, Glenn T. Seaborg, Howard
K. Shapar, and Lauriston S. Taylor.
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